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The Amdisk Single Drive system is ruggedly con-
structed for years of trouble-free operation and is 
backed with our 90 day warranty on parts and 
labor .  

Just circle the reader service number for com-
plete specifications. 

*Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc 
t Requires recording on both sides 

286K 
per 3" 
disk 
cartridge: 

AFTER YOUR FIRST DRIVE 

GO WITH AMDISK. 

The AMDISK-I Micro-floppy disk system is an 
engineering breakthrough in disk size, storage 
capacity, media protection and user conven-
ience. It's fully compatible with your Apple 
and Apple Ile and is furnished with an in-
terconnect cable. Enjoy a full 286K storaget 
capability and the extra convenience of the new 
3" hard plastic encased diskette. Packed 10 per 
box, the disk cartridge fits into a shirt pocket and 
is easy to mail. 

Suggested Retail Price .... $299 (3" cartridge $6.99 ea.) 

2201 Lively Blvd • Elk Grove Village. IL 60007  AmEEK co r'. 
(312) 364-1180 TLX 25-4786 

REGIONAL OFFICES: Calif. (714) 662-3949 • Texas (81 7) 498-2334 

Amdek . . . your guide to innovative computing! 

Circle 95 on Reader Service card. 
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PDQ II MAKES YOUR 
APPLE MICRO PERFORM 
LIKE A MINICOMPUTER 
PRODUCTIVITY INCREASE 

PDQ II will make your Apple II or Ile 
outperform itself. It will fly through 
tasks which used to take hours. It 
will perform multiple tasks at the 
same time. Most Apple software 
programs will exhibit a 200 to 2,000 
percent increase in speed, without 
reprogramming. 

NEXT GENERATION 
CAPABILITIES 

That's not all—when you plug a 
PDQ II into your Apple, it will pro-
vide the advanced features of the 
16/32 bit MC68000 microprocessor. 
Your Apple will be capable of utiliz-
ing sophisticated, "next generation" 
software products. 

ONE SIMPLE SOLUTION 

PDQ II eliminates the need for 
numerous add-ons — it includes an 
integrated high speed pseudo-disk, 
printer/communicatons buffer, 
memory extension capability and a 
powerful 16/32 bit processor. PDQ II 
consists of two system boards 
which simply plug inside your 
Apple, making your Micro think it's 
a Mini. 

PDQ II SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS 
Standard Features 
Microprocessor 
• 16/32 bit MC68000 
• 10 MHZ 

User Memory 
• 256K Bytes RAM 

Integrated Functionality 
• Multiple printer/communications buffering 
• Pseudo-disk operations 
• Track buffering (p-System) 

ETC Software 
• ETC MC68000 Assembler 
• ETC MC68000 System Monitor 
• ETC p-System (version IV) to Apple DOS 

Interface Utility 

Languages and Software Systems Supported 
• Applesoft BASIC Compatibility 8, Speed up 
• Apple DOS 3.3 
• UCSD p-System (version IV) Interpreter—executes 

UCSD Pascal, FORTRAN-77 and BASIC P-Code 

INSURANCE FOR THE 
FUTURE 
PDQ II provides a powerful p-System 
run time environment, making it possi-
ble for your Apple to take advantage 
of many of the hundreds of high-
quality p-System applications...the 
same applications available for Digital, 
IBM, HP, and other computers. 

PDQ II technology makes your cur-
rent investment in software and train-
ing more productive, while providing 
an almost unlimited growth path. 

Now wouldn't you like to have the 
PDQ II performing for you? 

PDQ II comes with a full one year warranty and 
will be available through your local Apple dealer 
beginning in July. If you simply cannot wait, send 
your check or M.O. for $1495 (postage included) 
to: Enhancement Technology Corporation, P.O. 
Box 1267, Pittsfield, MA 01202. Mass residents 
must include 5% sales tax. 413-445-4219 

We'll send you the PDQ II. P.D.Q.! 

The Ultimate Peripheral 

Optional Features 
Hardware 
• 1 Megabyte RAM (Fall 1983) 

Software 
• UCSD p-System Development System 
• UCSD Pascal 
• FORTRAN 
• BASIC 
• Unix-like Operating System 
• Artificial Intelligence Laboratory incorporating a 

Deductive Reasoning System (Spring 1984) 

Apple II and Apple Ile are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. UCSD p-System is a registered 
trademark of the Regents of the University of California. Digital is a registered trademark of Digital 
Equipment Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 
Osborne is a registered trademark of Osborne Computer Corporation. 
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Apples Grow on 
Wall Street 	 50 
A stock market expert reports on the 
wealth of investment software avail-
able for the Apple. 
by Richard M. Fuccillo 

last if you don't spell out exactly 
what's expected of you and your 
client. 
by Jessie Gunn Stephens 

The Madison Ave. 
Apple 	 61 
Don't pour your ad dollars down a 
rathole! Instead, monitor results with 
this ad-tracking program. 
by Paul Garrison 

Apple Dividends 	 68 
Keep a running tally of your port-
folio's profitability. This stylish utili-
ty does everything the commercial 
software does—and more! You can 
pick up a few tips about making the 
most of arrays. 
by Dorothy and George Hennings 

Notes on Human 
Engineering 
"Read the #!&* directions!" is not the 
tone your user-friendly programs 
should take. Here's some help for an-
ticipating the worst. 
by P.N. van Kampen 

The Accountant 
If you want to see where your money 
is going, and you're willing to spend a 
little time entering data, this package 
will do the job for you. 
by Gregory R. Glau 

Downloaded from wwwApple2Online.com  

What's the (VisiCalc) 
DIF? 
The corporate data funnel is no 
longer supported by endless rows of 
adding machines. Now for the Apple 
III—we have tuples. 
by Justin Crom 

	98 
Precise budget tracking is within 
your reach with VisiCalc and this 
lucid tutorial. 
by Trish McClelland 

Selective Totals 
Using VisiCalc 
No matter what business you're in, 
you sometimes need to extract specif-
ic totals from a raft of figures. Once 
again, VisiCalc comes to the rescue. 
by Ramachandran Bharath 
and D.B. Hoffman 

General Ledger 	104 
Bring Herculean accounting power 
to your organization with this pack-
age from Peachtree. 
by Gregory R. Glau 

Conserving VisiCalc 
Memory 
If your machine's memory isn't 
brawny enough to master heavy-
duty VisiCalculations, try a little 
finesse. 
by Trish McClelland 

Pascal Pretty-Printing 	112 
Legibility is the key to understanding 
listings at a glance. 
by Gordon A. Findlay 

In Black and White 
Your first consulting job may be 

54
your 
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84 
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VisiTracking 

102 

108 
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Data Perfect 	116 
What's in a name? To at least one re-
viewer, this file handling system 
doesn't quite measure up to its 
moniker. 
by Gregory R. Glau 

Interfacing a 
Stepper Motor 	122 
Link a stepper motor to your Ap-
ple and you're on your way to incred-
ible applications. Here's how to get 
started. 
by Jerry Faughn, Marc Albin 
and Ritchie Dean 

Micro Macros 
Enter a new dimension of keyboard 
commands with this potent assembly-
language program. 
by Sandy Mossberg 

136 
An easy project for a crisp autumn 
night. 
by Curtis Goodson 

Apple Turnover 
Here's a hi-res strategy game that'll 
bring you back for seconds. 
by David and Matthew Storm 

Let's Play Chicken 	148 
This month's triple-treat for garners 
continues with a skill contest most 
fowl! (Get the yolk?) 
by Marty Butherus and 
Curtis Cooper 

The Next Step 
	

152 
All the details on the new board that 
animates the Apple with sprites. 
by Eric Grammer 

Hangman's Noose 
Now here's a game that's really fun 
to execute. 
by Ed Fine 

A Modern Horror Story  163 
We herewith present a tale of tragic 
loss and longed-for redress. 
by George Engel 

Disk Cleaner 	166 
A simple program to clean your disk 
heads. 
by Timothy J. Mann 

File Card Formatter 	170 
This is a handy utility—and the 
name is the game. 
by Bill Smith 

Hot Cider 	 6 
by Wayne Green 

inCide Out 
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Fermentations 	 10 
Letters 
	

12 
The Applesoft Adviser 
	

18 
Educational techniques 

The Assembly Advantage 
	

34 
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178 
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Interactions 
	

202 
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206 
Software Reviews 
	

214 
Old Ironsides; Multiplan; GPLE; VC-80; 
Gertrude; CPA; Mail List Manager; 
Notewriter; Nightmare Gallery; Bop-A-Bet; 
Notebook; Data Master; Apventure to Atlantis; 
Spelling Package; Visible Computer; 
Routine Machine 
Hints 'n' Techniques 	 238 
Super File Swapping; Letter-Quality 
Printing; Enlarging a Printout 

Book Reviews 	 244 
Computers for Small Business; Using 
Microcomputers in Business; Word 
Processing for Small Business; Word 
Processing with Your Microcomputer; 
Celestial Basic; Intermediate Level Apple II 
Handbook 

New Software 	 250 
New Products 	 254 
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Under My 
Wheels 
1-1 as the Jaguar improved? Yes, 

I know you probably don't 
have a Jaguar, but since Apple 
owners have above-average incomes, 
I hoped you might know someone 
with one. How else can I find out 
what's going on with the car? 

Three years ago my wife got fed up 
with my 1955 VW and leased a 1980 
Jaguar for me. Gorgeous car, no 
doubt about it. And it made a much 
better impression on visiting advertis-
ers than the old VW. But the damned 
thing has given me more trouble than 
any car I've ever owned. It's spent 
about one third of the time at the 
Jaguar garage, which is about an 
hour's drive away. 

I finally solved the problem of the 
vanishing Jaguar by buying a Datsun 
810 Maxima to use while Jaggie was 
sitting in the garage parking lot, rust-
ing and waiting for parts from En-
gland. The Maxima already has more 
miles on it in two years than I racked 
up with the Jaguar in three, and it 
has yet to need a single repair. 

Most of the Jaguar problems have 
been niggling: the ignition switch, 
water lealdng onto the feet during the 
rain, the horn sounding by itself, the 
cruise control breaking (several 
times), the engine not restarting 
when warm and the hood un-
latching. 

Now all that probably doesn't 
sound like much, but take that hood 
unlatching problem, for example. 
After a dozen times in the shop to get 
the hood fixed (with each visit taking 
clays or weeks), it still popped up 
within minutes of the car being used. 
The owner of the garage said flatly 
that about one in seven Jaguar hoods 
can't be fixed so that they will stay 
latched—and mine was one of those. 

After my garage gave up on the 
hood I wrote to the importer. No re-
sponse. So I wrote to the factory in 
England. The importer sent a me- 

  

chanic up from New Jersey to have a 
try. The hood popped up as I drove 
out of the garage. 

After more letters and a couple 
more tries by the garage, the me-
chanic was sent up again. He was not 
in a good mood. I mentioned that the 
automatic air conditioning system 
had been working backwards, freez-
ing hell out of me when it was cold 
and going full blast with the heat 
when it was hot. He intimated that I 
was stupid and didn't know how to 
use it—but they fixed it anyway. 

The twentieth hood adjustment 
visit seemed to do it. Perhaps the gar-
age owner had been wrong and it ac-
tually was possible to fix the hood 
latch system! A few days later when a 
gas station wanted to check the oil we 
had quite a struggle getting the hood 
open. Hmmm, had they epoxied it? It 
now pops open again, but I admit that 
it is only a couple of times a week in-
stead of every few minutes. Progress. 

I've heard rumors that the Jaguar 
workers have finally heard about 
Japanese quality and that their re-
cent cars are better made. If you 
know any owners of a recent vintage 
Jaguar please see what you can find 
out for me. The car is beautiful, a 
dream to drive. But it is a nightmare 
to live with . . unless they've cleaned 
up their act. 

Even if I was spendthrift enough to 
consider a Rolls, the article in Play-
boy by publisher Goldstein on his 
Rolls disaster would stop me dead. 
He found he was spending over 
$30,000 a year on repairs—and that's 
a lot of Apples. 

So what have you heard? Should I 
try a new Jaguar when the old lease is 
up this fall, or should I learn from 
experience? ■ 
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The Incredible Jack .... $14250 BUSINESS SOLUTIONS REG $17995 

vVoni Prriness,g - Filing - Calc - Mailing 

DISTAR Thinline—Reg 395" 

Disc Drive Apple compatible 

QUADRAM 
Microphazer Printer Buffer $12950  

$20950 $3950 
Printer Utility Deluxe 

Gemini 15 while they last 	  

KENSINGTON MICROWARE 
System Saver  	 

SOUTHWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS 

Printographer 
TERRAPIN 
Logo 	 
STAR MICRONICS 

Gemini 10 while they last 

ELEM. to ADULT $11 11 750  

$29950 $39950 
$6550 

CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE $2850 COPY II PLUS . • • • • • 
DOW JONES 
Market Analyzer 	 $27550  

COPY II PC AVAILABLE FOR IBM 

-ASK FOR FREE CATALOG- 
PHONE IN 

YOUR ORDER 
—TOLL FREE—
(800) 854-5649 

Washington State residents 
see phone numbers in 
Order Blank at Right. 

ORDER PHONE HOURS: 
Mon.-Fri 9 to 6 (PST) 

Sat. & Sun. 10 to 2 (PST) 

SIGNATURE 	  

14617 N.E. 169th ST., WOODINVILLE, WA 98072 I 
ORDER PHONE — Outside Wash. — (800) 854-5649' 

Wash. Residents & Cust. Service (206) 483-2000 II 

Any order 
of 3 or more 

programs entitles you to 
your choice of Original 

Adventure Game or Applesoft® 
Tutorial on disk FREE! 

NM 	 MI 

Be sure to ADD $2.50 shipping and handling for all software orders. 
ADD additional $3.00 for Blue Label (Air). C.O.D.'s ADD $5.00. 

I 	Shipping on hardware items—EXTRA. Washington residents add 
sales tax. We accept MASTERCARD, VISA, and AMERICAN 

EXPRESS. (American Express requires additional service charge.) 

NAME 	  

STREET 	  

CITY 	  STATE & ZIP 	  

CARD It 	  EXP DATE 	  

vgl'IGS 
sows* 1,0 

You can take a deep bre 
and RELAX! h I'M% t?Zr 
... to purchase your Apple® and Apple® compatible 
software, firmware, hardware and accessories.  

_-.04:lissoikoriewito-take a chance because, in-
addition to having the stability and dependability 
you expect from one of the largest mail order 
retailers of Apple computer products, Micro 

Mountain also maintains an industry-wide reputatio 
for competitive prices and great service. 

Write today for a FREE CATALOG (u  
convenient coupon below) or request one when you 

II for our prices on Franklin computer systems. 
(They're so low we're afraid to print them!) 

So when you're ready for the best in price and 
service-come to... 

UTILICO SOFTWARE 

Essential Data Duplicator $5950  
SOFTWARE TECH. REG $25000 	

I 
d...4 49 50  

IV'  The Creator II forA„,e   

CALL FOR OUR X-TRA SPECIAL PRICES ON FRANKLIN COMPUTERS  

$9750 

$6550 

$4950 

THE AMAZING REG $13495 

Koala Pad For Cursor Movement 

HARCOURT BRACE PUBLISHING 
S.A.T 
16K Ram Card 	 

• UNEQUALLED - REG $79.95 

SPINNAKER SOFTWARE 
In Search of the 
Most Amazing Thing . . $3250  
AGES 10 to ADULT 

ONE OF THE FINEST 
COPY SYSTEMS WE'VE SEEN 
Replay II For Apple 11,/Apple 	. s • $11550 
SOFTWARE MASTERS 
The Visible 
Computer: 6502 	 $3950 

-MI NM— MI= =I MIN Mil MI MEI MINI EN 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
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grams published in 80 Micro or Microcom-
puting are also welcome. We'll consider publi-
cation of any material for the Apple. Guide-
lines for budding authors are available—just 
address an envelope to yourself and include it 
with your request. 

inCider magazine is published monthly by 
Wayne Green Inc. Entire contents copyright 
1983 Wayne Green Inc. No part of this publi-
cation may be reprinted, or reproduced by any 
means, without prior written permission from 
the publisher. All programs are published for 
personal use only. All rights reserved. 

you know, it wasn't very long ago 
that people thought of comput-

ers as mysterious electronic behe-
moths covered with lights and dials 
and switches. Back then the names 
were DEC and Prime and IBM, and 
the computers were inexpressibly ex-
pensive and unmanageable. And, per-
haps because they were so inaccessi-
ble, these giants inspired helpless fear 
in a lot of folks. But it's funny, the 
machines seem to have inherited a 
certain dignity as well—business-
people who really need a good little 
microcomputer to clear up the pa-
perwork sometimes think first of the 
old names. 

So this month inCider wants to dis-
pel the mystery. Unless you're run-
ning a billion-dollar industry that 
fills a city block, you probably don't 
need anything bigger or more awe-
inspiring than a 64K Apple. And if 
you've ever popped the top on a He, 
you know it's not very intimidating 
hardware. 

Software needn't be intimidating 
either. Take a look at Dick Fuccillo's 
"Apples Grow on Wall Street"; he'll 
step you through some of the ba-
sics of keeping your shirt in the stock 
market. And when it's time to harvest 
the profits, key in the "Apple Divi-
dends" program by Dorothy and 

George Hennings. 
Perhaps you already use VisiCalc. 

If so, you'll be delighted to find four 
articles specially for you. There's al-
ways more to learn, and we'll keep 
passing along noteworthy tips. If 
you have no use for spreadsheets (a 
circumstance I can't entirely appre-
hend), check out the reviews of data-
base managers and accounting soft-
ware. Or, if you're interested in 
getting more for your ad dollar, Paul 
Garrison has written the program 
you need. 

Many of you write software for 
profit as well as fun; "Notes on Hu-
man Engineering" is for you, to point 
out some techniques for smoothing 
the way for users. And to clarify ex-
pectations between client and con-
sultant, make sure you get it "In 
Black and White." 

If business begins to get you down, 
you'll find solace in "Hangman's 
Noose," or one of the other great 
games in the issue. Apple Turnover 
will expand your mind, not your 
waistline; and "Let's Play Chick-
en" remains an open invitation to 
unwind. 

So enjoy this bigger, better issue of 
inCider. And come back next month 
to see what's new in Apple graphics. • 

—IS 
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Apple® II, II Plus, and Ile 

Introducing Lock 'N' Chase" 
for your Apple and IBM. 

It'll give you a run for your money. 
No, it's not a computer scheme to beat the stock market. It's 

Lock 'N' Chase* from Mattel Electronics. For your Apple® II and IBM® 
Personal Computers. The computer game worth its 
weight in gold. 

Picture yourself in a bank vault helping 
yourself to gold bar after gold bar. Tax free! 

But here come the cops! 
And the chase is on. While you try 
to slow your pursuers by slamming 
locked doors on them. 

Lock 'N' ChaseTM* from Mattel Electronics. 
Good as gold. 

‘;i1 4N -A3 
M NETWORK by MATTEL ELECTROMES® 

©MATTEL ELECTRONICS, INC. 1983 All Rights Reserved. 	 'Lock 'N Chase is a trademark of Data East USA, Inc., used under license. ©1981, 1982 Data East USA, Inc. 

Apple II, II Plus, and Ile are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp 



Fermentations 
by Tom Woods 

inCider staff 

The Micro Cottage 

The world of microcomputers is, 
for many, a strange land. And 

even for those with some experience, 
microcomputers are often thought to 
be merely tools for record keeping 
and word processing or expensive 
toys for home entertainment. But the 
business opportunities that exist with 
this new machine, this information 
processor, are often only limited by 
the oldest and most complex of infor-
mation processors—the human brain. 

Alan Schmidt and Ira Alterman 
are writing a book about the entre-
preneurial possibilities that the mi-
crocomputer offers. Computing for 
Profits will be published early next 
year and will present over 100 case 
studies of people and companies that 
have made money in unusual ways 
using microcomputers. 

Example: The Pacific Select Cor-
poration, a sports marketing and 
management consulting group, set 
out to construct a management infor-
mation system for use by the Oakland 
Athletics and other professional base-
ball teams. "We had no computer ex-
perience .ourselves," says company 
spokesman Don Leopold, "so we 
brought in two programmers. One 
was the director of computer re-
search for a pharmaceutical com-
pany, and the other was the director 
of computer services at a medical 
school. The result was the program 
Playball." 

With Playball, professional base-
ball teams can computerize all of 
their scouting data and draw on a da-
tabase to plot game strategies. The 
Chicago White Sox, for instance, 
have recorded every game in which 
they've played since the spring of 
1982. They record the games pitch- 

by-pitch' and play-by-play. An ac-
count of the game is entered into an 
Apple computer and then transmit-
ted to the Pacific Select DEC 10, 
which houses the database manage-
ment system. The information, once 
integrated, is available to the team on 
an inquiry basis. When the White 
Sox ask, "How should we pitch 
George Brett with two strikes?" the 
computer prints a graphic display of 
the strike zone showing what kinds of 
pitches Brett has hit—and not 
hit—in the past with two strikes. 

Example: The law firm of Mc-
Donald and Ferninandi of Cranston, 
RI, now handles the collection of bad 
debts in the range of $25 to $125. 
They collect the debts for firms such 
as heating oil companies, wholesale 
jobbers and auto parts stores and for 
dentists, physicians and hospitals. 

The debts are too small to justify 
legal proceedings, and collection 
with individual dunning letters is a 
costly process. With little computer 
experience, the attorneys decided to 
automate the process of sending out 
dunning letters. Using a microcom-
puter, database management soft-
ware and a word processor with 
mail-merge capabilities, the normal-
ly unprofitable business of collecting 
small debts became lucrative. They 
are currently sending out 1000 letters 
per day. 

Example: Three years ago, George 
Hopper, a professional photograph-
er, bought a microcomputer. After 
going through the game stage with 
his micro, he did some computer con-
sulting but was unable to make a liv-
ing. Then it occurred to him that it 
might be possible to make a living 
creating photographs with his micro. 

He got a bank loan, bought the neces-
sary equipment, and he now gener-
ates portraits on paper, T-shirts, 
crossword pules, posters, calen-
dars, Frisbees and so on. 

He travels to flea, markets, carni-
vals, fairs, malls—any place with 
large gatherings of people. And he 
plans to buy more microcomputers, 
document his procedures and train 
others to work for him. Next year he 
plans to travel cross-country from 
one fair to the next. 

Example: Sonny Tarbi, owner of 
Hub Graphics, a typesetting com-
pany in East Boston, MA, developed 
a software package that allows his 
clients to send newsletters from their 
microcomputer to Hub's phototype-
setting equipment via modem. With 
prompting from the Hub micro, the 
customer keys in certain codes speci-
fying such details as type style, size, 
indentations and column width. The 
copy is then set, eliminating the need 
for additional labor and guarantee-
ing quick turnaround time. 

Two of the four entrepreneurs 
mentioned had absolutely no com-
puter experience, and the other two 
had worked with micros for three 
years or less. What they all possessed, 
however, was the initiative to act 
upon an idea. II 
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Introducing Night Stalkeim 
for your Apple and IBM. No wonder 

people are afraid of computers. 
Now there's a computer game that'll leave everyone hanging from 

the rafters. NightstalkerTM  from Mattel Electronics. Now available for your 
Apple®  II or IBM®  Personal Computer. 

After all, what could be more fun than being 
trapped in a cave full of bats? How about being 
trapped in a maze as well. Underground. 

And as if that weren't 
enough, you've got to watch out 
for gigantic DDT-resistant spiders. 
And extremely anti-social robots. 	Apple ®  Plus, and He 

 

Your job? What else? Get them before they get you. 
NightstalkerTM  from Mattel Electronics. 

Working nights will never be the same. 

some 

IBM' Personal Computer 

Circle 132 on Reader Service card. N1411T PrAtall 
M NETWORK'"' by MATTEL ELEETP10111[5® 

reDMATTEL ELECTRONICS, INC. 1983 All Rights Reserved. 

Apple /I, II Plus, and Ile are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc IBM is a trademark of international Business Machines Corp. 



A Bug in the Salad 
Dan Bishop's excellent article, 

"Recipe for Random Access Salad," 
(May) could cause some confusion to 
the programmer first learning ran-
dom access files. The file length is de-
termined by counting the maximum 
number of characters in the record 
you are creating and adding one. 
This extra space is for the return that 
must end each file, be it sequential or 
random. The DOS manual is of little 
help; the information is there, but it 
is carefully hidden on page 126. 

The following program will illus-
trate this problem. Enter the pro-
gram and run: 

10 HOME 
20 	D$ = CHR$ (13) + CHR$ (4) 
30 	PRINT D$"MON,C,I,O" 
40 	SPEED =125 
50 	PRINT D$"OPEN TESTFILE,L2" 
60 	FOR I =1 TO 10 
70 	PRINT DrWRITE TESTFILE,R";I 
80 	PRINT I * 2 
90 NEXT 
100 PRINT DrCLOn TESTFILE" 
110 PRINT D$"OPEN TESTFILE,L2" 
120 FOR I =1 TO 10 
130 PRINT D$"READ TESTFILE,R";I 
140 INPUT X 
150 NEXT 
160 PRINT D$"CLOSE TESTFILE" 
170 PRINT D$"NOMON,C,I,O" 
180 SPEED =255 

While each record is properly en-
tered, disaster occurs when the files 
are reads This will usually cause the 
most carefully conceived program to 
crash unceremoniously. Now change 
the length indicator ",L2" in lines 50 
and 110 to ",L3" and run the pro-
gram again. Problem solved. 

Larry Colton 
6775 Dennison St. 

San Diego, CA 92122 

III's Crowd 
Since purchasing my Apple III last 

December I have been particularly 
frustrated by the notable lack of sup-
port for what I feel is an outstanding 
computer. 

Letters 

Because of this, I derived much 
satisfaction from Bill O'Brien's com-
ments in the July Fermentations. I, 
too, took exception to Mr. Green's in-
appropriate remarks concerning the 
III. Congratulations, you have set 
him straight! 

I suspect that there are many other 
III fans offended who typically (it 
would seem) failed to rise to the occa-
sion. It may be the lack of "noise" on 
the part of us III owners that ac-
counts for the apathy emanating 
from Cupertino with respect to this 
machine. What will it take to wake 
them up? 

Stanley M. Blaugrund, M.D. 
115 East 61st St. 

New York, NY 10021 

Hooray for Bill O'Brien's counter-
point, "In Defense of the III," which 
appeared in the July issue. He cap-
tured the heart sentiments of many of 
us out in the field who are using the 
Apple III. 

Bill's well-balanced response to 
Wayne Green's editorial is to be ap-
plauded. The Apple III is a very good 
machine with an undeserved poor 
reputation. 

Has anybody bothered to give a 
word of praise to our friends at Apple 
Computer for admitting their error, 
voluntarily 'walling all of the bad 
units, and fixing them for free? Much 
too often I have to deal with vendors 
who have supplied products or ser-
vices that are substandard and fail to 
meet their own specifications. Con-
gratulations to Apple, not only for 
designing an excellent machine, but 
for standing behind it. And congratu-
lations to Mr. O'Brien for stating so 
beautifully what so many of us feel 
about our Apple Ins. 

Jeff Fritz 
Chief Administrator 

Jews for Jesus 
60 Haight St. 

San Francisco, CA 94102 

Hand Lettering 
I am writing this letter in response 

to the review of Computer Gin Rum- 

my by Steven Schwartz (July). As the 
author of the program, I would like 
to thank Mr. Schwartz for his honest 
and thorough evaluation. Creating a 
program of this type required many 
months of preparation and research 
to ensure that the game was both 
competitive and error-free. 

The small bug that Mr. Schwartz 
found in the prograM's hand evalua-
tion routine is not a bug in the pro-
gram, but rather, an error in the doc-
umentation. Two five-card runs are 
valid combinations for both gin and 
knock rummy, but not in one-meld. 
Unlike most other games, card games 
are played with many variations. 
The one-meld version of rummy dif-
fers from conventional rummy games 
in many ways and the use of five-card 
runs is just one of those differences. 

I apologize for the error in the doc-
umentation and appreciate the com-
plimentary remarks made in the 
evaluation. 

Art Carpet 
28278 Enderly St. 

Canyon Country, CA 91351 

Don't Trash That 
Printer Ribbon! 

Since I too own an IDS Micro-
prism 480 printer I was very interest-
ed to read the article on page 112 of 
the August issue of inCider. I thought 
the review was comprehensive and 
well written. 

I have found a way around the 
problem of ribbon life that I wanted 
to pass on. I discovered that the rib-
bon is usually not out of ink but mere-
ly dried out. Further, you can "re-
oil" it (two or three times even!); 
here's how: 

Remove the cartridge. Around the 
top edge you will notice six small slots 
(three on the inside of the "u" and 
three on the outside). Insert a small 
screwdriver into these slots one at a 
time and twist. Work your way 
around until the lid is off of the car-
tridge. Be very careful not to spill the 
ribbon. Get a spray can of WD-40 
and lightly and evenly soak the top 
edge of the packed ribbon in the car- 
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SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 
Every VERSABUSINESS" module is guaranteed to outperform all other competitive systems, 
and at a fraction of their cost. If you are not satisfied with any VERSA BUSINESS" module, you 
may return it within 30 days fora refund. Manuals for any VERSABUSINESS" module may be 
purchased for $25 each, credited toward a later purchase of that module. 

To Order: 
Write or call Toll-free (800) 43 1-2 8 18 
(N.Y.S. residents call 914-425-1535) 

• add $3 for shipping in UPS areas 	 * add $5 to CANADA or MEXICO 
* add $4 for C.O.D. or non-UPS areas 	 * add proper postage elsewhere 

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 
All prices and specifications subject to change / Delivery subject to availability. 

Introducing the Most Powerful 
Business Software Ever! 

TRS-80" (Model 1,11, Ill, or 16) • APPLE' • IBM' • OSBORNE' • CP/M" • XEROX' 

Tired et "'cur 
GENERAL LEDGER? 

1,4••••,•••••••••••• f.1*,,, 
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VERSAtED GER HAS BEER CREATED 
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The VERSABUSINESSTM  Series 
Each VERSABUSINESS module can be purchased and used independently, 

in n combination to forma complete coordinated busin- s to 

VERSA ECEIVABLES 	$99.95 
VERSARECEIVAI3LES" is a complete menu-driven accounts receivable, invoicing, and 
monthly statement-generating system. It keeps track of all information related to who 
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due ac-
counts. VERSARECENABLES" prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary 
reports and can be linked with VERSALEDGER II'" and VERsAINvEtsrogY"'. 

VERSAPAYABLES" 	 $99.95 
VERSA PAYABLES" is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you 
in touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to 
whom. VERSAPAYABLES" maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks, 
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports, 
and more. With VERSAPAYABLES", you can even let your computer automatically select 
which vouchers are to be paid. 

VERSAPAYROLL" 	• $99.95 
VERSA PAYROLL' is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that 
keeps track of all government-required payroll information. Complete employee records 
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with 
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, automati-
cally, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter 
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSALEDGER II" system. 

VERSAINVENTORY" 	$99.95 
VERSA INVENTORY" is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access 
to data on any item. VERSAINVENTORY" keeps track of all information related to what 
items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc., stores sales and pricing data, alerts 
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print 
invoices directly or to link with the VERSA  RECEIVABLES" system. VERSA INVENTORY' prints 
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value re-
ports, period and year-to-date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc. 

i'D:11.1PLITFICLNICSi 
50 N. PASCACK ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, N.Y. 10977  

VERSALEDGER 	 $149.95 
VERSA LEDGER II'" is a complete accounting system that grows as your business 
grows. VERSALEDGER IF" can be used as a simple personal checkbook register, 
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large 
corporate general ledger system without any additional software. 

• VERSALEDGER IV" gives you almost unlimited storage capacity 
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on t: .e system), 

• stores all check and general ledger information for 
• prints tractor-feed checks, 
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledger 
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including 

balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account 
listings, etc. 

VERSA LEDGER II`" comes with a professionally-written 160 page manual de 
signed for first-time users. The VERSALEDGER Ir manual will help you becom 
quickly familiar with VERSA LEDGER IF", using complete sample 
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts 

* TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp. *APPLE is a trademark of Apple Corp. • 'IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp. 

Circle 66 on Reader Service card. 	 "CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research -'XEROX is a trademark of Xerox Corp. 



Letters 

tridge. You have to use just the right 
amount—too much and it runs all 
over the place, too little and it will 
not wick down to the bottom edge of 
the ribbon. 

When the top is soaked, put the lid 
back on (it just pushes back on) and 
make sure that it is on tightly all the 
way around. Set the cartridge aside 
for six to twelve hours so that the oil 
has a chance to evenly distribute 
itself. Pop the cartridge back into 
the printer and you are ready for 
business. 

These recycled ribbons are great 
for draft work. This idea would 
probably work for other types of 
printers too. 

Jim Wiebe 
7139 Flight #4 

Los Angeles, CA 90045 

Joystick's Defense 
This reply is written in response to 

the letter from Dean G. Huffman 
(June) concerning Kraft Precision 
Joysticks. Mr. Huffman stated that 
his joystick would go haywire when 
the stick is placed in the lower left 
side of the joystick. He also stated 
that the value of the "Y" axis would 
increase to 255, drop suddenly to 0, 
and then return rapidly to 255. 

The behavior described by Mr. 
Huffman could arise from one of 
three causes: a flat spot on the ele-
ment, an attempt to change the cen-
tering of the joystick, or an improper-
ly coded test program. 

Flat spots are checked for by Kraft 
100 % before assembly, as well as 
100 % prior to packaging. It is possi-
ble that a flat spot may have slipped 
by, but unlikely. Occasionally some-
one will attempt to recenter a joy-
stick. Recentering the joystick is a dif-
ficult operation without the proper 
test fixture. When centering is at-
tempted without the proper test fix-
ture, the extreme ends of the joystick 
throw may fall outside the acceptable 
range on one end or the other, lead-
ing to the result observed by Mr. 
Huffman. An improperly coded soft-
ware program will also cause unpre-
dictable results. 

Kraft invites Mr. Huffman to re-
turn his joystick for repair or re-
placement. 

Phil Williams 
Kraft Systems 
PO Box 1268 

Vista, CA 92083 

Apple Cat II 
Update Ready 

You have a terrific magazine going 
for you. I especially like your col-
umns on Pascal. 

Regarding the Apple Cat II mo-
dem review (June), Novation now 
supplies free of charge to all Apple 
Cat II owners the new updated ver-

' sion 5.0-3 of Corn-Ware. This disk 
includes a program that allows the 
computer to be operated remotely via 
the phone line. This program cannot 
be overwritten since it resides in hex 
$0300. 

The Corn-Ware program itself 
makes use of a language card if avail-
able. Also, the program handles a 
26-number phone directory for quick 
dialing. Almost any 80-column board 
can now be used with the program. 
With regard to the documentation, 
Novation provides a 38-page booklet 
just for the program. 

Hasnain H. Kara 
21 Rollingwood Drive 

Willowdale, Ontario 
Canada, M2H 2M4 

Two Hair-Raising Articles 
I make my living with an Apple 

and I think your magazine is great. 
Now can I complain? Two articles in 
your July issue raised the hair on the 
back of my neck. One was about the 
five-year-old kid who "built an Apple 
out of spare parts." I caught that in 
the table of contents and I was half 
way to the window before I remem-
bered I live on the ground floor. I 
went back and read the story, and 
gee, just a silly little joke. Ho, ho, ho. 

Then I read the article about the 
Franklin Ace. The what? The who? 
The latest chuckle among hackers in 
the know is that the Franklin Ace is 

fully documented: You get four trial 
briefs and a dime to call your patent 
attorney. 

You know, really, a few years ago I 
decided to stop eating anything that 
said "imitation" on it. Common sense 
says (to me, at least) that what you 
wouldn't put in your mouth, you 
wouldn't take to the bank either. The 
only thing more ignoble than Frank-
lin's present situation is their pros-
pects for the future; a computer with 
federal judges running around inside 
it can be very hard to debug. 

But all in all, I may market a soft-
ware package for the Franklin. It's 
called "Soft Soap" and it lets snake oil 
companies launder their accounts re-
ceivable. You get an imitation pro-
gram on a cardboard floppy, and a 
dime to call your patent attorney. 
Ho, ho, ho. 

Peter B. Sutherland 
97 Summit St. 

Oyster Bay, NY 11771 

inCider Goes 
South of the Border 

Finally, I can get in Venezuela a 
magazine which is (almost) purely 
devoted to Apple II Plus computers! 
Congratulations for (among other 
good articles): 
• Paul Raymer's CON:DOS (He 
made fools of us, but taught us sever-
al good tips. I have not read anything 
as good and enjoyable as his style in 
program explanation.) 
• DOS Enhancers review (I would 
like something faster for my home-
made database.) 
• Don Fudge's graphics and sound 
programs. 
• Practically Pascal (I will return to 
it in about two years when I decide to 
get that way.) 

I would prefer to find fewer soft-
ware/games reviews, and more re-
views on peripheral equipment, such 
as printers, disk emulators, 80-col-
umn cards and equipment protection 
devices. 

A.J. Eyzaguirre 
Apartado 4590 

Maracay, Venezuela 
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Thinking about a 1200 
Baud Phone Modem? 

"U 

     

     

You need time. 
And PRO-MODEM 1200 has it. A Real Time Clock/Calendar combined 

with an intelligent full 212A 300/1200 baud telephone modem. Plus 
the capability to expand into a full telecommunications system. 

Much more than just a phone modem. 

When you're on-line, time is money. PRO-MODEM helps you 
save. By monitoring the duration and cost of your phone calls .  

By sending and receiving messages at preset times when the 
rates are lower. Unattended. With or without your computer.  

Compare the $495 PRO-MODEM 1200 with any other 
modem on the market. For example, you'd have to buy 
both the Hayes Smartmodem 1200 plus their Chrono-
graph for about $950 to get a modem with time base. 

And PRO-MODEM 1200 does more. It lets you 
build a full telecommunications system with 

features like Rep Dialer, Incoming and Outgoing 
Message Buffering, Mailing List, Help Mode, 

Programmable Operating Instructions, a 
12-Character Alpha-Numeric Time and 

Message Display, and easy to use 
PRO-COM Software.  

There isn't space to describe it all here.  
See your local dealer for complete 

details now. It'll be well worth 
your time. And money.  

Prometheus Products, Inc., 
45277 Fremont Blvd., 
Fremont, CA 94538, 

(415) 490-2370 

Pro-Modem 1200 from 8110MEISHERS 
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Straight talk about printers 
Call for Prices 
An inconvenience? Sometimes. We 

post the "call for prices" because 
manufacturers demand it. In fact, it 
makes sense to call anyway since our 
prices do change, usually for the 
better. Call toll free, (800) 343-
0726. 

Dot Matrix Printers 
The Apple 11/11+/Ile interfaces best 

in parallel, period. "Smart" interface 
cards produce graphic screen 
dumps. They're prefered if you can 
use them. 
Check on software compatability 

before you buy the hardware—it's 
your responsibility. Call the software 
vendor or manufacturer & get some 
recommendations. 

EPSON 

FX, RX & MX 

The MX-80 is gone. In its place is 
the RX-80, which has 100 cps print 
speed. That's the only difference. 
MX-80F/Ts & MX-100s are still 
available, at least so far... 
The FX-80 is hard to get, but it is out 

there. It features 160 cps, a 
correspondence font & all the 
previous features of the old MX, 
including italics, emphasized print, 
etc... The tractor is optional. (The FX-
100 is the 136 column version). 

C. ITOH 

Prowriter 

C. Itoh has produced a winner. The 
Prowriter has speed (120 cps). a 
buffer(1.5K), 10, 12, 8 16 cpi (plus a 
correspondance font) and graphics 
(160x144 dpi). It's the printer of 
choice for several major OEMs (like 
Apple). The Prowriter 2 has the 
same specs, but in a 132 column 
format. Popularity is its only curse: 
the Prowriter can be hard to get at 
times. 
Prowriter 	  $399.88 
Prowriter 2 	  $719.88 

STAR MICRONICS 

Gemini 10X/15 

Gemini 10X is a new release of an 
old favorite. The 120 cps Is the big 
change. They dropped the propor-
tional font but kept the corres- 

pondance font, The 120x144 dpi, 5 
fonts (w/italics) & 1K buffer are 
standard. Gemini's comes with 
tractors & uses plain spool ribbons. 
The Gemini 15 is the 132 column 
version. Call for the latest & greatest 
in prices. 

OKIDATA 

Microline Series 

We use these printers in our offices. 
The Microline 82A (80 col) & 83A 
(132 col) are data crunchers, with two 
interfaces (parallel or RS-232C), 120 
cps, 10 & 16 cp (w/double-width) & 
optional dot-addressable graphics. 
The Microline 92 (80 col) & 93 (132 

col) are ideal for word processing. 
They offer a 160 cps draft mode, a 40 
cps cor -espondance mode & the dot-
addressable graphics are included. 
The Microline 84(132 col) com-

bines speed (200 cps) with 10, 12, 16 
cpi (w/double-width), all with a corres-
pondance mode, plus dot address-
able graphrcs. 
Microline 80 	 $339.88 
Microline 82A 	 $419.88 
Microline 83A 	 $679.88 
92/82A Tractor 	  $59.88 
82A/83A ROMs 	 $49.88 
Microline 92 	 $524.88 
Microline 93A 	 $884.88 
Microline 84 	 $1024.88 

MANNESMANN TALLY 

MT-160 L 

The MT-160 L is the newest of the 
correspondence quality printers. It 
has speed (160 cps), 8 fonts 
(including a correspondance font), 
parallel & serial interfaces, friction/ 
tractor feed, plus a menu-driven 
installation for easy set-up from the 
control panel—no more digging 
around for dip switches. It's 
remarkably compact & efficient, & the 
print quality i3 superior. This year's 
sleeper. The MT-180 L is the 136 
column version. 
MT-160 L 	 $689.88 
MT-180 L 	 SCALL 

We sell other dot matrix printers, 
including the Anadex WP-6000, 
DP-9501, DP-9820 & DP-9625 & 
IDS's Prism 80, Prism 132 & 
MicroPrism. You can call (603) 
881-9855 for technical details. For 
prices. or to order, call 
(800) 343-0726. 

Letter-Quality Printers 
Letter-quality printers are business 

machines, & very high-ticket ones at 
that. Most individuals should buy a 
dot matrix first, adding letter-quality 
when it's needed. 

C. ITOH 

Starwriter 

The Starwriter, released last year 
by C. Itoh, has proven a worthy 
printer. You don't trade-off speed for 
price or quality. The Starwriter uses 
Diablo code, wheels & ribbons, has a 
40 cps print speed, 1/48" line space, 
1/120" horizontal spacing—ideal for 
proportional modes. (For real speed 
freaks, there's the Printmaster, at 
55 cps. Same specs as above.) 
Starwritter Parallel 	 $1219.88 
Printmaster Parallel 	 $1679.88 

DATA TERMINALS & COMMUNICATIONS 

DTC 380Z 

The 380Z is a letter-quality printer 
that rivals and replaces the Daisy-
writer 2000. It has the 48K buffer. 
Diablo emulation & uses the Bro-
ther/Daisywriter supplies. The 
documentation is great, & the 3802 
even has pin-outs on the back for 
easy interfacing (parallel or RS-
232C). Eat your heart out Daisy! 
DTC 3802 (Parallel) 	 $1119.88 

SILVER REED 

EXP-550 

Why buy a Transtar when you can 
buy from the guys who make them? 
The Silver Reed EXP-550 is a 16 
cps, 132 column letter-quality printer 
with true Diablo emulation, making it 
compatible with most word proces-
sing software. It's ideal for medium 
duty office work. Add a buffer & you'll 
have a versatile printing system. If 
speed's not a factor, the EXP-500 at 
80 col & 12 cps is available as well. 
EXP-550 (Parallel) 	 $719.88 
EXP-500 (Parallel) 	 8459.88 

SMITH-CORONA 

TP-1 

The TP-1 is an ideal second printer 
for small offices or homes The tractor 
feed (now available) enhances its 
paper handling. If you re letter-quality 
needs are light, this might be the 

machine. (Specify 10 or 12 cpi when 
you order.) 
TP-1 	 'MALL 
TP-2 	 $CALL 

We sell a variety of other letter-
quality printers, including the 
Comrex ComRiter, Diablo 620 & 
630, the NEC 3530, 3550 & 7730, 
the Qume 11+& many others. Call 
(603) 881-9855 for technical 
details. For prices, or to order, call 
(800) 343-0726. 

Interface Cards 
We carry several interface cards for 

the Apple. They all come with a 
printer cable, ready to run. 

INTERACTIVE STRUCTURES 

Pkaso 
The Pkaso is our interface card of 

choice. It's dedicated to a specific 
printer, which means you'll get to use 
all the feat ires on that printer. Plisse 
can dump text or graphics from the 
screen, rotate graphics 90 to the 
printer, printing in 16 shades of grey 
(halftoning), etc. It has excellent 
documentation, plus a demo disk 
with utilities on it for VisiCalc, 
AppleWriter and others. Printers 
covered include the C. Itoh/NEC/ 
Apple DMP, Epson MX/FX Series, 
Gemini 10/15, IDS Prism Series*, 
Okidata 80/90 Series & Centronics 
Series. 
Pkaso Interface 	 $139.88 
*IDS Prism (Color) ...... 	$159.88 

ORANGE MICRO 

Grappler + 
The Grappler + is an excellent 

choice if you have more than one 
printer, but the Grappler + does not 
fully support every single feature on 
every printer. The Bufferboard lets 
you add 16K a print buffer, but only 
for the Grappler+. 
Grappler + 	 $149.88 
Bufferboard (16K) 	$149.88 

APPLE COMPATABILE 

Parallel Card 
We aren't stuck on a single vendor 

here. Tymac, Quadram or Microtek 
parallel cards all perform well. 
Parallel Card 	 $89.88 

TBL PRODUCTS 

Printer Switch 

We finally found a printer switch box 
that we like. Switch between two 
printers, in parallel/parallel or serial/ 
serial versions (all female plugs). 
2-Way Printer Switch 	8119.88 

QUADRAM 

Microfazer 
Quadram's Microfazer is a stand-

alone buffer that can be moved from 
system to system. The copy feature 
lets you print unlimited copies of a 
document. Comes with its own cable. 
The powers Jppl y is optional. 
8K parallel/parallel 	 $154.88 
64K parallel/parallel 	 $219.88 
9 Volt Power Supply 	$19.88 
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FRAN KLI N Ace 1000 
$799.88 UPS DELIVERED 

The Ace 1000 is an 
Apple-compatabile 
computer with 64K 
RAM, hi-res graphics, 
8 slots, a cooling fan, 
numeric keypad, 40 
column w/upper-lower 
case & joystick ports. The 
Ace 1000 can use any & all Apple II/11+ hardware or software-
we've tested it in our showroom and sold many of these units with 
Rana Drives and Videx cards, to make whole systems. It's about 
as compatabile as any computer can be short of being an Apple. 
Definitely the bigger bang for the buck. 
Ace 1000 	 SCALL 

WANT PRODUCTS 

The Micro Drive 

AMEBIC/ N  
EXPRESS 

O 

Monitors 
We can't imagine why people want 

RGB monitors on Apples or Franklins, 
but we get an order a month. Take our 
word for it-unless you're doing 
something unusual, composite video 
output is more than sufficient. As 
regards amber monitors, read on... 

us! 
Pi Series 

We're still using our Pi 3 amber 
monitor advertised last year. The 
concensus is yes, amber is easier on 
the eye. So is the Pi-3's 20MHz 
bandwidth and sharp, clear phos-
phor. Comes in 9 or 12", & in green for 
you stubborn types. 
Pi 2 (12" green) 	 $159.88 
Pi 3 (12" amber) 	 $189.88 
Pi 4 (9" amber) 	 $159.88 

AMDEK 

Color 1/300s 
The Color 1 offers the best color 

video output for Apple/Franklin we've 
seen. It's perfect for games & 
graphics, but like most color monitors 
it suffers in the text mode. It beats the 
bother of RGB, with its special 
interfaces. 
The 300G or the 300A (green & 

amber respectively) offer 15MHz 
bandwidth in a monochrome display. 
Cosmetically superior to the Pi 
series. 
Color 1 	 $339.88 
300A 	 $159.88 
300G 	 $149.88 

TAXAN 

Monitors 
A new product line that's getting 

raves. The RGBs are probably not for 
most of you. The green & amber 
screens are priced right. Good 
performers. 
RGB-I (Med-res) 	$319.88 
RGB-III (Hi-res) 	$519.88 
KG-12N (12" green)  

	
$129.88 

KG-12NUY (12" green)  
	

$129.88 

Modems 
Internal? External? 300 baud? 

1200? Only you can answer these 
questions. 1200 baud makes sense if 
you're on-line during the day. If you're 
at home, on-line late at night, 300 
baud may be all you need. As always, 
research this stuff before you buy. 

US ROBOTICS 

Password 

Password represents state-of-the-
art LSI technology. The small, com-
pact case holds a 0-300/1200 baud. 

originate/answer, full/half duplex, 
auto dial/answer modem. Pass-
word's operations are handled 
completely through software. Comes 
complete with a RS-232C cable. 
Password 	 $379.88 

DC HAYES 

Micromodem II 
The Micromodem II is a 300 baud 

originate/answer, auto dial/answer, 
full/half duplex internal. It comes 
complete with all hardware & soft-
ware. It's essentially an Apple/Frank-
lin version of the Smartmodem, but 
with no 1200 baud upgrade in sight. 
Micromodem II 	 $309.88 

Smartmodems are external units. 
Software & RS-232C cable are 
optional. 
Smartmodem (300 baud) .... $219.88 
Smartmodem (1200 baud)... $539.88 

NOVATION 

Apple Cat II 
Answering the Hayes challenge, 

Novation swee ened the Apple Cat 
package with software & a free hour 
on the source. Originate/answer, 
auto dial/answer, full/half duplex, the 
Apple Cat can be upgraded from 
300 to 1200 baud with an additional 
board. 
Apple Cat II 	  $319.88 
1200 baud upgrade 	$349.88 

Novation also makes external units. 
Call (603) 881-9855 for technical 
details/specs. 
D-Cat (300 baud) 	 $159.88 
J-Cat (300 baud) 	 $139.88 
SmartCat 
(300 baud) 	 $199.88 
(1200 baud) 	 $499.88 
AutoCat 
1300 baud) 	  $229.88 
(1200 baud) 	 $629.88 

RS-232C Communication 
Interface Board 	 $99.88 

Peripherals 
The big question these days is Ile 

compatability. It's touch-and-go in 
some cases. You should check with 
the manufacturers to be certain, but 
also ask us-we're a gold mine of info 
sometimes. 

MICROSOFT 

Premium Pack 
The Microsoft Premium Package 

includes the Z80 Softcard for CP/M-, 
Videx'sVideoterm for 80 column 
display, a 16K RAMcard and Thom 
Hogan's book on CP/kr. If you're 
thinking about an upgrade, this is it. 
Premium Package 	$474.88 

If you've already got 16K RAM 
(Franklin, for example), get the Z80/ 
Softcard Combo. Same spec's, but 
without 16K. 
Z80/Videx Combo 	$444.88 

Z80 Softcard 	 $229.88 
16K RAMcard 	 $74.88 

SATURN SYSTEMS 

Accelerator II 
The Accelerator II makes an Apple 

Il run 31/2  times faster than it normally 
does. We've tried it on our Franklin, 
and everyone's been impressed. 
High-speed 6502 processor and 64K 
memory. Comes with pre-boot. 
Accelerator II 	 $409.88 

RAMboards by Saturn 
32K Memory Board 	$179.88 
64K Memory Board 	$274.88 
128K Memory Board 	$389.88 

RANA SYSTEMS 

Elite-1 
The Elite-1's are single-sided, with 

163K storage, 84ms access time & 
13 or 16 sectoring-important points 
when choosing that second drive 
(you also get an Enhancer Disk free, 
which lets you access 5 extra tracks). 
The Controller Card can run four 
drives-Apples, Rana's or whatever-
in any combination. The Elite-2's are 
double-sided drives, Elite-3's are 80 
track drives. 
Elite-1 	 $289.88 
Elite-2 	 $474.88 
Elite-3 	 $814.88 

cfl 
VISA 

The Micro Drive is a 51/4" floppy 
disk, half-height, for the Apple/Frank-
lin computer. It's a single-sided drive, 
with 35 or 40 tracks that features 
direct drive technology, electronic 
write/protect, a 5 ms stepper motor 
and band positioning for unrivaled 
accuracy. The Micro Drive comes as 
a single unit, priced above, a stacked 
pair or two side-by-side (fits right over 
the case, & you can stack a monitor). 
Comes complete with cables & 
documentation. 
The Micro Drive 	$299.88 
Micro Drive (stacked) 	$579.88 
Micro Drive (side/side) 	$589.88 

VIDEX 

VideoTerm 
The VideoTerm 80-column card is 

something of a standard. It gives you 
80-column display on the Apple/ 
Franklin, with upper/lowercase. It's a 
must for CP/M' or Pascal. Comes 
with or without the Soft Video Switch, 
which lets you enable or disable the 
80 columns from your keyboard. 
VideoTerm w/switch 	$234.88 
VideoTerm w/out switch 	$204.88 

VIDEX 

Enhancer II 
The Enhancer II expands your 

Apple keyboard. Type-ahead buffer, 
repeat, shift/cap lock, programmable 
keys, full ASCII (upper/lower case) & 
more! 
Enhancer II 	 $109.88 

QUADRAM 

eRAM 
An eRAM gives Ile users 80 

columns and 63K of additional 
memory (1 K gets used in the 
character set). This is particularly 
nice, sin :e Ile compatability is rare 
these days. 
eRAM Board 	 $119.88 

Information/Orders: 

(603) 881-9855 
Orders Only: (800) 343-0726 

No Hidden Charges: 
We pay UPS ground shipping on all 

our orders, and we ne 'er charge 
extra for credit cards. We accept 
CODs & add a $10 fee per order. We 
have a $50 minimum order. Personal 
checks are cleared in 3 weeks. 

All our equipment is shipped with 
full manufacturer's warranty, & we 
sell only what we're authorized to sell 
to insure full warranty support. We're 
authorized for warranty work on a 
number of printers, & we also offer 
extended warranty plans for most 
printers. 

Sorry, we cannot accept open POs 
or extend credit/terms at these 
prices. APO and foreign orders are 
not accepted. 

We prepared this ad in June& 
prices do ch inge, so call to verify 
them. 

Our Computer Showroom is now 
open in Amherst, New Hampshire. 

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES 

THE BOTTOM LINE 
dmigNmEMILFORD, NH 03055-0423 CI TELEPHONE (603) 881-9855 
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The Applesoft Adviser 
by Dan Bishop 

Techniques in Educational 
Program Design—Part Two 
In my September column, I out-

lined designs for the "drill and 
practice" and "tutorial" educational 
programs. I suggested that you need 
to add only a single subroutine to the 
drill and practice program to convert 
it to a tutorial program, and in so do-
ing, you'd increase the program's ed-
ucational value. 

The program listings included 
with last month's column dealt with 
mathematically oriented material. 
These are the simplest (and shortest) 
programs to deal with, because once 
the general problem type has been 
defined, and the limits for the num-
bers the problem uses have been set, 
the computer's random number gen-
erator can take over. Thus, a fairly 
short program can produce literally 
thousands of different problems. 

Text problems must be handled 
differently; to these types of problems 
I direct my attention this month. Of 
course, each problem and its corre-
sponding answer must be written ei-
ther into the program or a disk data 
file, using a program designed for 
just that purpose. However, you can 

provide variety even with text type 
problems. 

For example, even though your 
program may pose thirty questions, 
you needn't have the computer pre-
sent them one at a time, and always 
in the same order. The questions may 
be selected randomly, so that each 
student sees the questions in a differ-
ent order, and you needn't use all of 
the questions each time. You may 
have the computer select a question 
more than once, more than once only 
if it has been missed, or never more 
than once. Finally, you may use a va-
riety of techniques to spice up the vis-
ual appeal of your program. 

The READ/DATA Approach 
One of the easiest methods for in-

troducing questions and answers into 
your program is the READ/DATA com-
mand. With this approach, each 
question and its corresponding an-
swer are given as a separate data 
statement. Although you needn't use 
different data statements, doing so 
keeps things organized. Here are 
three examples of data statements 

that could be used for different kinds 
of questions: 
1000 DATA "WHAT IS THE CAPITAL 

OF WYOMING?","CHEYENNE" 
1000 DATA "THE CAPITAL OF WYO-

MING IS: A. ISTANBUL B. SANTA 
FE C. HELENA D. CHEYENNE E. 

NONE OF THE ABOVE", "D" 
1000 DATA "THE CAPITAL OF WYO-

MING IS CHEYENNE. T OR "T' 

These are the most common kinds 
of questions. The first, the short an-
swer, requires the student to know 
the subject most thoroughly. But be-
ware: If you'll be comparing the data 
statement's answer with the student's 
response, the computer will look for a 
perfect match. Therefore, spelling 
will become part of your program 
goals, whether you like it or notl The 
second and third examples show the 
multiple choice format and the 
true/false format. Note that the indi-
vidual choices in the multiple choice 
question, and the T or F in the 
true/false question, are combined as 
part of the first element in the data 
statement. 

Please note that these examples 
don't require quotation marks if used 
in an Apple program. Some systems 
do require quotation marks for all 
non-numeric data. Furthermore, if 
you use commas or colons in your 
question or answer data elements, or 
if your question or answer begins 
with a number, you'll need quotation 
marks. In other words, use quotation 
marks all the time and you needn't 
wo 

Suppose your program had twenty 
such data statements, numbered 
from 1000 to 1190. The program 
lines in Table 1 could be used inside a 

Address correspondence to Dan Bishop, Custom 
Comp, PO Box 429, Buena Vista, CO 81211. 

90 T = 0: R = 0 
100 FOR I =1 TO 20 
105 HOME: PRINT"QUESTION # ";I":" 
110 READ Q$, A$: REM READ PAIR OF DATA 
115 PRINT:PRINTQ$: REM ELEMENTS 
120 INPUT R$: REM STUDENTS RESPONSE 
125 T T + 1: REM # OF QUESTIONS ASKED 
130 IF R$ <> A$ THEN 145 
135 R =R + 1: REM # OF CORRECT RESPONSES 
140 GOSUB 300: GOT0150: REM POS. RESP. MODULE 
145 GOSUB 400: REM NEG. RESP. MODULE 
150 GOSUB 500: REM SCOREBOARD MODULE 
155 NEXT I 
160 REM PROGRAM TERMINATION MODULE 
190 END 

Table 1. An integral part of a loop that would help make up your testing program. 
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1983 X erba t ni Corp Data life and Disk Drive Analyzer are trademarks of Verbatim Corp. 
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Mc 

Who knows 
what goes on behind 

closed doors? 

Introducing the Datalife Disk Drive Analyzer: 
Behind the door of a disk drive, anything can happen. Among other things, the recording 
head could go off track. Or the drive's rotational speed might take a turn for the worse. But now, 
with the new Datalife Disk Drive Analyzer, you can catch these and other drive malfunctions 
before they cause errors or data loss. 

The Datalife Disk Drive Analyzer is a specially preprogrammed testing 
disk for use with 48K Apple® II series, Apple® III series and other disk drives 
compatible with these systems. In less than two minutes, it automatically 
analyzes four critical areas of your drive's performance. And you can be sure 
of the Disk Drive Analyzer's quality and reliability because it's from Verbatim, 
the world's leading producer of flexible disks. 

Don't take chances. See your Verbatim authorized 
retailer today for your Datalife Disk Drive Analyzer. Because 
once you know what goes on behind your disk drive's door, 
youll never be in the dark about your data's safety again. 

For your nearest Verbatim dealer, call toll-free 800-538-1793; 
in California or outside the U.S., call collect (408) 737-7771. 

Circle 58 on Reader Service card. 
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.66663X -.693X -5 + 166 

5 

75 DIM Q$(30), A$(30), A(30) 
80 FOR I =1 TO 30 
85 READ Q$(I), A$(I) 
90 NEXT I 
95 T =0: R =0 

100 FOR I =1 TO 20 
105 HOME: PRINT"QUESTION # ";I;":" 
110 Q =INT(RND(1)*30 + 1): IF A(Q)<>0 THEN 110 
115 PRINT: PRINT Q$(Q): A(Q) =1 
120 INPUT 11$ 
125 T=T+1 
130 IF R$ <> A$(Q): THEN 145 
135 R =R +1: REM # OF CORRECT RESPONSES 
140 GOSUB 300: GOT0150: REM POS. RESP. MODULE 
145 GOSUB 400: A(Q) = 2 REM NEG. RESP. MODULE 
150 GOSUB 200: REM SCOREBOARD MODULE 
155 NEXT I 
160 HOME: PRINT"THESE ARE THE QUESTIONS YOU MISSED .. .": PRINT 
165 FOR I = 1 TO 30 
170 IF A(I) <> 2 THEN 180 
175 PRINT Q$(I)" ANS: "A$(I) 
180 NEXT I 
190 END 

Table 2. The program segment displaying missed questions and correct answers at the pro-
gram's conclusion. 

loop (FOR I =1 TO 20) that would form 
the main part of your program. 

Add appropriate subroutines at 
lines 300, 400 and 500, and data lines 
1000 to 1190, and you'll have a work-
able quiz program. (You may copy 
these modules directly from Listing 
1.) Of course, the content of your 
data statements is entirely up to you. 

One problem with this program is 
that the program reads and presents 
the questions in the same sequence as 
in the data statements. It's not a sim-
ple matter to randomly select 20 
questions from a data list that con-
tains 30 or more questions. 

As a solution, before entering the 
program loop, READ all questions 
and answers into data arrays. The 
program then may generate random 
numbers to be used as subscripts to 
identify any specific question. Exam-
ine the following program: 
75 DIM Q$30), A$(30) 
80 FOR I =1 TO 30 
85 	READ Q$(I), A$(I) 
90 NEXT I 
95 T=0: R=0 
100 FOR I =1 TO 20 
105 	HOME: PRINT"QUESTION # ";I;":" 
110 Q = INT(RND(1)*30 + 1): 

IF Q$(Q) = "0" THEN 110 
115 PRINT: PRINT Q$(Q): Q$(Q) ="0" 
120 PRINT: INPUT R$ 
125T=T+1 
130 IF R$ <> A$(Q) THEN 145 

The rest of the program is the same as 
that shown above. 

This program segment differs from 
the one presented earlier in that the 
program may access any question 
and answer at any time. Line 110 
generates a random number Q be-
tween 1 and 30. This number is used 
as a subscript for the Q$ and A$ ar-
rays. When a value is determined for 
Q, question Q$(Q) and answer 
A$(Q) are selected for presentation. 
First, however, the program checks 
to see if this question has been asked 
before. If it has been used previously, 
then the question is replaced by the 
character "0". If the program finds 
the question Q$(Q) to be "0", then it 
returns to the beginning of line 110 to 
generate another number. 

Conversely, if Q$(Q) has not been 
used before, the question then is 
printed on the screen, and the value 
of Q$(Q) is changed in the array to a 
"0", ensuring that that question 
won't be asked again. Be sure to add 
ten more questions and answers to 
your data set at the end of the pro-
gram if you use tht segment, since it 
reads 30 sets of data pairs at the start. 

If you don't mind repetition of 
questions, omit the second statements 
in lines 110 and 115. Also, you can re-
turn after each quiz to ask the missed 
questions. However, you must intro- 

The Applesoft Adviser 	 
Circle 263 on Reader Service card. 

IT'S A PLOT! 

CALCU-PLOT' is an equation solver, a 
data plotter, an important new mathe-
matical tool. 

CALCU-PLOT" is a package of powerful 
mathematical utilities. The program 
solves equations exactly, and plots your 
graph on the screen. 

CALCU-PLOT" can plot empirical data, 
an equation, its integral or its derivative. 

Use CALCU-PLOT as a problem solver 
in business, finance, engineering or 
science. 

Use CALCU-PLOT as a teaching aid in 
trigonometry, calculus, engineering, or 
statistics. Just enter the equation, 
choose the coordinates, set the 
coordinate limits, enter constants and 
graph titles. 

CALCU-PLOT" is the professional equa-
tion solver from Human Systems 
Dynamics, publishers of The Statistics 
Series. Like the other programs in The 
Series, CALCU-PLOT easily performs 
sophisticated work for professionals at 
an affordable price. 

$150.00 

Apple II or He, 48K, 1 or 2 Disk Drives, 
3.3 DOS, ROM Applesoft. 

HUMAN SYSTEMS INNAMICS 

To Order— Call (213) 993-8536 
or Write 

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS 
9010 Reseda Blvd. Suite 222 

Northridge, CA 91324 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 
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hard 
ware 

The sky's the limit with Franklin hardware. Because as our 
product line continues to grow, so can your ACE 1000 personal 
computer. 

We still feature exceptional Franklin standards. Like true 
upper and lowercase characters, typewriter-style keyboard, 12-
key numeric pad, and VisiCalce keys. There's also color graphics 
capabilities. And 64K of RAM. Above all, Franklin ACETM com-
puters are hardware and software compatible with Apple°11—
the largest microcomputer peripherals and software market in 
the world. 

Now Franklin's peripheral boards can expand the capabili-
ties of the ACE 1000 even more. By providing serial and parallel 
interfaces and a full 80-column display. 
There's even a card that allows you to run 
CP/M programs as well. So, experience 
another realm of computing. With ACE 
computers and accessories. 
Franklin ACE is a trademark of Franklin Computer Corp. 
VisiCalc is a registered trademark of Visi Corp. 
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. 

COMPUTER CORPORATION 

Better than ever. 
2128 Route 38 Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 Telephone: 609-482-5900 Telex: 837-385 

FRANKLIN 

Circle 423 on Reader Service card. 

—The Applesoft Adviser— 

duce a third array, such as A(30), that 
will keep track of all used questions. 
When you dimension this array, give 
all its numeric elements values of 
zero. When the Q'th question is se-
lected, assign a numeric value of 1 to 
array element A(Q). If the question is 
missed, change this value to 2. When 
the program ends, scan through the 
array and re-ask all questions with a 
corresponding value of 2 in the A ar-
ray. Examine the program segment 
in Table 2. 

This program segment displays 
missed questions along with correct 
answers at the end of the program. 
With slight alterations you could re-
ask these questions (with appropriate 
comptiter responses) if the questions 
were missed again. 

Line 'em Up 
Finally, when designing a multiple 

choice quiz, you might want the pos-
sible answers to line up vertically 
beneath the question, rather than 
horizontally. Do this by making each 
display line into separate data ele-
ments that either are read separately 
as each question is selected (tech-
nique #1 above), or by assigning a 
separate array for each display line 
(technique #2). However, all ques-
tions must use the same number of 
data elements. A data statement for 
this kind of display might look like 
this: 
1000 DATA"THE CAPITAL OF WYOMING 

IS ","A. ISTANBUL","B. SANTA FE","C. 
HELENA","D. CHEYENNE","E. NONE 
OF THE ABOVE", "D" 

When you read this data, you now 
have seven data elements to read for 
each question instead of two. So in-
stead of READ Q$, A$ or READ Q$(Q), 
A$(Q) in the above program segments, 
you will have to use: 
110 READ Q1$, Q2$, Q3$, Q4$, Q5$, Q6$, A$ 

or: 

85  READ Q18(Q), Q2$(Q), Q3$(Q), Q4$(Q), 
Q5$(:2), (28$(:2), A$(Q) 
Similarly, when you display the 

question with print statements, in-
stead of PRINT Q$ or PRINT Q$(Q), 
you'll have to use: 
115 PRINT:PRINT Q1$:PRINT TAB(8)Q2$: 

PRINT TAB(8)Q3$ 
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SERIAL PORT 
EXPANDER 
AND 
MORE 

BTA's MODEL 524 MULTIPORT 
CONTROLLER is a code activated one 
to four serial port expander — but that's 
not all since it has separate and indepen-
dent DARTS, buffers and handshaking 
each port can operate with a different 
configuration, i.e. different baud rates, 
stop bits, etc. These features also permit 
two or more devices to communicate 
with the 524 simultaneously. 

       

 

Letter-mhIty 
printer 

     

  

High speed 
printer 

  

CPU I  524 I 

     

     

    

/ Terminal  

    

Full duplex with E1A RS-232 protocol 

Baud rates up to 19,200 

Expansion to 16 ports by cascading 

Peripheral ports may be configured 
by user software 

One year warranty 

*MODEL 524 	 $249.00 
*MODEL 524A 	 5279.00 
same as model 524 except has 256 byte 
rx/tx buffers per port 

•MODEL 524 D 	 5269.00 
same as model 524, plus continuous poll-
ing of each peripheral device for 'data 
transfer requests. The device is auto-
matically connected when its 'turn comes 
up . ON, BUSY and OFF messages are 
sent to the peripheral device. 

'Other models available — Contact us or 
your dealer for additional information. 

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES,inc., 
HIGHWAY 603, PO. BOX 387 • 

BAY ST. LOUIS, MISSISSIPPI 39520 
145011467-8231 

5 REM EDUCATION ORIENTED QUIZ S 
TYLE 

6 REM PROGRAM ILLUSTRATING USE 
OF SUB- 

7 REM ROUTINES FOR QUESTION SEL 
ECTION. 

10 HOME : VTA8 8: HTAB 10: PRINT 
"ASTRONOMY AND GRAMMAR" 

15 YTAB 10: INVERSE : PRINT SPCC 
40);: NORMAL 

20 YTAB 15: INVERSE 	PRINT cPr(  
40);: NORMAL 

5 !.'TAB 12: PRINT "PLEASE TI PE I 
N /OUR FIRST NAME AND ": PRINT 
"PRESS THE RETURN KEY..."; 

30 INPUT "";NM$ 
'.5 HOME : PRINT "I'M GLAD TO HAY 

E YOU WORKING WITH ME, 	" ;N 
M$;"' WE'LL HAVE FUN TOGETH 
EP." 

40 GOSUB 195 
45= 8:22 = 12 
50 DIN A(2Z) 
80 FOR I = 1 TO 22 
65 	= 0 
PG NEXT I 
95  T = 0:R = 0 
100 FOR I= 1 TC 2 
105 0 = INT t RND k1) * 22) + 1 

Listing 1. Quiz and tutorial program that illustrates the use of subroutines to handle ques-
tions and graphic displays. 

116 PRINT TAB(8)Q4$:PRINT TAB(8)Q5$: 
PRINT TAB(8)Q6$ 

or: 
115 PRINT:PRINT Q1$(Q):PRINT TAB(8) 

Q2$ (Q) 
116 PRINT TAB(8)Q3$(Q):PRINT TAB(8) 

Q4$(Q) 
117 PRINT TAB(8)Q5$(Q):PRINT TAB(8) 

Q6$(Q) 
118 PRINT: A(Q) =1 

Be sure to dimension all of your new 
arrays! 

One further note: The method used 
in line 110 to generate a new random 
number Q (if the one previously gen-
erated is unusable) is inefficient 
toward the end of the program, 
when most numbers already have 
been selected. To counter that prob-
lem, use the following short routine: 
110 Q = INT( RND(1).30 + 1) 
111 IF A(Q) = 0 THEN 115 
112 Q=Q+1:IFQ>30 THENQ=1 
113 GOTO 111 

Line 111 checks if the value of Q 
can be used (A(Q) = 0). If not, the 
next value of Q is checked. Of course, 
if Q's value becomes greater than the 
total number of elements in use after 

1 is added, then Q is "wrapped 
around" and given a value of 1. Q's 
new value is checked, and the process 
continues until you get a valid value. 

The Subroutine Approach 
Another technique used for han-

dling text questions makes a ques-
tion/answer combination into a sub-
routine. For example: 

5000 PRINT"WHAT IS THE CAPITAL OF 
WYOMING?" :PRINT 

5001 A$ = "CHEYENNE":RETURN 

Instead of obtaining the question and 
answer through a READ/DATA ap-
proach, a GOSUB 5000 command dis-
plays the question, and the same sub-
routine returns the answer to the 
question as A$. Using such subrou-
tines gives you greater flexibility in 
designing the displays. 

If you have 20 questions to ask, you 
would need 20 subroutines, perhaps 
numbered from 5000 to 5190. If you 
wish to display these questions se-
quentially, use the following instruc-
tion within the main program loop 
(assuming that I is being used for the 
loop counter): 

Circle 54 on Reader Service card. 
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here's just no end to the software available for Franklin 
ACETM computers. Start with Franklin's own word processing and 
spreadsheet analysis programs. ACEWriter II and ACECaIc. 
Sophisticated, yet easy to learn and use. 

ACEWriter II was designed to take advantage of the type-
writer-style keyboard of the Franklin ACE computers. And ACE-
Calc, with a full 80-column display of variable column widths, 
lets you arrange data in a format that's manageable and easy 
to read, without squeezing or wasting space. ACECaIc also al-
lows you to create "invisible" fields. And to protect other fields 
from being accidentally changed. 

And when you need more than word processing and 
spreadsheet analysis, you can choose from 
16,000 more software programs, including  
accounting, payroll, inventory and purchas-
ing. Even games. Because Franklin ACE 
computers are compatible with software 
written for the Apple° II. 
Franklin ACE is a trademark of Franklin Computer Corp. 
VisiCalc is a registered trademark of Visi Corp. 

Better than ever. 
2128 Route 38 Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 Telephone: 609-482-5900 Telex: 837-385 

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. COMPUTER CORPORATION  

FRANKLIN 

Circle 425 on Reader Service card. 
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ON I GOSUB 5000, 5010, 5020, 5030, 5040, 
5050, 5060, 5070, 5080, 5090, 5100, 5110, 5120, 
5130, 5140, 5150, 5160, 5170, 5180, 5190 

If you wish to select 20 questions at 
random from a set of 30 subroutines, 
you must generate a random number 
Q, just as before, and use the line 
shown immediately above as ON Q 
GOSUB.... If you wish to avoid re-
peating a question, or to keep track of 
already-asked or missed questions, 
dimension an array, A(30), and use it 
to monitor this information just as 
before. This time, since questions and 
answers are being "saved" as subrou-
tines instead of arrays, Q$(Q) and 
A$(Q) are not used. Instead, the ON Q 
GOSUB . . . command provides access 
to the individual questions. 

This use of subroutines makes con-
structing helpful displays much eas-
ier. For example, consider the fol-
lowing question subroutine: 

5000 HOME:PRINT`THE";:INVERSE: 
PRINT"QUICK";:NORMAL:PRINT 

"FOX SLIPPED BENEATH THE" 
:PRINT"FENCE AND RAN TO THE 
SAFETY OF THE":PRINT"FOREST." 
:PRINT 

5001 PRINT"WHAT PART OF SPEECH IS 
THE HIGHLIGHTED":PRINT 
"WORD IN THE SENTENCE 
ABOVE?" 

5002 A$ = "ADJECTIVE": RETURN 

You can use inverse and flashing 
mode and cursor control in each sub-
routine. In fact, in a split screen 
mode, each subroutine could present 
graphics pertinent to each question. 

You could organize your questions 
to re-use a single display. For exam-
ple, in reviewing parts of speech, the 
above sentence contains 15 words, 
any one of which might be used for 
the question. You could design the 
program to contain a small amount 
of text (saving considerably on typ-
ing time, computer memory, etc.), 
but to use it in several questions. 
Rather than containing a full sen-
tence used only once, the ques-
tion/answer subroutines might use a 
second subroutine to recall all or 
part of a previously displayed sen-
tence. The cursor position for a des-
ignated word can be specified in the 
second subroutine, and that word 
only need be presented there. 

soft 
ware 
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Listing continued. 

106 IF A(0) = 0 THEN 110 
107 0 = 0 + 1: IF 0 > ZZ THEN 0 = 

1 
108 GOTO 10o 
110 MA = 0:T = T + 1:A(0) ='1 
115 ON 0 GOSUB 1010,1020.1020,10 

40.2010,2020.2030,2040,3010, 
3020,3030,3040 

120 INPUT "";R$: TEXT : HOME 
125 IF MA = 0 THEN 130 
126 R$ = "*" + 	+ "*" 
127 FOR M = 1 TO LEN Pi.$) — LEN 

(R$) + 1: IF R$ = MID$ (A$, 
M, LEN kR$)) THEN M = 50 

128 NUT M: IP M c 50 THEN 145 
129 GOTO 135 
130 IF R$ < 	A$ THEN 145 
135 R = R + .5: IFSTOTHENR 

R + .5 
140 GOSUB 300: GOTO 150 
145 GOSUB 400:A(0) = Act)) + 1: IF 

ST = 0 THEN ST = 1: GOTO 115 

150 ST = 0: GOSUB 500: GOSUB 200 
155 NEXT 1 
160 TEXT : HOME : VTAB 12: PRINT 

"HERE ARE THE PROBLEMS YOU M 
ISSED...": GOSUB 200 

165 FOR I = 1 TO 22 
170 IF A(I) 	, 3 THEN 180 
175 ON I GOSUB 1010,1020,1030,10 

40,2010,2020,2030.2040,3010, 
3020,3030,3040 

176 GOSUB 250: INVERSE : PRINT " 
HAAS" ": NORMAL : GOSUB 200 

180 TEXT : HOME : NEXT I 
185 HOME : VTAB 11: PRINT "COME 

BACK SOON', ";NM$;"'" 
190 VTAB 24: END 
195 FOR TM = 1 TO 2000: NEXT TM: 

RETURN 
200 VTAB 24: HTAB 1 
205 PRINT "PRESS <C) TO CONTINUE 

e,E> TO END..."; 
210 GET R$ 
215 IF R$ = "E" THEN POP : GOTO 

185 
220 IF R$ < > "C" THEN 200 
225 RETURN 
250 AA$ = A$: IF MA = 0 THEN 275 
255 AA$ = " " : FOR A = 	TO LEN ( 

A$) — 1 
260 IF MID$ (A$,A,1) 	> *" THEN 

AA$ = AA$ + MID$ (A$,A,1): GOT .° 
270 

265 AA$ = AA$ + " OR " 
270 NEXT A 
275 RETURN 
300 IF ST = 1 THEN GOSUB 390: 1-17.70 

315 
305 X = INT ( RND (1) * 6) + 1 
310 ON =; GOSUB 330,340,350,360,3 

Listing continued. 
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THE 

STATISTICS 
SERIES' 

FLEXIBLE • ACCURATE 

EASY-TO-USE 

THE STATISTICS SERIES is the statistical 
software system for the student or 
professional. 

With THE STATISTICS SERIES, you can set 
up your own statistics workstation to rival 
a mainframe computer. Why switch from 
mainframes? Because you're in charge 
when you do, in touch with your data in 
ways not possible with a mainframe. 

REGRESS II gives multiple regression pre-
dictive power to users in finance, engi-
neering, medicine or social science. 
Choose solution types from simultane-
ous, stepwise, forward, backward, or 
power polynomial solutions. 

ANOVA II performs simple or sophisticated 
analyses of variance for agriculture, medi-
cine or social science. Run the most com-
plex anova designs easily and quickly. 

STATS PLUS is a number cruncher for mar-
ket research, business, finance, biology, 
and social science. Besides the general 
statistics and nonparametrics, this pro-
gram offers data management and five-
way crosstabulations of questionnaire 
data. 

CALCU-PLOT is a problem solver for busi-
ness and finance, engineering and sci-
ence. After you set up the equation and 
vary the constants, CALCU-PLOT finds 
the solution and displays the results. 

THE STATISTICS SERIES produces carefully 
organized statistical reports and graphics 
displays. 

THE STATISTICS SERIES programs come 
with a 10 day money back guarantee. Buy 
them together or separately at a most 
attractive price. 

Apple II, 48K, 1 or 2 Drives, ROM Applesoft 

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS 

To Order— Call (213) 993-8536 
or Write 

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS 
9010 Reseda Blvd. Suite 222 

	

Northridge, CA 91324 		 
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For example, if the sentence were 
already being displayed without 
highlighting, the subroutine at 5000 
could look like this: 
5000 GOSUB 5990:HTAB 5: 

VTAB 1: INVERSE: PRINT"QUICK"; 
5001 NORMAL: GOSUB 5999: A$ 

="ADJECTIVE":11ETURN 

The subroutine at 5990 displays 
the sentence, using normal mode en-
tirely. The subroutine at 5999 dis-
plays the prompt to identify the 
highlighted word's part of speech. 
Of course, this subroutine must also 
reposition the cursor to the proper 
position on the screen, or the print 
command will write over the rest of 
the sentence. If you add five or six 
more subroutines like this one (lines 
5000 and 5001 above) to the pro-
gram for the sentence in subroutine 
5990, and add five or six other sen-
tences to the program, and each of 
these also is used to highlight five or 
six words, you can compile 30 to 40 
different questions, expending mini-
mal computer memory and effort. 

Program Listing 1 
This month's sample program con-

tains several examples using subrou-
tines to contain questions. The main 
program runs from line 10 to line 
190; several line numbers correspond 
directly to those used in program seg-
ments throughout this article. 

Lines 10-40 present the program 
title and request the student's name 
to be entered as NM$. This name is 
used occasionally throughout the 
program to put the student at ease. 
Line 45 defines two general variables 
that help adapt this program to other 
subjects and quiz designs. ZZ repre-
sents the number of questions written 
into the program; Z represents the 
number of questions asked in this 
quiz. This example has 12 questions, 
but only eight of them will be asked 
during any particular session. 

The value of ZZ then is used (line 
80) to dimension the A(i) array, 
which is subsequently initialized to 
zero, as are the variables T and R, 
which, as before, will keep track of 
questions asked and those correctly 
answered. (In this program, the stu- 

every 
where 

FRANKLIN dealers 

The list goes on and on. Because Franklin now has more 
than 1,000 dealers throughout the country. From Savannah to 
Sun Valley. 

What does that mean to you? It means that your Franklin 
computer system is backed by a growing company with an in-
credible dealer network from coast to coast. For stability. And 
service when and where you need it. 

Our dealers are ready to show you Franklin's total solution. 
No more confusion over which software to purchase, what runs 
on which computer—and whether it'll really work. With Franklin, 
you have everything you need. Hardware. Software. 
Everywhere. 

Where else, but at Franklin? 
Franklin ACE is a trademark of Franklin Computer Corp. 

VisiCalc is a registered trademark of Visi Corp. 
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. 

FRANKLIN 
COMPUTER CORPORATION 

Better than ever. 
2128 Route 38 Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 Telephone: 609-482-5900 Telex: 837-385 
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dent gets two attempts to correctly 
answer each question, and earns 
half-credit if he answers the question 
correctly on the second try.) 

Beginning in line 100, the main 
program loop generates a random 
number, Q, and checks it against the 
A(i) array to determine if the gener-
ated value is acceptable. If it is 
(A(Q) = 0), then T is incremented 
and A(Q) is set to 1. Another vari-
able, MA, is initialized to zero. This 
variable is a flag for the type of ques-
tion being asked. If the question has 
only a single correct answer, then 
MA is zero. If there is more than one, 
then MA is one. 

Line 115 sends the program to the 
various question/answer subroutines; 
line 120 accepts the student's re-
sponse. If a single-answer question 
has been asked (MA = 0), then line 
130 evaluates the response. If the an-
swer is incorrect, the program jumps 
to line 145, activating the "negative 
response" subroutine (line 400). If 
this is the student's first attempt, 
A(Q) is incremented to 2, and to 3 if it 
is his second attempt. The vari-
able ST is used as the "second-try" 
flag—on the first go around, ST = 0 
and on the second, ST =1. Note that 
at line 145, if the first attempt was 
incorrect, ST is changed to a value of 
1 and the program cycles back to line 
115 to repeat the same question. 

If the student's response is correct, 
line 135 adds a half-point to the stu-
dent's score, and another half-point if 
ST is 0 (meaning the question was 
properly answered on the first at-
tempt). The program then jumps to 
the "positive response" subroutine 
(line 300). 

The two routes converge again at 
line 150, where ST is reset to zero, the 
scoreboard routine (line 500) is 
called, and the PRESS <C> TO 
CONTINUE... prompt is displayed. 
Line 155 presents the end of the main 
program loop, cycling the program 
back to line 100 if there are forthcom-
ing questions. 

As the program concludes (lines 
160-190), it checks the A(i) array for 
elements with a value of 3 (indicating 
that the question corresponding to 
that element was answered incorrect- 

Listing continued. 

70,380 
315 GOSUB 195 
320 RETURN 
330 PRINT "RIGHT! KEEP UP THE GO 

OD WORK,": PRINT NM$"." 
335 RETURN 
340 PRINT "YOU GOT THAT ONE RIGH 

T. CONGRATULATIONS." 
345 RETURN 
350 PRINT "OK, SMARTY. THE NEXT 

ONE WILL BE 	TOUGHER!" 

355 RETURN 
360 PRINT "ABSOLUTELY CORRECT. 

GREAT GOING,": PRI NT NM$"!" 
365 RETURN 
370 PRINT "EXCELLENT! KEEP IT U 

P!" 
375 RETURN 
380 PRINT "WOW! RIGHT ON!!" 
385 RETURN 
390 PRINT "YOU GOT IT THIS TIME. 

GOOD WORK!" 
395 RETURN 
400 IF ST = 1 THEN GOSUB 490: GOTO 

415 
405 X = INT ( RND (1) * 6) + 1 
410 ON X GOSUB 430,440,450,460,4 

70,480 
415 GOSUB 195 
420 RETURN 
430 PRINT "NOT RIGHT, "NM$: PRINT 

"BETTER TRY AGAIN." 
435 RETURN 
440 PRINT "WRONG, WRONG, WRONG! 

YOU NEED MORE 	PRACTICE. 

445 RETURN 
450 PRINT "NOPE, YOU MISSED THAT 

ONE!" 
455 RETURN 
460 PRINT "I CAN'T BELIEVE YOU M 

ISSED SUCH AN 	EASY QUES 
TION'" 

465 RETURN 
470 PRINT "WHERE DID THAT ANSWER 

COME FROM? 	 BETTER T 
RY AGAIN." 

475 RETURN 
480 PRINT "YOU BLEW THAT ONE, TU 

RKEY! TRY AGAIN." 
485 RETURN 
490 PRINT "SORRY, STILL WRONG. T 

HE CORRECT ANSWER IS ";: FLASH 

495 GOSUB 250: PRINT AA$;: NORMAL 

500 HTAB 1: VTAB 17: INVERSE : PRINT 
SPC( 40) 

505 HTAB 1: VTAB 22: PRINT SPC(  
40): NORMAL 

510 FOR L = 1 TO 4: HTAB 1: VTAB 
17 L 

515 INVERSE : PRINT " ":: NORMAL 

Listing continued. 
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IMPORTANT 
SUBSCRIBER NOTE 

We wish it clearly noted that the 
"TROMPERS" advertisement to the 
left has expanded past the boundaries 
of its ad space. Further, the Trompers 
themselves are taking over this entire 
page! Is that fair? Well, is it? There 
could be a perfectly fine advertise-
ment here for modems or RAM 
ioards or dust covers--something sen-
sible. But, NO! Instead, there 
proliferation of intergalactic 
hamacallits bouncing all ove 
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're taking over! 
at if it's a great 
it's lots of fun? 

is it? We 
and adults 

don't, don't, 

that this is not 
pace. I know 
care about it 

ntil 
ing. 

o 	ore govern- 
ire people. N 

Hundreds of practical joking space critters are falling from the sky! 
Can you help Arnold Strump, the local dog catcher, snare them 
before they take over the entire city? Armed with only a net and 
your own skills, its you and Arnold vs. TROMPERS! 

Now available for your Apple and Atar" 

from your local dealer 
and by calling (503) 345-3043 

Circle 39 on Reader Service card. 

THE AVANT-GARDE 
GAMES HIT LIST 

This 
Week 

1 	JUMP JET 
(Apple) 

1 	HI-RES COMPUTER GOLF 2 
(Apple) 

1 	LAZER MAZE 
(Apple, Atari, IBM PC, 
Commodore, VIC 20, TI 99) 

1 TROMPERS 
(Apple) 

1 	TRIPLE ARCADE INSANITY 
(Apple) 

1 	DEATH RACE 
(Apple) 

1 FEDERATION 
(Apple, IBM PC) 
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ly twice). Those questions are redis-
played with their proper answers be-
fore the program ends. 

The "positive response" and "nega-
tive response" subroutines, resemble 
those introduced in last month's col-
umn, except that the second-try flag 
causes a jump to a special comment 
(line 390 or 490) if the subroutine is 
called after a student's second at-
tempt at a given question. 

Question Displays 
This program illustrates three vari-

eties of quastion displays. The first 
(lines 1010-1092) deals with astro-
nomical questions, and uses lo-res 
graphics displays to depict two par-
ticular constellations. The program 
asks two questions about each con-
stellation. Notice that the graphics 
subroutines appear only once, and 
are called from the question subrou-
tine. The second question type deals 
with grammar. Again, the program 
asks four questions about two sen-
tences, which are displayed from 
their own subroutines. The use of in-
verse mode highlights the word being 
targeted by the question. 

The third question type is unusual: 
Each question has more than one cor-
rect answer, and the program must 
determine if the student's response 
matches one. This can be done sever-
al ways. This program requires all 
three answers to be contained in A$, 
in which asterisks begin and end the 
string and separate the correct an-
swer. For each of these questions, the 
multiple answer flag MA is given a 
value of 1. When the program evalu-
ates the student's response, it uses the 
special section of the code that han-
dles this kind of question (lines 126 
to 129). 

This special evaluation routine 
first sandwiches the student's re-
sponse between two asterisks (line 
126), and then scans through the A$ 
that contains the correct answers, 
looking for a match. The match must 
include the asterisks, ensuring that a 
partial word will not be considered. 
If the routine finds a complete 
match, the loop counter M is given a 
value of 50 (forcing the loop to end 
normally on the next cycle) and pro- 

Listing continued. 

: PRINT SPCC 36):: INVERSE 
: PRINT " ":: NORMAL 

520 NEXT L 
525 P$ = "S, ": IF T = 1 THEN PS = 

It 	If 

540 HTAB 5: VTAB 19: PRINT "YOU 
HAVE ":: FLASH : PRINT R:: NORMAL 
: PRINT " CORRECT OUT OF" 

545 HTAB 5: VTAB 20: PRINT T" PR 
nBLEM"Pl"FOR A SCORE OF " 	FLASH 
: PRINT INT (P * 100 / T);" 
%":: NORMAL 

550 RETURN 
1010 GOSUB 1090: HOME : PRINT "T 

HE BIG DIPPER IS PART OF A L 
ARGER CON- STELLATION. WHAT 
IS THE NAME OF THIS 	CONST 
ELLATION? "; 

1015 AS = "URSA MAJOR": RETURN 
1020 GOSUB 1090: HOME : PRINT "T 

HE BOWL STARS IN THE BIG DIP 
PER POINT TO THE NORTH STAR 
. WHAT IS THE PROPER NAME 
FOR THIS STAR? "; 

1025 AS = "POLARIS": RETURN 
1030 GOSUB 1080: HOME : PRINT "T 

HE HANDLE OF THE BIG DIPPER 
POINTS TO THIS CONSTELLATIO 
N. WHAT IS ITS NAME? 	"; 

1035 AS = "BOOTES": RETURN 
1040 GOSUB 1080: HOME : PRINT "T 

HE HANDLE OF THE BIG DIPPER 
POINTS TO THE BRIGHT STAR 
IN THIS CONSTELLATION. WHAT 
IS THE NAME OF THE STAR? "; 

1045 AS = "ARCTURUS": RETURN 
1080 GR : COLOR= 13: PLOT 15,1: PLOT 

14,17: PLOT 13,30: PLOT 12,3 
2: PLOT 9,9: PLOT 20,28: PLOT 
26,30: PLOT 27,32: PLOT 20,1 
5: PLOT 21,7: PLOT 21,28: PLOT 
20,29: PLOT 21,29 

1082 HTAB 1: VTAB 21: RETURN 
1090 GR : COLOR= 13: PLOT 10,9: PLOT 

17,11: PLOT 19,16: PLOT 23,2 
0: PLOT 22,28: PLOT 29,31: PLOT 
31,24: PLOT 39,1 

1092 HTAB 1: VTAB 21: RETURN 
2010 GOSUB 2090: VTAB 1: HTAB 9: 

INVERSE : PRINT "QUIETLY";: 
VTAB 5: HTAB 1: NORMAL : PRINT 
"IDENTIFY THE PART OF SPEECH 
TO WHICH THEHIGHLIGHTED WOR 
D BELONGS..."; 

2015 AS = "ADVERB": RETURN 
2020 GOSUB 2090: VTAB 5: HTAB 1: 

PRINT "ENTER THE WORD FROM 
THE ABOVE SENTENCE THAT THE 
ADJECTIVE MODIFIES. "; 

2025 AS = "WOODS": RETURN 
2030 GOSUB 2080: VTAB 2: HTAB 11 

: INVERSE : PRINT "OR";: NORMAL 
: GOSUB 2070 

Listing continued. 
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To err is human. 
To forgive is SAVVY." 

With SAVVY' you can misspell, mistype or rephrase and still command your computer. 
If you're tired of inflexible personal software, it's time to get SAVVY. 
SAVVY teaches your computer to adapt to you. It's part hardware, part software, and part 

remarkable. It lets your computer see things as you see them. Do things the way you like to do them. 
It even allows for those unavoidable entry errors that we all sometimes make. 

What's the secret? SAVVY can recognize patterns (other software products can only recognize 
exact duplicates) and you can teach it to recognize your language. That means it will carry out your 
commands instead of flashing "error" messages. 

Whether you want SAVVY to teach yourself programming, to run your business applications or to 
develop drills for students, there's a version of SAVVY to suit your needs and 
your budget. It's a database system, file manager, natural language programmer, 
and an operating system, all in one. SAVVY operates on Apple II Plus®  and IIe®  
computers as well as Apple-compatibles. 

Call 800-551-5199 to arrange for a demonstration at your local dealer. 
SAVVY is a product of Excalibur Technologies 

Corporation, 800 Rio Grande Boulevard N.W, 
Mercado 21, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104. 

SAVVY 

  

SAVVY' is a trademark of 
Exealibur Technologies Corp. 
Apple II Plus & Ile are 
registered trademarks of 
Apple Computer Inc. A product of calibur 

TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION 
Circle 126 on Reader Service card. 
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2035 AS = "CONJUNCTION": RE—URN 
2040 GosuB  2080: HTAB 1: YTAB 5: 

PRINT "A PREPOSITION IS MIS 
SING IN THIS": PRINT "SENTEN 
CE, BUT ITS IDENTITY IS IMPt 
:ED. WHAT IS THIS PREPOSITI 
• "; 

2045 1-4$ = "BY": RETURN 
2070 VT13 5: HT ,B 1: PRINT "::EN 

TIFf THE PART OF SPEECH TO W 
HICH THEHIGHLIGHTED WORD _EL 
ONGS...":: RETURN 

2080 HOME : PRINT "PVERN,  FAIR FR 
OM FAIR SOMETIME DECLINES, 
) CHANCE ,OR NITURE'S CHHNOIN 
3 COURSE 	:':TRIMMED. 	k81-1Hik 
ESPEARE , " 

2085 RETURN 
2090 HOME : PRINT "THE PDX DL 

LY SLIPPED THROUGH THE 1.4IREF 
ENCE AND QUICKLY DASHED INTO 
THE DARK WOODS ON THE HILL 

2095 RETURN 
3010 HOME : PRINT "NAME ONE OF T 

HE THREE SHIPS USED. BY 	C
OLUMBUS WHEN HE DISCOVERED H 
MERICA.": PRINT " 	"; 

3011 MA = 1 
3015 AS = "*NINA*PINTA*SANTA MARI 

A*": RETURN 
3020 HOME : PRINT "NAME. ONE OF T 

HE TWO ELEMENTAL SUBSTANCEST 
HAT EXISTS AS A LIQUID IN IT 
S NATURAL STATE." 

'3.025 AS = "*BROMINE*MERCURY*":MA = 
1: RETURN 

30 z0 HOME : PRINT "THERE ARE THR 
EE WORDS THAT ARE CALLED A 
RTICLES IN ENGLISH. NAME ON 
E OF THESE WORDS." 

3033 MH = I 
3035 AS = "*A*AN*THE*": RETURN 
3040 HOME : PRINT "NAME—ONE OF T 

HE THREE LARGEST CITIES IN T 
HE 'UNITED STATES." 

3045 AS = "*NEW YORK*LOS ANGELES* 
CHICAGO*" :MA = 1: RETURN 

vides a flag, used in line 128, to deter-
mine whether or not a match has 
been found within the loop process. 

The routine beginning at line 250 
also is used for multiple answer ques-
tions only. When displaying the an-
swer for the student, the answer 
string must be broken into separate 
components and the asterisks deleted. 
Subroutine 250 does just that, and as-
signs the result to AA$. 

Conclusion 
I hope the examples this program 

provides tickle your imagination. 
The number of ways such material 
can be presented is endless. And of 
course, this and last month's columns 
have cif-Alt only with the quiz, drill and 
practice, and tutorial types of educa-
tional programs. Simulations and 
games present two other fertile areas 
for the determined educator (not to 
mention skilled programmer!). With 
these tools, you should be well on 
your way toward designing programs 
for your favorite student(s) on your 
favorite subjects. • 

The Applesoft Adviser 
Circle 271 on Reader Service card. 

POWERTEXT. 
The Word Processing 

System For 
Professionals. 

All across the nation, PowerText hes 
become the prime word processing sys-
tem for professionals. 

Businesspeople. Writers. Attorneys. Edu; 
cators. Men and women who demand a 
level of performance not available from the 
mass-market word processors. . . 

If you require a true high-performance 
system, consider PowerText. 

Formatting is fully automatic. 
PowerText prints the most complex doc-

uments—from business letters to dramatic 
scripts to legal documents packed with 
footnotes—precisely consistent with the for-
mats you define. You need never worry 
about printed style as you write. Yet you 
always get perfectly formatted documents. 

It's almost like dictating to your 
computer. _ 

When you prepare outlines, question-
naires, and reports, PowerText can auto-
matically indent and assign numbers to 
your paragraphs (Roman or Arabic numer-
als, or alphanumerics, as you direct.). 

There's a full complement of editing fea-
tures. Including "nested" editing, equiva-
lent to split-screen editing. 

You get built-in form letter capability. 
Remarkably versatile columnar 

capabilities. 
User-definable function keys. 
And far more. 
Yet for all its power and sophistication, 

PowerText is remarkably easy to learn and 
operate. The system includes an excellent 
10-lesson tutorial and a reference manual. 

We'll send you complete details. 
It is impossible to describe all of Power-

Text's many valuable features here. But 
we'll be pleased to send you detailed infor-
mation, including many samples of actual 
PowerText output. 

Just write us a note, or phone us. 
(Or you may wish to send for the tutorial 

and manual. The cost is $25. Please indi-
cate which computer you have.) 

FOR IBM PC OR XT, OR COMPAQ: $399 
FOR APPLE II OR lie: $299 

FOR, IBM PC OR XT WITH PASCAL 
APPLE II or III WITH PASCAL, 

OR SAGE: $199 

BEAMAN PORTER, INC. 
4, High Performance Computer ProduCts 

Pleasant Ridge Rd., Harrison, NY 10528 
(914) 967-3504 
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It's simple. 
The typewriter was a wonder in its 
time. Letter Perfectis a wonder for 
today. Letter Perfect from LJK 
lets you use your computer to 
write letters and create reports 
and edit your work. Change 
a word. Move a line. 
Combine two paragraphs. 
You can do it all 

with Letter Perfect, and more. 
Much more. 

When it comes to practical 
software for Ataris and Apples, 
Letter Perfect is simple to 
learn. And hard to beat. Ask 
your dealer for a demon-

stration, or write LJK 
for more information. 

LJK, INC. • 7852 Big Bend Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63119 • (314) 962-1855 
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Satisfying Over 
With Innovation 

TM 

rape , 
Printer Interface 

The Original Apple' graphics printer interface. 
Since its introduction three years ago, the 
Grappler has been imitated by many, but never 
matched. Now with Dual Hi-Res Graphics for side 
by side reproductions and Mixed 
Mode screen dump- 
ing, the Grappler + 
remains the most 
intelligent interface 
available. Over two 
dozen commands 
give Apple users full control over any graphics or 
text on the Apple screen, including a new 80 
column text dump. Performance, reliability and 
support have made the Grappler + the #1 selling 
intelligent Apple interface. 

For Apples and Printers 
The economical way to add printer buffering. The 
Bufferboard easily adds memory to your current 
Apple interface system, freeing your computer for 
additional input. Easily upgradable from 16K, the 
Bufferboard can store up to 20 pages of text. It 
fits neatly inside your Apple, "docking" onto your 
existing printer interface.* No clumsy boxes or 
cables, no external power supplies... just conve-
nience and 
economy. With 
the Bufferboard, 
you might never 
wait for your 
printer again. 

*Versions for standard Grappler + , Epson APL and Apple 
Parallel Interfaces. 



90,000 Apple Owners 
And Excellence. 

GrBa'FFIpler 
The most sophisticated buffered Apple printer 
interface available. The New Buffered Grappler + 
combines the industry leading features of the 
Grappler + with the time saving economies of the 
Bufferboard.— 

With this much interface power, you'll never need 
anything else. And the price will surprise you, too. 

* *Not available for IDS printers. 
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. 

Over 90,000 Apple computers are using Orange 
Micro products. Innovation and excellence have 
made us the #1 manufacturer of intelligent printer 
interfaces. The top selling Grappler + has 
become an industry standard, recommended by 
more software houses and Apple dealers. To 
meet the users' latest needs, Orange Micro will 
continue to introduce new products. Recent inno-
vations include the Grappler + for IDS color 
printers and the new Orange Interface, with text 
screen dumps and formatting at a low price. 
There is an Orange Micro product designed for 
your application. 
For a complete demonstration, see your Apple 
dealer today. 

*Orange micro 
Inc. 

1400 N. Lakeview Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807 U.S.A. 
(714) 779-2772 TELEX: 183511 CSMA 
©Orange Micro, Inc., 1983 
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LDA #$FF 

Instruction °wade -OP $A9 $FF 4—Data to be loaded 

6502 accumulator 
4 	 

Figure L Immediate addressing mode format. 

F F 

The Assembly Advantage 
by Randy Hyde 

6502 Addressing Modes 
Last month I presented the 

SPEED/ASM string handling 
routines. While these routines provide 
all necewary string manipulation 
functions, it is sometimes more con-
venient to perform string operations 
directly in 6502 code, So once again I 
must resort to "pure" 6502 code. 

So far. I've discussed only simple 
variable types in SPEED/ASM. When 
dealing with simple variables two 
6502 addressing modes are required—
immediate and absolute. The im-
mediate mode is for loading constants 
into one of the 6502 registers. To do 
so, precede the immediate data with 
a pound sign (#) or a slash (/). The 
pound sign specifies that the low 
order byte of the 16-bit value is to be 
loaded into the register; the slash op-
erator specifies the high order byte. 
This addressing mode gets its name 
from the fact that the data to be load-
ed into the accumulator immediately 
follows the instruction opcode. See 
Figure 1. 

The absolute addressing mode is 
used when you want to load (or store) 

a register from one of the 6502's 
65,535 memory locations. In this 
case, follow the instruction with the 
address of the memory location you 
wish to access. The absolute address-
ing mode is so named because the ad-
dress that follows the opcode is the 
"absolute" address—it is not modi-
fied by anything. See Figure 2. 

Unfortunately, the absolute ad-
dressing mode won't let you access 
varying memory locations. The ad-
dress you want to access must be 
specified at assembly time and can-
not change while the program is run-
ning. Therefore, this mode cannot be 
used to access elements of an array 
using a specified (variable) index. 

In order to set up and access arrays 
(and string variables are classified 
as arrays) additional knowledge of 
the 6502 is neaec•sary. To support 
such multi-byte data structures the 
6502 microprocessor supports several 
indexed and indirect addressing 
modes. An indexed addressing mode 
uses either the X or Y register as an in-
dex register to modify the address 

that follows the instruction. For ex-
ample, the instruction: 
LDA ADDRESS,X 

loads the 6502 accumulator from lo-
cation ADDRESS + X where x is the 
current content of the X register. So 
the instruction sequence: 
LDX #2 
LDA ADDRESS,X 

performs the same action as: 

LDA ADDRESS +2 

Don't confuse a statement of the 
form: 

LDA ADDRESS +1 

with a statement of the form: 
LDA ADDRESS,X 

In the former case the address calcu-
lation is performed at assembly time. 
That is, the assPmbly-time value of I 
(its address) is added to the acsembly-
time value of ADDRESS and the result-
ing sum is used as the address for the 
LDA absolute instruction. 

In the latter case, the address cal-
culation is performed at run time 
(when the instruction is executed). 
Here the address that follows the LDA 
instruction is simply the address of 
ADDRESS. At run time the X register's 
value is added to this address to ob-
tain the true effective address. 

The major advantage of the in-
dexed addressing mode is the 6502's 
ability to modify the X register while 
the program is running. For exam-
ple, consider the short program: 

Randy Hyde is proprietor of Lazerware, creat-
ors of SPEED/ASM. Address correspondence 
to him at 925 Lorna St., Corona, CA 91720. 
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1000, or the Basis 108, and you're ready to 
communicate. 

THE OPERATOR comes to you with 
complete and easy documentation plus 
start-up software programs on disks. 

This system is compatible with: ASCII 
Express Pro, Data Capture, Modem Magic 
II, TermExec, Transcend I, II, and III, 
VisiTerm, Z-Term, and many more. 

So top off your Apple with this tempting 
delight at the very easy to swallow price of 
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The Assembly Advantage - 

6502 Memory 
Space 

LDA L.O. Byte H.O. Byte 

a vowel. Consider the short program: 

LDX #0  
LOOP TXA 

STA ADDRESS,X 
INX 
BNE LOOP 
BRK 

This sequence initializes the 6502 
X register to zero and then enters a 
short loop. Within the loop the value 
contained in the X register is copied 
into the accumulator with the TXA 
(transfer x to A) instruction. Next the 
value in the accumulator is stored at 
address ADDRESS + X. Since the X reg-
ister contains zero, the current con-
tents of the accumulator are stored at 
location ADDRESS + O. The next in-
struction, INX, increments the X reg-
ister. Since the X register contains 
eight bits, it can only hold numbers in 
the range 0-255 ($00-$FF). Whenev-
er you increment the value 255 ($FF) 
in the X register, it wraps back 
around to zero and the 6502 zero flag 
is set. In all other instances the zero 
flag is cleared. Therefore, the BNE 
(branch if not equal to zero) instruc-
tion can be used to continually 
branch back .to location LOOP until 
the X register is incremented from 
$FF to $00. And that occurs only af-
ter the loop has executed 256 times. 
The loop above, incidentally, stores 
zero at location ADDRESS + 0, one at 
location ADDRESS + 1, two at location 
ADDRESS +2 . , $FF at location 
ADDRESS + $FF. This is roughly equiv-
alent to the Basic program: 

10 DIM ADDRESS (255) 
20 FOR X = 0 TO 255 
40 A = X 
50 ADDRESS (X) = A 
60 NEXT X 
70 STOP 

$00 

Although I've used the 6502 X reg-
ister in all the examples so far, the Y 
register can usually be used in a simi-
lar way. So, if you're already using 
the X register and you need to access 
some tabular data you could use the 
Y register instead. 

Using the Indexed Modes 
Now that I've described how the 

indexed addressing modes function, 
it would be a good idea to describe 
how to use these modes within 
SPEED/ASM programs. The most ob-
vious application is to implement 
byte arrays. For example, an array of 
16 characters could be defined as: 
CHARARY DFS 16 

Then you could access elements of the 
array using the indexed addressing 
modes. 

It is important to note the differ-
ence between a character string and a 
character array. A character array is 
a collection of characters stored in 
contiguous memory locations. It is 
treated as a convenient collection of 
similar objects. A character string is a 
character array with two additional 
attributes: a maximum possible 
length (stored in the first byte of the 
string) and an actual length (denoted 
by storing a zero byte at the end of 
the current string data). A character 
string is typically treated as a single 
object. 

Byte arrays are quite useful for 
storing tabular data such as a list of 
reserved words or a group of special 
characters. For example, consider 
the array: 
VOWELS BYT "AEIOUYWaeiouyw" 

You could use this to see if the current 
character in the accumulator contains 

LDX #13 
TSTVWL CMP VOWELS,X 

BEQ ISAVWL 
DEX 
BPL TSTVWL 

; If you drop through to this point 
; then the character 
; in the accumulator 
; isn't a vowel. 

The new instruction here, DEX, 
decrements the 6502 X register by one. 
As long as the new value in the X regis-
ter is positive (in the range 0-127 or 
$00-$7F) then this program branches 
back to the TSTVWL label. The in-
stant you decrement $00 you get $FF, 
which is negative, and you fall 
through the loop. Notice that this 
loop starts at the last entry of the 
VOWEL array and works backwards. 
This short assembly language code is 
roughly equivalent to the Basic code: 
10 FOR I = 13 TOO STEP —1 
20 IF ACC = VOWELS(I) THEN GOTO 

NEXT 30 NEXT I 

It should be noted that SPEED/ 
ASM provides a special routine, IN-
SET, for easily performing this type of 
test. I'll discuss INSET in a future article. 

Emulating LENGTH and PRTSTR 
Although the examples presented 

thus far have all dealt with character 
arrays, the indexed addressing modes 
can also be used with character 
strings. Keeping in mind the format 
for a string variable (see Figure 3), 
you can see that the following loop 
performs roughly the same operation 
as the SPEED/ASM LENGTH function: 

LDX #0 
LENGTHL LDA STRING + 1,X 

BEQ FNDLEN 
INX 
JMP LENGTHL ;Always 

;taken. 

FNDLEN 

The only differences between this 
loop and the SPEED/ASM LENGTH 
routine are that here the length is re-
turned in the 6502 X register (instead 
of the accumulator) and this loop 
only returns the length of STRING, 
not any arbitrary string. (One other, 

	

Instruction °pude 	$A9 

6502 accumulator 

	

0 0 4 	 

Figure 2. Absolute addressing mode format. 
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POWER CONTROL CENTERS FROM 

stoma 
Now, choose from a full line of high grade outlet strips 
featuring the XP4 
with its Extended 
Protection against 
spikes, surges and 
line noise! 

NEW & 
IMPROVED! 

Designed for microcompu-
ters, monitors and printers... 
Now you can choose the 
features you need and get 
today's best value in outlet 
strips: SCOOTER Power 
Control Centers. Whether 
it's expanded outlet conven-
ience or state-of-the-art 
surge and spike protection, 
there's a SCOOTER Control 
Center for your needs. 

All three SCOOTER 
models are 100% factory 
tested for reliability and offer 
convenient one-switch 
power control, built-in push-
to-reset circuit breaker and 
heavy duty 6-ft. grounded 
cord. 

You'll find them all wherev-
er you buy computer supplies 
and where SCOOTER High 
Grade Electronic Compo-
nents and Cable Assemblies 
are sold. 

#XP4 

XP4 
GUARD-ITTM 
CONTROL 
CENTER 
$74.95 
(Sug. Resale) 

Extended protection for 
valuable equipment and 
programs. 
• State-of-the-art design 

combining improved surge 
suppression and solid state 
devices 

• Normal and common mode 
suppression 

• Fail-safe design blocks 
unprotected power in the 
unlikely event of filter 
module failure 

• Noise filtering: more than 
20db, 2-100 mhz 

• Power indicator light 
• 4 protected outlets 
• Maximum spike current: 

6000 amps (8x20 ms) 
• Clamping spike voltage: 

225 (Ipk = 100 amps, 
8x20 ms) 

• Let-through voltage: 400 
• Pulse life: 10R cycles 

(switching transients) 
• Extended 3-Year Protec-

tion Warranty 

#SP6 

GUARD-ITT"' 
CONTROL 
CENTER 
$49.95 
(Sug Resale) 

Now with improved surge 
and spike protection de-
vices and surge failure 
indicator light. 
• 6 protected outlets 
• Normal and common mode 

suppression 
• Surge failure indicator 

light 
• Maximum spike current: 

6000 amps (8x20 ms) 
• Clamping spike voltage: 

250 (Ipk = 100 amps, 
8x20 ms) 

• UL listed 
• 1-Year Warranty 

6-OUTLET 
\

o  

CONTROL! 
4) 

• SC6 

SCOOTER 
CONTROL 
CENTER 
$27.95 
(Sug Resale) 

The right choice for applica-
tions and areas where surge 
and spike protection isn't 
required. 
• A high grade outlet strip for 

home, office and factory 
• 6 grounded outlets 
• Power indicator light 
• UL listed 
• 1-Year Warranty 

I 
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1 	1 	
I Characters within

1 
 the 

1 	1 	1 	1  sur areisthrher 
‘k 	unused 

Portion 
Of 

M String  

• 

Maximum Length of String 	 Zero Terminating Byte 
is Stored in the First Byte 

Figure 3. SPEED/ASM string format. 

Program listing. Demonstration of indexed addressing modes. 

TTL "Listing One: Indexed Modes Ex." 

* 
* Listing One: 	 * 
* Indexed Addressing Modes * 
* Example Progran. 	* 
* * 
************** ********** * ********* 

************* 
* CONSTANTS * 

FALSE 	EQU p 
TRUE 	EQU 1 
CR 	EQU $8D 

"IF" STATIMENT EQUATES 

EQ 	EQU 
NE 	EQU "4" 
GT 	EQU ">" 
LT 	EPU "<" 
GE 	EQU ">"I"="*256 
LE 	BQU "<"I"="*256 

*** ***** * ****** ** ****** *** 
* SPEED/ASM ENTRY POINTS * 

NOTE: THE 19DUATE OF PUTC MUST 
BE CHANGED IF YOU RELOCATE 

; SPEED/ASM TO SOME LOCATION 
OTHER THAN $7800 

WIC 	EQu $7800 
GETC 	EQU PUTC+3 
SAGL 	EQU GEMO+3 
SAPC 	EQU SAGL+3 
HOME 	EQU SAPC+3 
BEADLE EQU HOME+3 

0800 	 1 
0800 	 2 	; 
0800 	 3 	; 
0800 	 4 	; 
0800 	 5 
0800 	 6 
0800 	 7 
0800 	 8 
0800 	 9 
0800 	 10 
0800 	 11 
0800 	 12 	; 
0800 	 13 	; 
0800 	 14 	; 
0800 	 15 
0800 	 16 
0800 	 17 
0800 	 18 
0800 	 19 
0000 	 20 
0001 	 21 
008D 	 22 
0800 	 23 
0800 	 24 
0800 	 25 
0800 	 26 
0800 	 27 
0800 	 28 
00BD 	 29 
00A3 	 30 
00BE 	 31 
00BC 	 32 
BD BE 	 33 
BOBO 	 34 
0800 	 35 
0800 	 36 
0800 	 37 
0800 	 38 
0800 	 39 
0800 	 40 	; 
0800 	 41 
0800 	 42 
0800 	 43 
0800 	 44 
0800 	 45 
0800 	 46 
0800 	 47 
0800 	 48 
0800 	 49 
0800 	 50 
0800 	 51 
0800 	 52 
0800 	 53 
0800 	 54 
0800 	 55 
7800 	 56 
7803 	 57 
7806 	 58 
7809 	 59 
780C 	 60 
780F 	 61 

* 

;FOR USE BY S/A ONLY- SEE DOC. 
• • e • 	e 

;HOME AND CLEAR 

Listing continued. 

The Assembly Advantage- 

less obvious, difference is that this 
routine destroys both the X regis-
ter and the accumulator, while the 
LENGTH routine modifies only the 
accumulator.) 

The SPEED/ASM pRTsm routine 
can be simulated using the loop: 

LDX #0  

PRTLOOP LDA STRING + 1,X 
BEQ PRTDONE 
JSR PUTC 
INX 
JMP PRTLOOP 

PRTDONE: 

NOte that in both cases I loaded from 

address STRING +1. This skips over 
the initial maximum length byte 
present in all SPEED/ASM strings. 
See Figure 3 again. 

Setting Up Integer Arrays 
Since integers require two bytes of 

storage each, an integer array must 
contain 2 x n bytes, where n is the 
number of array elements. Conse-
quently, you must define an array 
with twice the number of bytes as ele-
ments. The easiest way to reserve 
space for an integer array is to use the 
declaration: 
<label> DFS 2*<numelmnts> 

where <label> is the name of the array 
and <nurneinints> is the number of ele-
ments you desire in the array. When 
using the indexed addressing modes 
to access elements in an integer array, 
there is a limit of 128 elements. This is 
due to the fact that index registers can 
only access up to 256 different memo-
ry locations, which is just enough 
space for a 128-byte integer array. 

One additional problem surfaces 
when using the index registers to ac-
cess elements of an integer array: You 
must load the array index times two 
into the index register in order to ac-
cess the proper element. There are 
several ways to do this. If you're load-
ing an immediate value into the index 
register as an array index, you need 
only multiply the immediate value 
by two. For example: 

LDX #25"2 

for element 25 of an integer array. 
The multiplication is performed at 
assembly time so there is no run-time 
penalty. 

If you need to access array ele-
ments using a variable index, you 
must multiply the index by two be-
forehand. There are two ways to eas-
ily accomplish this: actually multiply 
the index by two, or, if you're se-
quentially stepping through an ar-
ray, increment the index by two for 
each element you access. For exam-
ple, if you want to set each element of 
a 100-byte integer array equal to the 
index of that element you could use 
the code: 
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13 £.3 S3 11680 
Z.3 03 Di Y680 
33 13 13 L680 
1.3 33 Za 4680 
DA CAI SI 7680 
62 43 Chi 3880 
93 43 12 6980 
33 63 13 8880 
ZA S3 53 5980 
OV 33 ta 1880 

TZT 	Cli OV OV ALSO 
OZT 	 08 3/.80 

018 3Y 53 8120 
33 63 Da 81.80 
CN 4.5 53 91.80 

611 	03 33 sa 1L90 
(18 33 0030 

TS CM 33 aeeo 
33 ov 43 Y980 
33 54 32 L960 
33 EN 13 5980 
Z3 S3 6.3 1980 
12 13 13 3930 
II 83 £5 33580 
CIV £3 63 8930 
Z.3 53 33 5580 
93 33 CA/ Z980 

811 	33 33 33 .5480 
119 43 33 D490 
12 OV 7d 6480 
Ea 63 Z.5 31430 
53 03 53 7480 

OV 7d 0480 
Ea pa sa aceo 
L3 33 ea 8180 
OV OY E3 LEBO 
63 53 Si 5180 
Z3 13 83 1£80 

Lit 03 33 ID 3190 
03 1180 

93 32 (N 3180 

•pattupuoo 2uge7 

.ssaid meaBoid alp oleo-Tuna; oy 	us 
SO SZE 

sp..eauTT qnduT. 132 

uo punog slawelop 3TJawnu-LoN6 3.88 
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LDX #0 
SETLOOP TXA 

STA ARRAY,X 
INX 
LDA #0 ;Set H.O. byte 

;to zero 
STA ARRAY,X 
INX 
CPX 	#200 ;100*2 elements 

; in the array 
BLT SETLOOP 

If incrementing the index twice for 
each element isn't practical, multi-
plying the array index by two to ob-
tain the byte offset is your only re-
course. You should not, however, use 
the SPEED/ASM MUL routine. It is 
much too slow to use in this fashion. 
Luckily, there's a little trick you can 
pull to quickly and easily multiply a 
number by two—shift it to the left 
one location. You can do this with the 
6502 accumulator by using the ASL 

(arithmetic shift left) instruction. 

Consider the following loop: 
JSR FORO 
ADR L1,100 

LDA I 
ASL 
TAX 
LDA I 
STA ARRAY,X 
LDA I + 1 
STA 	ARRAY + 1,X 

JSR NEXT 

This loop performs the same func-
tion as the previous code. It loads the 
low order byte of I into the accumu-
lator (the high order byte is always 
zero) and multiplies it by two by 
shifting it to the left. This data is 
transferred to the X register with the 
TAX instruction, and then the array 
elements are loaded from variable 
(low order byte first, high order byte 
second). 

The next program demonstrates 
one of SPEED/ASM's shortcom-
ings—it has no ability to manipulate 
integer array elements directly. You 
must load an array element into an 
integer variable, manipulate that 
variable, and then store the integer 
variable back into the array element. 
For example, to multiply each ele-
ment of the above array by 925 you 
should use the code: 

JSR LOAD 
ADR 235,MULVAL 

JST FORO 
ADR L1,100 

LDA I 
ASL 
TAX 
LDA ARRAY,X 
STA J 
LDA ARRAY + 1,X 
STA J + 1 

The Assembly Advantage 

Circle 93 on Reader Service card. 

A REPORTING SYSTEM FOR A SPREADSHEET DATABASE 
(for any VisiCalc° or Lotus 1-2-3c)  User) 

Most database systems consider rows of data fields as records. The 3-D concept promoted by Abacus says to consider an entire report as a record. 
Therefore, visualize "pages" of reports stacked-on or scattered-around your desk; these would constitute your database. 

TM 

With Viz-A-Merge (Namely-A-Merge System) you can "cut and paste" 
sections of spreadsheet reports together to form new reports - - -
Electronically!!! As a spreadsheet utility Viz-A-Merge allows you to 
combine sections, rows, columns, or single cells from any number of 
spreadsheet pages into one new report, or into an existing report, then 
recalculate selected formulas. For example, you could "cut" total year 
end columns from Department reports and the consolidated reports, 
then "paste" them together for overall company analysis. Or, you could 
place a total sales row into an income statement and recalculate all 
formulas. 

With Viz-A-Con (Namely-A-Consolidation System) you can add 3-Di-
mensional capability to your spreadsheet program. As a Report Writer 
to your database, Viz-A-Con allows you to select records ("pages"), get 
sub-totals and totals for all number fields, and have customized labels 
on the final report. For example you can perform hierarchical con-
solidations (Dept., Div., Company) or time period roll-up (Day, Week, 
Month, Qtr., Year). You can consolidate up to 50 files in one process and 
you can tie together as many as 80 processes in one group. Then play 
"what if" with VisiCalc and regenerate all reports in one single step. 

Each Product has a simple Question & Answer procedure to assist you in organizing your report processes. You can create a complete reporting network 
from a spreadsheet database. They have the ability to "remember" the steps they went through to create the final reports. You can use your spreadsheet 
program to recalculate new data, then use our products to regenerate all new reports in orte single step. Also, you can set-up special formulas to calculate 
additional data fields within the new reports. You can customize titles, row and column headings, footnotes, etc. for each report. 

Both products include sample sessions which are easy to understand, allowing the average person to learn them in only 15 minutes. They are both 
compatible with dBase 11TM  (IBM), PFS Graph® and a host of popular products. 

Abacus Associates is dedicated to producting products that allow users to create customized reporting systems tailored to the way they manually 
organize their data. 

Please order either Viz-A-Merge or Viz-A-Con directly from Abacus Associates. Send your check or money order to Abacus Associates, 6565 W. Loop 
South, Suite 240, Bellaire, TX 77401, or credit card customers may CALL TOLL FREE (800) 547-5995, ext. 170. In Nebraska, (800) 642-9606, ext.170. 

Apple II, II + , Ile, TRS-80 I, III, IV 	 $ 99.95 
Apple III, TRS-80 II/12/16, IBM-PC 	 $139.95 
Add $3.95 S & H per package. 

Look for forthcoming 3-D application templates 
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he more you use your computer, the more you 
ant it to work for you. 
But where do you begin? There are literally 

thousands of programs. It's time consuming, 
confusing and frustrating! The answer is to 
begin with THE LAST ONETM 

THE LAST ONE...The program that writes 
programs! 

Now, for the first time, your computer is truly 
'personal'. Now, simply and easily, you can 
create software the way you want it. 

From Accounting to the Zodiac, THE LAST 
ONE puts you keystrokes away from whatever 
you need from your computer. 

THE LAST ONE ...See it at your dealer 
and buy it first! 

Available for Commodore 64TM,  Commodore 8032TM,  
IBM PCTM, Victor 9000TM,  Apple IITM and IIeTM, Radio 
Shack Model IITM and most CP/MTm systems. 

Distributed By 

111111`fl-11:Illig  
Services, Inc 

300 W. Marlton Pike, Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 (609) 795-9480 
Product of BLUE SKY SOFTWARE 

*THE LAST ONE Is a registered trademark of D. J. "Al" Systems, Ltd. 
The Commodore 64 & CBM 8032 IBM pC, Victor 9000 Apple II & Ile, Radio Shack Model Il, and CP/M are registered trademarks of Commodore Business MaChines. 

- 	 -4.1 * • * t.!,5  
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Listing continued. 
08A0 F3 FO El 122 BYT 'space as the first character on",CR 0907 20 2D 78 148 JSR LOAD 
08A3 53 E5 AO 090A 00 00 1F 149 ADR 0,hUMERIC3 
0816 El F3 AO 090D 0A 
08A9 F4 E8 ES 0905 20 2D 78 150 JSR LORD 
08AC AO E6 E9 0911 00 00 21 151 ADR 0,CHARS 
08AP F2 F3 F4 0914 OA 
0882 AO 41 E8 0915 152 
08B5 El F2 El 0915 A2 00 153 VW 40 
0888 E3 F4 E5 
0883 f2 PD EP 

0917 BD 24 OA 
091A DO 75 

154 
155 

CNTLO. OP IAA INPUESTR+1,X 	;Get char 
ENE TSTALPHA 

088E EE 8D 091C 156 ; 
0800 F4 E8 ES 123 BYE 'the line.',CR,CR 091C 157 7 
08C3 PO EC E9 091C 158 T  If at the end of the line, print 
0806 BE ES AE 091C 159 ; the data out. 
0809 8D 8D 091C 160 
08CB 00 124 BET 0 091C 20 36 78 161 JSR PRINT 
08CC 125 091P 8D 8D CE 162 BYT CR,CR,"Nuaber of vowels: ',0 
08CC 126 0922 F5 ED E2 
08CC 20 36 78 127 READLOOP JSR PRINT 0925 ES F2 AD 
08CE 8D CS EE 128 BIT CR,"Enter a line of text: ',0 0928 EF E6 PD 
0832 P4 ES F2 092B P6 EF F7 
0855 AO El AD 092E ES EC F3 
08E8 BC E9 EE 0931 BA AO 00 
08113 ES AO EP 0934 20 3C 78 163 JSR MUM 
08DE 56 AD P4 
08E1 ES P8 F4 

0937 
0939 

1B OA 
165 
164 PDR war. 

08E4 BA PD 00 0939 20 36 78 166 JSR PRINT 
08E7 20 OF 78 129 JSR READER 093C 8D CE F5 167 Err CR,"Number of alphabeticsr ",0 
08EA 20 3P 78 130 JSR Mee 093F ED E2 E5 
08ED 23 OA 131 PER INEUISTR 0942 F2 PD EF 
08EF 132 0945 E6 AD El 
08EF 133 ; See if the first character is a space 0948 EC FO ES 
08E, 134 0948 El E2 E5 
08EF AD 24 OA 135 IAA INEUISTR41 094E F4 E9 53 
08E2 C9 A0 136 CMP 4" ' 0951 P3 BA AO 
08P4 DO 03 137 BRE MERIT 0954 00 
08E6 4C 69 FP 138 JMP EXIT 0955 20 3C 78 168 JSR PATINE 
08E9 139 0958 1D OA 169 ADR ALPHAS 
0859 140 1 095A 170 ; 
0859 141 ; New count the yodels, alphabetic:a 095A 20 36 78 171 JSR PRINT 
0859 142 ; numerics, and other chars. 095D 8D CE P5 172 BYT CR,"Number of numerics: ",0 
08P9 143 0960 ED E2 ES 
08E9 20 2D 78 144 MERIT 	JSR LOAD 0963 P2 AO EF 
085C 00 00 18 145 ADR 0,VEWEL 0966 E6 AO EE 
0885 OA 0969 P5 ED ES 
0900 20 2D 78 146 .713E LOAD 096C F2 E9 53 
0903 00 00 1D 147 MR 0,A1,5818 096F E3 BA AO 
0906 OA 0972 00 Listing continued. 

Circi 

FEATU 
No application programming necessa 
Near perfect recognition 98%+ 
Unlimited vocabulary using eighty wor 
Recognizes anybody's voice 
Multi-lingual recognition 
Allows simultaneous input of voice and key 
E-Prom — repeat function 

APPLICATIONS 
The VIM is designed to add voice input to 
ANY existing Apple II application: 

• Word Processing 	• Programming 
• Data Input and Retrieval 	• Measurement, Ins 
• Education 	 and Testing 
• Business 	 • Control Systems 
• Graphics 	 • Games and Entertainm 
• Industrial Automation 	• Aid for Handicapped 

VIM FOR APPLE II CONTAINS: 
Voice Input Module 2020C with: 

• 16 channel audio spectrum analyzer 
• 6803 high speed microcomputer 
• 8K Bytes of RAM or 16K of RAM 

Voice Utility Diskette with: 
• Vocabulary builder/editor 	• Merge vocabularies 
• Prompting vocabulary trainer • Change vocabulary 
• Recognition software 	• 11 Application vocabularies 
• Vocabulary tester 	 • Easily defined Syntax 
Microphone, Users Manual, cables and connectors. 

VOICE INPUT MODUL 
Apple® II, He, Franklin®, Basis© 

subsets 

DESCRIPTION 
The VIM converts spoken words to commands or data for 
your application programs. The Voice Input Module has 
unexcelled spoken word recognition accuracy at an un-
matchable price 

For ordering or information contact: 
VOICE MACHINE COMMUNICATIONS, INC 
1000 S. Grand Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92705 
Phone (714) 639-6150 • (714) 558-1708 

Trade Mark 	Mastercard Visa Accepted Dealer Inquiry Invited. 

The Assembly Advantage 



The Assembly Advantage 

Listing continued. 0900 A9 01 214 109 #1 
0973 20 3C 78 173 JSRPPTINT 09CE 6D 1B OA 215 ADC VCWEL 
0976 1F OA 174 ADR NUMERICS 0901 80 18 OA 216 SPA VCWEL 
0978 175 ; 09E4 A9 00 217 LAN /1 
0978 20 36 78 176 JSR PRINT _09E6 6D 1C OA 218 ADC VCWEL+1 
097B 8D CE F5 177 BYT CR,"Nunber of characters: ",0 0909 8D 1C OA 219 SPA VALE +1 
097E ED E2 E5 09DC 220 ; 
0981 F2 AO EF 09EC 221 ; 
0984 E6 PO E3 09DC 222 ; 

: 0987 E9 Ea F2 09DC 223 ; If numeric, increment that counter. 
098A El E3 F4 09DC 224 ; 
0980 85 F2 F3 09DC 225 
0990 BA AO 00 09DC BD 24 OA 226 N7PAVWL LAN INRI1'STR+1,X 
0993 20 3C 78 178 JSR PRTINT 09EE C9 BO 227 CMP 8"0" 
0996 21 OA 179 ADR CHARS 09E1 90 15 228 ELT NNANUM 
0998 4C CC 08 180 JMPFtEADLOCIP 09E3 C9 BA 229 CMP #"9"41 
0998 181 ; 09E5 BO 11 230 BGENDPANUM 
099B 182 ; 09E7 231 ; 
099B 183 ; First, count the alphabetic chars 09E7 18 232 CLC 
099B 184 ; 09E8 AD 1F OA 233 LAN NUMERICS 
099B CS Cl 185 TSTALPHA CMP #"A" 0933 69 01 234 ADC #1 
099D 90 10 186 BLTNXALPHA 09ED 8D 1F OA 235 SPA NUMERICS 
099F C9 DR 187 CMP #"Z"+1 - 09F0 AD 20 OA 236 LOA NIMERICS+1 
09A1 90 08 188 BLT ISALPHA 09F3 69 00 237 ADC /1 
0993 C9 Ea 189 CMP #"a" 09F5 8D 20 OA 238 SEA NUMERICS+1 
09A5 90 15 190 BLTIVPALPHA 0988 239 ; 
09A7 C9 FB 191 CMP #"z"+1 09F8 240 ; 
09A9 BD 11 192 BUM/PALMA 09F8 241 ; 
09AB 193 09F8 242 ; Increment the character count 
09AB 18 194 ISALPHA CLC 09F8 243 ; 
09AC A9 01 195 LDA #1 09F8 18 244 M/PANUM CLC 
099E 6D 10 OA 196 ADC ALPHAS 09F9 AD 21 OA 245 LOA CHARS 
0981 80 10 OA 197 SPA ALPHAS 09FC 69 01 246 ADC #1 
0984 A9 00 198 IAN /1 09FE 8D 21 OA 247 srA CHARS 
09E6 6D 18 OA 199 ADC ALPHAS+1 0901 AD 22 OA 248 LDACHARS+1 
0989 80 18 OA 200 srAALPHAS+1 0904 69 00 249 ADC /1 
0960 201 ; 0906 8D 22 OA 250 SPA CHARS+1 
09BC 202 ; 0909 251 ; 
0980 203 ; Now count the vowels 0909 252 ; Move on to next character and repeat 
0980 204 ; 0909 253 ; 
0980 BD 24 OA 205 NDTALPHA LOA INPUTSTR+1,X 0909 E8 254 INX 
09BF AO OD 206 ADY #13 0909 4C 17 09 255 JMPCNILOOP 
09C1 D9 OD OA 207 VWILMP 	CMP VCWELS,Y 0900 • 256 ; 
09C4 FO 05 206 BEQ ISAVWL 0900 257 ; 
09C6 88 209 DEY DOD 258 ; 
09C7 10 F8 210 BPL VWLCMP 0900 259 ; 
09C9 30 11 211 BMINDTAIML OAOD Cl C5 C9 260 VCWEES 	BYT "AEaCUYWaeiouyw" 
0903 - 212 ; 0910 CF D5 E9 
0906 18 213 ISAVWL 	CLC 0A13 D7 El ES Listing continued. 

Circle 68 on Reader Service card. 

THE ONLY 
BASEBALL FACTS 
ANSWER-GAME! 
Who hit the most homers in a 162-game season? If a ball 
hits the foul pole, it's a foul ball—True or False? 

O.K., baseball buffs—this is your chance to play a 
high-res action-packed computer game that gives you 
singles, doubles, even homers...but only if you really know 
your baseball. I.Q. BASEBALL features realistic animation 
and the sounds and music you hear at a real ball park! 

Play I.Q. BASEBALL on Apple II +/Ile with 48K and 
disk drive. 

Only $24.95 
(phone orders, add $2 for shipping & handling) 

Available soon—Separate disks with questions on 
your favorite American League or National League Team. 
Or one entire disk of questions on the World Series. 
Only $14.95. 

Ask for I.Q. BASEBALL at your favorite computer 
software store or order directly from DAVKA. Credit card 
holders may order toll-free. Dealer inquiries also invited. 

Call Toll-Free 1-800-621-8227 
In Illinois call 1-312-944-4070 

CORPORATION 

845 North Michigan Avenue • Suite 843 • Chicago, Illinois 60611 

°Mr' In 7:77, 



Listing continued. 

0816 E9 EF F5 
0819 F9 F7 
0818 	 261 ; 
0818 	 262 ; 
0818 00 00 	263 VIWOL 	ADR 0 
081D 00 00 	264 ALPHAS ADR 0 
OA1F 00 00 	265 NUMERICS ADR 0 
0821 00 00 	266 CHARS 	ADR 0 
0823 	 267 ; 
0823 	 268 ; 
0823 80 00 	269 INPUTSTR ADR 128 
0825 	 270 	 DFS 128 
0885 	 271 ; 
OAPS 	 272 	 END 

***** END OF ASSEMBLY 
Ibrun sort 
BRUN SORT 
SYHI3CL TABLE SORTED ALPHABETICALLY 

ABS 7854 ALPHAS 	081D BEGIN 0800 ems 	0821 CNTLOOP 0917 
CONCAT 786F CR 	008D DIV 7850 EQ 	00PD mar FF69 
FALSE 0000 FOR 	7815 FORD 7818 GE 	BDBE GETC 7803 
GT 003E HOME 	780C IFI 781E IFIO 	7821 IFS 7824 
IFSO 7827 INDEX 	7869 INIT 7812 INPUTSTR 0823 ISALPHA 09AB 
ISAVWL 09C8 LDSTR 	7833 LE BDBC LENGTH 	786C LOAD 782D 
LT 00BC MOD 	7860 MOVE 782A PINS 	7830 MUL 7E6A 
NE 0083 NEG 	7857 NEXT 7818 NDEXIT 	08F9 NDTALFHA 09BC 
NZCANUM 09F8 NDTAVWL 09EC NUMERICS 0A1F PRINT 	7836 PRIINT 7E3C 
PRTSFR 7839 POW 	7800 RDINT 7842 RDSIR 	7E3F READEN 780F 
READLOOP 08CC RND 	7863 caGL 7806 SAPC 	7809 SUBSIR 7866 
TRUE 	0001 ISTALPHA 099B VUSEL 0018 VOWELS 	OAOD VWU]tP 09C1 

SMKBCL TABLE SORTED BY ADDRESS 
FALSE 0000 TRUE 	0001 CR 008D NE 	0083 LT 00BC 
EQ 00E0 GT 	008E BEGIN 0800 RFADLOOP 08CC NDEXIT 08F9 
CNILOOP 0917 TSTALPHA 099B ISALPHA 09AB NETALPHAO9BC VWDCMP 09C1 
ISAVWL 09C8 NYTAVWL 090C NOTANUM 09F8 YOKELS 	OADD VCWEL 081B 
ALPHAS 0810 NUMERICS OA1F CHARS 0821 INPUTSTR 0823 PUIC 7800 
GEIC 7803 Rivu 	7806 SAPC 7809 HOME 	780C READLN 780F 
INIT 7812 FOR 	7815 FOP) 7818 NEXT 	7818 IFI 781E 
IFIO 7821 IFS 	7824 IFS0 7827 MOVE 	7828 LOAD 782D 
MDVS 7830 LDSTR 	7833 PRINT 7836 PRTSTR 	7839 MINT 783C 
RDSTR 783F RDINT 	7842 ABS 7854 MEG 	7857 MUL 785A 
DIV 785D MID 	7860 MEN 7863 SUBSIR 	7866 INDEX 7869 
LENGIE 786C (MCAT 	7E6F LE BDBC GE 	BDBE EXIT FF69 

JSR MUL 
ADR MULVAL,J,J 

LDA J 
STA ARRAY,X 
LDA J +1 
STA 	ARRAY + 1,X 

JSR NEXT 

This month's demonstration pro-
gram (PP the listing) shows various 
ways of using integer and character 
arrays in SPEED/ASM. 

The indexed addressing modes on 
the 6502 suffer from one major disad-
vantage—they only allow access to 
256 contiguous memory locations. 
Next month I'll discuss the 6502's in-
direct indexed addressing modes, 
which make broader access possible. 
These modes alleviate the major 
problem encountered when dealing 
with arrays on the 6502, ■ 

The Assembly Advantage- 

Circle 207 on Reader Service card. 

Professional, Amateur, Teacher 
or Student. Whether you entertain 
friends at home, or you play for sell-out 
crowds. there's one musical instrument 
that actually makes you a better musician. 
SOUNDCHASER. Soundchaser is intelligent. It 
teaches, records, synthesizes, and even prints music. 

What sets Soundchaser apart from other musical instru- 
ments is the software. Not just any software, but the kind of 
programming that has made Soundchaser the #1 choice of 
musicians, educators and computer users worldwide. Software that's 
easy to use. Software that delivers all the excitement and creative free-
dom you want, without the confusion and high price you'd expect. 

Become one of today's musicians, find out what Soundchaser can do for you. 
Soundchaser. A necessary advantage for everyone. 
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Circle 276 on Reader Service card. 

FLOPPY DISKS SALE 
*$1.19 ea. 

Economy Model or Cadillac. Quality 
We have the lowest prices! 

ECONOMY DISKS 
Good quality 51/4 " single sided single density with hub rings. 

Bulk Pac 	100 Qty. 	 $1.19 ea. 	 Total Price 
	

$119.00 

	

10 Qty. 	 1.39 ea. 	 Total Price 
	

13.90 

CADILLAC QUALITY 
• Each disk certified • Free replacement lifetime warranty • Automatic dust remover 
For those who want cadillac quality we have the Loran FlopoiDisk. Used by professionals because they can rely 
on Loran Disks to store important data and programs withou ;dear of loss! Each Loran disk is 100% certified (an 
exclusive process) plus each disk carries an exclusive FREE REPLACEMENT LIFETIME WARRANTY. With Loran 
disks you can have the peace of mind without the frustration of program loss after hours spent in program 
development. 

100% CERTIFICATION TEST 
Some floppy disk manufacturers only sample test on a batch basis the disks theyVill, and then claim they are 
certified. Each Loran disk is individually checked so you will never experience debtor program loss during your 
lifetime! 

FREE REPLACEMENT LIFETIME WARRANTY 
We are so sure of Loran Disks that we give you a free replacement warranty against failure to perform due to faul-
ty materials or workmanship for as long as you own your Loran disk. 

AUTOMATIC DUST REMOVER 
Just like a record needle, disk drive heads must travel hundreds of miles over disk surfaces. Unlike other floppy 
disks the Loran smooth surface finish saves disk drive head wear durihe life of the disk. (A rough surface will 
grind your disk drive head like sandpaper). The lint free automatic CLEANING LINER makes sure the disk-killers 
(dust & dirt) are being constantly cleaned while the disk is being operated. PLUS the Loran Disk has the highest 
probability rate of any other disk in the industry for storing and retaining data without loss for the life of the disk. 

Loran is definitely the Cadillac disk in the world 
Just to prove it even further, we are offering these super ,LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICES 

List $4.99 ea. INTRODUCTORY SALE PRICE $2.99 ea. (Box of 10 only) Total price $29.90 
$3.33 ea. (3 quantity) Total price $9.99 

All disks come with hub rings and sleeves in an attractive package. 

RANKING FOR BEST PERFORMANCE 
MEASUREMENTS LORAN Verbatim Ultra 3M 

Amplitude 2 3 3 

Missing bit ratio 
(reliability) •1 3 3 2 

Extra bit rate 1 2 1 3 
Modulation 1 3 2 2 
Running torque 1 1 1 2 

(Numbers that are the same indicate a tie for that position) 

LORAN beats the competition cold!! 
I Add 610.00 for shipping, handling and Insurance. Illinois residents' 
I please add 6% tax. Add 620.00 for CANADA, PUERTO RICO, HAWAII I PROTECTO 
I orders. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES. 

I Enclose Cashiers Check, Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 141 	 ENTERPRIZES ME LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS) 
 

I days for delivery, 2 to 7 days for phone orders, 1 day express mall! 
Canada orders must be in U.S. dollars. Visa MasterCard • C.O.D. 

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010 
Phone 312/382.5244 to order 



Bent on Business 
by Gregory R. Glau 
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Figure 1. The standard flowchart symbols 
wed in Figure 2. 

Payroll Revisited 
We struck a nerve with our 

May Bent on Business col-
umn, "Ah, Payday!" Since payroll 
concerns every business, the discus-
sion prompted many letters and 
comments. A big thank you to the 
readers who took the time to write. 
Since all businesses must cope with 
payday problems—finding the cash 
for salaries and the process itself— 
an overview of the payroll pro-
cedure might help someone who 
wants to write his/her own payroll 
program. 

If you know Basic you can mas-
ter the mathematics and file struc-
ture, but the easiest way to outline 
a self-constructed payroll program is 
with a flowchart. You could use a 
list format, but that doesn't show 
the relation between items, or how 
your YES/NO and IF/THEN decisions 
affect the program. The flowchart 
will. Flowcharts always look more 
complicated than they are, just like 
a road map or electric wiring dia-
gram. Actually, they're wonderful 
tools. 

Flow Motion 
Figure 1 lists the flowchart sym-

bols we use. There are others, of 
course, as seen in the book Flow-
charting, by Mario V. Farina (Pren-
tice-Hall). 

Figure 2 is a flowchart of our 
basic payroll program that calcu-
lates, saves and prints our summary 
reports and payroll checks. A flow-
chart doesn't give you the Basic 
code needed to write your program; 
rather, it's a map that lists what you 
need to do and when. 

Note there's no one correct way 
to write a program. On the con 
trary, there are many correct ways. 
This happens to be the way I did 

our payroll. Our system is designed 
only for hourly employees; a pro-
gram handling salaried or commis-
sioned people would require a dif-
ferent approach. 

Start in the , flowchart's upper 
left-hand corner. The first selection 
on the main menu is FIGURE WEEK-
LY PAYROLL (you also could EXIT in 
case you asked for the wrong menu 
selection). Enter the dates for this 
payroll period, the date on which 
you're writing the checks, and the 
quarter of the year you're working 
in. Then enter the employee's ac-
count number, and finally zero 
when you're ready to print checks. 

The system makes certain the 
number is valid; if your disk file only 
has room for 50 people, any higher 
number will halt the program. If 

Address correspondence to Gregory R. Glau, 
Box 1627, Prescott, AZ 86302. 

the number checks out, the system 
reads the employee's name, deduc-
tion status, any automatic deduction 
amounts and pay rate from disk, and 
asks for permission to proceed. 

RCA Deductions 
Then enter regular and overtime 

hours for the employee. They're dis-
played and you're asked to verify 
them. The system then calculates 
payroll amounts for both regular 
and overtime pay and the Social 
Security (FICA) deduction amount. 

There's a maximum amount 
employers must pay into the Social 
Security Fund during an individual 
year. The program .adds the week-
ly RCA deduction to the year-to-
date amount, and if you've reached 
the yearly maximum, you may 
enter zero, or if you're close, enter 
the amount required to make up the 
difference. 

The program then displays the 
gross pay figure and the FICA de-
duction amounts. Since our pro-
gram doesn't include the tax tables 
inside it, look up the amount for Fed-
eral tax in the book sent to every em-
ployer. At this point, you may enter 
-1 to exit this section of the program. 
Even if you've reached this point in 
the payroll process, you can still 
return to the start. Then the program 
calculates State tax and asks you to 
enter any miscellaneous deductions. 

All figures then are displayed, 
and you have one final chance to 
change any part of the information. 
If you're satisfied, the data is set 
into an array, from which it will be 
printed on the checks and sum-
maries, and saved in the employee 
files on disk. The program then 
returns to the start and requests the 
next employee number. 
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The TIMEMASTER 
Finally a clock that does it ALL! 

11
.*sr 

Super Music Synthesizer 

APPLIED ENGINEERING 
THE BEST PERIPHERALS FOR THE BEST COMPUTER 

• Designed in 1983 using I.C. technologies that simply did not exist 
when most other Apple clocks were designed. 

• Just plug it in and your programs can read the year, month, date, day, 
and time to 1 millisecond! The only clock with both year and ms. 

• Powerful 2K ROM driver — No clock could be easier to use. 
• Full emulation of most other clocks, including Mountain Hardware's 

Appleclock (but you'll like the TIMEMASTER mode better). 
• Basic, Machine Code, CP/M and Pascal software on 2 disks! 
• Eight software controlled interrupts so you can execute two programs 

at the same time. (Many examples are included) 
• On board timer lets you time any interval up to 48 days long down to 

the nearest millisecond. 

The TIMEMASTER includes 2 disks with some really fantastic time 
oriented programs (over 25) plus a DOS dater so it will automatically add 
the date when disk files are created or modified. This disk is over a 
5200.00 value alone — we give the software others sell. All software 
packages for business, data base management and communications are 
made to read the TIMEMASTER. 

If you want the most powerful and the easiest to use clock for your Apple, 
you want a TIMEMASTER. 	 PRICE $129.00 

• Complete 16 voice music synthesizer on one card. Just plug it into your 
Apple, connect the audio cable (supplied) to your stereo, boot the 
disk supplied and you are ready to input and play songs. 

• It's easy to program music with our compose software. You will start 
right away at inputting your favorite songs. The Hi-Res screen shows 
what you have entered in standard sheet music format. 

• Now with new improved software for the easiest and fastest music 
input system available anywhere. 

• We give you lots of software. In addition to Compose and Play 
programs, 2 disks are filled with over 30 songs ready to play. 

• Easy to program in Basic to generate complex sound effects. Now your 
games can have explosions, phaser zaps, train whistles, death cries. 
You name it, this card can do it. 

• Four white noise generators which are great for sound effects. 
• Plays music in true stereo as well as true discrete quadraphonic. 
• Full control of attack, volume, decay, sustain and release. 
• Will play songs written for ALF synthesizer (ALF software will not take 

advantage of all the features of this board. Their software sounds the 
same in our synthesizer.) 

• Automatic shutoff on power-up or if reset is pushed. 
• Many many more features. 	 PRICE $159.00 

• TOTALLY compatible with ALL CP/M software. 
• The only Z-80 card with a special 2K "CP/M detector" chip. 
• Fully compatible with microsoft disks (no pre-boot required). 
• All new 1983 design incorporates the latest in I.C. technologies. 

Z-80 PLUS! 
• Red "CP/M WORKING" LED indicator, the Z-80 Plus does not interfere 

with non-CP/M programs. 
• An on-card PROM eliminates many I.C.'s for a cooler, less power 

consuming board. (We use the Z-80A at a fast 4MHZ) 
• Does EVERYTHING the other Z-80 boards do, plus Z-80 interrupts. 
Don't confuse the Z-80 Plus with crude copies of the microsoft card. The 
Z-80 Plus employs a much more sophisticated and reliable design. With 
the Z-80 Plus you can access the largest body of software in existence. 
Two computers in one and the advantages of both, all at an unbelievably 
low price. 

PRICE $139.00 
COMING SOON: The Z-80 Plus for the Apple III 

Viewmaster 80 

There used to be about a dozen 80 column cards for the Apple, 
now there's only ONE. 

• TOTALLY Videx Compatible 
• 80 characters by 24 lines, with a sharp 7x9 dot matrix 
• On-board 40/80 soft video switch with manual 40 column override 
• Fully compatible with ALL Apple languages and software — there are 

NO exceptions 
• Low power consumption through the use of CMOS devices 
• All connections on the card are made with standard video connectors, 

no cables are soldered to the board 
• All new 1983 design (using a new Microprocessor based C.R.T. 

controller) 

JUST COMPARE! 
PRICE 

30a,Vga . SUPPORT COMPATIBLE 'a= 'Tar %war 	CHARACTERS 
169 YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
375 NO YES NO NO NO YES YES 

245 NO NO YES YES NO YES YES 
375 YES YES YES YES NO NO NO 

295 NO YES NO NO NO YES YES 

219 YES YES YES YES NO NO YES 

360 YES YES YES NO NO YES NO 

345 NO NO NO YES YES NO YES 

The VIEWMASTER 80 works with all 80 column applications including CP/M, Pascal, 
WordStar, Format II, Easywriter, Apple Writer II, Viscalc, and many others. The 
VIEWMASTER 80 is THE MOST compatible 80 column card you can buy at ANY price! 

PRICE $169.00 

VIEWMASTER 
SUP'RTERM 

WI ZARD80 
VISION80 

OMNIVISION 
VI EWMAX80 
SMARTERM 
VI DEOTERM 

MemoryMaster Ile 
• Expands your Apple Ile to 192K memory 
• Provides an 80 column text display 
• Compatible with all Apple Ile 80 column and extended 80 column 

card software (Same physical size as Apple's 64K card) 
• Available in 64K and 128K configurations 
• Bank select LED's for each 64K bank 
• Permits your Ile to use the new double high resolution graphics 
• Automatically expands Visicalc to 95K storage in 80 columns! The 64K 

configuration is all that's needed, 128K can take you even higher. 

128K RAM Card 
• Complete documentation included, we show you how to use all 128K. 
If you already haveApple's 64K card, just order the MEMORYMASTER with 
64K and use the 64K from your old board to give you a full 128K. (The board 
is fully socketed so you simply plug in more chips.) 

MemoryMaster with 128K 
	

$249 
Upgradeable MemoryMaster with 64K 

	
$169 

Non-Upgradeable MemoryMaster with 64K 
	

$149 

Our boards are far superior to most of the consumer electronics made today. All I.C.'s are in high quality sockets with mil-spec. components used throughout P.C. boards are 
glass-epoxy with gold contacts. Made in America to be the best in the world. All products work in APPLE Ile, II, II+ and Franklin (except MemoryMasted. 
Applied Engineering also manufactures a full line of data acquisition and control products for the Apple; ND converters and digital I/O cards, etc. Please call for more 
information. All our products are fully tested with complete dOcumentation and available for immediate delivery. All products are guaranteed with a no hassle 
THREE YEAR WARRANTY. 

Call (214) 492-2027 
7a.m. to 11p.m. 7 days a week 

MasterCard, Visa & C.O.D. Welcome 
All Orders Shipped Same Day. Texas Residents Add 5% Sales 
Tax. Add $10.00 If Outside U.S.A. Dealer Inquiries Welcome. 

Send Check or Money Order to: 
APPLIED ENGINEERING 

P.O. Box 470301 
Dallas, TX 75247 
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Bent on Business 

This process continues for each 
employee until you enter a zero for 
the employee number. That tells 
the program you're done with data 
entry and that you're ready to print 
a summary sheet and the payroll 
checks. During this process you can 
exit as shown, although you print two 
summaries (one for you, one for your 
accountant) and, of course, the pay-
roll checks. 

The program also asks if you'd 
like to re-print the checks. Some-
times the printing process goes 
awry, so this convenience comes in 
handy. 

By the way, do you see anything 
wrong with our flowchart? I think if 
I were to do the program again, I'd 
arrange all payroll information into 
an array and save it all atone time—
rather than as each employee's 
amounts are figured. That way, if we 
accidently hit RESET the program 
won't derail. 

Consider this flowchart as a 
guide to get started. You'll have to 
change and add things to suit your 
own requirements, of course, but 
with a map down on paper, the en-
tire process is easier. 

"If I were to do the 
program again, I'd arrange 
all payroll information into 

an array and save it all 
at one time." 

Here's a follow-up note on my re-
view of Magic Window II in the 
June issue. I complained about the 
search & replace function because it 
couldn't discriminate between a 
word that stands alone (like "in") 
and that same word as part of an- 

other (like the word "in" in inCider). 
However, a number of Magic Win-
dow II users have written to let me 
know how to handle this limitation. 
Thanks, 

The secret: Put a space before 
and after the word you're looking 
for. Dirk Tjossem at Artsci (the 
company that produces MW II) 
says this will find only individual 
words (like "in," but not the "in" that 
is part of inCider). However, this 
technique won't find a word if it's 
at the end of a line; you have to use 
the regular search function (with-
out those extra spaces) to find that 
word. Tjossem added that by the 
time this sees print, Artsci will have 
a version of Magic Window II that 
incorporates the Apple He's extra 
computing power. 

All this confirms the original 
point of the review: MW II is an 
outstanding and easy word pro-
cessor for your Apple. M 

Figure 2. A flowchart of a basic payroll program. 
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The Stock Portfolio System 
gets you out of the office 
and onto the golf course. 

The Stock Portfolio 
System means more 
leisure time, less 
worry time. 

Use the STOCK 
PORTFOLIO SYSTEM 
and your IBM PC or 
Apple II or III to track 
stocks, bonds, CD's, 
options, cash accounts 
and your other 
investments. 

Also, tap into the 
Dow Jones News 
Retrieval service 
(optional). 

The STOCK 
PORTFOLIO SYSTEM 
generates complete 
recordkeeping reports. 
Such as Current 
Portfolio Status, Profit 
and Loss Statements, 
Individual Security 
Status, Dividend 
Income, Interest 
Income/Expense 
reports. And more. 

Use it to store quotes 
for historical recall. Or 
calculate your return on 
investment before and 
after tax. 

The STOCK 
PORTFOLIO SYSTEM 
provides advance notice 
of stocks going long 
term, dividends coming 
due, options expiring. 

Computer or 

investment expertise is 
not necessary. A 
complete monitoring 
system at your 
fingertips. 

See your dealer. Or 
send a check for $185 —
$2 shipping (California 
residents add $11.10). 

SMITH MICRO 
SOFTWARE 
PO Box 604, 
Sunset Beach, Ca. 90742 
(213) 592-1032 

IBM PC is a Trademark of International Business Machines 
Apple Trademark of Apple Computers Inc. 

Dow Jones News Retrieval is a registered Trademark of Dow Jones & Co.. Inc. 



Business 

Apples Grr 
Wall Street 

Attention speculators! 
Are you thinking of retaining a discount broker? 

The information you're about to read 
may help you earn fistfuls of dollars. 

It began as a fantasy just over a year 
ago. Since most of my waking 

hours revolve around the stock market, 
I dreamed of how a computer would 
let me broaden the list of companies I 
follow, and easily search for, update 
and delete information. I also heard 
these little devils drew graphs, too. 

The first six months of Apple owner-
ship frustrated me. I knew of some Ap-
ple/Dow Jones software, but I wanted 
to conduct meaningful trend analysis. 

I just couldn't find a stock charting 
program with graphs showing at least 
six months of historical daily price/vol-
ume. It appeared that those who knew 
technical stock analysis didn't know 
much about computers, and vice ver-
sa. So the search continued. 

The last few months have brought 
about a pleasant change. Stock market 
people have interfaced (pardon the 
pun) with computer people, and have 
come up with several crack programs 
in all categories of stock market appli-
cations, including a couple that allow 
the serious investor to transform the 
Apple into a quote machine. This is 
done with a dedicated Western Union 
line tied directly into the New York 
Stock Exchange ticker tape. 

Investment Software 
There are three main categories of in-

vestment software: technical analysis, 
50 Cider October 1983 
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fundamental analysis and portfolio 
management. Technical analysis in-
volves the previously mentioned stock 
charting, which has come a long way in 
my brief period of computer ownership. 

Before microcomputers, an investor 
needing historical price/volume charts 
had to pay for costly subscriptions 
($100-$500 per annum)—and often 
the charts were old news when you got 
them. With databases, investors now 
can obtain historical price data with a 
modem and generate bar charts that 
include same day quotes. 

Charting programs also can plot 
volume, moving averages, trend lines, 
oscillators and other criteria used in 
technical analysis as well as automatic 
database log on. The most popular da-
tabases for historical stock prices are 
Dow Jones and CompuServe, whose 
fees substantially decrease after six 
p.m. (non-prime time). Excluding da-
tabase fees, these programs cost the 
equivalent of just one year's subscrip-
tion to a charting service. 

Other technical analysis programs 
involve "trading systems" that analyze 
statistical data and tell you when 
a stock should be bought or sold. But 
beware: Many are based on purely 
technical analysis, ignoring funda-
mental criteria like interest rates, the 
economy, and a company's line of 
business. The rule of thumb is that fun- 

damental analysis should determine 
what to buy, and technical analysis 
when to buy. 

A related area is stock option trad-
ing, which is growing by giant strides. 
Now programs can accurately help 
you determine options' theoretical val-
ues at any time and stock prices until 
expiration, as well as hedge ratios and 
rates of return from covered option 
writing. Until now this information 
only was available to professionals or 
institutions with large computer sys-
tems, or by costly subscription. 

Fundamental Stock Analysis 
Fundamental stock analysis is the 

study of a company's basic characteris-
tics: its product or service, earnings, 
dividends, P/E ratios, book value, etc. 
Several programs let you process this 
data. The simplest way is with data-
base software; any competent data-
base program will do for storing and 
retrieving information. Communica-
tions software can access remote data-
bases such as Dow Jones, and down-
load business information and quotes 
to a printer or disk files for permanent 
storage. This saves a lot of typing and 
lets you collect up-to-the-minute infor- 

Address correspondence to Richard M. Fuccillo, 
114 Lost Lake Drive, Groton, MA 01450. 
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mation about the stock market, speci-
fic companies, or business in general. 
No more will you call your broker or 
wait for tomorrow's newspaper to dis-
cover that while on a fishing trip, your 
favorite company's chief executive 
officer was swallowed by an alligator. 

For stock quotes, databases are re-
quired by exchange rules to delay pric-
ing information at least fifteen min-
utes. This is acceptable for the casual 
or long term investor, but can be dev-
astating for the highly leveraged day or 
options trader. Also, some advertising 
campaigns imply that anyone can con-
nect with a database and get stock 
quotes throughout the day for a pit-
tance. The standard Dow Jones charge 
for quotes during prime time is 90 
cents per minute! It's smart to call your 
broker (usually toll free) or wait until 
6:01 p.m. when the database charge 
drops to 15 cents per minute. 

Radio Free Wall St. 
Another high-tech answer to afford-

able quote retrieval: a portable quote 
terminal the size of a pocket calcula-
tor. Two companies are marketing 
computerized radio receivers that 
share an unused part of an FM radio 
station's frequency known as a "sub-
carrier." "Pocket-Quote" by Telemet 
America will receive fifteen-minute 
delayed stock, option and commodity 
quotes. "Quotrek" by Dataspeed Inc. 
will receive real time quotes for stocks 
and commodities only. These termin-
als are not available everywhere yet, 
but eventually will operate within a 
range of 40-50 miles from major cities 
throughout the country. 

You may get prime time business 
news through your local affiliate of Fi-
nancial News Network television (usu-
ally UHF). They display NYSE and 
AMEX ticker tapes (15-minute delay) 
at the bottom of the screen throughout 
the trading day, plus market averages 
and most active stocks every half-hour. 
Also, reporters present continuous busi-
ness news, interviews and commentary. 

The latest fundamental stock analy- 
sis software can earmark the qualities 
you seek in a company. If, for exam-
ple, you were interested in computer 
stocks with earnings growth over 30% 
for the past five years and a P/E ratio 
under ten, you could use a remote da- 
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tabase containing vast amounts of cor-
porate data, or a self-contained data-
base sent to you on a monthly disk for a 
subscription fee. Again, you must tell 
the computer what to look for; the com-
puter won't tell you what to buy or sell. 

Portfolio management was among 
the earliest investment software Apple 
Computer offered, and it's still going 
strong today. The Dow Jones Portfolio 
Evaluator lets you monitor one or 
more portfolios and update prices 
manually or by modem through Dow 
Jones. Early programs did not keep a 
record of past sales—only current 
holdings. Most programs now track 
current stock, bond or option holdings, 
long or short positions, profit/loss his-
tory, long or short term capital gains, 
commissions and multiple portfolios, 
and allow telephone updating through 
Dow Jones. 

In the past year, investment soft- 
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MAIL MANAGERTM 
NEW VERSION 4.0 

The only Professional Mailing List Program 
that creates Mail Merge files for all versions of 

APPLEWRITER II 	 SCREENWRITER II 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY MAGIC WINDOW II 

and for its own, Built-In, Word Processor. 

-9999 record capacity 
-specify field names & lengths or use default 
.-instant search over any combination of fields 
.-sort by name, zip code or any other field 
-print labels in 1 to 4 columns, also envelopes, 

lists, invoices (does math) and forms 
-user-defined print formats stored on disk 
-text insertion anywhere in output (e.g., Att: 

Occupant, Sales Director, Please Forward) 
v duplication identification v mass change & delete 
.-restructure file at any time without retyping data 
-create subfiles and DIF files v merge files 
.-screen prompts for commands v easy to learn 
-extensively field tested v detailed manual 
-Educational Guide to Principles of Data Base 

Management free with every purchase. 
Apple II+ or Ile, Franklin, etc., 48K, min. 1 disk drive 

$59.95 
Credit Card Orders • 24-Hour • Toll-Free 

800-227-1617 ext. 258 	-10 800-772-3545 ext. 258 in CA 
or send a check today to: 

 	 Craftsbury 
	 Software INC 
1623 Montague St., N.W. Dept. I 

Washington, D.C. 20011 

Visit us at San Fran. Applefest booth 824. 

ware has grown even more sophisti-
cated. Stock charting programs, for 
example, have gone from manually up-
dated, sloppy, borderless charts to au-
tomatically updated, attractive hi-res 
graphics. Portfolio management soft-
ware likewise has met the needs of 
stock brokers and professional money 
managers. Trading and fundamental 
analysis programs have been devel-
oped over the years by large money 
management, banking or brokerage 
firms and later adapted to micros. 

Most investment software, howev-
er, isn't carried by your neighborhood 
computer store or mail order house be-
cause of its small potential market. 
Also, many programs are marketed di-
rectly by the author(s). You can read 
ads on investment software in trade 
publications like The Wall Street Jour-
nal and Barron's, and through com-
puter magazines, which run both ads 
and program reviews. 

Soft Ground 
Once you locate investment soft-

ware programs, you must wade 
through their many confusing fea-
tures. With most Dow Jones programs 
you can access their own News/Re-
trieval service—but only that service. 
Chances are you'll want to access other 
databases like The Source and Compu-
Serve for broader investments or gen-
eral information. 

Second, separate communications 
programs let you manipulate, print 
and save to disk incoming data, ideal-
ly while off-line to reduce phone 
charges. Beware of programs that 
force you to wait while your printer 
downloads data, or to read like Evelyn 
Wood as words scroll by on your moni-
tor. With programs like Apple's Dow 
Jones News and Quotes Reporter, 
you're at the mercy of the phone com-
pany, the database service and your 
printer—a most costly predicament! 

Because several technical analysis 
programs perform fundamental analy-
sis and vice versa, careful scrutiny of 
program brochures and demo disks 
can help identify redundancies when 
assembling an investment software li-
brary. Remember to compare prices 
and features. The range of charting  

software runs from $100 to $2,000, 
and the least expensive programs are 
surprisingly comparable to the expen-
sive ones. The same goes for funda-
mental analysis programs, whose 
prices run from $600 to over $6,000. 

As for hardware requirements, most 
investment programs need one disk 
drive and 48K of memory, and suggest 
a modem for updating and a printer 
for hard copy. A few require a second 
disk drive, 16K RAM cards (not need-
ed with Apple IIe) or 80-column cards. 
Make sure software is compatible with 
your printer! Some programs are writ-
ten for certain printers or interface 
cards. 

With all these tools, you can set up a 
stock brokerage house in your own 
"electronic cottage." You can obtain 
research, news and quotes from re-
mote databases, perform technical 
analysis for timing transactions and re-
cord portfolio accounting. Of course, 
all but the most experienced investors 
should consult a full service broker. 
For those who do their own homework 
and trade through a discount broker, 
the properly equipped Apple is heaven 
sent. That's why you'll be seeing a lot 
more Apples growing on Wall 
Street. • 
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BEAGLE BASIC 
APPLESOFT ENHANCER by MARK SIMONSEN  
Requires Apple Ile (or 11/11+ with RAM Card) 
RENAME ANY APPLESOFT COMMAND or Error 

Message to any word, for program clarification or en-
cryption. Plus add optional NEW COMMANDS— 

ELSE
rYes": ELSE PRINT "No"). SWAP X,Y exchanges g varia-

bles' values. Use TONE command to write music ifith no 
messy pokes & calls. HSCRN reads the color (off/on) of 
any hi-res dot. SCRL scrolls the text screen in either 
direction. TXT2 lets Text Page 2 act like Page 1. 

Also— GOTO or GOSUB may precede variables (as 
in "GOSUB FIX" or "GOTO 4+X". Escape-mode indi-
cated by special ESC CURSOR. Replace Apple's awk-
ward Graphics Screen Switch pokes with one-word 
commands. Change ctrl-G Beep to any tone. INVERSE 
REM STATEMENTS tool All GPLE' compatible. 

'These new functions occupy ZERO extra memory! 
($34.95: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #6) 

eagle Bro 
Micro Software Inc. 

4315 SIERRA VISTA / SAN DIEGO, CA 92103 
619-296-6400 

10 HGR2 
FOR Xql TO 255: 
POKE 228,X: 
HPLOT 
CALL-3082: 
NEXT X 

VA KNOW, 
HARRY... 
I NEVER 

THOUGHT 
OF IT 
QUITE 
LIKE 

THAT. 

FRAME-UP 
HIGH-SPEED PRESENTATION UTILITY 

BY 	TOM WEISHAAR 
MAKE PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS of exist- Ig 

ing hi-res, lo-res and text frames. FAST hi-res loads in 
21/2-seconds! Paddle or Keyboard-advance frames. 

Unattended Shows are optional with each picture 
arranged and pre-programmed to display from 1 to 99 
seconds. Text Screen Editor lets you create black-and-
white text "slides" and add type "live" from the keyboard 
during shows. Mail copies of presentations on disk to 
friends and associates (or home to Mom!). 

($29.50: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart) 

Ig  

F I2 

ALL BEAGLE DISKS ARE 
UNLOCKED, COPYABLE, 
AND COMPATIBLE WITH 

APPLE II, 11+ AND Ile.* 
(Don't Settle for Less!) 

*APPLE is a Registered Trade Mark of You-Know-Who. 

APPLE MECHANIC 
SHAPE-WRITER / BYTE-ZAP UTILITY 

by BERT KERSEY 
SHAPE EDITOR: Keyboard-draw shapes for anima-

tion in your programs. Create ProportIonelySpaced 
Typefaces with special characters. ix fonts included. 
Listable Applesoft demos show you how to animate 
graphics and create professional Charts and Graphs. 

BYTE-ZAP: Rewrite any byte on a disk for repair or 
alteration. Load entire sectors on the screen for inspec-
tion. Hex/Dec/Ascii displays and input. Educational 
instructions include experiments for making trick file 
names, restoring deleted files, changing DOS, etc. 

MORE: Useful music, text and hi-res tricks for your 
programs. Clear educational documentation. 
($29.50: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #5) 

APPLE MECHANIC 
TYPEFACES 

26 NEW FONTS for use with Apple Mechanic pro-
grams. Many sizes of fully-editable characters. 

BEAGLE MENU: Display only the file names you want 
from your disks (for example, only Applesoft files or onl 
Locked files) for fast one-key cursor selection. 

($20.00: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart) 

HMMM... THIS AD SAYS THAT "ALL 
BEAGLE DISKS NOW COME 

WITH AN UPDATED (4/83) 
PEEKS & POKES CHART. 

—AND TWO DISKS 
At COME WITH OTHER 

<V 	CHARTS AS WELL!" 

ALPHA PLOT 
HI-RES GRAPHICS/TEXT UTILITY 

by BERT KERSEY and JACK CASSIDY 
DRAW IN HI-RES on both pages using keyboard OR 

paddles/joystick. View lines before plotting. Use mixed-
colors and Reverse (background opposite) plotting. 
Fast hi-res circles, boxes and ellipses; filled or outlined. 

Compress HI-Res Images to 1/3 Disk-Space. Super-
impose hi-res pages 1 and 2 or re-locate any rectangular 
image area anywhere on either hi-res page. 

Proportionally-Spaced Hi-Res Type with adjustable,  
character size and color. Upper and lower case with no 
hta&vtab limits. Sideways typing for graphs too. 
($39.50: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #4) 

DOS BOSS 
DISK COMMAND EDITOR 

by BERT KERSEY and JACK CASSIDY 
RENAME DOS COMMANDS and Error Messages. 

"Catalog" can be "Cat"; "Syntax Error" can be "Oops" or 
anything. Protect your programs—An unauthorized 
Save-attempt can produce a Not Copyable" message, 
or any message you want Also List-Prevention and 
one-key program-execution from catalog. 

Customize DOS. Change the Disk Volume heading to 
your message or title. Omit or alter catalog file codes. 
Fascinating documentation, tips and experiments. 

ANYONE using your disks (booted or not) will be 
formatting DOS the way YOU designed it. 
($24.00: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #2) 

TIP DISK #1 
by BERT KERSEY 

100 LISTABLE PROGRAMS from Beagle Bros Tip 
Books 1-4. Make your Apple do things it's never done! 
All 100 programs are changeable for experimentation. 
Includes Apple COMMAND CHART with all Applesoft, 
Integer Basic & DOS Commands and Descriptions! 

($20.00: With 2 Charts: Peeks/Pokes & Commands) 

UTILITY CITY 
21 USEFUL UTILITIES by BERT KERSEY 

LIST FORMATTER prints each program statement 
on a new line. Loops indented with printer Page Breaks. 
A great Applesoft program de-bugger! . 

Multi-Column Catalogs for printouts, auto-post Run-
number & Date in programs, put invisible commands in 
programs, create Invisible He Names, alphabetize/store 
info on disk, convert dec to hex or Integer to FP, protect 
and append programs, dump text to printer... 

MORE TOO: 21 Programs Total, a best-seller! 
($29.50: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #3) 

PRONTO-DOS 
HIGH-SPEED DOS / DOS-MOVE UTILITY 

by TOM WEISHAAR 
Put HIGH-SPEED DOS in your Apple's normal memory, • 
Language Card or Apple Ile's high-memory— 
Function 	 Normal Pronto 
BLOAD HI-RES IMAGE 	  10 sec. 3 sec. 
LOAD 60-SECTOR PROGRAM 	 16 sec. 4 sec. 
SAVE 60-SECTOR PROGRAM 	24 sec 9 sec. 
BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD 	 13 sec. 4 sec. 

(Text Files: No Change) 
Boot the Pronto disk or your updated disks, created 

with the normal INIT command. Compatible with ALL 
DOS Commands, GPLE* and most of your programs. 

Move DOS to your Language Card or Apple I le stan-
dard high-memory, freeing up 10,000 Extra Bytes! 

15 Extra Sectors per disk, Catalog Free-Space dis-
play, new "TYPE" Command reveals Text File contents... 

($29.50: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart) 

FLEX TEXT 
20/40/56/70-COLUMNS WITHOUT HARDWARE 

by MARK SIMONSEN  
PRINT VARIABLE-WIDTH TEXT on both hi-res 

screens with normal Applesoft commands (including 
Htab 1-70). Normal, expanded & compressed text with 
no hardware. 70-columns requires b/w monitor (not tv). 

Add Graphics to Text or Text to Graphics. Run your 
existing Applesoft programs under Flex Text control. 
Fast, easy to use and Compatible with GPLE.* 
' DOS Tool Kite font compatibility, or use the supplied 
Flex Text typefaces. Select up to 9 fonts with control-key 
commands. Custom text character editor included. 

($29.50: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart) 

BEAGLE BAG 
12 APPLE GAMES by BERT KERSEY 

COMPARE BEAGLE BAG with any single-game 
locked-up disk on the market today. All 12 games are a 
blast, the price is right, the instructions are crystal clear, 
and the disk is COPYABLE. You can even change the 
programs or list them to learn by seeing how they work. 

Twelve Games from the Applesoft Ace, Bert Kersey—
TextTrain, Wowzo, Buzzword, Magic Pack & more... 

Excellent Reviews— (see Jan-83 Soltalk, page 148). 
BEAGLE MENU too: Description under "Typefaces". 

($29.50: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart) 

DEAR BEAGLE BROS—
MV LOCAL SOFTWARE 

STORE DIDN'T HAVE ONE 
OF YOUR DISKS, SO I GOT 
ON THEIR CASE & TOLD 
THEM TO TELEPHONE 
YOU OR ANY SOFTWARE 
DISTRIBUTOR RIGHT AWAY. 

WELL, IT WORKED, AND 
I GOT MV DISK IN JUST A 
COUPLE OF DAYS. THANKS! 

DOUBLE-TAKE 

VISA 

Visa/MasterCard or COD, call TOLL-FREE 
Nationwide: 1-800-854-2003 ext. 827 

California 1-800-522-1500 ext. 827 
Alaska/Hawaii: 1-800-854-2822 ext. 827 

OR mail U.S.Check, Money-Order or Visa/MC# 
to BEAGLE BROS, 12th Floor 

4315 SIERRA VISTA, SAN DIEGO, CA 92103 
Add $1.50 First Class Shipping, Any-Size Order. 

Overseas add $4.00. COD add $3.00. California add 8%. 
ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY. 

2-WAY-SCROLIJMULTIPLE UTILITY 
by MARK SIMONSEN  

LISTINGS & CATALOGS SCROLL Up AND Down, 
making file names and program lines much easier to 
access. Arrow-keys control scroll direction. New Apple-
soft LIST FORMAT: each program statement on new 
line for FAST program tracing and de-bugging. 

Variable-Display shows all of a program's strings and 
variables with current values. Cross-Reference shows 
line nos. on which each variable & string appears. Better 
Renumber/Append to Merge programs (not just con-
nect end-to-end). Also Auto-Line-Number, Instant Hex 
to Dec Converter, Program Stats, Eliminate/Redefine 
Cursor, Free Space-On-Disk... All GPLE' compatible. 
($34.95: With 2 Charts: Peeks/Pokes & 'Tips &Tricks") 
mi me in noE--NoEtifititifiil 

11 RUSH the following disks by First Class Mail—
I 0 Alpha Plot ... $39.50 0 Flex Text .... $29.50 

0 Ap.Mechanic . 29.50 0 Frame-Up .... 29.50 g 
• 0 A.M.Typefaces 20.00 0 ProntoDOS ... 29.50 
I 0 Beagle Bag ... 29.50 • Tip Disk #1 ... 20.00 

El Beagle Basic . 34.95 0 Utility City.... 29.50 
0 DOS Boss.... 24.00 1113 ADD ME to mailing list 
0 Double-Take.. 34.95 0 AL READY ON mailing list. 

AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW! 
Or order directly from Beagle Bros— 
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FEATURING CP/M 
The PCP! APPLI-CARD is the next generation in 
Z-83Thicards for your Appleecomputer. The APPU-CARD 
is a plug-in board with the complete hardware and soft-
ware to let your Apple run the thousands of CP/Me 
application programs available. Whether it's for business, 
science, or education, the APPIJ-CARD opens the door to 
the flexible world of CPIM and is the only Z-80 card that 
expands with your needs. 

Porton& Computor Products, Inc. R  

4 MHz 64K APPLI-CARD with 
SoftvideoTM features, CP/M & 
APPLI-DISCTM Software 

0  6 MHz 64K APPLI-CARD with 
Softvideo features, CP/M & 
APPLI-DISC Software 

111111111MI 

Now wa"445  S295 

4 3 
was $595 

Now 
#4.1,75 

These Exciting New Products 
64K or 128K RAM Extender 

We give you a choice of either a 64K or 128K RAM Extender. 
Add this to the APPLI-CARD'S existing 64K and you have 

a 128K or 192K APPLI-DISC. 
4 MHz 64K APPLI-CARD w/64K RAM Extender/ 	 4 MHz APPLI-CARD 

	 $395 Including: dBASEIITM 	  APPLI-DISC Software call us 
SuperCalc2TM 	  call us 

APPLI-DISC Software 	 5495 	 WordStarTM 	 call us 

6 MHz 64K APPLJ-CARD w/64K RAM Extender/ 
APPLI-DISC Software 	  

6 MHz 64K APPLI-CARD w/I28K RAM Extender/ 

6 MHz APPLI-CARD 
$495 Including: dBASE!! 	 call us 

SuperCalc2 	 call us 
WordStar 	 call us - 

APPLI-DISC Software 	 5595 	 PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

88CARDTM w/MS-DOSTM & MBASICTM 	 5595 

The Leader in CCIPROaSSING Technology 
16776 Bernardo Center Drive, Son Diego, CA 92128 
(619) 485-8411 Telex 499-2939 

APPLKARD. APPLWISC BEICARD and Safpncleoare tradenalu Person.Corwer Nfln,. Inc. MO es a Imle.a. a bag 	Apple rs tegfcened iracieman a Apple Computer. inc 	s seriewil 
,adenwta Chgeal R,, ,m. dBASEa na trademark al Afton-tam SuperCat rs craJernark of bran Corpormon WorrEtarn traclernan ciMoncPlo Internam. INS-DOS..na MIMIC are trademaisd Idoeint 
Comorapcn 

4 MHz 64K APPLI-CARD w/ I 28K RAM Extender/ 

doing what you thought the client 
wanted rather than in doing what he 
really wanted. 

"The bare minimum I'll consider 
working with," says one experienced 
consultant, "is a Need/Want List." 
This is a listing prepared by client and 
consultant together, defining first the 
essential features of the system or soft-
ware being designed, and second the 
lower-priority features which may be 
renegotiated or abandoned later, de-
pending upon developing time or cost 
considerations. By separating needs 
from wants, and clearly labeling them 
as such, you and your customer always 
will be in agreement as to the priority 
of project steps. 

The Customer Spec is also where 
you specify hardware requirements, 
determine output formats to suit the 
user's needs and detail the program op-
tions. Again, concentrate on what the 
package will do, rather than on how it 
will do it. End users frequently com-
plain that programmers explain more 
about the how, while slighting the 
why. Why may be obvious to you, but 
obscure to your client—so communi-
cate! The more closely you work with 
your customers here, the greater the 
likelihood that your finished product 
will be what they really wanted. 

Since effective communication is the 
key to a successful product, the docu-
ment should be written entirely in the 
user's language (not computerese). 

If your customer wants more infor-
mation about the technical aspects of 
the project, then you may want to pro-
vide another kind of document—the 
"Functional Specification." In much 
more technical language, it spells out 
how a system or application will func-
tion, and may include flowcharts, soft-
ware documentation, and whatever 
other technical materials you (or who-
ever will be maintaining the system) 
need to understand how everything 
operates. 

What the Customer Provides 
Somewhere, you'll want to outline 

what you need from customers, such as 
sample or test data or participation in 
system checkout. Indicate how you ex-

pect them to participate in develop-
ment or testing. One consultant rec-
ommends writing into your contract a  

provision for regular status-check 
meetings, which customers must agree 
to attend. 

He learned to do this the hard way, 
by being fired from a project after an 
investment of 60 hours, because the 
customer didn't think he did any work. 
He had worked at night, after regular 
business hours, on the customer's in-
stalled system, sometimes into the 
small hours of the morning. But no one  

had ever actually seen him on the 
premises. Regular meetings to review 
the project's status would have re-
quired the customer's direct participa-
tion and prevented this situation. 

Regular status meetings of this sort 
are a good idea, whether stipulated in 
a written agreement, or not. They help 
ensure that you and your client are al-
ways in agreement about where your 
work is headed. 
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Business 

	In Black 	 
and White 

When a consultant sits down with a client to do 
business, the ground rules should be down on paper. 

by Jessie Gunn Stephens 

If you're thinking about capitalizing 
on your programming skills to be-

come a software consultant, pause for 
a moment and give some thought to 
the business documents you will need 
to provide your clients. 

Somewhere in the paperwork you 
prepare for a consulting client, you 
need statements that accomplish the 
following tasks: 

I. Describe user requirements 
2. Describe what you will provide 
3. Describe what the customer will 

provide 
4. Describe what the customer will 

pay 
5. Describe how to operate the 

package or system 

Business Documents 
Should you be lucky enough to have 

for your first client someone experi-
enced in working with consultants, 
someone articulate, straightforward 
and a paragon of business integrity, 
here is what that person might explain 
to you about the required paperwork. 

"No matter how simple the project," 
this model client would say, "I like to 
see some business documents. I want 
my requirements spelled out in my lan-
guage, not yours. But I'm not a com-
puter expert, so I may need your help. 

"This document should tell me more 
about what the software will do than 
about how it will do it. But I need to 
know how your work will affect my 
business operations. 
54 eider October 1983 

"The document should specify all 
the hardware I'll need, show how out-
puts will be formatted and detail the 
program options that are available. I 
want to be sure that if I require only a 
souped-up version of a VW Beetle, you 
won't enter the project with visions of 
designing (and charging me for) a lu-
nar landing module. 

"It should be written out somewhere 
what you will need from me. Do you 

"What did I do wrong and 
what should I do now?" 

expect me to supply sample or test da-
ta? Do I participate in development of 
the package? Will I be responsible for 
testing either the programs or the user 
documents? Will you expect me to at-
tend regular meeting to review the 
project's status? Will you need my help 
to design and produce user documen-
tation which will fill my specific 
needs? 

"Depending on the complexity of 
the system and the extent of my com-
puter literacy, I may also want docu-
ments that describe how the program 
works (technical specifications), de- 

scribe maintenance agreements (what 
it's going to cost me when something 
goes wrong), acceptance standards 
(how we're going to agree that the proj-
ect has indeed been completed), rec-
ommended operational procedures 
(how daily operations are going to be 
different now) and the program's error 
messages and recovery procedures 
(what did I do wrong and what should 
I do now?). " 

Customer Specification 
First, it seems that users want some 

business documents, outlining what 
you are going to do for them, what 
they will have when you've finished 
and how you expect them to par-
ticipate in the project. These needs 
can be met through a document called 
a "User (or Customer) Requirements 
Specification." 

Customers who understand both 
their application needs and the uses 
and limitations of computers are a rare 
species. When customers' goals are less 
well-defined, you may have to do most 
of the work, questioning them closely 
about their needs and current operat-
ing procedures. Then you could draw 
up a document that describes what 
they want the package to do and how. 
This document prevents you from in-
vesting valuable time and resources in 

Address correspondence to Jessie Gunn Ste-
phens, 1109 W. College, Sherman, TX 75090. 



Don't wait till it's too late 
to insure your computer 
Now you can insure your computer against 
theft, fire, accidental damage, earth-
quake, even damage from power surges. 

For as little as $35/yr. 
SAFEWARE1  " covers all hardware, 
media and purchased software for 
full replacement after a low $50 
deductible. 

To obtain immediate coverage 
or more information, call 
toll-free today. 
(In Ohio call 1-800-848-2112) 

1-800-848-3469 
TM 
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COLUMBIA NATIONAL GENERAL AGENCY 
88 E. Broad St., Columbus. OH 43215 

You may also want to involve cus-
tomers in designing user documenta-
tion that fits their specific needs. How 
they plan to implement your programs 
determines whether they need training 
materials for operators, a simple quick 
reference device or a detailed reference 
manual. 

Customer Costs 
"Of course," says our model client, 

"I'll want to know exactly what all this 
is going to cost me." And so do you. 
Should your written documents in-
clude a formal contract? Opinion dif-
fers among experienced consultants. 

"You should never set fingers to a 
keyboard," advises one, "until you have 
a contract in your pocket." Others are 
more easygoing, saying they've "been 
burned both ways," and unless you 
have reason to doubt a client's ability 
or willingness to pay, written contracts 
aren't worth the trouble. Another says,  

"It depends on the size of the project. 
The more time and resources I have to 
invest, the more careful I am about 
having a written agreement." One 

"Should your documents 
include a formal contract? 

Opinion differs." 

item you won't want to overlook when 
reaching pricing agreements of any 
kind is the cost of providing high-
quality tutorial or reference manuals. 
If you're going to write them yourself, 
don't underestimate the time required. 

Package Operation 
In order to talk about user docu-

mentation, let's call on our hypotheti-
cal model client again. "I want a docu-
ment," he informs us, "that tells me 
clearly how to operate my new system 
or application. You say it costs extra to 
provide that? Well, if I'm not going to 
get any user documents with my soft-
ware, I want to know it out front. If 
you are going to provide them, and I 
am going to pay for them, I want them 
to be of the highest quality possible. By 
that, I don't mean that I necessarily 
want them typeset and/or printed in 
four colors, but I do want them to 
meet the following criteria: 

1. Legibility. Some programmers' 
standards of legibility are awfully low. 
I want my documents printed with a 
new ribbon on a good printer. Dot ma-
trix is okay, especially the ones that 
produce true descenders, but please 
don't give me anything printed on an 
impact lineprinter or hand-scribbled 
on yellow paper. 

2. Designed and organized specifi-
cally for me. The fact that I had to hire 
a consultant in the first place means 
that I need special help, so be sure to 
tailor the instructions specifically to 
my installation and to my degree of 
computer expertise. 
3. Dependability. I need to be sure 
that if your instructions tell me to use 
COMMAND X to print a file, I won't dis-
cover that I've not only printed that 
file, but deleted it from my disk at the 
same time. 
4. Coordination of documents as part 
of the project's development. I don't 
consider a project completed until I 
have in hand whatever documents I 
have coming to me, tested, debugged 
and complete. 

The Bottom Line 
Well planned and executed business 

documents can save a consultant many 
wasted hours and much misdirected 
effort. Documents that clearly de-
scribe what your clients expect, what 
both of you will provide and how to 
operate that end-product can reduce 
the personal handholding required to 
get your customer up and running and 
enhance your credibility as a profes-
sional consultant. • 
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A flawless future is in sight with 3M diskettes. 
When it comes to keeping track of precious data, predictable 
means reliable. Being able to count on every diskette, every time. 
At 3M, reliability is built into every diskette. We've been in the 
computer media business for over 30 years. And we've never settled 
in. We're constantly improving and perfecting our product line, 
from computer tape and data cartridges to floppy disks. 
3M diskettes are made at 3M. That way, we have complete control 
over the entire manufacturing process. And you can have complete 
confidence in the reliability of every 3M diskette you buy. 
Look in the Yellow Pages under Computer Supplies and Parts for 
the 3M distributor nearest you. In Canada, write 3M Canada, Inc., 
London, Ontario. If it's worth remembering, it's worth 3M diskettes. 

 

3M hears you... 

Circle 194 on Reader Service card. 

	 3M 



If your Apple or Franklin isn't giving you all the 
power you need, it's not rotten. It just needs to be 
juiced up. With a Starfire" Winchester hard disk 
drive from Corona. 

It leaves Apple DOS in the dust. 
For starters, the Starfire gives you all the 

power inherent in a hard disk drive. Lightning speed 
(up to 10 times faster than a floppy), enormous 
storage capacity (5 and 10 megabytes), and 
superb data reliability. 

With none of the bottlenecks, headaches and 
hassles of floppy drives. 

But even better, it makes Apple DOS infinitely 
friendlier, faster and more powerful. 

A lot more slices from the pie. 
Our version of Apple DOS is so power-

ful and friendly, it's like getting a whole new 
computer. You can work with files up to 400K. 
Boot into any program from the hard disk.And 
run programs with a single keystroke. 

We've added other features from the Corona 
PC, our own 16-bit desktop and personal computers. 
You can automatically, selectively backup your vol-
umes. Partition the disk and run up to 16 different 
operating systems, including Apple DOS, Pascal and 
CP/M?- 

And depend on our DataGuard' and Fail-
Safe data protection systems for the disk reliability 
and data integrity you need. 



Your saving grace. 
And if you're running programs that 

use a lot of K's, you're still okay because 
we don't use any of your main memory. 

The Corona Starfire is software-
compatible with industry-standard 
packages likeVisiCalc 
DBMaster,3  dBASE 114 	 and many others. 

So if your Apple 
is being squeezed, 

juice it up with the Corona Starfire hard disk. 
For the name of your nearest Corona dealer, 

just call us toll-free at 800-621-6746. Or write 
Corona Data Systems, 31324 Via Colinas, Westlake 
Village, CA 91361. (213) 991-1144. 

 

FEEL THE POWER. 

 

Corona Data Systems 1983. L tm Digital Research 2: tm Visicorp (needs 
Transporter from Omega Microwave). 3- tin Stoneware 4 tot Ashton-Tate 



MeBe acts: 
Now, you can get... 

1  NEW software programs 
featuring Stick bearT-_-_-__ 
the hottest-se ng 
computer bear in 
America. 

The most sophisti-
cated color graphics 
ever for the Apple® 
Personal Computer. 

New arcade-quality 
games for families 
to play together. 

New fun learning 
programs for 3- to 
6-year-olds created 
by a world-famous 
children's author. 

Disk, plus hard-
cover book or 
game, poster and 
stickers in a sturdy, 
attractive vinyl 
binder—with each 
program. 

There's something 
new for everyone in 
your family! The 

Stickybear is a registered trademark of Optimum 
Resource. Inc. Apple and Apple II, II +, Ile and III are 
registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 

5 
playful animation and 
bubble-gum colors in the 
educational programs 
will captivate your young-
est. While Stickybear 
Basketbounce and Stick y-
bear Bop—games of skill  
and sharp wits — challenge 
even dedicated arcade 
games-players. 

Look for Stickybear 
software — developed by 

Stickybear ABC 

Games for the family 
NEWStickybear Basketbounce Stickybear Bop 

Actual Reproductions 

Apple II or Apple II + with 
48K and one disk drive, 

3.3 DOS; and Apple 
Ile or Apple III. Use 
with paddles or 
keyboard. 

Optimum Resource, Inc. for 
Weekly Reader Family 
Software — in finer computer 
stores everywhere. Or, call 
toll-free 1-800-852-5000, Dept. Weekly Reader 
AB-27. Only $39.95 each. Family Software 

Circle 392 on Reader Service card. 

A division of Xerox Education Publications 
Middletown, CT 06457 

Early Learning (Ages 3 to 6) 
NEW Stickybear Opposites NEW Stickybear Shapes 

Stickybear Numbers 

A/M13-Si 



Business 	 

The Madison Ave. 
Apple 

Whether your business sells roses or real estate, 
you know it pays to advertise. This program may 

help you decide where to put your dollar. 

by Paul Garrison 

I n many instances, advertising is 
a matter of intuition. Depending 

on your business, you may or may 
not be able to determine whether the 
dollars spent for a certain type of 
advertising are actually justified by 
the resulting sale's. For instance, an 
automobile manufacturer, spending 
huge sums for commercials on na-
tional television, must simply assume 
that the aggregate effect pays off in 
the long run. But a manufacturer ad-
vertising his product in a magazine 
or other publication can pinpoint the 
results by including an identifying 
code in the ad; such a code identifies 
an order as resulting from a specific 
ad or publication. Furthermore, some 
businesses, such as real estate bro-
kers, insurance agents, accountants 
or such; can usually question a pros-
pect with reference to the specific 
means that brought him or her to 
contact the business in question. 

The program in the listing assumes 
that you have the means of determin-
ing which ads resulted in prospects or 
sales. As written, the program deals 
with seven advertising media: news-
papers, magazines, Yellow Pages, 
radio, television, direct mail and 
miscellaneous. You could, of course, 
easily modify the program to deal 
with specific magazines, radio sta-
tions and such by making the ap-
propriate copy changes in the lines 
identifying the advertising media, or 
by adding to those lines. 

I wrote the program in Basic-80 
using the WordStar word processing 
program and the Apple version of 

MBasic that is part of the CP/M 
system. It can be run, as is, on the 
Apple II Plus and the Apple Ile if the 
computer is equipped with CP/M. 
To use the program without CP/M, 
you must make minor changes to 
translate it into Applesoft. I've in-
dicated these changes at the end of 

the following line-by-line explana-
tion of the program. 

When run, the program first asks 
whether the results are to be sent to 
the line printer. It then calls up one 
category after the other, asking that 
the operator key in the amount of 
money spent, the number of result-
ing prospects, and the amount of 
resulting sales. The display then re-
sponds with the cost per prospect and 
the amount of sales per advertising 
dollar. When all data has been en-
tered, the program produces grand 
totals: total advertising expendi-
tures, total number of prospects, 
total resulting sales, and the final 
cost per prospect and sales per adver-
tising dollar. It then asks if you want 
to run the program again with dif-
ferent variables, in which case it 
erases the previously entered data 
and starts from scratch. 

The program, line by line: 
Lines 110 through 150 assign re-

peatedly used strings to string vari-
ables. 

Lines 1000 through 1550 place the 
title of the program into display and 
explain its purpose. The instruction 
in line 1550 (...ENTER 11) is included 
because using 0 might result in a "divi-
sion by 0 error" message. 

Line 1600 asks whether the results 
are to be sent to the line printer; if 
yes, the printer will print while data 
is being entered. A sample printout is 

Address correspondence to Paul Garrison, PO 
Box 2490, Santa Fe, NM 87501. 
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NC\e  
(N\IN c),6° 

cg0—  aO NOW 
change

Apple 
your 

‘9—d   
to any foreign 

2‘--°(\  character set ... and back 
at the flip of a switch, 

Spanish 

//German 

Italian 

//French 

//Hebrew 

Dvorak 

Custom Kits 

//Symbols 

//Characters 

//Other languages 

O C‘n  
o 	(.\`-'r‘'CN\\ON'''CNI-'.0. Box 2381 

06‘t 	 A(pp41.9.80.10,3ork5of (14pp—le2,-9,„8,!'n, 

vc„.0  CI Saratoga CR 95070 

//Software 
Developers 

//Programmers 

Educators 

only $298 
complete kit 

$398 
custom kit 

The most versatile 
communications 
package in the 
world, is the 
easiest to 
use talks to 

all hosts • full 
printer support • full 

- editor • unattended 
Ion 	ca.ture • backscrolling 

easy to 0 uild ma ros • 70 page manual 
30 day satis ti. guarantee • user hot line 

order now 79.95 MasterCard, Visa 617-862-3170 

Applen,,80columnemulation 
Applelle,80columnsupport 
most modems to 1200 baud 

diskdriveand4BKRAM 
supponforOEMS 

• trademark of 
App,e compulers. 

transmission error check 

DELPHI membership 

keyboard expansion 

EXEC commands 

file conversion 

roll back text 

auto answer 
&NEC 
`SOFTWaltE, Inc. 201 Waltham Street Lexington. MA 02173 

free 
brochure 
or, to pay 
by check 

Program 
Advertising Cost/Return Analysis, written 
for CP/M systems with Apple DOS conver-
sions in the article. 

shown in the example. 
Lines 2000 through 2130 call up 

the individual categories. In each in-
stance, if the response is Y, the com-
puter goes to the portion of the 
program dealing with that category. 
If the answer is N, it clears the screen 
(using GOSUB 55500) and then goes on to 
the next category. 

Lines 11000 through 17500 ask 
that the data for each of the seven 
categories be entered. Each section 
then displays the results and, if print-
out is selected, causes the line printer 
to print the displayed results. 

In lines 20000 through 20020 the 
different totals are calculated, and in 
lines 20040 through 20140 these 
totals are displayed and optionally 
sent to the line printer. 

Line 30010 asks whether another 
evaluation is desired, and if it is, line 
30030 changes all numeric variables 
back to zero before the program 

1100 REM ADVERTISING COST/RETURN ANALYSIS 
110 PS="Cost per prospect= 	 8" 
120 SS="Sales per advertising dollar= 	11" 
130 AA$="Amount spent 	 $" 
140 NPS="Number of prospects 
150 NS$="Amount of sales 	 • 8" 
1000 •GOSUB 55500:GOSUB 55100 
1010 PRINT"Adverising Cost Versus Returns":GOSUB 55100:GOSUB 55480 
1508 GOSUB 55500 
1510 PRINT"You have a choice of examining any or all of the following categories:':GOSUB 55180 
1530 PRINT"Newspapere:PRINT"Magazinee:PRINT'Yellow Pages":PRINT"Radie:PRINT"Television* 
1540 PRINT"Direct mail":PRINT"Miscellaneous':GOSUB 55100:GOSUB 55408 
1550 GOSUB 55500:PRINT"For zero prospects or zero sales, enter 1!":GOSUB 55100 
1688 INPUT 'Do you want a printout? (YIN) ",NNS:GOSUB 55508 
2000 INPUT "Newspapers? (YIN) 	 ",ys 
2010 IF Yl="Y" THEN 11000 ELSE GOSUB 55580 
2020 INPUT "Magazines? (Y/N) 	 ",Y$ 
2030 IF Y$="Y" THEN 12000 ELSE GOSUB 55580 
2040 INPUT "Yellow Pages? (YIN) 	 ",Y$ 
2050 IF Ye="Y" THEN 13000 ELSE GOSUB 55508 
2060 INPUT 'Radio? (Y/N) 	 ",Y$ 
2070 IF Y$="Y" THEN 14000 ELSE GOSUB 55580 
2080 INPUT "Television? (Y/N) 	 *,Y$ 
2898 IF Y$="Y" THEN 15080 ELSE GOSUB 55588 
2100 INPUT "Direct mail? (YIN) . 	",Y$ 
2118 IF Y$="Y" THEN 16000 ELSE GOSUB 55500 
2120 INPUT "Miscellaneous? (Y/N) 	",Y$ 
2130 IF Y$="Y" THEN 17000 
2140 GOTO 20000 
11000 GOSUB 55508 
11010 INPUT "Amount spent on newspaper advertising per month? 

	
8",N 

11020 INPUT "Number of resultant prospects? 
	

",NP 
11025 INPUT "Amount of resultant sales? 

	
0",NS:G05UB 55100 

11030 PN=N/NP:SN=NS/NIPN= INT (PNE10111+.5)/100:SN= INT (SW180f.5)/100 
11058 PRINT P$MN:PRINT S0:SN 
11860 IF NNI$=*N" THEN 11588 

11065 LPRINT:LPRINT 
11070 LPRINT "Newspapers:":GOSUB 59000 
11080 LPRINT AA$;N 
11090 LPRINT NP$;NP 
11100 LPRINT NS$;NS:GOSUB 59000 
11110 LPRINT P$;PN 
11120 LPRINT S$;SN 
11500 GOSUB 55108:60509 55400:00908 55580zGOTO 2020 
12000 GOSUB 55500 
12010 INPUT "Amount spent on magaiine advertising per month? 	$",M 
12820 INPUT "Number of resultant prospects? 	 ",MP 

Listing continued. 

Circle 347 on Reader Service card.  Circle 339 on Reader Service card. 

TermExec puts your ikon line 
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starts all over again. 
Lines 55100 through 59010 com-

prise subroutines with a strictly 
cosmetic purpose, and line 60000 
prints END. 

To convert the program to Apple-
soft so it will run without CP/M, 
make the following changes: 

1) Applesoft does not recognize the 
ELSE command in lines 2010, 2030, 
2050, 2070, 2090 and 2110. In each 
instance a separate line has to be in-
serted: 
2010 IF Y$ = "Y" THEN 1100 
2015 GOSUB 55500 

2) Insert a line reading PR#1 in the 
following locations: 11035, 12045, 
13045, 14045, 15045, 16045, 17045, 
20035 and 59000. Change the current 
line 59000 to 59001. 

3) Insert a line reading PR#0 in these 
locations: 11055, 12065, 13065, 14065, 
15065, 16065, 17065, 20085 and 
59005. 

Listing continued. 
12030 INPUT "Amount of resultant sales? 	 $",MS:GOSUB 55100 
12040 PM=M/MP:SM=MS/M:PM= INT (PM$100f.5)/100:SM= INT (SM0100+.5)/100 
12068 PRINT P$;PM:PRINT 9$;SM 
12070 IF NN$="N" THEN 12500 
12075 LPRINT:LPRINT 
12090 LPRINT "Magazines:":0090111 59088 
12098 LPRINT. AAS:M 
12100 LPRINT NP$;MP 

. 12110 LPRINT NS$;MS:GOSUB 59800 
12120 LPRINT PS;PM 
12130 LPRINT Se;SM 
12500 GOSUB 55100:G051j6 55400:GOSUB 55500:GOTO 2040 
13000 GOSUB 55500 
13010 INPUT "Amount spent' on Yellow !ages. advertising per year? $",v 
13020 INPUT "Number of resultant prospects per month? 	 ".YP 	' 
13030 INPUT 'Amount of retoltant sales. per. month' 	 $',Y8030SUB 55100 
13040 PY=, Y/12.'YR;SY,,L5,-YY:12:P)” INT (PY*100+.5)/100:SY= INT (8th100+.5100 
13060 PRINT P$LFY;PRINT 5-$;6L 
13070 IF Nri$-'w THEN 13500 
13075 LFRIITT:LPRIFIT 
13080 LPRINT "Yellow Pages:":GOSUP 59000 
13090 LPRINT AA$;Y 
13100 LPRINT 1-1P$IIP 
13110 LPRINT 05005:60000 5F000 
13120 LPRINT Pt ;FY 
13130 LPRINT 9019i 
13500 GOSUB 55100:00038 55400: 60508 55500:GOTO 2060 
14000 GOSUB 55500 
14010 INPUT 'Amount of radio adwer-titLng per- month' 
14020 INPUT 'Number of resultant prospects? 
14030 INPUT "Hmount of resultant soles? 	 $",08:00808 55100 
14040 PR=R:P.P.SRP.SR:PR- INT g.R$100.,5)/100;SR- INT YSR$100+.5)/100 
14060 PRINT P$;PR:PR1NT SO;SR 
14070 IF Nfl$-"N" THEN 14500 
14075 LPRINT:LPRINT 
14080 LPRINT 'Radio:":6031J8 59000 
14070 LPRINT AA$;R- 
14100 LPRINT NP$;RP 
14110 LPRINT NS$6RS:GOSUB 53000 
14120 LPRINT F$;PR 
14130 LPRINT S$;SP. 
14500 130908 55100:G09UB 55400:GOSUB 55500:GOTO 2080 
15000 GOSUB 55500 
15010 INPUT "Amount of television advertising per month? 	$",T 
15020 INPUT "Number of resultant prospects? 	 ".,TP 
15030 INPUT "Amount of resultant sales" 	 $",TS:GOSUB 55100 

Listing continued. 

Cirolb 269 on Reader Service card. 

COLUMBIA DATA MPC 
	

EPSON PRINTERS 

COLUMBIA 	System 	Includes, 	IBM 	COMPATIBLE 	Dual 	320K 
Floppies, 128K RAM, Two RS 232 Serial ports, Centronic Printer 
port, 	IBM 	Compatible 	Keyboard, 	Hi-Res 	Color 	Graphics 	Card, 

Green or Amber Monitor and more. 

$3,000 IBM 	Software bundle Including: 	Perfect Writer, Speller, 
Calc, Filer, Graphs, Communications Support, Space Commanders 
Col. Tutor, Diagnostics, B ASICA, MACRO Assembler & MS-DOS 
....COLUMBIA LOW TOTAL PRICE.. CALL 

OTHER COMPUTERS 

MODEMS 

• HAYES SMARTMODEM (300 BAUD) 	  
• HAYES SMARTMODEM (300 & 1200) 	  
• HAYES CHRONOGRAPH 	  
• NOVATION 1-CAT 	  
• NOVATION 212 AUTO-CAT 	  
• SIGNALMAN MARK I and others 	  
• U.D.S. Series Modems 	  

APPLE SOFTWARE 

$ 227 
CALL 
$ 199 
$120 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 

• COMMODOR 64 	  CALL • ASTON-TATE D BASE II 	  $ 465 

• EAGLE II Business Computer  	$1995 • CONTINENTAL ACCOUNTING 	  CALL 

• EAGLE III Business Computer 	 ' 	$2695 • DATAMOST 	  CALL 

• EAGLE IV Business Computer  	$3495 • HOWARD - REAL ESTATE ANALYZER 	  $ 167 

• EAGLE 1630 Computer  	$5995 • I U S EASY WRITER 	  $ 	89 

ALL EAGLE CPUs Includes Software Bundles • LOTUS 	  CALL 

• NEC - PC-8001A, PC-8012A, 	PC-8031A, 18-1201, PC-8023 • MICROPRO WORDSTAR 	  $372 

w/Software  	$1995 • MICROTEX 	  CALL 

• NEC PC-8800 8-BIT or 16-BIT. w/Softweare 	 CALL • SOUTHWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS 	  CALL 

• NEC APC SYSTEM 16 bit 	  CALL • STONEWARE 	  CALL 

• SANYO MBC-1000 with Bundled Software  	$1595 • SUB LOGIC - FLIGHT SIMULATOR 	  $ 33 

• SANYO MPC-3000 with Bundled Software 	 CALL • VISI CORP - VISICALC 	  $ 239 

• XEROX 820 	  CALL 

CALL 7 DAYS 	 18001 854-8498 	Calif. 17141 545-2216 

COOSOL, INC. P.O. 2642 COSTA MESA, CA 92626-2642 
COMPUTER BARON 3013 HARBOR BLVD. COSTA MESA, CA 92626 714 979-2488 

• EPSON FX Series NEW 	  CALL 
• EPSON RX-80 w/GRAFTRAX   CALL 
• EPSON MX-100, 80, & F/T w/GRAFTRAX + 	 CALL 

OTHER PRINTERS 

• NEC 3550 	  CALL 
• NEC 3510, 2515, 3520, 3525. & 3530 	  CALL 
• NEC 7710, 7715, 7720, 7725, & 7730 	  CALL 
• NEC PC8023A-C 	  $ 449 
• GEMINI 10 $ 355, GEMINI 15 	  $ 499 
• C.ITOH 8510 Parallel or Serial 	  CALL 
• C.ITOH 1550 Parallel or Serial 	  CALL 
• C.ITOH F10-40 and F10-55 Par. or Ser. 	  CALL 
• TALLY MT160 	  $ 799 
• TALLY MT1602, MTI605, MT1802 & MT1805 	 CALL 
• DIABLO 630 CALL • DIABLO 620 	  $ 989 
• IDS 80 and 132 PRISM Printers 	  CALL 
• QUME SPRINT 11/40 and others 	  CALL 
• ANADEX ADX-9500 AND OTHERS 	  CALL 
• BROTHERS HR-I Serial or parallel 	  $799 
• COMREX CR-I Serial or Parallel 	  CALL 
• DAISYWRITER 2000 w/48K Buffer 	  CALL 
• TOSHIBA P1350-P or P1350-S 	  $1649 
• SILVER-REED EXP550-P or EXP550-5 	  CALL 
• SMITH-CORONA TP-1 and others 	  CALL 
• TRANSTAR 315 	  CALL 
• TRANSTAR 130 	  CALL 

• OKIDATA 82A 	  $ 420 
• OKIDATA 83A, 84A 	  CALL 

• OKIDATA 92, 93, 2350, & 2410 	  CALL 

APPLE CARDS 

• AMDEK RGB COLOR II INTERFACE 	  $ 169 
• M&R ENTERPRISES RGB INTERFACE 	  $ 69 
• PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS MICROBUFFER II 	 CALL 
• VIDWX VIDEOTERM CARD 	  $ 285 
• WESPER MICRO SYSTEMS 	  CALL 
• B P 0 16K EPSON, OKIDATA, NEC 	  $ 159 
• WIZARD IPL 	  $ 85 
• OTHER APPLE CARDS 	  CALL 
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Newspapers, 

Amount spent 
	

$ 750 
Number of prospects- 	 ll 
Amount of sales. 	 $ 3527 

Cost per. prospect= 	 4 68.18 
Sales per advertising dollar= 	$ 4.7 

Magazines: 

Amount spent 
Number of prospects- 
Amount 	of 	sales- 

Cost per prospect= 

4 5783 
32 

4 	14876 

$ 	180.72 
Sales per 	advertising dollar= 4 2.57 

Yellow Pagesi 

Amount spent 4 450 
Number of prospects 3 
Amount of 	sales- 4 45 

Cost per prospect= $ 	12.5 
Sales per 	advertising dollar= 4 	1.2 

Amount spent $ 786 
Number of prospects 7 
Amount of 	sales 4 	1588.45 

Cost per prospect= $ 	112.29 
Sales per 	advertising dollar= 4 	2.82 

Tel evi si on : 

Amount 	spent $ 2789 
Number of prospects. 43 
Amount 	of 	sales $ 	7641.25 

Cost per prospect= 4 64.86 
Sales per 	advertising dollar= 4 2.74. 

Miscellaneous: 

Amount spent 4 500 
Number of 	prospects. 2 
Amount of sales $ 	1878.76 

Cost per prospect= 	 4 250 
Sales per ad•_•ertisl no dollar= 	4 3.76 

Total advertising egpenditures..4 10645.5 
Total number of prospects ..... 	98 
Total amount of sale- 	 4 29556.5 

Cost per prospect= 	 $ 108.63 
Sales per advertising dollar= 	4 2.78 

Example. Sample printout of Cost/Return 
Analysis. 

Listing continued. 

15040 •PT=T/TP:ST=TS/T:PT= INT (Prf100 .5 100:5T= INT (STf100..5)/100 
15060 PRINT PS:PT:PRINT 54;ST 
15070 IF NH0-'N" THEN 15140 

15075 LPRINT:LPRINT 

15080 LPRINT "Television:":GOSUB 59000 
15090 LPRINT AA$;T 

15100 LPRINT NP4;TP 
15110 LPRINT NS-4;75:005UB 57000 
15120 LPRINT P4;PT 
15130 LPRINT S4;ST 

15140 GOSUB 55100:GOSUB 55400:GOSUB 55500:GOTO 2100 
16000 GOSUB 55500 

16010 INPUT "Amount of direct mail advertising per month' 	4",D 
16020 INPUT "Number of resultant prospects? 	 ',DP 
16030 INPUT "Amount of resultant sales? 	 $',DS:GOSUB 55100 
16040 PD=DiDP:SD=DS/0:190= INT (PD:*100+.5)/100:50= INT (50fl100.-.5)./100 
16060 PRINT P4;PD:PRINT 54;5D 
16070 IF NN4="N" THEN 16500 

16075 LPRINT:LPRINT 

16080 LPRINT "Direct mail:":GOSUB 59000 
16090 LPRINT AA4;D 
16100 LPRINT NP$;DP 	• 

16110 LPRINT NS4;DS:GOSUB 57000 
16120 LPRINT P4;PD 

16130 LPRINT 54;SD 

16500 GOSUB 55100:60508 55400:GOSUB 55500:6010 2128 
17000 GOSUB 55500 
17010 INPUT "Amount of misc. advertising per. month? 	 4",1 
17020 INPUT "Number of resultant prospects? 	 ",IP 
17030 INPUT "Amount of resultant sales? 	 4",15:00SUB 55100 
17040 PI=I/IP:51=ISil:PI= INT (Pfli100..5)/100:731= INT (SI 100+.5)/100 
17068 PRINT P$;P1:PRINT 54;51 
17078 IF 11,M="N" THEN 17500 
17075 LPRINT:LPRINT 

17080 LPRINT "Niscellaneous:":GOSUB 59000 

17090 LPRINT AA4;1 

17100 LPRINT NP4;IP 
17110 LPRINT NS4;15:GOSUB 59000 

17120 LPRINT PI;PI 
17130 LPRINT 54:61 
17500 GOSUB 55100:60560 55400 

20000 TT=N+Nr(Y/12)+RfT.Dt1 
20010 PP=NP+MP+YP.RP.TP.DP.I.IP 

20020 50-NSI.NSI.YS.R5+751-D51-15 

20030 GOSUB 55500:GOSUB 55100 
20040 PRINT"Total advertising expenditures= 	 4":TT 

20050 PRINT"Total number of prospects= 	 ";PP 

20060 PRINT"Total amount of sales= 	 4";SS:GOSUB 55100 

20070 PI=TT/PP:51=SS/TT:Pl= INT (PP7100+.5)/100:51= INT (51*100f.5)/100 
20080 PRINT P4;PNPRINT 54;81:60SU6 55100:GOSU8 55400 

20090 IF NN4='N" THEN 30000 
20075 LPRINT:LPRINT 
20100 LPRINT 'Total advertising expenditures 	4";TT 

20110 LPRINT "Total number of prospects 	 '7PP  
20120 LPRINT 'Total amount of sale= 	4";Ss7G05U8 59000 

20130 LPRINT P4;P1 
28140 LPRINT S4;51 

38088 GOSUB 55500 
30010 INPLIT "Another. evaluation? ( V:1'0 

30020 IF Y4="N" THEN 60000 
30030 N=0:N=0:r=0:P=0:T=0:D=0:1=0:60TO 2020 

55100 PRINT" 	  

55110 RETURN 
55400 PRINT:INPUT 'Press (RETURN:. 
55410 RETURN 
55500 HOME:MTAB(10):RETURN 

59008 LPRINT ' 	  

59010 RETURN 
60000 60108 55100:E'RINT'End.":GOSUB 55100:END 

4) Insert the following lines: 
11033 IF NN$ = "N" THEN 11050 
12043 IF NN$ = "N" THEN 12060 
13043 IF NN$ = "N" THEN 13060 
14043 IF NN$ = "N" THEN 14060 
15043 IF NN$ = "N" THEN 15060 
16043 IF NN$ = "N" THEN 16060 
17043 IF NN$ = "N" THEN•17060 
20033 IF NN$ = "N" THEN 20040 

5) Delete the following lines: 
11065 through 11120, 12075 through 
12130, 13075 through 13100, 14075 
through 14130, 15075 through 
15130, 16075 through 16130, 17075 
through 17130 and 20095 through 
20140. 

6) Change the current line 59000 
which has been changed to line 
59005 to read PRINT instead of 
64 Cider October 1983 

LPRINT. 
7) Insert a line reading GOSUB 59000 

in these locations: 11036, 12046, 
13046, 14046, 15046, 16046, 17046, 
20036. 

With these changes, the program 
should work perfectly fine in Apple-
soft. 

For those who are unfamiliar with 
using a word processor for program 
writing, the routine, with WordStar, 
is: 

1) With the CP/M disk in drive 1: 
and a blank disk drive in drive 2: type 
FORMAT B: <RETURN>. 

2) Type COPY B: = A:/S  <RETURN> . 
3) Type PIP B:MBASIC.COM = A:MBA 

SIC.COM  <RETURN>. 
4) Remove the CP/M disk and re- 

place it with the WordStar disk. Type 
WS <RETURN> then L and B: <RE-
TURN> and with the NO-FILE MENU 
displayed, select the non-document 
file option by typing N. The display 
will ask, NAME OF FILE TO EDIT? and 
you're ready to go. 

5) While writing the program, 
all WordStar edit commands are 
available. 

6) When finished, type CTRL K X 
and with the B> prompt displayed 
type MBASIC FILENAME using your 
own file name, and the program will 
rim. To return to WordStar type SYS-
TEM and log back to drive 1. ■ 



LAST NIGHT, 39 MUSICIANS HAD A 
COMPUSERVE CONFERENCE, SO DID 31 M.D.S, 
49 SPORTS FANS AND 640 APPLE POLISHERS, 

AND NO ONE HAD TO LEAVE HOME. 
The Electronic Forum, 
Cheaper than Long Distance 
and Much More Rewarding. 

Every night on the CompuServe 
Information Service, professional 
and social groups discuss a wide 
range of subjects. From what's new 
in medical technology to what's 
nouvelle in continental cuisine. 

And every day more computer 
owners who share a common 
interest are discovering this exciting 
new way to exchange ideas and 
even transfer hard copy data. 

And besides electronic forums, 
they leave messages for each other 
on our national bulletin board, 
"talk" informally on our CB simulator, 
and communicate via CompuServe's 
electronic mail. 

But best of all, in most cases, 
CompuServe subscribers get all of 
these state of the art communications 
options, plus a world of on-line 
information and entertainment for 
the cost of a local phone call plus 
connect time. 

To become part of this flexible 
communications network, all you  

need is a computer, a modem and 
CompuServe. CompuServe connects 
with almost any personal computer, 
terminal, or communicating word 
processor. 

To receive an illustrated 
guide to CompuServe and learn how 
you can subscribe, contact or call: 

CompuServe 
Consumer Information Service, RO. Box 20212 
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd., Columbus, OH 43220 

800-848-8199 
In Ohio call 614-457-0802 

An H&R Block Company 
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Stretch the 
Every Apple* user on your list can 

find the perfect gift in the mailbox 12 
times a year. inCider is the monthly 
magazine packed full of the program-
ming help, ads, and advice the Apple* 
user really wants. For the beginner or 
expert, inCider offers page after page of 
valuable information on: 

• PROGRAMS—each issue lists the 
code for games, utilities, business 
short cuts and more. 

• Hi-Res Graphics—Don Fudge 
leaks the secrets behind state-of-
the-art graphics. 

• APPLESOFT ADVISER—the in-
Cider column that's packed with 
tips for letting Apple's natural 
language shine. 

• ASSEMBLY ADVANTAGE—the 
answer to speeding up the 6502 

Twelve Days of 
for fast-action games and peak ef-
ficiency all around. 

• PASCAL—the structured 
language that's vying with 
Applesoft for the high-level 
programmer. 

• LOGO—programs and hints that 
lead the newcomer from easy tur-
tle graphics through Newtonian 
physics and curved space. 

PLUS: 

• BUSINESS APPLICATIONS—
innovative ways to ease the infor-
mation crunch and beef up your 
margins. 

• CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS—
tested ideas for enhancing the 
computer and having a good time 
doing it. 

• TELECOMMUNICATIONS—in-
Cider is the way to keep up with 
important developments in this 
fast-growing field. We'll report on 
the systems that help Apples go 
the distance. 

• 

1 er .Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc. 

Green's Apple* Magazine 
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Christmas into 
• NEW PRODUCTS—inCider's 

editors distill the news about ex-
citing additions to the Apple 
marketplace. 

• Apple III—faithful III owners can 
count on Bill O'Brien to come 
through every month with inCide 
information. 

Twelve Months 
Order inCider now! For just $24.97 

you'll be sending the finest gift 
possible to the Apple user. Send in 
the attached order form or the 
coupon below today. 

YES! I want the twelve months 
of inCider. 

r 

  

  

Dear Santa, I want to give a year's subscription to inCider for the Holidays (12 issues for 
$24.97). 

0 Check enclosed El MC ❑ VISA DAE 	El Bill Me 

Card # 	  

Expiration Date 	  

Signature 	  

My Name 	  

Address 	  

	

City 	 

Please enter a one year gift subscription to: 

Name 	  

Address 	  

City 	 State 	Zip 	 

63AB5 State 	 Zip 	 

U.S. $24.97. 1 year only 
Canada & Mexico $27.97, 1 year only, U.S. funds drawn on U.S. bank. 
Foreign surface $44.97, 1 year only. U.S. funds drawn on U.S. bank. 
Foreign airmail please inquire. 
All gift subscriptions begin with January 1984 issue. 

P.O. Box 911 
Farmingdale, NY 11737 
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Business 	 

Apple Dividends 
by Dorothy and George Hennings 	  

Have you considered using your 
Apple II to keep track of income 

from your stock and bond holdings? 
Such an application is worthwhile in 
at least three ways. It makes record 
keeping for your own edification eas-
ier, it simplifies doing income taxes, 
and—a bonus—it makes your comput-
er tax deductible, since it's being used 
to generate taxable income. 

You could go out and buy a sophisti-
cated and costly software package, 
type in your stock data, and edit, al-
phabetize and manipulate it in many 
ways. But that's for the person who 
68 eider October 1983 

doesn't want to be bothered with 
thinking about how the program 
works. 

Why not do it yourself with a simple 
program—the one in the accompany-
ing listing, for example? Type it in, 
study it, and change it to meet your 
needs. And, learn how to set up and 
manipulate arrays in the process. 

Array Construction 
Using arrays is the logical way to 

handle this task. An array is a table of 
data with rows and columns. Or you 
can think of it as rows of pigeonholes,  

each hole holding an item of data in-
stead of a bird. 

Let's assume that your family owns 
four stocks with the distribution of 
ownership shown in Figure 1. For the 
sake of simplicity and efficiency, it 
would be desirable to represent each 
stock by the same variable name—
say s$. 

This data can be arranged in an ar- 

Address correspondence to Dorothy and George 
Hennings, 21 Flintlock Drive, Warren, NI 
07060. 



Column 1 Column 2 

Row 1 S$(1,1) S$(1,2) 
Row 2 S$(2,1) S$(2,2) 
Row 3 S$(3,1) S$(3,2) 
Row 4 S$(4,1) S$(4,2) 

Figure 2. Rows and columns of an array. 

ray of four rows and two columns, as 
seen in Figure 2. Each code such as 
S$(1,1) or S$(4,2) represents a certain box, 
or pigeonhole, in the array. s$(1,1) 
stands for the data in the row one, col-
umn one box, S$(4,2) for the data in the 
row four, column two box, and so 
forth. The first subscript gives the 
number of the row, the second the 
number of the column. 

Regarding our stock data, the pi-
geonhole S$(1,1) holds the string data 
JOINT while S$(1,2) holds ARIZONA PS. In 
the same way, pigeonhole S$(4,1) holds 
the string data WIFE, while S$(4,2) holds 
the stock, KANSAS G&E, she owns. A 
general statement we can use to repre-
sent this array is S$(I,L), in which I 
identifies the row and L the column. 

Obviously, if you have many stocks, 
you'll need lots of rows in your ar-
ray—many more than four. Let's sup-
pose you and your spouse own (or plan 
to own) a total of fifty stocks and/or 
bonds. Early on you must tell the com-
puter memory what to expect: that it 
will eventually have to hold 50 items 
with two pieces of information (owner 
and name) about each. This expecta-
tion, in computerese, is called the 
dimension of the array. In this case, 
the dimension of the array is 50 by 
2, which is entered into the comput-
er as DIM$(50,2), thereby reserving the 
memory space. 

Numeric Data 
Because a stock's name and owner-

ship are expressed in word form, we 
represent them as strings, and we can-
not manipulate these variables mathe-
matically. However, we do want to 
work mathematically with the numer-
ic data associated with the stocks, such 
as to add quarterly dividends to get the 
yearly dividend for each stock or bond, 
to figure the amount of the yearly non-
taxable dividend based on the percent 
nontaxable, or to total the yearly divi-
dends and nontaxable amounts for all 
stocks. 

For that reason, we must set up a 
second set of pigeonholes—a second 
array—that contains only numbers. 
This second array will be ordered as 
we ordered the array containing data 
on stock owners and names. Because 
we are handling only numbers, we can 
assign a letter such as D, without the s, 

Owner 	Stock Name 

JOINT 	ARIZONA PS 
WIFE 	ATT 
HUSBAND EXXON 
WIFE 	ICAN G&E 

Figure 1. A simple data chart. 

to represent this array; the complete 
designation for this array is D(I,J), with 

indicating the row and j indicating 
the column. 

What data will we handle? First, of 
course, are the quarterly divi-
dends—four items, including zero en-
tries for omitted payments. Then we 
need places to put the percent of non-
taxable dividend, the total yearly divi-
dend for each stock or bond, and the 
dollar value of the nontaxable part of 
that dividend. To handle all this data, 
we will dimension our array to hold 
seven pieces of information about each 
of 50 stocks: DIM S(50,7). The result is an 
array with 50 rows, as indicated by the 
first subscript, and seven columns, as  

indicated by the second. 
You now realize that if you want to 

play with other data related to each 
stock, you will have to increase the di-
mension of the array. For example, if 
you want to work with capital gains, 
you can add another column with that 
information. Then your dimension 
statement would be DIM S(50,8).4  

Figure 3 shows the string array 
S$(1,L) on the left and the numeric ar-
ray D(I,J) aligned next to it. I have filled 
in the first two rows with their pigeon-
hole designations, or codes, and our 
sample data. You supply your own in-
formation on owner, stock name, quar-
terly dividend payments and percent 
nontaxable. The computer calculates 
and fills in the yearly dividend and 
amount nontaxable totals. 

READ, DATA, and PRINT 
Several computer commands are 

needed to handle array information. 
Somewhere the program must input 
from memory the facts and figures the 
computer is to manipulate and then 
print out. The command DATA does 
this. Data statements can be placed 
anywhere in the program, but for clar-
ity and convenience they are usually 
grouped near the end. 

In our stock program the first data 
statement, based on the order of the pi-
geonholes in the first row, is: 
100 DATA "J", "ARIZ PS", 57.00, 57.00, 63.00, 

63.00, 0.10 

Each data item is separated from the 
next by a comma, and each string data 

H/W/J STOCK FIRST SEC THIRD FOURTH %NON YEAR AMT NO 
NAME Q DIV Q DIV Q DIV Q DIV TAX DIV TAX 

S$(1,1) S$(1,2) D(1,1) D(1,2) D(1,3) D(1,4) 
	

D(1,5) D(1,6) D(1,7) 
J 	ARZ PS 57.00 57.00 63.00 	63.00 

	
0.10 	240.00 24.00 

S$(2,1) S$(2,2) D(2,1) D(2,2) D(2,3) D(2,4) 
	

D(2,5) D(2,6) D(2,7) 
W 	ATT 	436.05 436.05 436.05 436.05 

	
0.00 	1744.2 0.00 

etc. 

50 possible pigeonholes 

Figure 3. String and numeric arrays. 
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NAME(S) OF STOCK OWNER(S): 

?GEORGE AND DOROTHY GRANT HENNINGS 

H/W/J STOCK NAME DIVIDEND NONTAX 

J ARIZ PS 240 24.00 
W ATT 1744.2 0.00 
H EXXON 450 0.00 
W ICAN G6EE 215 118.25 

TOTAL DIVIDEND IS 2649.2 
TOTAL NONTAX IS 142.25 

Figure 4. 
Sample Printout 

SCHEDULE B, PART II, DIVIDEND INCOME 

item is in quotes. The data items are in 
the same order as we identified them in 
assigning subscripts in the arrays. 
Notice that the last entry is the percent 
nontaxable, in decimal form. 

Using the data we supply through 
the data statements, the computer 
sums the quarterly dividends, places 
the total in column six of the numeric 
array D(I,6), and then multiplies by .10  

to provide the nontaxable amount to 
go into pigeonhole D(I,7). 

A second command necessary for ar-
ray manipulation is READ. At the ap-
propriate point in the program, this 
command tells the computer to read 
through the data statements and put 
the data in array form to be operated 
on in the way the program will spell 
out later. 

The third command, PRINT, of 
course displays, either on the monitor 
or as a printout, the results of the com-
puter's data manipulations. 

The Stock Dividends Program 
Now that you understand arrays, 

let's look at some highlights of the 
Stock Dividends program found in the 
Listing. Lines 2 and 3 set the dimen-
sions of the arrays as already de- 

Circle 361 on Reader Service card. 
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c .$011‘  

‘16  4 The Ultimate APPLE° Utility Program • 

The last DOS utility disk you will need. Fully 
menu driven, the Copy II Plus utilities include a 
catalog display with binary file addresses and 
lengths, a disk usage map, and the ability to verify 
and compare files for differences. It can backup, 
lock, unlock and delete files and DOS can be 
copied, or removed from a disk to free up space. 
You can change the greeting program on a DOS 
disk, or initialize a disk from scratch. The Copy II 
Plus sector editor will allow you to view and 
modify data in either hex or ASCII format. 

Copy II Plus includes fast and versatile programs for 
making backups of your valuable software. All 
types of disks can be backed-up, such as CP/M, 
PASCAL, DOS, and most other formats. Backup 
speed is as fast as 40 seconds, including formatting 
and complete sector by sector verification. A disk 
speed check assures your drives are running in top 
condition and a nibble editor will allow you to repair 
damaged diskettes, analyze recording techniques, 
etc. Call for more details! 

"Copy II Plus may well be one of the best software buys available today" 
inCider, June '83 

EHUR,AIL POW 

Software, Inc. 

P.O. Box 19730-203 	$3995 Portland, OR 97219 
(503) 244-5782 	 (Plus $2 s/h) 

Attention current Copy II Plus owners: Return your original disk with $19.95 for an update to Version 4. 

Attention IBM PC owners: Call us about backing up your valuable software with Copy II PC! 
• 
IMI•=041.M•••••11•Mfb,MIVIMP•MD•1•1•M•4=••••••••=1•=0•010•4M•ap•i=•=0•11111•111M•MIP•1111.•=1••••M•M•IMPOIMA•MI•11•••••Mi•i•M•1•1•IMOMP•4111•IMI• 

COPY II PLUS 
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CALSOFT 
Personal- Entertainment- Business 

SOFTWARE 
We have all the latest 

Low Discount Prices/15% to 25% Discount off List Price 	 software-ASK US! 
Fast Convenient Service/Same day shipping on most orders 
Large Selection of Software/Call or Write for our FREE Catalog! 

Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (213) 991-9641 

BEAGLE 
DOS Boss 	  
Utility City 	  
Apple Mechanic 	  
Pronto DOS 	  
Double Take 	  

List 
Price 
24.00 
29.50 
29.50 
29.95 
34.95 

Our 
Price 
20.40 
25.05 
25.05 
25.45 
29.70 

PENGUIN 
Complete Graphics System 	 
* Graphics Magician 	  
Spy's Demise 	  
Transylvania 	  
Crime Wave 	  
The Quest 	  

SIERRA ON-LINE 
Ulysses 	  
Dark Crystal 	  
* Cross Fire 	  
* Screen Writer Professional 	 
* Ultima II 	  
Frogger 	  
The Artist 	  
* General Manager 	  
Jawbreaker 	  
Learning with Leeper 	  
Dragon's Keep 	  
Bop-a-Bet 	  
Troll's Tale 	  
Sammy Lightfoot 	  

List 
Price 
69.95 
59.95 
19.95 
19.95 
19.95 
19.95 

34.95 
39.95 
29.95 

199.95 
59.95 
34.95 
79.95 

229.00 
29.95 
34.95 
29.95 
27.95 
29.95 
29.95 

59.45 59.45 
44.95 
16.95 
16.95 
16.95 
16.95 

29.70 
33.95 
22.45 

149.95 
44.95 
29.70 
67.95 

171.75 
25.45 
29.70 
25.45 
23.75 
25.45 
25.45 

Our 
 SIRIUS SOFTWARE 	Price

st 	Our 
Price 	Price 

Blade of Blackpoole 	  39.95 	33.95 
The Joyport 	  49.95 	42.45 
Type Attack 	  39.95 	33.95 
Repton 	  39.95 	33.95 
* Critical Mass 	  39.95 	29.95 
Buzzard Bait 	  39.95 	33.95 

INCREDIBLE JACK 
37,9cf-C) 	143.20 

PFS: FILE 
93.75 

BPI SYSTEMS 
General Ledger 	  395.00 
Accounts Receivable 	  395.00 
Accounts Payable 	  395.00 

BRODERBUND 
* The Arcade Machine 	  59.95 
* Choplifter 	  34.95 
Serpentine 	  34.95 
AE 	  34.95 
* Bank Street Writer 	  69.95 
Gumball 	  29.95 
Lode Runner 	  34.95 

CONTI N E NTAL 
* Home Accountant 	  74.95 
* CPA Modules #1-4 (each) 	 250.00 
FCM 	  99.95 

DECISION SUPPORT 
The Accountant 	  129.00 
The Business Accountant 	  255.00 

EDU-WARE 
Prisoner 2   32.95 
* Algebra 1-4 (each) 	  39.95 
Algebra 5 & 6 	  49.95 
* Fractions/Decimals (each) 	 49.00 
PSAT/SAT Word Skills (each) 	  49.00 

HAYDEN 
Orca/M 	  99.95 
Pie Writer 2.2 	  149.95 
Sargon II 	  29.95 

I N FOCOM 
* Zork I, II, Ill (each)   39.95 
* Deadline 	  49.95 
Starcross 	  39.95 
Suspended 	  49.95 
Witness 	  49.95 

MICROSOFT 
* Multiplan 	  275.00 
Typing Tutor II 	  24.95 
* Applesoft Compiler 	  175.00 
Multi-Tool Financial Stmt. 	  100.00 

316.00 
316.00 
316.00 

44.95 
26.20 
29.70 
29.70 
52.45 
25.45 
29.70 

56.20 
187.50 
84.95 

109.65 
204.00 

28.00 
29.95 
42.45 
36.75 
41.65 

84.95 
127.45 
25.45 

29.95 
37.45 
33.95 
42.45 
42.45 

206.25 
21.20 

131.25 
85.00 

SOUTHWESTERN 
* Merlin 	  64.95 	48.70 
* Ascii Express Professional 	 129.95 	97.45 
Routine Machine 	  64.95 	55.20 
Munch-a-Bug 	  49.95 	42.45 
SDS Combo 	  119.95 	101.95 

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS 
Computer Quarterback 	  39.95 	33.95 
* Napoleon's Campaigns 	  59.95 	44.95 
Road to Gettysburg 	  59.95 	50.95 
* Guadalcanal Campaign 	  59.95 	44.95 
Cosmic Balance II 	  39.95 	33.95 
Germany: 1985 	  59.95 	50.95 
Battle for Normandy 	  39.95 	33.95 
Galactic Adventures 	  59.95 	50.95 
Bomb Alley 	  59.95 	50.95 
Epidemic 	  34.95 	29.70 
* Fighter Command 	  59.95 	44.95 
ROF: 1985 	  34.95 	29.70 
* North Atlantic '86 	  59.95 	44.95 
Knights of the Desert 	  39.95 	33.95 

VISICORP 
* Visicalc 	  250.00 	193.75 
* VisItrend/Visiplot 	  300.00 	225.00 
Visible 	  250.00 	199.95 

We also carry complete lines from the 
following companies: 

ASHTON-TATE • AVANTE-GARDE 
BUDGECO • DATAMOST 
DATASOFT • DAVIDSON 

HAYES • KRAFT 
KENSINGTON • LEARNING CO. 

LOTUS • MICROLAB 
MICROPRO • PEACHTREE 
SILICON VALLEY • MUSE 

ODESTA • QUALITY 
SOFTWARE DIMENSIONS 
SENSIBLE • SUBLOGIC 

SYNERGISTIC • TERRAPIN 
ULTRASOFT • VIDEX 
If you don't see it, Ask Us! 

SCREENWRITER II 
j:29=A4- 	97.45 

SIR-TECH 
* Wizardry 	  49.95 
Knight of Diamonds 	  34.95 
Legacy of Llylgamyn 	  39.95 

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING 
PFS: Report 	  125.00 
* PFS: Graph 	  125.00 

SPINNAKER 
* Snooper Troops #1, #2 (each) 	 44.95 
Story Machine 	  34.95 
* Delta Drawing 	  59.95 
Kindercomp 	  29.95 

STON EWARE 
* DB Master 	  229.00 
* DB Master 4.0 	  350.00 
DB Master Utility Pak #1 	  99.00 
DB Master Utility Pak #2 	  99.00 

TG PRODUCTS 
* Joystick 	  59.95 
Game Paddles 	  39.95 
* Select-a-Port 	  59.95 

XEROX 
Sticky Bear Bop 	  39.95 
Sticky Bear Numbers 	  39.95 
Sticky Bear ABC 	  39.95 

37.45 
29.70 
33.95 

106.25 
93.25 

33.70 
29.70 
44.95 
25.45 

171.75 
262.50 
84.15 
84.15 

44.95 
33.95 
44.95 

33.95 
33.95 
33.95 

CALSOFT 
346 N. Kanan Rd. #103 

Agoura, CA 91301 	* Sale prices are through October only! Prices subject to change without notice. 
eemeeeee.W.W.WVVWYSW 

Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (213) 991-9641 
We accept Mastercard & Visa (include # and Expiration Date), check, COD ($1.50 extra), or Money 
Order. California residents add 6% sales tax. Include $2.00 for shipping (UPS Blue Label $3.00, Canada 
$6.00, other foreign countries 10% of order - minimum $10.00). 
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Meet HealthAide ... the easy-to-use 
nutritional software package that 
calculates your daily requirements and 
supplies a balanced menu for break-
fast, lunch & dinner. Don't like the 

selection? HealthAide automatically 
replaces foods with others in the 
same food group ... ensuring your 

menu stays balanced. Plus track your 
energy expenditure using a list of 150 
activities! 

Plot Your Progress 
HealthAide produces monthly & yearly 
graphs, tables and averages for your 
daily weight, calories expended & ten 
items of your choice. Your food intake 
is analyzed for calories, fat, cholesterol, 
sugar ... plus 30 other nutrients ... 
even cost! Add you own foods or com-
bine foods to meet your requirements. 
Learn which foods are your best ... and 
cheapest source of your nutrients. 

Fits Your Pocketbook 
HealthAide is priced right...only 
$79.95 for the most complete diet, 
nutrition & exercise program on the 
market. Call(800) 227-3800 ext. 467. 
Use your Visa or Master Charge...or 
for more information, call (415)924-8528 
For Apple II Series Si IBM PC; 48k 
422 redwood ave. coil. madera, ea 94925 

healthaide 
simple, efficient nutrition software 

Feel better . . . 

live longer! 

1 REM --PROGRAM FOR FIGURING YEARLY STOCK DIVIDEND-- 
2 DIM S$(50,7): REM 	STOCK NAMES AND OWNERS (H/W/J) 
3 DIM D(50,7): REM 	50 STOCKS AND 7 DATA 
4 X = 0: REM X HELPS ADD UP TOTAL DIVIDEND 
5 Y = 0: REM Y HELPS ADD UP TOTAL NONTAXABLE DISTRIBUTIONS 
6 REM 	D(I,1) THROUGH D(1,4) ARE QUARTERLY PAYMENTS. 	D(I,5) IS PER CE 

NT NONTAXABLE GIVEN AS A DECIMAL. 	D(I,6) IS TOTAL DIVIDEND PER STO 
CK PER YEAR. D(I,7) IS NONTAXABLE DISTRIBUTION PER STOCK PER YEAR. 

7 PRINT "HOW MANY STOCKS?". INPUT N 
8 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "SCHEDULE B, PART II, DIVIDEND INCOME" 
9 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "NAME(S) OF STOCK OWNER(S):" 
•10 PRINT : INPUT NAMES$ 
11 PRINT : FOR Z = 1 TO 40:L$ = L$ + "-": NEXT Z: REM 	THIS PROGRAMS A D 

ASHED LINE ACROSS THE PAGE 
12 PRINT L$: REM 	THIS PRINTS THE DASHED LINE ACROSS THE PAGE 
13 PRINT 
18 PRINT "H/W/J"; 
19 HTAB 8: PRINT "STOCK NAME"; 
21 HTAB 20: PRINT "DIVIDEND"; 
22 HTAB 30: PRINT "NONTAX" 
23 PRINT 
25 REM FILL ARRAYS AND COMPUTE DIVIDENDS 
30 FOR I = 1 TO N 
35 READ S$(1,1),S$(1,2),D(1,1),D(1,2),D(1,3),D(1,4),D(1,5) 
40 D(I,6) = 0(1,1) + D(I,2) + D<I,3) + D(I,4) 
45 D<I,7) = D(I,5) * D(I,6) 
50 X = X + D(I,6) 
55, Y = Y + D(I,7) 
60 PRINT S$(1,1); 
61 HTAB 6: PRINT S$(1,2); 
62 REM --LINES 63-84 DISPLAY COLUMNS WITH DECIMAL 

POINTS LINED UP UNDER ONE ANOTHER 
63 IF D(I,6) = 0 THEN PRINT TAB( 24)"0.00";: GOTO 75 
65 IF D(I,6) < 1 THEN PRINT TAB( 25)0(1,6);: GOTO 75 
67 IF 0(I,6) < 10 THEN PRINT TAB( 24)D(I,6);: GOTO 75 
69 IF D(I,6) < 100 THEN PRINT TAB( 23)0(1,6);: GOTO 75 
71 IF D(I,6) < 1000 THEN PRINT TAB( 22)0(1,6):: GOTO 75 
73 IF D(I,6) < 10000 THEN PRINT TAB( 21)0(1,6); 
75 IF D(I,7) = 0 THEN PRINT TAB( 34)"0.00": GOTO 88 
77 IF 0(1,7) < 1 THEN PRINT TAB( 35)0(1,7): GOTO 88 
79 IF D(I,7) < 10 THEN PRINT TAB( 34)0(1,7): GOTO 88 
81 IF D(I,7) < 100 THEN PRINT TAB( 33)0(I,7): GOTO 88 
83 IF D(I,7) < 1000 THEN PRINT TAB( 32)D(I,7): GOTO 88 
84 IF D(I,7) < 10000 THEN PRINT TAB( 31)D(I,7) 
88 NEXT I 
89 PRINT : PRINT L$: PRINT 
90 PRINT 	PRINT "TOTAL DIVIDEND IS ";X 
92 PRINT : PRINT "TOTAL NONTAX IS ".Y 
100 DATA 	"J", "ARIZ PS", 57.00, 57.00, 63.00, 63.00, 0.10 
110 DATA 	"W", "ATT", 436.05, 436.05, 436.05, 436.05, .00 
120 DATA 	"H", "EXXON", 75.00, 75.00, 150.00, 150.00, .00 
130 DATA 	"W", "KAN G&E", 53., 53., 53., 56., .55 
1000 END 

Program listing. 
The Stock Dividends program. 

scribed. Lines 4 and 5 initialize to zero 
the value of two variables to be used 
later (in lines 50 and 55). In a sense, 
lines 1 through 6 take care of the book-
keeping chores. 

With line 7 the program really gets  

under way. It asks the user to specify 
the number of stocks being manipu-
lated, N, for counting a loop later on. 
Part of line 8 orders the computer to 
print SCHEDULE B, PART H, DIVIDEND 
INCOME. This is a heading straight off 

the Internal Revenue sheet used to re-
port dividend income, and is useful if 
you intend to send to the Internal Rev-
enue Service a copy of the program 
output. 

Reading and Calculating Data 
Line 30 begins a loop that reads the 

information in the data statements, 
makes four calculations and displays 
the results. i stands for the row of data 
being handled at any particular point. 
On the first read-through I equals one; 
we are dealing with data in the first 
row of the array. Accordingly, in the 
first reading of line 35, s$(1,1) is actually 
S$(1,1), while D(I,1) is D(1,1), and so on. 

Once the computer has read the first 
row of data, line 40 directs it to add the 
four quarterly dividends for that stock, 
D(1,1) through D(I,4), and assigns the 
total to the pigeonhole D(1,6). 

Line 45 instructs the computer to 
multiply the just-calculated yearly div-
idend for the stock, D(1,6), by the non-
taxable percent of that dividend, 
D(1,5), given as a decimal. The result, 
D(1,7), is the amount of the nontaxable 
dividend. 

Line 50 calculates the total yearly 
dividend of all stocks read by the com-
puter so far. This figure is represented 
by the variable x. As the computer 
reads data on each successive stock and 
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Analytical Engines, In 

third alternative for Apple II user 
An increasing number of Apple II users have reached 

the limits of their machines' capabilities. These users 
face a dilemma: to upgrade to a new computer system 
or not to upgrade. 

That, is no longer the questio 
Saybrook offers the third alternative. 

Saybrook is the 68000 32/16 bit co-processor for the 
Apple II. Once inserted, Saybrook transforms the 
modest Apple into an awesome micro-mainframe com-
puter, capable of 10-20 times the speed of the Apple, 
with twice the memory on-board! 

By drawing upon state-of-the-art technology, Say-
brook brings the Apple II user a new dimension of 
power as yet unknown. No other machine matches 
Saybrook's awesome power. 
Saybrook is a trademark of Analytical Engines, Inc. Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple 
Computer, Inc. Lisa is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. UCSD p-System is a trademark of The 
Regents Of The University of California. CP/M-68K is a registered trademark of Digital Research. 
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. 

See us at AppleFest San Francisco, Booth 828.  

ADVANTAGES 
• Speed. Saybrook's MC68000 32/16 bit processor (identical to 

Apple's Lisa) runs programs ten to twenty times faster than the 
Apple II. 

• Memory. Saybrook gives you 128K RAM on-board—expand-
able to 512K on-board. Saybrook is capable of further memory 
expansion. 

• Software. Saybrook will run all Apple BASIC, FORTRAN, 
and Pascal programs— ten to twenty times faster. No other co-
processor can achieve this feat. In addition, Saybrook accesses 
the enormous USCD p-System library of software, as well as 
CP/M-68K. 

• Cost. $1,550 suggested retail price, includes the Saybrook 68000 
co-processor with 128K RAM on-board; the UCSD p-System 
(Version IV) with Pascal, FORTRAN-77, and BASIC compilers. 
In addition, Applesoft-compatible, 68000 BASIC is included. 
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/V1acromem3 
Adds 64 to 128K to your Apple II/ 

11+/Ile:" MACROMEM-3 is used 
automatically by programs like 
MAGICALC-  spreadsheet for extra 
file space and speed! MACRO-
MEM-3 also operates as a 16K 
language card in an Apple 11/11+ 
when installed in slot 0 for Pascal 
and other programs. MACROMEM-3 
uses no cable! 

Accompanying Software 
includes these powerful 

utility programs: 

TM 

MACROTECH Computer 
Products Ltd. also offers D1SKU-
LATOR-  (64-512K) for those 
requiring more than 128K. For 
smaller requirements, 
MACROMEM-1 (16K) and 
MACROMEM-2 (32K) are also 
available. Contact your dealer or 
MACROTECH for more information. 

Dealer and distributor inquiries 
most welcome. 
Macromem, Macrodisk, Speedisk, Macrospeed, and 
Diskulator are TM's of Macrotech Computer Products 
Ltd. Apple 11/11+/Ile are TM's of Apple Computer Inc. 
Magicalc is a TM of Artsci Inc. 

64-128K Memory Board 

Enables the board to emulate a 
disk drive for high speed access in 
either DOS 3.3, Pascal, or CP/M. 

No more need to load and save 
files to/from memory board as 
with RAM-Disk programs. 
With SPEEDISK, disk access 
speed nears that of RAM board 
access time plus all new data is 
automatically backed up on disk! 

 

3. MACROSPEEDTM 
- Disk Duplication 

 

Use the memory board to speed 
up disk duplication dramatically! 

Al  Macrotech 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS LTD.  
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1370 Marine Drive, NorthVancouver, Canada V7P 1T4 (604) 984-9305 
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computes its yearly dividend, this in 
turn gets added to X. When the com-
puter has considered all the data state-
ments, x equals the grand total yearly 
dividend. Line 55 does the same for the 
nontaxable distributions. 

Incidentally, initializing the value 
of a variable such as x to zero in this 
way, and then using it in a statement 
like x = x + D(I,J), is the way to total 
data stored in one column of any array. 

Displaying the Data 
Lines 60 through 84 are responsible 

for the data display. Line 60 directs the 
computer to print S$(I,1). In the first 
run-through the computer displays j 
for joint owner of the first stock. Line 
61 tells the Apple to indent six spaces 
and display the name of the first stock, 
or ARIZ PS. Lines 63 through 73 direct it 
to print the total yearly dividend cal-
culated for that stock. Then lines 75 
through 84 do the same for nontaxable 
distributions. 

Line 88 ends the loop. Having han-
dled all the data for the first stock 
(when I equals 1), line 88 directs the 
Apple to do it again for the next one. 
This will happen as many times as in-
dicated in line 7, when the value of N 
was set. 

Lines 89 through 92 put the fin-
ishing touches on the program. Line 90 
prints out the yearly dividends realized 
from all stocks. Line 92 presents a 
printout of the total nontaxable amount 
for the year. 

See Figure 4 for a sample printout. 
It is based on the data included here 
with the program. 

DATA Statements 
The data statements, as mentioned, 

come last. Of course, the user of the 
program doesn't type in the data given 
here, but rather information on his or 
her own holdings. Care must be taken 
to use a new data statement for each 
stock, separate items of data with a 
comma, enclose strings in quotation 
marks, enter the data consistently in 
the predetermined order, and enter 
zero if there is no dividend or nontax-
able distributions. 

You might keep in mind that it pays 
to leave vacant lines between each oc-
cupied line of data. In that way, if you 
add stocks to your portfolio you can in- 
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MacropNiirg 
"The most versatile Hi-Res/Lo-Res 

graphics & text interface card:' 

Four Boards 
in One! 

Not only do you get the more 
powerful MACROPRINT mode 
(with many new features such as 
screen editing) but MACROPRINT 
PLUS also emulates commands 
(switch-selectable) of Pkaso,' 
Grappler,'" Apple Parallel- and 
Apple Dumpling" boards. 

Zooms Up To 
15 Times Size! 

Simple commands allow 
zooming with the same or differ-
ent scale factors in either direction 
(vert/hor) for part or all of Hi-Res 
page; inversion, rotation, change 
of margins, side-by-side dumps 
and much more. 

MACROPRINT PLUS interfaces 
to popular makes of Centronics 
compatible printers (switch-
selectable) e.g. Apple Dot Matrix, 
Epson, C-Itoh, NEC, Gemini and 
Okidata. Use the same commands 
for all printer types when in 
MACROPRINT- mode! 

Built-in Expansion Capability! 
MACROTECH's unique design 

makes it the first printer interface 
card that can accommodate a 
larger EPROM (i.e. up to 256K 
program chip!) as made available. 
This means that new utilities/ 
features can be added as later 
options such as our famous 
MACRODISK- and SPEEDISK-
memory utilities. 

Suggested Retail price US$179. 
For more information contact your 
dealer or MACROTECH. Dealer and 
distributor inquiries most welcome. 

Macroprint Plus, Macrodisk and Speedisk are TM's of 
Macrotech Computer Products Ltd., Pkaso TM of 
Interactive Structures Inc., Grappler TM of Orange 
Micro Inc., Apple Dumpling TM of Microtek Inc., 
Apple 11/11+/Ile, Apple Parallel TM's of Apple 
Computer Inc., Franklin Ace TM of Franklin Computer 
Corporation. 

Designed especially for 
Apple 11/11+/Ile; 

Franklin AceTM & other 
Apple compatibles. 
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sert them alphabetically if you desire. 

Modifications 
Now that you have a list of total div-

idends and nontaxable distributions 
for the year, you might want to make 
separate lists of earnings on joint hold-
ings and on those owned by husband 
or wife. A simple program modifica-
tion accomplishes this. Add a line 36 in 
one of the three following forms. 

The first: 
36 IF S$(1,1) = "W" OR S$(1,1) "H" THEN 88 

results in a list of earnings generated by 
stocks held jointly. This statement says 
that if an asset is held by wife or hus-
band, skip down to line 88 to consider 
the next data. 

If you want an accounting of assets 
held by the wife, use: 
36 IF S$(1,1) = "H" OR S$(1,1) = T THEN 88 

This version tells the computer that if 
an asset is owned by the husband or 
jointly, skip again to line 88. 

For a list of the husband's earnings, 
substitute w for H in the statement 
above. This is the third version of 
line 36. 

Of course, for singles the whole 
question of ownership is irrelevant. In 
that case, you can enter " ", an empty 
string, as the first data entry on each 
data line. Or, an experienced pro-
grammer can eliminate references to 
s$(1,1) and S$(1,2) and use s$(I) to list only 
the stock name. In that case, lines 18 
and 61 must also be eliminated. 

An investor with a large portfolio 
can modify the program to hold infor-
mation on more than 50 stocks. To do 
this, increase the value of 50 as desired 
in the dimension statements in lines 2 
and 3. 

One thought before closing: Since 
figuring dividend income for tax pur-
poses is a yearly occurrence, it may pay 
to type in and save the basic Stock Div-
idends program for later copying be-
fore appending data statements. Then 
save another copy complete with your 
present data for actually running the 
program. When next year's tax time 
comes around you can call up the 
"dean" copy and repeat the process. 
That way you won't have to waste 
time deleting old data before entering 
the new. ■ 
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Notes on 	 
Human 
Engineering 
Your programming may be elegant and efficient, but 
that won't help the novice user if slhe can't run it. 

by P.N. van Kampen 

When a new program is an-
nounced, it is almost always 

claimed to be easy-to-use. But once 
you start running it you find there 
are pitfalls. Then when you attempt to 
solve one of these problems, you prob-
ably find the manual large but still in-
complete. Imagine the difficulties the 
first-time computer user must have. 

If you're writing programs for a 
business environment, they should be 
easy-to-use, even for the inexperi-
enced. The goal of this article is to 
present obstacles that most novice 
computer users encounter and offer 
suggestions on how to avoid them. Ex-
amples come from my experience in 
programming a large database system, 
but the results are applicable to most 
any program. 

First, don't expect the operator to 
read (and memorize) your manual. 
Make your program self-explanatory. 
The operator should have to refer to 
the manual only for very specific infor-
mation, or in order to get the program 
running the first time. 

Display a list of the options available 
at any time during program execution. 
Many programmers do this with a 
menu list and a small explanation of 
each selection. This is one possible so-
lution, but probably not the best. Peo-
ple don't like to read long stories on the 

Address correspondence to P.N. van Kampen, 
Haagweg 34, 2321 AE Leiden, Holland. 
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monitor screen. And the more complex 
the screen display, the more difficult it 
is to locate the relevant information. 

Side Paths 
Side paths are responsible for most 

user problems. If an operator wants to 
do something, s/he should be able to 
just type the command and perform 
the action. Let me give you an example 
that is common to most database pro-
grams. When the operator wants to 
retrieve a specific record from the 
database, s/he usually must specify the 
fastest sort procedure for the purpose. 
This is a side path. 

All the operator wants to do is 
retrieve a record. S/he doesn't always 
know which sorts are maintained, and 
even knowing that, doesn't know 
which one to choose. A good database 
program allows the operator to type 
the relevant information for the record 
to be retrieved, and then figures out by 
itself which sort to use. 

Don't underestimate the problems 
that operators have when encounter-
ing these side paths. It's even worse 
when the operator isn't prompted 
through a side path. A lot of programs 
assume that you know (and remem-
ber) to use option 6 before using option 
7. If option 7 is GET A RECORD and op-
tion 6 is CHOOSE SORT, which option 
do you think the operator will choose? 
Side paths are hard to use, because 
they assume knowledge about how  

your program works. It takes extra 
programming to get rid of all side 
paths, but if you really want to have an 
easy-to-use program you should start 
there. 

A special application of these pre-
dictable path principles relates to pro-
grams that use a question-and-answer 
dialogue. The program poses a ques-
tion and the operator responds with 
an answer. Sometimes the answer 
to one question depends on whether or 
not another question is posed. 

Consider the prompt: DO YOU WANT 
TO MAKE A NEW SORT? Assume that the 
operator wants to change an old sort. 
Will the changed sort be a new sort or 
not? If s/he answers no, will the pro-
gram ask if s/he wants to change an old 
sort? The operator can get confused, 
because the path of the program is not 
predictable. 

To avoid this, the program should 
first display all questions that might 
be relevant and then prompt the oper-
ator to answer them by placing the 
cursor behind each question. If, in the 
course of things, some questions be-
come irrelevant, the program simply 
skips them. 

Program Consistency 
The need for consistency springs 

from the fact that computer users want 
the skills they acquire in learning to use 
one part of a program to be applicable 
to other parts. The operator should 
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THE NEW D-92 DUAL MODE MODULAR PRINTER 

WE DARE YOU TO 
COMPARE! 

But don't just look at the price, 
consider the features, reliability 
and flexibility of the D-92 dual 
mode modular printer. 

FEATURES 
7x9 Font For Data Processing 
printing 

11x9 Font For Crisp Clear 
Business Letters 

. 100 CPS Bidirectional Printing 

. Short Line Seeking Logic 

. 800 Character Buffer 

. Six Different Character Sizes 

.100% Duty Cycle 

. Parallel Interface 

RELIABILITY 
All Data Impact Products 
printers are built with superior 
materials right here in the 
United States. 	Each unit is 
inspected, tested and burned in 
at the factory to insure superior 
quality. 

Other measures of reliability 
. 100 Million Character User-

Replaceable Printhead 
. 5 Million Character Ribbon 

Cartridge 
. Easy Access and Serviceable 

Single Circuit Board 
. Full Factory Warranty 

FLEXIBILITY 
The D-92 was built with your 
future in mind. The highly 
modular design provides 
several upgradeable options 
such as: 
. Adjustable Tractor Feed 
. Dot Addressable Graphics 
. 2K Buffer 
. X-ON/X-OFF 
. RS232 Serial Interface 
. 9600 Baud 
. Single Sheet Feeder 
. Sound Cover 
Naturally, Data Impact Products 
printers will interface with all 
popular computers whether it is 
IBM, Osborne, TRS, Apple, 
Atari, etc. 

Special Promotion—Free Apple Interface Card and Cable with Printer Purchase. 
For more information call 

1-800-327-1525 

DATA IMPACT PRODUCTS, INC. 
r 745 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MA 02110 TEL: 617-482-4214 
	 TELEX: 951047 DIP INC BSN 
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know your program after using only 
part of it. Once the operator learns 
how to type in a new record in a 
database, s/he should know without 
further learning how to change the 
record. If an operator is able to 
retrieve a record by typing in a name, 
s/he should be able to retrieve a record 
by typing in the address, or any other 
information important at the moment. 

The options in your program should 
be powerful and consistent. If A is pos-
sible, although B seems to be a little bit 
different, it should also be possible. In 
general, restrictions on the use of any 
option in certain specific situations 
make programs hard to use, because 
the operator doesn't know the restric-
tions, nor the conditions that lead to 
these restrictions. 

Computer novices need to be told to 
use the return key after typing the re-
sponse to a prompt. But then they may 
forget all about it after they've an- 

swered some Y/N prompts that do not 
require hitting the return key. At the 
next multiple-character prompt they'll 
keep looking at the screen to see what's 
going to happen, not knowing that the 
program is waiting for them. This kind 
of inconsistency is common, probably 
because programmers are used to the 
slightly faster one-key response. 

Error Detection 
Powerful error detection and han-

dling is required in any well-designed 
program. Incorrect data entry should 
never lead to statements such as BREAK 
IN 33003 or PROGRAM INTERRUPTED. 
Test, test and test your program so you 
do not create such disastrous effects. 

Define a set of rules for setting up 
each display, keeping error messages, 
prompts, special information, etc., al-
ways at the same location on the 
screen. If you adhere to these rules, the 
operator will understand each new  

display at first sight. 
To draw the operator's attention, 

the program can flash a message or it 
can ring a bell. But this loses its effect 
when the program resembles a pinball 
machine! A good rule of thumb is to 
use sound only after an error. 

User Interface 
Whatever the program will be used 

for, the first thing you should design is 
the user interface. To ensure consistent 
prompting throughout the program, 
you can employ a set of subroutines to 
be called from various parts of the pro-
gram. If you're writing in Pascal, use 
the library unit ENTRIES, as described 
in the inCider article "Trip Trapping" 
(January 1983), or something like 
it. Then design (and test) program 
prompts and responses to operator en-
tries. Develop the rest of the pro-
gram only after you're satisfied with 
the user interface. 

Carefully plan your promptings, 
avoiding computer terms. To the initi-
ated "backup" means a program copy 
held as insurance, but to the inexperi-
enmd computer operator it probably 
means go back to 'the previous task. 
Use "copy disk" instead. The general 
rule is, first think of all the ways some-
one might interpret a prompt, then 
test it on some friends. 

Provide Feedback 
Feedback is an important concept in 

computer programming. If the pro-
gram user types a keyboard entry, 
something should appear on the screen 
to indicate that the entry has been rec-
ognized. Otherwise, s/he might repeat 
the entry or try another, probably 
causing something unintended to hap-
pen in the process. Some programs al-
low the user to enter commands thai 
do not take effect immediately. The 
dot commands in most text editors thai 
set the number of lines on a page oi 
specify a page break are an example. Ii 
is difficult to avoid such things, but 
excessive use makes the program hard 
to use, because the operator doesn't 
immediately know if s/he used the 
correct commands. So s/he must mem-
orize them or refer to the manual. 
Commands that provide immediate 
feedback are better because the opera-
tor can try them out and take corrective 
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MOTHERBOARD ROM TEST 
APPLESOFT CARD TEST 
INTEGER CARD TEST 
MOTHERBOARD RAM TEST 
16K RAM CARD TEST' 
AUX RAM TEST • 
80 COLUMN CARD TEST ' 
PARALLEL CARD TEST 
SPEAKER FUNCTION TEST 
SOUARE WAVE MODULATION 
ON BOARD HELP 
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DRIVE HEAD READ/WRITE TEST 
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DISK DRIVE MAINTENANCE 
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THE + plus 
master diagnostics + plus provides everything needed to maintain your computer.  
The entire package is housed in our own molded case to protect against static 
electricity. x-ray and other contaminants.  

Included in The kit is 
• THE DIAGNOSTICS DISKETTE 
• FORTY PAGE PROCEDURE MANUAL 
• HEAD CLEANING KIT + 2 CLEANING DISKS 

• CRT SCREEN CLEANER 
• COMPUTER/DRIVE HOUSING CLEANER 
• REUSEABLE CHAMOIS TIPPED WANDS 

ORDER TOLL FREE ANYTIME or SEE YOUR NEAREST DEALER 
MasterCard, Visa & C.O.D. users call: 1.800835-2246 

Kansas Residents call: 1800-362-2421 
Add: 65.00 shipping outside U.S. & Canada 
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Technical Products, Inc. 
25 PROSPECT STREET • LEOMINSTER, MA 01453 

VISA 

"This is a paradox: Why are programs easier to use 
when you're explaining less?" 

action whenever necessary. 
You must also protect the operator 

from the unintended use of destructive 
commands by making them compli-
cated to do. Ask for confirmation—is 
the operator sure that s/he wants it to 
happen? 

Menu Misuse 
Many programs use menus to 

prompt the operator, and not without 
reason. Menu-driven programs are 
easy to learn, because they make few 
demands on human memory. How-
ever, menus have their disadvantages: 

1) Menus tend to get frustrating for 
experienced operators. To go from one 
option to another, you usually have to 
go through many menus, each taking 
time for the display and to select the 
appropriate option. 

2) If the operator wants an action 
that is not one of the currently dis-
played options, s/he must know (or 

guess) which option to choose to get to 
the correct menu. 

3) Menus invite poor programming. 
Instead of writing a program that has a 
few powerful options, you end up 
writing a program with a confusing ar-
ray of specific options. The more op-
tions, the more confusion. 

I try to avoid menus in my pro-
grams, except for parts that are seldom 
used, such as set-up and maintenance 
routines. 

How to Avoid Menus 
The operator can enter single-letter 

commands from a list at the top of the 
screen. (Be sure to let the operator 
enter return.) Of course, you could see 
this as just a substitute menu without 
the usual explanations. But because 
you're only displaying mnemonics, in-
stead of one-line explanations, you're 
forced to keep the number of available 
commands and the number of menus 

as low as possible. 
This is a paradox: Why are pro-

grams easier to use when you're ex-
plaining less? It's because you're forced 
to have a good option design, or no one 
will understand your mnemonics. If 
you're using a menu-driven program, 
it's just too easy to extend the menus 
with an option for every specific task, 
instead of thinking about a way to fit 
the new task into the old options in a 
consistent way. 

A "help" option is very useful. With 
it the operator can get an explanation 
of available options when s/he feels the 
need. The information can be read 
from a special help file to minimize 
program memory usage. 

As an example, I am designing a 
database system that uses only 13 com-
mands (not counting the commands in 
the separate set-up program). The 
most important of these are GET, NEXT, 
PREVIOUS, DUMP, LIST, SELECT, 
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WHEN THE CHIPS ARE DOWN ... 
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"master diagnostics + plus" 
Ifs reasonable to suspect that every Apple owner has wondered at some time or another. if 

all those chips are working up to par, or if it's time for Disk Speed Calibration. Head Cleaning or 
General Maintenance 

Master Diagnostics Plus is a comprehensive diagnostics package for the Apple computers.  
As a diagnostic set. it can save unhooking all the peripherals and carrying an Apple to the dealer 
every time a minor hardware problem is suspected or periodic maintenance procedures are 
required such as DISK SPEED CALIBRATION, MONITOR ALIGNMENT, DRIVE HEAD CLEANING, 
etc.. etc. Necessary maintenance is made easy by the routines and documentation provided.  

For those without a service center nearby the diagnostic routines can save travel or shipping 
and considerable downtime for minor problems. Anyone fighting glitches in a program would rest 
a little easier knowing the computer at least. IS working properly.  

As quoted in NIBBLE magazine 
"Master Diagnostics Plus is an impressive collection of diagnostic routines for the Apple II 

and Apple II Plus. It is capable for supplying sufficient information so you know whether or not 
your computer is performing normally. Regular use of the maintenance routines and supplies will 
help to insure top-notch operation. The peace of mind afforded by being able to regularly monitor 
computer performance is well worth the price of the program. This package should be In the library 
of every Apple user 	' Also received 'AAA-  reviews in every U.S. Micro Mag.  

Specify Version II or lie 
REQUIRES: 48K, FP IN ROM 

1 DISK DRIVE, DOS 13 master diagnostics $55.00 
unlimited warranty 	master diagnostics + plus $75.00 

APPLE is Recistered Trademark or Apple Computer Co 

MONITOR SKEWING TESTS 
MONITOR & MODULATOR CALIBRATION 
MONITOR TEXT PAGE TEST 
MONITOR TEST PATTERN 
MONITOR & TV YOKE ALIGNMENT 
LO-RES COLOR TESTS 
HI-RES COLOR TESTS 
LISSAJOUS PATTERNS 
RND HI-RES COLOR GENERATOR 
GENERAL MAINTENANCE 

APPLE //e 
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ARE YOU BUYING 
USED SOFTWARE? 

If you think that "rent before you buy" software 
plans are a good idea, you're right. But think again. 
THE VULCAN SOFTWARE NO-NONSENSE 
RIGHT OF RETURN GUARANTEE: 
1) You get new, factory fresh software. Not software that's 
"rented" until it gets sold. Guaranteed. 
2) You get a FULL MONTH (not just a week) to evaluate the 
package. If you aren't happy with it for any reason, send it back 
for a refund. No questions asked. Guaranteed. 

3) You get an 80% refund on Business, Educational, and 
Utility software; 50% refund on selected Games. If you don't 
buy, you pay less than "rental fees". Guaranteed. 
Low, competitive prices. No membership dues. Free 
newsletters. Large selection of EDUCATIONAL software. 

/ULCAN SOFTWARE 
1805 SAULTER ROAD 
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35209 

(205) 871-5510 

c/fferA/0- Tm.111 
FRICTION FEED for your EPSON 

MX-80 or RX-80 
• Converts your printer to friction feed 

of SINGLE SHEETS or ROLL PAPER. 

• Fits other printers based on Epson models 
(IBM PC, Commodore, H-P Dot Matrix, etc.). 

• Simple installation; all you need is a 
screwdriver (no soldering). 

• Tractor Feed remains 
undisturbed. 

ADD $2.00 FOR SHIPPING 
CA Residents add 6% sales tax 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE • QUANTITY RATES AVAILABLE 

MICRO-GRIP 
3164 DUMBARTON AVENUE, DEPT. IC 

 	SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404 
PHONE (714) 864.6643 
	 VISA 

4•Awircitc-- 	, xarepaii ,i,_ _.;_vinirmigy: (0 

raga ONLY $39
Z
.95 
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CHANGE, NEW and REMOVE. 
The NEW command allows you to 

enter data in a user-designed multiple-
screen layout. A full-screen text editor 
simplifies the necessary text entry. The 
GET command displays the same 
screen layout, and allows you to enter 
any combination of fields in the rec-
ord. All entered fields are compared 
with the stored records until a match-
ing record is found. Advanced users 
can use special symbols to satisfy more 
complicated search requests. 

Once you've got a record displayed, 
you can DUMP it on the printer, or you 
can enter the CHANGE command, and 
then use the same full-screen editor as 
in the NEW and GET commands to 
enter any changes. The SELECT com-
mand is similar to the GET command, 
but instead of getting one specific rec-
ord it allows you to select any number 
of records matching the entered condi-
tions, after which you can LIST them  

in any user-designed layout on the 
printer. 

After getting a record you can use 
the REMOVE command to (you guessed 
it) remove the record from the data-
base. The NEXT and PREVIOUS com-
mands are used to step through the 
database records in a sorted order. All 

"You've either selected 
smart friends, or you've 

written a good program." 

sorts are maintained (sorted) simulta-
neously and updated after each record 
entry or record change without opera-
tor interference. Although the pro-
gram uses a dynamic record length 
(only typed-in characters are stored), 
there is no need for the operator to 

compress or crunch the data to free up 
unused disk space. 

Conclusion 
Design the user interface before the 

rest of the program. Avoid side paths, 
since they are the major source of con-
fusion. Make commands consistent 
and avoid restrictions that are not ob-
vious. Define a set of rules for data en-
try and information display and ad-
here to them throughout the program. 

Test your program on friends with 
little computer experience. Explain 
just a few things about your program 
and ask them to figure out the rest. 
Carefully observe your friends: What 
are their mistakes? Where do they 
need your assistance? Where are they 
misinterpreting your prompts? If your 
friends use your program without as-
sistance, you've either selected smart 
friends, or you've written a good 
program. II 
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DOS, CP PASCAL 
The only communications software 

you'll ever need! 
Softerm 1 
The Complete, Upgradeable Package for Home or 
Business Use 
Softerm 1 is a powerful and flexible terminal emula-
tion program that operates on an Apple® II, II Plus, 
or Ile to provide basic terminal communications to 
a variety of host computers, timesharing services, 
and information services such as The Source' 
CompuServe® and the Dow Jones News/Retrieval® 
It operates full or half-duplex at speeds up to 
9600 bps using either a direct connection or any 
standard manual or auto-dial modem. Features in-
clude user-defined keyboard macros, built-in phone 
book for automatic dialing, terminal mode line 
capture simultaneously to print or disk, copy screen 
to print or disk, and terminal status display. 

DOS, CP/M, and PASCAL 
File Compatibility Combined In a Single Program 
Softerm 1 incorporates an advanced file manager 
which provides compatibility with DOS 3.3, CP/M, 
and Pascal disk formats for all file operations 
including file transfers. And at speeds up to 5 times 
faster than standard Apple DOS! Built-in disk utili-
ties provide INIT, CATALOG, RENAME, and DELETE 
commands for all disk formats. Wildcard match char-
acters can be used whenever filenames are entered. 

Local file transfers allow DOS, CP/M, or Pascal 
files to be displayed, printed, or even copied to 
another disk. For example, a file on a CP/M for-
matted disk in Drive 1 could be copied to a Pascal 
formatted disk in Drive 2 providing a complete 
format conversion capability. Numerous editing 
options such as tab expansion and removing 
unwanted characters allow easy reformatting of 
data to accommodate the variations in data formats 
used by host computers. 

Multi-Protocol 
File Transfer Capability 
Softerm 1 offers file transfer methods flexible 
enough to match any host computer requirement. 
These include the character protocol with user-
definable characteristics to provide maximum flexi-
bility for text file transfers to any computer. The 
CP/M User's Group standard XMODEM protocol 
may be used for binary file transfers with systems 
using the CP/M operating system. The intelligent 
Softrans protocol can be used to transfer any type 
file and provides automatic binary encoding and 
decoding, error detection and automatic retransmis-
sion, and data compression to enhance line utiliza-
tion. A FORTRAN 77 source program is supplied 
with Softerm 1 which is easily adaptable to any 
host computer to allow communications with 
Softerm using the Softrans protocol. Specific host 
computer versions of the Softrans FORTRAN pro-
gram are available on request. 
Softerm file transfer utilizes an easy to use com-
mand language which may be executed interactively 
or from a macro command file which has been 
previously entered and saved on disk. Twenty-three 
high-level commands include DIAL, CATALOG, 
SEND, RECEIVE, ONERR, MONITOR, HANGUP, and 
others. A SCHEDULE command even allows file 
transfers at a specific date and time. 

Softerm 2 
The "Choice of Professionals" 
Softerm 2 includes all features of Softerm 1 and 
provides an exact terminal emulation for a wide 
range of conversational and block mode CRT ter-
minals. Special function keys, sophisticated editing 
features, even local printer capabilities of the ter-
minals emulated are fully supported. In fact, your 
host computer won't know the difference! All of the 
following emulations are included in Softerm 2 and 
the list is growing... 

ADDS Regent 20, 25, 40, 60 • ADDS Viewpoint • 
Data General D200 • Datapoint 3601 • DEC VT102, 
VT52 • Hazeltine 1400, 1410, 1500, 1520 • Honey-
well VIP7205 • IBM 3101 Model 10 and 20 • Lear 
Siegler ADM-3A, ADM-5 • TeleVideo 910, 925 

You'll Never Outgrow It 
For the latest program enhancements, you can 
access the Softronics Online Update Service 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. New hardware support 
or terminal emulations are immediately available to 
all Softerm users. 

Softerm 1 —$135 
Softerm 2 —$195 

Available now from your local dealer or Softronics, 
Inc. 
*Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc., CP/M is a 
registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc., Dow Jones News/ 
Retrieval is a registered trademark of Dow Jones, Inc., The Source 
is a service mark of Source Telecomputing Corporation, CompuServe 
is a registered trademark of CompuServe, Inc. 

S  ®  FTRONICS 
6626 Prince Edward, Memphis, TN 38119, 901-683-6850 



ANNOUNCING A REVOLUTION 
IN APPLE GRAPHICS AND SOUND 

THE tviikuico bIHINL) I HE IvinimuLE 

There is no question that the new SUPERSPRITE BOARD from Synetix is 
something of a miracle. 

Suddenly, the Apple's graphics capabilities have been pulled from 
mediocrity and launched into the forefront of today's state-of-the-art 
graphics explosion. SPRITE GRAPHICS, 16 HI-RES COLORS, 35 VIDEO 
PLANES, APPLE & SPRITE GRAPHICS TOGETHER, EXTENDED SOUND 
EFFECTS, VOICE AND MUCH MORE . . . NEVER POSSIBLE ON THE 
APPLE BEFORE NOW. 

Equally amazing are the three special software packages created espec-
ially for this board by Don Fudge, aptly titled THE STARSPRITE SYSTEM. 
The board, without STARSPRITE, would be much like the Apple without any 
programming language -- STARSPRITE is the key. 

By the end of the first sitting with the STARSPRITE SYSTEM, you'll not 
only be able to perform functions once rpserved only for seasoned program-
mers, you'll also be able to create grabhics and animation that, until now, 
weren't even thought possible on the Apple. 

STARSPRITE I is included at no extra charge with the SuperSprite board. 
This software and extensive manual teaches you how to take command of  

the board's graphics, sound, music and voice capabilities and includes three 
exciting, alterable arcade games. 

STARSPRITE II is designed for intermediate programming and contains 
utilities and tutorials for animation, sound effects, music, scene creation and 
much more. 

STARSPRITE III is a professional 
programmer's dream-come-true, pro-
viding the entire system's source 
codes, machine language routines, 
pokes, buffers, collision paths, 
AmperspriteTM  information, etc. 

The STARSPRITE SYSTEM is unlike 
anything yet created for the Apple.  
For more information dial (503) 
345-5202 for a special two-minute 
recording. Our order number is (503) 
345-3043. Call us now to experience 
the future. 

Circle 100 on Reader Service card.  
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Announcing 

aguicreveSpriter. 

Plug arcade excitement 
into your Apple computer 
Super Sprite is an amazing peripheral card that plugs easily 

into the Apple's expansion slot. It magically transforms your Apple 
into an exciting entertainment center for colorful and dramatic 
animation, realistic sound effects and actual speech. 

Sprites Galore 
Only Super Sprite has multi-plane graphics for life-like 3-D 

animation. Watch your screen come alive with animated characters 
(sprites) that flit and fly, intersect and interact, and never get in the 
way of each other. And sprite action can join standard Apple 
graphics on the screen at the same time. 

Software Support 
Every Super Sprite package includes the Ampersprite 

software language that lets you devise sprites in seconds from the 
keyboard. Plus sound effects and speech! Or, simpler yet, you can buy a 
commercial game that's already written around the Super Sprite. 

Your computer store should have Super Sprite in stock. If 
not, ask him to order one for you. Suggested retail is only $395. 

4INK 
/1"lak 

NUL 

Synetix Inc. 
15050 N. E. 95th, Redmond, WA 98052, (206) 881-7110 1-800-426-7412 

Super Sprite package includes 
operator's manual, 
Ampersprite programming utility 
and demo diskettes. 

Ampersprite is a registered trademark of Avant-Garde Creations, Inc 	"'Super Sprite is a registered trademark of Synetix Systems, Inc., 1983. 	©Copyright Synetix Systems, Inc., 1983. 
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Business Review 

The 
Accountant 

	by Gregory R. Glau 

L et's call her Tracy; she bought 
the Accountant so she'd have 

an answer to all those "Well, your 
Apple is nice, but whatever do you 
do with it, dear?" questions. 

One day, after hearing that ques-
tion for the umpteenth time, she 
smiled and whipped out a balance 
sheet or two, along with a complete.  
400-line budget for her family—
itemized, even, down to paperback 
book purchases. 

"This," she said. 
Tracy took the Accountant and its 

87-page tabbed and indexed manual 
home to read up on it. She learned 
the Accountant allows her up to 63 
accounts (cash, credit cards, auto 
costs, etc.) and also up to 63 codes, 
which arrange account balances 
together. 

For instance, if you want to keep 
track of your tax-deductible ex-
penses, you might have a number of 
84 eider October 1983 

accounts for rental units, insurance, 
taxes, and so on. The Accountant lets 
you arrange them by codes to give 
you a printout, or lets you display 
their balances and details. 

Table 1 lists the coded accounts on 
the sample disk. One set shows your 
"liquidity," the state of your cash posi-
tion, the other shows the "charge" 
grouping. The program can handle 
between 2500 and 4000 transactions 
per disk. That comes out to at least 
208 a month for a year's data, and 
perhaps as many as 333 per month. 
That's more than enough for Tracy. 

The manual allots only one para-
graph apiece to the asset, liability 
and reserve accounts, but Tracy 
found lucid examples that helped her 
understand the double-entry method 
of accounting. For example, the 
manual notes if you cash a check, you 
increase the cash account and de-
crease the checking account. If you  

buy a shirt, you decrease the cash ac-
count and also decrease the clothing 
"reserve" account. At all times, it 
maintains a balance. 

Tracy also read that the program 
allows up to nine sets of automatic 
transactions. If she has the same in-
come and/or expense items every 
month (or whenever), she can define 
these automatic transactions and 
then post them anytime she likes. 
Also, the Accountant provides and 
prints a balance sheet so you may see 
your financial progress. 

Table 2 is a balance sheet based on 
the sample disk's data. The date, in-
cidentally, is not a typographical 
error. The 33/33/33 is what Tracy 
entered when the program asked for 
the date; the Accountant allows any- 

Address correspondence to Gregory R. Glau, 
PO Box 1627, Prescott, AZ 86302. 



GROUPS 

LIQUIDITY 
CHECKING 607.01 
CASH 110.54 
SAVINGS ACCT. 104.24 
MONEY MARKET 14,578.25 

GROUP TOTAL: 15,400.04 

CHARGES 
VISA 175.26 
MASTERCARD 96.83 

GROUP TOTAL: 272.09 

Table I. Sample "group" accounts. 

BALANCE SHEET 
33/33/33 

ASSETS 
3 BONDS 4,000.00 
4 CASH 110.54 
5 CHECKING 607.01 
20 IRA FUND 500.00 
28 MONEY MARKET 14,578.25 
30 RECEIVABLES 0.00 
33 SAVINGS ACCT. 104.24 
36 STOCKS 18,653.60 
37 TAXES WITHELD 5,825.05 

44,378.69 

LIABILITIES 
13 	FED. 	WITHOLDING 3,100.00 
14 	FICA 	WITHOLDING 1,975.05 
23 	LOAN1 1,825.00 
24 	LOAN2 2,400.00 
25 	MASTERCARD 96.83 
34 	SELF 	WITHOLDING 1,000.00 
35 	STATE WITHOLDING 750.00 
40 	VISA 175.26 

11,322.14 

RESERVES (EXPENSES/EQUITY) 
1 	APPLIANCES -51.41 
2 	AUTOMOBILE -115.56 
6 	CLOTHING 103.96 
7 	DENTIST 46.00 
8 	DOCTOR 165.00 
9 	DRUGS 20.00 
10 	ELECTRIC 218.49 
11 	ENTERTAINMENT 18.67 
12 	EQUITY 32,060.65 
15 	FURNITURE 63.00 
16 	GAS -129.35 
17 	GIFTS -9.00 
18 	GROCERIES 67.95 
19 	HOME IMPRVMNTS -172.25 
21 	LAUNDRY 3.63 
22 	LIFE INS. -42.00 
26 	MEDICAL INS. -27.10 
27 	MISC. 213.92 
29 	MORTGAGE PMTS -26.10 
31 	RENTAL PROPERTY -229.40 
32 	REPAIRS 20.50 
38 	TELEPHONE 24.35 
39 	VACATION 750.00 
41 	WATER 82.60 

33,056.55 

BALANCE 
	

44,378.69 44,378.69 

Table 2. Sample balance sheet. 
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Your secretary types reports and revises project 
budgets on an Apple microcomputer. Whyshould you 
be stuck with the same pen and ink used by medieval 
alchemists? An ALIS automation system together 
with your Apple II can eliminate manual recording 
and setting of instruments. ALIS systems can work 
with pH meters, strain gauges, timers, positioners, 
microbalances, flow meters, BCD devices - in short 
almost ANY device which accepts or generates an 
analog or digital signal. 

ALIS makes 
automation easy 
Each ALIS system is complete with preassembled 
hardware, from Apple interface to cabling, terminal 
box and test switches - as easy to install as a printer. 
ALIS' interface software lets your Applesoft programs 
talk directly with the real world at up to 10,000 data 
points per second. You can display your results im-
mediately or off-line with ALIS' modifiable hi-res 
graphing system. Each ALIS system is thoroughly 
documented with over 150 pages of readable 
manuals, including 
sample programs and 
application notes to 
assist in automating 
your lab. 

ALIS automation systems are available NOW in the following 
configurations: 

•PrecisionAnalogInput:ALIS/Al2 
(16channels,0.0240/oPrec,8ranges,100mVimin) 

• Analog Input: ALIS/A08 
(16 channels, 0.39% Prec., 5 Volts Full Scale) 

• Analog Output:ALIS/AO 
(2 channels, 0.39% Pmc, 10 Volts Full Scale) 

• Digital Input/Output: ALIS/D10 $1600 
(32 bi-directional channels, quad firnersjnterrupts) 	

:::: 

Available soon: ALIS/ MX256 256 channel analog input. 
ALIS systems require a 48K APPLE, APPLESOFT, DOS 3.2/3 
For detailed specifications and complete price 
schedule see your Apple dealer, or contact: 

ecoirtech, inc. 
2990 Lake Lansing Rd. • P.O. Box 776 • East Lansing, MI 48823 

(517) 337-9226 

ALIS is a trademark of Eco-Tech, Inc. 
APPLE & APPLESOFT are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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thing for a date, including a com-
ment line. 

Before the Accountant would 
work, Tracy had to plug a little black 
box into the game socket inside her 
Apple. So her children could still 
play games on the micro, Tracy 
bought a game socket extender 
(about $25), so she could plug in the 
joystick or the little black box outside 
the Apple. And since the Accountant 
is not copy protected, Tracy was 
asked to copy the program and work 
from her copy. 

Tracy Begins 
Tracy turned to the Demonstra-

tion section of the manual, inserted 
the disk and turned on her Apple. In 
about 22 seconds, a message asked 
Tracy for a password. The manual 
says to use control-K (CTRL K) (the 
use of a password is for privacy, not 
for protection). Unfortunately, though 
you can change the password, there 
are no instructions on how to elimi-
nate it. 

The manual took Tracy through a 
listing of the accounts and codes for 
the demonstration, along with a sam-
ple balance sheet. She also learned 
about the built-in calculator, whose 
final result will become your entry 
amount if you desire. Tracy wasn't too 
thrilled with its operation, though, 
and the directions confused her. 

Quotes the manual: "Division is 
accomplished by entering a number 
followed by the '/' key." Not so, 
Tracy discovered; the first number 
must be entered as an "add" number, 
and displays like this: 

(entry number) 

	

144.00 + 	1 	144.00 + 

Now, to divide by, say, 12, you enter 
12/, and see: 

	

144.00 + 	1 	144.00 + 

	

12.00/ 	 2 	 12.00 

To clear the calculator, Tracy 
must push zero.- 

The Accountant has two main 
menus, so Tracy found it easy to 
move around. And the program traps 
errors well; she couldn't mess things 
up even if she tried. 

But instead of the business terms 
"debit" and "credit," the Accoun-
tant's normal mode shows "Increase" 

"The program traps errors 
well; she couldn't 

mess things up even if 
she tried." 

and "Decrease," which are definitely 
easier to understand. And the ex-
amples are clear, too; if you buy a 
shirt and charge it to your Master-
Card, you increase the MasterCard 
account and decrease your clothing 
balance. In many instances, the Ac-
countant knows what to do with your 
numbers, based on the kind of ac-
count you tell it to post to. 

About then Tracy accidentally hit 
RESET. The Accountant stopped. 
Well, it isn't RESET protected, Tracy 
thought, but that's no big deal. She 
typed CATALOG, summoning 19 
Applesoft or binary files, plus as-
sorted text files. 

With much of the system written in 
Basic, the program doesn't exactly 
sprint from program to program. But, 
Tracy thought, look on the bright 
side. If she ever wants to change 
anything, she probably could—if she 
learned enough about programming. 

Tracy tried a monthly summary 
and was delighted. This selection not 
only shows the summary of an ac-
count, but two bar graphs come 
along for the ride. The first bar 
graph shows account activity by 
month, and the second shows the 
change in amounts from month to 
month. This is terrific, Tracy 
thought, and she's right. 

Tracy tried the transaction part of 
the program, a "sort" type of opera-
tion which displays or prints all 
transactions within the range she 
specifies, along with a range of dates. 
Tracy discovered she could ask to see 
all transactions from #51 to #75 that 
occurred between 6/1/83 and 6/15/83 
for her automobile account. 

When Tracy started a new month, 
the program made sure that's what 
she wanted to do. Once verified, she 
still could see or print all transaction 
details, even after a month had been 
closed out. 

One little difficulty popped up, 
though. The Accountant, Tracy 
read, has what they call "inverted" 
accounts, for which the program sets 
pointers for quick referencing. Tracy  

tried to search the non-inverted auto-
mobile expense account, asking the 
program to comb through the 409 en-
tries in its demonstration file. Dis-
playing its 43 auto transactions took 
3 minutes, 50 seconds. When she 
tried an inverted account like cloth-
ing, its 15 entries displayed in 15 sec-
onds. What a difference! 

Later Tracy learned you can 
specify which accounts you want in-
verted without actually "building" 
the files as you enter them. The 
manual notes: "The amount of time 
required to build inverted files varies 
between 1 and 25 minutes depending 
on the number of transactions in the 
database." Therefore, Tracy decided 
to let the program invert its files 
while she did something else. 

When Tracy added new accounts 
to the demonstration file, the Ac-
countant did as it was told, but then 
reloaded itself (yep, it asked for the 
password again) to start over. It also 
reloads when you change the slot 
your printer is in, and when you add 
or change group ("coded") accounts. 

Though the documentation says this 
shouldn't happen, the Accountant 
reloaded on Tracy time and again. 

The Tutorial 
The Tutorial section offers clear 

examples for posting. Tracy got 
through them fine, except for "split 
transactions"—such as when you pay 
MasterCard and "distribute" the 
payment to two or more accounts. If 
the total comes out of your checking 
account (which it would), then part 
should go to MasterCard and part to 
interest. 

However, when Tracy tried it, she 
found the MasterCard account only 
showed the part of the transaction 
posted directly to it. If the Accoun-
tant is supposed to keep track of your 
checking and credit card balances (as 
the manual promises), the Master-
Card balance will be off by the 
amount of the interest. It will still 
look like you owe that finance 
charge. 

The answer: Tracy must post the 
interest charge separately, just like 
any other invoice. Why doesn't the 
manual mention that? Then again, 
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1982 
rograms, earns high marks and is easy to .use." 

CREATIVE COMPUTING — Jan. 1983 
"The documentation is thorough, easily read, and complete." 
"The program is so easy to use that rarely will reference have to be made to the 
manual." 

SOFTALK — Jan. 1982 
"For the home user (and perhaps 
package we evaluated was Th 
"The ACCOUNT-A/110  s, 
straightforward 	e. 

INFOWORLD — Jan. 3/10, 1983 
"Compete flexible financial data base package for the home user."' 
" ... exceptionally fast. ... highly recommend." 

Decision Support Software Inc. 
1438 Ironwood Drive, McLean, VA 22101 • (703) 241-8316 • Orders Only: (800) 368-2022 

Apple'., IBM., VisiCalc'.,,  The Home Accountant'. 

are trademarks of Apple, IBM, VisiCorp , and Continental Software respectively 

gA \Ott ?C°  

k‘W S complex small business), the best 
NTANT by Decision Support Software." 

make financial management a simple and 

it's to the Accountant's credit that 
finance charges can be handled two 
different ways—by posting them 
when paid or as a separate invoice. 

Tracy also noted that with a split 
transaction she must indicate 
whether she wanted to split one of 
those dreaded accounting terms they 
said you didn't need to know, debit or 
credit. A minor slip. 

Each of Tracy's 63 accounts have 
numbers, which she could also enter 
with abbreviations. That's good, be-
cause the Accountant's screen display 
doesn't come completely clean now 
and again. 

For instance, when Tracy entered 
MASTERCARD when asked what bill 
she was paying, the display looked 
like this: 

DECREASE ACCOUNT & MAST 
ERCARD 

When she was prompted for the other 
account (in this case, checking), she 
saw: 
INCREASE OR DECREASE? 
ERCARD 

DEBIT ACCOUNT: MASTERCARD 

The ERCARD is a leftover that 
doesn't get cleared off the display 
screen. 

While most programs normally 
won't let you go back to enter a trans-
action prior to the one last entered 
into the database, the Accountant 
has a "date suppress" command that 
allows just that. And it works, too, 
although once implemented the pro-
gram rebuilds the file to once again 
arrange things in order. And as the 
manual notes, "For large databases, 
the reorganization may take up to 
half an hour." 

So, Tracy decided, the Accountant 
searches slowly unless the file is in-
verted, and building inverted files is 
in itself slow. And if you miss a pay-
ment or bill and have to insert that 
late information, it can really take 
some time to reorganize the file. But 
the program can at least do it, which 
not all systems can claim. Remem-
ber, you don't have to sit and watch 
the program work; you can do some-
thing else. 

Tracy found it easy to enter printer 
control characters to let her printer 
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know what to do. But on page 66 the 
manual says, "In order to insure that 
you do not get a 'disk full' message 
while adding transactions to your 
data base, you should periodically 
use the FID program supplied on 
DOS 3.3 System Master disk to check 
the number of free sectors." And it 
continues: ". . . if the disk becomes 
full, the Accountant will inform you 
that the disk is full . . . (but) . . . the 
last transaction entered may have 
been lost and you will have to re-
define your inverted accounts and 
codes." 

Hmm, Tracy thought, there must 
be a better way than using some pro-
gram she really isn't familiar with or 
simply running out of space while 
merrily entering data. There's no 
way out—you'd have to invert the 
files again. 

This isn't a fatal flaw, but the pro-
gram should warn you that you're 
almost out of disk space before you 
really are. 

VisiCalc Applications 

The Accountant also interfaces 
with VisiCalc. You can output your 
Accountant data to a VisiCalc work-
sheet, thus avoiding duplicate data 
entry. Well, sort of. 

Unfortunately, the manual has a 
weak explanation on how to add 
your own accounts. In fact, it out-
and-out discourages you, so you 
don't get to practice with the 
manual's guidance. 

And Tracy quickly learned the 
VisiCalc interface doesn't have all 
the error-trapping the main Accoun-
tant program does. It isn't RESET pro-
tected either, and the VC interface 
doesn't even need the little black box 
plugged in to run. 

The program comes with a free 
utility disk containing four pro-
grams. Tracy needed her password to 
get into the programs. For some 
reason, the utility disk displays its 
catalog before going to a menu. 
You're not expected to do anything 
with it; it just comes up between 
booting the program and its menu. 

One selection, the Monthly 
Report, lets you display or print 
monthly details of an account. Tracy 
tried this with her MasterCard file. 

The screen showed her five transac-
tions, but the first two lines of the ini-
tial one scrolled off the screen, hid-
den by the screen heading. 

But Tracy found the utility disk's 
Reconcile program, which lets her 
reconcile the amounts she had in her 
Accountant files with credit card 
bills and/or bank statements. 

This works only with inverted ac-
counts. 

Well, after learning double-entry 
bookkeeping, a touch of accounting 

"The Accoutant does what it 
says it will do. It has a few 
little quirks of its own, but 

what doesn't?" 

and figuring out how to define her 
accounts, Tracy uses the Accoun-
tant—not perfectly (who wants to 
keep track of every two-dollar pur-
chase?), but well enough to know 
where her family is headed, and 
what they're spending their hard-
earned cash on. 

The Verdict 
Here's Tracy's assessment: "The Ac-

countant does what it says it will 
do. It has a few little quirks of its own, 
but what doesn't? I wish it weren't 
written in Basic, but perhaps I'll want 
to change something one day. 

"I appreciate the part that lets me 
examine any and all transactions. 
That's good. It's helpful to me, too, 
to be able to group things together to 
see our total interest, or loans, or 
whatever. 

"The utilities are okay, once you 
understand them. I like the fact that 
it's unprotected, and dislike it every 
time I have to unplug the little black 
thing and plug in the kids' joystick. 
Someone should make a box where 
we could flip a switch to go from one 
to the other, but that's nothing 
against this program. 

"I love the fact that it keeps every-
thing in balance all the time, no mat-
ter what transaction I make. I might 
post things to the wrong accounts, 
but at least they'll all balance. The  

manual is clear, too, and has some 
good examples. I could have used 
more basic instruction, but maybe you 
won't need it. And I like that I can get 
a balance sheet to see how we're doing 
financially. That really helps. 

"It's probably too primitive to use 
as a business application because it 
can't print billing statements or aging 
reports, but in a small business your 
finances are like a family's, so it 
might be okay. 

"But the fact that you don't know—
unless you use the FID program—if 
you're about to run out of disk space 
doesn't seem right to me. And worse 
for a business application, I'd think. 
Can you imagine the look on a book-
keeper's face to have that sort of a 
problem without any warning? 

"I liked the little graphs. I liked the 
printouts. When I make a mistake and 
have to insert a transaction between 
old ones, the program lets me. But it 
seems like it takes a long time to re-
build the database. But at least it can. 
I'd like to have everything inverted, 
but can't see letting the thing run on 
and on to do that. 

"I also don't like to give a password 
to see my own information. That's 
silly. 

"And the VisiCalc interface has 
promise but not a whole lot more. 
It's too bad, because VisiCalc can 
be a useful utility. The manual for 
this part of the program is much 
weaker than the general part of the 
instructions. 

"I guess the bottom line is, if you 
want to see what you're spending 
your money for, and are willing to 
spend a bit of time to record that in-
formation, the Accountant will do 
the job for you. Its little graphs are 
nice and it keeps itself balanced. 
That's good. If you want to do some 
things with VisiCalc, it's not so good. 
It does work, so maybe that's the bot-
tom line. 

"At least," Tracy says, "when 
someone asks what I do with my Ap-
ple, I sure as heck can show them!" 

The Accountant (Version 4.7) is 
available from Decision Support 
Software, 1438 Ironwood Drive, 
McLean, VA 22101. Price is $129, in-
cluding utility disk. Add $20 for the 
VisiCalc interface disk. ■ 
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• Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Starfighter analog 
joystick for your Apple 
Computer! Everything 

about it is exciting, 
including the price. 

Suggested retail price: $49.95. 
The price says "buy me" and the 

quality confirms it. Starfighter 
has a new state-of-the-art thick 

film technology that outdates 
the potentiometer and mechan-
ical linkage assemblies found in 

most common joysticks. This 
advanced design gives you a feel 
and response never experienced 

before. Add throw selector and 
sensitivity switches and you know 

why the play is so accurate, so controlled. 

One look at the design and you can 
imagine how great Starfighter's 
going to feel in your hands. You 

won't be disappointed. Round- 
..Abb. 	cornered and smooth, it 

won't even tire your hands 
during long playing sessions. 
Starfighter for Apple Ile (and 
Apple II, II-Plus with adaptor 
cable) and most Apple com-
patible computers. At your 
Apple supplier, where you can 
also find other technically-
advanced Suncom joysticks. 

Starfighter. From Suncom, 
the people who are the 
Apple of jOysticks. 

2.VEnR UllklmED) we/Jul-4',  

STARFIGHTER FOR APPLE 

allSuncom 
Always ahead of the game 

650E Anthony Tr-at!, Northbrook, IL 60062 
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Apple's new 
Monitor II. 
A sight for 
sore eyes. 
If you've been using a TV as 

a monitor, perhaps you can get 
a friend to read this for you: 

Apple's brand new Monitor 
II will improve your vision. 

It features all the latest 
ergonomic improvements in 
monitor technology. 

For example: 
Studies have shown that 

the leading cause of eye fatigue 
for computer users is lack of 
contrast between the displayed 
characters and their background. 

So we designed the Monitor 
II around a high contrast green 
phosphor CRT that provides an 
extremely dark background. 
That means you can read text 
at a lower brightness. And 
that means you can be more 
productive — working longer 
and more comfortably. 

Toward that same end, we 
also gave Monitor II a tilt screen. 
So you can angle it perfectly for 
your working position, without 
scooting your chair around or 
sitting on phone books. 

And we made that screen 
antireflective to reduce glare 
from ambient light. 

Monitor II also features 
a high bandwidth video 
amplifier and a high tolerance 
linearity circuit. The former 
keeps characters from smearing 

Circle 2 on Reader Service card. 

Inside 
on the screen and eliminates the 
annoying "ghosts" left by a fast 
moving cursor. The latter keeps 
characters crisp, legible and 
prevents "keystoning" right up 
to the edges of the display. Both 
add up to superior display of 
80-column text and extremely 

Screen tilts for 
best working position. 

Anti reflective screen. 

Interior of CRT is etched to reduce 
glare and improve crispness. 

accurate graphics. 
Designed as the perfect 

system partner for the Apple" IIe 
Personal Computer, Monitor II 
requires no monitor stand. It's a 
perfect fit, aesthetically as well 
as technically. So it's pleasing to 
the eye even when it's turned 
off. See for yourself. 

At your local authorized 
Apple dealer. 

Fits perfectly atop the Apple Ile. 



Now Apple 
plots color. 

Since color graphics are 
becoming ever more important 
in business, we've been hearing 
more and more calls for a color 
plotter as reliable as an Apple. 

Here it is: 
Apple's new Color Plotter 

can generate all kinds of presen-
tation graphics, engineering 
drawings or anything else you 
have to illustrate in up to eight 
brilliant colors. 

And it can perform its art on 
any size paper up to 11" x 17.1' 
Or, with optional transparency 
pens, it can draw right on 
transparent film for overhead 
projection. 

Measuring just 4.8"H x 16"W 
x 12"D, it's the smallest four- 
color, wide bed color plotter you 

can buy — about half the size 
of conventional flatbed 

plotters. So it takes up 
less space on your 
desk and can easily be 

	High tolerance 
linearity circuit. 

High bandwidth 
video amplifier. 

ICHIBAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
2,,,t46" SOZW.A. 

Carry on with Appl.eCar6m 
Carry-In Service. 

moved to someone else's desk. 
There are two color plotter 

accessory kits to choose from 
to assure a perfect marriage with 
your Apple II or a, or Apple III. 

Each kit comes with eight 
color pens — red, blue, green, 
black, burnt orange, gold, violet 
and brown. Plus a starter 
package of plotter paper. Plus 
all the manuals, documentation 
and cables appropriate to 

No matter how long you've 
owned your Apple system, 
you can now get a long term 
service contract at a very 
reasonable cost. 

AppleCare Carry-In Service 
is a service plan that will 
cover most Apple-branded 
components in your system 
for one full year. 

It covers an unlimited 
number of repairs and is 
honored by over 1500 authorized 
Apple dealers nationwide. 

Apple-trained technicians 
assure you of the highest quality 
service, fast — in most cases less 
than 24 hours.  

your particular kind o pple. 
So you can get up and coloring 
right away. 

Apple also offers a complete 
selection of 24 different pen 
packages — so you can choose 
whatever colors you need in a 
variety of widths for a variety of 
applications and media types. 

As you might expect, all of 
the above is available at many 
of our authorized Apple dealers. 

AppleCare 
Carry-In Service is ideal 

for anyone who needs to 
know ahead of time the cost of 
maintenance for their system. 

So check out the details - 
you'll find it's the lowest cost 
health plan an Apple can have. 

Apple Computer Inc., 20525 Mariani Ave, Cupertino, Calif. 95014. For the authorized dealer nearest you, call (800) 538-9696. C1983 Apple Computer Inc. 

AppleCare is a service mark of Apple Computer Inc. 
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lingssmi Bating. Apple III Business Basic program for consolidating reports. 

100 
110 
120 
121 
122 
130 
140 
150 
195 
200 
201 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
440 
450 
460 

REM 	  
REM * INITIALIZATION 
REM ************** ********* ******* 
DIM nameS(20),cons(20,30) 
DIM file$(20) 
nu1.=CHR$(34)+CHR$(34) 
false=0 
true=1 
REM 
REM THIS SECTION CONTAINS ROW NAMES 
REM 
DATA "REVENUE","EXPENSE","NIAT" 
numrows=3:REM 
FOR 1=1 TO numrows 

READ name$(1) 
NEXT i 

REM 
REM 

NUMBER OF ROWS TO BE CONSOLIDATED 

   

470 	REM * MAIN ROUTINE 
480 	REM 	  
490 	REM 
500 	GOSUB 1000:REM 
505 	FOR i=1 TO numfile 
506 	REM 

* 

 

  

PROMPT FOR ORDERS 

507 	REM FOR EACH FILE THAT IS TO BE CONSOLIDATED: 
510 	GOSUB 1190:REM 
	

READ HEADER 
515 	FOR j=1 TO ntup:REM FOR EACH TUPLE IN FILE 
520 	 GOSUB 1400:REM 
	

READ DATA RECORDS 
530 	 NEXT j 
540 	CLOSEM1 
545 	REM 
550 	NEXT i 
560 	GOSUB 1600:REM 
	

CREATE CON9OL FILE 
600 REM 
630 	REM 	PRINT 	 Listing continued. 

Business 

What's the (VisiCalc) 
DIF? 

This program will help you consolidate 
VisiCalc data on your Apple III. 

Many large companies prepare 
periodic operating reports de-

tailing the major revenue and expense 
items of each department. The reports 
are then consolidated at higher levels, 
letting executives take the company's 
"pulse." 

Traditionally, reporting and consol-
idating have been Me province of add-
ing machines. Centralized electronic 
data processing sped up the process, 
but more often, bureaucratic informa-
tion processing departments made it 
difficult to customize reports without 
violating the consolidation process. 

Enter VisiCalc. This powerful tool 
permits managers to readily analyze 

by Justin Crom 
and report their operations. VisiCalc's 
flexibility makes it easy for unskilled 
programmers to prepare reports cus-
tomized to their department's needs. 
Consolidations of data from several 
VisiCalc models typically use the fol-
lowing technique: 
1. Each department model provides a 
block of rows and columns containing 
data for consolidation. 
2. After each department has run its 
model, the block for consolidation is 
then stored with a ts#s command to 
create a data file. 
3. The blocks from the various depart-
ments, now in data file format, are 
loaded into a master model using the 

/S#L command. 
The master model then adds the infor-
mation for consolidating. 

These steps may sound simple, but 
step three can get pretty complex, es-
pecially if many departments need 
consolidation. Providing space in the 
master model to receive all blocks called 
in by the /S#L commands can leave lit-
tle room for analysis. Another draw-
back: Loading each block forces Visi-
Calc to recalculate the master model 
and pause for a minute or so before 
loading the next block. This can be 
quite frustrating. The new Enhanced 
VisiCalc for the Apple III (from Visi-
Corp) permits deferred execution of 
multiple commands with a single key-
stroke, but costs more than standard 
VisiCalc. The ideal program would 
read data files from each department, 
perform the consolidation, and from 
that create another data file that can be 
loaded into the master VisiCalc model. 

What Is DIE'? 
VisiCalc stores data in a special for-

mat called DIF, for Data Interchange 
Format, that permits information in-
terchange between programs. Here's a 
recap of DIF as described in the Visi-
Calc manual. 

The data is stored by tuples. If you 
create a DIF file by storing a VisiCalc 
block by columns, each tuple will con-
tain the elements of one row. A DIF 
file begins with a header containing 
the number of tuples and vectors. The 
vectors are the elements perpendicular 
to the tuples. In the case of the Visi-
Calc block stored by columns, the 

Address correspondence to Justin Crom, 8179 S. 
Marion Circle, Littleton, CO 80122. 
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Listing continued. 

number of vectors in the file represents 
the number of columns stored. 

In DIF files, each VisiCalc block el-
ement has three items of information: 
type, number and string. For numeric 
data, the type is set to zero, and the 
number is the data value of the Visi-
Cale cell. The string is set to the letter 
V. For VisiCalc labels the type is set to 
one, the number to zero. The string 
contains the label surrounded by 
quotes. The beginning of each tuple is 
marked by a type equal to minus one, a 
number of zero, and a string of "BOT". 
The end of data is marked similarly, 
but with a string equal to "EOD". 

Consolidation 

Armed with knowledge of DIF file 
structure, it's easy to develop the con-
solidation program. The program list-
ing illustrates an Apple III Business. Ba-
sic program to handle consolidations. 
Assume that all DIF files to be read 

640 	REM 	"RETURN FOR MORE. 
650 	REM 	MESSAGE AT BOTTOM 
670 REM 
680 	HOME:VPOS=24:HPOS=1 
690 	PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO CONSOLIDATE OTHER FILES? (Y or N)" 
700 	INPUT -reply* 
710 	IF(LEFTS(reply$,I)="n") OR(LEFTS(reply$,1)."N") THEN END 
720 	ntup=0:nyec=0:00TO 500 
950 	REM 
960 	REM * ******** **************** ****** * 
970 	REM * PROMPT FOR ORDERS 
980 	REM ******************************** 
990 	REM 
1000 	HOME 
1010 	PRINT"Begin entering filenames to be consolidated." 
1020 	PRINT"When finished entering names, just type END " 
1030 	FOR i=1 TO 30 
1040 	PRINT"Filename number "iii":" 
1050 	INPUT reply$:IF LEN(replyE=0 THEN GOTO 1040 
1060 	IF reply$="END" OR reply$="end" THEN GOTO 1090 
1070 	file$(0=reply$:numfile=i 
1075 	REM 
1080 	NEXT i 
1090 	REM 
1100 	REM THIS SECTION ASKS USER IF STORED ROW NAMES ARE ACCEPTABLE 
1101 	REM 
1105 	PRINT"The following row names are to be consolidated:" 
1107 	FOR i=1 TO numrows 
1109 	PRINT name$(i) 
1110 	NEXT i 
1112 	INPUT"Are these row names acceptable? (V or N) "ireply$ 
1114 	IF(LEFTS(reply$,1)="y") OR(LEFTS(reply$,1)="Y") THEN GOTO 1145 
1116 	HOME 
1118 	PRINT"Begin entering row names you want to consolidate." 
1120 	PRINT"When finished, just type END" 
1122 	FOR i=1 TO 20 
1124 	PRINT"Row name number "ii;":" 
1126 	INPUT reply$:IF LENireplyS)=0 THEN GOTO 1124 
1128 	IF reply$="END" OR reply$="end" THEN GOTO 1140 
1130 	name$(1)=reply$:numrows=i 
1132 	REM 
1134 	NEXT i 
1140 	REM 
1142 	PRINT"numfile= "Inumfile:PRINT"numrows=";numrows 
1145 	RETURN 
1150 	REM 
	

Listing continued. 

LOCK-IT-UP 
DISKETTE COPY-PROTECTION 
AND DUPLICATION SYSTEMS 
FOR THE APPLE COMPUTER 

The Lock-It-Up systems are sophisticated, menu driven 
copy-protection and duplication utilities for the Apple II 
Computer. They feature several levels of protection which 
make standard diskettes uncopyabie by even the most 
sophisticated nibble copy programs currently available. 

• All sectors on the diskette can still be used. 
• Data files can be loaded and/or saved to either the protected diskette 

or an unprotected diskette. 
• Memory will be cleared and the disk will reboot if the reset key is 

pushed. 
• The copying systems support up to 14 disk drives. 
• Complete data-verification is optional during copy. 
• Sequential serial numbers are assigned to each diskette produced by 

the system 
• Master diskettes created with the system contain an I.D. stamp that 

you select. The I.D. stamp must be correctly specified before any 
diskettes can be duplicated. This prevents other Lock-It-Up owners 
from copying your diskettes. 

• Extensive support is provided should you have any problems or 
special needs. 

• Our system is supported by numerous disk copying services should 
you need a large quantity of diskettes duplicated. 

Either system is available for $225, which includes three diskettes, an 
informative manual, and a non-exclusive license to copy as many 
diskettes as needed. 

ORDER NOW! Call collect for COD, Mastercard or Visa orders 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

DOS VERSION: 
• Any standard DOS 3.3 diskette can be protected. 
• DOS command names can be changed and/or deleted. 
• Autorun can be used to prevent the listing of a program or the use of 

any basic commands outside of a program. 
• A faster DOS can be used in order to decrease disk access time by up 

to 50%! 
REQUIRES: 48K Apple ll or II+ with Applesoft in ROM or language 
system and at least two disk drives. 

PASCAL VERSION: 
• Any standard Apple Pascal 1.1 diskette can be protected. 
• Files may be transferred to a standard Pascal diskette, but they will 

not run unless they are on the protected diskette. 
• Easily added to any program by use of a Regular Unit. 
• Compatible with Apple Fortran. 
REQUIRES: Apple Pascal and at least two disk drives. 

DOUBLE - GOLD 
SOFTWARE 

4010 Moore Park Ave. 
San Jose CA 95117 

(408) 554-9133 

O 
w 	 
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5 . SINGLE SIDE - DUAL DENSITY 

$2 99  • 4 10 PACK 

•N7 AiNs 	HRICiHT COLORS 
51/4,, 	 8„ 

19.9"23.95  
SET OF 5 	 SET OF 

80, 82, 83 
92, 93 	52.77 
84 	55.99 

 

EA.  DOZ 

529.92  

564.69  

LABEL 
SPECIAL 

$299 . 
K 

(5K MIN) 
1 ACROSS 3 x 15/16 CONTINUOUS LABELS 

PUT PRICES IN CHECK 
CARTRIDGE RIBBONS FOR 

APPLE PRINTERS 

NEC 8023A 

C. ITOH PROWRITER 

'9.95E. '107 46  DOZ.  

INNOVATIVE 
CONCEPTS 

FLIP'N'FILE 
DISC STORAGE BOX 

HOLDS UP TO 60 DISKETTES 

51/4 " 	8" 

OKI DATA 
PRINTERS 

CARTRIDGE RIBBONS FOR 

EPSON 
MX-80 MX-100 

$6.99E. 	$1 1 .95EA 
586.29EA 5129.NDOZ 

RIBBONS FOR 

IDS PRINTERS 
EA. 	DOZ. 

440 	'2.77 '29.92 
PAPER TIGER 56.95 $75.06 
MICROPRISM 57.99 $86.29  

PRISM 10.95 118.25  

MEMOREX 
DISKETTES 

MAXELL 
DISKETTES 

51/4  " SINGLE SIDE 
DUAL DENSITY 

MD-1 

9 $2 90  • 10PACK 

DISKETTE 
STORAGE 

BOXES 

$2 49  . 	EA 

COLOR- 
CODER 

LIBRARY CASE SET 

'24.95EA $29• 95 
 
EA 

DUAL SPOOL RIBBONS FOR 

ANTI-STATIC 
SPRAY 

FULL QUART SIZE 
WITH DISPENSER 

$6 95 • 
QT. 

1 GALLON REFILLS1 9.95  

CARTRIDGE RIBBONS FOR 

COMREX 

DAISYWRITER 2000 

$2 89  
.49EA $26• DOZ 

Cord 

MOST RIBBONS AVAILABLE IN COLORS TOO! 
CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR SUPPLIES CATALOGUE 

ON ORDERS UNDER 51 4.00  PLEASE ADD $3.°° FOR SHIPPING 
MINIMUM RIBBON ORDER 530.00  OR 1 DOZEN 

Check-Mate 
51 DIAUTO DR 	 P 0 BOX 103 

RANDOLPH. MA  02368 

MASS RESIDENTS 
ADD 5% SALES TAX 
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TOLL FREE 800-343-7706 

IN MASS 617-963-7694 
PHONES OPEN 9AM 7RM EASTERN TIME 
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have been stored by columns with the 
is#s command. 

Lines 200-250 permit you to hard-
code row names commonly, used for 
consolidation. The variable NUMROWS 

should be changed to match the num-
ber of row names included in the data 
statement(s). 

Lines 11)00-1080 ask you to enter the 
names of the DIF files to be consolidat- 
ed. Lines 1100-1134 show you the 
hard-coded row names and let you 
change the list at run time. 

Lines 1190-1270 read the DIF file's 
header. The header differs from the 
DIF file's main data storage section in 
that a title specification comes with 
type, number, and string specifica- 
tions. The number of tuples in the DIF 
file is entitled "Tuples"; likewise, the 
number of vectors is entitled "Vec-
tors". The section containing the data 
is entitled "Data". 

Lines 1400-1520 read the data. Line 
1405 skips over the "BOT" marker sig- 
nalling the beginning of each tuple. 
Lines 1420-1430 try to match the row 
name read from the DIF file with the 
row names in memory. If no match is 
found, the variable NROW remains at 
zero and line 1495 ignores the balance 
of the tuple. If a match is found, the 
tuple's subsequent values are added to 
the element of the array CONS that 
corresponds to the appropriate vector's 
row number. 

Lines 1450-1470 constitute a dum-
my read for skipping three cells in the 
DIF file. This assumes the data to 
be consolidated was to start in the fifth 
column of the block stored. I could 
have tested the type specification to 
see when it became zero, but I was 
leery of entering spurious numerical 
data between the label and the base 
year data—so I opted for the sledge-
hammer method. 

Once all DIF files' tuples have been 
processed, lines 1600-1920 create a file 
to hold the consolidated data for the 
row names you've requested. Lines 
5000-5230 contain error-processing 
routines which anticipate problems 
and protect you from program crashes. 
These lines make the program user-
friendly, but they were hard to pro- 
gram. Someone once said, "Nothing 
can be made foolproof for ingenious 
fools!" ■ 

Listing continued. 

1160 	REM ************************** 
1170 	REM * 	READ DIF HEADER 	* 
1180 	REM ************************** 
1190 	REM 
1192 	ON ERR GOSUB 5000 
1195 	°PENNI AS INPUT,file$(1) 
1196 	ON ERR GOSUB 5100 
1200 	INPUT*11title$ 
1210 	INPUT*Iitypo,number 
1220 	INPUT*11strng$ 
1225 	IF title*="TUPLES" THEN ntup=number 
1230 	IF titlell="VECTORS" THEN nvec=number 
1240 	IF titlell<>"DATA" THEN GOTO 1200 
1270 RETURN 
1340 	REM 
1350 	REM 
1360 	REM ***************************** 
1370 	REM * READ DIF DATA RECORDS * 
1380 	REM ** ****** *********** ***** ***** 
1390 REM 
1400 	ON ERR GOTO 5200 
1402 	nrow=0 
1405 	INPUT*11type,number:INPUT*11strngt:REM 	DUMMY READ OVER "BOT" 
1410 	INPUT*Iltype,number:INPUTO11istrng$ 
1420 	FOR k=1 TO numrows:REM 	 LOOK FOR NAME MATCH 
1425 	testS=CHR41(34)+namell(k)+CHR8(34) 
1430 	IF strngli=test$ THEN nrow=k 
1440 	NEXT k 
1450 	FOR k=1 TO 3:REM 	 SKIP NEXT THREE CELLS 
1460 	INPUT*11type,number:INPUT011strng$ 
1470 	NEXT k 
1475 	m=nvec-4 
1480 	FOR k=1 TO m 
1490 	INPUT*1;type,number:INPUT*11strng$:IF type<>0 THEN GOTO 1510 
1495 	IF nrow=0 THEN GOTO 1510:REM 	DUMMY READ IF ROW NAME NOT FOUND 

1500 	cons-(nrow,k)=cons(nrow,k)+number 
1510 	NEXT k 
1520 	RETURN 
1530 	REM 
1540 REM 
1550 	REM ****************************** 
1560 	REM * CREATE CONSOLIDATION FILE * • 
1570 	REM ****************************** 
1590 	REM 
1600 	HOME 
1605 	OFF ERR 
1610 	PRINT"Enter 'the name of file to contain consolidation" 
1620 	INPUT consol* 
1630 	OPEN*2 AS OUTPUT,consolt 
1640 	PRINT*21"TABLE" 
1650 	PRINT*210,",",1 
1660 	PRINT*21nul* 
1670 	PRINT*21"VECTORS" 
1680 	PRINT*2;0,",",34 
1690 	PRINT*21nulli 
1700 	PRINT*21"TUPLES" 
1710 	PRINT*210,",",numrows 
1720 	PRINT*21nul$ 
1730 	PRINT*2("DATA" 
1740 	PRINT*210,",",0 
1750 	PRINT*2;nulf 
1760 	FOR 1=1 TO numrows 
1770 	PRINT*21-1,",",0:PRINTS121"BOT" 
1780 	PRINT*211,",",0 
1790 	PRINT*21CHR$(34)1name*(1);CHR$(34) 
1800 	FOR j=1 TO 3:REM 	 SKIP NEXT THREE CELLS 
1810 	 PRINT*211,"r",0 
1820 	 PRINT*21nul$ 
1830 	 NEXT j 
1840 	FOR j=1. TO 30 
1850 	 PRINT*210,",",cons(1,j) 
1160 	 'PRINT*21"V" 
1870 	 NEXT j 
1880 	NEXT i 
1890 	PRINT*2;-1;",";0 
1900 	PRINT*2;"EOD" 
1910 	CLOSE*2 
1920 RETURN 
4950 REM 
4960 	REM ******************************* 
4970 	REM * ERROR-HANDLING ROUTINES 
4980 	REM ******************************* 
4990 REM 
5000 REM 
5005 	PRINT"Can't find file ";fileli(i) 
5010 	1=i+1,  
5020 	IF i>numfile THEN GOSUB 1605:END 
5025 RESUME 
5030 RETURN 
5100 REM 
5110 	PRINT"File ";file (i>;" not a DIF file!" 
5120 	CLOSE*1 
5130 	1=i+1 
5140 	IF i>numfile THEN GOSUB 1605:END 
5150 	ON ERR GOSUB 5000 
5160 	OPEN*1 AS INPUT,filell(il 
5170 	ON ERR GOSUB 5100 
5180 	RETURN 
5200 REM 
5210 	PRINT"Trouble encountered reading records in "Ifileill(i) 
5220 	GOSUB 5130 
5230 RETURN 
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AP-100 DRIVES FOR YOUR APPLE II, Ile 

AP-100-B 
Single Drive in Case 
with one empty slot for 
future growth . . . $279 

AP-100-A 
Two Drives in a Single 
Case . . . $549 

AP-100-C 
Slim Drive . . $279 
AP-100-D 
Slim Drive without Case .. . $269 

III Quality drives run with Apple II, Ile and any Apple 
compatible computers. Each drive is fully tested 
before shipment by a disk drive tester and also 
on Apple operating system. 

 

• Advanced steel band head carriage design. 

■ High speed access time. 

• Automatic disk eject. 

• Long life ceramic head. 

  

• Superior circuit design using only top quality 
parts—unlike any of the cut-rate disk drives. You 
can store/retrieve important data with complete 
confidence. 

 

  

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED: If not satisfied return in undamaged condition within 14 days for a full refund. 

90 DAY WARRANTY 

REFERRAL BONUS PLAN: Limited Time Offer 
After you purchase a PACE disk drive from us and thoroughly test it yourself, we would like you to 
spread the word as to its quality and high reliability. When your friends or business associates purchase 
a drive from us based upon your recommendation, we will pay you a cash bonus of up to $30 per drive. 
Please call or write for details. 

To order or for FREE literature, call TOLL FREE 
1-800-323-3543 

In Illinois, Alaska, Hawaii call 1-312-355-9722 
We accept check, money order, VISA or Mastercard (include # and expiration date). Please 
include $3.50 for shipping, handling & insurance in continental U.S. Illinois residents add 5.25% 
sales tax. Personal and company checks allow 2 weeks to clear. We do not charge your credit 
card until the day we ship. Prices subject to change without notice. 

•• AM• 	 .7  
=I. 	

M 

IMP 

	

	SIMMS MMP al. 
MMP ANN NM IMP 

=II 

= SYSTEMS, INC. 
24 W 500 Maple Avenue, Naperville, IL 60540 

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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Business 

VisiTracking 
Smart businesspeople leave nothing to chance. 

Chart a stable financial course using this 
indispensable worksheet. 

by Trish McClelland 

Calc lets you perform almost 
any mathematical or logical 

function. Any conventional method of 
numerical tracking can be done more 
efficiently with your Apple. Since you 
create the worksheet, it may be as sim-
ple or as complicated as you desire. 

VisiCalc is a great budget tracker. 
You enter forecasted figures and actual 
amounts monthly, with calculated 
monthly variances and annual figures. 
VisiCalc's automatic recalculation ca-
pabilities allow you to alter the work-
sheet's figures for projections—the 
program's famous "what-if" feature. 

Categories 
The Table shows a sample budget 

tracking system. The budget is divided 
into four categories: equipment, mate-
rials, labor and industrial services. 
Other categories could be added or 
deleted. 

Beneath each category are budget, 
actual and variance lines. Enter the 
budget and actual figures monthly. 
Get the variance by subtracting the ac-
tual dollars (in thousands) from the 
budget figure. If the variance is posi-
tive, you're under budget; if the vari-
ance is negative, you're over budget. 

To obtain a variance, insert a simple 
formula, + B8 — B9, at coordinate B11 
(where the first variance for January is 
located). This is then replicated from 
C11 through N11. (Column N is blank 
at this point, since the totals have not 
98 Cider October 1983 

yet been compiled.) Use the same pro-
cedures for lines 17, 23 and 30—
in effect, any line labeled as a "vari-
ance" line. 

The next step is to obtain total, or 
annual, figures for each category. The 
column after December is a "Total" 
column. The first summation is at co-
ordinate N8, the point beneath the la-
bel "Total" and beside the December 
budget figure for equipment. The for-
mula is: 

@SUM(B8 . . .M8) 

This is replicated to N8. Now you have 
a set of formulae. At N8, you have: 

@SUM (B8 . M8) 

and at N9: 
@SUM(B9. . .M9) 

and at N11: 
+ N8 - N9 

The next step is to replicate these 
calculations to the remaining portions 
of the worksheet, where materials, la-
bor, and industrial services are locat-
ed. The cursor should be located at N8, 
and the command will be: 

/R 
N8. . . N1 l<RETURN> 
N14<RETURN> 

B8, M8, B9, M9, N8 and N9 all are 
relative to the cursor position. These 
two sets can then be replicated through 

the next two by positioning the cursor 
at N8 and entering: 

/R 
N8 . . .N17<RETURN> 
N20<RETURN> 

Again, all coordinates are relative to 
the cursor position. 

Budget vs. Actual 
This brings us to the section in-

volving budget and actual totals for 
each month, as well as a monthly vari-
ance. You may obtain your grand to-
tals at the lower right of the spread-
sheet. 

The calculation at coordinate B33 
(where the budget total will be lo-
cated) is: 
+ B8 + B14 + B20 + B27 

These coordinates are the positions 
where budget figures are located for 
January. The calculation can be repli-
cated from C33 to N33. It also can be 
replicated to the next line by entering: 

/R 
B33. ..N33<RETURN> 
B34 

The calculation can also be replicated 
across line 36. The calculation at B36 
would then read : 
+B11 +B17 +B23 +B30 

Address correspondence to Trish McClelland, 250 
S. Reynolds St., Alexandria, VA 22304. 



Circle 107 on Reader Service card. 

FINGER PRINTTm turns an ordinary Epson 
printer into a more versatile, harder working, 
problem solving match for your computer! 

FINGER PRINT is a plug-in module for your Epson 
printer that puts 10* special print functions at your 
fingertips. Tap your printer's panel buttons to 
instantly select the functions you need. 
It's that simple. But, seeing is believing... 

Want to use compressed to det more columns on your spreadsheet? You got it! 

IAA 	C:21 	 CA,  LA El,  1 	— • 44 1 c:11 eFs32 	 c:11 	c..41 	FE. 

Want to emphasize print on your final draft? No sweat! 
Tired o-f-- pi intino on the per-foration? 

With automatic perforation skipover, it doe':Ln't happen! 

Naot to use italic to make a paragraph :::-tarsi.; out? Simple! 
Need Fine Print for a contract or footnotes on • report? With Fingerprint just tap the buttons! 

Even combinations like double emphasized italics are no problem! 

That's just a sample of how FINGER PRINT turns your Epson MX 80/100 or IBM 
PC printer into a hard working printer...and FINGER PRINT has Buffer Clear and Left 
Margin Control, too! 

FINGER PRINT will not interfere with normal printer operation...and installs 
easily, without soldering. It comes with complete operating/installation instructions, 
control panel reference label, and it's WARRANTED FOR 1 FULL YEAR. 

*For Graftrax-Plus equipped printers. Italics and Fine Print cannot be selected on non-Graftrax-Plus models. 

$59.95 Look for FINGER PRINT at your 
local computer dealer. For the name of a 
dealer near you, or additional information, 
call (213) 914-5831. To order directly, 
call toll free: 800-835-2246, Ext. 441. MC/ 
Visa/COD orders accepted (include $1.50 
s/h...CA residents add sales tax). 

INGER 
DRESSELHAUS COMPUTER 

PRODUCTS 
We make technology easy to live with. 
837 E. Alosta Ave., Glendora, CA 91740 

We welcome dealer inquiries 
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"It's always prudent to enter two formulae 
whenever possible..., this way, it's much easier to 

compare the numbers." 

EQUIPMENT 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 

-BUDGET 745 876 899 783 694 831 747 784 881 816 733 1283 10072 
-ACTUAL 737 831 831 635 738 758 865 776 864 754 780 1224 9793 
VARIANCE 8 45 68 148 - 44 73 -118 8 17 62 - 47 59 279 
MATERIALS 
-BUDGET 650 682 272 226 364 365 320 340 422 338 343 371 4693 
-ACTUAL 575 717 263 265 338 330 309 318 419 354 363 558 4809 
VARIANCE 75 - 35 9 - 39 26 35 11 22 3 -16 - 20 -187 -118 
LABOR 
-BUDGET 464 428 420 438 449 489 448 466 502 476 482 498 5560 
-ACTUAL 367 488 480 371 450 421 562 504 524 493 510 728 5898 
VARIANCE 97 - 60 - 60 67 -1 68 -114 - 38 -22 -17 -28 -230 -338 
INDUSTRIAL 
SERVICES 
-BUDGET 186 254 203 257 260 249 223 234 299 239 241 324 2969 
-ACTUAL 208 229 183 185 200 235 207 218 295 252 262 396 2870 
VARIANCE -22 25 20 72 60 14 16 16 4 -13 -21 -72 99 
TOTALS 
-BUDGET 2045 2240 1794 1704 1767 1934 1738 1824 2104 1869 1799 2476 23294 
-ACTUAL 1887 2265 1757 1456 1726 1744 1943 1816 2102 1852 1915 2906 23370 
VARIANCE 158 - 25 37 248 41 190 - 205 8 2 16 -116 - 430 - 76 

Table. Sample budget tracking system. 

To check the variance totals, you can 
enter another formula at line 35 or 37 
(above or below the calculation at 
B36). This formula should read: 
+1333 - B34 

If the figures are correct, the two 
should match. This check can be repli-
cated through column N. You can en-
ter two algorithms for the grand totals 
at the lower right of the worksheet: 
@SUM(B33 . M33) 

or: 
+ N8 + N14 + N20 + N27 

These correspond to coordinate N33, 
the "Total Budget" position for the en-
tire year. Both formulae can then be 
replicated to the Actual and Variance 
positions. 

It's always prudent to enter two for-
mulae whenever possible, either side-
by-side or one above the other; this 
way, it's much easier to compare the  

numbers. Make certain the numbers 
match; if not, something is amiss in the 
spreadsheet. If you don't want two 
rows or columns with the same figures, 
delete one after completing the check. 

You can modify this model to show a 
variety of information, such as fore-
casted and actual headcount, pro-
jected and actual customers and/or 
sales, etc. Using a little imagination, 
this simple worksheet can go a long, 
long way. • 

Circle 245 on Reader Service card. 

Since 1978 
IT'S SIMPLE. . .CALL AND SAVE MONEY! 

GA. & INFO 

912-377-7120 1.800.841.0860 
TELEMARKETING COMPUTERSTRS-80 

AND EQUIPMENT 

TO SAVE YOU 

MONEY! 
FREE UPON REQUEST 

•DISCOUNT PRICE LIST AND INFORMATION KIT 
•COPY OF MFRS WARRANTY 
PRICES AND PRODUCTS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
WITHOUT NOTICE. 

COMPUTERS 

SCALL 

CK 
commodore 

64 EQUIP. 

*CALL 

F FRANKLIN 
AcE woo 	ACE 1200 

FROM 	.00588 .., . A 	A  
MONITORS 

AMDEK 
TAXAN 	USI 

TALL 

PRINTERS 
EPSON 	SCM TP-1 
OKIDATA 	STAR 

C.ITOH 	COMREX 

CARDS 
QUADRAM 
MICROTEK 

GRAPPLER+ 

Micro Management 
Systems, Inc. 

2803 Thomasville Road East 
Cairo, Georgia 31728., f: 

TELEMARKET DEPT 	..., 0  
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GAMES LIST SALE 
AE 	  $29.95 $20.70 
Ali Babba & The 40 Thieves 	 32.95 22.80 
Arcade Machine 	  59.95 41.40 
Aztec 	  39.95 27.60 
Beagle Bag 	  29.50 20.35 
Cannonball Blitz 	  34.95 24.00 
Canyon Climber 	  29.95 20.95 
Castle Wolfenstein 	  29.95 20.70 
Choplifter (Special) 	  34.95 23.55 
Cosmic Balance 	  39.95 28.90 
Crisis Mountain 	  34.95 24.00 
Crush. Crumble & Chomp 	 29.95 20.70 
Deadline 	  49.95 34.50 
Empire I, II or III 	  39.95 22.75 
Flight Simulator 	  33.50 26.00 
Frogger (Special) 	  34.95 23.55 
Jawbreaker 	  29.95 20.70 
Knight of Diamonds 	  34.95 24.00 
Legacy of Llylgamyn 	 39.95 28.90 
Mask of the Sun 	  39.95 27.60 
Miner 2049er 	  39.95 28.90 
Olympic Decathalon 	  29.95 20.70 
Pinball Construction Set 	 39.95 27.60 
Seafox 	  29.95 20.70 
Spy's Demise 	  29.95 20.70 
Starcross 	  39.95 27.60 
Temple of Apshai 	  39.95 27.60 
Thunderbombs 	  29.95 20.70 
Time Zone 	  99.95 69.00 
Ultima II 	  59.95 41.40 
Ulysess & Golden Fleece 	 34.95 24.00 
Upper Reaches of Apshai 	. 	. ....... 19.95 13.75 
Wizard &The Princess 	 32.95 22.75 
Wizardry 	  49.95 35.50 
Zaxxon 	  39.95 27.60 
Zork I. II or III 	  39.95 27.60 

SUPPLIES 
Dysan Disks 	  
Elephant Disks (SS/ DD) 	 
Elephant Disks (SS/SD) .. . . . 	 
Epson MX-100 Ribbon 	. .. . . ......... 
Epson MX-80 Ribbons (21 	 
Flip-N-File 	  
Head Cleaning Kit-Perfect Data 
Maxell MD I Disks 	  
NEC 8023 Ribbons c(2) 	 
Printer Paper 200  Per) 	 

Smith Corona TP1 Film Ribbon 
Starwriter Film Ribbon 	. . . . . . 	 
Starwriter Nylon Ribbon 	 
Trunk Floppy Disk Storage 	 
Verbatim MD525 Disks 	 

LIST 
$60.00 
37.00 

. 	......34.00 
25.00 
28.00 
29.95 
29.95 
51.90 
19.95 

( 
7 95 

....... 	. 5.50 
5 75 

29.95 
49.00 

SALE 
$41.50 
25.00 
21.90 
16.65 
12.55 
18.15 
19.20 
30.00 
17.10 
32.20 

+ Shipping) 
6.35 
4.50 
4.65 

21.50 
28.90 

BUSINESS LIST SALE 
Accounting + Gen. Ledger 	 $395.00 $270.50 
Accts. Payable-Continental 	 250.00 160.25 
Accts. Receivable-Continental . . 	. . 	250.00 160.25 
Business Forecast Model 	 100.00 79.65 
DB Master 	  229.95 158.70 
DB Master Stat Pac 	  99.00 69.50 
DB Master Utilities 	  99.00 69.50 
Desktop Plan 	  250.00 179.00 
General Ledger Continental 	 250.00 160.25 
General Manager II 	  229.95 158.90 
Multiplan 	  275.00 190.50 
Payroll-Continental 	  250.00 160.25 
PFS File II or 2E 	  125.00 85.95 
PFS Graph II or 2E . 	. 	....... 125.00 85.95 
PFS Report 	  125.00 85.95 
PFS Report 2E 	  125.00 85.95 
Prop. Management-Continental 495.00 317.35 
Versaform 	  389.00 263.00 
Visicalc II or 2E (Special) 	 250.00 172.00 
Visidex 	  250.00 179.00 
Visifile 	  250.00 179.00 
Visischeduie 	  300.00 215.00 
Visitrend/Plot 	  300.00 215.00 

Apple' is a registered trademark of APPLE COMPUTER INC. 

EASTCOAST SOFTWARE 
masterharg: 

- , 
: 

- - ..... 
i 

fr 	a 
M 411 

',1oppitiq 1 	I $2 50 Imo 
( 0 I). Add AN Addifim),)1 $2.51) 

I ,reign 	 Ordcrs Wt- Ship 
Air Mail .Add 7 	( wren, c Ihtle) 

No Minimum ( /RI er 

Viso-Ma,ter, and-( .0 D 	het k 

Pricy, Subjt, t 	t 1),),»1),  

40 Hockersville Rd. 
Hershey, PA 17033 

tiI )I H /H1/1 If 1)H NI I (717) 533-8125 

EASTCOAST SOFTWARE 
CCs... Wlation-fightirt5; prices. 

APPLE 
SOFTWARE 

HARDWARE 	 LIST 	SALE 
8080 Co-Processor Board 	 $845.00 	$645.00 
ABT Keypad 	  125.00 	98.00 
Adam & Eve Paddles 	 39.95 	27.50 
Amdek 12" Green Mntr 	....... 179.00 	148.75 
Amdek Color I 	  399.00 	336.25 
Apple Cat II Modem 	 389.00 	282.15 
Applicard 16MHZ) 	 595.00 	460.00 
BAM 16 K Card 	  129.00 	75.00 
Buff erboard 16K 	  175.00 	135.00 
Bufferboard 64K 	 259.00 	175.50 
Rufferhoard•161( Upgrade 	28.00 	12.45 
Corona 5MB Winchester 	  2195.00 	1975.00 
Corona 10MB Winchester 	 2695.00 	2425.00 
Echo 2 Speech Synthesizer 	  199.95 	175.85 
Graffiti Card 	  125.00 	95.25 
Grappler + 	  165.00 	128.00 
Joyport 	 49.95 	35.50 
Kraft Joystick 	 64.95 	44.90 
Kraft Paddles 	 49.95 	34.50 
Micro-Sci A2 Disk Dove 	 345.00 	295.25 
Micro-Sci Controller Card 	100.00 	81.70 
Microbuffer 11-16K . . . 	 . . 	259.00 	199.00 
Microbuffer II.32K 	  299.00 	230.00 
Microbuffer In-Line 64K 	 349.00 	292.50 
Micromodem II 	 379.00 	279.65 
Micromodem II W/Term 	 409.00 	295.00 
Microtek Apple Dumpling-GX 	159.00 	105.50 
Microtek Dumpling-16K 	 249.00 	169.75 
Microtek Dumpling-32K 	 299.00 	207.35 
Microtek Parallel Interface 	  139.50 	62.85 
NEC 1201 12" Green Mntr 	 285.00 	159.00 
NEC 1260 12" Green Mntr 	  149.95 	125.00 
NEC 8023 Printer. 	 645.00 	475.00 
NEC JC1212 Color Mntr 	 399.00 	310.00 
Pkaso Epson 80/100 	  175.00 	145.00 
Pkaso NEC 8023 	 175.00 	145.00 
Prowriter 8510 AP Printer-- 	 595.00 	500.00 
Prowriter 2 1550-P Printer . 	 995.00 	750.00 
Ramcard (Microsoft) 	 99.95 	75.00 
Ramex 128 Board 	 499.00 	406 25 
Rana Controller Card 	 135.00 	100.55 
Rana Elite 1 Disk Drive 	 379.00 	306.25 
S.A  M 	  124.95 	86.35 
Sanyo 12" Green Mntr 	. 	260.00 	198.75 
Sanyo 13" Color Mntr 	 470.00 	390.00 
Sanyo 9" Green Mntr 	 200.00 	155,00 
Saturn 128K RAM Board 	 499.00 	436.25 
Saturn 32K RAM Board 	 219.00 	191.25 
Saturn 64K RAM Board 	 349.00 	305.00 
Smarterm Standard 	 345.00 	281.45 
Softcard (Microsoft) 	 345.00 	232.45 
Softcard Premium System 	 695.00 	500.00 
SSM Apple Modem Card 	 299.00 	263.50 
SSM Transpak-2 	 .448.00 	377.50 
Starwriter F10 Printer 	  1895.00 	1562.50 
Sup.r Mod Universal 	 69.95 	55.30 
Superterm 80-Column Card 	349.95 	260.00 
System Saver Fan 	 89.95 	72.25 
Taxan 12" Green Mntr 	 169.00 	124.40 
Taxan 12" Amber Man- 	  179.00 	136.95 
Tech Designs Joystick 	 59.95 	41.25 
TG Game Paddles 	 39.95 	27.50 
TG Joystick 	 59.95 	41.40 
TG Joystick-Apple 3 	 64.95 	47.00 
TG Select-A-Port 	 59.95 	41.40 
TG Trakball 	 64.95 	46.50 
Trak 510 Disk Drive 	 329.00 	275.75 
Tymac Parallel Interface 	  139.00 	75.40 
USI PI-2 12-  Green Mntr 	 210.00 	154.55 
USI P1-3 12-  Amber Muir 	 249.00 	162.00 
USI P1-4 9" Amber Mntr 	 215.00 	154.55 
Versacard 	  199.00 	157.00 
Video Enhancer II 	  149,00 	110.00 
Video Function Stop 	 79.00 	60.00 
Videx Softswitch 	 35.00 	27.25 
Video Videoterm 	 345.00 	239.00 
Videx Videoterm W/Softswitch 	375.00 	260.00 
Wildcard 	  129.95 	110.00 
Wizard 16K RAM Card 	 95.00 	62.85 
Wizard 80-Column Card 	 249.00 	169.75 

HOME/EDUCATION LIST SALE 
Algebra I 	  $39.95 	$27.60 
Algebra II 	  39.95 	27.60 
Algebra III 	  39.95 	27.60 
Bumble Games 	 60.00 	41.50 
Bumble Plot 	 60.00 	41.50 
Compu-Math Arithmetic Skills 	49.95 	34.50 
Compu-Spell System 	 29.95 	20.70 
Delta Drawing 	 59.95 	43.00 
Facemaker 	 34.95 	24.00 
Gertrude's Secrets 	 75.00 	51.85 
Gertrude's Puzzles 	 75.00 	51.85 
Home Accountant 	 74.95 	48.05 
Juggles Rainbow 	 45.00 	31.10 
Kindercomp 	 29.95 	20.70 
Know Your Apple 	 34.95 	24.15 
Master Type 	 39.95 	27.60 
Preschool IQ Builder 	 23.95 	17.00 
Rocky's Boots 	 75.00 	52.50 
SAT Word Attack 	 49.00 	33.90 
Snooper Troops 02 	 44.95 	32.50 
Snooper Troops al 	 44.95 	32.50 
Spelling Bee 	 29.95 	20.70 
Story Machine 	 34.95 	24.00 
The Menu II 	 39.95 	28.90 
Typing Tutor II 	  24.95 	17.55 

WORD PROCESSING LIST SALE 
1st Class Mail 	 $99.95 	$64.10 
Apple Writer II Pre Boot 	 19.00 	13.50 
Bank Street Writer 	 69.95 	48.35 
Dictionary (On Line) 	 99.95 	69.00 
Easy Writer (Pro) 	  175.00 	121.00 
Format II 	 250.00 	170.00 
Letter Perfect 	  149.95 	103.75 
Magic Window 11 	  150.00 	103.60 
Magic Window (Original) 	 99.95 	69.00 
Pie Writer 	 149.95 	109.25 
Screenwriter II 	 129.95 	89.00 
Screenwriter Pro 	  199.95 	138.25 
Sensible Speller (New) 	  125.00 	86.50 
Supertext 40/80 	  175,00 	120.95 
Supertext Form Letter 	  100.00 	69.00 
Supertext Address Book . 	. ........49.95 	34.50 
Supertext 40/56/70 	  125.00 	86.50 
Word Handler 	  199.00 	137.55 
Wordstar 	 495.00 	342.00 

GRAPHICS 	 LIST 	SALE 
Alpha Plot 	 $39.50 	$27.25 
Apple Mechanic 	 29.50 	- 20.35 
Complete Graphics Sys 	 69.95 	48.35 
E.Z. Draw 3.3 	 49.95 	34.50 
Frame Up 	 29.50 	20.35 
Graphics Magician 	 59.95 	41.40 
Hi Res Secrets 	  125.00 	86.35 
Higher Text Extended 	 22.50 	16.50 
Special Effects 	 39.95 	27.60 
The "Slide" Show 	 49.95 	35.50 
The Artist 	 79.95 	55.25 
Type Faces 	 20.00 	13.85 
Zoom Grafix 	 49.95 	34.50 

UTILITIES 	 LIST 	SALE 
ASCII Express-Pro 	 $129.95 	$94.00 
Bag of Tricks 	 39.95 	27.60 
Data Capture 4.0 	 64.95 	44.85 
DOS Boss 	 24.00 	16.60 
Flex Text 	 29.50 	20.35 
Global Program Line Editor 	 65.00 	47.00 
Locksmith 4.1 	 99.95 	72.00 
Multidisk Catalog 3 	 25.00 	17.25 
Nibbles Away II 	 69.95 	53.25 
Pronto DOS 	 29.50 	20.35 
Super Disk Copy III 	 34.95 	24.65 
Tasc Compiler 	  175.00 	121.50 
Tip Disk 01 	 20.00 	13.85 
Utility City 	 29.50 	20.35 
Videx Videoterm Utility Disk 	 37.00 	25.45 
Videx Visicalc Pre-Boot 	 49.00 	34.00 
Videx Visicalc Memory Exp 	 89.00 	73.00 
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GOLEM 
COMPUTERS 

******************* 
30% OFF 

APPLE SOFTWARE 
******************* 

ARCADE 
RETAIL 
PRICE 

GOLEM 
PRICE 

ZAXXON 	  39.95 27.97 
CHOPLIFTER 	  34.95 24.47 
FROGGER 	  34.95 24.47 
AZTEC 	  39.95 27.97 
PINBALL CONSTRUCTION SET . . . . 39.95 27.97 
THE ARCADE MACHINE 	 59.95 41.97 
SEA FOX 	  29.95 20.97 
AE 	  29.95 20.97 
SPY'S DEMISE 	  19.95 13.97 

ADVENTURE 
ZORK I 	  39.95 27.97 
ZORK II 	  39.95 27.97 
ZORK III 	  39.95 27.97 
DEADLINE 	  49.95 34.97 

STRATEGY 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 	 33.50 23.45 
CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN 	 29.95 20.97 
SARGON II 	  34.95 24.47 
COMPUTER AMBUSH 	 59.95 41.95 

FANTASY 
WIZARDRY 	  49.95 34.97 
ULTIMA II 	  59.95 41.97 
KNIGHT OF DIAMONDS 	 39.95 24.47 
TEMPLE OF ASPHA I 	 39.95 27.97 
ULTIMA 	  39.95 27.97 

HOBBY 
GRAPHICS MAGICIAN 	 59.95 41.97 
UTILITY CITY 	  29.50 20.65 
ZOOM GRAPHICS 	  39.95 27.97 
DOUBLE TAKE 	  34.95 24.47 
APPLE MECHANIC 	  29.95 20.97 
BAG OF TRICKS 	  39.95 27.97 
PRONTO DOS 	  29.95 20.97 
DOS BOSS 	  24.00 16.80 
THE COMPLETE GRAPHICS SYS. 69.95 48.97 

HOME 
HOME ACCOUNTANT 	 74.95 52.47 
ASCII EXPRESS: THE PROFESS, ..129.95 90.97 
HAYES TERMINAL PROGRAM  	99.00 69.30 
DATA CAPTURE 4.0 	  69.95 45.47 
TRANSENT I 	  89.00 62.30 
CROSSWORD MAGIC 	 49.95 34.97 
MICRO/TERMINAL 	  84.95 59.47 

HOME EDUCATION 
MASTER TYPE 	  39.95 27.97 
TYPING TUTOR 	  24.95 17.47 
SNOOPER TROOPS I 	 44.95 31.47 
SNOOPER TROOPS II 	 44.95 31.47 
TYPE ATTACK 	  39.95 27.97 
COMPU READ 	  29.95 20.97 

WORD PROCESSOR 
BANK STREET WRITER 	 69.95 48.97 
SCREEN WRITER II 	  129.95 90.97 
WORDSTAR 	  495.00 348.50 
MAGIC WINDOW II ... 	 149.00 104.30 
WORD HANDLER 	  199.00 139.30 
FORMAT II 	  150.00 105.00 
PIE WRITER 	  149.95 104.97 
EASY WRITER 	  175.00 122.50 

BUSINESS 
VISICALC 	  250.00 175.00 
PFS: FILE 	  125.00 87.50 
MULTIPLAN 	  275.00 192.50 
PFS: REPORT 	  95.00 66.50 
DB MASTER 	  229.00 160.30 
PFS: GRAPH 	  125.00 87.50 

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

To order send check, money order, or cashier check. 
Personal and company checks allow 10 working 
days to clear. Specify if to backorder or to send re-
fund. California residents add 6% sales tax (L.A,  
county 61/2 %). Include phone # with order. Shipping 
and handling: Continental U.S. add $2.00 for 1 to 3 
Items, 4 to 6 Items add $4.00 Alaska, Hawaii and 
Canada add $2.00 per item. Business packages $5.00 
per item. 2nd day air add $1.50. Foreign orders add 
10% and include check drawn on U.S. bank. 

Free full catalog with every order. Mail orders to: 

GOLEM COMPUTERS 
P.O. BOX 6698 

WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91359 

Circle 146 on Reader Service card. 

\tooApple is a trademark of Apple Computers Inc. 

DATES ITEMS CODE AMOUNTS GAS ONLY BOOKS 
SEPT 3 GAS 1 20.00 20.00 0.00 
SEPT 6 GAS 1 15.00 15.00 0.00 
SEPT 	10 BOOKS 2 16.50 0.00 16.50 
SEPT 20 GAS 1 12.00 12.00 0.00 
SEPT 20 BOOKS 2 16.00 0.00 16.00 
SEPT 28 GAS 1 17.00 17.00 0.00 

TOTALS 9 6 50 64.00 32.50 

Figure. Sample spreadsheet. 

isiCalc has proven to be every- 
thing its creators hoped for and 

more. Two characteristics make Visi-
Calc extremely powerful: (1) the ease 
with which tables can be constructed 
and labelled, and (2) the ability to use IF 
statements. Developing tables and 
spreadsheets can be tedious with most 
conventional languages if you want to 
modify table entries and have all subse-
quent functions immediately adjusted. 

The IF statement lets VisiCalc pro-
vide selective totals within a table of 
values. This judgmental ability gives 
the Apple its power to classify informa-
tion. With selective totals, the IF state-
ments permit coded information to be 
totalled both with all other values, or 
with only the same category's previous 
entries. 

The following example demonstrates 
the use of selective totals. In this exam-
ple the user enters and classifies ex-
penses as "Gas" or "Books". As s/he 
makes these entries, along with the date 
the items were purchased and a code 
identifying them as a book or gasoline, 
VisiCalc computes a grand total and 
two selective totals for each category. 

The six dates shown in our example 
spreadsheet in the Figure contain the  

following entries: The purchase date, 
placed in column A; the item designa-
tion (Gas or Books) in column B; and 
the amount of the expense in column 
C. You obtain the totals by using the 
@SUM function for columns D, E and 
F. To total the amounts in column D, 
enter the sum formula in cell D10. This 
formula and all other formulas, labels 
and values are shown in the Program 
listing. In this example you enter /F$ 
@SUM (D2... D7) as the command, and 
because of the values entered in cells D2 
through D7, the total shown in cell D10 
is $96.50. The prefix command /F$ des-
ignates that the values shown will ap-
pear in a dollar-and-cents format. 

For record-keeping convenience we 
want separate totals for gas and book 
expenses. Thus, we develop a code (en-
tered in column C) designating gas ex-
penses as "1" and books as "2". It's easy 
to expand the number of categories ex-
pressed as code-for example, taxable 
versus non-taxable items, and personal 
or professional expenses. 

An @IF statement computes the 
amounts shown in columns E and F. 
Enter the following formula in cell E2: 
/F$1F(C2=1,D2,0). Since D2 is 1, it will 
be reproduced as it is; thus $20.00 is 

by Ramachandran Bharath and 

Business 

Selective Totals- 
Using 
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1 

VisiCalc 

David B. Hoffman 

shown in cell E2. Similarly, enter 
/F$@IF(C3 =1,D3,0) in cell E3, /FS @IF 
(C4=1,D4,0) in cell E4, and so forth. 
Since the item entered in the fourth row 
is a book and therefore coded as a "2" 
in cell C4, the amount of $16.50 
entered in cell D4 is not transferred to 
cell E4. The command entered in cell 
E4 states if the value in cell C4 is not a 
1, then the value computed for cell E4 
is $0.00. 

The Gas expense total is computed 
for cell E10 by using the command 
/FS@SUM(E2 .E7)—it is shown as 
$64.00. Selective amounts for Books 
are computed for column F using simi-
lar commands; the total of Books is 
computed by summing the amounts 
shown in cell F2 through F7. 

You can take a short cut to compute 
selective expense amounts by using 
VisiCalc's REPLICATE function. You 
need only enter /F$@IF(C2 =1,D2,0) in 
cell E2, and then replicate the com-
mand designating the appropriate 
range of values for repeating the com-
mand. This is especially valuable if 
your spreadsheet will be accepting 
long columns of expense items. 

Our example is intentionally brief; 
however, VisiCalc's power to compute 
selective totals is easily expandable. 
VisiCalc can develop accounting docu-
ments providing both a grand total 
and selective totals. Use these selective 
totals for computing the amount of 
sales tax paid on the taxable entries, 
and intentionally not computing any 
tax paid on the nontaxable entries. • 

Write to Dr. Ramachandran Bharath and Dr. 
David P. Hoffman at the School of Business and 
Management, Northern Michigan University, 
Marquette, MI 49855. 

>F11:" 	
>E11:" 	
>D11:" 	
>F10:/F$@SUM(F2...F7) 
>E10:/F$@SUM(E2...E7) 
>D10:/F$@SUM(D2...D7) 
>A10:"TOTALS 
>F9:" 	 
>E9:" 	 
>D9:" 	  
>C9:" 	  
>89:" 	  
>A9:" 	 
>F7:/F$@IF(C7.72,D7,0) 
>E7:/F$@IF(C7=1,D7,0) 
>D7:/F$17 
>C7:1 
>B7:"GAS 
>A7:"SEPT 28 
>F6:/F$@IF(C6=2,D6,0) 
>E6:/F$@IF(C6=1,D6,0) 
>06:/F$16 
>C6:2 
>B6:"BOOKS 
>A6:"SEPT 20 
>F5:/FWF(C5=2,D5,0) 
>E5:/F$@IF(C5=1,D5,0) 
>D5:/F$12 
>C5: 1 
>85:"GAS 
>A5:"SEPT 20 
>F4:/FWF(C4=2,D4,0) 
>E4:/F$@IF(C4=1,D4,0) 
>D4:/F$16.5 
>C4:2 
>B4:"BOOKS 
>A4:"SEPT 10 
>F3:/FOIF(C3=2,D3,0) 
>E3:/F$@IF(C3=1,D3,0) 
>D3:/F$15 
>C3: 1 
>B3:"GAS 
>A3:"SEPT 6 
>F2:/F$61IF(C2=2,D2,0) 
>E2:/FWF(C2=1,D2,0) 
>D2:/F$20 
>C2:1 
>82:"GAS 
>A2:"SEPT 3 
>F1:"BOOKS 
>E1:"GAS ONLY 
>D1:"AMOUNTS 
>C1:"CODE 
>B1:"ITEMS 
>A1:"DATES 
/W1 
/GOC 
/GRA 
/GC9 
/X!/X>C1:>C10: 

Program listing. Program for selective total-
ling with VisiCalc. 

Circle 122 on Reader Service card.  

E X/AB 

At Last! 
A Full Screen 
Editor for 
Applesoft! 
I EDX/AB is not to be confused with 
Applesoft line editors where each line to be 
edited must be individually called up. It is 
a full screen editor that lets you insert, change 
or delete anywhere on the screen. 

I EDX/AB lets you scroll through your 
program in both directions. That's right! 
It lets you scroll both forward and backward. 
continuously or one line at a time. 

1 EDX/AB is controlled by the top row of 
keys on the keyboard. which serve as pseudo-
function keys. A graphic symbol for each 
function is printed on a detachable strip. 

I EDX/AB is written completely in ma-
chine language. It requires Apple II with 48K. 
Applesoft in ROM. 1 or 2 drives. DOS 3.3. 

1111111111111111 
Yes, please send EDX/AB at $59.95, plus $2.50 
for shipping and handling. 
I have E Apple II 0 Apple H+ ❑ Apple Ile 
Name 	  
Address 	  

State 	  Zip 	  
0 Visa E MasterCard 
Number 	  Exp. 	  
0 Cheque enclosed. No CH's 	 IC 

Troy Software Design Inc. 
63 Roseview Avenue 
Richmond Hill, Ontario 
Canada L4C 106 
Order by phone 416/884-4527 

Apple II and Applesoft are trademarks of 
Apple Computer. Inc. 
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	Business Review 	 

  

General Ledger 
Plot a steady business course with this 

crack accounting package. 

by Gregory R. Glau 

your accountant may let you use 
your Apple to do payroll and ac-

counts receivable, to send out state-
ments and write checks, but what 
about the tough stuff? 

No, he's probably like our accoun-
tant, who likes to hang onto that thick 
black book he calls the general ledger. 
Heck, that's where all the fun is—
that's where we find all those big num-
bers that tell us the state of our business. 

A general ledger is just what the 
name implies—a book that summar-
izes business transactions. If yours is a 
simple business, your general ledger 
may include sales, expenses, and prof- 

it. What else do you need? 
If you sell at retail, you collect sales 

taxes and are encouraged to pass them 
along to the appropriate government 
agency. Thus, you add SALES TAX COL-
LECTED and SALES TAX PAID accounts 
to your general ledger. 

You might want a sales breakdown. 
You'd also want to know where you 
spend your money. If you buy a build-
ing, you could depreciate it. If you hire 
people, you'd owe payroll taxes. You 
should record all these transactions in 
your general ledger. 

Peachtree's General Ledger pro-
gram lets you vigilantly manage your  

financial affairs, arming you with the 
summaries you need to plot your 
course. 

Like most business software, this 
system isn't perfect. But considering 
that Peachtree's Amounts Receivable, 
Payroll and Accounts Payable pro-
grams can integrate their summaries 
with it, the General Ledger system 
could bring Herculean accounting pow-
er to your organization. 

All Peachtree programs are written 
in Microsoft Basic (called MBasic), 
available only with the Microsoft Soft-
card, preempting less expensive Z-80 
cards. In this case, with detailed man-
uals and a truly superb product, you 
get what you pay for. 

Take three easy steps to get General 
Ledger up and running. Start by boot-
ing your CP/M disk. When the A> 
prompt appears, type MBASIC, which 
loads Microsoft Basic. Finally, type RUN 
GL MENU to get the program started. 

No Manual Labor 
The program's 102-page tabbed, in-

dex-less manual advises you to work 
with copies of the disks and sample da-
ta disk. Though the manual is not offi-
cially a tutorial, its bountiful details 
will teach you enough about account-
ing to fully understand the program. 

Peachtree doesn't give you just one 
field for each account. No, they give 
you 21 fields. Take a look at Table 1, 
which lists the fields each account con-
tains; you'll see a wealth of terrific in-
formation. However, you need use on-
ly the data fields your business needs, 
and you can configure the system to 
any account numbers you want. The 

Write Greg Glau at PO Box 1627, Prescott, AZ 
86302. 

1. Account number. This is a five-digit figure. The first three digits represent the main accounting 
code and the last two are the sub account or department code. 

2. Description. Up to 25 characters long (SALES, CASH RECEIPTS, SALES TAX). If you enter 
more than 25 characters, the system will beep at you, reject the entry, and ask again. Unfor-
tunately, it doesn't indicate on the display screen how "long" 25 characters are. 

3. Accumulator accounts. These serve as "collection points" for your figures as they're printed on 
your financial statements. 

4. Master/Sub codes. The master accounts aren't posted to—they total the accounts that immedi-
ately follow them in the general ledger. Sub accounts "roll" back into the master accounts during 
any summary printing, but are printed in detail on the trial balance report. 

5. Column code. This is a three-digit item that tells the system in which of three columns (1 = 
left, 2 = center, 3 = right) you'd like this item printed on your balance sheet. 

6. Current amount. This month's total. 

7. Yeapto-date amount. 

8. Budget amount. You're allowed to keep budget totals for each account, if you wish. 

9. Fiscal month #1. This amount will be the total in the account at the end of your first fiscal 
month. 

10-20. Amounts for fiscal months 2 through 12. This allows you to start using the program at any 
time during the year; enter your manually collected general ledger totals into these accounts. 

21. The prior year's total year.todate. This lets you compare two consecutive years of information 
on your income statement and balance sheet. 

Table 1. The information the system controls for each individual account. 
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INTRA's PSIO 
Programmable Serial I/O Board 

AND SOFTERM 

RS-232 
LINE 

MONITOR 
540 

,14111111111bbIN 
-1111111160: 

LINE-POWERED 

DB-25 
CABLE 

CONFIGURATOR 
$60 

COMPACT 

MALE-MALE OR 
FEMALE-FEMALE 
SEX CHANGER 

$28 

ASYNCHRONOUS 
NULL - MODEM 

'28 

GO 

NO MORE JUMPERS NO MORE 
SWITCHES! LET PSIO SIMPLIFY 

YOUR COMMUNICATION 

Turn your APPLE into an intelligent file transfer terminal for accessing applications on hosts and 
time sharing systems. Supporting keyboard selectable transfer rates to 9.6 kbit/s, the 
*PROGRAMMABLE SERIAL I/O BOARD, when used with Softronics Inc.'s Softerm lets your 
APPLE emulate IBM's 3101, DEC's VT100, DG's D-200, LSI's ADM-3A and ADM-5A, Hazeltine 
1400 and 1500, ADDS Regent, and TeleVideo 900 Series Terminals. 

ASCII EXPRESS 
Give your APPLE the most versatile and accurate data transfer capabilities available. Combining 
the PSIO's programmable hardware options with the Editor, Directory, and Keyboard Macro 
features of SDS's ASCII EXPRESS: PROFESSIONAL, there is virtually NO Computer System it 
can't be used with. This is the only hardware/software combination available to offer 5-LEVEL 
BAUDOT CODE: CURRENT-LOOP capability; and all desireable RS-232 and ASCII UTILITIES for 
APPLE COMMUNICATIONS. 

PSIO BOARD 	 19995  
SOFTERM Software 	 150°° 
ASCII EXPRESS: Professional 	12995  

SEX CHANGE $28 

COME TO INTRA FOR DATA-COMM 
CENTRONICS INTERFACE COMPATIBLE PRINTER SWITCH 

Works with all Microcomputers $165 
AB SWITCHES:One year warranty. Intra Computer offers a complete family of manual line swit-
ching devices to enable Port 'C' connectorized signals to be directed to either Port 'A' or Port 
'B'. Constructed from highest quality components with gold plated contacts, these products 
are easily installed and require no A.C. power source. 

L'Atra 
omputer 101 W. 31st, N.Y., N.Y. 10001 (212) 947-5533 

Zos 

20 
4• 
6• 

RTS 
RD 

DUCT'  
DSO 

DT* 
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• 5 
• 8 
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manual also has a flowchart that 
shows how the 14 General Ledger pro-
grams interact. 

There are some flaws. The program 
works with the CP/M operating sys-
tem, but the program refers to disk 
drives as #1 and #2, while CP/M calls 
them A and B. You're told to turn the 
power on before you insert the disks 
(good for other systems, not so good for 
your Apple). 

Once you start using the General 
Ledger program, you'll find it's sur-
prisingly easy to add and delete new 
accounts. However, as a safeguard, 
you cannot delete one with a balance. 

While it seems complicated to run 
through 21 information fields when add-
ing an account, it goes faster than you'd 
expect. And you can list your accounts, 
of course, to ensure that new ones did 
in fact become part of the system. 

Peachtree apparently doesn't be-
lieve you'll change your mind about se-
lecting a menu item. If you tell the sys-
tem to do this or that, by George, it'll 
do it. There are no exits from many 
menu functions. 

And you may want to check your 
printer with the program before you 
buy. We have a Centronics 779 in slot 
1 of our Apple and an Epson MX-80 
F/T in slot 2. The Centronics has a dial 
on its rear panel that controls print 
size. Since the General Ledger requires 
132 columns for many of its reports, 
we could adjust character size to ac-
commodate wide printouts. 

The Epson is another story. When 
we moved it into slot 1, we discovered 
it had to print in its compressed char-
acter mode to create those 132 charac-
ters. There is no way to do this from in-
side the General Ledger program. 

Thus, you must follow the proce-
dure noted in Table 2. That's a hassle, 
all right, but that is the system's only 
major weakness. Fear not—it makes it 
106 eider October 1983 

up to you tenfold through its many 
convenience's. 

Wily Posting 
The program's automatic posting 

feature lets you load summary amounts 
from other programs into General Led-
ger accounts. The manual, however, 
makes posting by hand appear by com-
parison long and tedious. It's just the 
opposite. Data goes in quickly and is 
automatically error-checked to make 
sure everything balances. 

You probably shouldn't expect to 
learn every possible pratfall when you 
post by yourself; instead, seek help 
from your accountant. For example, 
when you manually enter transaction 
summaries into the General Ledger, it 
asks what kind of data you intend to 
post. When you receive cash, you'd 
want to note it in the Cash Receipts 
Journal. But the program lists not just 
that, but also Journals 1 through 4, 
with no explanation of what they are. 

You must enter credits with a minus 
sign and all debits, or charges, as posi-
tive figures (no plus sign is required). 
Your minus entries must match your 
plus figures. You and your accountant 
must decide which sign each account 
must take. 

After you've entered all amounts, 
the system totals the charges and com-
pares them to your credits. It displays 
(or prints) the totals, and if you're out 
of balance, it tells you by how much, 
but only after you've entered all trans-
actions. Errors don't surface until 
you're done. That's why it's nice to 
have the accounts receivable and ac-
counts payable figures automatically 
posted to the general ledger. They're 
already in balance before they get 
there. 

Matchmaking 

If you want to interface the General  

Ledger with one or more Peachtree 
Series 40 systems, your account num-
bers must match or the data transfer 
cannot take place. A little forethought—
and accounting advice—will keep 
things running smoothly. 

While the program is otherwise big 
on audit trails, it does have a "Transac-
tion Delete" program to remove incor-
rect entries. It disdains the usual meth-
od—entering a reverse entry with 
exactly the opposite amount correcting 
the ending totals. (Once you delete a 
transaction or entry, you cannot have 
a true audit trail through the system.) 

First, as you scroll through each ac-
count entry, the instructions move 
slowly up and off your screen. Then, 
the program asks whether to print a 
"transaction record," permanent proof 
of the event. However, when we told 
the program we did not want a hard 
copy of a deletion, the system must 
have been insulted. It wouldn't return 
control of our Apple until we turned 
on the printer and let it form-feed two 
blank pages. RESET was our only op-
tion, and that stops everything. So we 
meekly sat watching the paper. 

The actual summary updating of 
each account occurs when you print 
your Trial Balance. This is a detail 
summary report that prints all transac-
tions for all accounts, while internally 
gathering totals and posting them to 
the current amount fields. Be sure you 
make all individual transaction entries 
before requesting a trial balance. If 
other Peachtree systems automatically 
have transferred data to the General 
Ledger, see that it's been received be-
fore asking for a trial balance. 

Once the system has all the informa-
tion it can produce a detailed balance 
sheet, representing your company's fi-
nancial position at any particular mo-
ment. If you wish, the system will print 
last year's totals on the hard copy, too, 
for an item-by-item comparison. 

It also will print an Income State-
ment (also called a Profit & Loss State-
ment). This represents how the busi-
ness did over a period of time, usually a 
year (although many companies like a 
P&L each month). You may include 
last year's information and any budget 
amounts, and you may base income 
statements on departments, if you wish. 

The program also handles any "re- 

I. Load a normal Apple disk and turn the system on. 

2. Turn on your printer (it must be in slot 1 to work with this program). 

3. Type PR#1. This initializes the printer. It will respond by moving the paper up a line. 

4. Type PRINT CHR$(15). This is the code your Epson will understand for compressed print. 
This will print on paper, but doesn't hurt anything. You must then leave your printer on; if you 
turn it off it will revert to its default (larger) character size. 

5. Insert your CP/M disk and type PR#6 to load CP/M, 

6. Type MBASIC to load it into your Apple. 

7. Put the General Ledger program disk into drive A (#1) and its data disk into drive B (#2). 

8. Type RUN GL MENU to start the General Ledger system. 

Table 2. This is the sequence required to instruct an Epson MX-80 printer to print in the com-
pressed character mode, so 132 characters will fit across a page. 



MITT ASK 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE, 

Circle 173 on Reader Service card. 

SAM. GIVES YOUR APPLE 
THE POWER OF SPEECH 

DMITT ASK 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

''"er APPLE 
ero• 	ON DISK 

For the APPLE 
11/11. 

IWZ*4:41  

Ire Software Automatic Mouth 
Speech Synthesizer on a Disk 

Includes: 8-bit 
0-to-A Cortrerter/Audio 
Amplifier Board 

Requiem 
48K RAM 

APPLE 

• S.A.M. is the Software Automatic 
Mouth, a speech synthesizer for Apple 
and Atari computers made by Don't Ask. 
S.A.M. uses your computer to simulate 
the sounds of human speech. You use 
S.A.M. to make your programs talk. 
• S.A.M. does it all in software. It's a pro-
gram —the only one of its kind. This means 
that S.A. M . has the power of a hardware 
speech device without the high price. 

• S.A.M. expands the power of your 
machine. Adding speech is like adding 
graphics — suddenly you can do things 
you never considered before. Use S.A.M. 
to write practical things: learning tools for 
young children, business software with 
spoken instructions, programs that tell 
stories or read aloud. Write creative new 
games with characters that converse or 
opponents that crack jokes. S.A.M. is 
great fun to use, because it's a new play-
ground for your ingenuity. 
• S.A.M. is for anyone who can write a 
program, from the newest BASIC beginner 
to the machine language master. It's so 
easy to use S.A.M. to make a program 
talk, there's almost nothing to it. 
• S.A.M. is capable of endless variety. 

You can control S.A.M.'s inflection, 
change the pitch of S.A.M.'s voice and 
the speed of S.A. M .'s speech. Use pho-
netic input to get perfect pronunciation; or 
use RECITER, the excellent English text-
to-speech converter on the S.A.M. disk, 
for highly reliable results with ordinary 
English input. 
With the new KNOBS feature you can 
create a variety of different voices for 
S.A.M. — not just higher or lower voices, 
but ones that sound like different people 
speaking, You design S.A.M.'s vocal 
personalities. 
Get your Apple or Atari a Software Auto-
matic Mouth,- and discover the excite-
ment of computer speech. 

RIC 

2265 Westwood BI., Ste. B-150, Los Angeles, 
CA 90064. Phone (213) 477-4514 

Dealer inquiries invited. 

SAM. disk comes with: 
S.A.M., Reciter, and 4 

demonstration programs. 

	 Hear S.A.M. at your favorite dealer. 	  
Or order direct from Don't Ask. Add $2.00 shipping to your check or money order; California residents add 
6% sales tax (6.5% in LA. County). 

S.A.M. for Apple II-series computers includes 8-bit digital-to-analog converter and audio amplifier 
on a card. Requires 48K, disk. (S.A.M. uses 9K; RECITER 6K. S.A.M. can be loaded into a 16K 
R.A.M. card.) You will need a speaker. Suggested retail: $124.95. 

S.A.M. for Apple is now accessible from Pascal as well as 
BASIC and machine language. 

	 SAM programmed by Mark Barton 	  
APPLE is a trademark of APPLE COMPUTER, INC. ATARI is a trademark of ATARI INC. 

pealing" entries. For instance, if ev-
ery month you have a depreciation 
amount to post to the general ledger, 
you can instruct the system to do that 
automatically. 

Finally, the program has an end-of-
month function which closes out the 
month (or year, if you wish). You cre-
ate a new data disk, and save the old 
one as a permanent backup copy. Fol-
lowing the simple checklist when you 
end an accounting period ensures ac-
curate tabulations. 

Space Race 
Records and transactions compete 

for disk space. This system allows 900 
"spots" for information accounts on a 
data disk. If you have, say, 250 Gener-
al Ledger accounts, you're allowed 650 
transaction entries. With 400 G/L ac-
counts the number of transactions low-
ers to 500. That's plenty of space for 
the average business, but ask your ac-
countant about your needs. 

The system includes both a program 
that verifies the integrity of your data, 
including any interconnecting records, 
and a program to rebuild files if a bad 
disk ruins an account or two. 

The program is error-trapped well; 
we couldn't crash it (other than by 
pressing the panic button—RESET). 
You can't even enter an incorrect 
month or day. It allows years like "II" 
and "03," so the program is applicable 
into the next century. 

What's the bottom line? Like all 
Peachtree software, General Ledger 
doesn't come cheap. You need the Soft-
card, 64K, two disk drives and a 132-
column printer. And you (and perhaps 
your accountant) will have to read the 
manual. Expect to need help when you 
set up your accounting codes, and 
when you start to post. 

But for your trouble you'll get an 
outstanding general ledger system. 
Since it can operate self-sufficiently, 
you can buy it now and add other pro-
grams to it later. While the documen-
tation makes manual entries sound 
fearsome, they actually go in quite eas-
ily. And data transfer capability from 
other Peachtree accounting systems 
really makes this one a winner. It's 
available for $400 from Peachtree 
Software Inc., 3445 Peachtree Road 
N.E., Atlanta, GA 30326. • 
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Business 

Conserving VisiCalc 
Memory 
Crammed spreadsheets can be 

maddening—and costly. Loosen up yours 
with these easy, valuable techniques. 

WWithout
a doubt, VisiCalc ranks 

among the most popular 
spreadsheet calculating packages—but 
it's got an Achilles heel. Unlike soft-
ware that loads only the part of the 
program the user chooses, VisiCalc 
loads the entire program when booted. 
Displayed in the upper right-hand cor-
ner of the worksheet, a memory in-
dicator states how much memory re-
mains at any given time. The program 
itself uses 30K of memory (30 kilo-
bytes). For a standard 48K computer, 
this leaves only 18K of memory in 
which to create a worksheet. Even 
with a 16K expansion card this can dis-
appear quickly, especially if the 
spreadsheet is large or has many 
algorithms. 

VisiCalc refers to numbers as values 
and letters as labels. A value uses the 
least amount of memory, a label uses 
more, and an algorithm or command 
even more. Even a simple command 
like REPLICATE uses more memory 
than if the user input the information 
in each coordinate. 

When all available memory is used, 
an "M" appears in the prompt line, 
replacing the memory indicator. This 
"M" advises the user as to the bloated 
memory. If the workspace is saved 
with an "M" showing, the user risks 
losing the entire spreadsheet; a num-
ber must be present in that position 
before storing. 

To wring out more memory space, 
delete all blank rows and columns. If 
you need to double-space, do it when 
printing. After deleting blank rows 
108 eider October 1983 

by Trish McClelland 
and columns, double-check the algo-
rithms to ensure that you've made any 
necessary changes. 

If the "M" still remains, change 
labels to values. Take months, for ex-
ample. Instead of typing the word 
JANUARY, type 1. Beware that enclos-
ing your label in quotes negates any 
space saving. 

As a last resort, look at your equa-
tions. You can change an algorithm to 
a value, if you're sure you won't be 
changing any existing numbers. For 
instance, assume you have an algo-
rithm at B52 that reads: 

B14/A11*C15 +C17 —B50 

and the answer is 457. If you type the 
value 457 in that coordinate, you elimi-
nate the equation and save space. 
However, if the values change at any 
of the five coordinates in the original 
algorithm, the number 457 would then 
be invalid. 

After taking these three steps, you 
should have a number in the memory 
indicator space. If not, some of the 
spreadsheet's information may have to 
be deleted. 

Let's examine a sample worksheet 
that begins at Al and ends at N150. 
After deleting 30 rows and 2 columns 
to save memory, your last value now is 
positioned at L120. However, VisiCalc 
still has retained those 30 rows and 2 
columns in memory; although they 
now take up only 2 bytes per coordi-
nate (pause they are blank spaces), 
that still leaves 300 bytes dormant in 
memory. 

If a number reappears in your mem-
ory indicator, save the file with the iss 
command, then clear the screen and 
reload the file. The memory indicator 
should be substantially higher, because  
VisiCalc loads only the labels, num-
bers, and equations in the worksheet, 
ignoring any blank rows at the bottom 
or right of the spreadsheet. 

Even if none of these procedures un-
clog your Apple's memory, there's still 
hope. Many worksheets can be broken 
down into sections, which in turn can 
be stored in a DIF (Data Interchange 
Format) file. 

When a DIF file stores formulae, 
their values are retained while the al-
gorithms themselves are eliminated. 
Just as you save space by converting 
coordinates to values, so you can save 
memory by saving data in DIF. As the 
worksheet grows larger, it's wise to 
save data periodically in DIF and re-
load the file. 

You lose recalculation abilities when 
values are saved in place of formulae. 
If a number changes, you must reenter 
any algorithms that involve that par-
ticular coordinate. 

If you can rectify these memory ca-
pacity problems, you'll find VisiCalc 
much more useful. If none of these sug-
gestions help you in your particular 
application, you might need addition-
al memory in the form of expansion 
cards. ■ 

Trish McClelland operates her own microcom-
puter consulting firm. You can write to her at 250 
S. Reynolds St., Alexandria, VA 22304. 



SomeVery Good 
Reasons to Buy 
an Echo Speech 

Synthesizer. 
We're confident we have the most intelligible, 
versatile, and economical speech synthesizer 
on the market. Once you hear it, we're sure 
you'll be convinced too. All ECHOs are capable 
of speaking in four different voice modes 
which range from a robotic machine voice to 
natural female speech. (The fixed speech and 
custom modes are optional.) 

It's Easy To Use 
Unlike other speech systems, the ECHOs 
are very simple to use. It only takes a minute 
or two to get the ECHO talking. Any text 
which can be printed to the screen can be 
spoken. If you've written a BASIC program 
you can add speech with simple modifications. 

Software Compatibility 
Not only can you add speech to the programs 
you write yourself, over 25 top educational 
and adventure software manufacturers are 
currently designing programs to be compatible 
with the ECHO Be watching for details. 

Value 
Each ECHO comes ready to use with a speaker 
and tutorial-style manual. The ECHO ][, 
priced at $149.95, also comes with a variety 
of demonstration and utility programs. The new 
ECHO GP (General Purpose), priced at $199.95 
is a stand-alone unit with its own on-board 
microprocessor; it will interface with any 
computer through the serial port. All ECHOs 
have a two year warranty. 

Bells And Whistles 
If you want bells, whistles, music and sound 
effects, plus state-of-the-art sprite graphics 
capabilities, the ECHO technology is available 
on Synetix Systems' new Supersprite Board. 

Check It Out 
Most Apple dealers have the ECHO ][ available 
for demonstration as part of Street Electronics/ 
Orange Micro's unique Grappler-Pm, Buffer-
boarcPm, ECHO P' Talking Demonstration. 

Street Electronics Corporation 
1140 Mark Avenue Carpinteria, CA 93013 

Telephone (805) 684-4593 

The Echo)[ is a registered trademark of Street Electronics Corporation. The Grappler+ and Bufferboard are registered trademarks of Orange Micro. 

Circle 355 on Reader Service card. 
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Crammed spreadsheets can be 
maddening—and costly. Loosen up yours 

with these easy, valuable techniques. 

by Trish McClelland 

Without a doubt, VisiCalc ranks 
among the most popular 

spreadsheet calculating packages—but 
it's got an Achilles heel. Unlike soft-
ware that loads only the part of the 
program the user chooses, VisiCalc 
loads the entire program when booted. 
Displayed in the upper right-hand cor-
ner of the worksheet, a memory in-
dicator states how much memory re-
mains at any given time. The program 
itself uses 30K of memory (30 kilo-
bytes). For a standard 48K computer, 
this leaves only 18K of memory in 
which to create a worksheet. Even 
with a 16K expansion card this can dis-
appear quickly, especially if the 
spreadsheet is large or has many 
algorithms. 

VisiCalc refers to numbers as values 
and letters as labels. A value uses the 
least amount of memory, a label uses 
more, and an algorithm or command 
even more. Even a simple command 
like REPLICATE uses more memory 
than if the user input the information 
in each coordinate. 

When all available memory is used, 
an "M" appears in the prompt line, 
replacing the memory indicator. This 
"M" advises the user as to the bloated 
memory. If the workspace is saved 
with an "M" showing, the user risks 
losing the entire spreadsheet; a num-
ber must be present in that position 
before storing. 

To wring out more memory space, 
delete all blank rows and columns. If 
you need to double-space, do it when 
printing. After deleting blank rows 
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and columns, double-check the algo-
rithms to ensure that you've made any 
necessary changes. 

If the "M" still remains, change 
labels to values. Take months, for ex-
ample. Instead of typing the word 
JANUARY, type 1. Beware that enclos-
ing your label in quotes negates any 
space saving. 

As a last resort, look at your equa-
tions. You can change an algorithm to 
a value, if you're sure you won't be 
changing any existing numbers. For 
instance, assume you have an algo-
rithm at B52 that reads: 

B14/A11.C15 +C17 — B50 

and the answer is 457. If you type the 
value 457 in that coordinate, you elimi-
nate the equation and save space. 
However, if the values change at any 
of the five coordinates in the original 
algorithm, the number 457 would then 
be invalid. 

After taking the three steps, you 
should have a number in the memory 
indicator space. If not, some of the 
spreadsheet's information may have to 
be deleted. 

Let's examine a sample worksheet 
that begins at Al and ends at N150. 
After deleting 30 rows and 2 columns 
to save memory, your last value now is 
positioned at L120. However, VisiCalc 
still has retained those 30 rows and 2 
columns in memory; although they 
now take up only 2 bytes per coordi-
nate (berause they are blank spaces), 
that still leaves 300 bytes dormant in 
memory. 

If a number reappears in your mem-
ory indicator, save the file with the iss 
command, then clear the screen and 
reload the file. The memory indicator 
should be substantially higher, because 
VisiCalc loads only the labels, num-
bers, and equations in the worksheet, 
ignoring any blank rows at the bottom 
or right of the spreadsheet. 

Even if none of these procedures un-
clog your Apple's memory, there's still 
hope. Many worksheets can be broken 
down into sections, which in turn can 
be stored in a DIF (Data Interchange 
Format) file. 

When a DIF file stores formulae, 
their values are retained while the al-
gorithms themselves are eliminated. 
Just as you save space by converting 
coordinates to values, so you can save 
memory by saving data in DIF. As the 
worksheet grows larger, it's wise to 
save data periodically in DIF and re-
load the file. 

You lose recalculation abilities when 
values are saved in place of formulae. 
If a number changes, you must reenter 
any algorithms that involve that par-
ticular coordinate. 

If you can rectify these memory ca-
pacity problems, you'll find VisiCalc 
much more useful. If none of these sug-
gestions help you in your particular 
application, you might need addition-
al memory in the form of expansion 
cards. • 

Trish McClelland operates her own microcom-
puter consulting firm. You can write to her at 250 
S. Reynolds St., Alexandria, VA 22304. 



SomeVery Good 
Reasons to Buy 
an Echo Speech 

Synthesizer. 
We're confident we have the most intelligible, 
versatile, and economical speech synthesizer 
on the market. Once you hear it, we're sure 
you'll be convinced too. All ECHOs are capable 
of speaking in four different voice modes 
which range from a robotic machine voice to 
natural female speech. (The fixed speech and 
custom modes are optional.) 

It's Easy To Use 
Unlike other speech systems, the ECHOs 
are very simple to use. It only takes a minute 
or two to get the ECHO talking. Any text 
which can be printed to the screen can be 
spoken. If you've written a BASIC program 
you can add speech with simple modifications. 

Software Compatibility 
Not only can you add speech to the programs 
you write yourself, over 25 top educational 
and adventure software manufacturers are 
currently designing programs to be compatible 
with the ECHO ][. Be watching for details. 

Value 
Each ECHO comes ready to use with a speaker 
and tutorial-style manual. The ECHO 
priced at $149.95, also comes with a variety 
of demonstration and utility programs. The new 
ECHO GP (General Purpose), priced at $199.95 
is a stand-alone unit with its own on-board 
microprocessor; it will interface with any 
computer through the serial port. All ECHOs 
have a two year warranty. 

Bells And Whistles 
If you want bells, whistles, music and sound 
effects, plus state-of-the-art sprite graphics 
capabilities, the ECHO technology is available 
on Synetix Systems' new Supersprite Board. 

Check It Out 
Most Apple dealers have the ECHO ][ available 
for demonstration as part of Street Electronics/ 
Orange Micro's unique Grappler+Tm, Buffer-
board'TM, ECHO Pi Talking Demonstration. 

Street Electronics Corporation 
1140 Mark Avenue Carpinteria, CA 93013 

Telephone (805) 684-4593 

The Echoll is a registered trademark of Street Electronics Corporation. The Grappler+ and Bufferboard are registered trademarks of Orange Micro. 
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APPLE ORGANIZER 

$37.50 

Apple IITM  16K RAM 

4995  
Compatible with Apple Language Card, Z-80 Soft-
card, Fortran, Pascal and CP/M. Assembled, tested 
and burned-in. With complete instructions and 
schematics. 90 day warranty. 

DD co5Ipar • pir•olaaa• 
3375 Woodward Avenue • Santa Clara, California 95050 • 408/988-4408 

23000  
51/4" APPLE COMPATIBLE DISK DRIVE 

Shugart SA-390 Mechanism 

Compatible with Apple Language Card, Z-80 Soft-
card, Fortran, Pascal and CP/M. Matching Apple 
color case and cable. 90 day warranty. Half-height 
drives for Apple computers are also available. 

51/4" FLOPPY BOX 

$21.95 or 2/$37.50 

As shown on our drive above. 

FRANKLIN SYSTEM SHELF ALSO AVAILABLE 

All accessories are color-coordinated to Apple computers. 

9995  
THE EQUALIZER 

Lets you stop your games and come back to 
finish them later. Will also slow down the speed 
at which the game takes place. 

PRINTER PEDESTAL I 
80 column — $24.95 

PRINTER PEDESTAL II 
132 column — $47.50 

105 each 

CONTROLLER CARDS 

With full diagnostics, for the Apple, Franklin Ace, 
and Basis 108. 

Apple and Apple II are registered trademarks of Apple Computers, Inc. Basis 108 is a registered trademark of Basis America 

Franklin Ace is a registered trademark of Franklin Computer Corporation. 
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RGB designs 

MINI TAUR II DISK DRIVE 

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE WITH 

Apple 11*, Apple I l+*, and Apple 2e* 

Franklin ACE* 1000 and 1200 

Basis 108* 

See us at 

gaPPla 
S 	 i q•NCISCO 

Moscone Center 
FEATURES 	 San Francisco 

Friday-Sunday 
100% Compatible With ALL Apple Software 	October 28-30, 1983 

Half Track and Full Track Accessing Capability 

35 Track and 40 Track Operation 

Band Stepper Provides Faster and More Precise Head Positioning 

Twice the Storage in the SAME Space as a Standard Apple Drive 

User Selectible Write Protection Switch Featuring Three Modes 
• Normal Write Protect Operation 	• Read Only Always Write Protected 

• Write Protect Disable Allows Use of Opposite Side of Diskette 

Color Coordinated to Apple Computers 

90 Day Warranty 	1 Year Warranty Optional 

For Dealer and Distributor Information Call: 

RGB designs 

3375 Woodward Avenue 
Santa Clara, CA 95050 
408/748-0400 

*Apple, Apple II, Apple II+, and Apple 2e are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Franklin Ace is a trademark of 
Franklin Computer Corporation. Basis is a trademark of Basis Incorporated. 
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	Pascal 

Pascal Pretty-Printing 	 
Pascal printouts often look messy. 

This programmer from "down under" suggests 
ways to clean up your act. 

by Gordon A. Findlay 
rograms 

P 	
written in Pascal may be 

enhanced by "pretty-printing"— 
that is, by spacious and logical layout 
of the program structure. 

Most programmers try to pretty-
print their programs, but programs 
develop in unexpected ways, and 
sometimes the layout gets disturbed. 
Pretty-printing should be consistent 
and well-adapted for use with the Pas-
cal Editor. 

This article contains two programs 
for drawing "spirolaterals" (see Crea- 

tive Computing, March 1982, page 
14). The first listing is partially pretty-
printed, the second one fully pretty-
printed. Though the second uses more 
space, it is much easier to follow. 

Most published pretty-printing stan-
dards are designed for hard-copy use, 
and are not particularly suitable for 
the Apple screen. The restriction to 24 
lines, with only 40 characters visi-
ble at a time, makes overspacing un-
wise since too little of the program 
will show. 

The following standards suggest a 
balance between spacious layout and 
common sense. 

Indentation Rules 
• Indent two spaces for each level of 
program nesting; if the text starts at 0, 
indent to 2, then 4, then 6 spaces. 
Many will argue that six spaces for 
each nesting level is ideal. However, 
too much spacing will send most lines 
into the second half of the screen. 
• The statements PROGRAM, USES, and 
the BEGIN of the main program should 
start in column 0. 
• Indent declaration keywords LA-
BEL, CONST, TYPE, VAR, PROCEDURE 
and FUNCTION two spaces from the 
headers PROGRAM, PROCEDURE or 
FUNCTION. 

• Align declarations within each dec-
laration type as follows: 
VAR X,Y : REAL; 

A,B : BOOLEAN; 

This case requires more than two-
space indentation. (See the recommen-
dation below about spacing declar-
ations.) 
• The statement-bracketing pairs 
BEGIN-END, REPEAT-UNTIL, CASE-END 
and RECORD-END should align with 
each other. 
• Indent compound statement bodies 
from their headers. This includes the 
following: BEGIN-END, REPEAT-UNTIL, 
WITH, FOR, WHILE, CASE-END, REC-
ORD-END. 
• Lay out IF-THEN-(ELSE) statements in 
either of these forms: 
IF <expression> 

THEN <statement> 

Write to Gordon A. Findlay, 87 Somerfield St., 
Christchurch 2, New Zealand. 

WHILE JUMP> 1 DO 
BEGIN 

JUMP: = JUMP DIV 2; 
REPEAT 

DONE: = TRUE; 
FOR M : =1 TO LEN-JUMP DO 

BEGIN 
N: = M JUMP; 
IF ROW [M] > ROW [N] 

THEN 
BEGIN 

DONE: = FALSE; 
SWAP(ROW [M] , ROW [N] ) 

END (*IF*) 
END (* FOR *) 

UNTIL DONE 
END (* WHILE *) 

TYPE 
FIGURE = (RECT, TRI, CIRC); 
GEOMETRICFIGURE = 

RECORD 
CASE KIND: FIGURE OF 

RECT: 
(WIDTH,HEIGHT:REAL); 

CIRC: 
(RADIUS:REAL); 

TRI: 
(SIDE 1, SIDE 2, ANGLE:REAL) 

END; 

Figure 1. Indentation. 
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HD-505 WINCHESTER 
Compact, High Density, Low Profile, 
Low Power, Sub-Mini Disk System 

SAVE $90 on 5+5 Meg 
(Fixed/Removable) Package 
Packages includes: 
HD-505F (Master) Fixed 5 meg 1395.00 
HD-505R (Slave) Removable 5 meg 1095.00 
Adaptor Module 150.00 
Disk Cartridge for HD-505R FREE!!! 

TOTAL 2490.00 

The NEW HD-505 Winchester Systems are available through 
quality Computer Stores everywhere. If yours doesn't have 
the HD-505 from VR DATA, tell them to get it. 

MASTER unit includes: enclosure, switching power supply, 
disk drive, controller, host adaptor, applicable cabling. 
SLAVE unit includes: enclosure, switching power supply, 
disk drive, applicable cabling. 

* * * * 
FOUR STAR EDITION 

011r thintputrr alittS 
business 

section 

D 
VR DATA CORPORATION 
ANNOUNCES: 
THE PRICE WAR IS OVER!! 

HARD DISK III* 95  
5 MEG 
WINCHESTER 7 	NEW 

5+5 Meg System 1590.00 
15 Meg System 	1449.00 	10 Meg System 	1249.00 . 
15+15 Meg System 2299.00 	10+10 Meg System 1999.00 

*Hard Disk III includes up to 2 full height Winchester disk 
drives, heavy duty enclosure, disk controller, field proven 
power supply, I/O adaptor, and applicable cabling. 

*Hard Disk III is available directly from the factory only. 

HARD DISK III & HD-505 
ADAPTOR MODULES: 
IBM-XT* 	IBM-PC 
APPLE II* 	APPLE He* 
XEROX 820* 	XEROX 820-H* 
FRANKLIN* LNW-80 
TRS-80 MOD I LNW-II 
TRS-80 MOD III TRS-80 MOD 4 

OTHERS TO BE ANNOUNCED 
*AVAILABLE 3RD QUARTER 1983 

• 

Call Toll Free • 800-345-8102 

V 
a 	 • 

Published prices reflect cash discount. All prices are subject to change without 
notice. TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Corp. Disk III and 
HD-505 are trademarks of VR DATA CORP. 
8:30 am-7pm EST Mon-Fri., Sat 10am-3pm 
CABLE "VRDATA" TELEX 845-124 

All VR DATA products are tested, burned-in, and re-tested. We're so proud of 
our quality control that we offer an optional unconditional extended warranty 
covering full costs of parts and labor on all VR DATA products. 

(215) 461-5300 

data  777 Henderson Blvd., 
Folcroft, PA 19032 

VR DATA—WEST 
Watonga, OK 

1-405-623-8664 

Circle 101 on Reader Service card. 
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PROGRAM SPIROPP;, 

(1( A PROGRAM TO DRAW SPIROLATERALS - SEE CREATIVE COMPUTING, MARCH 1982, 
PAGE 114. THIS VERSION PRETTYPRINTED SYSTEMATICALLY. *) 

USES APPLESTUFF, TURTLEGRAPHI CS; 

VAR SPIROL 	STRING; 
HOME,OFESCREEN BOOLEAN; 
I,XOEO,YORG INTEGER; 

PROCEDURE MAKEMOVE(I 	INTEGER): 

VAR J 	INTEGER; 

BEGIN J := 3*I: 
IF.  SPIROLCI1 = "R" 

THEN 
TURN(-90) 

ELSE 
IF SPIROLEI] 

THEN 
TURN(90); 

MOVE( 
END; (1( MOVE *) 

(* SPIROPP *) 

WRITELNCENTER SPIROLATERAL - OR "QUIT" TO LEAVE PROGRAM'); 
READLN(SPIROL); 
WHILE SPIROL 	'QUIT' DO 

BEGIN 
INITTURTLE: 
PENCOLOR(WHITE);; 
EONS := TURTLEX: 
YORG := TURTLEY; 
REPEAT 

FOR I 	1 TO LE1,1GTH(SPIROL) DO MAKEMOVE(I); 
HOME 	(TURTLEX = XORG) AND (TURTLEY'= YORG 
OFFSCREEN := (TURTLEX >= 279) OR (TURTLEX <= ) OR (TURTLEY = 19,1) 

OR (TURTLEY <= 0); 
UNTIL HOME OR OFFSCREEN; 
PENCOLOR(NONE); 
MOVET0(0,0): 
WSTRING(SPIROL); 
REPEAT (*. WAIT *) UNTIL KEYPRESS; 
TEl  
READLN(SPIROL) 

END 01 WHILE *) 
END. (3( SPIROPP 5) 

Listing 2. A fully pretty-printed listing. 

PROGRAM SPIRO: 
01 A PROGRAM TO DRAW SPIROLATERS - SEE CREATIVE COMPUTING, MARCH 1992, 

PAGE 114. 	THIS VERSION JUST AS IT HAPPENED -SOMEWHAT ,PRETTYPRINTED, 
BUT. NOT SYSTEMATICALLY. *) 

-USES APPLESTUFF, TURTLEGRAPHICS; 
VAR SPIROL:STRING; 

HOME,OFFSCREEN:BOOLEAN; 
I,XORG,Y0RG:INTEGER; 

PROCEDURE MAKEMOVE(I:INTEGER): 
VAR J: INTEGER.; 
BEGIN J:=3*I; 

TFSPIROLII3='ECTHEN TURN( -90) 
ELSE IF SPIREJLEI1='L'THEN TURN(90); 
MOVE(j) 

END; 
BEGIN 

"WRITELN('ENTER SPIROLATERAL - OR "QUIT" TO LEAVE PROGRAM'); 
READLN(SPIROL); 
WHILE SPIROL<>1QUIT' 
BEGIN INITTURTLE; 

PENCOLORTWHITE 
XORG:=TURLEX; 
YORG:=TURTLEY; 
REPEAT 

FOR I:=1 TO LENGTH(SPIROL) DO MAKEMOVE(I); 
HOME:=(TURLEX=XORG) AND (TURTLEY=YORG); 
OFFSCREENTURTLEX>=279) OR (TURTLEX =0) OR (TURTLEY -191) 
OR (TURTLEY<O); 

UNTIL HOME OR OFFSCREEN; 
PENCOLOR(NONE); 
MOVET0(0,0) -: 
WSTRINS(SFIROL); 
REPEAT UNTIL KEYPRESS; 
TEXTMODE; 
READLN(SPIROL) 
END 

END. 

DO 

Listing 1. A partially pretty-printed listing. 

ELSE <statement> 
or: 
IF <expression> 

THEN <statement> 
ELSE <statement> 
Use the first form with simple state-

ments like assignments or procedure 
invocations. 
• The CASE statement is tricky. The 
suggested layout here is wasteful but 
neressmy if you use compound or struc-
tured statements (FoR, WHILE, etc.): 

Sn 
END (* CASE *) 

See Figure 1 for an example that 
uses these indentation rules. Another 
record declaration (from A Practical 
Introduction to Pascal, Wilson & 
Addyman) that I have compressed ap-
pears in Figure 2. Display it properly 
to see what it is all about. The Pascal 
compiler will accept this, of course 
(barring misprints), but don't ask me 
to debug it! 

Spacing Rules 
• At least one space is required before 
and after : = , = , and :; and a space is 
required before *( and after (*. 
• All statements and declarations 
should begin on separate lines. For 
example: 
VAR X : REAL; 

I : INTEGER; 
rather than: 
VAR X : REAL; I : INTEGER; 

This makes it much easier to find 
identifiers. 
• Place BEGIN, END, REPEAT, and the 
UNTIL clause on separate lines. Com-
ments are permitted as well as indefi-
nite delays like REPEAT (*WAIT*) UNTIL 
BUTTON (1). Always include the com-
ment, especially for null statements. 
• Leave blank lines before each proce-
dure or function declaration, and 
before the BEGIN of the main program. 
For hard copy, allow some extra blank 
lines before label, constant, variable 
and type declarations, between ger.-
dons of each procedure, and before the 
main program itself. 
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Watch out Wall Street 

PORTFOLIO is here! 

It used to be that investors 
would spend thousands for 
the thrill of stock market 
action. 

But now, for the price of one 
share of stock, Apple® 
owners can play the entire 
market! 

A totally new concept — PORTFOLIO is a 
creative simulation of the investment world. To maxi-
mize your playing pleasure we eliminated the drudge-
work and enhanced the most enjoyable aspects of 
investing. 

Simplicity — PORTFOLIO is a learn as you play 
game. Go ahead...make a few mistakes. Your Apple® 
will show you how to correct them. And don't worry 
about decimal points. PORTFOLIO handles the finan-
cial aspects of each transaction automatically. 

V Realism — Market fluctuations don't just happen. 
They happen for a reason. PORTFOLIO offers a fully 
integrated system of influential factors, and gives 
you the power to research them, all at the touch of a 
button. 

Challenge — Investment Managers have millions 
riding on their decisions everyday. So will you! 
Choose among stocks, commodities, business ven-
tures and money market funds in an ever changing en-
vironment. 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 

PORTFOLIO Package includes: Instruc-
tion Manual, Investment Guide, 16" x 16" 
PORTFOLIO board and built in utilities, 
including multiplayer option, save game 
feature, and player experience files. 

'489' 
LIST 64" 

System Requirements 
Apple® Computer with 

at least 48K and 
1 disk drive. 

EXCLUSIVELY 
THROUGH 

TO ORDER CALL 

1-800-334-0854 
ext. 822 

or deduct 3% and 
send check to: 

FLEXIBLE SOFTWARE 
P.O. Box 5841 

Charlottesville, Va 22901 

Add $2.00 shipping/handling 
on all orders. 

VA Residents add 
4% sales tax. 

° Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc 

Circle 139 on Reader Service card. 

TYPE EMPLOYEEDETAILS = 
RECORD NAME : FULL NAME; 
BIRTHDAY:DATE; CASE 
STATUS:EMPLSTATUS OF 
EMPLOYED: (EMPLOYER:STRING); 
SELFEMPLOYED: (CASE 
ISEMPLOYER : BOOLEAN OF 
TRUE: (NOEMPLOYEES: 
INTEGER); FALSE:( )); 
RETIRED,UNEMPLOYED: (DATE 
REGISTERED:DATE); 
HOUSEWIFE:(HUSBAND: FULL 
NAME; MARRIAGEDATE: DATE); 
STUDENT:(COLLEGE:STRING; 
STARTDATE :DATE;CASE 
GRADUATE: BOOLEAN OF TRUE: 
(TOPIC: STRING); FALSE: 
(COURSE:INTEGER)) END; 

Figure 2. Non-pretty-printed listing. 

Commenting Rules 
Apart from their other important 

uses, comments can be used to anno-
tate the structure of a program. 

• Indicate the BEGIN of the main pro-
gram with the program name between 
comment brackets. 

• Indicate the END of each procedure 
or function declaration with the proce-
dure or function name: 
PROCEDURE SORT (A:VECTOR); 

VAR 
• 
BEGIN 

END; (* SORT *) 

• If a WHILE, FOR or WITH clause con-
trols a compound statement, annotate 
the corresponding END with the key-
word as a comment. For example: 
WITH EMPLOYEE DO 

BEGIN 
WRITELN (NAME); 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN (SOCSECURITY) 

END; (* WITH *) 

• The RECORD and CASE structures 
have an END without a BEGIN corre-
sponding to it. These ends should be 
annotated carefully—otherwise the 
nesting level will seem to be wrong: 
COMPLEX = RECORD 

REALPART:REAL; 
IMPART :REAL 

END; (* COMPLEX *) 

Conclusion 
Pretty-printing requires much work 

and care, but the benefits merit the ef-
fort. I hope these suggestions help you 
to achieve consistent, sensible layouts 
within the restrictions of the Apple 
screen. ■ 
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Review 

Data Perfect 
Version 1.1 

What's in a name? According to this reviewer, 
you should judge cautiously. 

by Gregory R. Glau 

My dictionary describes "per-
fect" as "being entirely with-

out fault or defect; flawless." If that's 
true, sorry, friend, but Data Perfect, 
from LJK Enterprises, just isn't. 

Oh, the system is a workable, fast 
file handling package that does what it 
claims. Unfortunately, the program's 
error-trapping is weak for both form 
design and data entry. It's too bad, be-
cause Data Perfect has the beginnings 
of a good system. 

Shortcomings First 
When I started to read the 143-page 

manual and work with Data Perfect I 
thought I'd somehow come in through 
the wrong door and I should turn 
around and back into the program. 

Perhaps it's the way the manual is 
designed. It starts with an intro-
duction, but the first chapter doesn't 
introduce anything. Instead, it consists 
of a one-page licensing agreement and 
warranty registration form. You're 
told how to LOAD the program, and 
then you're instantly into the section 
on editing commands. Yep, right there 
in the introduction. 

The main menu seems out of order, 
too. Here are your choices: 

LOAD A DATA BASE 
CREATE A DATA BASE 

Address correspondence to Gregory R. Glau, PO 
Box 1627, Prescott, AZ 86302. 
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UPDATES 
UTILITIES 
REPORTS 
MAILING LABELS 
CHANGE DRIVE, DATE 
CHANGE DRIVE, SLOT 
QUIT 

In effect, Data Perfect first wants to 
teach you how to LOAD a database. 
Except you don't have one yet. You 
have to CREATE it first. It's almost as if 
someone designed the menus and 
structure for this program, and then 
sat down and wrote the manual for it. 
Strange but true. 

To its credit, the manual includes a 
thorough 61-page tutorial that leads 
you step-by-step through the pro-
gram's major areas. Data Perfect also 
will work with an 80-column card, 
and with my Videx, I could switch be-
tween 40- and 80-column displays of 
the same data. That's terrific flexibility. 

Probably Data Perfect's major weak-
ness is in the way it checks your input. 
Or, rather in the way it doesn't. When 
you first start Data Perfect, you need 
to configure it to your own Apple. 
You're asked, for instance, if you want 
to use the standard 40-column display 
or if you have one of eight 80-column 
boards. So you have nine selections, 
plus QUIT, or a possible ten entries. But 
if you answer 12, for instance, Data 
Perfect accepts your input and goes 
merrily on to ask what sort of printer 
you use. Here you have seven options,  

but you can still answer 10 and Data 
Perfect doesn't say a thing. 

Loading Procedure 
The loading procedure is straight-

forward and works well, but with it 
another backward.  thing emerges. 
Each database you use with this pro-
gram takes up a whole disk. You get 
one database per disk, and you're re-
quired to have two—a source disk and 
a backup disk. 

If you have a two-drive system, any 
operations you do with these two disks 
(such as backing up a disk or merging 
data from one database into another) 
have you put the source disk into drive 
2 and the backup into drive 1. Yes, I 
know you start the system with the 
program disk in drive 1; you have to. 
You start everything with your Apple 
by booting the disk in drive 1. But for 
these operations, Data Perfect does it 
backwards. 

Loading is handled nicely, how-
ever. You get a screeen display of the 
format the database uses, and then a 
display shows you the number of fields 
and their types and how many records 
are on the disk, and asks if this is the 
right database. This is a good ap-
proach to make sure you don't erase 
something you need to keep and don't 
load something you don't want. If you 
already have information in memory, 
before you can load another database 
the program beeps to protect you from 



Circle 222 on Reader Service card. 

TM 

GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR! 

TM 

Coded into America's finest new software 
are routines for sound effects and 
synthesized speech which rival or 
surpass the arcades. Have you heard 
them? 

MOCKINGBOARDTM owners have. 

Talented authors and progressive soft-
ware companies are incorporating 
MOCKINGBOARDTM excitement and 
vitality into their latest releases. 

MOCKINGBOARDTM owners enjoy all 
these additions. 

Scores of programs now support 
MOCKINGBOARD" and the days are over 
when bombs and butterflies sound the 
same. 

MOCKINQBOARDTM owners know music 
from machine guns. 

Try one of these new titles with 
MOCKINGBOARDTM enhancements: 
Zaxxon by Datasoft • Lancaster by 
Silicon Valley Systems • Thunderbombs 
by Penguin • Microbe by Synergistic 
Software • Maze Craze by DTI-Data Trek 
• Tactical Armor Command by Avalon 
Hill • Apple Cider Spider by Sierra 
On-Line. 

MOCKINGBOARDTM owners get 
everything they pay for! 

If MOCKINGBOARDTM or any listed soft-
ware is unavailable in your area, Call 
1-800-341-8001 for delivery informa-
tion. MOCKINGBOARD"Sound/Speech I 
Suggested Retail $179. 

Sweet Micro Systems, 150 Chestnut Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02903 	401-273-5333 

MOCK1NGBOARDT' is Apple 11*, Apple II Plus* and Apple 11e* compatible. Hear one in action at your local dealer. 
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accidentally loading new data before 
you SAVE the old. 

Creating Records 
Once you've learned how to LOAD a 

database, the next section shows you 
how to CREATE one. Again, the proce-
dure is reasonably easy to follow. Once 
you set up your form, you're given the 
chance to EDIT it in case you made an 
error. You also control whether your 
entries will be just numbers or a com-
bination of letters and numbers, and if 
they'll be in an automatic date format, 
or in a formula format. 

As in most programs of this type, 
you enter your data into records. A 
record is like a sheet of information, 
with each line on your sheet called a 
field. Each Data Perfect record can 
handle up to 511 characters of infor-
mation. You can have as many as 32 
fields with up to 127 characters in 
each. Since each database occupies an 
entire disk, the fewer and shorter your 
fields, the more records each disk can 
hold. The number of records you can 
have on a disk depends on the length 
of all of your fields. One nice feature 
is that once you CREATE a file for-
mat, Data Perfect lets you know exact-
ly how many records you can have on 
a disk. 

Structuring Problem 
At this point, the structure of the 

manual starts to interfere with learn-
ing the program. For some reason, 
perhaps in a misguided attempt to 
make things easy to find, the author of 
the manual made it an exercise in out-
lining. Each section is numbered, as 
are the various layers of subsections. 
For instance, you have section 2.7. 
You also have 2.7.1 and 2.7.2 and even 
2.7.2.1.2. A bit later on we find this in-
teresting paragraph sequence: 
(section) 3.5.2 
(section) 3.5.2 

3.5.2.1 
3.5.3 
3.5.4 
3.5 
3.7.6 
3.5.1 
3.5.2 

Yes, you guessed it. The information in 
the last 3.5.2 is different than that in 
the first 3.5.2. Also, since some things 
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are referenced incorrectly in the index, 
the purpose of all this outlining is 
sometimes defeated. 

Truncation 
You're warned in the CREATE chap-

ter that if you enter data that is longer 
than the field you create for it, your in-
formation will be truncated. I didn't 
think too much of this until I started to 
use Data Perfect. Yes, your data is cut 
off to fit the space you designed for it, 
as it's saved. But it is not as you enter 
the information. Instead, Data Perfect 
obligingly lets you enter as much in-
formation as you want. 

"It makes no sense to 
allow the user to enter 

data for naught." 

Consider this situation: you want to 
keep track of your warranty informa-
tion. You design a rather simple file 
system, hand the invoices with model 
and serial numbers to your secretary 
and instruct her to enter the data. Your 
file record might look like this: 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  
MODEL 	  
SERIAL 	  

You figure you've left plenty of space 
for the information. Your secretary 
starts working and a few minutes later, 
in the midst of a couple of distractions, 
she runs into a customer who happens 
to have a long name. She just keeps 
typing, and here's what the screen 
looks like: 

NAME MR. AND MRS. MICHAEL 
A. HILLANEOUS, SENIOR 	  
MODEL 	  
SERIAL 	  

While it's nice to truncate the data 
somewhere along the line, think how 
much better it would be if Data Perfect 
sounded some sort of warning when 
you've filled up the available room, 
instead of blithely letting you enter 
too much. 

When you CREATE a record, if you 
select the spot where your screen dis- 

plays KEY, you can overwrite the KEY, 
except that later the word KEY comes 
back, replacing part of your field. For 
instance, if you put a field where KEY is 
displayed, and call that field CUSTO-
MER, your screen will show 
KEY:OM 	  

The OM and trailing lines are what 
is left of your CUSTOMER field. 

If a field at the bottom of your 
screen is too long, the program actu-
ally carries the leftover spaces to the 
top and overwrites whatever you have 
there. Perhaps this is just its way of let-
ting you know that all is not well. 

In any type of real-world appli-
cation, a program must include some 
sort of stops for things like these. It 
makes no sense to allow the user to 
enter fields or data for naught. Oh, 
you are allowed 32 fields, but you must 
display them in the 21 lines you're 
allowed on your screen; the other three 
lines on your display are for status in-
formation. 

Searching Abilities 
Screen searches are conducted well, 

and you can use wildcard characters. 
For instance, if you know that you 
want to find Joe "Someone," you can 
instruct Data Perfect to look for "Joe" 
and it'll pull out every record with Joe 
as the first three characters. You can 
search all or just part of a file, too, if 
you wish. 

And you can combine march param-
eters. Data Perfect has AND and OR 
capacity—you can design a search to 
find everyone who fits condition a AND 
condition b AND condition c. Con-
versely, you can set up search criteria 
to find files that meet condition a OR 
condition b OR condition c. The 
search-ability of Data Perfect may be 
its strongest feature. It's easy to use, 
once you understand it—and powerful. 

Other Features 
The UPDATES section is complete; 

the program will add items quick-
ly and easily. When you CREATE a 
file you're allowed to enter default 
values that save time when you input 
information. 

Data Perfect also globally updates 
data. It does have a restriction here, in 
that when you ask to globally update a 



for Portable, Personal and Desktop Computers 
Available for these popular 8-bit and 16-bit microcomputer formats: 

Desktop Accountant'"  
FULL-FEATURE, FULLY-INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 

Everything you need to keep the books...at a price you can afford! 
Your Bookkeeper, Accountant, and Banker will love you for installing this fine system! 

Check these features: 
This remarkably-valued Accounting System will manage 
your company's business records and automate your 
entire bookkeeping proceseL-from the posting of indi-
vidual transactions to producing up-to-the-minute 
Income Statements, Balance Sheets, and other impor-
tant management reports. Desktop AccountantlM gives 
you a "Big Company," professional image with printed 
invoices, statements, and checks. It is user-friendly, 
completely menu-driven, offers system-prompted 
data entry, and is compatible with both floppy and hard 
disks. feature-for-feature, and dollar-for-dollar it is the 
best software value on the market! But don't let the 
low price fool you. Desktop AccountantTM is not a 
"cheap" accounting system, only Inexpensive. That's 
because original development costs were recovered 
years ago allowing us to sell an excellent product in 
high volume at low prices and still earn a fair profit. This 
high-quality, reliable software was designed and writ-
ten in 1975 for small-to-medium sized businesses. Since 
then, it has successfully proven itself In well over 
10,000 companies in all 50 states and in 13 foreign coun-
tries. It is also used and recommended by hundreds of 
bookkeepers, accountants and CPA's, including the 
regional offices of several famous "Big Eight" account-
ing firms! No other Accounting System offers you so 
many features, benefits, and valuable extra services. You 
can pay more but you can't buy more! Desktop 
AccountantrM is backed by our 30-day, no-risk, money-
back guarantee of 100% customer satisfaction! Call for 
free literature or order now with complete confidence. 

Read What Users Say... 
I 'Two hours after receiving the Desktop Accountant I was 
up and running live data, and generated an entire month's 
work and financial statements the following day.66  

-J.C. Bartels, President 
(accounting firm) Gonzales, Texas 

667o get anything better we would have had to spend 
multiple thousands of dollars. I think it's a dynamite 
package for the money., 9  

-Bob Cox, V.P. General Mgr. 	LETTERS 
(manufacturing company) San Antonio, Texas 	ON FILE 

Here's what you get: 
1. A professional-quality, full-feature, fully-integrated 
accounting system. 2. Six-to-fourteen diskettes 
(depending on your system's disk storage capacity). 
3. Four easy-to-follow, self-teaching User's Manuals 
(over 540 pages!) that are highly rated by satisfied 
users. 4. An exclusive, new audio cassette tape with 
step-by-step instructions for quick installation and 
start-up. 5. "Read Me First" a unique 40-page system 
guide and start-up aid. 8. Complete sample data and 
sample reports for practice and training ...a big help 
to new users. 7. FREE 1-year subscription to Users' 
Newsletter, "Debits and Credits." It's full of tips, ideas, 
news, and useful suggestions from us and other users. 
Recent issues have run over 20 pages long! 8. FREE 
complete Source Code in popular MBASIC so you can 
easily customize any program to suit your special needs. 
9. Telephone "Hot Line" service for helpful Installation 
support, Start-up support, Technical support, and Train-
ing support. The quality of our cheerful customer sup-
port has been acclaimed "excellent," "first-rate," and 
"very courteous and professional" by our users. 
10. Access to our growing network of Experienced 
User ConsuitantsTM in both the U.S. and Canada, 
These qualified, knowledgeable businesspeople 
themselves own this fine software and are available to 
assist you with almost any aspect of installation, train-
ing, operation-or even customization, if desired. You'll 
receive the latest Directory of these helpful Consultants. 

Look who's using it: 
Here is a sample (taken from our customer files) of the 
wide variety of businesses successfully using this time-
tested, solidly-established, user-proven software: 
• Bookeeping services • CPA/Accounting firms • Construction companies • 

Wholesale Florists • Retail Florists • Printers • Insurance Agendas • Shopping 
Centers • Machine Shops • Engineering am. • Software Companies • Computer 
retailers • Publishers • Financial services companies • Investors • Appliance sere. 
Ice firms • Dairies • Boilerworks • University Business School • Catholic Diocese 
• Baptist MInIsteries • Sall Maker • Convalescent Hospital • Car Wash • Public 
Library • Cement Plant • Industrial product. manufacturing companies • Mortuary 
• Coal Company *TV/Film producers and distributors • General Store (in Alaska!) 
• Health services organization • Government Agencies • Record and Tape stores 
• Trade Association • Graphics firms • Office products companies • Reel Estate 
firms • Oil Products distributor • instrument Company • Hydraulic Products pom-
pano • Outdoor Expeditions company • Many types of schools • Chiropractors • 
Physicians • Landscapers • Law firms • Rest...rue • Plumbing Companies • 
Railroad • Farmers • Banks • Consul.% • and many, many, morel! 

Call for FREE LITERATURE, including sample reports, comparison chart, user letters, etc. 
Not sold in stores • Order today by Mall or Phone • Phone Orders Filled Promptly 

Orders, Questions, and Literature Requests CALL NOW, TOLL-FREE 

al-800-832-2244 
In California call 1-800-732-2311 

Technical Support Hotline (8 AM to 5 PM, Mon.-Fri.): (415) 680-8378 

Send Orders To: 1280-C Newell Avenue, Suite 147-W, Walnut Creek, California 94596 
• When ordering please mention or include the Ad number appearing near our telephone number • Orders shipped within 48 hour. via UPS • Add $5.00 for 
fester 2-dey Rush Air Service • California nutldenN add 51/21/4  Sales Tao • Payment by VISA/MasterCard/COO/M0/Cashiers Check • All Brand Names ere menufac• 
tunics.  registered Trade Marks  •• No sales to Dealers • Foreign orders please call or write before ordering • C)1983 Rooky Mountain Sonoma Systeme. 

C:r-ca,a.I Please mention 
Ad #120-W 

6 ... for several years the defect° standard for 
microcomputer software, and still a good example 

of some of the better thought-out 
software on the market. rr -Interface Age 

All CP/M® 8" Computers (SD) 
All IBM PC Compatibles 
TRS-80 Model 2 (with CP/M) 
TRS-80 Model 4 (with CP/M) 
Apple II (with CP/M) 
Apple Ile (with CP/M) 
Franklin ACE (with CP/M) 
Morrow Micro Decision 
Northstar Advantage 
Corona PC & Portable 
Corona Portable 
COMPAQ Portable 
Hyperion Portable 
Seequa Chameleon 
TI Professional 
Columbia MPC 
Osborne Executive 
Osborne IrD) 
Osborne I DD) 
DEC VT-18 
Compu Pro 
Xerox 820 
IBM PC 
IBM XT 
KayPro II 
KayPro 10 

Call about 
other formats 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

or Your 
Money Back 

Complete 
Package of 

Software, 
Training Aids, 
Manuals, and 

Users' Newsletter 

ONLY 

$39 
CP/M format 

$495 
IBM format 
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE 
A Complete System! 

Includes all four standard general accounting programs: 

GENERAL LEDGER is completely integrated to automatically post 
end-of-month transactions from A/R, NP and Payroll. It prints 13 detailed 
reports for the entire company, and optional Income Statements for up 
to 99 departments. It produces up-to-the-minute comparative financial 
statements with current, year-to-date, budget, and last year (month and 
YTD ), showing both dollar amounts and percentages, and presents 
everything you, your bookkeeper, and your accountant need to know about 
the company • G/L automatically reconciles all accounts, and main-
tains extensive, detailed audit trails showing the source of each G/L entry 
for quick, easy, tracing • Trial Balance includes all transactions • Flex-
ible Chart of Accounts • True double-entry bookkeeping • Master File 
capacity: 400 Accounts • Monthly Transactions capacity: 1,000 with 200K 
diskette; 3,500 with 500K diskette; 7,000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk. 

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE provides instant, on-line customer 
account information (both current and aged), with complete, timely 
invoicing, including open-item (or balance forward) and statement 
capabilities. It makes the entire billing process fast, easy, and efficient. 
It quickly identifies your overdue accounts, helps speed collections, helps 
control your cash flow, and assists you in making better financial deci-
sions. Both detailed and summary customer activity and aging reports 
are instantly available • Preprinted forms available for invoices and 
statements • Detailed audit trail • Maintains comprehensive customer 
data files • Produces 8 reports and documents. • Includes automatic 
periodic customer/client billing option which is ideal for service businesses 
• itemized monthly transactions • Master File capacity: 400 Customers 
• Monthly Transactions capacity: 800 with 200K diskette; 3,500 with 500K 
diskette; 7,000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk. 

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE maintains complete vendor/voucher 
history and includes check-writing capabilities. Current and aged 
payable reports are available upon command. It prepares an extremely 
useful cash flow/cash requirements report that greatly improves 
management control of your most valuable resource-cash! It prints 
checks (on commercially available forms on which your company name, 
address and logo can be Imprinted) with comprehensive check stubs 
that your vendors will appreciate • Produces 11 reports and documents 
• Automatic pay selection program allows payment by due date or by 
discount date • Manual and automatic checkwriting • Check register 
• Detailed audit trail • Itemized monthly transactions • Master File 
capacity: 400 Vendors • Monthly Transactions capacity: 800 with 200K 
diskette; 3,500 with 500K diskette; 7,000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk. 

PAYROLL is a complete, easy-to-use professional-quality payroll 
system. Be the office hero each week when the checks come out on time) 
This program calculates payroll for every type of employee (hourly, 
salaried, and commissioned) and prints payroll checks (with popular, 
comprehensive check stubs) with an absolute minimum of input. Your 
company name and logo can appear on these, too. • Stores and reports 
comprehensive employee and payroll information. • Maintains monthly, 
quarterly, and yearly totals for reporting purposes in multiple states(!) 
• Offers user-maintainable Federal, State, and local tax tables(!). • 
W-2 printing • 941 Reporting • Produces 10 reports and documents 
• Master File capacity: 400 employees. An outstanding Payroll package! 

Produces 42 Reports & Documents: 
General Ledger 1. Chart of Accounts 2. Chart of Accounts with summary dollar 
amounts 3. Chart of Accounts with prior year comparisons 4. Daily Transactions Report 
5. Itemized Monthly Transactions C. Balance Sheet 7. Balance Sheet with prior year 
comparison B. Income Statement 5. Income Statement with prior year comparison 
10. Departmental Income Statement(s) 11. Departmental Income Statements) with prior 
year comparison 12. Detail report for Individual accounts 13. Trial Balance Statement 
Accounts Receivable Daily Transactions Report 2. Invoices (with or without 
preprinted forms) 3. Statements (with or without pre-printed forms) 4. Summary Aging 
Report B. Detailed Aging Report C. Itemized Monthly Transactions 7. Detailed Customer 
Activity Report Summary Customer Account Report 
Accounts Payable,. Daily Voucher Report 2. Daily Credit Report 1 Checks 
with Detailed stubs 4. Check Register 5. General Ledger Transfer Report e. Cash 
Requirements Report 7. Transaction Register C. Open Voucher Report 9. Aged PayableS 
Report 10. Detailed Vendor Activity Report 11. Summery Vendor Account Report 
Payroll 1. Federal Tax Tables 2. State Tax Tables 3. Payroll checks with stubs 
4. Payroll Check Register B. Monthly Payroll Summary 5. Quarterly Payroll Summary 
7. General Ledger Transfer Report 5. Detailed Employee File Listing 9. Produces 941 
Worksheet 10. Prints annual W-2 Forms 

System Requirements: Either CP/M® or MS-DOS (PC-DOS) • 
Microsoft BASIC • 64K RAM • Two disk drives or hard disk • 132 column 
wide carriage printer, or an 81/2" x11" printer with compressed print mode 
(an Epson MX-80 or similar printer). 

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEE 
No-Risk, 30-day Money-Back Guarantee 

Order Desktop Accountant and evaluate it yourself for 30 days. Test the 
performance of each program using our comprehensive Sample Data Files 
to enter and process data, query accounts, print checks and reports, and 
more. Review the five User's Manuals, hear the Training Tape, read the 
users' Newsletter, even call our Technical Support Group with your ques-
tions. You must be completely satisfied with Desktop Accountant or you 
may return It In good condition with the Sealed Master Disk UNOPENED 
(it installs your live data) for a prompt, courteous, complete refund! 
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"You can also format your numerical entries as 
integers, with as many decimal places as you wish, 

or in a dollars and cents format." 

number, you have to enter the new 
information as a formula. This is to 
allow you to do multiplication and 
division on your fields. 

There is a trade-off. If your infor-
mation is in field 3, and you want to 
change all the amounts from, say, $10 
to $20, you have to enter this as F(3) + 
10 which means field 3 + 10. Depend-
ing on your own application, this way 
of doing things may be good or bad. 

Data Perfect can handle math for 
you inside the database. You can add 
one field to another, or multiply, and 
so on. You can also format your nu-
merical entries as integers, with as 
many decimal places as you wish, or in 
a dollars and cents format. 

Through all of this, Data Perfect's 
displays always show what options you 
have available, and always insist that 
you verify your command before de-
leting any information. That's good. 
It's also reset protected, so it's almost 

impossible to hurt your data. 
And it's pretty easy to add or delete 

fields from your database. The proce-
dure is to CREATE a new database with 
the new format, and then merge the 
old information into it. 

You can instruct the program where 
to put the information, too, in the new 
database. You designate the destina-
tion fields. For instance, when you 
want to move fields around you might 
indicate to Data Perfect that the infor-
mation in old field 1 goes to new field 
3, the data in old field 2 is supposed to 
find its way to new field 4, and so on. 

In all, it's simple and works okay. 
You do run into a bit of a problem 
when you tell Data Perfect to put char-
acters into a field reserved for 
numerals (it beeps like mad as it does 
so, to let you know you're messing 
things up). 

The REPORTS that Data Perfect pro-
duces are generally easy to design and 

implement. You work the same search 
techniques that you use to find data 
and display it on your screen. While 
you have seven lines available as 
header information, you are allowed 
only two lines for data from your files 
for each record. With an 80-column 
printer (which most of us have) that 
translates into 2 lines x 80 columns, or 
160 characters of information. With 
511 characters of data available in 
each file, this means you cannot print 
entire files. But then again, this is a 
REPORT function and doesn't say it'll 
print every little detail. 

You are also able to use Data Perfect 
to create mailing labels, in much the 
same way as you design a report. 

And, the program will interface 
with Letter Perfect, LJK's word pro-
cessing package. You use the KEY 
FIELD in your Data Perfect forms to in-
struct Letter Perfect which records you 
want pulled from your files. The KEY 

   

Circle 161 on Reader Service card. 

Feel Free to Travel With Your Apple.... Call (800) 847-41781 

Aluminum 
Shipping Case 

with 

Removable Cover 
$215.50* 

Apple II cases 
holding 2 

disk drives 

• Apple 

• Atari 

• 	AVL 

• Bell & 
Howell 

• 	Centronics 

• Commodore 

• Epson 

• IBM 

• Hewlett-Packard 

Polyplex 
Heavy-Duty 

Carrying Case 
$142.50* 

Aluminum 
Shipping Case 

$216.50* 

• NEC 

• Radio-
Shack 

• Sanyo 

• TRS-80 

• Xerox 

• Zenith 

• Texas 
Instruments 

ABS Storage 
& Carrying Case 

with 

Removable Cover 
$69.50*  

'UPS Shipping Included. 

Call for Complete Computer Case Catalog. 
Credit Card Customers Call Toll Free 

Fi berbilt 
Ikelheimer-Ernst, Inc. 
601 West 26th Street 
New York, New York 10001-1199 
(212) 675-5820 (NYC. area) 
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NEW 
IMPROVED 
quick access to 
personal or business 
information with 

data KEYper 
From personal records, to 
mailing labels, to business 
transactions dataKEYper 

[El 
is doing it all! You too can 
create, edit, sort and 
format reports with the 
versatile, easy to use, 
menu-driven ESP data man-
agement system . . 
dataKEYper. 

NEW features include: 

• Automatic multiple 
record updating (global 
change). 

• Transaction fife 
processing. 

• Purge and archive files 
created by 
dataKEYper 

For more information 
call or write 

ES? t51 COMPUTER 
REESOUF CFA Inc. 
Dept. 5C 

9 ASH STREET • HOLLIS, N.H. 03049 

TEL. (603)465 -7264 

ELV 
ES2 

DETACH YOUR 
KEYBOARD! 

The KEYTEC Detachable Keyboard makes your Apple II perfect. 

• 5 feet of keyboard freedom 	 • KEYTEC supports 11+ shift-key mod 
• KEYTEC utilizes existing keyboard 	• Metal case is color-matched to Apple 
• Easy 10 minute installation—complete • Includes cable, hardware and panel to 

instructions 	 replace old keyboard 
• Apple warranty remains valid 

YOU DON'T NEED A NEW KEYBOARD FOR $250 OR MORE... 
YOU NEED THE KEYTEC Ile OR II+ FOR ONLY 

 

We ship immediately by return mail. 
Specify type of keyboard you wish 
to have 111+ OR Ile ). 

 

.T 
KEY 

C 
KEY TEC 
P.O. Box 722, Marblehead, MA 01945 
Phone your order: (617) 292-6484 

VISA or MASTERCARD welcome. $3 shipping. Massachusetts resident $2.95 sales tax. 
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FIELD automatically is put into each 
Data Perfect form; the manual ex-
plains how to create this interface. 

Unfortunately, this program is full 
of little bugs. For example, if you have 
a number field with room for three 
digits (say you put the number 11 in to 
start with) and decide to EDIT it to 
change the number to 1, if you tab to 
the field and just enter 1, since there's 
room for three digits Data Perfect 
combines your 1 with the existing 11, 
yielding a value of 111. You almost 
have to delete the original number and 
then enter the new one, just to be on 
the safe side. 

When you MERGE data with only 
one disk drive, the screen prompts 
aren't always clear on which disk you 
want in at a particular time. 

When you make an error while 
you CREATE a file, you have a prob-
lem. For instance, if you enter a field 
like this: 

MODEL NUMBER 	  

and then decide that, coops, you meant 

SERIAL NUMBER 	  

and write over where the MODEL 
NUMBER is rather than wait and EDIT 

the field, 

MODEL NUMBER. 	  

still shows with only the little break in 
the following line to indicate some-
thing's wrong. 

In fact, you can. ADD as many fields 
as you like, mounting one over the 
next, and Data Perfect just lets you do 
it. This creates very strange situations 
down toward the bottom of your 
screen, where data seems to flow any-
where and everywhere. 

Let's remember, though, that this 
method isn't the proper way to change 
fields—your're supposed to EDIT 

them. But in the real world, software 
customers often don't do what the 
book says, so there should be checks in-
side a program to stop such things. 

"I/O" is used to talk about disk 
input/output and also to indicate an 
error (like when I left the disk drive 
door open while saving data) with this 
helpful explanation: "I/O—the disk 
handler was unable to complete the 
command due to some irregularity in 
the data on the disk. This is similar to 
the Apple DOS I/O error." Imagine  

how an employee might react to that 
bit of information. 

In all, Data Perfect is far from its 
name. While its search capabilities are 
good, data entry is fast and you can 
CREATE a form quickly and add data 
just about as fast, the program isn't 
ready for the real world. 

Error handling is good at one level 
(like RESET) and non-existent at others 
(like data entry). 

The program seems to want to be a 
decent data manager at a reasonable 
cost. If in some future version LJK in-
jects some entry-checking so the aver-
age person can use it, and gets away 
from the excessive numbering in the 
manual while organizing it better and 
eliminating typos, Data Perfect could 
be what you need. But right now, it 
just doesn't make the grade, even at its 
low price of $99.95. For further infor-
mation contact LJK Enterprises, PO 
Box 10827, St. Louis, MO 63129. III 
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Hardware 

	Interfacing 	 
A Stepper Motor 
To Your Apple 

Your Apple can control a stepper motor 
more easily than you think. It's an 

application you'll be glad you learned. 

by Jerry Faughn, Marc Albin and Ritchie Dean 

In the last few years a number 
of magazine articles have appeared 

that look at what the future has in store 
for the electronic cottage—a home 
that uses a computer to control many 
routine tasks. If you have the dream of 
someday using your Apple to turn back 
your thermostat, move a vacuum 
cleaner around your floor or control a  

robot, your computer will have to con-
trol a motor. This article will not help 
you turn your home into an electronic 
cottage, but it will show you a simple 
technique for controlling a stepper 
motor with your Apple. 

As its name implies, the stepper 
motor's internal construction is such 
that its rotor moves one step or jump at  

a time. The actual step size depends on 
the motor selected, but those available 
have ranges from 90 degrees to small 
fractions of a degree. Because of the ex-
treme precision of these motors and 
because they are so readily adaptable 
Address correspondence to the authors at the 
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Eastern Ken-
tucky University, Richmond, KY 40475. 

Airpax K82416-P2 stepper motor connected to an Apple. 
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Can you tell the IBM 
from the Transtar 130? 

B 

Letter quality 
standard of 
the industry 

5x magnification 

One of these two print samples was generated by an IBM 
Selectric II: the letter quality standard of the industry. 

The other was generated by the new Transtar 130 letter-
quality printer. 

Letter quality 
standard of 
the industry 

5x magnification 

nd print quality is just the beginning! The 
new Transtar 130 daisy wheel printer is 

also plug-and-go compatible with the best-selling 
word processing packages! It features bidirection-
al printing, superscript, subscript, underlining and 
a true boldface. Retail price? Only $895. 

Quietly producing copy at 18 cps Shannon text 
speed, the Transtar 130 also features a unique 
autoload button to make printing on letterheads 
a breeze! Three new daisy wheels have just been 
made available for the 130 from your dealer: 
letter gothic (shown), script, and a 15-pitch 
"gothic mini"—perfect for printing spreadsheets 
to fit on one page! 

Offering an end-user warranty period of a full 
six months, the Transtar 130 is an extraordinar-
ily reliable machine. Its minimal failure rate runs 
less than 1%, but if your 130 should ever need 
repair, a nationwide network of authorized 
Transtar service centers stands ready. 

Have you decided yet whose type is whose? 
If you picked A...You picked Transtar. The 
new standard for letter quality printing. 

Transtar 
P.O. Box C-96975, Bellevue, WA 98009 

IBMisaregisteredtradernarkofIntermationalBusinessMachines,Inc. 
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Figure. 
Stepper motor circuit diagram. 

to computer control, virtually all 
motors used in computer peripherals 
use steppers. For example, the posi-
tioning of the read-write head of your 
disk drive and the positioning of the 
print head on your printer are con-
trolled by stepper motors. Additional-
ly, the precision with which a stepper 
motor can locate a given position 
makes it an ideal component in the 
construction of robots. 

The particular motor we use is the 
Airpax K82416-P2, although the gen-
eral interfacing techniques described 
here are applicable to virtually any 12 V 
stepper. The motor we selected has a 
step size of 1.5 degrees per step. It also 
has a 5 to 1 gear ratio that enables it to 
supply a larger output torque than it 
would without gearing. The cost of the 
motor is approximately $42 with gear-
ing and $38 ungeared. 

In order to chive the stepper, we used 
a 6522 parallel interface with the Ap-
ple. The 6522 provides two ports that 
can be configured as either input or 
output ports, but in the application de-
124 eider October 1983  

scribed here, one port was sufficient. 
The 6522 is not an absolute necessi-

ty, but this adapter provides a simple 
method for connecting to the data bus 
and address bus on the Apple. The 
board available to us was designed for 
interfacing applications by John Bell 
Engineering. The cost of the assembled 
board is about $65, and is well worth 
the cost. Use of a 6522 adds consider-
able simplification to any interfacing 
task, whether it is that of using an A/D 
converter, a D/A converter, turning on 
or off a switch, or interfacing a step-
per. The parallel interface can be in-
serted into any slot, 1 through 7, in the 
Apple. 

Interfacing a stepper motor to a 
computer becomes a relatively simple 
task if you use an SAA1027 motor 
driver. This IC was developed by Air-
pax to drive their 12 V steppers, but it 
can also control a wide variety of other 
motors. With this chip, only two con-
trol signals from the computer are nec-
essary to drive the stepper. 1) An out-
put signal provided by one pin of the  

6522 controls the direction of rotation 
of the motor's shaft. If this pin is set 
low, the motor advances clockwise, 
and if set high, the shaft rotates coun-
ter-clockwise. 2) A second output 
signal drives the stepper. This pin must 
be continually toggled on and off by 
the computer program because each 
change from logic high to logic low 
(falling edge) on this pin causes the 
motor to step once in the direction 
selected. 

The complete circuit diagram for 
the interface is shown in the Figure. 
Two TIL 111 opto-isolators isolate and 
protect the Apple from the external 
circuit. In any interfacing application, 
it is always good practice to isolate the 
computer from the external circuit to 
ensure that any failure of a component 
will not introduce a large current pulse 
into the computer. This is particularly 
important in a motor interface appli-
cation because of the danger of large 
inductive voltage surges from the 
motor. 

The output currents from the ports 
of the parallel interface were insuffi-
cient to drive the opto-isolators 
selected, so we used. •two line drivers 
from a 74LSO4 IC to increase the cur-
rent to an acceptable level. Other types 
of line drivers work equally well. 

The opto-isolator, along with the 
10K resistor shown in the Figure, also 
converts the output voltage of the com-
puter to the 12 V logic required by the 
SAA1027. The remainder of the circuit 
is an adaptation of the drive system cir-
cuitry for the K82416-P2 stepper. The 
choice of resistor and capacitor sizes is 
based on specifications for this motor 
and its driver chip. The photo shows 
the stepper connected to the Apple. 

The computer program needed to 
drive your stepper depends on the par-
ticular application you have in mind. 
The program in Listing 1 simply shows 
how to make the motor rotate in a 
desired direction by pressing one of 
two keys on the keyboard. Each time C 
is pressed, the stepper moves one step 
clockwise (1.5 degrees in our case). 
Each time W is pressed, the rotor ad-
vances one step counter-clockwise. 
The program in Listing 2 causes the 
stepper to rotate 90 degrees clockwise 
or counter-clockwise by pressing C or 
W once. This is accomplished by trig-
gering the stepper 60 times. An exam- 



HOME: LIST 
POKE 49411,255 
GET A$ 
IF A$ = "C" THEN POKE 49409,2:POKE 49409,0:GOTO 30 
IF A$ = "W" THEN POKE 49409,3:POKE 49409,1:GOTO 30 
REM PA1 USED FOR TRIGGER 
REM PAO USED FOR DIRECTION 
REM PRESS W FOR COUNTERCLOCKWISE ROT 
REM PRESS C FOR CLOCKWISE ROT 
REM PRESS W OR C WHILE HOLDING DOWN REPEAT KEEPS MOTOR TURNING 

Listing 1. Program to rotate motor in desired direction. 

Send $30 (U.S. funds) to: 
Diversified Software Research, Inc. 
5848 Crampton Court 
Rockford, Illinois 61111 

Name. 	 

Address. 

City 	 

r 

10 
20 

40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
95 

10 HOME: LIST 
20 POKE 49411,255 
30 GET A$ 

ple of a situation where such a pro-
gram would be useful is the rapid 
opening or closing of a valve. 

The explanation of the computer 
program in Listing 1 follows: 

• Line 20—Memory location 49411 is 
the data direction register for port A of 
the parallel interface, assuming that 

the 6522 is in slot 1 of the Apple. (The 
memory locations for other slots can be 
found in the Apple Reference Manual.) 
Poking 255 into this location sets all 
pins of the port as output pins. Actu-
ally, only two pins (PAO and PA1) will 
be used to output data. As a result, 
poking 49411 with 3 would have worked 
as well. 

• Line 30—This statement waits for a 
key to be pressed. Pressing key C causes 
clockwise rotation of the motor; press-
ing key W will cause counter-clock-
wise rotation. 
• Line 40—If key C is pressed, this 
line changes the output data at port A. 
The memory location that holds the 
data going to port A (49409) is poked 
with 2 and then immediately poked 
with 0. Poking these two bits of data 
into A keeps pin PAO low. The motor 
direction signal is connected to pin 
PAO, and with this pin low, the motor 
will turn clockwise. Poking 2 and then 
0 will toggle PAl on then off. Toggling 
this pin once causes the motor to step 
once. Holding down C and repeat 
keeps the motor turning clockwise. 
• Line 50—Poking 49409 with 3 then 
1 keeps PAO high enough to produce 
counter-clockwise rotation, while also 
toggling PAl on then off. ■ 

40 IF A$ = "C" THEN FOR I 	1 TO 60: POKE 49409,2:POKE 49409,0: NEXT I: 
GOTO 30 
50 IF A$ = 	THEN FOR I 	1 TO 60: POKE 49409,3:POKE 49409,1:NEXT I: 
GOTO 30 

Listing 2. Program to rotate stepper 90 degrees. 
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DIVERSI-DOS IS THE BEST 
CRITICS AND USERS AGREE: 

"Of all the DOS enhancement packages reviewed 
in Peeling II to date, DIVERSI-DOS is the most 
powerful in terms of its capabilities coupled with 
its price. DIVERSI-DOS is the only product to 
speed up all areas of DOS—LOAD/BLOAD, 
RUN/BRUN, SAVE/BSAVE, as well as the 
READ and WRITE of text files...The 
documentation is superb. (Rating AA)" 
— Peelings II Magazine 

"The program is worth 10 times the selling price." 
Apple Orchard Magazine 

"By far the best 'Fast-DOS' I have tried." — J.N. 

"The product is the most useful Apple utility I 
have." — E.W. 

"Not only is your product the most versatile of its 
type on the market, it is also the quickest." — J.P. 

"The product has lived up to its advertising 
claims, and the support I have received has been 
phenomenal." — H.S. 

"A lot of people gripe about poor support from 
software developers and marketers. I want to go 
on record to say that Bill Basham has been 
absolutely tremendous." — C.B. 

" 	, I must buy by mail. Yours has been the 
nicest reply I have received. I am now a walking, 
talking ad for your product." —G.C. 

"You have produced a terrific product which has 
done everything I expected and more." — L.S. 

These nationally-known publishers have 
licensed DIVERSI-DOS to use with their 
commercial programs: 
Continental Software, Datamost, Southwestern 
Data Systems, Phoenix Software, Quinsept, 
Howard Software, Spectrum Software, Howard 
W. Sams, Passport Designs, Gourmet Software, 
Harper. & Roe Publishing, Sky Software. 

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR??? 
Are you tired of waiting for DOS to load and save 
files? Are you tired of waiting for DOS to finish so 
you can type again? Are you tired of waiting for 
your printer? When you buy DIVERSI-DOS'", 
by Bill Basham, you won't have to wait any more! 
Here's why: 

1. DOS speed-up: Apple DOS 3.3 takes 18 disk 
revolutions to read a single track, whereas 
DIVERSI-DOS reads or writes a track in just 2 
revolutions. This speeds up file processing 
tremendously (see table). 

2. Keyboard Buffer: DIVERSI-DOS allows you 
to type ahead, as fast as you can, without missing 
a single character. 

3. Print Buffer: DIVERSI-DOS can use a RAM 
card (16K-128K) to temporarily save characters 
before they are printed. Thus, your computer 
won't have to wait for your printer to finish. 

4. DDMOVER: DIVERSI-DOS can now be 
moved to a RAM card to increase the available 
memory in a BASIC program. 

DIVERSI-DOS, the QUADRUPLE utility, 
requires a 48K Apple II, II+ or //e with DOS 3.3. A 
simple, menu-driven installation program is 
included on the un-protected disk. So what are 
you waiting for? 

APPLE DOS DIVERSI-DOS 
SAVE-I 
	

27.1 sec. 	5.9 sec. 
LOADI 
	

19.2 sec. 	4.5 sec. 
BSAVE* 
	

13.6 sec. 	4.1 sec. 
BLOAD* 
	

9.5 sec. 	2.6 sec. 
READ*. 
	

42.2 sec. 	12.4 sec. 
WRITE** 
	

44.6 sec. 	14.9 sec. 
APPEND** 	21.3 sec. 	2.3 sec. 
*Hi-res screen 180-sector BASIC program 
** 52-sector text file 

ORDER TOLL-FREE 
Call NOW: 800 835-2246 ext. 127 (orders only) 
For information, call 815 877-1343 
Disks normally shipped within 24 hours. 
Only $30: Includes 1st class or foreign airmail. 
Sold by mail order only. 
Return in 30 days for full refund, if not totally 
satisfied! 

FREE — with your order — FREE 
DOGFIGHT® II — By Bill Basham 
— A special mail-order version of the arcade 
game for 1 to 8 players, recently listed #6 on the 
best seller list! 

State- 	 Zip Code- 

Visa/Mastercard, C.O.D. or personal check accepted. 

Card 5 	  

Exp. Date. 	  

C11 

-I 
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Command 

 

Definition 

   

ESC-2 
	

ESC-2 (home cursor, clear screen) 
ESC-A 
	

ESC-A (forward non-copy) 
ESC-B 
	

ESC-B (backward non-copy) 
ESC-C 
	

ESC-C (downward non-copy) 
ESC-D 
	

ESC-D (upward non-copy) 
ESC-E 
	

ESC-E (clear to end of line) 
ESC-F 
	

ESC-F (clear to end of screen) 
ESC-I 
	

ESC-I (upward non-copy, recursive) 
ESC-J 
	

ESC-J (backward non-copy, recursive) 
ESC-K 
	

ESC-K (forward non-copy, recursive) 
ESC-M 
	

ESC-M (downward non-copy, recursive) 

Table I. Keymac macro functions. 

ESC-CTL-C 
ESC-CTL-G 
ESC-CTL-L 
ESC-CTL-R 
ESC-CTL-S 
ESC-• 
ESC-I 
ESC-2 
ESC-8 
ESC-< 
ESC-L 
ESC-G 
ESC-H 
ESC-P 
ESC-0 
ESC-V 
ESC-Z 
ESC-' 

backward rubouts (recursive) 
forward copy-overs (recursive) 

CHRS( 
GOSUB 
LEFTS( 
RIGHTS( 
STR$ 
CALL-15I (enter monitor) 
CATALOGDI 
CATALOGD2 
PR*3 (80-column> 
D$ = CHRS(4): 
LIST 
GOTO 
HTAB 
PEEK( 
HOME 
VTAB 
2-byte value in Z (pointer) 
MIDS.( 

ESC (-- 5 
ESC --> 5 
ESC - 
ESC / 
ESC 3 

	Utility 	 

Micro 
Macros 

So you say you're not a typist? By defining oft-used 
functions as macros, you'll save time and frustration. 

by Sandy Mossberg 

Unlike a host of other computers, 
Apples do not have dedicated 

programmable function keys. Perhaps 
we love this humble machine because 
we know how badly it needs us. Okay, 
Apple, perk up and prepare to be 
enhanced. 

Keyboard macros enable us to per-
form numerous functions using two or 
three keystrokes. Pressing escape 
followed by a designated character 
causes simple or complex tasks to be  

carried out. Basic or DOS commands 
are executed, code may be entered into 
program lines, and two-byte pointer 
values may be calculated in a flash. 
"Too good to be true," you say? Not at 
all—just keep your eyes glued on the 
white pages. 	• 

Keymac Installation and Use 

Keymac is an assembly-language 
(A.L.) program designed to provide 
macro capability on the Apples II, II 

Plus and Ile. Applesoft, not Integer, is 
supported. Although it defaults to a 
40-column display, the program may 
be accessed from the 80-column mode. 

To save Keymac, enter the code 
manually or assemble it, and type 
BSAVE KEYMAC, A$93CB, L$1B8. The pro-
gram is activated by the command 
BRUN KEYMAC. Table 1 lists the macro 
functions provided. Suggestions for ex-
panding this table are made later. 
Keymac may be destroyed by lowering 
HIMEM and by the FP and MAXFILES 
commands. Pressing reset does not in-
terfere with program function. Addi-
tional features will become apparent 
as the code is unraveled. 

The A.L. Program 

Although the listing is generously 
annotated, a run-through is in order. 
The Ile is identified by a 6 in location 
$FBB3, the so-called "signature byte." A 
positive value in Apple (line 200) de-
notes a Ile, whereas a negative value 
signifies a II/II Plus (lines 43-47). Ac-
tivity of slot 3 (80-column mode) is 
confirmed by finding $C3 in the high-
order byte of either I/O hook or true 
I/O handler within DOS (lines 51-54). 

If slot 3 is inactive (line 55), flow 
drops to line 79; if it is active, it must 
be turned off. When a II/II Plus is 
identified (lines 59-60), slot 3 is deac-
tivated by resetting normal (slot zero) 
I/O hooks (lines 73-74). The Apple He 

Sandy Mossberg is a physician who writes articles 
on assembly language for various microcomputer 
magazines. Address correspondence to him at 50 
Talcott Road, Rye Brook, NY 10573. 
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Circle 190 on Reader Service APPLE 
• 

11111ITH 
• 

Your best buy in modem history. The 
NetworkerTM a plug-in single-slot di-
rect connect modem for your Apple II, 
II + , and Ile (or Franklin, Albert, or 
other Apple compatible computer). 
You are immediately linked to the 
vast network of computers — data 
bases like the Source° Compu-
serve° or Dow Jones° friends, banks, 
businesses, and hundreds of local "bulletin 
boards." For only $129. There's absolutely 
nothing else to buy. And it even comes with 
software. 

This is the modem that does it all, and does 
it for less. The Apple Communications Card is on 
board, so you won't need to buy one. That will 
save a bunch. It's 300 baud, the most commonly 
used type of modem. It comes complete with its 
own communications software on Apple compati-
ble disk, giving you features no modem offers. 

Like "data capture" to lock the messages 
into your Apples' RAM, and then move the infor-
mation onto a disk for easy reference and review. 
A terminal program that turns your computer into 
a communications command center; displaying 
on-screen "help" menus, continuous updates of 
memory usage, carrier presence, baud rate, 
communications status, all while taking in and 
displaying information from any computer. 

The Networker supports both originate and 
answer modes, so you can send and receive in-
formation, in full or half duplex modes. And its 
all easily programmable right from the keyboard 
of your Apple computer. All you do is plug Net-
worker into any slot (except 0) in your Apple 
computer. It'll even ask you what slot it's in. 
It's that easy to use. 

NETMASTERTM COMMUNICATIONS 
SOFTWARE  

For $179 we include the even more incredible 
Netmaster software for advanced users. Net-
master is a "communications freeway" that 
lets you speed any Apple file to another Apple 
through noisy phone lines, without errors. Net-
master even includes its own Disk Operating 
System to control the flow of information and 
leave you over 40K of "buffer" memory from 
your 64K RAM. And there's always help when 
you want it. On screen. Status indicators keep 
you fully updated. 

Netmaster will let you transfer games, 
computer graphics, programs, sales reports, 
documents, any DOS 3.3 file, all directly from 
disk to disk, all with computer (not telephone) 
accuracy. Netmaster is completely configurable 
to understand any computer, even mainframes. 
File size is unlimited. 

But Netmaster is not stuffy. It will talk to 
the other communications packages like Vlsi-
term® or ASCII Express° Of course they don't 
support Netmaster's superb error checking, 
that guarantees you won't miss even a comma. 
It doesn't only talk to the Networker either. It 
will also talk to those more expensive modems 
from Hayes and Novation. 

And Netmaster is fast. It trans-
fers information disk to disk three to 
five times faster than the others-. Of 
course Netmaster is fully compatible 

with them. But if you want things to 
happen really fast, talk to another 

Netmaster. 
We sell Netmaster by itself for $79, 

and even if you have another modem for your 
Apple, Netmaster is an outstanding value. It will 
even support auto dial and auto answer. Net-
master requires 48K of Apple memory, disk 
drive and DOS 3.3, and ZOOM's Networke►  
modem or another modem. It can also be used 
without a modem when two Apples are hard-
wired together, using a 6850 or 6551-based in-
terface card. 

Networker, Netmaster, and Networker/ 
Netmaster combo are all produced in the USA 
by ZOOM Telephonics, producers of the popular 
DEMON DIALER. The Networker is FCC regis-
tered, and all products come with a one-year 
warranty. 

HOW DO I GET ONE? OR TWO?  

Check with your computer dealer. Or call us 
direct at 1-800-631-3116, and we'll let 
you know where to get them in your area. 
Massachusetts residents call 617-423-1288. 

The following are trademarks: Apple by Apple Computer. the Source 
servicemark by Source Telecomputing. Compuserve by Compuserve. 
Dap Jones by Dow Jones & Compary. Visiterm by Visicorp, ASCII Ex-
press by Southwestern Data Systems. DEMON DIALER by ZOOM 
Telephonics. t)1983 ZOOM Telephonics, Inc, 

	ICIJImaVnl 
ZOOM Telephonics, Inc. 
207 South Street, Boston, MA 02111 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 

9382: A9 06 43 
9384: CD B3 FB 44 
9387: F8 82 45 
9389: A9 FF 46 
9388: 8D 9E 94 47 

48 
49 
58 

93BE: A9 C3 51 
93C8: C5 39 52 
93C2: F8 85 53 
93C4: CD 56 AA 54 
93C7: D8 26 55 

56 
57 
58 

93C9: 2C 9E 94 59 
9SCC: 38 	18 68 
93CE: AD 15 CO 61 
9301: 85 88 62 
93D3: 80 07 C8 63 
9306: 28 24 CB 64 
93D9: 08 65 
93DA: DO 83 66 
93DC: 28 AA CD 67 
93DF: A5 88 68 
93E1: 30 03 69 
93E3: 80 86 CO 78 
93E6: 28 71 
93E7: F8 86 72 
93E9: 20 89 FE 73 
93EC: 20 93 FE 74 

75 
76 
77 
78 

93EF: A9 00 79 
93F1: 85 73 88 
93F3: 80 F2 83 81 
93F6: A9 94 82 
93F8: 85 74 83 
93FA: 80 F3 03 84 
93FD: 28 6F FB 85 

66 
87 
88 

9488: A9 08 89 
9402: 85 38 98 
9404: A9 94 91 
9486: 85 39 92 
9408: 4C 00 83 93 

94 
95 
96 

9408: 28 18 FD 97 
948E: C9 98 98 
9410: DO 3E 99 

188 

********************************** 
* 

KEYMAC 
* 
• by Sandy Mossberg 
* 
* 1. Provides keyboard macros. 
* 2. Supports: 

a. Apple II, II+ or //e. 
• b. Applesoft. 
• c. 40-column mode. 	* 
* * 
********************************** 

PTR = $06 
TEMP = $08 
CMDCHAR = 	$08 
SCRCHAR = $09 
CH = $24 
BASL = $28 
KSWL = $38 
KSWH = $39 
MEMSIZ = $73 
DOSWRM = $300 
SOFTEV = $3F2 
DOSKSWH = SAA56 
CLRINTCX = 	$C886 
SETINTCX = 	$C007 
RDINTCX = $C815 
TESTCARD = 	SCB24 
QUIT = $CDAA 
SETPWRC = SFB6F 
VERSION = 	$F1383 
RDKEY = SFDOC 
SETKBD = $FE89 
SETVID = $FE93 
KEYIN 	= 	$FD1B 

ORG $9400-$4E 
* 
* Identify your Apple. 
* 

LDA $6 
CMP VERSION 
BEQ CORE 
LDA li$FF 

CORE 	STA APPLE 
* 
* Check for slot 3 (AUX 
* 

;Pointer 
;Temporary storage 
;Store macro command 
;Store screen character 
;Horizontal cursor position 
;Left margin of current line 
;Input hook lo 
;Input hook hi 
;HIMEM 
;Warmstart DOS 
;Page .3 RESET vector 
;DOS true input handler hi 
;Turn off all internal ROMs 
;Turn on all internal ROMs 
;Read state of internal ROMs 
;Test if card plugged into AUX 
;Quit card 
;Set power-up byte 
;Signature byte 
;Get character 
;INSO command 
;PR$10 command 
;Get character 

;It's a //e 
;It's only a II or II+ 
;Positive=//e; negative=II/II+ 

or true) control, 

LDA $$C3 
CMP KSWH 
BEQ SLOT3 
CMP DOSKSWH 
BNE SETMEM 

* 
* Slot 3 active so kill 
* 
SLOT3 BIT APPLE 

BMI All 
LDA RDINTCX 
STA TEMP 
STA SETINTCX 
JSR TESTCARD 
PHP 
BNE S3A 
JSR QUIT 

S3A 	LDA TEMP 
BMI S3B 
STA CLRINTCX 

S3B 	PLP 
BEQ SETMEM 

All 	JSR SETKBD 
JSR SETVID 

;AUX card present (and off) 
;Turn true slot 3 card off 

;Slot 3 controls input hook 

;Slot 3 inactive. Whew! 

it. 

;II/11+ being used 

;Save state of internal ROMs 
;Set internal ROMs 

;Save state (in/out) of AUX card 
;No AUX card 
;Turn AUX card off 
;Restore state of internal ROMs 

* 
* Point page 3 reset vector at program. RESET 
* routine, and protect program above HIMEM. 
* 
SETMEM LDA M(RESET 

STA MEMSIZ 
STA SOFTEV 
LDA 8>RESET 
STA MEMSIZ+1 
STA SOFTEV+1 
JSR SETPWRC 

* 
* Point DOS 
* 
RESET LDA 

STA 
LDA 
STA 
JMP 

true input handler at our INPUT routine. 

S<INPUT 
KSWL 
8>INPUT 
KSWH 
DOSWRM 

* 
* INPUT routine filters 
* 
INPUT JSR KEYIN 

CMP #$98 
BNE RTSI 

* 

out ESCAPE key. 

;ESC 

Listing continued. 

Program listing. 

Keymac. 

with a card in the auxiliary slot (AUX) 
is handled differently. 

Several useful subroutines are con-
tained in the expanded internal (CX) 
ROM ($0.00-ScH.1). After saving the 
state (on/off) of the soft switch that 
controls the CX firmware (lines 61-
62), the on state is assured by writing 
to $C007 (line 63). TESTCARD (line 64) 
returns with a set Z-flag if the card is 
present and a clear Z-flag if no card is 
plugged into AUX. A card in AUX util-
izes internal C3 firmware (slot 3 simu-
lated) and preempts a coexisting intel-
ligent interface in real slot 3. With slot 
3 active, presence of a card in AUX 
thus assures that card's activity, 
whereas absence of a card in AUX is 
proof-positive of an active peripheral 
slot 3 card. 

Since Keymac requires slot zero con-
trol, if the card was on, it is turned off 
by QUIT (line 67), another CX ROM 
subroutine. The original state of the 
internal ROMs is next restored (lines 
68-70). If a peripheral card is active 
(i.e., line 68 restores a processor status 
register with the Z-flag clear), it is 
turned off in the conventional fashion 
(lines 73-74). Is this all crystal clear? I 
hope not since it represents the most 
difficult portion of Keymac. 

Lines 79-85 set HIMEM to protect 
the co-resident portion of the program 
and point the page 3 reset vector at 
Keymac's reset handler (lines 89-93). 
Pressing reset initiates a firmware re-
action which includes, among other 
things, setting normal input hooks, 
thus invalidating Keymac's input con-
trol. The reset handler merely restores 
this control. The actual input handler 
(lines 97-99) employs KEYIN to check 
for the escape key. If not found, input 
is processed normally (returned to the 
caller of KEYIN). 

Macro sequences are found in the 
macro table (lines 206-267). Each 
macro consists of an index character 
followed by a definition. Code is in 
negative ASCII (high bit set), with 
the final character in positive ASCII 
(high bit clear) to signal the end of 
the macro. 

When a valid macro is entered (es-
cape followed by an existing index 
character), the definition appears on 
the screen exactly as if it had been 
typed. The macro table may be ex- 
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APPLE-COMPATIBLE 

DISK DRIVES 
For Your Apple II 

Drive 	$279 
Controller 	$89 

Drive Cable Free With Purchase of Drive 
*These are Apple-compatible disk drives and interface cards and are plug-compatible and 
identical in function to Apple II equipment. Switch selectable 13 or 16 sector boot 

15 DAY FREE TRIAL 
SIX MONTHS WARRANTY 

Add $4.00 per drive for shipping in Cont. US. UPS COD charge $1.50. 
Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc. 

ORDER NOW! 
Write or call. Toll free lines are for ORDERS ONLY! If you need technical informa-
tion or service call 214/337-4346. We accept VISA/MASTERCARD and COD 
orders by phone. COD orders will be cash, certified check or money order only. If 
you order by mail allow 2 weeks for personal checks to clear. Texas residents add 
5 % tax. All stock items are shipped within 24 hours. We do not charge your credit 
card until the day we ship. 

CALL TOLL FREE 
(800) 824-7888, Operator 24 

California dial (800) 852-7777, Operator 24, Alaska & Hawaii dial 
(800) 824-7919, Operator 24. 

TOLL FREE LINES FOR ORDERS ONLY 
Technical information & service call (214) 337-4346 

Redbird Airport, Bldg. 8 
P.O. Box 24829 
Dallas, TX 75224 

2000 letters per hour 
via your personal computer 

delivered in 48 hours or sooner 
at 264 a piece. 

Whether it's credit and collection applications, announcements to 
your customers, or sales promotions for new services, our MAIL-
COM software turns your personal computer into a one-button mail-
ing house of enormous power. All you need is a modem, a personal 
computer, and our MAIL-COM software. 

Our software allows you to link up with the U.S. Postal Service's new 
ECOM System. After receiving your letters via modem, the Postal Ser-
vice will then print, stuff, seal and deliver the letters usually by the next 
day and guaranteed within 48 hours. 

MAIL-COM is a complete, interactive package supporting all ECOM 
formats. Available now for the IBM PC ($195), the Alpha Micro ($495) 
and CP/ M ($195). Others soon. 

To order, call or write: 

Digisoft 
Computers 

1501 Third Avenue 
New York, NY 10028 
(212) 734-3875 

*Ord processing 'at 
itp'finesf, POWerfol and ver-
satile, }]et easy to use and 
natural. Designed for the 
business and professional 

environment (or for anyone who wants the best). 
Simple control commands. Typewriter-style shift 
and lock. Glossary. Form letters and mailing lists. 
Menus for disk access and printing. DOS 3.3 com-
patible text files. 40 or 80 column display. 
Modifiable drivers for most interface cards and 
printers. $210. 

Communications 
add-on for ZARDAX. 
Turns ZARDAX into a 
communicating word pro-
cessor, to send and 

receive text files. Talk to other Apples, mainframes, 
information services, typesetters. Includes terminal 
mode. 300 or 1,200 baud. Works with serial, 
modem, and popular 80 column cards used by 
ZARDAX. Log-on files and X-on X-off supported. 
$80. 

"Apple Interactive Data 
Analysis." Statistical 
analysis package for 
production research work 
with large survey data 

files. Full range of analysis — from descriptive 
statistics to multiple regression. Complete data 
manipulation, transformation and case selection. 
Fast and accurate calculations. Up to 4,000 cases 
and 255 variables per file. $235. 

Just push our button . . . 

Action-Research Northwest 
11442 Marine View Drive, SW. 
Seattle, WA 98146 
(206) 241-1645 Source: CL2542 

Apple ][ is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
ZARDAX is a trademark of Computer Solutions, Pty., Australia.  

Dealer inquiries invited. 

Circle 43 on Reader Service card.  

Circle 277 on Reader Service card. 

Circle 26 on Reader Service card. 
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Listing continued. 

101 
102 
103 
104 

* 	ESCAPE key handler: 
* 
* 	Save current screen character. 
* 

9412: A4 24 185 ESCAPE 	LDY 	CH 
9414: 81 28 106 LDA 	(BASL),Y 
9416: 85 09 187 

108 
STA 	SCRCHAR 

* 
189 
110 

Put non—flashing cursor on screen. 
* 

9418: 2C 9E 94 III BIT 	APPLE 
9416: 30 84 112 BMI 	ESCI 	;II/II+ being used 
941D: A9 FF 113 LDA 	It$FF 	;//e Apsoft cursor 	(opaque) 
941F: D0 84 114 BNE 	ESC2 
9421: A5 89 115 ESC1 	LDA 	SCRCHAR 
9423: 29 3F 116 AND 	#$3F 	;II/II+ cursor 	(transparent) 
9425: 91 28 117 ESC2 	STA 	(BASL),Y 	;Put cursor on screen 

118 * 
119 Get ESCAPE (macro) command character and 
120 search macro table for valid command. 
121 

9427: 28 18 FD 122 JSR 	KEYIN 	;Get entered command character 
942A: 85 08 123 STA 	CMDCHAR 
942C: A9 9F 124 LDA 	S<ESCTBL 	;Point to macro table 
942E: 85 06 125 STA 	PTR 
9430: A9 94 126 LDA 	$1>ESCT8L 
9432: 85 07 127 STA 	PTR+1 
9434: AO BO 128 LDY 	#8 
9436: 8186 129 ESC3 	LDA 	(PTR),Y 	;Get table command character 
9438: FO 17 138 BEQ 	ESCNOFND 	;End of table. Char not found 
943A: C5 08 131 CMP 	CMDCHAR 
943C: F0 26 132 BEQ 	ESCFOUND 	;Entered command char located 
943E:28 4A 94 133 ESC4 	JSR 	INCPTR 	;Skip to next command character 
9441: 81 06 134 LDA 	(PTR),Y 
9443: 30 F9 135 BMI 	ESC4 
9445: 28 4A 94 136 JSR 	INCPTR 
9448: DO EC 137 BNE 	ESC3 	IAlw#Ys 
944A: E6 06 138 INCPTR 	INC 	PTR 	;Bump pointer 
944C: DO 02 139 BNE 	RTS1 
944E: E6 07 140 INC 	PTR+I 
9450: 60 141 RTS1 	RTS 

142 * 
143 * 	Macro command not found so restore screen 
144 
145 

character and make cursor flash again. 
* 

9451: A4 24 146 ESCNOFND LDY 	CH 
9453: 2C 9E 94 147 BIT 	APPLE 
9456: 30 05 148 ski 	ESN1 	;II/II+ being used 
9458: A5 89 149 LDA 	SCRCHAR 	;//e restore character 
945A: 6C 38 00 158 JMP 	(KSWL) 	;"JMP INPUT" 	also valid 
945D: A5 89 151 ESN1 	LDA 	SCRCHAR 	;II/II+ restore character 
945F: 91 28 152 STA 	(BASL),Y 
9461: 4C 8C FD 153 JMP 	RDKEY 

154 * 
155 Macro command found: 
156 * 
157 * 	Restore current screen 	character. 
158 * 

9464: A4 24 159 ESCFOUND LDY 	CH 
9466: A5 09 160 LDA 	SCRCHAR 
9468: 91 28 161 STA 	(8ASL),Y 

162 * 
163 Point 	input 	hook 	at 	ESCIN and don't 	tell 	DOS! 
164 

946A: A9 77 165 LDA 	it<ESCIN 
946C: 85 38 166 STA 	KSWL 
946E: A9 94 167 LDA 	#>ESCIN 
9470: 85 39 168 STA 	KSWH 
9472: 20 4A 94 169 JSR 	INCPTR 
9475: DO 02 178 BNE 	ESIN1 	;Always 

171 * 
172 * 	Print macro on screen. 
173 

9477: 91 28 174 ESCIN 	STA 	(BASL),Y 	;Put character on screen 
9479: A0 80 175 ESIN1 	LDY 	#0 	 ;Always 
9478: BI 86 176 LDA 	(PTR),Y 	;Get character 
947D: 10 8C 177 BPL 	ESCEND 	;It's the 	last 	one 	(pos ASCII) 
947F: 28 4A 94 178 JSR 	INCPTR 	;Bump pointer 
9482: A4 24 179 LDY 	CH 
9484: C9 95 180 CMP 	#895 	;Copy over (—>)? 
9486: D8 C8 181 BNE 	RTS1 	;Nup. 	Recycle 
9488: 81 28 182 LDA 	(BASL),Y 	;Yup. 	Get screen character 
948A: 60 183 RTS 	 ;Recycle 

184 
185 
186 

End macro sequence. • 

9486: 48 187 ESCEND 	PHA 
948C: A9 88 188 LDA 	#<INPUT , 	- 	;Restore 	input hook 
948E: 85 38 189 STA 	KSWL 
9498: A9 94 190 LDA 	#>INPUT 
9492: 85 39 191 STA 	KSWH 
9494: 68 192 PLA 
9495: 09 80 193 ORA 	#888 	;Convert char to neg ASCII 
9497: C9 81 194 CMP 	sq+888 	;Stay in macro mode? 
9499: DO 85 195 BNE 	RTS1 	;No way 
9498: 4C 12 94 196 

197 
JMP 	ESCAPE 	;Right on 

* 
198 * 	Apple 	I.D. 	byte 

Listing continued. 

panded by adding new sequences. A 
hex zero must always appear at the end 
of the table and nowhere else. If an in-
dex character is duplicated, only the 
first occurrence is accessed. Since es-
cape characters are filtered, the macro 
table contains standard escape se-
quences. Macro commands for imme-
diate mode should end with a carriage 
return ($0D, the positive ASCII version 
of $8D) to force execution of the com-
mand. Macro program code requires 
no carriage return. 

Recursion is the ability of a macro to 
repeat macro mode. For example, es-
cape-D normally moves the cursor up 
one row and exits escape mode, while 
escape-I also moves the cursor up but 
remains in escape mode. Ending a 
macro definition with one indicates re-
cursion. This convention prevents your 
ending a sequence with control-A 
(Ascii 1), but this should be no great 
loss (unless you know something that I 
don't). 

The escape handler first saves the 
character under the cursor when escape 
is pressed (lines 105-107). The Re 
KEYIN subroutine forms the cursor by 
alternating the screen character with a 
checkerboard character ($FF), whereas 
II/II Plus KEYIN simply fetches the next 
character. I find it convenient to see a 
nonflashing cursor (NFC) when escape 
mode is active. To accomplish this with 
the He, $FF is placed into the current 
screen location (lines 113-114,117). 
With the II/II Plus, the current screen 
character is converted to inverse (lines 
115-117), thus forming a NFC. 

The macro command character is 
obtained by our old friend, KEYIN (line 
122). Except for the first table charac-
ter, the index character of each macro 
follows the positive ASCII last charac-
ter of the prior macro. The table is 
searched (lines 123-141) for an index 
character that matches the command 
character. If the match fails, lines 
146-153 exit escape mode by replacing 
the original screen character and re-
turning to the input handler via an in-
direct jump to the input hook (He) or 
by a regular jump to RDKEY that re-
stores the flashing cursor (II/II Plus). 
Finding the command/index character 
routes flow to the code that executes 
the macro. Lines 159-170 restore the 
original screen character and point the 
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"YOU DON'T HAVE TO GET HIT OVER 
THE HEAD TO REALIZE HOW 
QUICKLY APPLE TECHNOLOGY 
IS CHANGING:' 
"It used to be that those one-size-fits-

all computer magazines were fine for 
learning more about computing. In 
fact, they were about all one could 
find. And it was a treasured issue in-
deed that contained more than one ar-
ticle about your particular system. 

The gravity of this situation was 
beginning to dawn when suddenly it 
struck me. . . and I made the greatest 
discovery of my career, inCider. 

inCider is a monthly magazine 
devoted exclusively to the Apple* com-
puter. Each issue•contains more Apple-
specific information than any other 
magazine, including: 

*programs 
• articles 
*applications 
•new product announcements 
*reviews 
*tutorials 
*utilities 

inCider promises to revolutionize the 
world of Apple computers and for only 
$24.97. You'll receive 12 monthly issues 
of inCider loaded with money-saving 
ads and advice, each issue saving you r. 	  

Exp. date 	  

several times your initial investment. 
Enclose payment or use your credit card 
and receive a 13th issue FREE! It 
doesn't take a genius to know a great 
deal when he sees one." 

I want a subscription to inCider for one year at $24.97. 
I understand that with payment enclosed or credit card 
order I will receive a free issue making a total of 13 issues 
for $24.97. 
0 Check enclosed 0 MC CI VISA 0 .AE 0 Bill me 
Card# 	 

Signature 	  

Name 	  

Address 	  

City 	 State 	Zip 	  

Canada and Mexico $27.97, 1 year only, US funds drawn on US bank. Foreign surface $44.97, 1 year only, 
US funds drawn on US bank. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. 

33AF5 inCider Subscription Dept., P.O. Box 911, Farmingdale, NY 11737 
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Send in the attached order form, the 
coupon below, or call toll free 

1-800-258-5473 

inCider Subscription Department 
PO Box 911, Farmingdale, NY 11737 

'Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc. 
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NN Fa.11 Bi\N 
COMPUTER SERVICE 

VILLAGE DATA CENTER 
P.O. BOX 603 

JOSHUA TREE, CA 92252 

Choose from Our Menu 
Monday-3riday 

8:00 AM — 5:00 PM 

Our sales staff is Happy to tAe your order. 

#1. Medical 

#2. Dental 

#3. CAO Programs 

#4. Construction Accounting 

#5. School Administration 

#6. Word Processing 

#7. general Accounting 

The above items are now being 	for 
conned 	of the Apple and IBM PC Computers. 

To make reservations, or to inquire about our 
weekly SPECIALS, 

Call 
(619) 365-6668 

MasterCard 

MUM I Me ON 11111 
mit.0 iuufii 

Instant Posting-Immediate Reporting 
POWER to make fast, efficient management decisions. POWER to 
adjust to fluctuations In sales. POWER to increase productivity and 
profits. 

B.1.5 is more than just a general ledger ... it's business information 
system that can produce selected business activity reports 
immediately. 

B.I.S IS FAST 
• Machine language eaves time .. accepts 3000 entries a day 

as fast as you can type. Every entry is saved for selective 
analysis. 
• Instantaneous posting - 40 split entries can be 

complateiy posted in less than 20 seconds. 
• Immediate reporting - within four minutes of any 
entry, a complete BALANCE SHEET, P&L, or DETAILED 

SELECTIVE ANALYSIS REPORT reflecting that entry 
can be printed and reviewed. 

B.I.S IS FLEXIBLE 
• Define your own Journal Names, 

Account Prompts, Activity Codes, 
Custom Report Generators, Account 

Ranges and Descriptions. 
• A single B.I.S General Ledger 

handles THREE completely separate 
sets of books with consolidating 
capabilities. 

B.I.S IS EASY TO USE 
• Menus are simple. 
• Accounts and Journals are 

already set up. 
• Hand.holding Tutorial 

Manual outlines every 
key stroke. 

Put the power of 
B.I.S to work for you. 

B.I.S is available from your local Apple 
dealer for $289. 
If he's out of stock, have him give us a 
call at 1214) 341.1635 or write: 

John Broderick,CPA 
Broderick &Associates 

8635 Shagrock 
Dallas, Texas 75238 

Circle 316 on Reader Service card. 

MENTAL GYMNASTICS 
Go for the gold! Improve your vocabulary and sharpen your 

spelling skills with ENGLISH OLYMPICS, a computer event for the 
whole family. 
Test your English expertise and spelling on contractions and com-

paratives. Increase your vocabulary and try your skills at pronouns 
and possessives. Choose between correct adverbs or adjectives. 
Learn plurals, homonyms. antonyms. synonyms. and more. 

ENGLISH OLYMPICS consists of ten Olympic-style learning events. 
Players choose to represent one of four countries. The winner of each event is 

rewarded by a colorful flag, cheerful set of national anthems and a "Gold Medal". 
One to four can play and three skill levels allow children and adults to play and learn 

together. ENGLISH OLYMPICS is a word game you'll enjoy for countless 
hours with family and friends. 

Requires: Apple II Plus*, Applesoft, 48K, One Disk Drive #0425AD $39.95 

Yes, I would like to improve my vocabulary and grammar skills with 
ENGLISH OLYMPICS. Send me 	 copies @ $39.95. Pleace add 
$2.50 Postage and Handling. 

E VISA 0 MC 0 AMEX El CHECK/MO 
Name 	  
Address 	  

City 	  
State 	  Zip 	  

Card # 	  Exp Date 	  
Signature 	  

ORDER TOLL FREE: 1-800-258-5473 Instant Software  
Rte. 101 & Elm St. Peterborough, NH 03458 

•Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. 
33AB50 

Circle 114 on Reader Service card. 
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Listing continued 

199 
200 

* 
APPLE DS 	1 

201 * 
202 * 	MACRO TABLE 
283 * 
204 * 	Normal 	ESC functions: 
205 * 

949F: CO 98 40 206 ESCTBL HEX 	C09840 ;ESC-2 
94A2: Cl 9B 41 207 HEX 	CI9841 ;ESC,A 
94A5: C2 98 42 208 HEX 	C29842 ;ESC-8 
94A8: C3 98 43 209 HEX 	C39843 ;ESC-C 
94AB: C4 98 44 210 HEX 	C49844 ;ESC-6 
94AE: C5 9B 45 211 HEX 	C59845 ;ESC-E 
9481: C6 96 46 212 HEX 	C69846 ;ESC-F 
9484: C9 98 C4 
9487: el 213 HEX 	C998C481 ;ESC-I 
9488: CA 9B C2 
9488: 01 214 HEX 	CA9BC201 ;ESC-J 
94BC: CB 98 CI 
9413F: 81 215 HEX 	C898C101 :ESC-k 
94C0: CD 98 C3 
94C3: 01 216 HEX 	CD9BC301 ;ESCHM 

217 * 
218 Cursor movements: 
219 * 

94C4: 88 88 88 
94C7: 88 88 88 
94CA: 01 220 HEX 	88888888888801 ;5 backspaces 
94CB: 95 95 95 
94CE: 95 95 95 
9401: 01 221 HEX 	95959595959581 ; 5  copy -overs 

222 
223 * 	Non -typeable characters for 	the 	11/11+ 
224 * 

9402: AD 5F 225 HEX 	AD5F 
9404: AF 5C 226 HEX 	AF5C 
9406: DD 5B 227 HEX 	DD5B ;1  

228 
229 * 	Immediate mode commands: 
238 * 

94D8: 81 C3 CI 
94DB: D4 Cl 	CC 
94DE: CF C7 C4 
94E1: 81 231 ASC 	'ICATALOGDIffi 
94E2: OD 232 HEX 	OD 
94E3: 82 C3 Cl 
94E6: D4 CI 	CC 
94E9: CF C7 C4 
94EC: 82 233 ASC 	*2CATAL0GD2" 
94ED: OD 234 HEX 	OD 
94EE: 138 De D2 
94F1: A3 83 235 ASC 	"13PR83' 
94F3: OD 236 HEX 	OD 
94F4: AA C3 Cl 
94F7: CC CC AD 
94FA: 81 85 81 237 ASC 	**CALL-151' 
94FD: 80 238 HEX 	OD 
94FE: CC CC C9 
9501: D3 D4 239 ASC 	'LUST" 
9503: OD 248 HEX 	OD 
9584: DI C8 CF 
9507: CD C5 241 ASC 	"OHOME" 
9589: OD 242 HEX 	80 

243 * 
244 * Program commands: 
245 * 

958A: 83 246 HEX 	83 ;CTL-C 
9588: C3 CO D2 
958E: A4 28 247 DCI 	'CHRS(' 
9510: 87 248 HEX 	87 ;CTL-6 
9511: C7 CF D3 
9514: 05 42 249 DCI 	"GOSUB' 
9516: 8C 258 HEX 	8C ;CTL-L 
9517: CC C5 C6 
95IA: D4 A4 28 251 DCI 	*LEFTV" 
9510: 92 252 HEX 	92 ;CTL-R 
951E: D2 C9 C7 
9521: C8 D4 A4 
9524: 28 253 DCI 	"RIGHT$(' 
9525: 93 254 HEX 	93 ;CTL-S 
9526: D3 D4 D2 
9529: 24 255 DCI 	"STRS" 
952A: BC C4 A4 
952D: BD C3 CS 
9530: D2 A4 AB 
9533: 84 A9 3A 256 DCI 	'<D111...CHR$C4):' 
9536: C7 C7 CF 
9539: D4 4F 257 DC1 	"GOOTO' 
953B: C8 CO D4 
953E: CI 42 258 DCI 	"HHTAB' 
9540: DO DO C5 
9543: C5 CB 28 259 DC1 	'PPEEKC" 
9546: 06 D6 D4 
9549: Cl 42 260 DCI 	'VVTAB" 
9548: DE CD C9 
954E: C4 A4 28 261 DCI 	" - MIDIS(' 

262 * 
263 a Utility macro: 

Listing continued. 
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input hook at ESCIN (line 174). 
Lines 174-183 print the macro by 

fetching a character from the table 
(line 176) and returning (line 181) to 
the newly set input handler (line 174) 
which puts the character directly onto 
the screen and gets another one. If a 
forward arrow (copy-over) is encoun-
tered, the screen character is picked up 
and printed (lines 180-183). When the 
final positive ASCII macro character is 
obtained (line 177), flow passes to line 
187 where the normal hooks are re-
stored (lines 188-191), the character is 
converted to negative ASCII (line 
193), and the RTS instruction (line 
195) returns flow to the normal input 
subroutine which prints the final char-
acter. If the final character is the sym-
bol for recursion (1), the escape mode 
is preserved (lines 194, 196). 

Altering the Macro Table 

The simplest method of adding new 
macros or changing existing ones is to 
make your assembler do the work. 
Recognizing that a few misguided 
souls may not possess assemblers, here 
is a way of doing it manually. To 
change an index character, merely 
substitute the new character for the old 
one. For example, if you own an Apple 
II, it would be one keystroke simpler to 
enter the monitor by pressing escape-: 
instead of escape-shift-: (shift-: is an 
asterisk on the II/II Plus). With Key-
mac loaded, enter the system monitor 
(CALL-151) and type 94F4:BA return, 
which replaces the asterisk (line 237) 
with a colon. Now save the program 
with the parameters already given. 

Before adding a new macro, plan it 
on a sheet of paper. Suppose that you 
wanted to assign the immediate mode 
command POKE 33,33 to the index 
character P. The macro would read as 
follows: 

DO DO CF CB C5 B3 B3 AC B3 B3 OD. 

The first character ($Do) is the P index, 
the next nine characters represent the 
command and the final character (be 
sure it is positive ASCII) is a carriage 
return ($0D), which causes the com-
mand to be executed. With the pro-
gram loaded, enter the monitor and 
find the hex zero that marks the end of 
the table. Starting at that location, 
enter the code for the new macro and 



Listing continued. 
264 * 

9551: DA BF DO 
9554: C5 C5 CB 
95571 A8 DA A9 
955A: AB DO C5 
955D: C5 CB A8 
9568: DA AB 81 
9563: A9 AA 62 
9566: 135 86 265 ASC '2,PEEK(Z)+PEEK(Zr1)*256" 
9568: OD 266 HEX OD 
9569: 00 267 HEX 00 

--End assembly-- 

448 bytes 

Errors: 0 

Command Definition Macro Code 

ESC-up-arrow 5 upward non-copies (recursive) 68 9B C4 9B C4 9B C4 9B 
C4 96 C4 81 

ESC-down-arrow 5 downward non-copies (recursive) BA 98 C3 98 C3 9B C3 98 
C3 98 C3 01 

ESC-R Reestablish normal 	reset vector D2 DO CF CB C5 131 	BO 81 
60 AC 81 89 81 BA DO CF 
CB C5 81 60 61 	81 AC BI 
65 67 BA C3 CI CC CC AD 
61 BI 	B6 89 OD 

ESC-X Disconnect KEYMAC input vector D8 C3 Cl CC CC AD 83 B7 
85 BA C3 Cl CC CC 81 80 
BO B2 OD 

Table 2. Suggestions for new macros. 

Bible study aids from Bible Research 
Systems include the com-
plete KJV Bible text on 
disks. THE WORD pro-
cessor can search the 
Scriptures for anv word or 
phrase. Any portion of the 
Bible can be printed or 
displayed. Create your own 
library of research materials 
or use ours, called TOPICS. 
TOPICS contains cross-reference indexes on over 200 
of the primary subjects discussed in Scripture. 

Bible Research Systems applies computer technology 
to personal study of the Scriptures. 

TOPICS 
$49.95 

Bible Research Systems 
9415 Burnet, Suite 208 

Austin, TX 78758 
(512) 835-7981 

THE WORD 
processor 
$199.95 
Plus $3 postage/handling 

Requires APPLE 11+, IBM-PC, TRS80411, OSBORNE, KAYPRO, or CP/M 8' 
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again place a hex zero at the end of the 
table. In the unaltered table from the 
program listing, type 

9569:DO DO CF CB C5 B3 B3 AC B3 B3 OD 00. 

Since you have added 11 ($B) bytes to 
the program, the new length parame-
ter becomes $1B8 + $B = $1C3. Typing 

BSAVE KEYMAC, A$93CB, L$1C3 

makes the change permanent. Until 
you become familiar with this tech-
nique, make a backup copy.of Keymac 
before changing it. Be absolutely cer-
tain that the end of the table never ex-
tends beyond $95FF into the lowest 
DOS buffer. 

Suggestions for New Macros 
Before considering new macros, 

direct your attention to lines 265-266. 
This macro looks interesting, but what 
does it do? I often need to find loca-
tions such as HIMEM, LOMEM, be-
ginning of program space, or end of 
program space. Each of these is repre-
sented by a pointer, the value of which 
may be found in your Applesoft refer-
ence manual. For example, address 
115 ($73) is the pointer for HIMEM. In 
immediate mode type Z = 115, which 
sets the variable Z equal to 115. Now 
type escape-Z and watch the decimal 
address for HIMEM appear below the 
printed macro command. You should 
find this mini-macro utility quite 
useful. 

As you use Keymac more frequent-
ly, new macros will come to mind. To 
disconnect Keymac's input hook, as-
sign the definition CALL-375:CALL 1002 
to the index character X (mnemonic 
for exit). The first call resets a normal 
input hook; the second call allows 
DOS to change its true I/O handlers. 
To reestablish a normal page 3 reset 
vector, define R as POKE 1010,191: POKE 
1011,157: CALL-1169. The two pokes put 
the usual $9DBF into the reset vector, 
and the call sets the powerup byte at 
1012 ($3F4). On the Apple He, the up-
arrow and down-arrow could produce 
five up and down cursor movements 
by assigning the correct escape se-
quences to these arrows. Table 2 pro-
vides code for the above suggestions. 

Don't be afraid to experiment. If 
you come up with some super-macros, 
please share them with us. ■ 



ACCESSORIES FOR APPLE II & IIE 
ALL WITH 1 YEAR WARRANTY BY .r.!ERISOFT .• • 

• IP • 
• • 

FOR APPLE COMPUTER USERS 
FD-35 DISK DRIVE 

* Direct Replacement for 
Apple Disk II 

* Compatible with Apple 
Controller or other Apple 
compatible controllers 

* Specially designed electronics 
with low power consumption 

* DOS 3.3 and 3.2 compatible 
* Owner's Manual and Warranty 

Card included 

NOW 
WITH ONE YEAR $22995 

WARRANTY 
CONTROLLER CARD $89.95 

VIEWMAX-80 
A Full Function 

80 Column Card for Apple II* 
* Soft Video Switch * Shift Key Support 

2 YEAR WARRANTY 

NOW ONLY $18995  

51/4" DISKETTES 
VERBATIM DATALIFE 

SS/DD SOFT SECTOR 	 29.95 
SS/DDio SECTOR HARD . . . 	 29.95 

NASHUA 
SS/SD SOFT SECTOR 	

$1 995  WITH HUB RING . . . 

Ask about our full 	BEST BUY 
line of Nashua diskettes 

THOUSANDS SOLD 
JDR 16K RAMCARD 
* Expand your 48K Apple to 64K 
* Fully compatible with Apple 

Language System — Use in 
place of Apple Language card 

* Provides extra memory for 
Visicale" 

* Run PASCAL, FORTRAN, 
Integer Basic with appropriate 
software 

* Highest quality card features: 
gold edge connector, sockets 
for all IC's 

WITH 2 YEAR WARRANTY 
ASSEMBLED & TESTED 
WITH WARRANTY 	$4495  

KIT — INCLUDES ALL 	
$4095 PARTS & INSTRUCTIONS 

BARE PC CARD 
WITH INSTRUCTIONS .... $1495  

APPLE COMPATIBLE 
POWER $99.95  

* Compact Switching Design 
* All Outputs regulated 
* Short Circuit and Overload 

Protection 
* Complete with Apple-type 

plug-in power cord 
* Apple Compatible — Yet higher 

output allows more disk drives 
and cards without overheating 

* +5V @ 5A, +12V @ 3A, 
-5V @ .5A, -12V @ .5A 

* Shielded enclosure: 103/4" x 31/2 " 
x 2/6" 

NEW IMPROVED 
JDR COOLING FAN 

* Easy modification — no 
modification of Apple required 

* Eliminates overheating 
problems 

* Switch on front controls fan, 
Apple, and extra outlet 

* Rotron whisper fan is the 
quietest, most reliable on the 
market 

NOW WITH SURGE 
SUPPRESSION 

$69.95 
WITHOUT SURGE 

SUPPRESSION 859.95 

MONITORS 
MONOCHROME 

NEC JB1201M- 20 MHZ GREEN $169 
ZENITH ZUM-121 - 15 MHZ GREEN $99 
TAXAN 18 MHZ AMBER 	$139 

COLOR 
AMDEK COLOR I - COMPOSITE $335 

NO C.O.D. ORDERS PLEASE 

ORDER TOLL FREE 
800-538-5000 
009:1103M79  

PRINTERLINK 
CENTRONICS 

PARALLEL INTERFACE 
* Simple to use — No 

configuring required 
* Use with any centronics 

printer — EPSON, 
OKIDATA, etc. 

* Includes Cable & Manual 

$5900 

MESSENGER 
SERIAL 

INTERFACE 
* Connects to any RS-232 

serial device 
* 8 switch selectable 

drivers for printers, 
terminals and modems 

* Includes Cable & Manual 

$9900 

TIMELINK 
REAL TIME 

CLOCK 
* Applications in file man-

agement, word processing, 
communications, etc. 

* Exclusive Alarm Clock 
feature 

* Battery recharges 
automatically 

$84°° 

NEW BUFFERLINK 
ADD-ON 

PRINTER BUFFER 
* Saves Time — No more 

waiting for printed output 
* Connects easily to any 

parallel interface 
* Expandable from 16K 

to 64K 

$13900  (16K) 

11111M 1224 S. Bascom Ave. • San Jose, CA 95128 
(408) 995-5430 • Telex 171-110 

1983 JDR MICRODEVICES, INC. 

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE 
HOURS: M-W-F, 9-5 T-Th., 9-9 Sat. 11-3 

PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING 

TERMS: For shipping Include S2 for UPS Ground or $.3 for UPS Blue 
Label Alr. Items over 5 pounds require additional shipping charges.  
Foreign orders, include suff icient amount for shipping. There is a 510 
minimum order. Bay Area and Los Angeles Counties add 6' r. Sales 
Tax. Other California residents add 6':, Sales Tax. We reserve the 
right to substitute manufacturer. Not responsible for typographical 
errors. Prices are subject to change without notice. We will match or 
beat any competitor's price provided It is not below our cost.  

JDR Microdevices 
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The cassette head and aluminum probe handle ready for assembly. 
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Hardware 

	The 
Short Search 

...or better still, the search for shorts. 
Here's a clever way to detect short circuits, 

and it will save you money. 

by Curtis C. Goodson 	 

There it is—the new memory 
board, with all those thousand-

odd connections finally soldered on. 
No shorts are apparent, but before try-
ing the smoke test let's run the ohm-
meter probes over the edge contacts for 
a quick check. Continuity between ad-
dress lines A9 and A6! No ICs have 
been installed as yet, so it must be a 
solder bridge. But where? Another 
careful visual check does not uncover 
it. Now what? 

One of those professional current 
probes could find it in a jiffy, but 
they're expensive. Can we make one? 

Let's see, if we feed the audio gener- 

ator into the two contacts that are 
shorted, current will flow along the 
traces through the short, and the cur-
rent will create a magnetic field. We 
can pick that up with a tape recorder 
head and feed it to an amplifier and 
speaker. Run the head along the PC 
trace and, when we pass the short or 
get on the wrong branch, the signal 
will disappear. 

Construction 
Of course, we could take the head 

out of a good cassette tape recorder, 
but that means realigning it when we 
are through. How about using a worn- 

out head from the junk box? High fre-
quency response is of no use here. Sol-
der the head to a shielded lead about 
three feet long, and run the lead 
through a four-inch piece of aluminum 
tubing, 3/8-inch in diameter, to make 
a handle. A bit of glue or RTV will 
hold the head nicely in place on the 
handle (see photos). 

For the amplifier, why not just clip 
the probe leads on parallel with the 
head in the cassette recorder. Quick 
and simple. 

Use 
Set the audio signal generator to 

about 800 Hz. Then short the gener-
ator leads together and bring them 
close to the probe head. This induces a 
good signal in the head and allows us 
to set the generator output and cassette 
volume control. 

Next, clip the generator leads to the 
shorted edge contacts. Start at one of 
the contacts and trace along the PC 
wire with the recorder head—plenty 
of signal there. Oops, it disappeared 
when we passed that junction. The 
short must be on the other branch; so 
back up and follow it. 

Among the IC socket pins it is hard 
to get a good signal, since the pins force 

Address correspondence to Curtis C. Goodson, Av 
Francisco Cheerio 467, Apartment 502, 13100 
Campinas S.P., Brasil. 
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When it comes to superior performance, 
we study our lines very carefully. 

Superior printer performance is not a fluke. 	instruction. giving Gemini-10X the capability 
It evolves from analyzing printed line after 	 to perform up to 16 operations with one com- 
printed line. Taking the time to test and retest. 	mand. We included as standard a paper 
After 30 years of manufacturing precision 	 feed system that has a friction and fully adjust- 
parts, we know that there are no shortcuts. 	able tractor feed. Then we even built in the 

And so we took the Gemini-10X and method- 	dexterity to print graphics and text on the 
ically put it through its 120 cps pace. We 	 same line. 
achieved a print head life of over 100 million 	 Done. 
characters with an extremely precise dot align- 	And, of course, staying the best means 
ment creating each crisp character. 	 constant reviewing and fine-tuning. Keeping 

So far so good. 	 the Gemini easy to find, easy to afford and so 
Next, sophisticated performance de- 	 reliable it can be warranted for up to twice 

manded versatility. A wide choice of 	 as long as its major competitors. 
character sets, a buffer expandable 	 Only the most careful 

to 8K, and the ability to interface 	— I L --- - r.„. < 	engineering has built the new 
with all popular personal 	

%M 	
hard-working Gemini-10X. 

computers. We added macro 	 TM 	 You'll applaud its performance. 
micronucs•inc 

THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD. 
Computer Peripherals Division 

2803 N W 12th Street Dallas Ft. Worth Airport, TX 75261 

Circle 193 on Reader Service card. 
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Disk Minder 
-Smoked Plastic 
Holds 75 Disks

179i ea. 

_ C4 -4,41bk. 4) 

We Stock 
"Bulk-Packed" 

Diskettes 
Kits.... 94 
...c.,, 	1n5o - 

tottr, 
,^ 

•CALL FREE (800) 654.4058. 
, 	

Dealer Inquiries 
Welcomed 

PO. Box 1674 Ili 
Bethany. OK. 

73008 

Prices per ea. 
10 per box the 
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APPLE COMPUTER, 

000IS NOD 4°/. SN\ 1NP 

Registered) 

tGt‘°11s 

a° ease 

Trademark of  

DENVEP 
ataa WOO 

INC. 

*APPLE II DOS 3 3 
48K Memory 
1 or 2 Disk Drives 

THE MARKET'S RIPE FOR THE PICKING. 
Magazine dealers everywhere are discovering the buying 
power of over half a million Apple* computer owners. 

And the #1 Apple magazine with these affluent con-
sumers? inCider, the hot new monthly produced by 
veteran publisher, Wayne Green. 

inCider claims the title of "Big Apple" with a whopping 
21% surge in paid circulation. And that's just over the 
past 2 months! 

•Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc. 

To make dealer profits super-sweet, we offer liberal dis-
counts plus a full refund return policy. 

For more information or to order, call our Bulk Sales 
Manager, toll free 1-800-343-0728; or write inCider, Attn. 
Ginnie Boudrieau, 80 Pine Street, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 

Increase your store traffic with buyers who won't leave 
empty-handed. Sell inCider. The pick of the bunch. 

(green's Apple* Magazine 

Applesoft Hints & Kink 
Make Music With Yr 

F 

Peeks yPokesour 
from m Apple's Brass 
'appin 	Pascal Errors 

Th(WANTEr 
"Buyers:8:We'll pay the shippin' 

Circle 306 on Reader Service card. 
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The completed probe. A bit of glue holds the head in place on the handle. 

the head away from the board. So turn 
up the gain on the recorder and the 
output of the generator. 

Disappeared again? No branch 
here, just the IC socket. Back up 
and—there it is; advance and it's gone. 
Could the short be here? Can't see one. 
Get the magnifier. Line A9 goes to pin 

5 and A6 to pin 11. There it is—a tiny 
blob of solder where the A6 trace 
passes between pins 4 and 5! A touch 
with the soldering iron and it's gone 
—and so is the short. 

You know, I bet this probe would 
help me find which IC is shorted in 
that flea-market logic board, too. • 

Apply Word Processing Techniques 
to Writing/Editing your Programs_ 

Circle 349 on Reader Service card. 

...1f 

isn't part of your 
program . . . 

DecOtec has 
you covered 

DecOtec''' decorator covers protects 
your equipment while offering a wide 
range of designs & colors to reflect 
your own personality or hobbies. 
Not baggy generic covers - Tailored 

to fit your exact dimensions, standard 
or custom. 
• Dozens of styles • Made in USA 
• Custom cut for • Company logos 
every machine 	& colors available 

Terminals • Keyboards • Printers 
CRTS • Typewriters 

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 	
Write or call 

for brochure today! 

72 :1 

Services Corp 	(513) 236-9923 

P.O. Box 24449 • Dept. I 
Dayton, Ohio 45424 

Miami Valley 
cg 

Technical 	
7 

 

Circle 96 on Reader Service card. 

Does the quality of your typing get in the 
way of the quality of your programming? 
GALE is a powerful new tool that lets you 
apply word processing techniques as you 
write and edit your Applesoft programs. 

It eliminates dozens of cumbersome 
typing operations that get in the way of your 
creativity. Things like retyping the rest of a 
line after an insertion. Or changing a charac-
ter or word wherever it appears in a program. 

GALE makes writing programs much easier 
by letting single keys stand for long strands 
of programming commands. It will even 
renumber your program lines or take two 
programs and merge them. 

The principle behind GALE is simple! 
Instant Feedback. At the touch of a key, all 
of the commands appear. One command 
lets you see how much space is left on your 
disk. Another command gives you an instant 
cross-index of all your variable names. 

And you get three versions of GALE: one 
that works in 48K computers, one for 64K 
(or larger) computers, and another that 
works with MicroSPARCS Ampersoft. 

Now you could buy a separate editor, a 
separate global system, and a separate 
re-number and merge. Or you can buy 
GALE, the program editor that does 
it all. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

GLOBAL FEATURES: 
Edit while entering program lines. 
Auto number program lines. 
Display BLOAD parameters. 
Global search, replace and delete. 
Display disk free space. 
Program hide, merge and unhide. 
Display all program pointers. 
Renumber program lines. 
Variable cross-reference. 
Complete HELP screens. 
Macro Command printer. 

EDITOR FEATURES: 
Upper/lower case toggle. 
Auto-compact PRINT statements. 
Delete characters. 
Jump to end of line. 
Find character. 
Insert characters. 
Abort editing. 
Insert control characters. 
Examine input buffer directly. 
Truncate, truncate and quit. 
Jump to beginning of line. 
Zap characters. 
Macro insert. 
HELP screen. 

AUTHOR: 
Sandy Mossberg 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 
At least 48K, Applesoft, DOS 3.3 and one Disk Drive. 
Operates with all Applesoft-Compatible computers 
including the Apple Ile and the Franklin ACE. 

PRICE: 
$49.95 postpaid 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
If your Apple dealer doesn't have GALE, you may 
order directly from us, by mail or phone. (Mass. resi-
dents please add 5% sales tax.) We also accept VISA 
and MasterCard. 

&A, 

 

Global Applesoft Line Editor for the Apple II/Ile 

  

MicroSPARC Inc. 
10 Lewis Street, Lincoln, MA 01773 (617) 259-9710 

Copyright  C  1983 by MicroSPARC Inc. 
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc 



Match your wits against the computer and prevent World War Ill. If you 
fail, be prepared to fight with a complete arsenal of state-of-the-art 
tactical and strategic weapons. Features include: 

• Full color graphics and exciting animation 

• HAL"' speech synthesis (without special hardware!) 

• Realistic sound and special effects 

• Options to play as enemy or defender 

• Top 10 score display 

Available for IBM-PC, APPLE II, and COMMODORE 64 computers. 

IBM-PC version requires 64K, one disk drive, and color graphics 

adapter. APPLE versions require 48K, and one disk drive, and DOS 

3.3. COMMODORE 64 version requires cassette. 

IBM-PC is a registered trademark of IBM Corp. 
Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple computers. 

Commodore 64 is a registered trademark of Digital Research. 



Try It! 

Game 

Apple Turnover 

Shortly after purchasing our Ap-
ple computer, we became in-

trigued with its graphics capability 
and decided to create a hi-res 
graphics board game. After several 
months of learning Applesoft and a 
succession of enhancements, we ar-
rived at the current version of Apple 
Turnover (Listing 1). It's a hi-res ver-
sion of the popular game of strategy 
in which two opposing players at-
tempt to cover an 8-by-8 square 
board with as many pieces of their 
own color as they can. The game is 
played with 64 pieces that are white 
on one side and black on the other. 
When a player's piece moves to the 
end of a line of the opponent's pieces, 
the line is captured, and the pieces in 
the line are turned over to show the 
color of their captor. One more piece 
is added to the board with each 
move. Several examples of maneu-
vers by black are shown in Figures 1 
and 2. 

The game demands both offensive 
and defensive strategies. As the 
board fills, the advantage can re-
peatedly swing from one side to the 
other. One well-placed move by your 
opponent and you can lose a large 
number of pieces. 

The Program 

Apple Turnover is written in 
Applesoft Basic. Several playing op-
tions are available: 
• Mode 1, Human vs. Human. Two 
persons play each other with moves 

by David and Matthew Storm 
entered from the keyboard. The 
computer monitors each move for 
legality, "turns over" the proper 
pieces after a move and keeps score. 
• Mode 2, Human vs. Computer. 
The human player pits his or her ini-
tiative and observational powers 
against the computer's relentless 
number tracking advantage. Again 
the computer monitors the legality of 
its human adversary's moves, "turns 
over" pieces and keeps score. Mode 2 
can serve as a tutorial for newcomers 
to the game. 
• Mode 3, Computer vs. Computer. 
The computer plays against itself, 
demonstrating, in lieu of instruc-
tions, the rules and workings of the 
game. 

Levels of Play 

Two levels of play are offered in 
modes 2 and 3. In level 1 the com-
puter employs no defensive strategy. 
It chooses the moves that afford it the 
greatest number of captures, regard-
less of the consequences. 

In level 2, the computer attempts to 
deprive its opponent of the most ob-
vious many-piece captures by making 
certain defensive moves. See Figure 2 
for black moves of this sort. Level 2 
does not guarantee a win because the 
offensive suffers. It does lend a desir-
able amount of unpredictability to the 
game. In the Computer Demo mode 
(mode 3), level 2 prevails over a level 1 
opponent in about 90 percent of the 
games played. 

Chance enters into the play when 
the computer has two or more equiv-
alent moves from which to choose. In 
such a case, the move is selected 
randomly from the top ranked possi-
bilities. 

Graphics 

The program provides a hi-res 
color playing board and pieces. Col-
umns and rows are numbered to aid 
in selecting squares. A shape table 
(Listing 2) consisting of 11 shapes il-
lustrates numbers and pieces, and an 
orange cursor shows which square is 
currently under examination by the 
computer as a possible move. 

To input the shape table, boot 
DOS, enter the monitor through CALL 

—151, and type in Listing 2. It should 
be saved on the game disk by the in-
struction BSAVE SHAPES,A$300,L204 or 
on tape by 304.3CBW when in the 
monitor. 

Program Line Explanation 

• 230-330 set up the hi-res board 
and place the initial pieces. The 
game is assigned to the proper mode 
routine. 
• 340-380 direct moves for the hu-
man vs. human game. 
• 390-480 are a subroutine to input 
and direct processing of human 
moves. 

Address correspondence to David and Mat-
thew Storm, 735 Colusa Ave., El Cerrito, CA 
94530. 
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0300- 09 00 14 00 LA 00 27 00 
0308- 34 00 3E 00 4B 00 59. 00 
0310- 61 00 70 00 24 34 36 36 
0318- 06 00 92 3F 3F 27 24 2D 
0320- 2D 25 24 3F 3F 07 00 3F 
0328- 97 3A 2F 2D 2D 24 24 24 
0330- 3F 3F 07 00 24 DC DB 36 
0338- 2E 2D 2D 36 06 00 3F 3F 
0340- 27 24 2D 2D 95 32 36 3F 
0348- 3F 07 00 36 3E 3F 3F 24 
0350- 24 24 2D 2D 95 3A 3F 3F 
0358- 00 36 26 24 24 3C 3F 3F 
0360- 00 24 24 3F 3F 37 36 36 
0368- 2E 2D 2D 24 3C 3F 3F 00 
0370- 24 24 24 2D 3F 3F 37 3F 
0378- 2D 2D 2D 2D 35 3D 3F 3F 
0380- 3F 3F 3F 3E 2D 2D 2D 2D 
0388- 2D 2D 35 3D 3F 3F 3F 3F 
0390- 3F 3F 3F 2E 2D 2D 2D 2D 
0398- 2D 2D 2D 3E 3F 3F 3F 3F 
03A0- 3F 3F 3F 2E 2D 2D 2D 2D 
03A8- 2D 2D 2D 3E 3F 3F 3F 3F 
0380- 3F 3F 3F 35 2D 2D 2D 2D 
0388- 2D 2D 3D 3E 3F 3F 3F 3F 
03C0- 3F 35 2D 2D 2D 2D 3D 37 
03C8- 3F 3F 07 00 

Listing 2. Shape table. 

Listing continued. 
10 LONER: 16400 
20 HOME : TEXT 
30 CRS(1) = "WHITE":CR$(2) = "BLACK":CR$(3) = "COMPUTER":CR%(1) = 3:CR%(2) 

0:D$ = "COMPUTER DEMO" 
40 PRINT 
50 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BLOAD SHAPES,A$300" 
60 POKE 232,0: POKE 233,3 
70 REM 	SET INITIAL POSITIONS 
80 FOR I = 3 TO 6: FOR J = 3 TO 6: READ P%(I,J): NEXT : NEXT 
90 DATA 3,3,3,3,3,1,2,3,3,2,1,3,3,3,3,3 
100 DIM L%(8,8,1) 
110 DIM RR%(19,8,8),CC%(19,8,8),LL%(64): VTAB 5: HTAB 12: PRINT 

	
APPLE 

TURNOVER ■": VTAB 12: HTAB 7 
120 PRINT "BY MATTHEW AND DAVID STORM" 
130 VTAB 23: HTAB 11: PRINT "HIT A KEY TO BEGIN ": IF PEEK ( - 16384) > 

127 THEN HOME : GOTO 150 
140 GOTO 130 
150 HOME : VTAB 1: HTAB 18: PRINT "MENU": VTAB 5: HTAB 1: PRINT "PICK TYP 

E OF GAME FROM FOLLOWING:" 
160 VTAB 8: HTAB 3: PRINT "1. HUMAN VS. HUMAN" 
170 VTAB 10: HTAB 3: PRINT "2. HUMAN VS. COMPUTER" 
180 VTAB 12: HTAB 3: PRINT "3. COMPUTER VS. ITSELF (DEMO)" 
190 VTAB 15: HTAB 1: PRINT "TYPE IN SELECTION BY NUMBER.";: GET R$:: IF R 

S < > "1" AND R$ < > "2" AND R$ < > "3" THEN 190 
200 R = VAL (R$): IF R = 1 THEN TG = 1 
210 IF R = 2 THEN TG = 0 
220 IF R = 3 THEN TG = 0:FF = 1 
230 REM SET UP BOARD 
240 HGR : HCOLOR= 1: HPLOT 0,0: CALL 62454: HCOLOR= 0: FOR X = 0 TO 279 STEP 

35: HPLOT X,I TO X,159: HPLOT X + 1,0 TO X + 1,159: NEXT : FOR X = 0 TO 
159 STEP 20: HPLOT 0,X TO 279,X: NEXT 

250 PH = 0:PV = 0: SCALE= 1: ROT= 0: FOR ST = 1 TO 8: HCOLOR= 0 
260 FOR XX = PH TO PH + 8: HPLOT XX,0 TO XX,7: NEXT XX: FOR YY = PV TO PV 

+ 7: HPLOT 0,YY TO 7,YY: NEXT YY 
270 HCOLOR= 3: DRAW ST AT PH + 6,4: DRAW ST AT 6,PV + 4:PH = PH + 35:PV = 

PV + 20: NEXT ST: HCOLOR= 0 
280 REM SET UP STARTING PIECES 
290 C = 5:R = 4: GOSUB 1640:C = 4:R = 5: GOSUB 1640: HCOLOR= 3:C = 4:R = 4 

: GOSUB 1640:C = 5:R = 5: GOSUB 1640 
300 IF FF = 1 THEN OP = 2:MP = 1: GOTO 710 
310 IF TG = 0 THEN 710 
320 GOTO 340 
330 IF EF = 1 THEN 360 
340 REM HUMAN VS. HUMAN GAME..INPUT MOVES 
350 REM MAKE WHITE MOVE 
360 MP = 1:0P = 2: GOSUB 400 
370 REM MAKE BLACK MOVE 
380 MP = 2:0P = 1: GOSUB 400: GOTO 350 
390 REM INPUT MOVES FOR HUMAN PLAYERS 
400 VTAB 22: HTAB 1: PRINT "ENTER ";;: INVERSE : PRINT CRS(MP);: NORMAL : 

PRINT " MOVE (COLUMN,ROW-NO COMMA)": HTAB 1: PRINT "TYPE '00' IF YOU 
CAN'T MOVE 

410 HTAB 30: INPUT CRS: GOSUB 1520 
420 IF C = 0 AND R = 0 THEN NM%(MP) = 1: GOTO 440 
430 NM%(MP) = 0 
440 IF NM%(MP) = 1 AND NMMOP) = 1 THEN 1660 
450 IF NM%(MP) = 1 THEN RETURN 
460 IF P%(R,C) = I OR P7.(R,C) = 2 THEN HOME : SOTO 400 
470 HCOLOR= CR%(MP): GOSUB 1640: GOSUB 510: IF ER = 1 THEN 400 
480 RETURN 
490 REM RESPONSE TO MOVE IN HUMAN VS. HUMAN GAME 
500 REM EXAMINE SURROUNDING SQUARES FOR OPPONENT'S PIECES 
510 ER = 0: IF TG = 0 AND P7.(R,C) < > 3 THEN MV = MV + 1: GOTO 570 
520 MV = MV + 1:R1 = R:C1 = C:TAG - 0: FOR Y = - 1 TO 1: FOR X = - I TO 

I:FLAG = 0:R2 = RI + Y:C2 = CI + X:R3 = 0:C3 = 0: FOR B = 1 TO 10:RO% 
(B) = 0:COMB) = 0: NEXT B:B = 1: IF R2 < 1 OR R2 > 8 OR C2 < 1 OR C2 
> 8 THEN 550 

530 IF P%(R2,C2) = OP THEN GOSUB 640 
540 IF FLAG = 1 THEN GOSUB 600 
550 NEXT X: NEXT Y: IF MV = 60 THEN POP : GOTO 1660 
560 IF TAG = 1 THEN RETURN 
570 HOME : VTAB 24: HTAB 1: PRINT "ILLEGAL MOVE. TRY AGAIN ,.." 
580 FOR CK = 1 TO 20:U = PEEK ( - 16336): NEXT 
590 FOR S - 0 TO 2000: NEXT : HCOLOR= 1: GOSUB 1640:MV = MV - 1:ER = 1: RETURN 

600 P%(R,C) = MP: FOR B = 1 TO 10:C = CO%(B):R = R07.(8): IF C = 0 OR R = 0 
THEN 620 

610 GOSUB 1640 
620 P7.(R,C) = MP: NEXT B:TAG = 1 
630 RETURN 
640 REM IDENTIFY ALL OF OPPONENT'S PIECES TO BE TAKEN 
650 R07.(B) = R2:CO7.(B) = C2:R3 = R2:C3 = C2:8 = B + 1 
660 R3 = R3 + Y:C3 = C3 + X: IF R3 < 1 OR R3 > 8 OR C3 < 1 OR C3 > 8 THEN 

FLAG = 0: RETURN 
670 IF P7.(R3,C3) = OP THEN RO%(B) = R3:C07.(8) = C3:B = B + 1: GOTO 660 
680 IF P7.(R3,C3) = MP THEN FLAG = 1 
690 IF P7.(R3,C3) = 0 THEN FLAG = 0 
700 RETURN 
710 REM HUMAN VS. COMPUTER 
720 IF FF = 1 THEN INVERSE : VTAB 21: HTAB 14: PRINT D$: NORMAL :CU = 3: 

IF FF = 1 THEN CU = 1 
730 VTAB 22: HTAB 1: PRINT "DEFENSE MODE ";: IF FF = 1 THEN PRINT "FOR " 

;CR$(CU);"?": GOTO 750 
740 IF FF = 0 THEN PRINT "FOR COMPUTER?" 
750 PRINT "(1)YES (2)NO ";: GET HS:H = VAL (HS): IF H < 1 OR H > 2 THEN 

740 
760 IF FF = 1 THEN H%(CU) = H:CU = CU + 1: IF CU =2 THEN HOME : FOR S = 

O TO 500: NEXT : GOTO 730 
770 IF FF = 1 THEN HOME : GOTO 840 
780 HOME : HTAB 1: VTAB 22: PRINT "WILL YOU MOVE FIRST,";: GET NS: IF NS < 

> "Y" AND N$ < > "N" THEN 780 
790 IF N$ = "Y" THEN - HM = 1:CM = 2: HOME : GOTO 1070 

Listing continued. 

Listing 1. 
Apple Turnover. 

• 490-630 are a subroutine to scan 
the board after human moves to en-
sure legality. 

• 640-700 are a subroutine to iden-
tify the opponent's pieces to be taken 
with human moves. 

• 710-800 set up the human vs. com-
puter game. 

• 810-990 scan the board to identify 
prospective computer moves and as-
sign to the move-assessment subrou-
tine. 

• 1000-1060 identify, through a 
sorting routine, the computer moves 
that will result in capture of the larg-
est number of the opponent's pieces. 
If there is more than one such move, 
the selection is random. 

• 1070-1080 direct the input and 
processing of human moves in the 
human vs. computer game. 
• 1090-1310 assess moves for the 
computer and count the number of 
opponent pieces available for cap-
ture. A priority value is assigned to 
each move. In the defense level (level 
2), undesirable moves are assigned 
the lowest priority value of 1. 
• 1320-1510 make the computer 
moves, "turn over" appropriate pieces, 
and clear arrays for the next move. 
• 1520-1590 are a subroutine to con-
vert human inputs from string to in- 
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High 
Res 

Monitors 
Stylish, 12 inch anti-fatigue screen, 

1000 line resolution, low power 
consumption, composite video. 

Our Products are 
compatible with Apple; 

Franklin and other Apple 
compatibles. 

Cooling System / 
Power Monitor 
Fits computer or monitor stand, 2 
surge suppressed grounded power 
outlets & single illuminated switch 
control of system 

Disk 
Drives 
Half-high, contemporary slim line 
styling, quick disconnect cable, 
whisper quiet operation, fast 12 MS 
step rate. 

Drive only, w/cable & $29995 documentation (#0416) 

Drive, 	 , 
cable & DOS

w/controller 
(#0419) $39995  

(#0432) $1 7995  

(#0433) $1
8995 

Os 	161111  

$7995  power monitor (#0414) 

Arcade Quality 
Joystick 
Steel case for durability and weight 
stability, self centering control, 2 
micro switch buttons, variable rate 
response 

cable (#0431) 
Professional joystick & $6995  

Portable 
Graphics Tablet 

Arm mounts on any desk, table or 
graphics board, uses color or B/W 

graphics, menu driven 
software. 

Graphics tablet, cable & $19995  
software (#0429) 

80 Column Card 
Features inverse video, softswitch & 
composite video cable. 

80 column card & 	5 9 9 5 
manual (#0420) 

Apple, is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. Franklin is the trademark of the Franklin 
Computer corp. 

Green phosper 
monitor & cable 

Amber prosper 
monitor & cable 

Cooling system/ 

Send coupon and proof of purchase from your dealer to WTI — Allow 4 weeks for delivery 
•••••IcoupoNIMWEIN 
• Purchase any disk drive or• 
• monitor and get the 	• 
• professional joystick 	• 
• (#0431) for ST900 ,111 ■ only %. 
111 	Offer good for a limited time only. 	I. 
• 11111.1.1111111.1111111111•11 

Circle 393 on Reader Service card. 

• .1111111.1coupoN.•11••• 
• Purchase two disk drives • 
• or drive/monitor and get • 
• the 80 column card 	• 
• (#0420) for $M900 ■ 
• only 40 ■ 
• B 	Offer good for a limited time only. 	III 

1111111111..1.1111111111.1.11.E 

Call for the name of your newest 
authorized dealer 

1553, COMPUTER AND 
PERIPHERALS 
PRODUCTS 

1530 S. Sinclair 
Anaheim, CA 92806 

(714) 978-9820 
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Figure 1. 
Sample moves for black (x marks the move). 

teger values and screen for input 
errors. 

• 1600-1630 identify new search 
squares after a move. Search squares 
are those empty squares bordered by 
at least one occupied square (i.e., po-
tential locations for a move). 
• 1640-1650 draw each piece during 
a move and sound the turnover 
clicker. 
• 1660-1730 count the final scores 
and identify the winner (player with 
the greatest number of pieces on the 
board). 

Variables and Arrays 
• C and R are the column and row in-
put variables for human moves. Their 
values range from 1 to 8. 

• CC and RR are the column and row 
variables that designate squares as 
possible move locations. 
• co % (A) and RO % (A) are the arrays 
used for temporary storage of col-
umn and row positions of opponent 

Figure 2. Sample moves avoided by black in 
defense mode (x marks the move). 

Listing continued. 

800 HM = 2:CM = 1 
810 REM COMPUTER FINDING EMPTY SQUARES 
H2O MP = CM:OP = HM: GOTO 850 
830 XP = OP:OP = MP:MP = XP: IF FF = 0 THEN 850 
840 INVERSE : VTAB 21: HTAB 14: PRINT DS: NORMAL 
850 FOR LE = 0 TO 64:LL%(LE) = 0: NEXT :LE = 0: FOR RR = 1 TO 8: FOR CC = 

1 TO 8:L = 1: IF PMRR,CC) < > 3 THEN 990 
870 REM COMPUTER SCANNING SURROUNDING SQUARES OF EACH EMPTY SQUARE 	A 

RE OPPONENT'S PIECES PRESENT,  
880 VTAB 23: HTAB I 
890 IF FF = 1 THEN INVERSE : PRINT CRS(MP):: NORMAL : PRINT " SCANNING B 

OARD....STAND BY" 

900 IF FF = 0 THEN PRINT "COMPUTER SCANNING BOARD....STAND BY" 
910 HCOLOR= 5: SCALE= 1: ROT= 0: DRAW 1 AT CC * 35 - 17,RR * 20 - 10 
920 FOR X = - 1 TO 1: FOR y = - 1 TO 1:R1 = RR:C1 = CC:R2 = RI + Y:C2 = 

Cl + X: IF R2 < 1 OR R2 > 8 OR C2 < 1 OR C2 > 8 THEN 950 
930 IF P%(R2,C2) < > OP THEN 950 
940 GOSUB 1090 
950 NEXT Y: NEXT X 
960 HCOLOR= 1: DRAW 1 AT CC * 35 - 17,RR * 20 - 10 
970 IF L7.(RR,CC,O) = 0 THEN 990 
980 LL%(LE) = L%(RR,CC0 1):LE = LE + 1 
990 NEXT CC: NEXT RR 
1000 REM. COMPUTER SORTS ITS POSSIBLE MOVES TO FIND GREATEST NUMBER OF C 

APTURES 
1010 F = 0: FOR LE = 0 TO 62: IF LLMLE) > = LL%(LE + 1) THEN 1030 
1020 T = LL%(LE):LL%(LE) = LL%(LE + 1):LL%(LE + 1) = T:F = 1 
1030 IF LL%(LE) = 0 THEN LE = 62 
1040 NEXT LE: IF F = 1 THEN 1010 
1050 FOR RR = 1 TO 8:CC = INT (8 * RND (1) + .5): IF L7.(RR,CC,1) 	LL%( 

0) THEN 1320 
1060 NEXT RR: GOTO 1050 
1070 REM INPUT HUMAN'S MOVE 
1080 MP = HM:OP = CM: GOSUB 400:R = RI:C C1: GOSUB 1600: HOME : GOTO 830 

1090 REM DOES LINE OF OPPONENT'S END IN MOVER'S PIECE 
1100 REM IF SO, HOW LONG IS LINE? 
1110 R3 = RI:C3 = C1:13 = 1 
1120 R3 = R3 + Y:C3 = C3 + X: IF R3 < I OR R3 > 8 OR C3 < 1 OR C3 > 8 THEN 

1310 
1130 IF P%(R3,C3) = OP THEN RO%(B) = R3:COMB) = C3:8 = B + 1: GOTO 1120 
1140 IF P7.(R3,C3) = MP AND B < > 1 THEN 1160 
1150 GOTO 1310 
1160 IF FF = 1 THEN H = HY.(MP) 
1170 IF H = 2 THEN 1280 
1180 R6 = R3 + Y: C6 = C3 + X: R7 = RR - Y: C7 = CC - X 
1190 IF R7 < I OR R7 > 8 OR C7 < 1 OR C7 > 8 THEN 1280 
1200 FOR M = 1 TO 5: IF R6 < 1 OR R6 > 8 OR C6 < I OR C6 > 8 THEN 1280 
1210 IF P%(R6,C6) = MP THEN 1260 
1220 IF P%(R6,C6) = OP AND (PX(R7,C7) = 0 OR P7.(R7,C7) = 3) THEN L%(RR,CC 

,1) = 1: GOTO 1280 
1230 IF (P%(R6,C6) = 0 OR PMR6,C6) = 3) AND PX(R7,C7) = OP THEN L%(RR,CC 

,1) = 1: GOTO 1280 

Listing continued. 
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NEW RELEASES-33% OFF!! 

Algebra 5 & 6 (Eduware) 	 33.45 Gumball (Broderbund) 	 19.90 Protector II (Synapse) 	 23.30 
Apple Cider Spider (On-Line) 	. . 	19.90 Gurds In Space (Sirius) 	 23.30 Ouestron (Broderbund) 	 29.95 
Argos (Datamost) 	 19.90 Hi-Res Architectural Design 	.. 19.90 Sammy Lightfoot (On-Line) 	. . . 17.35 
Bop-A-Bet (Sierra On-Line) 	. . . 	17.40 Jump Jet (Avante-Guarde) . . .. 19.90 Serpent's Star (Ultfa Soft) 	. 	. 23.30 
Buzzard Bait (Sirius) 	 26.60 Knight of the Desert (SSI) . 26.60 Shamus (Synapse) 	 2330 
Caverns of Frietag (Muse) 	. . . 	19.90 Learning with Leeper (On-Line) 23.30 Slime (Synapse) 	 23.30 
Cosmic Balance II (SS/) 	 26.60 Legacy of Llylgamyn (Sir-Tech) 26.60 Space Journey (Rocklan) 	. . 26.60 
Crime Wave (Penguin) 	 13.30 Lode Runner (Broderbund) 23.30 Spare Change (Broderbund) 	. . 23.30 
Desecration (Cal Pacific) 	- . . . 	26.60 Mating Zone (Datamost) 	 19.90 Suspended (Infocom) 	 33.45 
Dragon's Keep (On-Line) 	 19.90 Maze Machine (Broderbund) 	. 40.95 Thunderbombs (Penguin) 	. . . . 13.30 
Drelbs (Synapse) 	 23.30 Picnic Paranoia (Synapse) 	. . . 23.30 Troll's Tale (Sierra On-Line) 	. . 19.90 
Go (Hayden) 	  23.30 Picture Parts (Roklan) 	 26.60 Wizard of Wor (Roklan) 	 26.60 
Genf (Roklan) 	  26.60 Plasmania (Sirius) 	 23.30 Witness (Infocom) 	 33.45 

New Releases Expected by August 1 • Call for Availability • Prices good through September 31 

MICRO MERCHANT 
898 Via Lota Ste. 'H' - P.O. Box 1516 

Colton, California 92324 
Source ST9386 

Most orders shipped same day. CA Residents add 6% Tax. VISA/MC 
add 3%. Shipping: Add $3.00 (Software) or 3% (Hardware), APO/FPO 
add 5% min. $5.00. Foreign orders add 10% min. $10.00. Prices 
subject to change without notice. 

At Micro Merchant, we offer you low prices, 
FAST Service, Technical Assistance and 
Advice, and Customer Support, Give us a call 
today! 

SUPER SPECIALS 
Advanced Logic Systems Smarterm II 80-column card 	134.95 
Micro Sci A2 35 track drive 	  

1224959..0905  Vista V1200 6 Meg Drive w/Controller 	 
Prowriter 8510p 	  369.95 
KOALA Graphics Tablet w/Software 	  99.95 

UTILITIES & GRAPHICS 

Ampersoft 	  35.95 	Electric Duet 	 20.95 Multi-Disk Catalog III 	 17.95 
Apple DOC 	  28.95 	EPF IV 	  54.95 Munch-A-Bug 	  35.95 
Apple Mechanic 	 19.95 	Flex Text 	  20.95 Pascal Graphics Editor 	 69.95 
Applesoft Compiler + 	 69.95 	Forth II 	  . 	48.95 Printerographer 	 35.95 
Arcade Machine II 	 42.95 	GA.L.E. 	  35.95 Program Line Editor 	 27.95 
Bag of Tricks 	  28.95 	Gratorth II 	  49.95 Pronto-DOS 	 

	

 	19.95 
Beneath Apple DOS (w/disk) 16.95 	Graphics Magician 	 40.95 Routine Machine 	 42.95 
B .E .S J. 	  28.95 	The Graphic Solution 	 104.95 Super Disk Copy III 	 24.95 
Complete Graphics System 48.95 	Graphtrix 1.3 	 52.95 UCSD P-System Set 	 429.95 
Copy II Plus 4.3  	25.95 	Image Printer 	 28.95 Utility City 	  20.95 
The Creator 	 139.95 	Krell Logo 	 84.95 Videoterm Utilities 	 25.95 
Directory Master 	 20.95 	Merlin 	  42.95 The Voice 	  27.95 
DOS Boss 	  16.95 	Orca/M 	  69.95 Zoom Graphic 	  35.95 
Double Take 	  24.95 	Frame Up 	  20.95 Special Effects 	 28.95 

HOME & BUSINESS ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE 

Applewriter II Pre-Boot 	 14.95 	PFS: File 	  79.95 Apple Panic 	 19.95 
ASCII Express-The Pro 	 89.95 	PFS: Graph 	  79.95 Adventure to Atlantis 	 27.95 
Bank Street Writer 	 47.95 	PFS: Report 	  79.95 Aztec 	  27.95 
DB Master 	  159.95 	Sensible Speller 	 86.95 Beneath Apple Manor 	 20.95 
DB Utility Pak  I 	 69.95 	Screenwriter II 	 89.95 Castle Wolfenstein 	 20.95 
General Manager II 	 149.95 	Transend I 	  62.95 Chess 7.0 	 48.95 
Home Accountant 	 49.95 	VisiCalc 	  179.95 Choplifter 	 23.95 
Magic Cale 	  99.95 	VisiFile 	  184.95 Cranston Manor 	 24.95 
Magic Memory 	 69.95 	VisiTerm 	  72.95 Crisis Mountain 	 24.95 
Magic Window II 	 104.95 	Word Handler 	 139.95 The Dark Crystal 	 27.95 
Multiplan 	  189.95 	Wordstar 	  299.95 Deadline 	  35.95 
PIE Writer 2.2 	 104.95 	Visiplot 	  184.95 Fright Simulator 	 23.95 

Frogger 	  24.95 
Germany 1985 	 41.95 

EDUCATIONAL Knight of Diamonds 	 
Mask of the Sun 	 

24.95 
28.95 

Algebra I 	  27.95 	Kindercamp 	  19.95 Micro Barmate 	 27.95 
Bumble Games 	 28.95 	Master Type 	  27.95 Micro Cookbook 	 27.95 
Bumble Plot 	  28.95 	Most Amazing Thing 	 27.95 Miner 2049er 	 27.95 
Crossword Magic 27.95 	Rocky's Boots 	 35.95 Moon Shuttle 	 28.95 
Delta Drawing 	 35.95 	Snooper Troops I or II 31.95 ea. Pinball Construction 	 28.95 
Facemaker 	  23.95 	Sticky Bear ABC 	 27.95 Repton 	  28.95 
Gertrude's Puzzles 	 32.95 	Sticky Bear Bop 	 27.95 Sea Dragon 	 24.95 
Gertrude's Secrets 	 32.95 	Sticky Bear Numbers 	 27.95 Sea Fox 	  19.95 
Hey Diddle Diddle 	 20.95 	Story Machine 	 24.95 Serpentine 	 23.95 
Juggle's Rainbow 	 20.95 	Type Attack 	  27.95 Sherwood Forest 	 24.95 
Kids & the Apple 	 15.95 	Typing Tutor II 	 17.95 Snack Attack 	 19.95 

Magic Spells 	  24.95 	Moptown Hotel or Parade 27.95 ea. Spy's Demise 	 
Transylvania 	 

14.95 
14.95 

Ultima  II 	  39.95 
PRINTER RIBBONS Wizardry 	  35.95 

MX/FX 80-$9.95 	3/$24.95 
NEC 8023 Zork I, II, or  III 	 27.95 ea. 

25-33% Prowriter 8510 -$12.95 3/$29.95 

ORDERS ONLY: 800-652-8391 
CA and Customer Service: 714-824-5555 

DISCOUNTS 
on SOFTWARE 

10-25% OFF 
HARDWARE 
FREE GAME or 

DEMO DISK with 
Purchase over $65 

RanaSystems 
State of the art design 
brings you the most 
advanced Floppy Drive 
available for your Apple 
II! 100% Compatible 
with Apple II Disks, 

Controller, Software, 
CP/M Pascal. 

W/Controller W/0 Controller 
Elite 1 (163K) 
	

$359.95 	$279.95 

Elite 2 8445 Elite 3 $567 Elite Controller $99 

HARDWARE SPECIALS 

SMARTERM II Advanced 80-Column Card 134.95 
CP/M Card CP/M Plus 3.0, 64K RAM, 

Clock, C Basic, GSX-80, 6 MHZ Z80-8 329.95 
Z-Card CP/M 2.2 	  139.95 
Color II RGB Interface 	  139.95 

Applicard 4 MHZ CP1M 22, 64K, Clock, More! 239.95 
Applicand 6 MHZ 	  299.95 
Co-Processors 88 Card 	  649.95 
ECHO II Speech Synthesizer 	  139.95 
Enhancer II Keyboard Macros, Type Buffer 	. . . 	109.95 
Gibson Pentrak Light Pen System 	 259.95 
Joyport 	  35.95 
Kraft Joystick 	  47.95 
Micromodem II w/ Terminal Program 	 299.95 
Mountain CPS Multifunction Card 	 169.95 
NEC JC1212 Color Composite Monitor 	 289.95 
Prometheus 16K RAM Card 1-Year Warranty . . 	69.95 
STB 64K RAM Card 	  17 . 	5 
STB Combo 80-Col, 128K RAM, VC-Extender 449.95 
System Saver 	  64.95 
Taxan 12" Amber Monitor Hi-Res 	 139.95 
Taxan 12" Hi-Res RGB Monitor 	 529.95 
Videx Videoterm 80-Column Card, new price! . 	209.95 
Videx Ultraterm 	  289.95 

PRINTER CORNER 

aJl 

NEC PC-8023A 	  419.95 
100 CPS, Graphics, Proportional, 2K Buffer, T/F 
5-17 CPI 

Gemini 10X 	
 

294.95 
100 CPS, Graphics, T/F, 2.3K Buffer 

Epson FX-80  	529.95 
160 CPS. Graphics, Proportional. Download Character 
Sets 
Epson FX 100 	  729.95 

Okidata ML92  	509.95 
160 CPS, 40CPS Correspondence Quality. Pro- 
portional, Graphics 
Sweet-P Plotter w/ Software! 	  569.95 
Strobe Graphics PC-100 Plotter 	  589.95 
Sanyo PR5500 15CPS Daisy Wheel 	 695.00 
PKASO Advanced Graphic Interface 	 139.95 
Microtek Graphics Interface 	  99.95 
Wesper BP0 16K Buffer, Graphics 	 149.95 
ALS Printermate Parallel Interface 	 79.95 
ALS Dispatcher Serial Interface 	  109.95 

MORE THAN JUST GREAT PRICES! 
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pieces that would be taken by the 
move under assessment. A is the num-
ber of each target piece in the line. 
These arrays are cleared after assess-
ing each line. If a valid move is con-
firmed, the data in these arrays is 
transferred to the cc % and RR% ar-
rays below prior to clearing. 

• cc '7G (A,RR,CC) and RR °7° (A,RR,CC) 
are arrays that store all information 
about the location of each opponent 
piece that can be taken by each possi-
ble move, CC,RR. A is the number of 
each target piece available for cap-
ture through a move to CC,RR. These 
arrays are cleared after each move. 

• L% (RR,CC,1) is an array that stores 
the total number of opponent pieces 
that can be taken by a move to CC,RR. 
It is cleared after each move. 

• LL%(N) is an array that sets 
priorities for N available moves 
through a sorting routine. Data is 
transferred to this array from L % 

prior to sorting. 

• MP and OP are variables that hold 
the color of the piece currently being 
moved and of the opponent. White is 
1 and black is 2. These values are ex-
changed after each move. 

• My is the variable that counts the 
number of moves made in the game. 
When My = 60, the computer goes to 
line 1660 to ascertain the final scores 
and select the winner. 

• 13% (R,C) is the bookkeeping array 
that stores up-to-date information 
about the status of the board. It keeps 
track of which pieces are on which 
squares, which squares are empty, 
and which are search squares. For 
example, for an empty, a white, a 
black, and a search square at C,R, ar-
ray P% (R,C) would equal 0,1,2, and 3, 
respectively. 

• X and Y are the variables used to 
examine neighboring squares around 
each search square for opponent's 
pieces. x and Y may equal —1, 0, and 
+1. All possible combinations of 
these values (except 0,0 represent the 
eight possible directions available for 
searching around a square. For ex-
ample, if x = —1 and Y = +1 the com-
puter is looking at a line pointing 
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toward the upper left corner of the 
board. If an opponent piece is found 
in a given direction, the computer 
locks onto the X,Y values representing 
that direction and examines the line 

"Combinations of these 
values represent possible 
directions for searching 

around a square." 

of squares in that direction. If the 
line ends with one of the mover's 
pieces, a possible move is confirmed. 

Modifications 
The program occupies all avail-

able memory space below hi-res page 
1. Any modifications would require 
deleting or condensing parts of the 
program. You might wish to delete 
all but mode 2 so as to expand on the 
computer's defensive and offensive 
powers, or increase the speed of its 
move-selection operation. 

Have fun! ■ 

Listing continued. 

1390 VIA? 23: HTAB 1 
1400 IF FF = 1 THEN PRINT CRS(MP);" MOVES. TO "; 
1410 IF FF = 0 THEN PRINT "COMPUTER MOVES TO "; 
1420 INVERSE : PRINT "COLUMN ";CC;",ROW "RR: NORMAL :R = RR:C = CC: GOSUB 

1600: HCOLOR= CRX(MP): GOSUB 1640:P%(R,C) = MP 
1430 FOR 0 = 0 TO 19:R = RRMO,RR,CC):C•= CCMO,RR,CC) 
1440 IF R = 0 OR C = 0 THEN 1460 
1450 HCOLOR= CRX(MP): GOSUB 1640:P%(R,C) = MP 
1460 NEXT 0: FOR RR = 1 TO 8: FOR CC = 1 TO 8: IF L%(RR,CC,O) = 0 THEN 14 

90 
1470 L7.(RR,CC,O) = 0:L7.(RR,CC,1) = 0 
1480 FOR L = 0 TO 19:RR7.(L,RR,CC) = 0:CC7.(L,RR,CC) = 0: NEXT 
1490 NEXT CC: NEXT RR:MV = MV + 1: HOME : IF MV = 60 THEN 1660 
1500 IF FF = 1 THEN 830 
1510 GOTO 1070 
1520 REM CONVERT STRING TO INTEGERS 
1530 CS = RIDS (CRS,1,1):C = VAL (CS):R. = RIDS (CRS,2,1):R = VAL (RS) 

1540 IF LEN (CRS) < 2 OR LEN (CRS) > 2 THEN 1580 
1550 IF ASC (CS) < 48 OR ASC (CS) > 56 OR ASC (RS) < 48 OR ASC (RS) > 

56 THEN 1580 
1560 IF (C = 0 AND R < > 0) OR (C < > 0 AND R = 0) THEN 1580 
1570 RETURN 
1580 IF TG = 0 THEN HOME : POP : GOTO 1070 
1590 IF TO = 1 THEN HOME : POP : GOTO 400 
1600 REM IDENTIFY NEW SEARCH SQUARES AFTER MOVE 
1610 FOR X = - 1 TO 1: FOR V = - I TO 1:R1 = R + Y:C1 	C + X: IF R1 < 

1 OR RI > 8 OR CI < 1 DR Cl > 8 THEN 1630 
1620 IF P7.(R1,C1) = 0 THEN P7.(R1,C1) = 3 
1630 NEXT Y: NEXT X: RETURN 
1640 REM DRAW A PIECE AND 'CLICK' THE MOVE 
1650 DRAW 9 AT C * 35 - 17,R * 20 - 10: FOR CK = 1 TO 2:U = PEEK ( - 163 

36): NEXT CK: FOR S = 0 TO 300: NEXT : RETURN 
1660 REM COUNT THE SCORE...WHO WON? 
1670 FOR RR = 1 TO 8: FOR CC = 1 TO 8: IF P7.(RR,CC) = 2 THEN BLACK = BLAC 

K + 1 
1680 IF P7.(RR,CC) = 1 THEN WHITE = WHITE + 1 
1690 NEXT : NEXT : HOME : VTAB 22: IF BLACK > WHITE THEN HTAB 1: PRINT 

BLACK WINS!!" 
1700 IF WHITE = BLACK THEN HTAB 1: PRINT "THE GAME IS A TIE!!" 
1710 IF WHITE > BLACK THEN HTAB 1: PRINT "WHITE WINS!!" 
1720 HTAB 1: VTAB 24: PRINT "BLACK=";BLACK;" ";"WHITE. ";WHITE:: FOR S 

0 TO 2000: NEXT 
1730 HTAB 1: PRINT "HIT A KEY FOR ANOTHER GAME ";: GET YS: RUN 
1240 IF P%(R6,R6) = OP AND P%(R7,C7) < > 0 AND P7.(R7,C7) < > 3 THEN 128 

0 
1250 IF (PX(R6,C6) = 0 OR PX(R6,C6) = 3) AND P%(R7,C7) < > OP THEN 1280 
1260 R6 = R6 + Y: C6 = C6 + X 
1270 NEXT M 
1280 FOR T = 1 TO B:RRX(LMRR,CC,O) + T,RR,CC) = ROMT):ROMT) = 0:CM(L% 

(RR,CC,O) + T,RR,CC) = COMT):COMT) = 0: NEXT :LMRR,CC,O) = L7.(RR,C 
C, 0> + 8 - 1 

1290 IF L7.(RR,CC,1) < > 1 THEN L7.(RR,CC,1) = CMRR,CC,O) + 1: RETURN 
1300 RETURN 
1310 FOR T = 0 TO 10:R07.(T) = 0:CO7.(T) = 0: NEXT : RETURN 
1320 REM COMPUTER MAKES ITS MOVE 
1330 IF L7.(RR,CC,O) = 0 THEN C = 0:R = 0:NM7.(MP) = 1: IF NMMOP) < > I AND 

FF = 1 THEN 830 
1340 IF LMRR,CC,O) = 0 THEN 1070 
1350 IF NM%(MP) = 1 AND NMMOP) = I THEN GOTO 1660 
1360 NM%(MP) = 0 
1370 HOME : VTAB 21: HTAB 1: IF H = 1 THEN PRINT "IN DEFENSE MODE" 
1380 IF H = 2 THEN PRINT "NOT IN DEFENSE MODE" 



The most important peripheral for your Apple ̀II and Ile. 

Easy Installation 
	 Compatible with Apple Stand 

Just clips on. 
No mounting or 
hardware required. 
Color matched 
to Apple II. 

r Line Surge Suppression 
The SYSTEM SAVER provides es-
sential protection to hardware and 
data from dangerous power surges 
and spikes. 

130 
Volts 
RMS 

SYSTEM SAVER 

APPLE II 	 

By connecting the Apple II 
power input through the SYSTEM 
SAVER, power is controlled in two 
ways: 1) Dangerous voltage spikes 
are clipped off at a safe 130 Volts 
RMS/175 Volts dc level. 2) High fre-
quency noise is smoothed out be-
fore reaching the Apple II. API type 
filter attenuates common mode 
noise signals by a minimum of 
30 dB from 600 khz to 20 mhz, with 
a maximum attenuation of 50 dB. 

For Cooling 
As soon as you add 80 columns or 
more memory to your Apple II you 
need SYSTEM SAVER. 

Today's advanced peripheral 
cards generate more heat. In addi-
tion, the cards block any natural air 
flow through the Apple II creating 
high temperature conditions that 
substantially reduce the life of the 
cards and the computer itself. 

SYSTEM SAVER provides cor-
rect cooling. An efficient, quiet fan 
draws fresh air across the mother 
board, over the power supply and 
out the side ventilation slots. 

For Operating 
SYSTEM SAVER contains two 
switched power outlets. As shown 
in the diagram, the SYSTEM 
SAVER efficiently organizes your 
system so that one convenient, 
front mounted 
power switch 
controls SYSTEM 
SAVER, Apple 
monitor and printer. 
Available m 220/240 Volt. 50 Hz 

The heavy duty switch has a 
pilot light to alert when system is 
on.You'll never use the Apple power 
switch again! 

$89.95 at your local dealer or order direct 
by phone or mail. 
For phone or mail orders include $2.50 for 
handling. New York State residents add sales 
tax. VISA and MASTERCARD accepted. 
Dealer inquiries invited. 

Kensington Microwave Ltd. 
919 Third Avenue, New York NY 10022 
(212) 486-7707 Telex: 236200 KEN UR 

WAN KENSINGTON 
I MICROWARE 
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Game 

Let's Play 	 
Chicken! 

Take on the challenge of a high-speed chase 
across the video screen. Quitters are chicken. 

by Marty Butherus and Curtis Cooper 
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Chicken is a Hustle-like game for 
two players. The opponents 

move up, down, left and right using 
the keyboard, leaving a trail behind 
them on the screen as they move. Play-
er Blue moves using the W, A, S and Z 
keys. Player Gold uses the P, L, ; and . 
keys. The object of the game is to avoid 
hitting your trail, your opponent's trail 
or the boundaries. 

The Basic program, Chicken (List-
ing 1), loads the machine-language 
program, Obj.Chicken (Listing 2), 
and its data, Chicken Data (Listing 3), 
and lets you pick the game speed (1-
256) and the number of games (points) 
required to win (1-99). After each 
point, press the space bar to start the 
next point. After a winner has been de-
termined, the program prompts you for 
another game or quitting. 

The following memory locations are 
utilized: 

-.‹. +I"' •••••• 	'' 	a". 	\, 	''($":. ••• 	 gr-- 	• 

\t* 

\V 

Obj. Chicken $1400-$16B0 
Chicken Data $1700-$17B0 Keyboard Data 

$1781-$1713F Text Data 

Enjoy playing Chicken with your 
friends. ■ 

Write to Curtis Cooper at 803 E. Clark, Warrens-
burg, MO 64093. 
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1700- 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 1760- 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 
1708- 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 1768- 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 
1710- 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 1770- 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 
1718- 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 '1778- 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 
1720- 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 1780- 80 AO AO C2 CC 05 05 88 
1728- 04 04 04 04 04 04 03 00 1788- 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 
1730- 01 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 1790- 88 88 88 8A C7 CF CC C4 
1738- 04 04 04 03 01 00 04 04 1798- 8D AO AO AO BO BO 88 88 
1740- 04 02 FF 00 04 04 04 04 1780- 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 
1748- 04 04 04 04 03 FF 00 04 1788- 8A BO 80 C2 CC 05 C5 C7 
1750- 03 00 FF 02 01 00 04 02 1780- CF CC C4 C2 CF D4 C8 AO 
1758- 00 FF 02 00 01 04 04 04 1788- C3 D2 Cl D3 C8 C5 C4 AO 

Listing 3. Chicken data. 

10 	HOME 	:D$ 	= 	CHRS 	(4) G1 	. 	10 	+ 	176:G1 	= G1 + 	176 
20 	PRINT D$;"BLOAD CHICKEN DATA" 125 POKE 252,G1: 	POKE 253,G2 

130 CALL 5120 
30 	PRINT D$;"BLOAD OBJ.CHICKEN" 140 BS 	= 	( 	PEEK 	(1875) 	- 	176) 	1 
50 	HOME 	: VTAB 	(2): HTA8 (18): PRINT 0 	+ 	( 	PEEK 	(1876) 	- 	176) 

"CHICKEN" 150 GS = 	( 	PEEK 	(1907) 	- 	176) 	* 	1 
60 	VTAB 	(10): 	INPUT "CAME SPEED 0 	+ 	( 	PEEK 	(1908) 	- 	176) 

(1-256):";GS 160 IF BS 	> GS THEN 	VTAB 	(22): 	HTAB 
70 	IF 	(GS 	> 	256) 	+ 	(GS 	< 1) 	THEN (16): 	PRINT 	"BLUE WINS!": 	GOTO 

60 180 
80 	IF GS 	= 	1 THEN GS 	0: COTO 1 170 VTAB 	(22): 	HTAB 	(16): 	PRINT 

00 "GOLD WINS!" 
90 GS = 257 - GS 180 VTAB 	(24): 	HTAB 	(11): 	PRINT 
100 	VTAB 	(16): 	INPUT "GAMES TO W "PNOTHER MATCH 	(Y/N): 	; 

IN 	(1-99):";GW 185 POKE 	- 	16368,0 
110 	IF 	(GM > 	99) 	+ 	(GW < 1) 	THEN 190 GET AS: 	IF AS = "Y" 	THEN 	TEXT 

90 : 	HOME 	: 	GOTO 60 
120 	POKE 	5231,GS 200 TEXT 	: 	HOME 
121 	G1 	= 	INT 	(GW / 10):G2 = GW - 

Listing 1. Basic Chicken. 

1400- 2C 50 CO 2C 56 CO 2C 53 1558- FB 85 FB C9 D6 DO 9F CA 
1408- CO A9 14 85 22 20 58 FC 1560- DO 94 EE FB 14 EE 5C 15 
1410- AO 00 B9 80 17 20 ED FD 1568- DO 08 A9 DO 8D FB 14 A9 
1418- C8 CO 281,0 F5 A9 00 85 1570- D6 80 5C 15 85 FF AO 00 
1420- 24 20 60 16 A9 AO 85 FF 1578- 84 FF C9 02 FO OD 20 NB 
1428- A2 89 8E 63 07 AO 89 8C 1580- 15 A2 74 20 24 16 A2 06 
1430- 64 07 20 4A FF A2 10 AO 1588- 4C 9A 15 20 CE 15 A2 54 
1438- 00 88 DO FD CA DO E8 20 1590- 20 24 16 A2 OA 4C 9A 15 
1440- 3F FF 88 CO AF DO DEI 20 1598- A2 OE AO 04 BD A8 17 99 
1448- 4A FF A2 20 84 FF 88 DO 1580- 50 07 CA 88 DO F6 AO 08 
1450- FD 2C 30 CO CA DO F5 A5 1588- B9 B6 17 99 61 07 88 DO 
1458- FF 38 E9 10 85 FF 20 3F 1580- F7 A9 00 80 10 CO A9 AO 
1460- FF CA EO AF DO C4 A9 AO 1588- CD 00 CO DO 19 80 OC A9 
1468- 8D 63 07 8D 64 07 A2 20 15C0- AO 99 5D 07 88 DO FA 4C 
1470- 2C 30 CO A0 04 88 DO FD 15C8- 21 14 A9 01 85 FF A9 77 
1478- 2C 30 CO A9 20 85 FE AD 15D0- 85 30 89 09 18 69 01 8D 
1480- 00 CO AO 00 8C 10 CO 29 15D8- D3 15 A8 A9 14 18 69 00 
1488- 7F A8 89 00 17 C9 02 FO 15E0- 8D DC 15 20 04 16 60 A9 
1490- 07 C9 03 10 14 4C 88 14 15E8- 02 85 FF A9 DD 85 30 A9 
1498- 89 01 17 85 EC B9 02 17 15F0- 18 18 69 FF 8D F015 A8 
1480- 85 ED EA EA 85 ED 4C BE 15F8- A9 14 18 69 00 8D F9 15 
1488- 14 89 01 17 85 EE B9 02 1600- 20 04 16 60 48 C9 28 FO 
14B0- 17 85 EF 85 EF 4C BE 14 1608- 18 C9 FF FO 14 CO 28 FO 
1488- EA AO 03 88 DO FD C6 FE 1610- 10 CO FF FO OC 20 71 F8 
14C0- DO BD CA DO AB A5 EC 80 1618- C9 OF DO 05 68 20 00 F8 
14C8- D6 15 85 ED 80 DF 15 85 1620- 60 4C E2 14 BC 00 07 C8 
1400- EE 80 F3 15 A5 EF 80 FC 1628- CO BA DO OC A9 BO 9D 00 
14D8- 15 20 CA 15 20 E7 15 4C 1630- 07 FE FF 06 20 40 16 60 
14E0- 6E 14 68 68 68 68 68 85 1638- 98 9D 00 07 20 40 16 60 
1468- FF C9 00 DO 03 4C 98 15 1640- A2 54 20 4B 16 A2 74 20 
1410- A9 00 85 FA A2 02 A9 30 1648- 4B 16 60 BD FF 06 C5 FC 
14F8- 85 EB A9 DO 85 FB AO 00 1650- DO OD BD 00 07 05 FD DO 
1500- 81 FA C9 28 90 05 E9 27 1658- 06 AO 06 68 88 DO FC 60 
1508- 4C 02 15 85 F9 C8 Ni FA 1660- A9 27 80 6E 16 A9 FF 85 
1510- C9 28 90 05 E9 27 4C 10 1668- 30 A9 27 85 2C A9 27 AO 
1518- 15 A4 F9 48 20 71 F8 85 1670- 00 20 19 F6 CE 6E 16 10 
1520- F9 0A OA 0A 08 05 F9 51 1678- 14 A9 14 8D DC 15 80 F9 
1528- FA 85 30 68 20 00 F8 C6 1680- 15 89 09 8D D3 15 A9 1E 
1530- E3 DO 14 A4 NB 88 DO FD 1688- 8D FO 15 A9 00 85 ED 85 
1538- 
1540- 

2C 
30 

30 
85 

CO 
EB 

C6 
A9 

EB 
07 

DO 
85 

04 
E3 

A9 
E6 

1690- 
1698- 

EF 
EE 

A9 
A9 

01 
77 

85 
85 

EC 
30 

A9 
A9 

FF 
14 

65 
AO 

1548- 
1550- 

FA 
44 

DO 
15 

B3 
DO 

E0 
03 

02 
EE 

DO 
44 

05 
15 

CE 
E6 

1680- 
1688- 

09 
A9 

20 
14 

00 
AO 

F8 
lE 

A9 
20 

DD 
00 

85 
F8 

30 
60 

Listing 2. Object code Chicken. 

inting for draft 
letter quality 
orrespondence, 

ntargi align 
char.  

Circle 358 on Reader Service card. 

APPLE users 

Discover the 
ultimate in 
quality 
printing. 
The Tally 
MT 160L 
$798 complete! 

The Tally MT 160 is the one 
machine solution to every 
application. A printer for today 
that you won't outgrow tomorrow. 
It does word processing duty.. . 
letter quality text, proportional 
spacing, margin justification, auto 
centering. It faithfully captures 
your Apple graphics routines. And 
at 160 cps bi-directionally, it prints 
reports as fast as you can use 
them. Make it a point to see the 
MT 160 at your computer dealer. 

MANNESMANN 
TALLY 
8301 S.180th St., Kent, WA 98032 
Forthe name of the sales outlet nearest you, 
call toll free 1-800-447-4700. 
(In Illinois 1-800-3224400) 
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COM-STAR T/F 
Tractor 

Friction 
Printer 

only $219 
(Parallel or Serial) 

80 COLUMN PRINTER SALE-$149.00* 

• Lowest price quality tractor friction printer in the U.S.A. • Fast 80 characters per second 

• 40, 46, 66, 80, 96, or 132 characters per line spacing • Prints labels, letters, graphs, and tables 

• List your programs • Print out data from modem services 

*STX-80 COLUMN 
PRINTER—$149.00 

Prints full 80 columns. Super silent operation, 
60 CPS, prints Hi-resolution graphics and 
block graphics, expanded character set, ex-
ceptionally clear characters, fantastic print 
quality, uses inexpensive thermal roll paper! 

DELUXE COMSTAR T/F 
PRINTER—$219.00 

The Comstar T/F is an excellent addition to 
any micro-computer system. (Interfaces are 
available for Apple, VIC-20, Commodore-64, 
Pet, Atari 400 and 800, and Hewlett Packard). 
At only $219 the Comstar gives you print quali-
ty and features found only on printers costing 
twice as much. Compare these features. 

• BI-DIRECTIONAL PRINTING with a LOGIC 
SEEKING CARRIAGE CONTROL for higher 
through-put in actual text printing. 80 
characters per second. 

• PRINTING VERSATILITY: standard 96 ASCII 
character set plus block graphics and interna-
tional scripts. An EPROM character generator 
includes up to 224 characters. 

• INTERFACE FLEXIBILITY: Centronics is 
standard. Options include EIA RS232C, 20mA 
Current Loop. 

• LONG LIFE PRINT HEAD: 100 million 
character life expectancy. 

• THREE SELECTABLE LINE SPACINGS: 6, 8 
or 12 lines per inch. 

• THREE SELECTABLE CHARACTER 
PITCHES: • 10, 12 or 18.5 characters per Inch. 
132 columns maximum. Double-width font also 
Is standard for each character pitch. 

• PROGRAMMABLE LINE FEED: program-
mable length from 1/144 to 255/144 Inches. 

• VERTICAL FORMAT CONTROL: program-
mable form length up to 127 lines, useful for 
short or over-sized preprinted forms. 

• FRICTION AND TRACTOR FEED: will accept 
single sheet paper.  

• 224 TOTAL CHARACTERS 

• USES STANDARD SIZE PAPER 

If you want more try 

Premium Quality 
COMSTAR T/F SUPER-10X 

PRINTER—$299.00 
More Features Than RX-80 

For $299 you get all of the features of the 
Comstar T/F plus 10" carriage 120 cps, 9 x 9 
dot matrix with double strike capability for 18 
x 18 dot matrix. High resolution bit image (120 
x 144 dot matrix), underlining, backspacing, 
left and right margin settings, true lower 
descenders, with super and subscripts, and 
prints standard, Italic, Block Graphics, special 
characters, plus 2K of user definable char-
acters. For the ultimate in price performance 
the Comstar T/F Super 10" leads the pack! 

Double 
Immediate Replacement 

Warranty 
We have doubled the normal 90 day warranty 
to 180 days. Therefore if your printer fails 
within "180 days" from the date of purchase 
you simply send your printer to us via United 
Parcel Service, prepaid. We will IMMEDIATELY 
send you a replacement printer at no charge 
via United Parcel Service, prepaid. This warran-
ty, once again, proves that WE LOVE OUR 
CUSTOMERS! 

15 DAY FREE TRIAL 
OTHER OPTIONS 

Extra Ribbons 	  $ 5.95 
Roll Paper Holder 	  32.95 
Roll Paper 	  4.95 
5000 Labels 	  19.95 
1100 Sheets Fan Fold Paper 	 13.95 

Add $17.50 shipping, handling and insurance. 
Illinois residents please add 6% tax. Add 
$40.00 for CANADA, PUERTO RICO, HAWAII, 
ALASKA orders. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO 
OTHER COUNTRIES. Enclose cashiers check, 
money order or personal check. Allow 14 days 
for delivery, 2 to 7 days for phone orders, 1 
day express mail available!! Canada orders 
must be in U.S. dollars. 

PROTECTO 
ENTERPRIZESenE LOVE OUR CUSTOMEF 

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010 
Phone 3121382-5244 to order 

SUPER-10" isci0CDEIF011.4 OKL-11111%101PCIRETLYVIWXYZ 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPGREITUVWXYZ 1 2 Aft 6 7 E3 SP 0 

GRAFSTAR (Apple interface card - "Like Grappler Plus") SALE $69.00. 
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ea SANYO 
Official Video Products 

of the Los Angeles1984 Olympics 
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SANYO MONITOR SALE!! 
• 80 Columns x 24 lines 
• Green text display 
• East to read - no eye strain 
• Up front brightness control 
• High resolution graphics 
• Quick start - no preheating 
• Regulated power supply 
• Attractive metal cabinet 
• UL and FCC approved 

9" Data Monitor 

• 15 Day Free Trial - 90 Day Immediate Replacement Warranty 

9" Screen - Green Text Display 	 $ 79.00 
12" Screen - Green Text Display (anti-reflective screen) $ 99.00 
12" Screen - Amber Text Display (anti-reflective screen) $119.00 

Display Monitors From Sanyo 

With the need for computing power growing every day, Sanyo has 
stepped in to meet the demand with a whole new line of low cost, high 
quality data monitors. Designed for commercial and personal com-
puter use. All models come with an array of features, including up-
front brightness and contrast controls. The capacity 5 x 7 dot 
characters as the input is 24 lines of characters with up to 
80 characters per line. 
Equally important, all are built with Sanyo's commitment 
to technological excellence. In the world of Audio/Video, Sanyo is 
synonymous with reliability and performance. And Sanyo quality is 
reflected in our reputation. Unlike some suppliers, Sanyo designs, 
manufactures and tests virtually all the parts that go into our products, 
from cameras to stereos. That's an assurance not everybody can 
give you! 

• LOWEST PRICES • 15 DAY FREE TRIAL • 90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY 
• BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A. • ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL • OVER 500 PROGRAMS • FREE CATALOGS 

I Add 510.00 for shipping, handling and Insurance. Illinois residents" 
I please add 6% tax. Add $20.00 for CANADA, PUERTO RICO, HAWAII I 
I orders. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES. 

I Enclose Cashiers Check, Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 14 I 
I days for delivery, 2 to 7 days for phone orders, 1 day express mail! I 

Canada orders must be in U.S. dollars. Visa - MasterCard - C.O.D. 

• 	 • 
Circle 274 on Reader Service card. 

PROTECTO 
EN T E R P R I Z E S IWe LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS) 

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010 
Phone 3121382-5244 to order 
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	Graphics 

The 	Next Step 
As we proclaimed last month, 

SuperSprite technology has repealed 
the laws of Apple graphics. 

OMEN. 	 „el' 	I 
Tjbjy0W,AY1  I I I 

by Eric Grammer 
	inCider staff 	 

LA
ast month I promised I'd unveil 
all the details of a breakthrough 

for the Apple—a system with the po-
tential to revolutionize Apple graph-
ics. This month I will keep that prom-
ise. Avant-Garde Creations Inc. and 
Synetix Micro Products have worked 
together to bring out the Supersprite 
board (the hardware) and Star Sprite I 
(the supporting software) joined in a 
product to give you first-rate sound, 
color and animation. The board con-
tains the unique combination of the 
TMS 9918A (Texas Instruments) Video 
Display Processor and the AY-3-8912 
PSG (General Instruments) sound pro-
cessor. Now stay tuned for a complete 
description. 

Video Planes 

See last month's inCider if you 
missed my description of the concept 
of multiplane video and how it is the 
key to the Supersprite board and the 
Star Sprite software. The VDP (Video 
Display Processor) gives 32 video planes 
of sprites (programmable graphic ob-
jects), one plane of bit-mapped pat-
terns, and one plane of backdrop col-
or, which shows up by default if no 
sprites or patterns show up as higher 
priority video plane objects. Think of 
32 panes of glass all sandwiched to-
gether in a window. You've heard of 
double-pane windows—now think 
about 32-pane windows. Each pane 
152 eider October 1983 

may or may not have a sprite on it, de-
pending on how you program each 
pane. To move a sprite from place to 
place, all you need do is change the co-
ordinates of the sprite. When one 
sprite overlaps another, nothing is 
harmed, since each sprite has its own 
plane of movement—in this case, its 
own pane of glass. So there are no de-
structive consequences between any 
two sprites, since they never "touch." 

But now look at the thirty-third and 
thirty-fourth panes of this window 
we're looking through. Both panes will 
be farther away than any of the other 
32 sprite planes, so numbers 33 and 34 
will be added to the outside of the win-
dow. The thirty-third plane is called 
the pattern plane, and the thirty-
fourth is the backdrop plane. The pat-
terns in the thirty-third plane may be 
text characters or graphics patterns 
that together make up a multicolor 
picture. The backdrop plane is also 
used to frame the graphics of the pat-
tern plane. 

The Amazing 
Thirty-Fifth Plane 

All the above VDP characteristics 
are present in the Supersprite board. 
In addition, the board includes one 
more plane: a thirty-fifth window 
pane. And what, pray tell, is this one? 
Why, normal 6502 graphics! 

That's right—in addition to 34 sep- 

arate nondestructive video planes, you 
get Apple's own graphics. But the Ap-
ple can produce "regular" hi-res 
graphics, 16-color lo-res graphics, and 
text. All of those can be on the thirty-
fifth video plane. Imagine-32 sprites 
running around on top of a pattern 
plane, regular Apple graphics, and a 
background color to boot. 

In the past when you've labelled a 
picture or graph in hi-res graphics, 
you've had to use a character 
generator—a routine that places 
characters right into hi-res graphics. 
But with the Supersprite board, you 
can mix regular text and hi-res graph-
ics without either of them touching the 
other. 

With Apple graphics you're stuck 
with either no text (unless you use a 
character generator) or only four lines 
of text at the bottom with hi-res page 
1. With VDP graphics, text is always 
available and easy to use with graph-
ics. The Supersprite board also has its 
own text mode, with 40 characters per 
line and 24 lines of vertical text. 

VDP/6502 Compatibility 
You might worry that Apple 6502 

graphics are not compatible with VDP 
graphics. However, the two signals 
(Apple's own signal and the VDP's sig-
nal) to the monitor are synchronized. 
Not only that, the Supersprite board 
comes with utilities (from Avant- 



Garde) to turn any type of shape 
(HPLOT shape, block shape, vector 
shape, VDP pattern, or even text char-
acter) into a VDP sprite in seconds. 
The best part is that you don't even 
need to know how to program a com-
puter to use this sprite utility. 

To keep sprite and pattern planes 
dominant, VDP colors were given 
higher intensity than Apple's own 
graphics—an adjustable attribute. 

Until now, a program and the 
graphics it produces have always been 
separate. You cannot show a program 
that draws a dog in hi-res graphics and 
the dog at the same time. But you can 
with the Supersprite board. There are 
two ways of doing this. First, you can 
hook up two monitors (monochrome 
for text, color for graphics) and see 
both text and graphics at once if you 
wish; the connectors are present on the 
Supersprite board. Or you can choose 
to have a program run hi-res graphics 
over its own listing on one screen. I 
don't mean four lines of text at the bot-
tom of the screen with Page 1 of hi-res 
graphics—I mean a full screen of Ap-
ple text with Apple hi-res graphics 
overlaid upon the text. 

This lets you see the program and its 
effect. Rather than go crazy wonder-
ing why your hi-res program isn't 
right, you can follow it line by line as 
it's running. 

The VDP Advantage 
As I said last month, the big VDP 

advantages are multiplane video and 
sprites, which you can program more 
easily (and move about the screen 
more cleanly and quickly) than normal 
Apple graphic shapes; that is due to the 
VDP TMS9918A chip. However, com-
bining Applesoft or machine language 
graphics on the same screen with VDP 
graphics is specific to the Supersprite 
board; the circuits and components de-
signed for this board by Kirk Thomas, 

"You can choose to 
have a program run hi-res 

graphics over its own listing 
on one screen." 

not the VDP chip alone, allow this 
graphics breakthrough. 

People realized long ago how to 
make VDP chips work with Apples. 
But it had always meant abandoning 
Apple 6502 graphics. Hello sprite, 
goodbye vector shape; hello pattern, 
goodbye HPLOT. Who wants to dump 
everything they know about Apple 
graphics and start over with VDP 
graphics? Not I! So having Apple 
graphics and VDP graphics all at once 
was the obvious answer to the dilem-
ma, and this was the challenge accept-
ed by Synetix and Kirk Thomas. 

On a Grote of one to ten I'd give Apple 
6502 graphics a four. On the same 
scale I'd give VDP graphics an eight. 
Put the two together and you get graph-
ics that anyone would rate a 32. Now 
let's get on to the business at hand. 

The Board Itself 
The Supersprite peripheral board 

goes into the seldom-used slot 7, so it's 
unlikely that you'll have any other pe-
ripherals there. The Supersprite board 
works on any 48K Apple II, Apple II 
Plus or Apple Ile, even the old revision 
0 Apple integer machine. The sprite 
and sound utilities are written in 
Applesoft. Unfortunately, the board 
will not work with Apple He's with a 
revision A motherboard. Avant-Garde 
suggests you either have your dealer 
replace it or see their manual on how 
to "hot-wire" your He revision A moth-
erboard. 

The Supersprite board includes 16K 
of on-board RAM for use as video 
RAM, the TMS 9918A Texas Instru-
ments Video Display Processor, the 
AY-3-8912 General Instruments Pro-
grammable Sound Generator, the 
Echo Speech Synthesizer (on-board), a 
.4 watt audio amplifier, a speaker, a 
volume control, programmable audio 
envelopes for wild sound effects, sound 
filters for a deep, rich bass, capacity 
for three musical tones, sound effects, 
and graphics all simultaneously, and 
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Ivers Specialties 
Dept. IC-1 
12841 Hawthorne Blvd. 
Box 524 
Hawthorne, Ca. 90250 
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FIT16Eam  
The automatic repeat 
key for your Apple II* 

$9.95 
Also introducing our new 
adjustable unit with on/off 
feature 

$12.95 
))Adapts your Apple; all keys 

held down will repeat after 
the perfect delay. 

))Great for program editing, 
word processing & VisCalc 

))Easy for anyone to install. 
Plugs onto the Apple's encoder 
board (all rev.7 on later and late 
rev 6 with encoder board). 

(30 day trial) 
Regular unit $9.95 
Adjustable unit 12.95 
Add shipping  1.00 
Overseas shipping 3.00 
Cal. res. add Bo/o tax 
To order or request free 
instruction sheet use order 
form or call (213) 975-4706 

Dealer Inquires Invited 
*Apple is a registered trademark 
of Apple Computer Co. 
*VisiCalc is a registered trademark 
of VisiCorp. 

Circle 317 on Reader Service card. 

the ability to mix Apple graphics with 
VDP graphics. 

The Star Sprite I System 
A common problem with many pe-

ripheral manufacturers is their inabili-
ty to support their hardware with good 
software. A valuable board remains a 
mystery to folks who don't know the ma-
gic formulas. The Supersprite board, 
however, includes an extensive self-
running demonstration, a tutorial, 
and a sampling of utilities. The soft-
ware, collectively called Star Sprite I, 
is the first of three Star Sprite packages 
by Avant-Garde. Happily, these pro-
grams are unprotected, so backups are 
a cinch to make and you can customize 
the software for your own applications. 

Utilities include the Ampersprite 
language, installation instructions for 
the board, how to try out the system 
and three sample machine-language 
games written especially for the Super-
sprite board. There are also utilities for 
painting using sprites, for scene crea-
tion, text labelling of VDP scenes, for 
turning anything in the world (even 
the kitchen sink) into a sprite, and for 
creating sprites from scratch. You can 
learn to create mazes, path tables, di-
rection tables, step tables, sequence ta-
bles, multicolor sprites, sprite anima-
tion, sprite sequences for animation, 
and three-voice music with graph-
ics (simultaneously). A create-a-scene 
utility lets you place sprites all over the 
screen, merge them with a pattern-ta-
ble picture and then save the picture. 
You can do character typing (text-edit-
ing) with either graphics mode or text 
mode. A sample application of the use 
of VDP graphics in education is also 
included. 

None of the utilities concerning cre-
ation of path tables, direction tables, 
sprites, mazes, sequences and other 
game utilities require any previous 
knowledge of programming. A com-
plete novice can change most of a 
game's parameters, characteristics, 
sprites, sequences, step factors, colors, 
patterns, mazes and path tables with-
out any programming skills. Program-
ming with Ampersprite requires 
knowledge of Applesoft only. 

For the More Advanced 

The appendices contain plenty of  

technical information on the VDP and 
sound chips. But if you'd like more ex-
tensive information on the use of the 
Ampersprite language to create dy-
namic graphics and sounds with or 
without Apple 6502 graphics, then 
you'll want Star Sprite II and Star 
Sprite III, each for $59.95 from Avant-
Garde. 

Star Sprite II is for the intermediate 
programmer who wants to do great 
programs but doesn't want to deal 
with machine language. It includes 
a tutorial in the use of Ampersprite 
to make your Apple do all those 
things you wanted it to do. You may 
never need to go beyond this lan-
guage in your graphics and sound 
programming because the results are 
fast, smooth and effective. In addi-
tion, the Paint Master Scene Utility 
(with a new, revised manual) is in-
cluded in Star Sprite II. This allows 
creation of great Apple 6502 graphics 
to be used as backgrounds for any and 
all applications. 

Star Sprite III is for advanced pro-
grammers who wish to program their 
Apples in machine language for use 
with the Supersprite board. You'll 
learn about machine language nego-
tiation of mazes, direction tables, path 
tables for arcade or maze type games, 
and machine language interfacing 
with the Supersprite board. 

Installing Supersprite 

Each of the four female jack inputs 
on the board requires a double-male 
jack cable (coaxial cable with a male 
jack at each end). One is optional and 
goes to an auxiliary external audio am-
plifier. This is not something you'll be 
likely to do right away since the on-
board audio amplifier is relatively 
large and the speaker already with the 
board is quite loud. To get great base 
tones and a high degree of depth and 
sound quality you might want to run a 
cable from the card's sound output to 
the auxiliary input on your stereo 
amplifier. 

Another optional input on the board 
goes straight to any monitor or rf mod-
ulator and TV. This input's purpose is 
to bypass the board and allow normal 
Apple video on the CRT of your 
choice. When you're not using the 
board but it's still in slot 7, this is a han- 

"Happily, these programs 
are unprotected." 
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A HELPING HAND 
FROM AVANT-GARDE 

(503) 345-3043 

Avant-Garde happily brings you modern computer software for numerous curriculum 
areas at all grade levels, K-College. Additionally, we offer easy-to-use programs that allow 
you to create your own courseware (ZES Educational Authoring System and The Elec-
tronic Flash Card) and manage your classroom (AEN Grading System). With more than 
100 titles for education, business and fun, Avant-Garde is ready to help. 

Call or write to us to receive our NEW FALL CATALOG. We can also direct 
you to stores in your area that carry our educational software so 
you can experience it first hand. We're growing 
every day and we invite you to 	 cote  toW7Vithlid 

A AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS. INC. P.O. BOX 30160 EUGENE. OREGON 97405  
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ly connector to use, although it's okay 
to have video go through the board on 
the way to the monitor as well. Slight 
signal decrease may necessitate bright-
ness and/or contrast adjustments. Per-
sonally I prefer to have the bypass in-
put always lead to a monitor and the 
video output go to a TV. 

Another jack input (the "video in-
put") needs a cable from the video out-
put on the back of your Apple. And the 
last jack input (the "video output") 
must go to the monitor or TV that will 
be displaying VDP and/or Apple 6502 
video. 

There's also a horizontal alignment 
adjustment screw to let you change 
where Apple video gets displayed on 
your screen when video is being sent 
through the Supersprite card. 

Three adjustable controls near the 
top of the board adjust sound volume, 
relative brightness of VDP and Apple 
6502 video, and Apple 6502 screen 
placement of video. 

Command Cards 
Included with every Star Sprite I is a 

two-sided command card. The front 
gives Ampersprite VDP commands, 
such as those commands that let you 
change sprite coordinates or colors or 
sprite table numbers, and commands 
that load sprite tables now in Apple 
memory into the Supersprite's video 
RAM for instant VDP access. The back 
gives PSG (Programmable Sound Gen-
erator) chip commands. These are the 
Ampersprite commands that interface 
with the General Instruments sound 
effects chip on the board. Also given is 
the number value of the 16 VDP sprite 
or pattern colors, sound filter usage 
commands, sound commands, tone 
commands, tone and sound commands 
(simultaneous tone and sound effect 
generation), the CALL to quiet all 
sounds, an Envelope Shape/Cycle 
Control Diagram so you can plan 
sound variance over time, and the 
standard Basic video switch lines. 

These latter are convenience GOSUB 
commands inserted into every applica-
ble program in the Star Sprite I system: 
GOSUB 9 	(Apple 6502 video only) 
GOSUB 22009 (VDP video only) 
GOSUB 23009 (VDP and 6502 video together) 

All these simple little two-POKE 
GOSUB commands do is allow you to 
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see whichever video signal you wish. If 
you see action and you want to stop 
and list the program causing it, merely 
press control-reset and GOSUB 9 and list 
away. For graphics and line listings on 
the screen at once use GOSUB 23009. 
Now let's examine an Ampersprite ex-
ample or two. 

Ampersprite Example 
Let's say that you have a ($800 long) 

sprite table on disk and you load it into 
memory at $2800. Next let's suppose 
you want to put it into the VDP video 
RAM for use in sprite animation. The 
VDP RAM address will be $1800 in 
this example. How are you going to ac-
complish all this? Well, you already 
know how to get the table in $2800 
in memory with a PRINT D$"BLOAD 
TABLE, A$2800". But how do you load 
the VDP RAM on the Supersprite 
card? Let's see: 
100 FORA = 0 to 7 
110 &L 40+A,0, 0, 24+A, 0 
120 NEXT 

Look at line 110. After the &L com-
mand (which means "load up the Su-
persprite card from Apple memory") 
come five numbers; these represent 
Apple high, Apple low, counter, VDP 
RAM high and VDP RAM low. 

To explain, the Apple address you'll 
start loading from is $2800. The high 
byte of $2800 is $28 and the low byte of 
this address is $00. But you need deci-
mal for your Ampersprite commands,  

not hexadecimal. And 40 decimal is 
what $28 converts to, which explains 
part of line 110 above. (It's okay to put 
multiple commands on one line, as 
with normal Applesoft.) 

The $18 in $1800 converts to 24, 
which explains another part of line 
110. (The 24 and 0 at the end of the line 
represent the high and low bytes of the 
VDP RAM address to begin loading 
at.) The middle number, another 0, 
actually represents 256 or $100 or "one 
page of memory." 

This counter value tells how many 
bytes to copy from Apple memory to 
VDP RAM; it takes a 0 to represent 256 
because, in the machine language pro-
gram that handles the loading, the 
counter value is decremented by 1 be-
fore it is compared with 0 to see if the 
correct number of bytes have been 
moved yet. And when a 0 is decre-
mented, the result, in machine lan-
guage, is $FF or 255, which can be 
seen as —1 or 255. 

Since we're dealing only with posi-
tive values we read the new counter 
value as 255 and take it from there. If 
this makes no sense to you, ignore it; 
you needn't know such things to use 
Ampersprite. Anyway, for any other 
counter value from 1 to 255 simply use 
the number of bytes to move, such as 
16 or 224. 

Now examine lines 100-120. Eight 
pages of memory are being loaded (0-7 
are eight different numbers). The stan-
dard Applesoft FOR.. NEXT will incre-
ment the value of A from 0 to 7, which 
means that the Apple high byte value 
will go from $28 to $2F and the VDP 
RAM high byte value will go from $18 
to $1F. The counter will see that one 
page of memory loads during each of 
the eight separate A values. 

Once you've loaded the VDP RAM 
with a table, you need to tell the VDP 
where your sprite table is located: 

&RS 6144: REM 6144 is $1800 

That's all it takes, and the remark 
statement is optional. The R stands for 
VDP register and the S stands for sprite 
table address. 

Let's look now at changing a sprite's 
color. Let's say the sprite on video 
plane #3 should be turned from blue 
(4) to red (6): 
&AC 3,6 
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399.95 
649.95 
969.95 
509.95 
849.95 

Prowriter 10" 389.95 
Prowriter 15" 669.95 
Banana 	229.95 
F10 40cps 1279.95 
F10 55 cps 1579.95 

130 Daisy 
18 cps 699.95 

120 Daisy 
14 cps 499.95 

315 color 	509.95 

Grappler+ 135.95 
PKASO 	135.95 
Dumpling GX 

w16k 199.95 
w32k 229.95 
w64k 309.95 

Ultraterm 299.95 
V ideoterm 229.95 

Micro Sol Drives 
A2 143 kb 269.95 
A40 164 kb 299.95 
A70 286kb 359.95 

Wildcard 109.95 
WildcardlIE 114.95 

Color I 	299.95 
Color II 	465.95 
Color III 	389.95 

PI 1 9" G 	125.95 
PI 2 12"G 	149.95 
PI 312" A 	159.95 
PI 4 9"A 	145.95 

ML 82A 
ML 83A 
ML84 
ML 92 
ML 93 

Gemini 10x 334.95 
Gemini 15 459.95 

2000 
33cps, 48k 
Buffer 	149.95 

Smart 300 219.95 
Smart 1200 509.95 
Micromod II 279.95 
Micro II term 319.95 

Print Buffers 

32 k RAM 179.95 
64 k RAM 269.95 
128 k RAM 379.95 	 8 k 144.95 

Accelorator II 399.95 	16k 	164.95 
32k 	184.95 
64 k 	215.95 

Elite 1 163kb 289.95 128k 	279.95 
Elite 2 326kb 459.95 256 k 	619.95 
Elite 3 652kb 589.95 512 k 	959.95 

Ace 1000 799.95 
Ace 1000 Pro 
- Drive 
- 80x24 
- Acewriter 
- Acecalc 1249.95 
Ace 1200 1599.95 

BUSINESS 
COMPUTERS 
OF PETERBOROUGH 

Free Shipping 

in continental 

United States 

APOs welcome 

ORDERS ONLY: 
800-845-3003 

12 School Street • Peterborough, NH 03458 	QUESTIONS: 
603-924-9406 
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RX 80 
FX 80 
MX100 
FX 100 

399.95 
545.95 
619.95 
699.95 

Premium Systems 
II+ 	459.95 
II E 	369.95 

Z 0 cpm 	1 •5 
Z 80 cpm 3D 309.95 
Smarterm II 144.95 

"The PSG takes away absolutely no time from the 
VDP or the 6502 microprocessor while it's working." 

The A stands for attribute; the colors, 
sprite number and coordinates of a 
sprite are its attributes. The C stands 
for color, and the first number means 
which video plane, while the second 
number means which color (0-15). 

100 &AX 4,190: &AY 7,22: &AN 2,32 

The above line would change the X 
coordinate on the sprite (one sprite for 
each of the 32 video planes is allowed) 
found on the #4 video plane to 190; 
then it would change the Y coordinate 
on the sprite on the #7 video plane to 
22; finally it would change the sprite 
number (meaning which sprite in a ta-
ble) of the sprite on video plane #2 to 
32. The N means sprite number. Now 
for animation: 

100 FOR X =0 TO 244: &AX 8,X: NEXT 

or, if too many X's confuse you, use 
something else: 
100 FOR B = 0 TO 224: & AX 8,B: NEXT 

The above will rapidly move the sprite 
across the screen. If you use a step val-
ue in your FOR . . . NEXT of 2, 3 or 4, the 
action gets ridiculously fast-much 
faster than you'd ever need it to be. 

As you can see, the commands are 
succinct. The only commands you'll 
need to remember are ten- VDP com-
mands (of the & AX variety) and six 
PSG (Programmable Sound Generator) 
commands of the following variety: 

&TN 40, 80, 160, 15, 15, 15 

The above Ampersprite command 
has six numbers. The first three repre-
sent tone periods (the inverse of fre-
quency) for channels A, B and C. The 
next three numbers represent ampli-
tudes (sound volumes) for channels A, 
B and C. The T means tone, the & 
means an Ampersprite command and 
the N means no envelope. Tone peri-
ods may go as high as 4095 or as low as 
1, and you can select any of 16 differ-
ent volume settings for each channel. 
"No envelope" means a sound envelope 
won't be used, so the tones will simply 
continue until commanded to cease. 

You can run any type of program, 
with or without VDP graphics and/or 
Apple 6502 sound and/or graphics, 
while the PSG creates its tones and/or 
sound effects. The PSG takes away ab-
solutely no time from the VDP or the 
6502 microprocessor while it's working. 

If I used a sound envelope, I could 
have the sound continue for either one 
or many periods of a user-determined 
length of time. I could control the type 
and quality of sound effects or the vari-
ation in tone amplitudes, and envelope 
shape/cycle characteristics. In Figure 1 
are examples of the way the sounds/ 
tones can vary. I'll give you a hint: The 
first one would be used for creating a 
gunshot sound. 

You can have various types of trem-
olo (vary amplitude) and vibrato (vary 
pitch) as audio output if you use enve-
lopes and pitch change via Amper-
sprite commands correctly. Audio fil-
ters ensure a dynamic range of voices 
for tones and/or multiple tones 
(chords). 

The &TN (no envelope) and &TE 
(with envelope) commands deal with 
tones. There are &SN and &SE corn- 



"In the Star Sprite I system you can create more than 
16 colors in a scene using Sprite Painting." 

mands in Ampersprite to deal with 
sound effects and &BN and &BE com-
mands to deal with both sounds and 
tones at once. 

VDP Colors 
In using colors for sprites and/or 

patterns and/or backgrounds and/or 
text characters, you'll be going by the 
command card table shown in Table 1. 

Before you wonder if that's "all," I'll 
remind you that Apple hi-res normally 
has black, white, orange, green, blue 
and violet. The 16 colors available in 
Apple lo-res are nowhere to be found 
in hi-res. What Apple programmers 
have been doing for a couple of years 
to get more than six colors is to "cheat" 
by creating various pixel-pattern 
color-fill routines that give the ap-
pearance of dozens of other colors, 
even though six hi-res colors is still the 
real limit. 

In the Star Sprite I system you can 
create more than 16 colors in a scene 
using Sprite Painting. In this program 
(included with all Supersprite boards) 
you choose between dozens of "brush- 
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0 = transparent 
1 = black 
2 = medium green 
3 = light green 
4 = dark blue 
5 = light blue 
6 = dark red 
7 = cyan 
8 = medium red 
9 = light red 

10 = dark yellow 
11 =light yellow 
12 = dark green 
13 = magenta 
14 = grey 
15 = white 

Table 1. Sprite colors. 

es" and you paint on the screen. If you 
choose a brush that is like a loose clust-
er of dots, you'll get a cluster of colored 
dots (you get to choose which of the 16 
colors) every time you push the paddle 
button (or joystick button). If you then 
choose another color and paint in the 
same area, you'll get a mix of colors. 

VDP Scenes 
The sci-nes are saved differently 

than Apple hi-res scenes. With the 
VDP a scene is composed of patterns. 
When this pattern scene is saved it's 
done as three separate files: a color ta-
ble, a pattern table and a name table. 
This latter can be the exact same file 
for all your scenes if you format it in a 
certain way. So the two files that will 
vary with every scene are the pattern 
table and the color table. 

With Graphics II mode each byte in 
the color table defines the colors in a 
corresponding byte in the pattern ta-
ble. Patterns are 8 x 8 video tiles. 
Name tables are 768-byte files, which 
merely tell the VDP which pattern 
shall go in which of the 768 screen po-
sitions of VDP video. There are 768 tile 
positions—positions for the 8-byte tiles 
to fit into—so each tile holds 64 pixels, 
or one character of text. 

Position #0 is at the upper left cor-
ner. Position #767 is at the lower right 
corner. The mapping is sequential, so 
#31 is at the upper right corner, and 
each tile is 32 positions away from the 
one above or below it. VDP scenes re-
quire saving the-6144-byte color table 
and the 6144-byte pattern table, 
which makes the total sector space on a 
disk required for the pattern scenes 11/2  
times what a normal binary scene of 
Apple 6502 graphics takes, or about 50 
sectors. 

Scrolling is a matter of adding or 
subtracting 1 from all the position 
numbers in the name table (horizon-
tal) or adding or subtracting 32 (verti-
cal), or adding or subtracting 33 or 31 
(diagonal). (The way you'd scroll 
downwards is to move all name table 
data ahead 32 positions in the name ta-
ble, moving the last 32 data elements 
up to positions 0-31.) Such a simple 
change to 768 bytes of data (the name 
table) is extremely fast to execute in 
machine language. Compare it to the 
8K-byte movement required in Apple 
6502 graphics. 

Wrap-Up 
All in all, this graphics package for 

the Apple will give a good machine the 
strengths of some of the newer com-
puters—and make it a great machine. 
You'll be kept up to date by inCider, so 
watch for further developments. ■ 



Looking for software at 

Reasonable Prices? 

  

MasterCard  

   

    

    

Please send information on the fol-
lowing: 

—Apple, IBM, TI 
—Commodore, Atari 
—400/800 Computers 

Name. 	  

Address 	  

City 	  State 	Zip 	 

Sof-tecH 
P.O. Box 366 
Sycamore, Ill. 

60178 
815-895-9155 

Look no 

further — 

HARDWOOD FURNITURE 
THE PERFECT HOME 

FOR YOUR COMPUTER 

SOLID OAK 
ROLL-TOP 

COMPUTER 
CENTER 

* Ergonomically designed for maximum comfort and efficienc. . 

* Handcrafted in solid oak, cherry or walnut for richness and 
durability. 

* Handrubbed natural oil finish (or your choice of 3 stains on 
oak) beautifies and protects the wood. 

* Full line available including: CRT Stations, Printer Stations, 
complete PC Centers, VDT Tables, and storage cabinets, 
shelves & accessories. 

FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE OR TO 
PLACE ORDER WRITE OR CALL 812-334-0417 

JUST WOOD, INC. 
6511 East St. Rd. 46, Department 4JF, Bloomington, IN 47401 

SYSTEM REFERENCE CARDS 
g 

"This is a quality document and is beautifully con-
ceived and produced.... I am in awe of your magnificent 
document." 
H.W.W., Dayton, Ohio 

m 

CCU  

NEW! 

NEW! 
Heath/Zenith 

HDOS 2.0 
FC1014 $5.95 

6502 
Microprocessor 
FC1016, $4.95 

ZX80, ZX81 and 

Timex Sinclair 
1000 

FC1012 $5.95 

Call TOLL-FREE for Credit Card Orders 1-800-258-5473. Or, send your order with 
payment or complete credit card information to: 

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS • Retail Sales • Peterborough, NH 03458 
Enclose $1.00 per order for shipping and handling 
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Send Check or Money Order 
CARD 	 ORDER NO. PRICE 

MODEL I: BASIC & Assembler 
	

FC1002 
	

$4.95 
MODEL I: BASIC Only 
	

FC1001 
	

2.95 
MODEL II: BASIC & Assembler 

	
FC1005 
	

5.95 
MODEL III: BASIC & Assembler 

	
FC1003 
	

5.95 
MODEL III: BASIC Only 
	

FC1004 
	

3.95 
Z880 MICROPROCESSOR 

	
FC1011 
	

4.95 
COLOR: BASIC & Extended 

	
FC1006 
	

4.95 
POCKET: BASIC 
	

FC1009 
	

2.95 
APPLE II + II PLUS: BASIC & 6502 

	
FC1008 
	

4.95 
APPLE II+ II PLUS: BASIC Only 

	
FC1007 
	

3.95 
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Game 

Hangman's Noose 

	by Ed Fine 

Remember the Hangman's Noose 
game you played as a kid? Here 

are two Applesoft versions—a solitaire 
and a two-person. I've provided the 
complete listing for the two-player 
game. For solitaire, replace lines 990 
through 1212 with the alternates 
shown. Also change 1330-1340, 1530-
1560 and add data. Line 2000 is a good 
place to start the data. Don't forget to 
add your value of DL to line 999. The 
use of a large database will greatly 
reduce the chances of repetition within 
a session. ■ 

Write to Ed Fine at 49 Kinsley St., Stoughton, 
MA 02072. 

O TO 179,140 
710 FOR UA = 1 TO 15 
720 UU = PEEK (VV) - PEEK (VV) - 

PEEK (VV) 
730 NEXT UA 
740 GOTO 1257 
600 HPLOT 211,100 TO 211,140 TO 

213,140 TO 213,100 TO 215,10 
O TO 215,140 

810 FOR UA = 1 TO 20 
820 UU = PEEK (VV) - PEEK (VV) - 

PEEK (VV) 
830 NEXT UA 
840 GOTO 1257 
990 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER A WORD 0 

F UP TO 15 LETTERS" 
994 PRINT "END WITH A PETURN - T 

O RESTART TYPE ?" 
1000 REM -THIS SEQUENCE ONLY. ALL 

OWS FOR 	UPPER CASE LET 
TERS, END OF WORD, OR CORREC.  
TION 

1001 REM THIS ROUTINE GETS THE 
MYSTERY WORD 

1004 FOR I = 1 TO 16:A$(I) = " " 
: NEXT I 

1005 I = 0:N =0 
1007 I = I + 1 
1010 GET A8(I) 
1011 	IF AS(I) = CHR$ (13) THEN 

GOTO 1200 
1012 	IF A8(I) = CHRS (63) THEN 

PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : GOTO 
990 

Listing continued. 

Listing 1. Solitaire Hangman's Noose. 

5 REM HANGMAN'S NOOSE PROGRAM 
7 REM WRITTEN BY ED FINE 4/20/8 

3 
10 	DIM A$(17): DIM C$(16): DIM D 

$(7) 
15 VV = ( - 16336) 
20 HGR 
30 REM CONSTRUCT GALLOWS 
40 HCOLOR= 3 
50 FOR KB = 110 TO 159 
60 HPLOT 0,KB TO 80,KB: NEXT KB 
70 FOR KB = 36 TO 44 
80 HPLOT KB4 O TO KB,110: NEXT KB 

90 FOR KB = 0 TO 8 
100 HPLOT 44,KB TO 200,KB: NEXT 

KB 
110 HPLOT 194,8 TO 194,30 TO 195 

,30 TO 195,8 
113 HOME 
115 VTAB 24 
120 GOTO 990 
121 REM 200-899 ARE PIECES OF B 

ODY 
200 HCOLOR= 5 
210 FOR Y = 30 TO 50 STEP 2 
220 YY = Y - 40 
230 X = INT (.5 + ABS ( SQR (10 

0 - YY 0 2))) 
240 HPLOT 194 + X,Y TO 194 - X,Y 

245 UU = PEEK (VV) - PEEK (VV) - 
PEEK (VV) 

250 NEXT Y 
260 GOTO 1257 
300 HPLOT 193,50 TO 193,60 TO 19 

5,60 TO 195,50 
320 FOR UA = 1 TO 5 
330 UU = PEEK (VV) - PEEK (VV) 

PEEK (VV) 
340 NEXT UA 
350 GOTO 1257 
400 FOR KB = 175 TO 215 
405 UU = PEEK (VV) - PEEK (VV) 

PEEK (VV) 
410 HPLOT KB,60 TO KB,100: NEXT 

KB 
420 GOTO 1257 
500 HPLOT 175,64 TO 145,75 
510 FOR UA = 1 TO 10 
520 UU = PEEK (VV) - PEEK (VV) 

PEEK (VV) 
530 NEXT UA 
540 GOTO 1257 
600 HPLOT 215,64 TO 245,75 
610 FOR UA = 1 TO 10 
620 UU = PEEK (VV) - PEEK (VV) 

PEEK (VV) 
630 NEXT UA 
640 GOTO 1257 
700 HPLO•f 175,100 TO 175,140 TO 

177,140 TO 177,100 TO 179,10 
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"Thanks for the prompt reply. Sure 
was a lot faster than waiting for 
the mail!" 

"Gary: The pedigrees for next 
week's auction are as follows..:' 

"Attn. Prod., Sales, Purch.: Recom-
mend 50% blue, 30% red screen for 
closest match'.' 

A complete plug-in communications 
system for Apple'-' computers. From 
Hayes, the established telecomputing 
leader: the simple but sophisticated 
Micromodem IIeTM plug-in board 
modem and its companion software, 
Smartcom UM Everything you need to 
expand the world of your Apple II, Ile, 
II Plus and Apple III. In one, convenient 
communications package. 

With Micromodem Ile and Smartcom I, 
you can access data bases, bulletin 
boards, and the varied resources of infor-
mation services. Plan your travel itinerary 
via computer, including flight numbers, 
hotel and rental car reservations. Retrieve 
and analyze daily stock and options prices. 
Work at home and send reports to your 
office. You can even do your gift shopping 
by computer! 

Micromodem Ile. Think of it as your 
Apple's telephone. It allows your com-
puter to communicate with any Bell-103 
type modem over ordinary telephone 
lines, at 110 or 300 bits per second. 
Micromodem Ile installs easily in an 
expansion slot, and requires no outside 
power source. It connects directly to 
either a single or multiline modular 
phone jack, to perform both Touch-Tone®  
and pulse dialing. 

Micromodem IIe dials, answers and dis-
connects calls automatically. And, unlike 
some moderns, it operates in full or half 
duplex, for compatibility with most time-
sharingsystems. 

A built-in speaker lets you monitor your 

Micromodem IIe 
Smartcom I 

calls when dialing. That way, you'll 
know if a line is busy. With Smartcom I, 
Micromodem Ile automatically redials 
your last number. 

Discover how Micromodem Ile can 
help maximize the capabilities of your 
Apple. While Smartcom I software will 
minimize your efforts. 

Smartcom I companion software. 
For effortless communications. 
Whether you're a newcomer 
to personal computing or a sea-
soned professional, you'll appreciate 
the ease and speed with which you can 
perform any communications function. 
Thanks to Smartcom I! 

Let Smartcom I guide you through a few 
easy-to-answer questions to tailor the 
program to your particular needs. Then 
you're ready to go! 

Make a selection from the Smartcom I 
menu to manage your communications, 
files orprinter. Program prompts guide you 
along the way. And menu selections let  

you easily make a call, end a call, or answer 
a call. When you're on the receiving end, 
your Micromodem He answers automat-
ically, even if you're not there! 

Convenient! And so is the Smart-
corn I memory for phone numbers. 
Smartcom I stores three of your most 
frequently called telephone numbers 
and one prefix. Plus, it also remem-
bers the last number dialed. 

Smartcom I also provides a direc-
tory of the files stored on your disk. 
And lets you create, list, name, send, 

receive, print or erase files right from 
its menu. 

Smartcom I is as versatile as you need it 
to be. It accepts DOS 3.3, Pascal, CP/MTm 
3.0 or CP/M PlusTM operating systems. 
And accommodates up to six disk drives 
and several printer interface cards. 

Like all our products, Smartcom I and 
Micromodem Ile are backed 
by excellent documentation 
and full support. Including a 
two-year limited warranty 

on Micromodem IIe and a 90-day warranty 
on Smartcom I! 

See your dealer today. Then plug into 
the exciting world of telecomputing. 

Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc., 
5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Norcross, 
Georgia 30092. 404/449-8791. 

%a3Plrare:Idirc U.S.A. Products. Inc 
Micromodem Ile and Smartcom I are trademarks of Hayes 
Microcomputer Products. Inc. Apple Computer is a registered 
trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. Touch-Tone is a registered trademark 
of American Telephone and Telegraph. CP/M is a trademark of Digital 
Research. Inc. CP/M Plus is a trademark of Advanced Logic Systems. 
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GOOD NEWS FOR EPSON 
MX-80 and RX-80 OWNERS 

MICRO-GRIP FRICTION FEED - 

Add inexpensive friction feed to your MX-80 or 

RX-80. Easily installed with screwdriver, no solder-
ing. Does not disturb tractor feed. Also fits 
printers based on Epson design such as IBM PC, 

Commodore and H-P Dot Matrix printers. 

Wt. 1 lb. 	ONLY $39.951ea. 

CARTRIDGE RIBBONS FOR... 
EPSON MX 70/80 $5.00/ea. 
EPSON MX 100 9.751ea. 
RS Daisy Wheel II M/S 5.75/ea. 
RS LP I, IV (Zip Pack) 2.75/ea. 
RS LP I, II, IV (Cart.) 5.851ea. 

RS LP III, V 	 $5.85/ea. 
RS LP VI, VIII 	 7.00lea. 
RS DMP 400 	 5.50/ea. 
DIABLO Hytype It M/S 	4.50/ea. 
OKIDATA 84 	 5.00/ea. 

COMPUTER PAPER 
MINI PACKS 

9-1/2" x 11" Blank, 20 lb. 1 pt., 1000/ctn. 
(Extra fine perforations r. & I.) ONLY $16.25/ctn. 
14-7/8" x 11" 1/2" Green Bar, 15 lb. 1 pt., 1500/ctn. 

ONLY $25.00/ctn. 
STANDARD PACKAGING 

9-1/2" x 11" Blank, 15 lb. 1 pt. 3300/ctn. ONLY $26.00/ctn. 
14-7/8" x 11" 1/2" Green Bar, 15 lb. 1 pt., 3500/ctn. 

ONLY $40.00/ctn. 

PRESSURE SENSITIVE 
LABELS 

ONE ACROSS 3-1/2" x 15/16" 

ONLY $2.701M 
Order in increments of 5,000 

1535 GET 13$ 
1540 IF B$ = CHR$ (27) 

1550 IF B$ = CHR$ (13) 
20 

1560 GOTO 1535 

THEN END 

THEN GOTO 

r BILL COLE ENTERPRISES, INC. 
P.O. BOX 60 • DEPT. IC WOLLASTON, MA 02170-0060 617-963-5510 

For Credit Card Orders ONLY! Call Toll Free 1-800-225-8249 

Listing continued. "GUESSES";: 	HTAB 32: 	PRINT " 
1013 IF A$(1) 	< 	CHR$ 	(65) 	THEN WRONG": PRINT 

GOTO 1010 1259 FOR J = 1 TO I 
1015 IF WI) 	> 	CHR$ 	(90) 	THEN 1260 IF C$(J) 	= 	" 	" THEN 	PRINT 

GOTO 1010 *";: 	GOTO 	1271 
1027 PRINT 	AS(I)E 1270 PRINT 	" 	"CS(J); 
1030 IF I < 	16 THEN 	GOTO 1007 1271 NEXT J 
1032 PRINT 1273 IF BK < 1 THEN 	GOTO 1281 
1035 PRINT "YOUR WORD IS TOO LON 1275 HTAB 32: 	INVERSE 

G" 1277 FOR J = 1 TO BK: 	PRINT DS(J 
1040 PRINT "PLEASE PE-ENTER" ) 	; 
1045 FOR 	I = 	1 TO 1500 1280 NEXT J: NORMAL 
1050 NEXT I 1281 PRINT 
1060 GOTO 1004 1282 K = 0 
1200 REM 	GET GUESS 1283 IF NN > 0 THEN 	PRINT 	"":: REM 
1202 FOR J = 1 TO 15:CS(J) THERE IS A CONTROL -G IN TH 

:-NEXT J E QUOTES 
1203 FOR J = 	1 	TO 7:D$(J) 	= 	" 	": 1284 FOR J = 1 TO I 

NEXT J 1286 IF C$(J) 	" 	" THEN 	K = 	1 
1204 BK = 0 1287 NEXT J 
1205 I 	= 	I 	- 	1 1288 IF K = 0 THEN 	GOTO 1320 
1207 PRINT 	: 	PRINT 	: 	PRINT 	: 	PRINT 1290 IF NN > 0 THEN 	GOTO 1220 

1305 IF BK = 7 GOTO 1500 
1208 PRINT "GET THE OTHER PLAYER 1310 GOTO 1220 

E. 	PRESS RETURN" 1320 PRINT " YOU GOT IT!!" 
1209 GET B$ 1321 REM 	THERE SHOULD BE 5 CONT 
1210 IF B$ < 	> 	CHR$ 	(13) 	THEN ROL-G IN LINE 1320 

,GOTO 1209 1330 GOTO 1530 
1212 'PRINT 	: 	PRINT 	: 	PRINT 1400 IF NN > 0 THEN 	GOTO 1257 
1213 PRINT "PLEASE TYPE YOUR GUE 1410 BK = BK + 1 

SS" 1415 D$(BK) 	= 	13$ 
1214 PRINT "THE WORD IS 	";I;" LE 1421 IF BK = 1 THEN 	GOTO 200 

TTERS LONG" 1422 IF BK = 2 THEN 	GOTO 300 
1220 GET B$ 1423 IF BK = 3 THEN 	GOTO 400 
1221 IF B$ > 	CHR$ 	(90) 	THEN 	GOTO 1424 IF BK = 4 THEN 	GOTO 500 

1220 1425 IF BK = 5 THEN 	GOTO 600 
1222 IF 13$ < 	CHR$ 	(65) 	THEN 	GOTO 1426 IF BK = 6 THEN 	GOTO 700 

1220 1427 GOTO 800 
1225 NN = 0 1500 PRINT "YOU LOSE 
1230 FOR J 	1 TO I 1505 PRINT "THE WORD WAS:"; 
1240 IF 13$ 	A$(J) 	THEN GSM 	= 1510 FOR J = 1 TO I 

A$(J) 1515 PRINT A$(J); 
1250 IF 8$ 	A$(J) 	THEN NN = NN + 1520 NEXT J 

1 1525 PRINT 
1255 NEXT J 1530 FOR J = 	1 TO 2000: 	NEXT J 
1256 GOTO 1400 1533 PRINT "TYPE RETURN TO PLAY 
1257 HOME : VTAB 21: HTAB I: 	PRINT AGAIN, ESC TO QUIT" 

Circle 344 on Reader Service card. 

ALL COMPUTER SUPPLIES AT DISCOUNT PRICES 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

990 RESTORE 
998 REM DL IS THE LENGTH OF THE 

DATA 
999 DL = 30 
1000 KX = INT ( RND (3) * (DL + 

1)) 
1005 IF KX = 0 THEN GOTO 1000 
1010 FOR KZ = 1 TO KX 
1020 READ J$ 
1030 NEXT KZ 
1040 I = LEN (J$) 

1050 FOR JJ = 1 TO I 
1060 AS(JJ) = LEFTS 136,1) 
1070 KZ = LEN (J$) - 1 
1080 IF KZ = 0 THEN GOTO 1200 
1090 	= RIGHTS (J$,KZ) 
1100 NEXT JJ 
1200 REM GET GUESS 
1202 FOR J = 1 TO 15:C$(J) 	" 

: NEXT J 
1203 FOR J = 1 TO 7:0$(3) = " 

NEXT J 
1204 BK = 0 
1207 .PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 

1212 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 

1330 FOR KZ = 1 TO 2000: NEXT KZ 

1340 GOTO 20 

1530 FOR J = 1 TO 5000: NEXT J 
1540 GOTO 20 

2000 DATA "HYMNAL","OCTOPUS","L 
OLLIPOP" 

2010 DATA "BOOKKEEPER","RECORD" 
,"VICTROLA" 

2020 DATA "PHYSICAL","TELEPHONE 
","INTERIOR" 

2030 DATA "XYLOPHONE","ILLOGICA 
L","BRIDGE" 

2040 DATA "PLANET","CLOCK","PEN 

2050 DATA "MATHEMATICAL","CRY", 
"TRIANGLE" 

2060 DATA "CHAIR","STATEMENT"," 
PUZZLE" 

2070 DATA "AQUA","QUILTED","JAM 

2080 DATA "SILLY","GOOSE","GEES 
E" 

2090 DATA "ALPHABET","BICYCLE", 
"COPPER" 

2100 DATA "DIAL","ELEPHANT","FR 
IENDLY" 

2110 DATA "GHOSTLY","HARPOON"," 
ICICLE" 

2120 DATA "JOB","KNOB","LEMONAD 
E' 

2130 DATA "MISSING","NEARBY","0 
VERSIGHT" 

2140 DATA "PENNY","QUARTZ","REC 
EPTIONIST" 

2150 DATA "SIXTIES","HEALTHY"," 
OUTBREAK" 

2160 DATA "VICTIM","SOCIAL","HI 
STORY" 

2170 DATA "NUMBER","INDUSTRIAL" 
,"KNOWN" 

2180 DATA "STYLE","EIGHT","ONE" 

2190 DATA "QUALITY","SOFT","POC 
KET" 

2200 DATA "SENILE","UNDERVALUED 
"SPEY" 

2210 DATA "TOWN","AMBULANCE","T 
HOUSAND" 

2220 DATA "TERMINAL","SUPER","D 
IRTY" 

2230 DATA "SHORT","MINISTER","A 
CCOUNTANT" 

2240 DATA "SUCCESSFUL","CREATE" 
,"DEBT" 

Listing 2. Changes for two-player version. 

We require a minimum order of $10.00, not including shipping charges. Prices effective 711183 and subject to 
change without notice. To keep prices competitive we operate on cash basis. Credit extended to Federal agen-
cies. but all other institutions and individuals send payment with order; our prices DO NOT include shipping. No 

orders accepted. We ship via UPS or motor freight. include street address, we don't ship to P.O. boxes. 
Freight charges added to credit card purchases. No merchandise returned without prior written authorization 
from us. Merchandise ordered in error or not wanted is subject to 25% restocking charge and limited to merchan-
dise credit only. liew rieslant. add 576 salsa tn. 

Send for our Free Brochure of Computer Supplies. Ask for Catalog No. DP-50. 

r 
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	Humor 

A Modern Horror Story 
by George M. Engel 

Once upon a midnight dreary, fingers flying, 
weak and weary, reviews aprinting, correc-
tions no more. 

While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly a 
change in tapping, an erratic rapping at my 
Epson's door. 

Hitting Reset, On, then Off, a rising tension filled 
the air. 

"Pray do print," my Epson fair . . . 

Quoth the Epson, "Nevermore." 

It was a cold, foreboding day, with 
a lead-colored sky, when I first 

knew she was unfaithful to me. There 
was the first hint of suspicion, a mo-
ment of disbelief, a shriek in the air . 

"My printer's missing a dot! The 
damn thing is missing the second 
dot111" 

A moment of family panic: My son 
swearing on his Cub Scout oath he 
didn't take it; the Lady Arlene mur-
muring, ".. . not to panic—it must be 
in the house somewhere." Two years, 
two whole years with over ten million 
characters and never a problem. After 
a quick grab at my old Epson manual 
my worst fears came to the fore. No 
schematic. How do you troubleshoot 
the darn thing without prints? I knew 
the present manuals had schematics, 
but not mine. What to do, what to 
do...  

A snifter of brandy, a warm fire and 
the love of a gentle woman; the Lady 
Arlene brought my wracking sobs un-
der control. "Tomorrow," she said, "is 
another day. Maybe you'll find it  

then." (The Lady Arlene, while bril-
liant in many ways, is slightly cuckoo 
in others.) 

The dawning of a new day brought 
me in full control of the situation. 
Gathering my injured MX-80 in my 
arms, I left for my friend's house. After 
hearing my woeful tale, he let me use 
his brand-new MX-80 for the ultimate 
test. As I said, he's a very good friend. 

The Ultimate Test.. . 
Direct Substitution 

The ultimate test, as any good elec-
tronics person will tell you, is direct 
substitution. First I put my print head 

You can write to George M. Engel at 35 Old An-
sonia Road, Seymour, CT 06483. 
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Return coupon to: 

Key Enterprises 
P.O. Box 5429 
Amarillo, Tx. 79117-5429 
(806) 372-8962 

Name 	  Payroll Check $395.00 

Address 	  Demo Disk 	$ 40.00 

City 	 State 	lip 	 
Make check payable to Key Enterprises 
(Texas residents add 5% sales tax) 

We want to Get to the Core 
Of Your Payroll Problems 

Payroll Check for Apple II and Apple He is 
the solution to your payroll problems. An 
easy-to-use payroll program written for 
small businesses. 
PAYROLL CHECK v. 
• prints checks and all necessary payroll 

detail reports 
• prints W-2's and quarterly reports 
• enables you to update federal and state 

tax tables 
• includes a user manual with a tutorial 

section, quick reference section and 
operating procedure charts 

• has superior menu design 
• provides fiscal, calendar, quarter and 

month to date totals 
PAYROLL CHECK has been used for over a 
year in test site businesses and is ripe and 
ready to meet your payroll needs today. 
Visit your Apple computer dealer for 
details and ask for a demonstration, or 
receive your own PAYROLL CHECK demo 
disk for only $40.00. 
Key Enterprises gives full support to licens-
ed users. 
System requirements: 48K, Applesoft, two 
disk drives, 132 col. printer or 80 col. 
printer with compressed mode capability. 
***Available third quarter for the IBM PC 
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• ' Apple II and Apple Ile are registered trademarks of 
Apple Computer Inc. 
IBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM 
Corporation. 
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in his machine, a one-minute task since 
the Epson is an easy printer to work 
on. The missing dot was now in his 
machine. Okay, problem number one 
was now pinpointed—one of the print-
er solenoids was defective. The second 
test came when I installed his print 
head in my machine. A very faint dot 
indicated a possible "drive" transistor 
problem on that solenoid line. Ray lent 
me his manual (with schematic) for 
troubleshooting purposes. A quick cup 
of coffee and away I flew. 

First, I ordered a replacement print 
head. (I wouldn't replace the old print 
head until the second problem was re-
solved. Otherwise I could damage the 
new head.) I verified that the transis-
tor was defective by temporarily re-
placing it with one of the other transis-
tors on the same board. That posed no 
problem since there were 17 identical 
transistors on the driver board. (I don't 
recommend you do this unless you 
know what you're doing. Swapping a 
shorted transistor could destroy a step-
ping motor, a very expensive device.) 

That evening, an oscilloscope veri-
fied that the transistor was defective. A 
multimeter could not detect this prob-
lem since the Epson MX-80 sends a 
pulse lasting only two microseconds to 
the printer solenoids. This pulse is long 
enough for the solenoid to energize, 
drive the print head needle to impact, 
then reseat itself for the next pulse. 
That's fast! You can see this pulse only 
on a good oscilloscope, since a logic 
probe can't handle the 25 volts on the 
drive transistor. Now we were getting 
somewhere. All I had to do now was 
find a replacement. How much of a 
problem could that be? 

Oh, crystal ball, where were you 
when I needed you? 

The Horror Begins 
First, a check of the standard cross-

reference books gave me no leads. The 
2SD986 didn't appear to have a stan-
dard replacement by that number. 
The SD designation is Japanese; a 2N 
would be the American equivalent. 
The manufacturer's logo on the 
transistor was NEC, a well-known 
firm in electronics; NEC's distributors 
in Connecticut did not have the part in 
stock yet, nor did they have the specifi-
cation sheets for this device. With the  

specifications, I could have replaced it 
with something else. (Remember, the 
transistor had to be fast enough to han-
dle a two microsecond pulse.) 

Well, when all else fails, call the 
manufacturer, right? (Read on, Mc-
Duff—the nightmare continues.) 
When I called Epson on their toll free 
number, they told me to see my local 
distributor for service. "But I don't 
need service," I said, "I need a part, a 
$1.02 transistor." Alas, they could help 
me not. I made another call to the local 
distributor. They had the transistor, 
the elusive $1.02 part, but regulations 
prevented them from sending it to me; 
I had to order it from my local dealer. 
Finally I gave up and ordered it from 
my dealer. Resolved? 

Dream on, sweet prince! 

The Horror Continues 
Three days later, my dealer called to 

apologize for the delay, because his 
dealer authorization did not come 
through yet. Now what!!! I wound up 
calling back Epson corporate head-
quarters in California. Again, I pa-
tiently explained my problem, adding 
that I had articles waiting for submis-
sion to inCider—all for want of a 
$1.02 part that I couldn't order from 
anybody. They promised to call the lo-
cal distributor immediately. The local 
distributor called me back and again I 
explained my problem. For the second 
time that week the distributor ex-
plained that they couldn't sell to me, 
being an end-user. 

Deja vu? Have I been here before? 
To keep this story short, I'll spare 

you the details of my later calls to Ep-
son, the distributor and my dealer, as 
well as my pleading to Santa Claus, 
the Easter Bunny, the Tooth Fairy, 
and to my confessor, the good Lady 
Arlene. 

The Horror Ends.. . This Time 
Someone, somewhere, took pity on 

this tired old hacker. Lo and behold, a 
package of two transistors arrived on 
my doorstep a short time later. Some-
where in the maelstrom of red tape 
that exists in the world of high finance, 
an accountant using VisiCalc will 
notice two transistors missing from 
somewhere. But for now, justice has 

been served. See Virginia, there is a 
Santa Claus! 

Epilogue 
That night, the transplant took 

place. Would it rescue her from the 
edge of the abyss where I had con-
signed her earlier? The family hushed 
as the final covers were replaced. The 
power restored, her muted green lights 
winked at me seductively. Mother Ap-
ple's disk drive whirred and clacked in 
consternation. My MX-80's print head 
moved and chattered in her old be-
loved way. 

41- THANK YOU- - 

NICE  

TO BE BACK - -31-• 

-W I LOVE YOUR  

But Seriously Folks.. . 
I do not recommend attempting 

your own repair on your Epson, other 
than replacing the ribbon cartridge or 
the print head. For those with elec-
tronic and diagnostic background, 
note that this article deals with the 
perils of working on your own MX-80. 
The existing Epson network is not 
designed to assist the do-it-yourselfer. 
To save time, you might be better off 
bringing your printer problems to your 
dealer, and leaving them there. ■ 
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Utility 

	Disk Cleaner 	 
Don't lose your heads . . . use 

this program to help keep them 
dirt-free. This program will spin 

your disk drive wheels 
for half a minute— 

time well spent. 

by Timothy J. Mann 	 

Few, if any, peripherals have had 
such an impact on the personal 

computer market as the mini-floppy 
disk systems. These systems provide 
economical and efficient storage of 
programs and data, without the head-
aches associated with cassette tapes. 

The disk contains a thin coating of a 
magnetic metallic oxide. Data is stored 
on the disk by inducing a small mag-
netic field in the oxide coating. Each 
magnetic field, or lack of it, comprises 
a bit of data. These bits are grouped 
into sets of eight to form data bytes, 
which are acted upon by the Apple's  

microprocessor to yield programs, data, 
hi-res pictures, and so forth. 

Data is written to and read from the 
disk by the read/write head in the 
drive unit. As the disk spins (at about 
300 rpm), the head moves back and 
forth across the surface, reading and 
writing data. This action, being 
abrasive, slowly removes the disk's ox-
ide coating, which then builds up on 
the drive's head. This leads to errors 
and unreliable performance. 

Several vendors have developed 
cleaning disks that remove this coating 
from the head. These products utilize a  

disk with a soft cleaning surface and a 
cleaning solution. The cleaning solvent 
is applied to the disk's surface and the 
disk is inserted into the drive. The 
drive must be turned on to initiate 
cleaning. However, a program or in-
struction to turn on the drive is seldom 
provided. 

Disk Cleaner 
The program in 'Listing 1 will turn 

on a user-specified drive for a period of 
30 seconds. The program includes er-
ror handling and is self re-entrant. 
Even if a nonexistent device is speci-
fied, the program will not bomb. 
• Line 30 sets up the title line at the 
top of the page and freezes it. 
• Lines 40-80 enter the machine 
language portion of the program that 
actually turns the drive on and off. 
The disassembled version of this rou-
tine appears in Listing 2. 
• Line 90 tells the user what the pro-
gram will do. 
• Lines 100-130 accept the user's in-
put for the slot and drive number of 
the device. Input errors are checked 
for, and routed to the subroutine at 
line 190. 
• Lines 140-180 pass the slot and 
drive values to the assembly routine 
and then call it into action. On com-
pletion, the assembly routine returns 
operation to lines 150-180, which 
allow the user to continue or quit. 
• Line 190 is the error-handling 

Address correspondence to Timothy J. Mann, 21 
Coronado Plaza, Luling, LA 70070. 

10 REM DISK CLEANER 
20 REM T.J. MANN 
30 HOME : POKE 34,2: VTAB 1: HTAB 15: INVERSE : PRINT "DISK CLEANER": NORMAL 

40 FOR I = 0 TO 30: READ J: POKE 4096 + I,J: NEXT 
50 DATA 166,3,198,4,208,5,189,138 
60 DATA 192,208,3,189,139,192,189,137 
70 DATA 192,160,160,169,255,32,168,252 
80 DATA 136,208,248,189,136,192,96 
90 VTAB 5: HTAB 5: PRINT "THIS PROGRAM WILL ENGAGE THE MOTOR": PRINT : PRINT 

"ON THE DRIVE SPECIFIED BY THE USER FOR": PRINT : PRINT "CLEANING BY 
A CLEANING DISK. THE DRIVE": PRINT : PRINT "WILL REMAIN ON FOR ABO 
UT 30 SECONDS." 

100 VTAB 18: PRINT "ENTER SLOT # TO BE CLEANED : ";: GET SLS: PRINT SLS: 
SL% = INT ( VAL (SLS)): IF SL% < 1 OR SL% > 7 THEN GOSUB 190: GOTO 
100 

110 VTAB 20: PRINT "ENTER DRIVE # TO BE CLEANED :":: GET DRS: PRINT DRS 
:DR% = INT ( VAL (DRS)): IF DR% < 1 OR DR% > 2 THEN GOSUB 190: GOTO 
110 

120 VTAB 22: PRINT "INSERT THE CLEANING DISK IN THE DRIVE AND PRESS SP 
ACE TO CLEAN; 'Q' TO QUIT :":: GET AS: IF LEFTS (AS,1) 	"Q" THEN POKE 
34,0: HOME : END 

130 IF LEFTS (AS,1) < > " " THEN GOSUB 190: GOTO 120 
140 POKE 3, INT (SL% * 16): POKE 4,D118: HOME : VTAB 12: HTAB 16: FLASH : 

PRINT "CLEANING": NORMAL CALL 4096 
150 HOME : VTAB 12: HTAB 11: PRINT "CLEANING COMPLETED" 
160 VTAB 23: PRINT "SPACE TO CONTINUE; 'Q' TO QUIT : ":: GET AS: IF AS = 

"Q" THEN POKE 34,0: HOME : END 
170 IF AS < > " " THEN GOSUB 190: GOTO 160 
180 HOME : GOTO 100 
190 VTAB ( PEEK (37)): HTAB 1: CALL - 198: CALL - 958: HTAB 12: INVERSE 

: PRINT "INVALID RESPONSE": NORMAL : FOR D = 1 TO 1000: NEXT : VTAB 
( PEEK (37)): CALL - 868: RETURN 

Listing 1. Disk Cleaner. 
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"Hey, Bob, have you heard? They 
finally invented an integrated, all-
in-one software program for the 
Apple Ile. It's the only one:' 

"That's incredible, Jack." 
"It gives you word processing, calc 
analysis, data base management 
and form letter generation all in 
one program:' 

"That's incredible, Jack." 
"It lets you do everything you'd buy 
an Apple Ile for, lets you switch 
from one function to the other with 
just a key stroke:' 

"That's incredible, Jack." 
"There's just one set of commands 
for all the functions, so it's a cinch 
to learn. You can be up to speed in 
a few hours, even if you've never 
been near a computer before." 

"That's incredible, Jack." 
"And all it costs is $179. And if you 
call 800-645-4513 (in New York call 
516-269-1120) they'll tell you where 
to find the dealer nearest you." 

"That's incredible, Jack." 
"No, it's The Incredible Jack, Bob:' 

THE INCREDIBLE 

JACK 

bus=ss 
solutions 60 East Main Street, Kings Park, New York 11754/Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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0000: 	 1 ;DISK CLEANER 
0000: 	 2 ;THIS PROGRAM WILL ENGAGE 
0000: 	 3 ;A DRIVE FOR 30 SEC. FOR 
0000: 	 4 ;CLEANING 
	 NEXT OBJECT FILE NAME IS DISK CLEAN.OBJO 
1000: 5 ORG 	$1000 
1000: 6 ;EQUATES 
0003: 7 SLOT EQU 	$03 
0004: 8 DRIVE EQU 	$04 
FCAB: 9 DELAY EQU 	$FCA8 ;MONITOR DELAY ROUTINE 
1000: 10 *** 	PROGRAM START *** 
1000:A6 03 11 LDX 	SLOT 
1002:C6 04 12 DEC 	DRIVE 
1004:D0 05 13 BNE 	DRIVE2 ;JUMP IF DRIVE.2 
1006:BD 8A CO 14 LDA 	$CO8A,X ;ENGAGE DRIVE 1 
1009:D0 03 15 BNE 	RUN 
100B:BD 8B CO 16 DRIVE2 LDA 	$C08B,X ;ENGAGE DRIVE 2 
100E:BD 89 CO 17 RUN LDA 	$COB9,X ;TURN MOTOR ON 
1011:AO AO 18 LDY 	*SAO 
1013:A9 FF 19 TIMER LDA 	88FF 
1015:20 A8 FC 20 JSR 	DELAY 
1018:88 21 DEY 
1019:D0 F8 22 BNE 	TIMER ;RUN FOR 30 SEC. 
101B:BD 88 CO 23 LDA 	$C088,X ;TURN MOTOR OFF 
101E:60 24 RTS 

*** SUCCESSFUL ASSEMBLY: NO ERRORS 

Listing 2. Disk Cleaner source code. 

routine. It first determines the vertical 
position of the cursor, then beeps the 
Apple's speaker and erases the screen 
from the cursor down. Next, the error 
message is printed. Finally, the routine 
returns to the line where the error oc-
curred for re-entry of the data. 

Assembly Routine 
The disassembled program in List-

ing 2 is the workhorse of Disk Cleaner. 
This routine may be used from the 
monitor. The addresses used to access 
the drive motor represent a small por-
tion of the information that may be ac-
quired from the excellent book Be-
neath Apple DOS by D. Worth and P. 
Lechner. 
• Lines 11-13 pick up the desired slot 
and drive numbers from locations $03 
and $04, respectively. The slot address 
must be in the form $nO, where n is the 
slot number. 
• Lines 14-16 select the desired drive 

SOURCE FILE: DISK CLEAN 

number. 
• Lines 17-22 turn the drive on and 
then jump to a delay routine contained 
in the monitor ROM. The timer rou-
tine continually jumps to the delay 
subroutine until some 30 seconds have 
elapsed. 
• Lines 23-24 turn the drive off and 

return to the calling routine. 
For heavy disk users, cleaning the 

drive heads every 4-6 weeks seems suf-
ficient. More frequent cleaning may be 
needed in some applications with ex-
tremely heavy disk usage (data man-
agement, word processing, etc.). Hap-
py computing! • 

Circle 228 on Reader Service card. 

PIRACY PRUF DEFEAT ALL HARDWARE BOARDS 
STOP ALL NIBBLE COPIERS 

PIRACY PRUF stops all copy programs now available. It protects 
every single copy of a program differently. PIRACY PRUF randomly 
generates BILLIONS of unique protection schemes. This is the 
only way to guard against copy parameters. Other protection 
systems merely make identical copies. For example, disks pro-
tected by Lock-It-Up' Double-Gold Software, a program which 
claims to make disks "uncopyable", can easily be copied using 
the same nibble copy parameter used to copy an unprotected 
disk Should you use this system or any system which makes 
identical copies, parameters can be published to copy your 
program. 

Lock-It-Up-  users: switch to a system which keeps up with 
current developments. For a limited time only, get a $100.00 
credit towards purchase of PIRACY PRUF. Call or write for more 
information and a comparison. 
PIRACY PRUF detects the use of all hardware boards by two independent 
methods. 
• Add a disk checking routine to your programs—Broken programs 

will not run—detects hardware boards. 
• Add a language card checking routine to detect the use of 

hardware boards—detects breaking attempts 
• Encrypt basic programs and convert them to unlistable binary 

files which are BRUN. These files will only decode and run 
themselves on a protected disk 

• Use a faster DOS to decrease disk access time by as much 
as 50% 

KANE COMPUTING 
184 Pine Brook Blvd., New Rochelle, N.Y. 10804 

• Erase memory and reboot if program execution stops 
• Erase memory and reboot on Reset 
• Store Catalog on track 35 (a track not normally used) 
• Change DOS commands and error messages 
• Clear keyboard to make programs unstoppable which begin 

with Onerr statements. 
• Read and Write between normal and protected disks from 

within your program 
• Scan source disk's VTOC for maximum speed 
• Personalize disk with name or serial number of purchaser 
• Stop keyboard entry of DOS commands 
• Edit DOS commands and error messages 
• Autorun Applesoft Programs 
• Define hello type (Exec, Binary, Basic) 
• Require the Autostart Rom 
• Support up to 14 drives 

PIRACY PRUF leaves all sectors usable, and supports the DOS INIT 
command to allow your program to create protected data disks for data 
expansion. 
PIRACY PRUF provides you with easy to use, state of the art protection, a 
back-up copy and a complete manual. We thoroughly support our users. 
PIRACY PRUF requires 48K, Applesoft, and two DOS 3.3 drives. Protected 
disks require 48K Apple II w/DOS 3.3 or Apple III in emulation mode, Fully 
Apple Ile compatible. 

The price is$250. A PASCAL version is also available. N.Y.S. residents add 
sales tax. Send check or money order or for C.O.D. 
Call collect at 914-576-6738. 
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TNESPME 	PRINT PARALLEL! 
tIME 	PRINT SERIAL! 

PROCESS/COMPUTE/ENTER DATA! 
EXPANDABLE TO 64K 

No more waiting for your printer or other 
peripherals to finish with your Apple before 
you can use it again. Just plug the P/S 
Buffer Card into any slot and cable-connect 
to your parallel output card. After trans-
fering your data to buffer (it takes only 
seconds), you'll be able to continue using 
your Apple in a normal fashion while print-
ing parallel, or serial . . . or both parallel and 
serial - all at the same time. 
In the dual printing mode, data to be 
printed parallel and serial are stored sepa-
rately in the buffer memory. The memory is 
divided between them by intelligent firm-
ware, proportional to the storage require-
ments of each. The memory is expandable 
to 64K maximum in increments of 16K with 
plug-in RAM modules available from your 
dealer. 
P/S Buffer Card has both a parallel out-
put port and an RS-232C standard serial 
output port. When you need to change from 
parallel to serial, serial to parallel, or out-
put both simultaneously, you don't have to 
physically change cards. The intelligent 
firmware lets you do it by either software 
command or (optional) hardware switch. 

P/S Buffer Card interfaces with most 
popular parallel printer cards including 
Apple,”1,  Epson;* Grappler,"' Graphitti,r" 
PRT-1," and Tymac.nt If you don't already 
have a parallel card, order the P/S Buffer 
"Stand-Alone" Card. It includes a built-in 
parallel interface. An optional graphitti plug-
in ROM allows you to dump the Apple hi-res 
graphic screens with a few simple keyboard 
commands. 

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICES: 

P/S 16K BUFFER CARD. For use with 
existing parallel interface card 	$125.  

P/S 16K BUFFER "Stand-Alone" CARD 
with PARALLEL INTERFACE 	$199. 

SPECIAL! 16K P/S BUFFER "Stand-Alone 
CARD with GRAPHITTI GRAPHICS 
and Cables  	$249. 

16K RAM MEMORY EXPAN-
SION Plug-In MODULES 
(64K Total Maximum) 
Each . . . $25.  

Many applications programs and oper-
ating systems such as CP/M r'  and Apple 
Pascal T'  require that the parallel interface 
be in a specific slot. So, leave it there. When 
you wish to print parallel, or serial, or both at 
the same time, just "tell" P/S Buffer Card 
what to do. It's that easy. 
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Figure I. Text entry screen showing the word 
"heading" entered in double-width. The re-
maining text was entered in compressed ital-
ic mode. 

Utility 

File Card 	 
Formatter 

Anyone who scribbles away on those 3 x 5 cards will 
appreciate this author's innovation. 

by Bill Smith 

ile Card Formatter is a handy 
Applesoft utility with special 

routines that format text to fit on the 
standard 3 x 5 file card. 

I printed my file cards using the Ep-
son MX-80 and MX-100 printers, but 
the program will work with other 
printers, too. You may select four dif-
ferent character fonts, printed with ei-
ther tractor pin feed or friction feed. 

The program is menu-driven at two 
levels. Upon miming the program 
you'll see the first-level menu, shown 
below: 
Enter data for a new card 	 1 
Print file in memory 	 2 
Save file to disk 	 3 
Load file from disk 	 4 
End 	 5 
The two disk commands allow you to 
save your handiwork for making du-
plicate file cards at a later date. The 
"Print file in memory" choice lets you 
send the current text in memory to the 
printer. 

Getting Under Way 
The "Enter data for a new card" 

command leads you to the second-level 
menu, which asks if you want the file 
card to be printed in the horizontal or 
vertical position. After answering this 
question, you'll be on hi-res page 2, 
where you enter the text. Figure 1 de-
picts the text entry screen. Note the 
four ESC commands at the bottom of 
the page, used to control the printer 
character font. By using ESC and the 
first letter, you can control double-
width, compressed, underline and 
italics. 
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A small arrow appears next to an ac-
tivated mode, and a nonprinting indi-
cator appears in the displayed text so 
you can monitor changes in the print 
fonts. In Figure 1 the D with the ac-
companying arrows illustrates non-
printing indicators. The up arrow 
next to the D indicates double-width 
is "on;" the down arrow indicates 
"off." In the first line only the word 
"heading" is printed in double-width. 

The box at the bottom right repre-
sents a file card. As you enter text the 
box fills with dots and spaces showing 
exactly where the text and spaces will 
appear on the file card. The program 
checks print font width and fills the 
box accordingly. In Figure 1, notice 
how much space the double-width 
word "heading" uses, compared with 
the remaining compressed-width text. 

Text entry is simple; just type in 
what you want printed on the file 
card. You may use all standard Apple 
characters. As you enter text, it ap-
pears on the screen and the box begins 
to fill. When a line ends on the screen 
the text drops to the next line, but the 
box continues to fill on the same line. 
When you push RETURN, both the 
screen text and line indicator in the box 
drop to the next line. Almost two lines 
of screen text in compressed mode will 
fill one line in the box. Remember, 
where the text appears in the box is 
where it will appear on the file card 
when it is printed. 

Do not allow text to flow out of the 
box in the lower right corner. If you 
don't enter a RETURN before getting to 
the right edge of the box, the program 
will print text outside the file card. 
Eventually the program will fail as text 
is plotted off the hi-res screen. If this 
happens you must restart the program 
and your file will be lost. 

Editing Functions 
To edit using the File Card Format-

ter, use the left and right arrow keys; 
they work only on the line you are en-
tering. Once you enter RETURN you 
cannot go back to edit that line. The 
left arrow erases print font commands 
and text so you can correct both. When 
you finish entering text, use ESC-E to 
return to the main menu to save the file 

Write to Bill Smith at RD#2, Cold Spring Cream-
ery Road, Doylestown, PA 18901. 



The first of our Bible Adve 
ture Games is The Philistine 
Ploy. Based on the biblical 
Book of Judges, it starts 
at a time when law and 
order have fled from the 
hills of Judea. It's a turbulent 
world of intrigue and revenge, 
altars and idols, heroes and 
justice. You'll seek the long-
lost mythical Treasure of 
the Seven Nations, racing 
against a dangerous Philis-
tine warrior who is trying 
to kill you! But you don't 
have to know your Bible 
stories to begin enjoying 
this adventure game. 

We're pleased to announce 
what we believe are the greatest 
adventure games of all time. 
They're based on stories that have 
been 3,000 years in the telling. 
They're filled with people, places 
and amazing events right out of 
one of the world's oldest history 
books. The Bible. 

The Bible is where our stories 
begin. But we've woven new ad-
ventures through high technology. 
With stirring action. Startling 
sound. Da77Iing sights. Every 
member of your family will thrill to 
the realistic animation and the 
high-resolution graphics. And 
you'll share in the pleasures of 
this unique, new game source—
the Bible. 

THE 
PHILISTINE PLOY 

THE GAMES THAT TOOK 3,000 YEARS TO CREATE. 

THE 
ADVENTURE 

GAMES 
THAT TOO 

TO CREATE! 
3,000 YEA S 

Later this year look for The 
Lion's Share based on the Book 
of Daniel. You'll be dropped into 
Babylon, a city filled with dreams, 
stargazers, wizards and savage 
lions! 

The Bible Adventure Game 
Series is for Applell+/Ile computer 
with 48K and one disk drive. 
Games are $34.95 each. 

Ask for these adventure games 
at quality computer software 
stores. Credit card holders may 
order, toll-free. 

C:3= II 
(Add $2 for shipping and handling.) 

Call Toll-Free 
1-800-621-8227 
Dealers may call toll-free 
for information and orders. 

DAVKA ADVENTURE GAMES.. .WE TOOK OUR TIME. 



How to make your Apple run 
31/2  times faster. 

Just plug in the Accelerator II®  
and watch your Apple® II or II Plus take off. Circle 278 on Reader Service card. 

Imagine running VisiCalc? DB Mastee Applesoft, Apple Fortran or Pascal without long delays. 
With the Titan Accelerator II, your Apple II or II Plus runs these programs a true 31/2  times faster. The 
Accelerator II also runs your Franklin, Basis and other Apple II compatibles 31/2  times faster. This 
faster computer response time means less waiting for you and an increase in your productivity. 

This Titan exclusive has its own fast 6502 processor, 64K of high-speed memory, and built-in 
fast language card. It is transparent to your software and is hardware compatible with most standard 
peripherals. And you can turn if off from the keyboard to run your Apple at regular speed. 

Find out how to run faster and increase your productivity without breathing hard. For informa-
tion on the Accelerator II and other Titan microcomputer products, see your computer dealer or 
contact: Titan Technologies, Inc., P.O. Box 8050, 3990 Varsity Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48107;  Telephone 
(313) 973-8422. 

Titan 
TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
FORMERLY SATURN SYSTEMS OF MICHIGAN 

Attention dealers. Ask us about our special demonstrator unit offer. 
Sales and marketing by The MARKETING RESOURCE GROUP, Costa Mesa, CA. 

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. VisiCaic is a registered trademark of VisiCorp, Inc. DB Master is a registered trademark of Stoneware, Inc. 
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00 01 
*6000.6397 

EF D8 00 

6000- 44 00 92 00 94 00 98 00 
6008- A3 00 85 00 C5 00 D2 00 
6010- E3 00 E8 00 F5 00 FF 00 
6018- OA 01 12 01 16 01 1B 01 
6020- 1E 01 27 01 36 01 3E 01 
6028- 48 01 58 01 63 01 73 01 
6030- 82 01 8E 01 98 01 A6 01 
6038- A9 01 AD 01 Be 01 CO 01 
6040- CB 01 D5 01 ES 01 F2 01 
6048- FE 01 08 02 17 02 27 02 
6050- 2F 02 30 02 49 02 52 02 
6058- SC 02 68 02 75 02 81 02 
6060- OF 02 9E 02 A9 02 B6 02 
-6068- C4 02 D2 02 DA 02 E8 02 
6070- F7 02 07 03 OF 03 18 03 
6078- 29 03 2F 03 38 03 4A 03 
6080- 53 03 50 03 66 03 70 03 
6088- 7D 03 00 00 00 00 00 00 
6090- 00 00 00 00 08 18 30 36 
6098- B6 04 00 08 18 18 36 OD 
6040- 24 04 00 08 18 18 36 36 
604B- 36 OD 24 24 24 95 IF 1F 
6080- 16 OD OD 04 00 09 08 18 
6088- 3F BF OE 2D D5 Fl 3F 77 
6000- 21 20 20 20 00 08 18 18 
6008- 37 6D Fl 1E 1E 1E 4D 35 
6000- 27 00 89 16 OF 18 OF 18 
6008- OF 18 OF 18 64 15 B6 1B 
60E0- 76 25 00 09 18 08 18 1E 
60EB- lE 04 00 64 OC 96 92 OF 
60F0- 18 OF 18 04 00 E4 IC. 96 
60F6- 92 OD 18 OD 18 04 00 24 
6100- 95 OD 18 16 1F FE 20 48 
6108- 04 00 24 96 6E 08 18 FF 
6110- 27 00 32 1E 04 00 28 2D 
6118- DF 23 00 92 04 00 08 18 
6120- 48 F6 lE 1E 1E 26 00 OC 
6128- OC 10 3F 17 36 2E lE 0E 
6130- 2D OD 18 24 24 00 18 60 
6138- 36 36 AE 3F 04 00 08 De 
6140- 63 2D 15 F6 1E 1E 1E 2D 
6148- 2D 04 00 OC 08 63 2D 15 
6150- F6 OE F6 3F OF 18 04 00 
6158- 4A D6 24 24 24 1E 1E 1E 
6160- 2E 25 00 09 08 18 38 3F 
6168- 37 2E 2D 15 36 1E 3F OF 
6170-- 18 04 00 09 08 18 18 BF 
6178- 1E 2E 2D 15 F6 3F OF 18 
6180- 24 00 18 08 18 2C 2D 35 
6188- lE lE 1E 1E 26 00 3F 20 
6190- 00 2D 15 F6 OE F6 3F OF 
619B- 18 24 00 39 3F 20 OC 2D 
6140- 15 36 F6 1E 27 00 BO 04 
6148- 00 BO 1E 04 00 09 08 18 
6180- 88 17 17 OE OE OE 04 00 
6188- 18 28 2D 85 3F 3F 04 00 
6100- 18 08 18 70 OE OE lE lE 
6108- 1E 04 00 08 De 63 2D 15 
61D0- F6 lE 16 04 00 52 09 18 
6108- 24 E4 3F 17 36 36 OE 2D 
61E0- ES 38 24.  25 00 2D 36 FE 
61E8- 1B 24 2C IC OC OC 15 15 
61F0- 04 00 3F 24 2C 2D 15 F6 
61F8- OE F6 3F 27 24 00 08 58 
6200- El 3F 17 36 36 0E 2D OD 
6208- 18 04 00 lb 24 2C AD 15 
6210- 36 1E 1E 3F 24 04 00 FD 
6218- 27 24 2D 2D 96 92 3F 3F 
6220- 24 04 00 39 27 08 58 09 
6228- 3F 3F 36 36 36 04 00 CA 
6230- 2D F6 3F OF 18 24 24 OC 
6238- 2D 15 04 00 28 25 08 58 
6240- 36 36 36 DF 23 24 24 24 
6248- 00 24 30 OD 96 14 36 FD 
6250- 04 00 08 18 28 F5 36 36 
6258- 1E 3F 20 00 08 18 DO 36 
6260- 36 36 4D 39 38 38 60 OC 
6268- 00 04 00 08 18 D8 36 36 

Listing I. 
A shape table holding the program's 
character set. 

to disk or print the file card. 
The program consists of two files, a 

shape table holding the character set 
(Listing 1) and the Applesoft operat-
ing program (Listing 2). The shape 
table begins at address $6000 and 
must be BSAVEd under the filename 
SHAPEFILE-FILE CARD WRITER, and 
has a length of $392. 

The program operates on matrices 
C$ and T$. The character font com-
mands are stored in C$, the text in T$. 
The T$ matrix dimensioned to 1325 x 1 
is large enough to hold all text that can 
fit on a 3 x 5 card printed in com-
pressed mode. As text is entered, it 
appears on the monitor in normal fash-
ion, each character is entered sequen-
tially into the T$ matrix, and the box 
in the lower right fills with dots. When 
reaching an ESC the program stores it 
in T$ and branches to the font com-
mand processor beginning on line 310. 

The C$ matrix dimensioned to 50 x 
4 holds up to 50 commands of four 
bytes each. When you enter a charac- 

6270- 36 2D 2D 04 00 64 00 36 
6278- 36 36 DF 23 24 24 AC 04 
6280- 00 92 1B 24 24 24 95 OE 
6288- OE 56 24 24 24 04 00 08 
6290- 18 38 17 36 36 OE 2D OD 
6298- 18 24 24 10 04 00 92 18 
6240-- 24 24 24 2D AD F6 3F 04 
6248- 00 4A 24 E4 3F 17 36 36 
6280- OE 6D 10 10 04 00 92 1B 
6288- 24 24 24 2D AD F6 3F OE 
6200- OE OE 04 00 08 58 El 3F 
6208- 17 76 2D 15 F6 3F OF 18 
6200- 04 00 92 24 24 24 2D DF 
6208- 27 00 08 18 08 D8 36 36 
62E0- 76 2D OD 18 24 24 24 00 
62E8- 08 1B D8 36 36 OE OE 0D 
62F0- 18 OD 18 24 24 04 00 76 
62F8- OE 24 24 24 DF 33 36 36 
6300- 2E 20 00 10 10 60 09 F6 
6308- .16 OE FE 1B 64 04 op 36 
6310- 3E 08 18 08 18 1C 6C 09 
6318- F6 04 00 2B 25 De 08 18 
6320-- 2D 2D F6 D6 F3 2E 2D 25 
6328- 00 92 9B 2D 2D 04 00 9B 
6330- 12 2D 18 10 64 2D 15 F6 
6338- 2E 04 00 92 18 64 OC E 
6340- OE 26 08 18 08 98 DB 10 
6348- 04 00 36 OD 24 64 9F 
6350- 1F 04 00 92 2D SC IC 10 
6358- 1E 1E 2E 04 00 08 18 28 
6360- 15 F6 3F 20 04 00 92 24 
6368- 24 24 15 15 DF 63 04 00 
6370- 18 60 OE 00 25 8E 13 lE 
6378- 1E 1C 1E 04 00 08 18 De 
6380- 36 36 36 25 24 24 2C 36 
6388- 36 36 25 24 24 2C 36 36 
6390- 36 04 00 00 00 00 00 FF 

ter font command the program ana-
lyzes which character fonts are "on" 
and which are "off." It then creates a 
four-byte binary word, with ones indi-
cating "on" and zeros indicating "off." 
This four-byte word is then stored se-
quentially in C$, and the program re-
turns to the text input mode. (Note 
that it's possible to turn on all four 
commands simultaneously.) 

When a file is printed, the program 
unloads one character at a time from 
T$ and sends it to the printer. When 
the program identifies an ESC, it evalu-
ates the next four-byte word in C$ and 
instructs the printer to change the 
character font. The rest of the pro-
gram is used for subroutines, calculat-
ing screen plotting positions, setting 
variables and presenting menus. 

Printing the actual file card is sim 
ple. If you have friction feed, feed th( 
file card through the printer much lik( 
a sheet of bond paper. I prefer tapirq 
the file card to regular pin feed papa 
at the top and bottom. After the card i 
printed, peel off the tape and the fik 
card is complete. Prior to printing, I 
tape as many cards as needed to regular 
printer paper and feed them through. 
You can get two cards on a page print-
ing them vertically or three printing 
horizontally. 

A bonus occurs in screen formatting. 
In the text entry mode, enter a row of 
text and count the number of charac-
ters in the row. You'll find your Apple 
is now a 46-column machine instead of 
a 40-column. Why? Usually two pixels 
appear between each character; I opt-
ed for one pixel. I find text just as easy 
to read and the space saved results in 
six extra columns. 

Summary 
I have found many uses for the file 

cards. One file I keep near the Apple 
has a card for each program I use. 
With a file card attached to the moni-
tor, I have immediate access to that 
program's commands without hunting 
around in manuals. The most obvious 
use for the program is recipes or other 
items commonly stored on file cards. I 
have found that compressed width 
gives me more on a card than does 
handwriting or typing. Give the File 
Card Formatter a try! • 
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Listing 2. File Card Formatter. 

10 D$ = 	CHR$ 	(4): 	DIM T$(1725): 	DIM 
C$(50,4):P = 	PEEK 	(277): 	HCOLOR= 
7: SCALE= 1: 	IF P = 96 THEN 
20 

15 	PRINT D$;"BLOAD SHAPEFILE—FIL 
E CARD WRITER,A$6000": POKE 
272,0: 	POKE 233,96 

190 

195 

200 

(P$,I,1)) 	— 31 	AT 	X,Y: 	NEXT 
: RETURN 
HPLOT 0,152 TO 279,152 TO 27 
9,191 	TO 0,191 	TO 0,152 
HPLOT 1,153 TO 278,153 TO 27 
8,190 TO 	1,190 TO 	1,153 
HPLOT 184,154 TO 184, 189: HPLOT 

20 TEXT : HOME : REM 	MAIN 185,154 TO 185,189 
MENU 205 HPLOT 4,155 TO 4.188 TO 10,1 

25 PRINT " 	 ": 	INVERSE 88 TO 10, 155: 	HPLOT 5,155 TO 
30 PRINT "FILE CARD FORMATTER" 5,187 TO 9,187 •TO 9,155: 	HPLOT 
35 PRINT " 	BY BILL SMITH 	" 6,155 TO 6,186 TO 8,186 TO 8 
40 NORMAL : PRINT " 	 ,155: 	HPLOT 7,155 TO 7,185 

   . 	PRINT : 	PRINT 210 PS = "COMPRESSED":X = 0:Y = 1 
45 PRINT "ENTER DATA FOR A NEW C 59: 	GOSUB 185 

ARD   I" 215 P$ = "DOUBLE WTH":X = 0:Y = 1 
50 PRINT "PRINT FILE IN MEMORY — 67: GOSUB 185 

I I 220 PS = "ITALLICS":X = 0:Y = 175 
55 PRINT "SAVE FILE TO DISK ---- : GOSUB 185 

225 PS = "UNDERLINE":X = 0:Y = 18 
60 PRINT "LOAD FILE FROM DISK -- 7: 	GOSUB 185 
	  4" 230 X = 3:Y = 3:X2 = 0:Y2 = 1:C7 = 

65 PRINT "END SYSTEM 	  0:D% = 0:I7. = 0:U% = 0:C1$ = 
	  5": 	PRINT "0":C2$ = "0":C3$ = "0":C4$ = 

70 GET M$ "0":b0 = 0.716:KS = 0 
75 M = 	VAL 	(M$): 	IF M 	1 OR M 275 IF M1 	= 	1 	THEN X1 = 	191:Y1 	= 

5 THEN 70 161 
80 IF M = 3 THEN 695 240 IF M1 = 2 THEN X1 = 211:Y1 = 
85 IF M = 2 THEN 580 155 
90 IF M = 4 THEN 755 245 DRAW 68 AT X,Y: 	XDRAW 15 AT 
95 IF M = 5 THEN 	HOME : END X1,Y1 
100 PRINT : 	PRINT : 	PRINT 250 GET L$ 
105 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM PRINTS A 255 XDRAW 68 AT X,Y: 	XDRAW 15 AT 

STANDARD 3 X 5 	FILE CARD X1,Y1 
. DO YOU WANT THE 5 INCH 260 IF 	ASC (L$) = 8 THEN 440: REM 

DIMENSION:" LEFT ARROW 
110 PRINT " 	 HORIZONAL — 265 T$(X2) 	= L$:X2 = X2 + 1 

 	1" 270 IF 	ASC 	(L$) 	= 27 THEN 310: 	REM 
115 PRINT " 	 VERTICAL -- 'ESC' 
	  2": 	PRINT 275 IF 	ASC 	(L$) = 32 THEN 420: REM 

120 GET 111$ 'SPACE' 
125 M1 	= 	VAL 	(MIS): 	IF M1 	< 	1 OR 280 IF 	ASC 	(L$) = 13 THEN 435: REM 

M1 	2 THEN 120 'RETURN' 
130 ON M GOTO 175.230,580,695 285 XDRAW 	( 	ASC 	(L$) 	— 31) 	AT X, 
135 HOME : REM 	< 	- 	ENTER NEW C Y: 	XDRAW 	15 AT X1,Y1 

ARD s' 290 IF KS ' 	.999 THEN X1 = X1 + 
140 VTAB 10: 	PRINT 	TAB( 	12);: FLASH 1: 	XDRAW 15 AT X1,Y1:KS = KS 

: 	PRINT "INITIALIZING FILES" — 	1 
295 IF KS';. .999 THEN 290 

145 FOR I = 0 TO 1324:T$(I) 	= " 300 GOSUB 505 
": 	NEXT 305 GOTO 245 

150 FOR I = 0 TO 49: FOR J = 0 TO 310 GET L1$ 
3:C$(I,J) 	= 	" 	": 	NEXT 	: 	NEXT 315 IF 	ASC 	(L1$) = 69 THEN CS = 
: NORMAL " END": GOSUB 545: TEXT : GOTO 

155 IF M1 = 2 THEN 170 20: REM 	PROCESS END 
160 HGR2 : 	HPLOT 188,162 TO 275, 

162 TO 275,181 TO 188,181 TO 
720 IF 	ASC 	(L1$) 	< 	> 67 THEN 3 

40: 	REM 	'ESC C' 
188,162 325 ROT= 48: 	XDRAW 66 AT 80,159: 

165 PS = "HORIZONAL":X = 117:Y = ROT= 0 
158: GOSUB 185: 	GOTO 190 330 IF Cl = 0 THEN CIS = "1":C7. = 

170 HGR2 : 	HPLOT 208,156 TO 260, 
156 TO 260.187 TO 208,187 TO 

1: 	XDRAW 36 AT X,Y: 	GOSUB 40 
5: 	XDRAW 66 AT X,Y: GOSUB 40 

208,156 5: GOTO 400 
175 P$ = "VERTICAL":X = 124:Y = 1 335 IF C% = 1 THEN C1$ = "0":C% = 

58: 	GOSUB 185: GOTO 190 0: 	XDRAW 36 AT X,Y: 	GOSUB 40 
180 GOTO 190 5: 	ROT= 32: 	XDRAW 66 AT X,Y: 
185 P = 	LEN 	(PS): 	FOR I = 1 TO P ROT= 0: GOSUB 405: GOTO 400 

:X = X + 7: 	XDRAW 	ASC 	( MID% Listing continued. 
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Trapped by the language? 
They found out in .Babel 
what happens when your 
language won't do what 
you want it to. 

With AMPER-MAGICTm there's no need to know machine lan-
guage to benefit from its power. 
To your ApplesoftTM' programs you can attach, finished machine 
language routines (referenced by name, not by address) in sec-
onds. No separate BLOADing. And with AMPER-MAGIC com-
mands, you can pass variables back and forth directly, just as 
with built-in Applesoft commands. 

So, name your routine, perform the append procedure, and 
AMPER-MAGIC takes over — machine language speed where 
it counts: in your programs. Even your commercial programs. 

AMPER-MAGIC COMMAND LIBRARIESTM' gives you access 
to hundreds of relocatable machine language routines, includ-
ing those from magazines and other libraries, and - most 
notably - those from AMPER-MAGIC itself, which has over 
fifty routines of its own in two volumes, with more to come. 

Imagine! 
Only $75.00 for the original AMPER-MAGIC by Bob Nacon 
Only $35.00 for AMPER-MAGIC COMMAND LIBRARY1m, 
Volume 2 	 Plus shipping. MC and Visa accepted. 

Amper-Magkrm 
See your dealer or contact us. 

Anthro-Digital. 103 Bartlett Avenue, Pittsfield, MA 01201 
Telephone (413) 448-8278, Telex 467622 

"The Company That Interfaces People and Computers" 
For those of you who would like AMPER- MAGIC routines in 
your own programs, just ask for Anthro-Digital's free-use pol-
icy. 
AMPER-MAGIC and AMPER-MAGIC COMMAND LIBRARYTM, are 
trademarks of Anthro-Digital, Inc. 
Applesoft is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. 

Also available from Anthro-Digital: Versacalc (several versions), Visicalc 
Formatting Aids, The Executive Secretary, The Personal Secretary, and 
Executive Speller, Hebrew II and Hebrew II Plus, S-C Macro Assembler, 
QuickTrace, Amper-Magic, The Rental Manager, F.A.R.M. accounting 
packages, The Performance Manager, Omniscan VideoDisc interface, 
and Flipper. 	DEALERS INVITED 

Circle 97 on Reader Service card. 

Listing continued.  

340 IF ASC (L1$) 	68 THEN 3 
60: REM 	'ESC D' 

345 ROT= 48: XDRAW 66 AT 80,167: 
ROT= 0 

350 IF D% = 0 THEN C2$ = "1":D% = 
1: XDRAW •37 AT X,Y: GOSUB 40 
5: XDRAW 66 AT X,Y: GOSUB 40 
5: GOTO 400 

355 IF D% = 1 THEN C2$ = "0":D% = 
0: XDRAW 37 AT X,Y: GOSUB 40 
5: ROT= 32: XDRAW 66 AT X,Y: 
ROT= 0: GOSUB 405: GOTO 400 

360 IF ASC (L1$) 	73 THEN 3 
80: REM 	'ESC I' 

365 ROT= 48: XDRAW 66 AT 80,175: 
ROT= 0 

370 IF I% = 0 THEN C3$ = "1":I% = 
1: XDRAW 42 AT X,Y: GOSUB 40 
5: XDRAW 66 AT X,Y: GOSUB 40 
5: GOTO 400 

375 IF I% = 1 THEN C3$ = "0":I% = 
0: XDRAW 42 AT X,Y: GOSUB 40 
5: ROT= 32: XDRAW 66 AT X,Y: 
ROT= 0: GOSUB 405: GOTO 400 

380 IF ASC (LIS) \ ' 85 THEN 3 
10: REM 	'ESC U' 

385 ROT= 48: XDRAW 66 AT 80,183: 
ROT= 0 

390 IF U% = 0 THEN C4$ = "1":U% = 
1: XDRAW 54 AT X,Y: GOSUB 40 
5: XDRAW 66 AT X,Y: GOSUB 40 
5: GOTO 400 

395 IF U% = 1 THEN C4$ = "0":U% = 
0: XDRAW 54 AT X,Y: GOSUB 40 
5: ROT= 32: XDRAW 66 AT X,Y: 
ROT= 0: GOSUB 405: GOTO 400 

400 C$ = C1$ + C2$ + C7$ + C4$: GOSUB 
545: GOSUB 555: GOTO 245 

405 X = X + 6: IF X ' 277 THEN RETURN 

410 X = 3: HCOLOR= 0: FOR I = 5 TO 
11: HPLOT 0,(I + Y) TO 279,( 
I + Y): NEXT I: HCOLOR= 3:Y = 
Y + 8: IF Y < 141 THEN RETURN 

415 Y = 3: HCOLOR= 0: FOR I = - 
3 TO 3: HPLOT 0, (I + Y) TO 2 
79,(I + Y): NEXT I: HCOLOR= 
3: RETURN 

420 GOSUB 505 
425 IF KS > .999 THEN X1 = X1 + 

1:KS = K•S - 1: GOTO 425 
430 GOTO 245 
435 GOSUB 520: GOSUB 530: GOTO 2 

45 
440 IF X1 < 192 THEN 245 - 
445 IF X1 < 212 AND M1 = 2 THEN 

245 
450 X = X - 6:X1 = X1 - 1:KS = KS 

- KO:X2 = X2 - 1: IF X < 3 THEN 
X = 277:Y = Y - 8 

455 IF X2 < 0 THEN X2 = 0 
460 IF ASC (T$(X2)) < > 27 THEN 

490 
465 Y2 = Y2 - 1: ROT= 48: DRAW 68 

AT 80,159: XDRAW 68 AT 80,1 
59: DRAW 68 AT 80,167: XDRAW 

Listing continued. 
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Listing continued. 
68 AT 80,167: DRAW 68 AT 80. 

175: 	XDRAW 68 AT 80,175: DRAW 
68 AT 80,183: XDRAW 68 AT 80 
,183: ROT= 0: DRAW 68 AT X,Y 
: 	XDRAW 68 AT X.Y:X = X — 6: 
IF X < 3 THEN X= 3 

615 
620 

625 

630 

FOR I = 0 TO 3 
IF C$(Y2,I) 	< 	"1" THEN 65 
0 
IF I = 0 THEN 	PRINT 	CHR$ 
15); 
IF I = 1 THEN 	PRINT 	CHR$ 

470 IF 	VAL 	(C$(Y2 — 	1,1)) 	= 	1 	THEN 27) 	CHR$ 	(87) 	CHR$ 	(1); 
ROT= 48: 	XDRAW 66 AT 80,159 635 IF I = 2 THEN 	PRINT 	CHR$ 

: ROT= 0 27) 	CHR$ 	(52); 
475 IF 	VAL 	(C$(Y2 — 1,2)) 	= 1 THEN 640 IF I = 3 THEN 	PRINT 	CHR$ 

ROT= 48: 	XDRAW 66 AT 80,167 27) 	CHR$ 	(45) 	CHR$ 	(1); 
: ROT= 0 645 GOTO 675 

480 IF 	VAL 	(C$(Y2 — 	1,3)) 	= 	1 THEN 650 IF C$(Y2,I) 	< 	"0" THEN 67 
ROT= 48: 	XDRAW 66 AT 80,175 5 

: ROT= 0 655 IF I = 0 THEN 	PRINT 	CHR$ 
485 IF 	VAL 	(C$(Y2 — 1,4)) 	= 1 THEN 18) 	CHR$ 	(27)"H": 

ROT= 48: 	XDRAW 66 AT 80,183 660 IF I = 1 THEN 	PRINT 	CHR$ 
: ROT= 0 27)"W" CHR$ 	(0); 

490 T$(X2) 	= 	" 	": 	DRAW 68 AT X,Y: 665 IF I = 2 THEN 	PRINT 	CHR$ 
XDRAW 68 AT X,Y: DRAW 15 AT 27) 	CHR$ 	(53); 

X1,Y1: 	XDRAW 15 AT X1,Y1 670 IF I = 3 THEN 	PRINT 	CHR$ 
495 IF KS e 0 THEN X1 = XI — 1:K 27) 	CHR$ 	(45) 	CHR$ 	(0); 

S = KS + 1: 	DRAW 15 AT X1,Y1 675 IF C$(Y2.I> 	= "E" THEN 685 
: 	XDRAW 15 AT X1,Y1: 	GOTO 49 680 NEXT : RETURN 
5 685 PRINT : 	PRINT 	CHR$ 	(27)"@" 

500 GOTO 245 690 PR# 0: GOTO 20 
505 REM 	<< CALCULATE PLOTTING P 695 HOME : REM 	c<e WRITE TO A F 

OSITIONS ILE 
510 KS = KS + K0 700 PRINT " 	 ": 	INVERSE 
515 X = 	X + 6:X1 	= XI 	+ 	1: 	IF 	X 

277 THEN 	RETURN 705 PRINT "SAVE TO DlSk" 
520 X = 3: HCOLOR= 0: FOR I = 5 TO 710 NORMAL : PRINT "--== 	

11: 	HPLOT 0,(I 	+ Y) 	TO 279.( ": 	PRINT : 	PRINT : 	PRINT 
I + Y): 	NEXT I: HCOLOR= 3:Y = 715 INPUT "ENTER NAME OF FILE 
Y + 8: 	IF Y < 141 THEN 	RETURN ";NA$ 

720 PRINT D$;"OPEN";NA$: 	PRINT D 
525 Y = 3: HCOLOR= 0: FOR I = 	— $:"DELETE";NA$: 	PRINT D$;"OP 

3 TO 3: HPLOT 0.(I + Y) TO 2 EN";NA$ 
79,(I + Y): NEXT I: 	HCOLOR= 725 PRINT D$;"WRITE";NA$ 
3: RETURN 730 FOR I = 0 TO 1324:T$ = T$CI> 

530 IF M1 = 1 THEN X1 = 191:Y1 = : 	PRINT T$;: 	NEXT 
YI + 1 735 FOR I = 0 TO 49: FOR J = 0 TO 

535 IF MI = 2 THEN X1 = 211:Y1 = 3:C$ = C$(I,J): 	PRINT C$:: 	NEXT 
Y1 	+ 1 J: 	NEXT I 

540 RETURN 740 PRINT " 	" 
545 FOR I = 0 TO 3:C$(Y2,I) = 	MID, 745 PRINT D$;"CLOSE";NA$ 

+ 1,1): 	NEXT :Y2 = Y2 + 750 GOTO 20 
1: RETURN 755 HOME : REM 	READ FROM 

550 FOR I = C TO 24:C$(Y2,I) 	= " DISK 
": NEXT :Y2 = Y2 + 1: 	RETURN 760 PRINT " 	  

INVERSE 
555 REM 	<4' CALCULATE VALUE OF ' 765 PRINT "READ FILE FROM DISK" 

K0'—PLOTTING FACTOR >> 770 NORMAL : PRINT "----= 	
560 IF CX = 0 AND D% = 0 THEN KO 	": PRINT : 	PRINT 

= 0.716: RETURN 775 VTAB 23: PRINT "ENTER 'C' FO 
565 IF CX = 1 AND D% = 0 THEN KO R CATALOG": VTAB 8 

= 0: RETURN 780 INPUT "FILE NAME TO LOAD FRO 
570 IF CX = 0 AND D% = 1 THEN K0 M DISK 	',";NA$ 

= 2.432: RETURN 785 IF NA$ = "C" THEN 	PRINT D$; 
575 IF CX = 1 AND D% = I THEN K0 "CATALOG": GET Z$: GOTO 755 

= 1.019: RETURN 790 PRINT D$;"OPEN";NA$ 
580 REM 	<44, PRINT CARD 795 PRINT D$;"READ";NA$ 
585 PR# 1: 	PRINT :X2 = 0:Y2 = 1 800 FOR I = 0 TO 1324: GET T$:T$ 
590 IF 	ASC (T$(X2)) = 27 THEN 	GOSUB (I) 	= T$: 	PRINT T$:: 	NEXT 

610:Y2 = Y2 + 1: GOTO 600 805 FOR I = 0 TO 49: FOR J = 0 TO 
595 PRINT T$(X2); 3: 	GET C$:C$(I,J) 	= C$: 	NEXT 
600 X2 = X2 + 1: GOTO 590 : 	NEXT 
605 GOTO 590 810 PRINT 	CHR$ 	(13) 
610 REM 	<< PROCESS CONROL CHARA 815 PRINT D$1"CLOSE";NA$ 

CTERS :› 820 GOTO 20 
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Innovative technology 
brings you quality color 
printing 

for only $599 

T he technology of the all-new Transtar 315 color printer 
revolutionizes color impact printing! Unlike old-fashioned 

printers needing multiple passes with pins to print color, the 
Transtar 315 employs an innovative 4-hammer print head to 
allow 7 colors and more than 30 shades to be printed in 
a single pass! 

A unique 4-color diagonal ribbon maximizes the efficiency 
of the 315's color imaging and enhances its simple reliability. 
Built by Seikosha, the most experienced manufacturing 
company of the famous Seiko group, the Transtar 315 is 
available now and has been designed to be compatible with 
the IBM, Apple II/11e and Franklin personal computers. An 
optional PICS card also allows Apple and Franklin users to 
simply depress the 315's "copy" button to print any high-
or low-resolution screen without exiting a program! 

Transtar is bringing the technology of tomorrow to you 
today. Your future in color printing is only $599 away. 

Transtar 
P.O. Box C-96975, Bellevue, Washington 98009 
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The Transtar 130 printer from Transtar Inc. 

Hardware Reviews 

Transtar 130 Printer 

The Transtar 130 is a sturdy 
daisywheel printer with a 

suggested retail price of $895. It is 
rated at 16 to 20 characters per sec-
ond, and this machine is well suited 
for home, school, or small business 
users who wish to sacrifice speed in 
return for savings. 

Although it is based on a Silver-
Reed typewriter, the Transtar 130 
does have full 96-character ASCII 
compatibility. You can, for ex-
ample, list a Basic program and 
have the "more than" or "less than" 
characters print properly. Not all 
printers will do this. 

The Transtar also emulates the 
Diablo 1610/1620, which is a very 
popular printer. It is simple to in-
terface with a wide variety of pro-
grams and word processors, and 
you should not have any trouble 
getting the Transtar to underline, 
boldface print, doublestrike, super-
script and subscript with the appro-
priate software. 

The Transtar 130 appears exter-
nally to be nearly the same machine 
as the Silver-Reed EXP550 and is 
similar in price to the Brother HR-1 
printer. It offers more than the con-
verted typewriters which I have 
seen, such as the Smith-Corona 
TP-1 or Olivetti Praxis conversions. 

If you're used to an 80 cps Epson 
or a 45 cps Qume, the Transtar 
might seem rather stodgy. Remem-
ber, though, you can't pay a typist 
who can keep up that rate all day! 

I tested the parallel version of the 
Transtar. Usually, the parallel in-
terface printers are easier to get 
working with the Apple II. This 
Centronics parallel version, some-
times called the 130P, does not have 
a print buffer. 

I used the Transtar 130 with an 
Apple He and an Apple parallel in-
terface card. With one disk drive, a 
12-inch green or amber monitor, 
and a word processor such as Apple-
Writer II (for the He) you have a 
satisfactory Apple-based word pro-
cessor system for less than $2995. 

One more disk drive would be a 
good addition, but not essential. 

My evaluation Transtar arrived 
with no manual or interface. (This 
was not Transtar's fault; someone 
else had been using it with a TRS-80 
and the transfer was hasty.) I soon 
stopped by an Apple dealer and 
picked up the parallel interface and 
cable, plugged it in, turned on the 
machine, stuck in some paper, and 
was printing out without difficulty 
in three minutes. Remarkable. 

Other cards that Transtar says 
will work with the printer are the 
Epson parallel card, the SSM APIO 
card, the Grappler card (but the 
graphics dump doesn't work) and 
the Seikosha parallel card. 

The printer is extremely quiet; 
there is neither a fan nor a constant 
motor hum. The soundproofing is 
extensive, including strips of foam in 
the openings for the control levers. I 
noticed no temperature problems 
even after continuous use for a busi-
ness day. And the print quality is ex-
cellent. It is difficult to tell the dif-
ference between a good electronic 
typewriter and the Transtar. 

There are shortcomings I should 
mention. The page eject button on 
the front did eject the page, but it 
moved the platen 90 lines. I am told 
this was changed to 66 lines, a real 
computer form feed, when the 

forms tractor was introduced in 
April. It is possible to change the 
form length in software. 

I was not able to evaluate the 
forms tractor but I imagine you 
would want it if you were going to 
use the printer very much. If you 
don't use letterhead often, you can 
now buy micro-perforated paper 
for the tractor. It's hard to tell this 
paper from business-grade bond. 

I might complain too that the 
printwheels and ribbons could have 
been more standard. The 130's big-
ger sibling, the faster and more ex-
pensive 140, uses plastic Diablo 
wheels and Diablo Hytype II rib-
bons. Qume and Diablo ribbon car-
tridges and plastic daisywheels can 
be obtained conveniently and 
cheaply. 

If you can't find Transtar brand 
supplies, you can substitute others. 
But the substitute Olivetti ET rib-
bon cartridges and Silver-Reed 
EX-55 daisywheels will be harder to 
find and somewhat more expensive 
than more common brands. The 
Brother uses a standard IBM Selec-
tric ribbon, which is perhaps the 
most popular of all. You might not 
think this is an important point, but 
you'll be using lots of ribbons if you 
decide to go to single strike or 
multistrike carbon instead of fabric 
ribbons. 
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NEW! 
The IS Pipeline"' Printing Buffer 
with Random Access Printing 
stores paragraphs or pictures 
for printing in any order—any 
number of times! 
■ Universal—works with any 

parallel (Centronics style) corn-
puter/printer combinations. 

■ 8K to 128K Bytes of memory 
with data compression for effi-
cient use of memory space. 

Printer Interface Family 

The PKASO family makes you 
and your Apple Computer 
a master of text and graphics. 

PKASO makes it easy to use the features of your 
printer—select character sizes, vary line spacing, 
even print in colors. Simple PKASO commands 
make these features usable from the keyboard or a 
program. 

PKASO also adds features to your system. Press a 
few keys and get a snapshot "dump" of the image 
you see on the screen—text or graphics. Add new 
characters and symbols that you couldn't print 
before, using our SuperFont "'system. Add our 
new PipeLine" printing buffer and your printer 
can take its time while you and your Apple move 
on to the next task. The Pipeline is a modular add-
on to the standard PKASO bodrd. 

The PKASO interface is designed for Apple II and 
Apple /f/ in all the popular configurations. It prints 
in full color on the IDS Prism Printer, and in striking 
black on C. Itoh, Centronics, Epson, IDS, NEC, and 
Okidata matrix printers. 

PKASO Interfaces 
come complete 
with Cable. 
Instructional 
Diskette and 
Comprehensive 
Manual.  

Interactive Structures Inc 
146 Montgomery Avenue 
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004 
Telephone: (215) 667 1713 Circle 28 on Header Service card. 



SPECIALS 

(714) 735-2250 

Easywriter 

PROCESSORS ARK 
99.95 69.95 

14995 99.95 
69.95 54.95 
149.95 109.95 
99.95 69;11 
175.00 11 •`: 
129.95 79.95  
199.00 134.95 

"° 
List ARK 

Magic Window 
Magic Window II 
Bank Street Writer 
Pie Writer 

pro Easywriter 
Screenwriter Il 
Word Handler 

LISA 

Beagle Bros. List ARK 

Axton RAM 
Disk 320 1395.001099.00 

Wizard 
16K BP° 	179.00 119.95 

S.A.M. 	124.95 84.95 
Videx Combo 375.00 235.00 

19.95 

39.50 29.95 
29.95 21.95 
29.50 21.95 
24.00 15.95 
29.50 21.95 
29.50 21.95 
20.00 14.95 
20.00 14.95 
29.50 21.95 
29.95 21.95 

Alpha Plot 
Apple Mechanic 
Beagle Bag 
DOS Boss 
Flex Text 
Frame up 
Tip Disk *1 
Typefaces 
Utility City 
Pronto DOS 

in celebration of the arrival of 
the new Apple Lisa Computer to 
ARK'S office, we are having a 
SPECIAL on the APPLE II, 11+ 
and //e programs of the same 

name... 
LISA 	 49.95 79.95 
LISA ED SYS. 74.95 119.95 

14.95 

UTILITIES LIST ARK 

P.O
ARK COMPUTING 

Box 2025 
CORONA, CA 91720 

BOOKS 	List ARK 

Apple Graphics 
Arcade Book 	19.95 15.95 

Book of 
Apple Software 19.95 15.95 

Elem. Apple 	14.95 	11.95 
Beneath Apple 

DOS 
Kids & the Apple 19.95 14.95 
*Using 6502 

Assem. Lang. 	19.95 	11.95 

Disk Drives at 
BLOWOUT PRICES!!! 

High quality "Slim-Line" disk 
drives produced by TEAC 

Single Drive 	 259.95 
Single Drive w/Controller 299.95 
2 Drives w/Controller 	549.95 

DISKETTES 

-‘14-:•- •• •••  
.... CALL FOR NEW 

FREE CATALOG 
(714) 735-2250 

• 

. • • 
• 0.0•04.0.04. 

	

r '...• 	".1 IA,  s k4.  

	

. • v,S;. 	i 	..,/ 

..........................(,---" 
* GREAT DEAL 

"•.-t.oe 

Anix 	 49.95 39.95 
Apple Doc 	39.95 29.95 
Applewriter 

Preboot 	19.00 15.00 
Bag of Tricks 	39.95 29.95 
The Dictionary 	99.95 69.95 
Disk Recovery 	30.00 21.95 
Transend II 	149.00 119.95 
Dosource 	39.95 24.95 
E P F IV 	79.95 49.95 
Lazer Pascal 	39.95 29.95 
Graforth 	75.00 54.95 
ALDS 	 125.00 89.95 
Multi Disk 

Catalog III 	24.95 	19.95 
Sensible Speller 125.00 89.95 
Super Disk 

Copy III 	30.00 21.95 
TASC 	 175.00 129.95 
UCSD P-System 

Software Set 	635.00 450.00 
Graphics Magician 59.95 49.95 
Visicalc Preboot 49.95 39.95 
Locksmith 	99.95 69.95 
Inspector (Disk) 	59.95 	49.95 
Watson (Disk) 	49.95 39.95 
*Omega Pack 	209.85 145.00 
(1.m4vnah. 	Watswo 

Peripherals List ARK 

*ALS CP/M Card 399.00 334.95 
CPS Multi- 

function Card 239.00 149.95 
Guardian Angel 595.00 499.95 
Kraft Joystick 	64.95 49.95 
The Mill Pascal 

Speed-up kits 369.00 289.95 
Micromodem II 379.00 264.95 
Micromodem 

w/Term Pack 409.00 309.95 
Microsoft 

Premium Pack 685.00 494.95 
Microsoft 

16K Ram Card 99.95 69.95 
Parallel Interface 139.50 64.95 
Microbuffer II 	295.00 219.95 
RAM Plus 16K 189.00 139.95 
STB 128K 

Memory Card 499.00 359.95 
Super Fan II 	79.95 59.95 
Super Switcher 295.00 219.95 
"212 Smarlcat 

1200 Baud 	595.00 499.95 
Versa Card 	199.00 149.95 
Graphics + Plus 159.95 99.95 
Z80 Softcard 	345.00 224.95  

Don't Miss The Boat ... 
Upgrade your Apple II & II+ 

to an APPLE //el 

List ARK 
Lazer Lower 

Case + Plus 	64.95 29.95 
Lazer Keyboard 

+ Plus 	99.95 49.95 

These two enhancements working 
together allow upper/lower case 
with shift key, full 128 character 
keyboard and a 64 character type 
ahead buffer which allows faster 
data entry. 
To further upgrade your Apple II 
System, buy both the Lower Case 

Plus and the Keyboard + Plus 
then choose on of the following 
outrageous offers! 

16K Ramcard 
	

49.95 
WIZ-80 
	

144.95 
Omnivision 
	

99.95 
Character Set + Plus 
	5.00  

List ARK 

Elephant 51/4"s/s 
s/d (box of 10) 29.95 	19.95 

Verbatim 51/4"s/s 
d/d (box of 10) 45.00 29.95 

Verbatim 51/4" d/s 
d/d (box of 10) 65.00 44.95 

MONITORS 

Great Games' List ARK 
*Mandy's new all time favorite ... 

Miner 2049er 39.95 29.95 
Pinball 

Constr. Set 	39.95 29.95 
Zaxxon 	39.95 29.95 
Eggs It 	29.95 	21.95 
Dark Crystal 	39.95 29.95 
Time Zone 	99.95 69.95 
Blade of 

Blackpoole 39.95 29.95 

List ARK 

*Comrex 12" Gr. 149.95 89.95 
NEC Gr. Screen 285.00 169.95 
Amdek Color I 449.95 349.95 

DISCLAIMER 
WE ACCEPT VISA/MASTERCARD, PERSONAL CHECKS (ALLOW 10 DAYS TO CLEAR) OR COD ($2.00 CHARGE). PLEASE INCLUDE 3% FOR SHIPPING ($2.00 
MIN.) OR 5% FOR BLUE LABEL ($3.00 MIN.). FOREIGN SHIPPING 10%($5.00 MIN.). CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX.ALL ITEMS ARE NEW 
AND CARRY MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY. PRICES AND AVAILABILITY ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

CP/M' is a registered trademark of Digital Research 
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ELECTRIC NEON 
Machine Language Program Library that 
turns your favorite music into animated movies 
and light shows. Built in Editor. 

NEW $19.95 

ALSO 
PFX 	ONLY 
Grapher 

$29.95  Graphs 
PFX Rle Data 

Hardware Reviews 

The 130's unique Autoload fea-
ture takes some getting used to. It is 
a sort of speedy paper insertion 
trick. The first time I tried it (natu-
rally before I read the instructions) I 
bent the top of the paper rather bad-
ly when it banged the paper bail. 

When I used the little autoload 
lever on the left side as instructed, 
instead of the green button on the 
front panel, this did not happen 
because the paper bail is automati-
cally lifted off the platen. But I still 
had difficulty getting the paper ex-
actly straight and on the starting 
line. You are supposed to be able to 
select the desired amount of top 
margin, but that seemed awkward 
to me. You have to go into the dip 
switches inside for adjusting for 
one, one and a half or two inches. 
Of course, this is even more difficult 
to do manually, as on the Brother, 
but I am not sure the convenience is 
worth any extra money. 

Changing the printwheel and 
ribbon is easy enough. And the con-
trols on the Transtar are positioned 
conveniently. The on-off switch is 
on the top left-hand side of the 
printer away from the power cord. 
The buttons and lights on the front 
panel are color coded. 

Just inside the top cover toward 

the front is a tiny dip switch panel. I 
wish these were labelled, or better 
still, placed out on the front panel 
and made larger. For example, I 
had to wait until the manual ar-
rived before I was able to find the 
correct dip switch to kill the extra 
linefeed that doublespaced my 
copy. The competition is no better 
than the Transtar, I must admit, 
since these tiny switches are a 
nuisance everywhere. But other 
printers at least manage to have the 
controls for pitch and line spacing 
on the front panel. You'll probably 
mark a piece of tape with the cor-
rect settings so you don't have to 
refer to the manual constantly. 

The manual I first saw was en-
titled "preliminary" and would win 
no prizes, but was adequate for its 
purpose. Later Transtar sent me 
the version 1.1 manual, printed in 
February 1983. This was sufficient-
ly clear and should include a little 
data sheet for your computer. The 
page numbers on the installation 
checklist inside the front cover were 
obviously not correct. 

My advice is to depend on a good 
dealer rather than an eloquent 
manual anyway. Trying to get a 
printer to tab properly under Ap-
plesoft is better rainy-day recrea- 

tion than Pac-Man. Having every-
thing in the manual would just spoil 
your fun, unless you need some-
thing to send you to sleep. 

Naturally there is not as much 
dealer support for the Transtar as 
for the established brand name 
printers. There are dealers and dis-
tributors in many regions already, 
however, and I found the telephone 
support from Transtar in Washing-
ton state to be very helpful. 

In summary, the Transtar 130 is 
a cheap, slow, quality daisywheel 
printer. Transtar's address is Box 
C-96975, Bellevue, WA 98009. • 

Eric Eldred 
Derry, NH 

PKASO Printer 
Interface 

Adding any printer to the Ap-
ple requires some kind of in-

terface, which can range from plain 
to fancy and can provide any num-
ber of added functions. The PKASO 
printer interface, manufactured by 
Interactive Structures Inc., Box 404, 
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004, falls into 
the fancy category. 

NEW FOR 83 : PFX FILER & GRAPHER 
PFX is Faster, more Powerful and only 828.95 

Now all the ease of use of PFS* combined with 
Mathematical fields, faster searching and sorting 
and an incredible NEW PRICE! ! 
PFX is one of the easiest-to-use Data Base programs 
available. You can use it for countless jobs like mailing lists 
and check ledgers, or balancing the family budget. And PFX 
is completely copyable for easy back-up. 

Includes 30 Day Money Back Satisfaction Guarantee. 
Excellent 
Documentation 
Included 

21st Century Computer Systems Limited 
Box K81 #804 - 323 Franklin Bldg. S. 	Chicago, Illinois 80606 

1-306-664-4777 

  

 

MASTER 
CARD 
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MICRO PROGRAM DESIGNS 
QUALITY SOFTWARE THAT'S SO EASY AND FUN TO USE 

WHY NOT MAKE IT YOURS! 

MR. KRYPT0*" 	MATH ALERT!'" 	STOCK WATCH — 
A Fun & Words Game 	Adults, Pre-Adults: 	Monitor Your Stocks 

For All Ages 	 Refresh Yourself! 	Economically 
$29.50 	 $19.50 	 $59.50 

STOCK MARKET TYCOON — 
A Game of Money 
For Young & Old 

$29.50 

WE'RE GOOD! TRY US!! 
SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE 

(DEALERS: 302-738-3798) 

DR GRAFIX'" 
Hires Shapes & Graphs 

Utility Package 
$19.50 

MICRO PROGRAM DESIGNS 
5440 CRESTLINE ROAD 
WILMINGTON, DE 19808 

ANY APPLE II GAME - 30% OFF WITH $100 MINIMUM ORDER 

NO ADDITIONAL CHARGES 
NO CREDIT CARD FEE — SURFACE DELIVERY INCLUDED 

APPLE II, 11+ or IIE 
HARDWARE List Ours SOFTWARE List Ours 
STB 128 K Ram Card $499 $379 Microsoft Multiplan CP/M or Dos 3.3 $275 $174 
Microsoft Premium Pak 685 489 On-Line Screen Writer II 130 89 
Microsoft 16K Card 100 69 On-Line The Dictionary 100 69 
Microtek 0-Disk wNisi Expand 529 369 Stoneware DB Master 229 155 
Kensington System Saver Fan 90 68 Stoneware Utility Pak - I or II 99 69 
TG Joystick 60 44 All Three 427 283 
M & R Superterm 80 Col. 350 262 VISICALC 3.3 250 169 

Add $10.00 for Air, C.O.D.or Foreign Delivery 	Computer Ware Supply • 
Please Allow Time for ge  Cecks to Clear 
Prices Subject to Chane Without Notice 	P.O. Box 1448, Plano, TX 75074 
All Sales Final 	 (214) 578-1866 	AD #14 

CWS 	 HARDWARE • SOFTWARE • ANYWHERE 	 CWS 

Circle 225 on Reader Service card. 

Circle 360 on Reader Service card. 

P. F.S.* Users, 
Time is Money! 

Your entire program can run 
2 1/2  times faster with our 
New Speedup System! 

'trademark; !lott‘var PUP, Cu.  

lhc Lir10et 	 f'.11 
(a. .) iI21) 

181151 '161,- 11411 Tele \ 1, -)84 

Circle 67 on Reader Service card. 

Hardware Reviews 

Unlike standard types of inter-
faces, there are PKASO boards 
dedicated to specific printers. Sup-
ported printers include the Epson 
(with the Graftrax option), IDS, 
Apple DMPs, Okidata, C . Itoh , 
NEC and Centronics. 

Normal operation of the printer 
with a PKASO is no different than 
when using a simpler interface. PR#1 
activates the printer from DOS or 
within a program, while a reset or 
PR#0 deactivates it. Under CP/M, 
the printer is addressed in the usual 
way: as the "LST:" device. 

The real fun starts when PKASO's 
special functions are used. You can 
dump a full "snapshot" of the text 
screen to the printer, formatted ex-
actly the way that it appears on the 
screen. You can also dump either of 
the hi-res or lo-res screens with 
only a few keystrokes. It's even pos-
sible to be working with a screen  

full of text and dump hi-res page 2 
to the printer with its contents 
moved to the left, rotated 90 
degrees, reduced in size and re-
versed (white-on-black). As com-
plicated as this sounds, it is no 
harder than entering 125H. There 
is almost no end to the possible com-
binations of commands for the 
PKASO. 

In the LoRes dump mode, the 
PKASO will reproduce the 16 Apple 
colors with 16 different levels of grey, 
which is more resolution than is 
available from even the best mono-
chrome monitor. Color printers, such 
as the IDS Prism series, are fully sup-
ported by versions of the PKASO, 
allowing full color dumps of any 
screen image. 

The PKASO uses the same basic 
syntax for all commands, and once 
you're used to it, you'll find yourself 
making creative printouts. Another  

nice feature is an on-screen indica-
tion of printer status; if the machine 
is off-line or out of paper, PKASO 
lets you know. 

The PKASO also provides for 
user-defined special character files, 
called SuperFont, and the means 
for storing them for later use. Any-
thing that can be drawn on graph 
paper can become one of your 
special characters. This includes 
foreign symbols, trademarks, logos 
and scientific symbols. 

A super high-resolution printing 
mode, appropriately named Super-
Res, allows the printing of 960 by 
792 points on a standard sheet of 
paper. The detail produced in this 
mode is extraordinary. And the 
manual for the interface is thor-
ough, covering all of the printer ac-
cess codes in depth and showing as-
sembly-language access techniques. 

I have nothing but praise for the 
PKASO interface. The various 
PKASO cards retail for $175 to $195, 
depending on the printer supported. 
Unless you are using your printer for 
the most minimal of tasks, the PKASO 
will be a welcome addition. ■ 

Chuck Doherty 
So. Dartmouth, MA 
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Programs Designed For 
Young Developing Minds 
• Why pay more for less 
• Innovative approach 
• Educational 
• Menu Driven 
• Each Package includes a $3 Discount 
Cou • on for next mall order purchase 

Logic & Reasoning #1 Ages 3.6 $19.95 
Develop concepts of direction, simple problem 
solving, action response animation, much more 

Logic & Reasoning 02 Ages 6-Bo $24.95 
Logical problem solving, memory skills, learning 
for the whole family! 

Math #1 	 Ages 3-6 $24.95 
Progressive approach to additions and sub-
traction 

For-Apple II + , Ile, DOS 3.3 

Conn. Residents add Pk% Sales Tax. 

JA-MOR SOFTWARE 
60 RIVER RD 
CLINTON, CT 06413 

dealer inquires invited 

Apple is a registerd trademark of Apple Computer Inc 

WANT TO MODIFY YOUR SINGLE-SIDE 
DISK TO DOUBLE-SIDE? 

A COMPLETE KIT INCL. TEMPLATE, 
PUNCH, LABELS d STEP-BY-STEP 
INSTR. ONLY $9.95 FOR 5 1/4.  
DISK OR $14.95 FOR B.' DISK. 

DISK ORGANIZER BOX 

A PRECISION CUT WOODEN BOX 
WITH SLOTS, HANDLES, 
SIZE 6 x 6.5 x 15.5". 	IT 
HOLDS 40 - 5 1/4" DISKS. $9.95 
AND FOR 13" DISKS $14.95 
SIZE 9 x 9.5 x 15.5" 

ECO-COMPUTER CONSOLE '' (MADE OF UNFINISHED WOOD. FOR 
FINISH OF EITHE BLACK OR VARNISH - EXTRA $101 SPECIALLY DESIGNED 
FOR MICRO-COMPUTERS (SUCH AS APPLE, TRS BO, IBM, TI, ETC.) 

Front View 
Diskette Storage 
Up to 20 	1._ 6. Back View 

1121) 

Mak 
s 	• 

	  24 
6 ft. AC Cora 

6 AC Sockets with On/Off 'Switch 

/CON-30 	$29.95 (without AC sockets) 
(ICON-31 	$44.95 (with AC sockets) 

Noise Filter 	2  Amp, (250 	$9.95, 5 Amp. (575 WI $5.95 

10 Amp. 	R) 59.95. Specify I Of sockets to be wired with filter. 

OMEGA ELECTRONICS 	Add $2 for handling, Overseas 20$ extra 
P.O. Box 2454 
Edmond. OK 73083 	Add 41 tax in Oklahoma 

subscription 
Problem? 

inCider does not keep subscrip-
tion records on the premises, 
therefore calling us only adds time 
and doesn't solve the problem. 

Please send a description of 
the problem and your most recent 
address label to: 

ider 
Subscription Dept. 

PO Box 911 
Farmingdale, NY 11737 

Thank you and enjoy your subscription 

I 	 

DIET MONITOR 
IS THE MOST SOPHISTICATED NUTRITIONAL 

ANALYSIS SYSTEM' AVAILABLE. 

• a professional system being used by Hos-
pitals, Registered Dieticians, and Local Govern-
ments. 
• Databases available include 6,900 foods and 
22 nutrients. 
• Menu driven and easy to use, it is a complete 
flexible tool for the nutritionist. Gives 6 analysis 
reports, including graphs and isolates foods re-
sponsible for correcting deficiencies and caus-
ing excesses. 
• Version for home use also available at $119. 

CALL: CAMRASS CORPORATION (201) 328.8917 
WRITE: P.O. BOX 118, BOONTON, N.J. 
mostedvisa, check or C.O.D. 

Dot Matrix Printer Interfaces with Apple II 
Featuring an Apple 116-compatible parallel 

interface, Addmaster Corporation has produced 
a new dot matrix printer, Model 170. The inter-
face includes a Centronics-type handshake and 
DB-25 interface connector, Baudot, and day - 
and time clock. The Model 170 provides 18 or 
21 characters per line, 6 lines per inch print 
density, on standard 21/2" adding machine tape. 
Designed to use with personal computers, 
Model 170 will produce hard and carbonless 
copies of programs, data or results. Write 
Addmaster Corporation, 416 Junipero Serra Dr., 
San Gabriel, CA 91776 or call 313/385-1121. 

PACIFIC 
EXCHANGES 
100 Foothill Blvd. 
San Luis Obispo. CA 
93401 In Cal. call 
(800)592-5935 or 
(805)543.1037 

wabash 
six-year warranteed 

DISKETTES! 
$18.95/box (10) 

with FREE library case! 
51/4" single-side, single-density; double-density 
add $2/box. 8" disks comparably priced. Add $2 
per order shipping. /n Illinois add 6% sales tax. 
Immediate shipment on VISA, Master Card or 
Money Order; Add 14 days for personal checks. 

ies CALL TOLL FREE 
(800) 222-1248 

In Illinois Call (312) 882-8315 
DEALERS! SCHOOLS! USER GROUPS! 
Call for our low volume discount •rices! 

VISA 

DIGITAL IMAGES 
Box 941005. Schaumburg IL 60194 

BOOK KEEPER II 
A PERSONAL BOOKKEEPING SYSTEM FOR APPLE 

IFS A BOOKKEEPER 

• Fp lu 1()() 	 6,11,1,1 I ,dg,, 500,111111, 

• 11,1101,1111 Siontlik .111.1 Scar In 	11,110 

• 11.11011 I.- °c,, 200 I 01110, .11 .1 110, 

• I NI I MIII 19 BACK DAIIN(. 
• 1 NI 1511111) 1('('()I'NI RI I RII 	NIT CII 1NOINC. 
• I \I.111111 II 11()\ 1111 	I 

• 1,,,01 it .10.1 515011 or DOI ill I e01r1 Bookkeeper 

It IS A CHECK WRITER 

• PC11,111CIRI1 0.10 ,00 “Out. 	 , it ii 

	

101101 	And o TO 011,11 	 1111C 

• Batch pr,lccc. 100 check. 	 P, 

• WI1,,  C1,00,` lip 10  $1I9.999 1111  
• I OW CO, I \.I 11.4. 9020 CHI K 

• MAI I AIN I'I' 10 10 ( 	('K F()(9K RAI 5\t I=S 

• I rtlimited I ec1,2.cr 	distribution ol oieck 

• 1111111 plogran, to 	1101 or ()hinge:ill data 

• 511151 	\( 	(,I 	\\ITT  • 04 11()1'K I SI R FIO I I I \I 

ONLY $99.50 
Mark 

Assoc 
BOOK KEEPER II 

   

Donn CHECK WRITER II 

11 .1R11 I I 	,110M11 

404-422-8169 

	

sr, OR MASTER IARGE - DE ALE 	
I 

R 17,01 MIES INVITED 
1 ,1,1‘10. 	SP, I 	C5N11, I 

BACK-UP 
ALMOST ANYTHING! 

Products below, when used appropriately, either 
singly or together, will enable you to copy virtual-
ly all software for the relevant computer. The 
copy-products are intended to be used for back-
up purposes only! Products are Apple-compati-
ble unless otherwise indicated. 
Locksmith 75 Crack-Shot 129 
Back-It-Up 49 Snap-Shot Call 
Nibbles-Away 59 Wild-Card IIE 115 
Watson 39 Inspector 45 
Copy II + 35 Copy II + (IBM PC) 35 

CONNECTICUT INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS 

218 Huntington Road 
Bridgeport, CT 06608 

203-579-0472 
TO ORDER: Use phone or mail. VISA, MC, Checks 4, bank 

wires accepted. Add 4% for shipping, or $4, 
whichever is more. Conn. residents add 
7.5% sales tax. 

Not responsible for typographical errors. Prices subject to change 
without notice. 

Circle 390 on Reader Service card.  

Circle 331 on Reader Service card. 

Circle 281 on Reader Service card. 

Circle 168 on Reader Service card. 

MEMOREX 
FLEXIBLE DISCS 

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD!! Call Free (800)2354137 
for prices and information. Dealer 
inquiries invited and CO.D.'s 
accepted. 

uircle 31 on Reader Service card. 

Circle 367 on Reader Service card. 

Circle 243 on Reader Service card. 

Circle 191 on Reader Service card. 
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Calendar 0(ggitie cTOBER 0 
(E.  r  MT 
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V 

 
7.itmenm 
!Timm!, 

October 3-6 
8th Data Communications 
Symposium (8th DataComm) 
Cape Cod, MA 
contact: 
DATACOMM 
PO Box 639 
Silver Spring, MD 20901 
(301) 589-8142 

October 9-10 
Northern New Jersey 
COMEXPO '83 
Woodcliff Lake, NJ 
contact: 
Dennis Paul 
(202) 279-6154 

October 14-15 
3rd Annual Computer Conference 
for Educators 
Ball State University, 
Muncie, IN 
contact: 
Dave Flowers 
1230 S. Clinton St. 
Fort Wayne, IN 46802 
(219) 425-7228 

October 14-15 
5th Annual FORTH Convention 
Palo Alto, CA 
contact: 
FORTH Interest Group (FIG) 
PO Box 1105 
San Carlos, CA 94070 
(415) 962-8653 

October 15 
Cincy Computer Convention 
Cincinnati, OH 
contact: 
Bill Fowee 
1074 Brooke Ave. 
Cincinnati, OH 45230 
(513) 659-4309 

If you are organizing, or otherwise know of, 
an event important to Apple users, and would 
like it listed in the inCider Calendar, please 
drop us a line at Pine Street, Peterborough, NH 
03458. Include the name of the event, the 
date, the location, and the name of a contact for 
further information. 	 —the editors 

October 15-17 
Hong Kong Consumer Electronics 
Show 1983 
Hong Kong 
contact: 
A.D. Adams Advertising 
9 East 38th St. 
New York, NY 10016 
(212) 685-9060 

October 17-19 
8th Conference on Local Computer 
Networks 
Minneapolis, MN 
contact: 
Dr. Harvey Freeman 
Architecture Technology Corp. 
PO Box 24344 
Minneapolis, MN 55424 
(612) 935-2035 

October 17-19 
Symposium on Reliability in 
Distributed Software and Data Base 
Systems 
Palo Alto, CA 
contact: 
Dr. M. Liu 
Dept. of Computer Science 
Ohio State University 
2036 Neil Ave. 
Columbus, OH 43210 
(614) 860-7766 

October 18-20 
EdCompCon '83 
San Jose, CA 
contact: 
EdCompCon 
PO Box 639 
Silver Spring, MD 20901 
(301) 589-3386 

October 20-21 
Carolina MicroExpo 
Raleigh, NC 
contact: 
Richard Gardner 
HMM Associates Inc. 
8400 Glenwood Ave. 
Raleigh, NC 27612 
(919) 782-0824 

October 28-30 
Applefest San Francisco 
San Francisco, CA 
contact: 
Northeast Expositions 
826 Boylston St. 
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 
(800) 343-2222 
(617) 739-2000 (in Mass.) 

November 17-19 
5th Annual Northeast Computer 
Show and Software Exposition 
Boston, MA 
contact: 
Northeast Expositions 
822 Boylston St. 
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 
(800) 841-7000 
(617) 739-2000 (in Mass.) 

November 28-December 2 
COMDEX 
Las Vegas, NV 
contact: 
Peter Young 
Interface Group 
300 First Ave. 
Needham, MA 02194 
(800) 325-3330 
(617) 449-6600 (in Mass.) 

December 12-14 
1983 Winter Simulation Conference 
Arlington, VA 
contact: 
Jerry Banks 
School of ISYE 
Georgia Tech 
Atlanta, GA 30332 
(404) 894-2312 

December 12-14 
Computer Networking Symposium 
Silver Spring, MD 
contact: 
Computer Networking 
PO Box 639 
Silver Spring, MD 20901 
(301) 589-8142 
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Take Control with Screenops, August 
A confusion in John Stephenson's 

"Take Control with Screenops" arti-
cle in the August inCider has been 
brought to our attention. The table of 
set-up codes for the Videx 80-column 
board at the beginning of the article 
on page 46 is actually the Listing 5, 
VIDEX80.TEXT, referred to at the very 
end of the article on page 56. We in-
advertently called it a table in the one 
place and a listing in the other. 

—the editors 

Create-A-Venture, August 
While the "Create-A-Venture" 

program in the August inCider is di-
vided into three subprograms, I was 
never really clear as to what each of 
these should be called. The overall 
program is called Create-A-Venture; 
this name is contained in the variable 
MPROG$. Create-A-Venture is also 
the name of the subprogram referred 
to in the article as MENU. If you think 

Create-A-Venture is not that hot a 
name for the subprogram, just 
change MPROG$ to whatever you like 
and save the subprogram under that 
new designation. The other two sub-
programs are called CREATOR and 
ADVENTURE, as indicated. 

Gary Cage 
5416 E. Verde Lane 

Phoenix, AZ 85018 

Programming Proper 
Printouts, September 

An editorial error occurred in the 
fourth paragraph of Mark Yannone's 
"Programming Proper Printouts" on 
page 120 of the September inCider. 
In the second-to-last line, the com-
mand PRINT D$;"PR#0" should read 
PRINT D$;"PR#s". 

—the editors 

Epidemic Review, September 
We regret that Doreen Ribak of 

Atkinson, NH did not receive credit 
for her "Epidemic" review on page 
196 of the September issue, Our sin-
cere apologies to the author. 

—the editors 

Maxell Floppy Disks 
The Mini-Disks 

with maximum quality. 

Dealer inquiries invited. CO.D's accepted. 
Call FREE (800) 235.4137 .  

PACIFIC EXCHANGES 
100 Foothill Blvd.. San Luis 
San Luis Obispo. CA 9340]. 
In Cal. call (800) 592.5935 or 
(805)543-1037. 

Strictly Soft Ware 
Post Office Box 338 
Granville, Ohio 43023 
Phone Orders: 800-848-5253. 
Catalog requests, technical 
assistance, Ohio orders: 
614-587-2938. 

Cider Vinegar 

Circle 31 on Reader Service card. 

Circle 119 on Reader Service card. 

Feared Lost! 
Recently found, a meticulously detailed asp 

of the caverns in 13010$5111 CAMS: Reproduced 
from pictograms lining the chambers of the 

Cartographer King. 

Adventurers lost in the "twisty little mazes" 

have been located and re-united with the, 

families. 

Annotated and cross-referenced by chamber, 

thin "road nap" will not lead you by the 

hand, but will facilitate your movements end 

enrich your enjoyment of the puzzle. 

Based on the legendary original Adventure, 

and follows Microsoft's popular version. 

$3.95, ppd, cash, check or money order to: 

STERLING SOFTWARE 
120 Pepperidge Place 

Sterling, Virginia 22170 

Circle 82 on Reader Service card. 

Take the Risk Out of Mail-Order Softwarel 
Why gamble on software? Why 

risk disappointment with a pro-
gram that doesn't meet your ex-
pectations, doesn't arrive on time, 
or is priced too high? 

Don't leave your software needs 
to chance. Discover how Strictly 
Soft Ware takes the risk out of 
mail-order. 

Our comprehensive catalog de-
tails software benefits and differ-
ences and we make sure all your 
questions are answered. We ship 
quickly, have great discount 
prices, and our streamlined 
ordering system guarantees that 
you get what you want, when you 

want it, at the price you want. 
Write for our free catalog. And 

find out why Strictly Soft Ware is 
unchallenged as your best single 
source for software satisfaction. 

r 
Yes! Please rush me your catalog of 
[ ] Apple [ 	IBM-PC software. 

Name 	  

Address 	  

City 	  State 	Zip 	 

Phone( ) 	  

[ 	] I am interested in large-volume purchases 
for my company. 

Please enclose $2.50 for mailing to foreign 
Lcountries. 	 IC 
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NEWATION COM-WARE 	4103/212/2021 
REVISION 5.0  -  DOS 3.3 

PICK LW PHONE 	 LH, HANG UP 
iA 1 0010-0101 - 	 173 103/212/202 
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TERMINAL CHAT MODE Ill  PRINT OFT 

IN, TERMINAL MEMORY MODE 
• U uNATTEDI.D ANSWER MODE 
F HI-SPEED COM-WARE 1E TRANSFER 
I,  TOGGLE ECHO IFIEMOTE/LOCAL, 
1 , LOAD MEMORY FROM DISK 
Sr SAVE MEMORY TO DISK  10 SPEAKER 91-1 

I1 SEND MEMORY 
Ur PRINT MIMORY 	 (21  VIEW MEMoR. 
Kt, 

 

KEYBOARD TO MEMORY 
RI  RE- VON! !GORE CHARACTERISTICS 
DI  DOS COMMAND 	 10) CLEAR MEM 
0 ,  001-T PRI/GRAM 	 IV/ VERIFY MEM 
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AP leC)°•Catm  
for the Apple II, Apple II Plus, and Apple //e 

L._ 

The Cat system lets you slip something 
into your Apple II no other modem offers—
a complete range of speeds from 110, 300 and 
202 half-duplex—to full duplex 212. 

Either way, you have state-of-the-art LSI 
technology. And it means you can start right 
off with the most advanced system available. 
Or you can trim your investment, yet always 
have the option to move up at any step with 
absolutely no compromises in quality. 

Com WareTM software is part 
of the package. 

Five minutes after you've booted up the 
Novation Com-Ware you'll have a good  

notion of what it's like to work with the best, 
most accurate, most convenient personal corn 
munication system designed for your Apple. 

It makes all of the moves you need to work 
with another computer, swap programs, access 
data, whatever. 

And it's simple to operate. Just follow the 
menu. No programming, no fussing. 
It's all there. 

New—telephone directory. 
Our engineers have done it again. They've 

expanded our Corn-Ware. Now included: 
a time-saving directory of 26 telephone num-
bers with terminal configurations all selected 
and stored for auto dialing. Handy. 

And some nice extras. Print-out during 
communication, a non-destructive memory 
mode, a changeable "welcome" message for 
automatic answer. There's more. 

If you have an Apple-Cat II and our earlier 
Corn-Ware (4.4 or earlier), you should really 
have the new one (5.0). As always, it's free. 



Novation, Inc. 
20409 Prairie Street 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 

Novation 

It's the 
modem/communication system 
you grow into, not out of. 

1‘111111011111111111,,  

Just send us your old diskette and we'll send 
you the new one. 

It can make all the moves you want. 
Start with 110, 300, 202 half-duplex. Or—add 212 

full duplex and move data four times faster with accurate, 
block by block verification. / Automatically send and receive 
anytime—including the middle of the night when line 
charges are lowest. / Use 80 or 40 column format. / Set for 
local or remote echo. And more. 

Another reason to move right now. 
We've added something extra to help you 

grow a communication system. 
Packed in with every 

Apple-Cat II is a list 
of options. You get 
your choice of 
any one—and 
save as much 
as $40. 

They're at your dealer. 
No waiting. Your dealer 

has them on his shelf. 

He also has the literature that gives you 
all the answers to all your questions. 

See him now. 

More features than any other modem. 
• Full range of communication baud rates—up to 1200 (Bell 
System 100, 202 or 212 series compatible) • Full or half 
duplex operation • Complete Com-Ware system on a single 
diskette. Also, wide assortment of excellent software avail-
able from other sources • All automatic functions —auto dial 
(pulse or Touch Tone), redial, auto answer and disconnect 
• It's a telephone with speaker monitor—switch between data 
and voice. For regular use, it's a handy intelligent phone 
with auto-dial • Touch Tone receiver • Built-in BSR X-10 Con-
troller • Remote control for external cassette tape recorder 
• Works with other Apple parallel or serial printer interface 

cards • Constant status display on screen • Binary or text 
modes • Single card installation for Apple Cat II and 
an additional card for the 212 upgrade • FCC certified 

•- built-in phone line interface (PLI) Module 
• New full Duplex 212 option. 

(800) 423-5419 • In California: (213) 996-5060 
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. BSR is a trademark of BSR Corp 
CAT is a trademark of Novation, Inc., which does not manufacture Apple computers. 

Easy installation. 
In less than 10 minutes, 

you're talking to the world. 

Circle 272 on Reader Service card. 



When you're ready to add disk drives to your system, 
pick them carefully. Get all the options you need, but don't 
pay for features you'll never use. 

You get that flexibility in Micro-Sci 51/4 " floppy disk 
drives. Choose from a selection that includes everything 
from a beginner's first add-on to large capacity, high-speed 
subsystems right for the busiest office environment. 

Micro-Sci's Model A2 is a superbly crafted, 35-track 
drive which is completely compatible with all Apple II®  and 
Apple Ile®  hardware and software. It features a jumper-
selectable boot PROM and a price tag its competitors envy. 
Just right for the budget-conscious consumer! 

For data processors, the Model A40 from Micro-Sci 
boasts increased data reliability high speed access and a 
capacity of 164K. And a whopping 286K capacity charac-
terizes the Model A70 with a 96TPI mechanism—perfect 
for Pascal®  and CP/M®  users: 

Apple III®  owners will crave the Model A3. It offers all 
the features and capabilities of the Disk III®  at a fraction of 
the price. Ideal as a second drivel 

At 286K, Micro-Sci's Model A73 provides Apple III 
users with twice the capacity of the Disk III, and it plugs 
right in to the built-in controller—no extra board or 
power cord! 

The king of all Apple compatible drives is the Micro-Sci 
Model A143, the largest 51/4  " floppy disk storage system 
available for the Apple III. 572K storage capacity and the 
5 msec access time make the A143 a powerful back-up 
device for hard disk systems. 

One option you'll never see on a Micro-Sci drive is a 
princely price tag—we control your costs as carefully as 
we control our quality. So drive carefully to your nearest 
computer center for a demonstration of Micro-Sci crafts-
manship and quality. Do it today! 

Circle 371 on Reader Service card. 
	

DRIVE 
CAREFULLY. 

Apple II, Apple Ile, Apple III and Disk III are registered 
trademarks of Apple Computers Inc 

p so CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc. 
Pascal is a registered trademark of the Board of 
Regents. University of California 
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///'s Company 
by Bill O'Brien 

Feliz 
Navidad 
October has always held a spe-

cial place in my heart. Some 
20H years ago, there being no micro-
computers to idle away the hours, my 
mother decided it was an apt time to 
give birth to me. Needless to say, 
after 18 years of wedded bliss my fa-
ther was overwhelmed by the fact 
that he had at last acquired an heir. 

My mother, being in situ as it 
were, took a long look at my bumpy 
head, the lack of 	and eye- 
brows (I was a premie), gazed calmly 
at the nurse and said, "What's that?" 
I'm told that prolonged explanations 
then took place, but I was out of ear-
shot being cleaned and catalogued. 
After a promise of a second round 
pick from the next WBA draft, I was 
taken home to be cherished and 
loved. 

Then a phenomenal thing hap-
pened. Every year on the anniversary 
of that day, people brought me gifts. 
At first they were amazing things 
that I could watch for hours. Rattles, 
teddy bears, and mobiles all adorned 
my crib. Years went by and the gifts 
became more sophisticated. Now I 
was getting Lincoln Log and Erector 
sets, soon followed by Mr. Wizard 
chemistry sets. When I was about 12 
years old, from somewhere out of the 
blue arrived a set of half-inch high 
Roman legionnaires. Youthful joy 
can sometimes know no bounds. 

More years passed and I graduated 
to knitted sweaters and dungarees, 
and finally shirts and ties, as the only 
tokens of an event of singular impor- 

Address correspondence (including birthday 
greetings) to Bill O'Brien at WABASA Consult-
ing & Management, 111 Brook St., Scarsdale, 
NY 10583. 

tance to me. Somehow they never 
brought the same feelings. It's diffi-
cult to explore a shirt or set one tie 
against another. Joy flees when there 
is nothing to tempt the mind. 

Then something magical ap-
peared. Things that could never be 
seen, but moved and flowed nonethe-
less, became patterns of thoughts and 
ideas running through silicon ganglia 
and exploding into worlds of lights 
and bells. The universe swirled at the 
touch of the keys. With a bit of help, 
words became tones that echoed 
down the longest telephone wires to 
be heard and changed back again—
and no human ear listened. 

Nothing would ever replace my 
styrene warriors, but here was some-
thing that sparked the mind and 
blended action with exploration in a 
delightful way. Computers, ma-
chines that performed leftminded-
ness with a simplicity heretofore un-
known, broke through the monotony 
of growing up. 

But all too soon reality stuck its 
grimy thumb into my fascinations. I 
had waited overlong for a career and 
had never properly developed a de-
sire for the acquisition of monetary 
rewards. After all, money means 
nothing to plastic Romans and com-
puters. I discovered peer groups and 
the Jones syndrome. I applied for 

credit cards and used plastic money I 
didn't have to buy things I really 
didn't want. This was a new type of 
adventure, a part of aging, called 
deficit spending. Wisdom required 
that I improve my business position, 
and therefore my material wealth, to 
defray the costs of this new adven-
ture. I knew something about com-
puters, so I applied it. 

How quickly my joy disappeared 
as computing became something that 
had to be done. There are no real self-
recriminations. All of what we do 
throughout life is simply the result of 
what we've experienced when we've 
"played." But that's not to say there 
aren't disappointments. However, I 
can sometimes throw off the mantle 
of disciplined endeavor and, with 
quiet abandon, slip behind the look-
ing glass. That was the case when I 
discovered line 10 in Listing 1. 

* * * 

10 OPEN111,*.01" 
20 ON EOM GOTO 60 
30 INPUTIII;AS 
40 PRINT A* 
50 GOTO 20 
60 CLOSE 

Listing 1. Disk directory reader. 
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BREAKTHROUGH 
St* 	A fantastic computer desk kit 

that's big on space, features and value 

s4  

 

pr7, 

vine 

L __J 
SHOWN 

ASSEMBLED 

     

Assemble with a screwdriver to height (25"-28"), legroom 
(9"-15" front overhang), and dropleaf position you prefer. 
34" x 48" top surface, 24" x 12" monitor stand with 20.5" width 
under. Enclosed storage area. Constructed of top quality 314" 
sanded birch plywood. Beautiful to finish and sturdy. Shipped 
ready to assemble-all hardware plus instructions to finish 
completely. 

VISA - MasterCard call collect 703-456-6808 or send check to: 

CUCO, INC. 
personal computing accessories 

P.O. Box 96, Greenwood, Va. 22943 
— All Products Guaranteed — 

Inquire about our 
Model 40 Printer Table Kit 

Model 88 Desk Kit 
.00 Va. Res. 

add 4% 
plus $8.25 
shipping & handling 

$88 

Epson, OKI, IDS, NEC, Diablo, Qume 

ACOUSTIC ENCLOSURES 
• Reduces Noise Up to 90% 	• Bottom Feed Capability 
• Heavy Duty Acrylic Cover 	• Woodgrain Finish 

Micro Printercenter' 

Dealer & Ordering Info 
800-343-4311 

Master Charge and V,sa Accepted 
Shipping & Handling Charges Additional 

CAB-TEK, Inc. 
Riverside St. Nashua, NH 03062 

CIVILIZING COMPUTERS 

MPC I $99 (MX 80) MPC II $129 (0K182) 

MPC Ill $179 (83A, MX100) MCP IV $199 (Daisy Printer) 
Power Control & Ventilation $80 

Paper Rack $30 Bottom Feed Brackets $30 

MPC I SHOWN 

N's Company 

It's really a very simple program, 
although it may not seem that way. 
All along, I've tried to emphasize that 
anything connected to the Apple III 
can be addressed as a device. This 
program, which reads a disk direc- 

tory without a file specification, 
demonstrates that disk drives are no 
exception. And not only the drive 
specification and filename, but also 
the physical device can be addressed 
in this way. Listing 1 makes the di- 

rectory information contained on any 
drive available to you. One note of 
caution, however. Since the directo-
ry is a file, it can read from and it 
can be written to. If you feel com-
pelled to investigate what happens 
when you write to the directory, 
make a dummy disk to practice on; 
don't do it with a real disk. The data 
you save may be your own. 

The Apple III operating system, 
SOS, offers a variety of file types 
which do quite a few different things. 
The types are described in Table 1. 
Those of us who are floppy bound 
can well appreciate having some way 
of determining which disk contains 
what program without cataloging 
each and every one of them. 

Table 2 shows what to expect 
when you run the Listing 1 program. 
The display looks no different than 
the directory listing you get when you 
type in CAT. However, CAT yields just 

BAD 
	

An area on the diskette that is damaged in some way. 
BASIC 
	

A Basic program (created by SAVE). 
BINARY 
	

Apple /// assembly language file. 
CAT 
	

Root or sub-directory. 
DATA 
	

Basic data file. 
FONT 
	

Apple /// file containing information about a 
character set. 

FOTO 
	

A file stored using the .GSAVE command in graphics 
mode. 

PASCOD 
	

Pascal code file. 
PASDTA 
	

Pascal data file. 
PASTXT 
	

Pascal text file. 
RESERV 
	

Reserved for future use. 
SYSTEM 
	

A system program file. 
TEXT 
	

Basic text file. 
UNKNWN 
	

A file opened from Basic which has neither been 
written to nor read from. 

Table 1. SOS file types. 

Circle 142 on Reader Service card. Circle 78 on Reader Service card. 
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BASIC 

TYPE BLKS 

(00/00/00) V0 

NAME MODIFIED TIME CREATED TIME EOF 
SYSTEM 00044 SOS.KERNEL 11/01/82 00:00 02/22/83 22:41 22016 
SYSTEM 00053 SOS.DRIVER 05/25/83 03:28 05/25/83 03:28 26624 
SYSTEM 00051 SOS.INTERP 06/28/81 00:00 09/1 1/81 00:00 25600 

*PASCOD 00016 PRINTPIX.CODE 07/08/82 15:03 12/12/82 18:40 7680 
*PASCOD 00021 BGRAF.INV 09/11/81 00:00 09/11/81 00:00 10240 
FOTO 00033 PICO 06/06/83 20:08 06/06/83 20:08 16384 
*PASDTA 00015 PRINTPIX.LIB 07/08/82 08:43 12/12/82 18:41 7168 
*BASIC 00006 PRINTPIX 09/11/81 00:00 12/12/82 18:41 2420 
*PASCOD 00013 PKASODMP.INV 07/08/82 00:00 12/12/82 18:42 6144 
*PASCOD 00005 DOWNLOAD.INV 09/11/81 00:00 01/01/83 23:24 2048 
*8,AS I C 00001 DOWNLOAD 09/11/81 00:00 01/01/83 23:24 281 
*BASIC 00005 DOWNLOAD.DOC 09/11/81 00:00 01/01/83 23:24 1888 
*PASCOD 00007 REDUEST.INV 09/11/81 00:00 01/01/83 23:26 3072 

BLOCKS FREE: 3 	BLOCKS USED: 277 TOTAL BLOCKS: 280 

Table 2. Printout of file data from Listing 1. 

/ll's Company 

a dump of the directory information, 
while with this program you can 
handle it as data. 

If we stop the program just after it 
inputs the value 	we can tell if the 
file was locked or not by determining 
if MID$(A$,2,1) equals *. We can tell 
the type of file it is by checking 
MID$(A$,3,6); how long it is in blocks, 
by taking VAL(MID$(A$,10,5)); the 
name of the file by looking at 
MID$(A$,16,16); how long it is in bytes 
by reading VAL(A$,63,5); or any of the 
creation and modification dates and 
times by using the MID$ function to 
parse A$. 

Making a Master Catalog 
It may seem a bit pretentious just 

yet, since all we've done is read a di-
rectory from a disk, but what if we 
applied our reading ability to a pro-
gram to write a number of directories 
to a master directory disk? Listing 2, 

a program called DIR.FILE.MA-
KER, does just that. 

The meat of the program begins on 
line 10. It starts by creating a hierar-
chy of menus from which to select 
which drive to catalog and the des- 

tination drive, and to activate the ac-
tual cataloging. I've made the menus 
"pretty" because everyone's seen 
menus before and they should be dif-
ferent once in a while. Figure 1 pic-
tures a sampling of menu screens. 

Circle 332 on Reader Service card. 

Why Your Apple Needs DAVID-DOS"' 
Your Apple is easier to use and runs much faster with 
this new, licensed by Apple, DOS 3.3 update. 

(DAVID DATA) 

10K More Memory 
These nine commands operate identical to exist-
ing DOS commands. Use A or A$ for address 
and L or L$ for length. Enter new commands on 
the Keyboard and use them in Basic programs with 
the familiar D$. Use HIDOS in Hello program 
for turnkey startup, adding 10K free memory. 

Variable Speed Scrolling 
TLIST, DUMP, and DISA Features are: 
1. Print with PR#. 
2. Key operated variable speed control. 
3. Instant pause with Space Bar. 
4. Exit anytime with Return Key. 

Compatible 
All DOS entry addresses have been preserved. 
DOS is Same length and compatible with most 
software. David-Dos is copyable and creates fully 
copyable updated disks. Init areas were used for 
David-Dos. Works with all Apple Its including 
He 80 Col. Requires 48K. Complete documen-
tation for screen or printing and many utilities 
are on the disk. 

%fmi6asraelesisdtea1t.s $onim  n  
To Order: Send Check To 	 Foreign add $2.00. 
12021 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 212G 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025 (213) 478-7865 
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DAVID-DOS (rhymes with moss), is rated AA, 
(top of its class), by the highly respected software 
review magazine PEELINGS II. 

Novices and Pros 
DAVID-DOS is licensed by programmers for in-
clusion in the software they sell. 30 out of 60 
bought it on the spot when DAVID-DOS was 
demonstrated at the Original Apple Corps, UCLA. 
DAVID-DOS receives applause from Apple 
novices. That's why you need DAVID-DOS. 

What's Going On 
Every Apple II/He boots up with DOS 3.3 soft-
ware.* DOS 3.3 is right there on the first three 
tracks of all your program disks. Your Apple is 
supervised constantly by DOS 3.3. 

Easier and 5 Times Faster 
Our Installation Program goes in and makes spe-
cific permanant improvements to DOS 3.3 on all 
your disks in a few seconds. (The programs on 
your disks are not touched). From then on your 
programs load up to 5 times faster. And you have 
new features that make your Apple easier to use. 

*Exceptions are Pascal & CPM Operating Systems. 
Apple II and Applemft are trademarks of Apple Computer Mr. 

100 Sectors in 7 Seconds 
Speed Load Applesoft, Integer & Binary 100 
sector programs in 7 seconds. Tload Random 
and Sequential Text Files at the same speed with 
a simple command. 

Automatic Card Support 
Automatically supports an Integer or Applesoft 
Rom Card in Any slot (without configuring). 
Single key stroke Catalog and Catalog Abort. 
Shows Free Sectors Left on each Catalog. 

Nine New DOS Commands 
1. TLOAD speeds loads all Text Files. 
2. TLIST lists all Random/Sequential Text Files. 
3. DUMP Binary/Ascii to screen or printer. 
4. DISA dissembles Binary to screen/printer. 
5. AL prints program Address & Length. 
6. / Single keystroke, second Catalog command. 
7. HIDOS moves DOS to the Language Card. 
8. FIND hex group in 64K memory in 3 seconds. 
9. DATE prints out. Use with Mtn. clock card. 

Commands 8 & 9 in Hidos only. 



Listing 2. DIR.FILE.MAKER. 

1 	GOTO 10 
2 	GET A$ 
3 	PRINT ASC(AS) 
4 	GOTO 2 
5 OPENNI,".PRINTER":OUTPUT$1:LIST:CLOSE:END 
6 OUTREC=61:0PENItl,".02/DIR.MAKER.ASC":OUTPUT$1:LIST:CLOSE 

E:OUTREC=80:END 
7 SAVE".D2/DIR.FILE.MAKER":END 
10 	TEXT:HOME:DIM DIR11(1500):OLDNUM=1 
20 	WINDOW 9,4 TO 31,15:INVERSE:HOME 
30 	SOURCES="(NONE SELECTED)":DESTINATIONS=SOURCES:DISKS=S 

OURCES 
40 	VPOS=2:HPOS=2:PRINT" 	DEVICE TO CATALOG:* 
50 VPOS=3:HPOS=2:PRINT" DESTINATION:" 
52 VPOS=4:HPOS=2:PRINT" VOLUME:" 
55 	VPOS=10:HPOS=2:NORMAL:PRINT" 	BEGIN CATALOG 	";:INVE 

RSE 
60 VPOS=111HPOS=2:PRINT* END" 
70 NORMAL 
80 	WINDOW 32,4 TO 80,15:HO1E 
90 	VPOS=2:HPOS=2:PRINT SOURCES:VPOS=3:HPOS=2:PRINT DESTIN 

ATIONS:VPOS=4:HPOS=2:PRINT DISKS 
100 	WINDOW 1,4 TO 8,15:ARROW=11:GOSU8 40001 
110 	WINDOW 1,17 TO 80,17:NO1E 
120 	PRINT USING"79C":"Use ARROW keys to select function, 

RETURN to implement"; 
130 	GET KEYS:IF KEYS=CHRS(13) THEN 200 
140 	IF KEYSOCHRS(10) AND KEYSOCHRS(11) THEN GOTO 130 
150 	IF KEYS=CHRS(10) THEN ARROW=ARROW+1:IF ARROW>11 THEN 

ARROW=2:ELSE IF ARROW>3 AND ARROW<10 THEN ARROW=10 
160 	IF KEYS=CHRS(11) THEN ARROW=ARROW-1:IF ARROW<10 AND A 

RROW>3 THEN ARROW=3:ELSE IF ARROW<2 THEN ARROW=11 
170 	GOSUB 40001:GOTO 130 
200 	ON ARROW-1 GOSUB 300,400,500,600,700,800,900,1000,110 

0,1200 
205 	IF ARROW=10 THEN TEXT:HOME:GOTO 20 
207 	GOTO 130 
300 	WINDOW 1,19 TO 80,20:HOME 
305 	INPUT"SOURCE DRIVE: ";SOURCES:IF LEN(SOURCES)>16 THEN 

300 
310 	IF SOURCES="" THEN 380 
315 	GOSUB 1500 
380 	IF SOURCES="" THEN SOURCES="(NONE SELECTED>":DISKS=S0 

URCES 
385 	WINDOW 32,4 TO 80,15:HO1E:VPOS=2:HPOS=21PRINT SOURCES 

:VPOS=3:HPOS=2:PRINT DESTINATIONS:VPOS=4:HPOS=2:PRINT 
DISKS 

390 	WINDOW 1,19 TO 80,20:HOME:RETURN 
400 	IF SOURCES="<NONE SELECTED)" THEN RETURN:ELSE WINDOW 

1,19 TO 80,20:HOME 
405 	INPUT"DESTINATION: "OESTINATIONSIIF LEN(DESTINATIONS 

)>16 THEN 400 
410 	IF DESTINATIONS="" THEN 480 
415 	GOSUB 1600 
480 	IF DESTINATIONS="" THEN DESTINATIONS="<NONE SELECTED> 

485 	WINDOW 32,4 TO 80,15:HOME:VPOS=2:HPOS=2:PRINT SOURCES 
:VPOS=3:HPOS=2:PRINT DESTINATIONS:VPOS=4:HPOS=2:PRINT 

DISKS 
490 	WINDOW 1,19 TO 80,20:HOME:RETURN 
1100 	IF DESTINATIONS="<NONE SELECTED)" OR SOURCES="(NONE 

SELECTED)" THEN 1185 
1102 TEXT:HOMEWPOS=12:HPOS=5:PRINT"CATALOGING DISK ";DIS 

KS 
1105 ON EOM GOTO 1145 
1110 OPEN$1,SOURCES 
1115 OPEN412,DIRECTORYS 
1120 INPUT$1;44 
1122 	IF MIDS(A11,3,1)=" " THEN GOTO 1120 
1123 	IF MID*(AS,3,4)="TYPE" THEN 1120 
1124 	IF MIDS<AS,2,1)<>" " AND MIDS<AS,2,1)<>"*" THEN 1120 
1125 BS=DISKS+MIDS(AS,3,6)+MIDS<AS,16,15) 

The catalog information is saved of each file cataloged, and the vol-
on the master disk in a 38-character ume number of the disk where it re-
file containing the filename and type sides. The rest of the program does 
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Circle 6 on Reader Service card 

0 Its, 	Holiday a ii0 	
Specials! 

ot N, 	All programs below 

/ECf:' 	on Special. 

s1.00 credit for all phone orders over $ loom 

	

GAMES 	• EDUCATIONAL 

LIST PRICE 19.95 • OURS 14.26 
Pensate 	 Quest 

LIST PRICE 29.95 • OURS 21.36 
Castle Wolfenstein 	Gumball 
Sammy Lightfoot 	Sargon II 
Troll's Tale 	Mating Zone 

LIST PRICE 34.95 • OURS 24.86 
Lode Runner 	Spare Change 
AE 	 Gruds in Space 
Death in Caribbean 	Shamus 
Police Artist 	Picnic Paranoia 

LIST PRICE 39.95 • OURS 28.56 
Zaxxon 	 Critical Mass 
Zork 1, 2 or 3 	Legacy of Llygamyn 
Moptown Hotel 	In Search Of... 
Type Attack 	Creature Creator 
S' Bear #'s or ABC's 	Dinzhin 
Microzine 	Miner 2049'er 
Gorf 	 Wizard of Wor 
Master Type 	Maze Craze 

LIST PRICE 44.95 • OURS 32.26 
Microbe 	. 	Snooper Troops 1 or 2 

LIST PRICE 49.95 • OURS 35.46 
Witness 	 Math Blaster 
Wizardry 	Crossword Magic 

LIST PRICE 69.95 • OURS 50.26 
Chess (Odesta) 	K.U. Blackjack 

UTILITIES • BUSINESS 
LIST 	OURS 

Bank Street Writer  	69.95 - 	49.96 
Double Take 	34.95 - 	24.86 
FCM   99.95 - 	65.96 
Forms Foundry 	149.95 - 108.96 
General Manager 2.0 	229.95 - 165.16 
Graforth  	75.00 - 	53.49 
Home Accountant 	 74.95 - 	53.46 
Locksmith 	99.95 - 	71.96 
Micro Cookbook 	 40.00 - 	28.56 
New Step By Step 	 79.95 - 	57.16 
Nibbles Away II  	69.95 - 	49.76 
PFS File, Rept. or Graph 	125.00 - 	90.49 

	

Screenwriter Pro.   199.95 - 143.96 
Sensible Speller   125.00 - 	90.49 

HARDWARE 
Koala Pad 	 124.95 - 	90.46 
Kraft Joystick  	64.95 - 	45.96 
Maxell Disks (10)  	55.00 - 	29.50 
Micromodem II 	379.00 - 288.96 
Replay II 	  130.00 - 107.19 
SAM 	 124.95 - 	90.46 
Select-A-Port  	59.95 - 	42.39 
16 K Card (Microsoft)  	99.95 - 	71.96 
Super Fan w/Zener Ray 	109.00 - 	78.66 
T.G. Game Paddles 	39.95 - 	28.56 
Wildcard 	 139.95 - 110.19 

Ask us about our full line of 
educational software. 

C.O.D. 	• Money Orders • Certified Checks • 	Personal 
Checks Allow 2 Weeks • N.Y.S. Res. Add Sales Tax 

Under $150, Add $2.00 P&H =U.S.-Orders 

All Canadian, U.S. Funds $3.00 P&H 	oh 
Foreign, Charges Only, Min. P&H $6.00  

• SEND FOR FREE PRICE LIST *300 • 
Source TCP637 

BYTES & PIECES (516)751-2535 
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Lining continued. 

1130 	NUM=NUM+1 
1135 	WRITE412,NUM;B$ 
1140 	GOTO 	1120 
1145 	CLOSE 
1165 	OPENN1,TRACKER$ 
1170 	WRITEN1;NUM 
1180 	CLOSE:OLDNUM=NUM 
1185 	RETURN 
1200 	CLOSE:TEXT:NORMAL:HOME:END 
1500 	ON ERR GOTO 30000 
1510 	OPENN1,SOURCE$ 
1520 	OFF ERR 
1530 	INPUTM1;LINEI$ 
1540 	DISKS=MID11(LINEIN,2,15) 
1550 	CLOSEN1 
1560 	RETURN 
1600 	ON ERR GOTO 30050 
1610 	OPENN1,DESTINATION$ 
1620 	OFF ERR 
1630 	CLOSEN1 
1640 	DIRECTORY$=DESTINATIONW/DIRECTORY" 
1645 	TRACKERS=DESTINATION$+"/LASREC" 
1650 	ON ERR GOTO 30100 
1660 	CREATE D1RECTORY$, DATA,38 
1670 	OFF ERR 
1680 
1690 	OPENNI,TRACKERN:NUM=0 
1700 	WRITEN1,NUM 
1710 	CLOSEN1 
1720 	GOTO 1900 
1730 	OPENN1,TRACKER$ 
1740 	READN1;NUM 
1750 	CLOSEN1:IF NUM=0 THEN 1900 
1800 	OPENN1,DIRECTORY$ 
1805 	FOR X=OLDNUM TO NUM 
1810 	READN1,X;A$ 
1815 	IF X=1 	THEN DIRII(X)=MID$(A11,1,15):GOTO 1845 
1820 	FOR Y=1 TO X 
1825 	IF DIR'N(Y)=MID$CA$0,15/ THEN MATCH=1:GOTO 1835 
1830 	MATCH=0 
1835 	NEXT Y 
1840 	IF MATCH=O THEN DIR$(X)=MID*(A11,1,15/ 
1845 	NEXT X 
1850 	CLOSEN1 
1855 	FOR X=l TO NUM 
1860 	IF DISK$=DIRII(X) THEN 30150 
1870 	NEXT X 
1900 	WINDOW 1,19 TO 80,20:HOME:RETURN 
30000 	: 
30005 	IF ERRLIN*1510 THEN WINDOW 1,19 TO 80,20:HOME 
30010 	PRINT"THAT WAS NOT A VALID CHOICE — PLEASE PRESS ER 

ETURN)' 
30015 	GET AN:IF ANOCHR$E13/ THEN 30015 
30020 	SOURCE$=•":WINDOW 1,19 TO 80,20:HOME:POP:GOTO 380 
30025 	STOP 
30050 	: 
30060 	IF ERRLIN=1610 THEN WINDOW 1,19 TO 80,20:HOME 
30065 	PRINT"THAT WAS NOT A VALID CHOICE — PLEASE PRESS ER 

ETURN)* 
30070 	GET A$:IF A$OCHR$(13) THEN 30070 
30075 	DESTINATION$=":W1NDOW 1,19 TO 80,20:HOME:POP:GOTO 

480 
30080 	STOP 
30100 	OFF ERR 
30105 	IF ERRLIN=1660 AND ERR=33 THEN 1730 
30110 	STOP 
30150 	WINDOW 1,19 TO 80,21:HOME 
30155 	PRINT"THIS VOLUME NAME HAS ALREADY BEEN CATALOGUED. 

..' 
30160 	PRINT'CONTINUE ANYWAY (Y/N) ? "; 
30165 	GET ANS$:IF ANSS=•y" THEN ANSWY":ELSE IF ANS$="n" 

THEN ANSII="N" 
30170 	IF ANSII<>"Y" AND ANS$0"N" THEN 30165 
30175 	IF ANS$='Y' THEN 1900 
30180 	POP:DESTINATIONW":SOURCEN="00SUB 380:GOSUB 480: 

GOTO 130 
40000 	OPENN10,*.printer':PRINTNIO;'\P2,":CLOSENIOIRETURN 
40001 	WINDOW 1,4 TO 8,15:HOME:VPOS=ARROW:HPOS=6:PRINT CHR 

$(154)::RETURN 

MicroSpool& 
Saves Time 

MicroSpoolers mean an end to 
waiting. The MicroSpooler stores 
data and feeds it to your printer as 
fast as it can handle it. You don't 
lose valuable computer time 
waiting for the printer to do its job. 

Easy to install. Easy to use. Easy 
on the budget. These stand-alone 
MicroSpoolers can be installed in-
line between virtually any printer 
and any computer , including 
Apple 11, III. 
Features: 

• I6K memory (user expandable 
to 32K or 64K) • Status readout 
• Internal power supply • Vertical 
mount configuration • indepen-
dently selectable baud rates and 
handshaking • Satisfaction 
guaranteed • Priced from $219.00 

pl111111111100.,  ' ---.11001111.11111.6N  

ivhcro.opooier 
BUFFER INTERFACE 

TUS 

64 

Send or call toll free for literature 
on our complete Spooler lines. 

CONSOLINK 
CORPORATION 
Dept. 2-45 
1840 Industrial Circle 
Longmont, CO 80501 
(303) 651-2014 
800-525-6705 
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DEVICE TO CATALOG. 
DESTINATION: 
VOLUME 

<NONE. SELECTED> 
<NONE SELECTED> 
<NONE SELECTED> 

Ileath1111:11011.111  

 

Use ARROW keys to select function, 
RETURN to implement 

DE+DICE TO CATAL-CIC • 
LIESTINAFION: 
VOLUME 

JANE SELECTED> 

mernmeitsituim 

 

Use ARROW keys to select function, 
RETURN to implement. 	SOURCE DRIVE! .D1 

UEOILE IU Gi=i1HLUI, 
DESTII4iTION 
HOLUIT 

. 
PROFILE 

BASIC:A 

1111Mtiii  icialfirmer11111111 

 

Use ARROW keys to select function, 

RETURN to implement. 

Figure I. Sampling of DIR.FILE.MAKER menu screen. 

N's Company 

error trapping and window dressing. 
Even with DIR.FILE.MAKER 

being as long as it is, I have made 
concessions. There's no catch for 
rerecording previously cataloged 
files, but merely an alert that a 
duplicate volume name is to be cop-
ied. Also, the number of files in any 
one directory listing is limited to 
1500. At 38 characters per record, 
even that's pushing things for some 
128K users. 

Reading from the Master Catalog 
The next best thing to storing data 

is, of course, retrieving it and using it. 
After all, why else have all that infor-
mation? Take a look at Listing 3. 
The program, DIR.FILE.READER, 
does just that with a bit of a flourish. 
It reads a file's position on its res-
ident disk when you input full file-
name and file type, partial file-
name and file type, just filename or 
just file type. That's not a bad se-
lection. There are some short cuts 
taken, though, as you might conclude 
from the size difference between 
DIR.FILE.MAKER and DIR.FILE. 
READER. The presumption is that 
you'll play fair with the computer 
and answer accurately its questions 
(Figure 2) about the files you seek. 
Agreeing to that, we can leave out 
much of the error checking and write 
a shorter program. 

My Birthday Present to You 
Of course, playing with things like 

these can lead to strange fantasies—
like Listing 4. It is my surprise gift to 
anyone with the ambition to type it 
in. It isn't finished, and it's definitely 
not error free, but it might be fun to 
play with for awhile. 

Essentially, it's a nifty divided 
screen approach to certain primitive 
tasks (things that can be done 
through the operating system rather 
than by calling in another Basic pro-
gram), and to a few utilities that can 
call in another Basic program (pro-
vided you've used a self-perpetuating 
EXEC file to chain it back in). Just as 
essentially, while the basics are in 
place, the program is only about one 
fifth completed, so it should give you 

Listing 3. DIR.FILE.READER. 

I DIRECTORY4="DIRECTORY" 
2 TRACKERWLASREC" 
3 	ON ERR 0070 6000 
10 	TEXT;HOMEtINPUT"WHICH DRIVE HAS THE DIRECTORY LISTING? 

"OTEMP$ 
15 	IF DTEM104=" THEN DTEMP4= PREFIXS 
17 	IF DTEMPWEND" THEN 5000 
20 	VPOS=2;HPOS=IIINPUT"WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE PROGRAM YO 

U'RE LOOKING FOR: ";PROGRAM$ 
25 s 
30 	VPOS=3;HPOS=1:INPUT'DO YOU KNOW WHAT TYPE OF FILE IT I 

S? "ONS4 
40 ANS$=LEFT4(ANS4,1) 
50 	IF ANS$="y" THEN ANS$="Y":ELSE IF ANS4="n" THEN ANSW 

N" 
60 	IF ANS4WY* AND ANS$0"N" THEN VPOS=3;HPOS=12PRINT US 

ING"80C";" ";:GOTO 30 
70 	IF ANS$="N" THEN 100 
80 	VPOS=4;HPOS=IIINPUT"WHAT TYPE OF FILE IS IT? ";TYPES 
85 	IF LEN(TYPES)>6 THEN VPOS=4:HPOS=1;PRINT USINE1"80C";" 

";:GOTO 80 
100 	IF TYPE4=0" AND PROGRAMS= " THEN WINDOW 1,2 TO 80,23i 

HOME;TEXT:GOTO 20 
105 	IF RIGHT4(DTEMP4,1)0"/* THEN DTEMP4=DTEMP*4"/* 
110 DIRECTORY4=DTEMP$.0DIRECTORY" 
120 TRACKERS=DTEMP4+"LASREC" 
130 	00TO 1000 
1000 OPEN41,D1RECTORY$ 
1010 OPEN82,TRACKER4 

Listing continued. 
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1020 	READ142;NUM 
1030 	CLOSE#2 
1040 	WINDOW 1,5 TO 80,23:HOME 
1050 	PRINT"SEARCHING..." 
1060 	DIM TEMPt(NUM) 
1070 	FOR X=1 TO NUM 
1080 	READ*1,X;At 
1090 	GOSUB 3000 
1100 	NEXT 
1200 	IF N=0 THEN PRINT'NO MATCHES FOUND...":GOTO 5000 
1210 	WINDOW 1,7.TO 80,23:HOME 
1220 	PRINT USING"I6A";"DISKETTE*; 
1230 	PRINT USING"7A";"TYPE"; 
1240 	PRINT USING'15A":"FILENAME" 
1250 	WINDOW 1,9 TO 80,23:HOME 
1260 	FOR X=1 TO N 
1270 	PRINT USING"16A";LEFTE(TEMPCX),15); 
1280 	PRINT USING'744";MIDt(TEMPt(X),16,6); 
1290 	PRINT USING"16A";MID$(TEMP$<X),22,15) 
1300 	IF X/10=INT(X/10) AND X<>N THEN WINDOW 1,21 TO 80, 

23:HOME:INVERSE:PRINT USING"80C";"PRESS ANY KEY TO 
CONTINUE";:NORMAL:GET Bt:HOME:WINDOW 1,9 TO 80,18 

:VPOS=10 
1310 	NEXT 
1320 	GOTO 5000 
3000 	IF TYPE$="" THEN 3100 
3010 	IF INSTR(MIDt(A$06,6),TYPE$)<>0 THEN MATCH=I:GOTO 3 

100 
3020 MATCH=0:GOTO 4000 
3100 	IF PROGRAMt="" THEN 4000 
3110 	IF INSTR(MIWAt,22,15),PROGRAM$)<>0 THEN MATCH=1:60 

TO 4000 
3120 MATCH=0 
4000 	IF MATCH=I THEN N=N+1:TEMPt<N>=A$ 
4010 RETURN 
5000 	OFF ERR:CLOSE:WINDOW 1,20 TO 80,23:HOME 
5010 	PRINT'ANOTHER ? "; 
5020 GET B$ 
5030 	IF Bil="y" THEN Bt="Y":ELSE IF Bt="n" THEN Bt="N" 
5040 	IF Bt<>"Y" AND Bt<>"N" THEN 5020 
5050 .IF Bt="Y" THEN RUN 
5060 TEXT:HOME:END 
6000 	TEXT:HOME:VPOS=10:HPOS=1:PRINT'YOU'RE NOT PLAYING FA 

IR 
6005 PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY TO TRY AGAIN, [ESCAPE] TO END" 
6010 	GET B$ 
6020 	IF 13$=CHR$(27) THEN CLOSE:GOTO 5060 
6030 	OFF ERR:RUN 

a few good hours' work. 
Discovering the particulars of 

what Listing 4 does is the reward for 
your dedication in typing it in. My 
reward, hopefully, is hearing what 
readers have done with it. How 
about letting me know and I'll in-
clude any particularly clever en-
hancements in a later column? 

NEW AND DIFFERENT 

Just in cam you haven't heard 
about it yet, Apple has released SOS 
1.3. It's on an update disk that deal-
ers should have by now. Boot the new 

"Let me tell you a wish I 
have that will, alas, 
probably never come 

true—I'd really like to see 
an Apple Me." 

disk and follow the screen instruc-
tions, and any SOS 1.2 bootable disk 
can be updated. There are no real 
visible changes (if you don't count the 
1.3 message on the screen). Primary 
amongthereasonsfordwupdateisto 
provide the proper basis for Backup 
III, the hard disk backup utility. The 
SOS 1.3 disk also contains a subdirec-
tory called NEW.DRIVERS, which 
holds updates for all of the Apple-
supplied driver routines. 

Micro-Sci, the other large-capacity 
supplier of drives for the Apple III, 
has released an adapted Apple II 
game port emulator called Gameport 
III. Rather than merely reorienting 
the current joystick ports, this board, 
which has an Apple II 16-pin DIP 
joystick port, plugs into one of the 
III's four slots. An accompanying 
software disk modifies the Apple II 
emulator boot disk to recognize the 
card. For games this emulator is not a 
bad idea; for business applications 
that use II programs with protection 
devices plugged into the joystick 
port, it may well be a gift from 
heaven. 

IBM has released DOS version 2.x 

Listing 4. Surprise! 

10 	TEXT:NORMAL:HOME:N=1:L=I:DIM DIR$(90):DIM SUBD1R$(90): 
OLDPREFIXt= PREFIXt:OLDSUBt=SUBPREFIX$ 

20 	PNAMEt= PREFIXt:POS$(1)=".D1":POS$(2)=".02":POSt(3)=". 
D3":POS$(4>=".D4":POS$(5)=".PROFILE" 

100 	GOSUB,10000:GOSUB 10500:GOSUB 11000:GOSUB 11500:GOSUB 
12000:GOSUB 12100:GOSUB 20000 

200 
	

WINDOW 4,7 TO 22,20:INVERSE:HOME 
210 
	

PRINT"1. CATALOG" 
220 
	

PRINT"2. PREFIX'S" 
230 
	

PRINT"3. READ TEXT FILE" 
240 
	

PRINT"4. ENTER TEXT FILE" 
250 
	

PRINT"5. ERASE A FILE" 
260 
	

PRINT"6. WRITE PROTECT" 
270 
	

PRINT"7. RESERVED" 
280 
	

PRINT"8. RESERVED" 
290 
	

PRINT"9. QUIT" 
295 
296 
	

WINDOW 2,7 TO 2,20 
297 
	

NORMALIVPOS=N:HPOS=1:PRINT CHR$(154);:1NVERSE 
300 ON KBD GOTO 400 
330 
	

GOSUB 12000 
340 GOTO 330 
400 
	

IF KBD<>10 AND KBD<>11 AND KBD<>13 THEN 450 
402 
	

IF KBD=13 THEN 420 
405 
	

IF KBD=11 THEN N=N-1:[F N=0 THEN N=9 
410 
	

IF KBD=10 THEN N=N+1:1F N>9 THEN N=1 
415 GOTO 425 
420 
	

WINDOW 2,7 TO 2,20:VPOS=N:HPOS=1:PRINT CHR$(32);:ON N 
GOSUB 1000,2000,3000,4000,5000,6000,430,430,30000 

425 	WINDOW 2,7 TO 2,20 

Listing continued. 
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Don't wait for Jimmy the Greek. Now you can 
make your own football predictions with Football 
Forecaster. It's as accurate as the wire 
service . . . only quicker. 
*predict next week's win-
ners and point spreads 

•keep team stats up-to-date 
sprint league standings 

You'll know next week's 
odds as soon as this week's 
results are in. Score big with 
Football Forecaster. 
Requires: Apples, Applesoft, 
One Disk Drive, 32K 
#0145AD $24.95. 

Yes! Send me 	copies 

of Football Forecaster 
CO $24.95. Please add $2.50 postage & handling. 
D Check/MO 	D AMEX 	❑ VISA 	0 MC 

Name 	  

Address 	  

City 	 State 	Zip 	  

Card" 	  

Interbank" 	  Exp. Date 	  

Signature 	  

Order toll free! 1-800-258-5473 or send coupon to: 
Instant Soft ore 	 Instant Software 

Rte. 101 & Elm Street 
Peterborough, NH 03458 
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MAKE IT 
EASY 

TO 
SAVE 

your copies of 

tider 
Your magazine library is your prime reference source—keep it 

handy and keep it neat with these strong library shelf boxes. 
They are made of white corrugated cardboard and are dust resis-
tant. Use them to keep all your magazines orderly yet available 
for constant reference. 

Self-sticking labels are available for the following: 
80 Micro 	73 Magazine Radio Electronics 
Microcomputing 	QST 
	

Personal Computing 
inCider 	 CQ 
	

Byte 
Desktop Computing Ham Radio Interface Age 

One box (BX1000) is $2.00, 2-7 boxes IBX1001) are $1.50 each, 
and 8 or more boxes (BX1002) are $1.25 each. Be sure to specify 
which labels we should send. 

Call TOLL-FREE for credit card orders: 
1-800-258-5473 

Or use the order form in this magazine and mail to: 

eider 
Attn: Book Sales, Peterborough, NH 03458 

C:SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES $2.00 per order up to and 
including a quantity of eight 25e for each additional box ordered; 

ROFIT 
fittp-c, 

TO' T
pAS 

Can you predict your company's next 
growth period? With Business Cycle Analysis 
you can. Plan ahead with confidence. Let 
your computer: 

*record monthly data (productivity, net 
profit, operating expenses ...whatever 
you like); 
*calculate 12-month moving averages and 
pressure points at the touch of a button; 
*create easy-to-read plots of raw data, 
averages, or pressure curves in just 
seconds. try 

Why risk your investment. Come out a 
winner with Business Cycle Analysis. Ideal 
for managers, sales & marketing analysts, 
investors, students, and small businesses. 
Apple II + *, 48K, Applesoft, disk, 0406AD, 
$59.95 
*Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. 

Yes!. . . Send me 	copies of Business Cycle Analysis 
#0406AD@$59.95. Please add $2.50 postage & handling. 

OV1SA EMC OAE OCheck/M0 
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card# 	  exp date 	  
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33AB5A 

Instant Software•Itt. 101 & Elm St.Weterborough NH 03458 

Extend my subscription one additional year for only $24.97 
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Bet on a Winner! 
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MOVING? 
Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won't miss a single 
issue of inCider. Attach old label where indicated and print new 
address in space provided. Also include your mailing label when-
ever you write concerning your subscription. It helps us serve you 
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EPSON PRINTER POWER 
FROM APPLEWRITER [ - //e 
Unlike many word processors, Applewriter 
11-//e is able to take advantage of all that Ep-
son power and with GLOSSARYONE it's 
simple! Using single, easy to remember 
keystrokes, you can: 

LOCI 	I (.1 e.g. 	r101. • 	C.4-‘:0 
COMPRESS WIDTH 
DI N. I Ell F 	I k .1 I,  E. 
EMPHASIZE 

7'1 TCIZE 
ten-OPEROOMI,T AND BUMEICRIPT 

LINDER' I NE  
ILJ 	L_E /Al I ID 1—  1—I 

COMPRESS DOUBLE WIDTH 
COMBINE TDCr 	33hin + 	+ 
USE FX ELITE & PROPORTIONAL SPACE 
INSERT FX INTL. CHARACTERS 
MX 	LINE GRAF'H I C CHARACTERS 
& OTHER SPECIAL CHARACTERS 

" 	 C 

Do all this and more! So order now and 
stop memorizing control codes! For disk 
and simple instructions send 17.95 (FX 
19.95) plus 1.50 postage & handling to: 

Mike Iversen 
MIJO CO. 

#1 Jo-Lin Ct., El Sobrante, CA 94803 
• 

PHONE (415) 655-2158 
Specify AN') (-MX or FX or AW//e-FX version. 

*DOUBLES DISKETTE 
STORAGE SPACE!! 

REDUCE YOUR DISKETTE 
COSTS BY 50% 

*The back of 
your 51/4 ' single 
sided diskette 
has recording 
medium. All you 
need is an 
ACCURATELY 
placed "write 
enable notch" 

to USE IT, on many systems. 
Nissumnur. is a precision 
engineered tool designed for 
this purpose. 

IT'S A MONEY SAVER! 
IT'S A TIME SAVER! 

$14.95 
Add $1.50 Postage/Handling 

($4.50 Foreign) 
— Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax — 

ORDER TODAY! 
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

NIBBLE NOTCH TM 

Division of Cortran International 
4211 N.W. 75th Terrace, Dept. 2-10 

Lauderhill, Florida 33319 
PAT. PEND. 

Listing continued. 

	

430 	NORMAL:VPOS=N:HPOS=1:PRINT CHR$(154);:1NVERSE 

	

440 	IF LON THEN VPOS=L:HPOS=1:PRINT CHR$(32); 
445 L-N 

	

447 	WINDOW 2,1 TO 80,4:INVERSE:VPOS=V:HPOS=1 

	

450 	ON KBD GOTO 400 
460 RETURN 

	

1000 	GOSU8 11500:INVERSE 

	

1010 	PRINT" WHICH DRIVE: ":WINDOW 1,23 TO 80,24 

	

1020 	IMAGE 8C 

	

1030 	VPOS=1:HPOS=1:PRINT USING 1020;" 
N RETURN 

	

1040 	VPOS=1:HPOS=9:PRINT USING 1020;' 
N RETURN 

	

1050 	VPOS=I:HPOS=17:PRINT USING 1020;' 
EN RETURN 

	

1060 	VPOS=1:HPOS=25:PRINT USING 1020; 
EN RETURN 

	

1070 	VPOS=I:HPOS=33:PRINT USING 1020; 
=1 THEN RETURN 

	

1080 	VPOS=I:HPOS=42:PRINT USING"20A"; 
_";:IF RFLAG=1 THEN RETURN 

	

1085 	VPOS=I:HP0S=62:PRINT USING"10C"; 
THEN RETURN 

	

1090 	CHOICE=1:NORMAL:RFLAG=1:WINDOW 1 
030:RFLAG=0:INVERSE 

	

1100 	GET G$ 
1110 KBG=ASC(G$) 
1120 

	

1150 	IF K8G08 AND KBG021 AND K8G<>13 THEN 1195 

	

1155 	RFLAG=I:WINDOW 1,23 TO 80,24:0N CHOICE GOSUB 1030,10 
40,1050,1060,1070,1080,1085:RFLAG=0 

	

1160 	IF KBG=8 THEN CHOICE=CHOICE-1:IF CHOICE<1 THEN CHOIC 
E=7 

	

1170 	IF KBG=21 THEN CHOICE=CHOICE+1:IF CHOICE)? THEN CHOI 
CE=1 

	

1180 	IF KBG=13 THEN 1200 
1185 RFLAG=I:NORMAL 

	

1190 	WINDOW 1,23 TO 80,24:ON CHOICE GOSUB 1030,1040,1050, 
1060,1070,1080,1085:RFLAG=0:INVERSE 

	

1195 	GOTO 1100 

	

1200 	IF CHOIC:E<6 THEN FINkME$=POWCHOICE):GOSUB 12100:GOS 
UB 20000 

	

1202 	IF CHOICE=6 THEN INPUT POS$(6) 

	

1205 	GOSUB 11500:RETURN 

	

10000 	WINDOW 1,1 TO 80,4:INVERSE:HOME:NORMAL:RETURN 

	

10500 	WINDOW 1,6 TO 22,20:INVERSE:HOME:NORMAL:RETURN 

	

11000 	WINDOW 24,6 TO 80,20:INVERSE:HOME:NORMAL:RETURN 

	

11500 	WINDOW 1,22 TO 80,24:INVERSE:HOMEtNORMAL:RETURN 

	

12000 	WINDOW 2,1 TO 80,4:INVERSE 

	

12010 	VPOS=1:HPOS=1:PRINT"DATE: "; DATES:V=2 

	

12020 	VPOS=2:HPOS=I:PRINT*TIME: '; TIMES:V=1 
12030 RETURN 

	

12100 	WINDOW 2,4 TO 80,4tHOME:PRINT"PREFIX$=';CHR$(34);PN 
AME$;CHR$(34); 

12110 RETURN 

	

20000 	REM DIRECTORY 
20010 OLDPREFIX$=PNAMEN 
20020 OPEN401,OLDPREFIX$ 

	

20030 	ON EOFNI GOTO 20095 
20040 LC=1 
20050 INPUTNI;DIR$(1.C) 
20060 
20070 
20080 LC=LC+1 

	

20090 	GOTO 20050 

	

20095 	OLDPREF1X$= PREFIX$:DIRS(LC)="END" 

	

20100 	WINDOW 26,6 TO 80,20:HOME 
21000 

	

21020 	P▪  RINT LEFTS(DIR$(1),30) 

	

21030 	PRINT LEFTS(DIR$(2),20) 

	

21040 	PRINT LEFTS(DIR$(3),39);MID$(DIR$(3),46,9);MID$(DIR 
$(3),62,5) 

	

21050 	VPOS=15:HPOS=1:FOR TN=1 TO 90:IF DIRS(TN)="END" THE 
N 21060 

	

21055 	NEXT TN 

	

21060 	WINDOW 26,10 TO 80,I9:HOME 
21070 LC=4 

	

21075 	IF DIRII(LC)="END" THEN 21110 

	

21080 	PRINT LEFTS(DIR$(LC),39);MID$(DIR$(LC),46,9);MID$0 
IRS(LC),62,5) 

21090 LC=LC+1 

	

21100 	GOTO 21075 
21110 RETURN 
30000 CLOSE:TEXT:NORMAL:HOME 

.D1";:IF RFLAG=1 THE 

.D2";:1F RFLAG=1 THE 

'.D3";:IF RFLAG=I TH 

".D4";:IF RFLAG=1 TH 

".PROFILE't:IF RFLAG 

"CANCEL";:IF RFLAG=1 

,23 TO 80,24:GOSUB 1 

Circle 380 on Reader Service card. 
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Plug 3,000 new applications 
into your Apple. 

	

THE CP/M Card' plugs CP/M Plus' into your Apple. 	300% faster than your Apple system! The CP/M Card is the 

	

The CP/M Card gives you the option of running your Apple II 	only Apple II performance package that offers the speed and 

	

with the speed and capability of a professional Z-80 system 	efficiency of CP/M Plus. 

	

with CP/M®-compatible software. You plug in the CP/M 	A plug about quality. 

	

Card. Then choose CP/M or your standard Apple software 	The CP/M Card was designed and built by Digital Research, 

	

at your option. 	the creators of CP/M, and Advanced Logic Systems, the most 

	

Plug into a big, new world of software. 	respected manufacturer of Apple performance products. So 

	

The CP/M Card gives you instant access to the world's largest 	you know the CP/M Card is the most perfectly integrated 

	

selection of microcomputer software—more than 3,000 	Apple performance package you can buy. 

	

CP/M-compatible applications, languages, and 	 Why just keep plugging along? The CP/M Card 

	

programming utilities. So, you, too can use pro-  	 provides everything you need—including 64K of 

	

fessional business programs such as WordStar,*L.., 	 on-board memory, CP/M Plus, CBAS1C7 

	

SuperCalcr Condor,° and other high-performance  	 GSXTM-80 and full documentation—for just $399. 

	

software from Day One. Yet, you still have access 	 Now available through the CP/M library. 

	

to your present library of Apple software. 	 See your local microcomputer dealer today. Or 
Plug into incredible performance. 	 ,.. 	 contact Advanced Logic Systems,1195 East 

Together, the ultra-fast CP/M Card and 	 Argues Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (800) 

	

CP/M Plus run applications up to 	Advanced 	Logic Systems 538-8177. (In California (408) 730-0306.) 

The CP/M Card for your Apple II. 
Also available for the Apple Ile. 

CP/M, CP/M Plus, the CP/M Card and CBASIC are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc. Z-80 is a registered trademark of Zilog, Inc. 
WordStar is a registered trademark of MicroPro International Corporation. SuperCalc is a trademark of Sorcim Corporation. Condor is a trademark of Condor Computer 
Corporation. GSX-80 is a trademark of Graphics Software System. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 181982 Digital Research Inc. 
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THE 
SELECTRIC 
INTERFACE 

11-16  
SELE RIC 
INTERFACE  

Daisy wheel quality 
without daisy wheel expense. 

You need the quality print that a daisy wheel printer provides but the thought of 
buying one makes your wallet wilt. The SelectricTM Interface, a step-by-step guide to 
interfacing an IBM Selectric I/O Writer to your microcomputer, will give you that 
quality at a fraction of the price. George Young, co-author of Microcomputing 

magazine's popular "Kilobaud Klassroom" series, offers a low-cost alternative to 
buying a daisy wheel printer. 
The SelectricTM Interface includes: 

* step-by-step instructions 
*tips on purchasing a used SelectricTM  

*information on various Selectric models, in- 
cluding the 2740, 2980, and Dura 1041 

*driver software for Z80, 8080, and 6502 chips 
*tips on interfacing techniques 

With The SelectricTM Interface and some background in electronics, you can have a 
high-quality, low-cost, letter-quality printer. Petals not included. 

ISBN 0-88006-051-4 	128 pages 
	

$12.97 1, 

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE 
1-800-258-5473. Or mail your order with 
payment plus $1.50 shipping and han-
dling to: Wayne Green Inc. Attn: Retail 
Book Sales, Peterborough, NH 03458. • 
Dealer inquiries invited. 

A Wayne Green Publication 

0 Yes, I want The Selectric Tmlnterface. Enclosed is $12.97 (13K7388) 
per copy plus $1.50 for shipping and handling. 

❑ MASTER 	 0 VISA 	 AMEX 

Card # 	  Expires 	  

Signature 	  

Name 	  

Address 	  

City 	  

State and Zip 	  

A Wayne Green Publication 	 33AB5S 
All orders shipped UPS if complete street address is given. 



WHICH ORM 
WHAT P7; THE 
DO YOU KNOW 

HAS THE DIRECTORY LISTING:;' .XI/BASIC 
NAME OF THE PROGRAM YOU'RE LOOKING FOR D 
WHAT TYPE OF FILE IT IS? N 

H I 

HOWaR14 WETN WHINA14641 tHilg FGR 1  
UAIOYAIFIVETNEff W IT IS? Y 
SEARCHING. . 

DISKETTE 

LEX1CHECK 
LEXICHECK 

L

E 1 C HET 
LEXI CHEAT 
BASIC 
BASIC 
BASIC 
COL LIMNS 
COLUMNS 
COLUMNS 

TYRE 

TEXT 
TEXT 

TEXT 
TEXT 

TEXT 

TEXT 

TT 
TEXT 
TEXT 

FILENAME 

WJ. DICTIONARY 
AUX 
WJ.DICTIONARY 
AUX 
DEFINTIONS.ASC 
DIR.MAKER.ASC 
HELLO. MOD 
COLIO 
DIR 
DIRECTORY.LIST 

Figure 2. Sampling of DIR.FILE.READER query/output screens. 

F I LENAME 

D OW L AD IMO 
DOWNLOAD 
DOWNLOAD DOC 
DIRL 
DIRL2 
DEFINTIONS.ASC 
DIR.FILE.MAKER 
D1R.OPEN 
DIR.MAKER.ASC 

SEARCHING 

DISKETTE 

BASIC 
BASIC 
BASIC 
BASIC 

Vfc .As 
BASIC 
BASIC 
BASIC 

TYPE 

PASCOD 
BASIC 
BASIC 
BASIc 

EXT 
BASIC. 
BASIC 
TEXT 

("x" because they don't as yet have a 
bug-free working version, but per-
haps do by the time you read this) for 
its series of personal computers. It has 
been proclaimed UNIX-like and evo-
lutionary in design, utilizing "trees" 
and "pipes" within the operating sys-
tem and individual OEM-designed 
drivers for non-IBM peripherals. If 
anyone you know should be consider-
ing the machine because of this "new 
and exciting" operating system, tell 
them you'll be glad to help them 
learn how to use it. It seems that 
we've had the operating system (SOS) 
for awhile now, and IBM decided it 
really isn't that bad an approach. 

WISHES 
Let me tell you a wish I have that 

will, alas, probably never come true-
I'd really like to see an Apple IIIe. It 
would include a reduced chip count 

to lower the risk of overheating and 
save on manufacturing costs, plus 
have a fan. It would sport a larger ca-
pacity internal drive that would also 
recognize "standard" Apple disks. 
And, it would sell, with monitor and 
5-megabyte hard disk drive, for just 
under $3,900. A 10-megabyte ver-
sion, competitive (in price, but supe-
rior in performance) with you know 
who, would also be available. Now 
that's a wish list. 

COMING ATTRACTIONS 

Next month is Thanksgiving, an 
AppleWriter III preview and a look 
at a printer interface card that is to 
an Apple III as stuffing is to a tur-
key-desirable, fancy without being 
extravagant, and most of all, inex-
pensive. 

In the meantime, live long and pro-
gram. Ciao bene, AppleAmerica! II 

Circle 320 on Reader Service card. 

FREE 

Argil; 
(Valuable Chart FREE With Purchase) 

FREE! For beginners AND pros! An exclusive 
collection of useful Apple info and program- 
ming hints printed on one big poster- A 
unique reference and valuable Apple teaching 
tool that you won't want to be without! 

Fast Louie offers this attractive poster 
FREE to software purchasers. If it's for the 
Apple, there's an excellent chance that FAST 
LOUIE has it! Here are just a few examples 
from our giant Discount Software Warehouse. 

(WRITE for FREE complete Catalog.) 
M New! 	 Louie (Retail) 
0 ALPHA PLOT 	 33.50 (39.95) 
0 APPLE MECHANIC 	25.00 (29.95) 
0 BAG OF TRICKS 	33.50 (39.50 
• BANK ST.WRITER 	50.50 (59.95 
• BEAGLE BASIC 	 29.95 (34.95 
0 BUDGE 3-D GRAPHICS 	33.50 (39.95 
0 CHOPLIFTER 	 29.95 (34.95) 
• DOUBLE-TAKE 	 29.95 (34.95) 
0 FLEX TEXT 	 25.00 (29.95) 
0 FLIGHT SIMULATOR 	28.50 (33.50) 
0 FROGGER 	 29.95 (34.95) 
0 G.P L  E 	  42.00 (49.95) 
0 HOME ACCOUNTANT 	63.50 74.95) 
0 JOYSTICK (T.G  ) 	 50.95 (59.95) 
0 KNOW-YOUR-APPLE 	29.95 (34.95) 
0 MASTER TYPE 	 33.50 (39.95) 
0 MINER 2049er 	 33.50 (3995) 
0 PINBALL CONST. SET .. 	 33.50 (39.95) 
0 PRONTO-DOS 	 25.00 (29.95 
• SEA DRAGON 	 29.95 (34.95 
0 TIP DISK#1 	 17.50 (20.00 
El TYPEFACES 	 17.50 (20.00) 

0 UTILITY CITY 	 25.00 (29.95) 
0 WABASH DISKS (10) 	25.00 (29.95) 
• ZAXXON 	 33.50 (39-95) 
0 ZOOM GRAM 	 42.00 (49.95) 
Fast Louie tops the discount competition with 
IMMEDIATE SHIPPING plus Big Bonuses like 
our brand new APPLE TIP CHART. Phone us 
now. TOLL FREE, with your Visa or Master- 
card nos., OR mail U.S.check or money order. 

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS! 
Order any three items from Fast Louie 
and DEDUCT 15% from ANY 4th-ITEM. 
FREE SHIPPING on orders over $85.00. 

Card-Purchases and Personal Checks 
CLEARED SAME-DAY for IMMEDIATE 
PROCESSING of your Software Orders! 

(School P.0 's Processed Immediately Toon 

CZ 
CIO 	 VISA 

Software orders Only, 24-hours-a-day_ 

Phone TOLL FREE 
1-800-428-7825 ext.99 

(California: 1-800-428-7824 ext.99) 

Or mail U.S.Check or Money Order to: 

FAST LOUIE'S 
DISCOUNT APPLE SOFTWARE 

Post Office Box 1495 
Auburn. California 95603 

Orders under 85.00 must add 2.50 shipping. 
California add 6% / Foreign 4.50 / COD 3.00 

S's Company 
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Interaction - A Child's World 

y school's Apple is in the 
family room almost every 

weekend. As an assistant principal, I 
use the computer primarily for such 
administrative functions as student 
scheduling and miscellaneous record 
keeping. My two sons, BJ (age five) 
and Mark (age two) have quickly 
learned to put this wonderful ma-
chine to use. 

BJ and Mark provide me with an 
excuse to take a break from the data 
files and program just for fun. Miss-
ing Number .(Listing 1) was written 
out of frustration with BJ's kinder-
garten experience. After six months, 
his math work sheets still included no 
exercises with the number zero or 
double digits. 

Mining Number is similar to the 
mEqc, (Minnesota Education Com-
puting Consortium) program Ele-
mentary #7, in that the user is pre-
sented with a series of numbers and  

asked for the one that's missing. Un-
like the MECC program, however, 
Missing Number goes beyond the 
number nine. Also unlike the MECC 
program, it lacks the graphics some 
believe to be important for feedback 
and motivation. My two-year-old de-
lights in such creatures as the "Wuz-
zle" bouncing around on the screen, 
but my five-year-old can take them 
or leave them. 

Program Explanation 
Missing Number allows BJ to select 

Listing 1. Missing Number. 

10 TEXT : HOME : CLEAR 
15 RC$ = CHR$ (7): REM RIGHT 
16 CW$ = CHR$ (7): REM WRONG 
20 VTAB 2: HTAB 13: INVERSE : PRINT 

"MISSING NUMBER": NORMAL 
30 VTAB 3: HTAD 13: PRINT " 	 

Listing continued. 

his own feedback via the "bell," CHR$ 
(7). First he is asked how many bells 
(0-23) he would like to hear when his 
answer is correct; next he must de-
cide how many bells for an incorrect 
answer. He quickly learned that in-
putting 23 for a right answer makes 
the number box take off like a rock-
et on the, screen, while selecting o 
for a wrong answer puts a silencer 
on mistakes and thus prevents embar-
rassment. 

Lines 160 and 170 set the start pa-
rameters at 0 through 9. A random 
number within the parameter field is 

then selected (line 210) and not print-
ed in the FOR... NEXT loop (lines 
230-269). I reduced the speed to 1 in 
line 235 so BJ could count the num-
bers aloud as they are printed on the 

Address correspondence to Bill Rowland, 22w 
420 Teakwood Drive, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137. 
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Interaction -A Child's World 

screen, and I placed a CHR$(7) in line 
240 to beep in place of the missing 
number. 

A correct answer increments the 
status keeper (line 300) and jumps 
back to find another missing number. 
An incorrect answer skips the status 
keeper and presents the same prob-
lem again. When the status keeper 
equals three (line 330) the number 
parameters are increased by ten. 
Thus, the program presents larger 
and larger numbers as BJ continues 
to play. 

Line 200 recognizes the impor-
tance of certain levels of achieve-
ment. When BJ successfully reaches 
the fifties, or the one or two hundred 
level, the screen fills with congratula-
tions. Missing Number ends when he 
types any letter in response to the 
missing number question. 

Missing Letter Program 
A companion program called Miss-

ing Letter is easily derived from Miss-
ing Number. Once Listing 1 is typed 
in and saved, simply load it and make 
the revisions provided in Listing 2. 

Missing Letter presents a letter 
field instead of a number field. Again 
the field consists of ten units. The 
beginning of the field is determined 
by the RND function in line 210. The 
RND function is used a second time to 

select a missing letter (line 220). 
Typing any number in response to 
the missing letter question activates 
the end routine (line 285) that pro-
vides a summary of correct responses 
for each missing letter. (Note: Miss-
ing Letter could easily incorporate a 
GET in line 280 instead of the INPUT, 
but I wanted my sons to become ac-
customed to pressing return at the 
end of each input.) 

"When BJ successfully 
reaches the fifties, or the 
one or two hundred level, 

the screen fills with 
congratulations." 

Both these programs are "bare 
bones" programs with room for your 
own embellishments. Correct re-
sponses could CALL a shape or a series 
of shapes for more visual and imme-
diate feedback. Files could be used to 
maintain records of all correct and 
incorrect responses. But even as is 
they have given my son many hours 

12 DIM L(26): REM CORRECT TRACK 
ER FOR EACH LETTER 

13 FOR LL 	1 TO 26:L(LL) = 0: NEXT 
LL: 	SET ALL TRACKERS TO 
Z
.  

20 VTAB 2: HTAB 13: INVERSE : PRINT 
"MISSING LETTER": NORMAL 

160 REM 
170 REM 
200 IF SK 	25 OR SK = 50 THEN GOSUB 

1000 
201 BEG = INT ( RND (1) * 16) + 

65: REM SELECT A BEG WITHIN 
LETTER ASC 

203 FIN = BEG + 9: REM COMPLETE 
THE PARAM FIELD 

250 VTAB VT: HTAB 19: PRINT CHR$ 
(X): REM PRINT THE LETTER 

280 VTAB 22: HTAB 5: INPUT "WHAT 
IS THE MISSING LETTER? ";ML 

285 IF ASC (ML$) < 65 THEN GOTO 
700: REM NOT A LETTER - GOT 
0 END 

290 REM 
299 REM BEEP - INCREMENT LETTER 

TRACKER - INCREMENT STATUS 
KEEPER 

300 IF ML$ = CHR$ (Y) THEN FOR 
= 1 TO BR: PRINT RG$: NEXT 

Z:L(Y - 64) = L(Y - 64) + 
SK = SK + 1 

310 IF ML$ < > CHR$ (Y) THEN FOR 
Z = 1 TO BW: PRINT GW$: NEXT 
2: GOTO 220 

330 REM 
699 REM DISPLAY LETTER TRACKERS 

AND END 
700 HOME 
705 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
710 PRINT " LETTER # 	LETT 

ER 8" 

	

715 PRINT " 	

	

= . 	
720 PRINT 
725 FOR L = 65 TO 77 
730 PRINT " 	" CHR$ (L)" 

L(L - 64)" 	 CHRS (L 
+ 13)" 	"L(L - 51) 

735 NEXT L 
740 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT " 	 
	=_..... 

745 VTAB 22: END 
1050 NORMAL : PRINT "YOU REACHED 

"SK 

Listing 2. Missing Letter. 

of fun. I hope your child enjoys these 
programs as much as BJ has. 

Listing continued. 
210 Y 	= FIN 	- 	INT 	( 	RND 	(1) 	10 500 HOME 

35 VTAB 5: 	PRINT " 	 ): 	REM 	THE. MISSING NUMBER 505 VTAB 5: HTAB 15: 	PRINT "..** 
220 ODIUM 500 

40 VTAB 10: 	PRINT "BEEPS FOR RIG 225 VT = 7: REM 	VTAB 510 FOR BX 	6 TO 18 
HT ANSWER 	(0-23)" 230 FOR X = BEG TO FIN 515 HERB 15: 	PRINT "* 

50 VTAB 12: PRINT "BEEPS FOR WRO 235 SPEED= 1 520 NEXT BX 
NG ANSWER 	(0-23)" 240 IF X = Y THEN 	PRINT 	CHR$ 525 VTAB 18: 	HTAB 15: 	PRINT 	* * 

60 VTAB 	18: 	PRINT " 	 7): GOTO 255 
250 VTAB VT: 	HTAB 19: 	PRINT X 530 FOR DASH = 1 TO 10 

70 VTAB 10: 	HTAB 	36: 	INPUT "";BR 255 VT = VT + 1 540 VTAB 6 + DASH: HTAB 19: PRINT 
260 NEXT X 

80 BR = 	VAL 	(HR$) 265 SPEED= 255 550 NEXT DASH 
85 IF BR = 0 THEN RG$ = "": 	REM 280 VTAB 22: HTAB 5: 	INPUT "WHAT 560 RETURN 

SILENCER IS THE MISSING NUMBER? ";MN 999 REM 	SPECIAL CONGRATS 
90 IF BR < 0 OR BR > 23 THEN 	PRINT 1000 HT = 1: 	REM 	HTAB 

CHR$ 	(7): 	GOTO 40 285 IF 	ASC 	(MN$) 	> 64 THEN 	HOME 1002 HOME 
100 VTAB 12: 	HTAB 	36: 	INPUT 	;B  : VTAB 2: 	PRINT "THEN END": END 1005 CGTS$ = 	CHRS 	(7) 	+ "CONGRAT 

14$ ULATIONS" 
110 BC, = 	VAL 	(BW$) 290 MN = 	VAL 	(MN$) 1007 FLASH 
115 IF BW = 0 THEN GW$ = "": REM 300 IF MN = Y THEN 	FOR 2 = 1 TO 1010 FOR CGT = 1 TO 22 

SILENCER BR: 	PRINT RG$: 	NEXT Z:SK = S 1020 HTAB HT: PRINT CGTS$ 
120 IF BW < 0 OR BW > 23 THEN 	PRINT K + I 1030 HT = HT + 1 

CHR$ 	(7): 	GOTO 100 310 IF MN < 	> Y THEN 	FOR Z = 1 1040 NEXT CGT 
150 SK 	0: 	REM 	STATUS 	KEEPER TO BW: PRINT GWS: NEXT Z: GOTO 1045 PRINT 
160 BEG = 0: 	REM 	SET START PARAM 220 1050 NORMAL : PRINT "YOU REACHED 

S 330 IF SK = 3 THEN SK = 0:BEG = "BEG 
170 FIN = 9 BEG + 	10:FIN = FIN + 	10: 	REM 1060 FOR WT = 1 TO 1000: NEXT WT 
200 IF BEG = 50 OR BEG = 100 OR INCREASE PARAMS 

BEG = 200 THEN 	GOSUB 1000: REM 340 GOTO 200 1065 HOME 
CONGRATS 499 REM 	BOX 1070 RETURN 
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Interaction -A Child's World 

Lines 
How do you accommodate an 

Apple to a two-year-old? The 
interest, energy, curiosity and enthu-
siasm of my son Mark has demanded 
an answer—fast! Mark watches BJ, 
his five-year-old brother, on the com-
puter and, like most two-year-olds, 
demands equal time. "I want to do a 
program, too," he says. 

He is not a candidate for most 
computer programs, since he does 
not know the alphabet and, although 
he can count to ten, he has a hard 
time recognizing numbers. Mark and 
others his age probably make a poor 
market for software companies. 
While his intellectual growth is rap-
id, his thinking "tools" are minimal 
and his attention span is short. He 
outgrows most programs in a short 
time. Therefore I hesitate to purchase 
a $50 computer program for him. 

The simple programs I provide 
have definite purposes. They teach 
him about the computer, make him a 
comfortable user, and prepare him for 
other, more demanding programs. 

I found Tobi Hoffman's Keyboard 
Pix (inCider, April 1983) excellent for 
Mark. He uses it often. I like it be-
cause it demonstrates that a keypress 
results in an action. 

The current goal is for Mark to 
learn that certain keys have certain 
tasks—that they are "doing" or 
"function" keys. The program Lines 
(see Listing 3) teaches the use of 
four keys: escape, return and the two 
arrow keys. The program also pro-
vides practice in perspective and 
comparing. 

Lines presents a computer-gener- 

10 REM 	*** LINES *** 
20 : 
30 : 
40 : 
50 TEXT : HOME : CLEAR 
60 VTAB 2: HTAB 17: INVERSE : PRINT 

"LINES": NORMAL 
70 VTAB 4: PRINT " 	  
	  11 

80 VTAB 8: HTAB 10: PRINT "VLIN. 
	  1" 

90 VTAB 10: HTAB 10: PRINT "HLIN 
	 2" 

100 VTAB 14: PRINT " 	

110 VTAB 18: HTAB 10: INPUT "CHO 
ICE: ";CH$ 

120 CH = VAL (CHS): IF CH < 1 OR 
CH > 2 THEN CH = INT ( RND 
(1) + 1.5) 

200 SK = 0: REM STATUS KEEPER 
230 Y = 16:Z = 20: REM 

PRELIM LINE LOCATIONS 
240 X = INT ( RND (1) * 38) + 1 
250 GR : COLOR= 15:D = 1: REM 

SET SCREEN AND LENGTH 
OF USER'S LINE 

260 VTAB 21: INVERSE : PRINT "<- 
-";: NORMAL : PRINT " SMALLE 

** 	 ** BIGGER "; 
: INVERSE : PRINT "-->": NORMAL 

270 VTAB 21: HTAB 19: PRINT CHRS 
(219);: HTAB 21: PRINT CHR$ 
(221): REM 	EMBELLISH FOR 

INCIDER 
290 VTAB 23: HTAB 14: INVERSE : PRINT 

" ESC ":: NORMAL : PRINT " T 
0 END" 

350 FOR II = 1 TO X: REM 	DRAW 
THE APPLE'S LINE 

360 IF CH = 1 THEN VLIN 0,H AT 

365 IF CH = 2 THEN HLIN 0,H AT 

370 FOR BZ = 1 TO 10:UZ = PEEK 
( - 16336): NEXT BZ 

ated, lo-res graphics line. Mark must 
build his own line, using the arrow 
keys, to match the computer's line. 
When he believes the lines are of 
equal length, he presses return to 
have them compared. After five suc-
cessful matches the difficulty is in-
creased by incrementing the distance 
between the two lines. The excercise 
ends when he has succeeded with the 
lines separated to the limits of the 
screen. He is then congratulated and 
given the option to stop or play again. 

Program lines 50 through 130 are 
for selecting vertical or horizontal 
mode. Press return without a selec-
tion and the computer does it ran-
domly. Line 230 sets the preliminary 
line locations on the screen. With 
Y =16 and Z = 20 the lines are drawn 
in the middle of the screen, four units 
apart. Line 240 selects a random 
length for the computer's line, and 
lines 250 through 290 set the screen. 

The instructions displayed at the 
bottom of the screen tell Mark to use 
the left arrow key to make the line 
smaller, the right arrow key to make 
the line bigger and the escape key to 

380 NEXT H 
390 IF D < 0 THEN D = 0 
392 IF D > 39 THEN D . 39 
394 IF CH = 1 THEN VLIN 0,D AT 

Z: REM DRAW THE USER'S LINE 

396 IF CH = 2 THEN HLIN 0,D AT 

400 VTAB 21: HTAB 20: GET D$ 
410 IF CH = 1 AND ASC (D$) = 8 THEN 

COLOR= 0: VLIN D,39 AT Z: COLOR= 
15:D = D - 1: GOTO 390 

415 IF CH - 2 AND ASC (D$) = 8 THEN 
COLOR= 0: HLIN D,39 AT Z: COLOR= 
15:D = D - 1: GOTC 390 

420 IF ASC (D$) = 21 THEN D = D 
+ 1: GOTO 390 

430 IF ASC (DS) = 13 THEN GOTO 
500 

435 IF ASC (D$) = 27 THEN TEXT 
: HOME : VTAB 10: GOTO 650 

440 GOTO 400 
500 IF D = X THEN HOME : GOSUB 

700: GOTO 240 
520 IF D < > X THEN BQ = - 163 

36: FOR BZ = 1 TO 40:UZ = PEEK 
( - 16336) + PEEK (BZ) + PEEK 
(16336): NEXT : GOTO 400 

599 REM CONGRATS 
600 TEXT : HOME 
620 FLASH 
630 FOR HT = 1 TO 22: HTAB HT: PRINT 

"CONGTRATULATIONS";: PRINT CHR$ 
(7): NEXT 

640 NORMAL : PRINT 
650 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO PLAY A 

GAIN? (Y/N) ";ANS: IF AN$ = 
"N" THEN TEXT : HOME : END 

660 RUN 
700 FOR R = 1 TO 5: PRINT CHR$ 

(7): NEXT :SK = SK + 
710 IF SK = 4 THEN SK = 0:9 = Y -

2:Z = Z + 2 
720 IF Y < 0 THEN POP : GOTO 60 

0 
730 RETURN 

end the program. (Line 270 is an em-
bellishment just for inCider.) 

The loop in lines 350 through 380 
draws the computer's line one unit at 
a time, with a little buzz added for 
interest. Lines 390 and 392 make cer-
tain the user's line stays within the 
screen parameters, and lines 394 and 
396 draw the user's line. The length 
of the line is increased, decreased or 
compared in lines 400 through 430. 
Correct responses increment the sta-
tus keeper until it reaches five (line 
700), where it is reset to zero and the 
line positions are changed to increase  
line separation in line 710. 

Mark enjoys the task because he un-
derstands the goal and knows what he 
must do to reach that goal. He is 
gaining a better knowledge of the 
Apple keyboard (he can hit return 
now without looking down from the 
screen), and appears to be in better 
control of his keypresses. Future 
plans include revising the program to 
work on visual-motor integration 
skills; instead of Mark building a line, 
the Apple will present a moving line 
to be compared upon a keypress. ■ 

Listing 3. Lines. 
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1 -TANDY CORPORATION 	D.1 
2 -ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS 
3 -APPLE COMPUTER CORP. m 
4 -FRANKLIN COMPUTER, INC. (/) 
5 -IBM CORPORATION 

(7) Copyright 1983 

6 'TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

DISK DRIVES DISK DRIVES DISK DRIVES DISK DRIVES DISK DRIVES DISK DRIVES DISK DRIVES DISK DRIVES 

Super Sale on New Disk Drives 
Starting at $199.95 complete!! 

with Power Supply and Case. 
Tandon — Siemens — Remex — MPI — Teac — Shugart 

single sided 40 track — dual sided 40 track 
single sided 80 track — dual sided 80 track 

for 

RADIO SHACK1 — HEATH/ZENITH 2—  APPLES/FRANKLIN 4  
IBM/PC-TEXAS INSTRUMENTS6& MOST OTHER COMPUTERS 

Drive a Hard Bargain!!'" 
8 M.B. - 12M.B. with Power Supply Case, Cables & Software 

Complete Systems 	 from $1,295.00 
Amazing Special!-dual sided 40TK or 80TK drive with Power Supply and Case 

and Our Special Warranty - Starting at $Call 
TOLL FREE ORDERING GENERAL AND TECHNICAL 

1-800-343-8841 
	

1-617-872-9090 
Model I/III/IV Drives (0 1 2 3) 	 starting at $175.00 
Color Computer Drives (0 1 2 3). 	  starting at $Call 

Apple/Franklin Compatible Add-On Drives 	 $229.95 
Apple/Franklin Compatible Drives with Controller 	  $279.95 
Model I/III/IV Memory Upgrade 	 starting at $ Call 
Printers— Daisywheel/Dot Matrix 	  

C  Diskettes 	 Quantity Priced from $1$7.0a011  
Cases and Power Supplies — (Single-Dual-1 /2 Height) 	  starting at $49.95 
Printer Buffers 8K to 512K 	  starting at $143.95 
Percom Double Density Controller(Model I) 	  $Call 
Holmes Model I/III Speed-up Mod-VID/80 	 starting at $90.00 
Gold Fingered Edge Card Extenders 	 starting at $13.00 
Cables — Printer/Disk Drive 	  starting at $25.00 
DOSPLUS 	 $Special prices 
Repair Services Now Offered for Disk Drives— Fast Turn-a-Round 	 $Call 

One Year Warranty Available on all Drives!  0 

One Edgell Road, Framingham, MA 01701 	(617) 872-9090 
Hours: Mon. thru Fri 10 am to 6 pm (E.S.T.) 	Sat. 10 am to 5 pm 

CT) 

Dealer inquiries invited. 

TERMS: 
M.C./Visa/Amex and personal 
checks accepted at no extra charge. 
C.O.D., please add $3.00. 
Shipping: Please call for amount. 

S3AIEICI >ISICISJAIEICI >ISICI S3A1813 >ISIG S3AIE10 NSICIS3A1803 ASICI S3Albla 	63A11:I0 ASICI S3Al2:10 >ISIG 
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SOFTWARE SUPPORT, INC. 

Canada 
MICRO R.G.S. INC. 

751, CARRE VICTORIA, SUITE 405 
MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA. H2Y 2J3 

Regular Tel. (514) 845-1534 
Canadian Toll Free 800-361-5155 

0 
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Fudge It! 
by Don Fudge 

Your Piece of the 
Business Graphics Pie 
This month I'm presenting a 

pie chart program, PIE (List-
ing 1), with which you can do hon-
est-to-goodness business graphics. 
This particular program was adapt-
ed from the Avant-Garde Ultra Plot 
business graphics system. For this 
article I made PIE work with only a 
shape table and no hi-res character 
generator. I also made it unneces-
sary to read formatting files. In-
stead, format information is set up 
permanently in line number 20000. 

Here's how to do that. 
Eliminate everything presently 

residing in line 20000 and make a 
new line 20000 with values for the 
following six string variables: 
• DP$ program disk drive 
• SP$ program disk slot 
• DD$ data disk drive 
• SD$ data disk slot 
• PS$ printer slot 
• WR$ whether or not you are going 
to put data files on the program disk 
(Y for yes or N for no) 

Here's an example of how line 
20000 should look: 
20000 DP$ = "1": SP$ = "6": DD$ = "1": 

SD$ = "6": PS$ = "I": WR$ = "Y": 
RETURN 

These values assume that you're 
using only one drive (drive 1 in slot 
6) and that you're writing data files 

Address correspondence to Don Fudge at 
Avant-Garde Creations, PO Box 30160, 
Eugene, OR 97403. 

Listing 1. PIE. 

5 	POKE 	103,1: 	POKE 	104,64: 	POKE 
16384,0 

32 

	

FOR E = 	1 	TO 	LEN 	(A$):XX = H 
T(Q) 	* 	7 	+ 	(8 	* 	(E 	- 	1)):YY 	= 

E YOU'VE SEEN PIE CHART LONG 
ENOUGH, 	HIT ANY KEY TO CONT 

10 	PRINT 	CHRS 	(4)"RUNPIE" VT(Q) 	* 	8:ABS 	= 	" 	": 	GOSUB 2 INUE:": 	NORMAL 	: 	GOSUB 63000 
20:ABS 	= 	M1D$ 	(AS,E,1): 	GOSUB 

(LOAD PIE 220: 	NEXT 176 HGR : 	POKE 	- 16302,0: 	RESTORE 
(REM THIS 	IS THE MAIN 	PROGRAM 33 RETURN : 	HCOLOR= 3 

35 X 	= 	(X 	+ 	TX) 	/ 	2:Y 	= 	(Y 	+ 	TY) 	/ 180 FOR Q = 	1 TO SC:P(Q) 	= N(Q) 	/ 
(LIST 2: 	RETURN T:P(Q) 	= 	INT 	(10000 	* 	P(Q)) 

80 IF DPI 	= DD$ AND SOS = SP$ THEN :P(Q) 	= 	P(Q) 	/ 	100:LINES 	= 
0 	DIM 	P(51),SCS(51),N(51),VT(51) IF 	ASC 	(WR$) 	= 	78 	THEN 	PRINT P(Q) 	/ 	100) 	* 	522: 	IF 	LI 	- 	INT 

, HT( 51 ) :D$ 	= 	CURS 	(4): 	GOSUB : 	INVERSE 	: 	PRINT "SWITCH TO (LI) 	> 	.5 	THEN 	LI 	= 	INT 	(LI 
20000: 	COTO 90 YOUR PROGRAM DISK NOW": NORMAL ) 	+ 	1 

1 	ZZ 	= 	ZZ 	+ 1: 	IF ZZ 	4 	THEN 	ZZ = : GOSUB 63000 181 GOSUB 1: 	NEXT 
1 81 RETURN 190 HCOLOR= H: 	HPLOT 139,3 TO 13 

2 	ON 	ZZ GOTO 	3,4,5 85 IF DP$ 	= DD$ AND SD$ = SP$ THEN 9,34: 	HPLOT 	138,3 	TO 138,34: 
3 H 	= 	1: 	GOTO 8 IF 	ARC 	(WR$) 	= 	78 	THEN 	PRINT HCOLOR= 3: 	HPLOT 140,2 TO 1 
4 	II 	= 	2: 	GOTO 	10 : 	INVERSE 	: 	PRINT "SWITCH TO 40,95 
S H = 3: 	GOTO 10 YOUR DATA DISK NOW": 	NORMAL 200 GOSUB 25 
8 	IF SC = 0 THEN H 	= 2 : 	GOSUB 63000 210 GOTO 490 
10 	READ X,Y: 	HCOLOR= 3: 	HPLOT A, 86 RETURN 220 IF 	LEN 	(ABS) 	= 0 AND ABS < 

B TO X,Y: 	READ X,Y: 	HPLOT A, 90 DPI 	= 	"1":00$ 	= 	"1":SPS 	= 	"6": > " " THEN 	RETURN 
B TO X,Y: 	HCOLOR= H:TY = Y:T SD$ = "6" 221 AN$ = ABS: 	IF XX > 273 THEN X 
X = X: 	IF Y 2 90 AND Y < 	100 91 D$ 	= 	CHRS 	(4): 	POKE 	232,150: 	POKE X 	= 	273 
THEN 	HCOLOR= 3: 	HPLOT A,B - 233,8: 	ROT= 	0: 	SCALE= 	1: 	HCOLOR= 222 IF YY 	> 	184 THEN YY = 	184 

1 	TO X,Y - 	1: 	HPLOT A,B 	+ 	1 	TO 3: 	PRINT DS"BLOADALPHNUM,D"D 223 IF ABS 	= " " 	THEN 	300 
X,Y 	+ 	1: 	HCOLOR= 	H PS",S"SPS 224 HCOLOR= 3 

11 	FOR C = 	3 TO LINES: 	READ X,Y: 92 GOSUB 85: 	GOTO 600 225 AA = 	ASC 	(ABS) 	- 	31: 	IF AA < 

XX = 	X1:YY = 	Yl:Xl 	= X:Y1 93 ONERR 	GOTO 63990 0 THEN 	RETURN 
Y: 	IF X = 0 OR Y = 0 THEN Y 100 TEXT 	: HOME 	: VTAB 1: 	INPUT 230 ON AA GOTO 301,302,370,370,3 
YY:X = XX:C = 	LI: 	RESTORE 	: 	GOTO "8 	OF 	PIE-SECTIONS: 	"; SC: 	IF 05,306,370,370,309,310,375,3 
13 SC > 	25 OR SC < 2 THEN 100 11,312,313,314,315,316,317,3 

12 	HPLOT A,B TO X,Y: 	NEXT 105 RESTORE 	:ZZ 	= 0 17,317,317,317,317,317,317,3 
13 	GOSUB 	35:HT = X / 7:VT = 	Y 108 IF Fl 	= 	1 	THEN 	150 17,326,327,370,329,370,331,3 

8: 	IF VT < 	1 THEN VT = 1 110 PRINT 	: 	FOR Q = 	1 TO SC 70 

14 	IF HT < 	1 THEN HT = 	1 115 PRINT 	: 	PRINT "BRIEF LABEL F 231 IF AA < 	1 OR AA > 59 THEN 37 

15 	HT(Q) 	= 	INT 	(HT):vT(Q) 	." 	INT OR SECTION "Q": 	":: 	INPUT SC 0 
(VT) $(Q): 	IF 	LEN 	(SCS(0)) 	= 	0 	THEN 232 COTO 333 

16 	IF LINES > 	180 AND LINES 	< 	30 115 300 IF 	ASC 	(AN$) 	= 32 THEN 	HCOLOR= 

0 THEN 0 = 1: 	GOSUB 3000 135 PRINT 	: 	PRINT "DATA ASSOCIAT 0: DRAW 51 AT XX,YY: 	HCOLOR= 

17 	IF LINES > 	299 THEN 0 = 	2: 	GOSUB ED WITH 	"SC$(Q)":": 	PRINT 	"( 3: 	RETURN 
3000 DON'T 	USE 	$, 	ETC.):":: 	INPUT 301 XDRAW 51 AT XX,YY: 	XDRAW 51 AT 

20 	RETURN " 	";N(Q): 	IF 	N(Q) 	< 	0 	THEN 	1 XX,YY: 	HCOLOR= 3: 	RETURN 
25 	FOR Q = 1 TO SC 35 302 J = 	29: 	GOTO 359 
30 AS 	= 	SCS(0): 	GOSUB 	32:VT(Q) 	= 140 NEXT 305 J = 38: 	GOTO 359 

VT(Q) 	+ 	1:A$ 	= 	SIRS 	(P(0(): 150 Q = 	1:T = 	N(Q) 306 J = 35: GOTO 359 
GOSUB 32: 	NEXT 	: 	RETURN 160 T = T + N(Q + 	1): 	IF Q + 	1 309 J = 	39: 	GOTO 359 

31 	FOR E = 1 TO 	LEN 	(A$):ABS = SC THEN 175 310 J = 	40: 	GOTO 359 
" 	":XX 	= 	PO 	+ 	8 	(E 	- 	1):YY 165 Q = Q + 1 311 J = 	33: 	GOTO 359 

= 	P1: 	GOSUB 220:ABS 	MID$ 170 GOTO 160 312 J = 	28: 	GOTO 359 
(AS,E,1): 	GOSUB 	220: 	NEXT 	: 	RETURN 175 PRINT 	: 	INVERSE 	: 	PRINT 	"ONC 313 J = 31: 	GOTO 359 

Listing continued. 
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314 J = 27: GOTO 359 
315 J = 34: GOTO 359 
316 J = 50: GOTO 359 
317 J = 23 + AA: GOTO 359 

-- 326J = 37: GOTO 359 
327 J = 36: GOTO 359 
329 J = 32: GOTO 359 
331 J= 30: GOTO 359 
333 J = AA - 33 
359 DRAW J AT XX,YY: HCOLOR= 3: RETURN 
370 GOSUB 62000: RETURN 
375 GOTO 370 
490 GOSUB 63010 
500 REM 
510 IF Fl = 1 THEN TEXT : RETURN 

Listing continued. 

820 N = VAL (N$): PRINT : INPUT 
"LABEL: ";C$: IF LEN (CS) = 
0 THEN 829 

821 SCS(N) = CS 
825 PRINT : INPUT "DID YOU GET I 

T RIGHT? (Y/N): ";ANS: IF LEN 
(ANS) = 0 THEN 820 

827 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 8 
20 

829 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT "HIT 
RETURN TO KEEP DATA AS IT I 

S:": NORMAL 
830 PRINT : PRINT "DATA FOR "SC$ 

(N)":":: INPUT " ";I$: IF LEN 
(I$) = 0 THEN 840 

831 N(N) = VAL (1$) 
835 PRINT : INPUT "DID YOU GET I 

T RIGHT? (Y/N): ";ANS: IF LEN 
(ANS) = 0 THEN 830 

837 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 8 
30 

840 PRINT : INPUT "ANY MORE CHAN 
GES? (Y/N): ";ANS: IF LEN 
ANS) = 0 THEN 840 

850 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN F 
1 = 1: PRINT : PRINT "NOW WE 
'LL SEE THE EFFECT OF THE CH 
ANGES BEFORE RE-SAVING FILE: 

GOSUB 63000:F1 = 1: GOSUB 
105: GOTO 870 

860 GOTO 814 
870 PRINT : INPUT "ANY MORE CHAN 

GES? (Y/N): ";ANS: IF LEN 
ANS) = 0 THEN 870 

880 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 7 
00 

890 GOTO 814 
900 PRINT : INPUT "FILE NAME TO 

DELETE: ";F$: IF LEN (F$) 
0 THEN 600 

901 PRINT : INPUT "IS THIS A PIE 
FILE OR PIE CHART PICTURE?( 
F/P): ";ANS: IF LEN (ANS) 
0 THEN 901 

902 IF ASC (ANS) = 70 THEN FS 
"PIE." + F$ 

903 IF ASC (ANS) = 80 THEN FR 
"PIE.PIC." + FS 

905 IF ASC (ANS) < > 70 AND ASC 
(ANS) < > 80 THEN 900 

910 PRINT : INPUT "DID YOU GET I 
T RIGHT? (Y/N): ";ANS: IF LEN 
(ANS) = 0 THEN 900 

920 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 9 
00 

930 D$ = CHR$ (4): PRINT D$"DELE 
TE";FS;",D";DDS;",S";SDS: GOTO 
600 

1000 PRINT : INPUT "FILE NAME: " 
;F$: IF LEN (FS) = 0 THEN 6 
00 

1010 PRINT : INPUT "DID YOU GET 
IT RIGHT? (Y/N): ";ANS: IF LEN 
(ANS) = 0 THEN 1000 

1020 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 
1000 

1025 U$ = FS:FS = "PIE." + FS' 
1030 D$ = CHR$ (4): PRINT D$"OPE 

N")FS;",D";DDS;",S";SDS: PRINT 
DS"READ";FS: INPUT SC: FOR Q 
= 1 TO SC: INPUT SCS(Q): INPUT 
N(Q): NEXT : PRINT DS"CLOSE" 
:F$ = US: RETURN 

3000 IF (TY < 60 AND TX > 137) AND 
LI < 300 THEN HT(Q) = HT(Q) + 
5 * 0: RETURN 

3005 IF (TY < 60 AND TX > 137) AND 
LI > 299 THEN VT(Q) = VT(Q) + 
5 * 0: RETURN 

3010 IF (TY > 59 AND TY < 125) AND 
TX > 140 THEN VT(Q) = VT(0) + 
5 * 0:HT(Q) = HT(Q) - 5 * 0: 
RETURN 

3020 IF TY > 124 THEN HT(Q) = HT 
(Q) - 5 * 0 

3030 RETURN 
9000 IF LEN (FS) = 0 THEN FS = 

"NONE" 
9001 RETURN 
13000 HOME : VTAB 1: PRINT "NOW 

TYPE THE CTRL CHARACTERS YOU 
NEED TOGET YOUR PRINTER TO 

PRINT OUT HI-RES 	PAGE 1 A 
S A GRAPHICS PICTURE. MAKE S 
URE YOU HIT RETURN AFTER YOU 
'RE DONE TYPING ALL THE CTRL 
CHARACTERS:": PRINT :A9 = 0 

13005 FLASH : PRINT "DON'T FORGE 

T TO TURN ON YOUR PRINTER!": 
NORMAL PRINT 

13010 A9 = A9 + 1 
13020 GET CRS(A9): IF ASC (CRS( 

A9)) < > 13 THEN 13010 
13021 PRINT CURS (13): CALL 100 

2 
13022 PRINT CHRS (4);"PR#1" 
13025 FOR QW = 1 TO A9: PRINT CR 

S(QW):: NEXT 
13028 PRINT CHRS (4);"PR#0" 
13030 GOTO 600 
14000 REM 
14010 HOME : VTAB 1: FOR Q = 1 TO 

SC: PRINT "("Q") "SCS(Q)" 
"N(Q): IF Q = 16 OR Q > 30 THEN 
GOSUB 63000 

14012 NEXT 
14015 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT "I 

N THE FOLLOWING QUESTION HIT 
RETURN TO ABORT:": NORMAL 

14020 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT "N 
OW INPUT ADDITIONAL LABELS & 
DATA FOR PIE CHART CALLED: 
";F$: NORMAL : PRINT : INPUT 
"HOW MANY ADDITIONAL PIE 'SL 
ICES' WILL 	YOU BE ADDING?: 
";ADS: IF LEN (ADS) = 0 THEN 

600 
14021 AD = VAL (ADS): IF AD < 1 OR 

AD > 40 THEN 14020 
14030 FOR Q = SC + 1 TO SC + AD 
14040 PRINT : INPUT "LABEL: ";SC 

S(Q): IF LEN (SCS(Q)) = 0 THEN 
14040 

14050 PRINT : INPUT "DID YOU GET 
IT RIGHT? (Y/N): ";ANS: IF 
LEN (ANS) = 0 THEN 14040 

14060 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 
14040 

14070 PRINT : PRINT "DATA FOR "S 
C$(Q)":";• INPUT " ";N(Q): IF 
N(Q) < 0 THEN 14070 

14080 PRINT : INPUT "DID YOU GET 
IT RIGHT? (Y/N): ";ANS: IF 
LEN (ANS) = 0 THEN 14070 

14090 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 
14070 

14100 NEXT :SC = SC + AD 
14110 PRINT : INPUT "ANY MORE CH 

ANGES? (Y/N): ";ANS: IF LEN 
(ANS) = 0 THEN 14110 

14120 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 
Fl = 1: PRINT : PRINT "NOW W 
E'LL SEE THE EFFECT OF THE C 
HANGES BEFORE RE-SAVING FILE 

GOSUB 63000:F1 = 1: GOSUB 
105: GOTO 14140 

14130 GOTO 14010 
14140 PRINT : INPUT "ANY MORE CH 

ANGES? (Y/N): ";ANS: IF LEN 
(ANS) = 0 THEN 14140 

14150 IF ASC (AN$) < > 89 THEN 
700 

14160 GOTO 14010 
15000 REM 
15010 HOME : VTAB 1: FOR Q = 1 TO 

SC: PRINT "("Q") "SCS(Q)" 
"N(Q): IF Q = 16 OR Q > 30 THEN 
GOSUB 63000 

15020 NEXT : PRINT 
15025 INVERSE : PRINT "IN THE FO 

LLOWING QUESTION HIT RETURN 
TO ABORT:": NORMAL : PRINT : 
INVERSE : PRINT "NOW SUBTRA 

CT DATA FROM THE FILE YOU CA 
LL"FS: NORMAL 

15030 PRINT : INPUT "WHAT # DO Y 
OU WANT TO SUBTRACT?: ";N$: IF 
LEN (NS) = 0 THEN 600 

15031 N = VAL (N$): IF N < 1 OR 
N > SC THEN 15030 

15050 PRINT : INPUT "DID YOU GET 
IT RIGHT? (Y/N): ";ANS: IF 
LEN (ANS) = 0 THEN 15030 

15060 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 
15030 

15070 IF N = SC THEN 15090 
15080 SCS(N) = SCS(N + 1):N(N) = 

N(N + 1):N = N + 1: IF SC 
N THEN 15090 

15085 GOTO 15080 
15090 SC = SC - 1: PRINT : INPUT 

"DO YOU WISH TO SUBTRACT MOR 
E? (Y/N): ";ANS: IF LEN (AN 
$) = 0 THEN ANS = "N": GOTO 
15120 

15092 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 
15120 

Listing continued. 

600 HOME : POKE - 16303,0: POKE 
- 16298,0: VTAB 1: INVERSE 
: PRINT "MENU FOR PIE CHART: 

NORMAL : PRINT 
605 Fl = 0:A = 140:8 = 95: ROT= 0 

:P$ = "": SCALE= 1:C = 3: HCOLOR= 
C:GG = 0 

606 ONERR GOTO 63990 
609 PRINT "(0)QUIT 
610 PRINT "(1)INPUT DATA & SEE P 

IE CHART": PRINT "(2)SAVE CU 
RRENT DATA AS PIE CHART": PRINT 
"(3)EXAMINE/EDIT PIE CHART": 
PRINT "(4)DELETE PIE CHART" 

: PRINT "(5)PRINT OUT PIE CH 
ART ON PRINTER" 

611 PRINT "(6)ADD DATA/SLICES TO 
EXISTING PIE CHART(7)SUBTRA 

CT DATA FROM EXISTING PIE CH 
ART(8)MEAN 6 STANDARD DEVIAT 
ION" 

612 PRINT "(9)SEE DISK CATALOG F 
OR PIE CHART FILES": PRINT " 
(10)INSERT EXTRA LABELS": PRINT 
"(11)SAVE 33-SECTOR PICTURE 
TO DISK": PRINT "(12)VIEW SC 
REEN" 

613 PRINT "(13)SEE PICTURE STORE 
D ON DISK": PRINT "(14)ERASE 
SCREEN": PRINT 

620 FLASH : PRINT "(0-14):";: NORMAL 
: INPUT " ";V: IF V < 0 OR V 
> 14 THEN 620 

630 ON V GOTO 100,700,800,900,13 
000,14000,15000,16000,17000, 
30000,31000,32000,33000,3700 
0 

635 IF V = 0 THEN END 
640 GOTO 600 
700 GOSUB 9000: HOME : VTAB 3: 

INVERSE : PRINT "PRESENT FILE 
NAME: ";F$: 
VTAB 6: PRINT "HIT RETURN T 

0 ABORT SAVING.": NORMAL 
702 PRINT : INPUT "CHOOSE A FILE 

NAME: ";US 
705 IF LEN (US) = 0 THEN 600 
710 PRINT : INPUT "DID YOU GET I 

T RIGHT? (Y/N): ";ANS: IF LEN 
(ANS) = 0 THEN 700 

720 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 7 
00 

725 F$ = "PIE." + US 
730 D$ = CHRS (4): PRINT D$"OPEN 

";F$;",0";DDS;",5";SDS: PRINT 
DS"DELETE";FS: PRINT D$"OPEN 
";F$: PRINT D$"WRITE";F$: PRINT 
SC: FOR. Q = 1 TO SC: PRINT S 
CS(Q): PRINT N(Q): NEXT : PRINT 
DS"CLOSE" 

740 FS = US: GOTO 600 
800 PRINT : PRINT "1ST WE'LL SEE 

PIE CHART AS IT IS NOW": PRINT 

805 GOSUB 1000:F1 = 1: GOSUB 105 

807 TEXT 
808 HOME : VTAB 3 
810 PRINT : INPUT "WANT TO MAKE 

CHANGES? (Y/N): ";AN$: IF LEN 
(ANS) = 0 THEN 600 

812 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 6 
00 

814 HOME : VTAB 1: FOR Q = 1 TO 
SC: PRINT "("Q") "SCS(Q)" = 
"N(Q): IF Q = 16 OR Q > 30 THEN 
GOSUB 63000 

816 NEXT 
818 PRINT : INPUT "# TO CHANGE: 

:NS: IF LEN (NS) = 0 THEN 
600 

819 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT "HIT 
RETURN TO KEEP LABEL AS IT 
IS:": NORMAL 
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Listing continued. 

  

15093 GOTO 15010 
15120 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 

Fl 	1: PRINT : PRINT "NOW W 
E'LL SEE THE EFFECT OF THE C 
HANGES BEFORE RE-SAVING FILE 
:": GOSUB 63000:F1 = 1: GOSUB 
105: GOTO 15140 

15130 GOTO 15030 
15140 PRINT : INPUT "ANY MORE CH 

ANGES? (Y/N): ";ANS: IF LEN 
(ANS) = 0 THEN 15140 

15150 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 
700 

15160 GOTO 15010 
16000 MN = 0:SD = 0 
16005 IF LEN (F$) = 0 OR F$ = " 

NONE" THEN 600 
16010 FOR Q = 1 TO SC:MN = MN + 

N(Q): NEXT :MN = MN / SC 
16020 FOR 0 = 1 TO SC:SD = SD + 

(N(Q) - MN) o 2: NEXT :SD 
SOR (SD / SC) 

16025 SS$ = STR$ (SD): IF LEN 
SS$) > 5 THEN SS$ = LEFTS 
SSS,5):SD = VAL (SS8) 

16027 MN$ = STR$ (MN): IF LEN 
MN$) > 5 THEN MN$ = LEFTS 
MN$,5):MN = VAL (MNS) 

16030 HOME : VTAB 10: INVERSE : PRINT 
"MEAN: "MN: NORMAL : PRINT : 
PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT "ST 
ANDARD DEVIATION: "SD: NORMAL 
: PRINT : PRINT : GOSUB 6300 
0: GOTO 600 

17000 PRINT : PRINT CHRS (4);"C 
ATALOG,D"DD$",S"SD$: GOSUB 6 
3000: HOME : GOTO 600 

20000 DP$ = "1":SP$ = "4":DDS = " 
1":6D$ = "4":PS$ 	"1":WRS = 
"Y": RETURN 

30000 HOME : VTAB 1: PRINT : INVERSE 
: PRINT "HIT RETURN TO ABORT 

NORMAL : INPUT "LABEL: "; 
NNS: IF LEN (NNS) - 0 THEN 
600 

30001 GOSUB 80 
30004 PRINT : INPUT "DID YOU GET 

IT RIGHT? (Y/N): ";AA$: IF 
LEN (ASS) = 0 THEN 30004 

30006 IF ASC (AASI < > 89 THEN 
30000 

30009 GOSUB 85 
30010 HOME : VTAB 1: PRINT "USE 

I,J,K,M EDITING KEYS TO MOVE 
CURSOR TO BEGINNING OF LABE 
L. HIT P TO PRINT 	LABEL ON 
CHART. USE REPT WITH EDIT K 
EYS FOR BEST RESULTS.": GOSUB 
63000 

30020 POKE - 16304,0: POKE - 1 
6297,0: HCOLOR= 3 

30022 PO = 140:P1 = 88 
30025 XDRAW 51 AT P0,P1: XDRAW 5 

1 AT P0,P1:0 = PEEK ( - 163 
36) 

30030 PP = PEEK ( - 16384): IF P 
P > 127 THEN POKE - 16368, 
0: GOTO 30100 

30040 GOTO 30025 
30100 IF (PP < 201 OR PP > 208) THEN 

GOSUB 62000: GOTO 30025 
30110 ON PP - 200 GOTO 30121,301 

22,30123,30900,30125,30900,3 
0900,30128 

30111 GOSUB 62000: GOTO 30025 
30121 P1 = P1 - 8: GOTO 30800 
30122 PO - PO - 8: GOTO 30800 
30123 PO = PO + 8: GOTO 30800 
30125 P1 = P1 + 8: GOTO 30800 
30128 A$ = NN$: GOSUB 31: GOSUB 6 

3010: GOTO 600 
30800 IF P1 > 184 THEN P1 = 184 
30810 IF P1 < 0 THEN P1 = 0 
30820 IF PO < 0 THEN PO = 0 
30830 IF PO > 272 THEN PO = 272 
30840 GOTO 30025 
30900 GOSUB 62000: GOTO 30025 
31000 HOME : VTAB 1: INVERSE : IF 

F$ 	"" THEN F$ = "NONE" 
31002 PRINT "CURRENT FILE NAME: 

"F$: NORMAL : PRINT 

31005 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT "H 
IT RETURN TO ABORT. DO NOT T 
RY TO SAVE PICTURES ON THE P 
ROGRAM DISK.": NORMAL : PRINT 

31010 INPUT "PICTURE NAME: ";PS: 
PS = "PIE.PIC." + P$: IF LEN 
(PS) < 9 THEN 600 

31020 PRINT : INPUT "DID YOU GET 
IT RIGHT? (y/N): ";ANS: IF 
LEN (ANS) = 0 THEN 31010 

31030 IF SSC (AN$) < > 89 THEN 
31010 

31040 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BSAVE";P$ 
;",A8192,L$1FF8,5";SDS;",D": 
DDS: GOTO 600 

32000 POKE - 16304,0: POKE - 1 
6297,0: GOSUB 63010: GOTO 60 
0 

33000 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT "H 
IT RETURN TO ABORT.": NORMAL 
: PRINT 

33010 INPUT "PICTURE NAME: ";P$: 
PS = "PIE.PIC." + PS: IF LEN 
(86) < 9 THEN 600 

33020 PRINT : INPUT "DID YOU GET 
IT RIGHT? (Y/N): "; ANS: IF 
LEN (AN$) = 0 THEN 33010 

33030 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 
33010 

33040 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BLOAD";P$ 
;",A8192,S";SDS;",D";DDS: POKE 
- 16304,0: POKE - 16297,0: 
GOSUB 63010: GOTO 600 

35000 IF X > 273 THEN X - 273 
35010 RETURN 
35500 HCOLOR= 0: FOR Q = Y TO y + 

7:QQ - X + ( LEN (ANS)) . 7: 
IF QQ > 279 THEN QQ = 279 

35510 HPLOT X,Q TO QQ,Q: NEXT : 
HCOLOR= 3: RETURN 

37000 HOME : VTAB 8: FLASH : PRINT 
"DANGER: THIS WILL ERASE ENT 
IRE SCREEN!": PRINT : PRINT 
: INVERSE : PRINT "HIT RETUR 
N TO ABORT:": INPUT "SURE YO 
U WANT TO ERASE? (Y/N): ";AN 
$: NORMAL : IF LEN (AN$) . 
O THEN 600 

37010 IF ASC (ANS) < > 89 THEN 
600 

37020 CALL 62450: GOTO 32000 
51000 GG = GG + 	IF GG > 2 THEN 

GG = 0: POP : GOTO 600 
51001 RETURN 
62000 FOR V5 = 1 TO 15:PJ = PEEK 

( - 16336): NEXT : RETURN 
63000 PRINT : PRINT "(HIT ANY KE 

Y TO CONTINUE:)": PRINT 
63010 PH = PEEK ( - 16384): IF P 

H > 127 THEN POKE - 16368, 
0: RETURN 

63020 GOTO 63010 
63500 DATA 140,2,141,3,142,3,143 

,3,144,3,145,3,146,3,147,3,1 
48,3,149,3,150,3,151,3,152,3 
,153,3,154,4,155,4,156,4,157 
,4,158,4,159,4,160,5,161,5,1 
62,5,163,5,164,6,165,6,166,6 
467,7,168,7,169,7,170,8,171 
,8,172,8,173,9,174,9,175,9,1 
76,10,177,10 

63510 DATA 178,11,179,11,180,12, 
181,12,182,13,183,13,184,14, 
185,14,186,15,187,15,188,16, 
189,17,190,17,191,18,192,19, 
193,19,194,20,195,21,196,22, 
197,22,198,23,199,24,200,25, 
201,26,202,27,203,27,204,28, 
205,29,206,30,207,31,207,32, 
208,33,209,34 

63520 DATA 210,35,211,36,212,37, 
212,38,213,39,214,40,215,41, 
215,42,216,43,217,44,217,45, 
218,46,219,47,219,48,220,49, 
220,50,221,51,221,52,222,53, 
222,54,223,55,223,56,224,57, 
224,58,225,59,225,60,225,61, 
226,62,226,63,226,64,227,65, 
227,66,227,67 

63530 DATA 228,68,228,69,228,70, 

229,71,229,72,229,73,229,74, 
230,75,230,76,230,77,230,78, 
230,79,230,80,231,81,231,82, 
231,83,231,84,231,85,231,86, 
231,87,231,88,231,89,231,90, 
231,91,231,92,231,93,232,94, 
231,95,231,96,231,97,231,98, 
231,99 

63540 DATA 231,100,231,101,231,1 
02,231,103,231,104,231,105,2 
31,106,231,107,230,108,230,1 
09,230,110,230,111,230,112,2 
30,113,229,114,229,115,229,1 
16,229,117,228,118,228,119,2 
28,120,227,121,227,122,227,1 
23,226,124,226,125,226,126,2 
25,127 

63550 DATA 225,128,225,129,224,1 
30,224,131,223,132,223,133,2 
22,134,222,135,221,136,221,1 
37,220,138,220,139,219,140,2 
19,141,218,142,217,143,217,1 
44,216,145,215,146,215,147,2 
14,148,213,149,212,150,212,1 
51,211,152,210,153,209,154,2 
08,155 

63560 DATA 207,156,207,157,206,1 
58,205,159,204,160,203,161,2 
02,161,201,162,200,163,199,1 
64,198,165,197,166,196,166,1 
95,167,194,168,193,169,192,1 
69,191,170,190,171,189,171,1 
88,172,187,173,186,173,185,1 
74,184,174,183,175,182,175,1 
81,176 

63570 DATA 180,176,179,177,178,1 
77,177,178,176,178,175,179,1 
74,179,173,179,172,180,171,1 
80,170,180,169,181,168,181,1 
67,181,166,182,165,182,164,1 
82,163,183,162,183,161,183,1 
60,183,159,184,158,184,157,1 
84,156,184,155,184,154,184,1 
53,185 

63580 DATA 152,185,151,185,150,1 
85,149,185,149,185,148,185,1 
47,185,146,185,145,185,144,1 
85,143,185,142,185,141,185,1 
40,186,139,185,138,185,137,1 
85,136,185,135,185,134,185,1 
33,185,132,185,131,185,130,1 
85,129,185,128,185,127,185,1 
26,184 

63590 DATA 125,184,124,184,123,1 
84,122,184,121,184,120,183,1 
19,183,118,183,117,183,116,1 
82,116,182,115,182,114,182,1 
13,181,112,181,111,181,110,1 
80,109,180,108,180,107,179,1 
06,179,105,179,104,178,103,1 
78,102,177,101,177,100,176,9 
9,176 

63600 DATA 98,175,97,175,96,174 
,95,174,94,173,93,173,92,172 
,91,171,90,171,89,170,88,169 
,87,169,86,168,85,167,84,166 
,83,166,82,165,81,164,80,163 
,79,162,78,161,77,161,76,160 
,75,159,74,158,73,157,73,156 

63605 DATA 72,155,71,154,70,153, 
69,152,68,151,68,150,67,149 

63610 DATA 66,148,65,147,65,146, 
64,145,63,144,63,143,62,142, 
61,141,61,140,60,139,60,138, 
59,137,59,136,58,135,58,134, 
57,133,57,132,56,131,56,130, 
55,129,55,128,55,127,54,126, 
54,125,54,124,53,123,53,122, 
53,121,52,120,52,119,52,118, 
51,117,51,116 

63620 DATA 51,115,51,114,50,113, 
50,112,50,111,50,110,50,109, 
50,108,49,107,49,106,49,105, 
49,104,49,103,49,102,49,101, 
49,100,49,99,49,98,49,97,49, 
96,49,95,48,94,49,93,49,92,4 
9,91,49,90,49,89,49,88,49,87 
'49,86,49,85,49,84,49,83,49, 

Listing continued. 

on the same disk that holds the main 
program. It also assumes that your 
printer is in slot 1. 

To use a printer conveniently, it 

should be one of the control charac-
ter activated types, such as an Ax-
iom or Silentype. When you want a 
printout, just choose option 5, 

PRINT OUT PIE CHART ON PRINTER. 
Type the control characters your 
printer manual says will produce 
hi-res graphics screen dumps, and 
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Listing continued. 
82,49,81 

63630 DATA 50,80,50,79,50,78,50, 
77,50,76,50,75,51,74,51,73,5 
1,72,51,71,52,70,52,69,52,68 
,53,67,53,66,53,65,54,64,54, 
63,54,62,55,61,55,60,55,59,5 
6,58,56,57,57,56,57,55,58,54 
'58,53,59,52,59,51,60,50,60, 
49,61,48,61,47,62,46,63,45,6 
3,44,64,43 

63640 DATA 65,42,65,41,66,40,67, 
39,68,38,68,37,69,36,70,35,7 
1,34,72,33,73,32,73,31,74,30 
75,29,76,28,77,27,78,27,79, 
26,80,25,81,24,82,23,83,22,8 
4,22,85,21,86,20,87,19,88,19 
,89,18,90,17,91,17,92,16,93, 
15,94,15,95,14,96,14,97,13,9 
8,13,99,12 

63650 DATA 100,12,101,11,102,11, 
103,10,104,10,105,9,106,9,10 
7,9,108,8,109,8,110,8,111,7, 
112,7,113,7,114,6,115,6,116, 
6,117,5,118,5,119,5,120,5,12 
1,4,122,4,123,4,124,4,125,4, 
126,3,127,3,128,3,129,3,130, 
3,131,3,132,3,133,3,134,3,13 
5,3,136,3 

63660 DATA 137,3,138,3,139,3,0, 
0 

63990 POKE 216,0:PQ = PEEK (222 
): PRINT "": REM CTRL G IN Q 
UOTES 

63991 ONERR GOTO 63990 
63992 IF PQ = 254 THEN RESUME 
63994 IF PQ = 6 OR PQ = 5 THEN 

PRINT 
: PRINT "FILE NOT FOUND! TRY 
AGAIN...": GOSUB 51000: PRINT 
CHR$ (4);"DELETE";F$: GOTO 

600 
63995 PRINT D$"CLOSE" 
63997 ONERR GOTO 63990 
63999 GOTO 600 

then hit return. If you have a 
printer requiring special screen 
dump software, such as an Epson, 
then create a pie chart, add op-
tional labels if needed, hit control-
reset, and run your screen dump 
software, ignoring the fact that 
control-reset makes the screen dis-
appear. Don't worry—the hi-res 
screen memory is not hurt by reset! 

One vital fact to keep in mind 
when using PIE—you must include 
POKE 104,64 and POKE 16384,0 in the 
booting (Hello) program that runs 
before you get to PIE. 

The characters available for use 
in pie chart labels, as well as op-
tional labels, are all letters, all 
numbers, !, ?, 	%, — , = , (, ), /, 
+ , and space. When entering 
numeric data, do not prefix dollar 
signs, even if you're referring to 
money. Decimal points are okay. 

Pie chart data files are saved with 

Listing 2. ALPHNUM file. 

.890.EE0 

0890- 7D A2 AU 13 01 42 34 00 
0898- 6A 00 88 00 A6 00 C3 00 
08A0- El 00 FE 00 113 01 39 01 
08A8- 58 01 75 01 92 01 AE 01 
0880- CA 01 E9 01 08 02 27 02 
0888- 45 02 63 02 81 02 9F 02 
08C0- BC 02 DB 02 F8 02 17 03 
esca- 34 03 51 03 6F 03 8B 03 
08D0- A7 01 C2 03 DE 03 FA 03 
08D8- 16 04 32 04 4E 04 64 04 
08E0- 86 04 A2 04 BF 04 DB 04 
08E8- F6 04 13 05 30 05 4D 05 
08F0- 6A 05 87 05 A5 05 C2 05 
08F8- E0 05 FE 05 10 06 44 06 
0900- 49 6D 89 DB DF DF 4A 4D 
0908- 09 80 18 3F 3F FF 4A 4D 
0910, 09 8D 18 DF 10 9F 09 4D 
0918- 09 8D DB DB DB 00 29 2D 
0920- 6D D1 FB 18 DF 4A 69 09 
0928- 8D DB 3F FF 53 09 4D 69 
0930- DA DF FB 53  29 2D 6D D1 
0938- DB DH 9B 00 09 2D 6D 01 
0940- FB DB 9F 09 4D 49 01 DB 
0948- DB 9F 09 4D 49 D1 FB DB 
0950- 9F 49 2D 6D 01 DB DB 96 
0958- 00 29 2D 6D D1 FB 18 DF 
0960- 4A 69 09 8D 18 DF FB 53 
0968- 09 4D 69 DA DF FB 53 29 
0970- 2D 6D 01 DB DB 9B 00 29 
0978- 2D 2D 80 DB DB FB 4A 4D 
0980- 49 01 DB 3F FF 4A 4D 49 
0988- DI DB DB 9F 09 2D 2D 6D 
0990- DA DB DB 00 29 2D 2D 80 
0998- DB DB FB 4A 4D 49 01 DB 
09A0- 3F FF 4A 4D 49 D1 DB DB 
09A8- 9F 09 4D 49 01 DB DB 90 
0960- 00 09 2D 6D DI FB DB 9F 
0988- 09 4D 49 01 38 FF FB 4A 
09C0- 4D 09 8D 18 OF 18 9F 49 

Listing continued. 

51/4" Floppy Disk Drive in Apple Colored Case with Cable. 

APPLE COMPATIBLE 

DISK 	DRIVES 
Compatible with Apple Language card, 	D'IWW 
Z80 Software, Fortran, Pascal, & CP/M. 

Half height slim line drives 
from $249.95 
(Alps & Teac Mechanisms). 

Quality Tested 
90 Day Warranty 

VISA & Mastercard Accepted 
FOR FURTHERINFORACMION CALL (TOLL FREE) OR WRITE FORME LITERATURE 

MICRO-DESIGN 1  
RO-DESIGN 

6301 MANCliACA ROAd, SUITE B AUSTIN TEXAS, 78745 	 T-LJJ/ 

	

TEXAS RES. CAR 512 441 7890 	 • l 	— 

1.  .800 6531 .5 00 

299' 

Fudge It! 

Circle 352 on Reader Service card. 
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Listing continued. 

09C8- 2D 6D DI DB DB 9B 00 69 OB08- 09 4D 4D DI 16 DF FB 4A 
09D0- 49 8D 113 DF IB 9F 09 4D 01310- 4D 09 8D DB DB DB 00 09 
09D8- 09 8D 1B 3F 3F FF 4A 4D OB18- 2D 6D DI FB DB 9F 09 4D 
09E0- 09 8D IB DF 113 9F 09 4D OB20- 49 DI 18 3F FF 53 49 49 
09E8- 09 8D DB DB DB 00 49 2D OB28- 8D 113 DF IB 9F 49 2D 6D 
09F0- 4D DA IB DF 9B 49 09 4D OB30- DI DB DB 9B 00 09 2D 2D 
09F8- DI DB DF 9B 49 09 4D DI 0838- 8D DB FB DB 4A 49 4D DI 
0A00- DB DF 98 49 29 6D DI DB OB40- DB OF 9B 49 09 4D DI DB 
0A08- DB 98 00 49 29 6D DA F8 0848- DF 98 49 09 40 01 DB DB 
0A10- DB 53 49 09 4D DA FB DB OB50- 96 00 69 49 8D 1B DF IB 
0A18- 53 49 09 4D DA FB IB 9F OB58- 9F 09 4D 09 8D 1B DF IB 
0A20- 49 2D 4D DI DB DB 98 00 OB60- 9F 09 4D 09 8D 1B DF 113 
0A28- 69,49 8D DB DF FB 4A 4D 0668- 9F 49 2D 6D DI DB DB 9B 
0330- 4D DI DB 3B FF 4A 4D 4D OB70- 00 69 49 8D 1B DF 18 9F 
0338- DI 18 DF FB 4A 4D 09 80 0878- 09 4D 09 8D DB DF DF 4A 
0A40- DB DB DB 00 69 49 89 DB 0880- 69 69 DI DB FF 9B 49 29 
0348- DB FB 4A 4D 49 DI DB DB OB88- 4D DI DB DB 9B 00 69 49 
0350- 9F 09 4D 49 DI DB DB 9F OB90- 8D 18 DF 1B 9F 09 4D 09 
0358- 09 2D 2D 6D DA DB DB 00 OB98- 8D 18 IF FF 9F 09 OD 6D 
0360- 69 49 80 1B FF 3B 9F 09 OBAO- 8D 1B FF 3B 9F 09 4D 09 
0A68- OD 6D 8D 1B IF FF 90 09 OBA8- 8D DB DB DB 00 69 49 8D 
0A70- 4D 09 81) 1I3 DF 1B 9F 09 OBBO- 1B DF 18 9F 49 4D 4D DA 
0A78- 4D 09 8D DB DB DB 00 69 OBB8- 113 FF 9B 49 4D 4D DA DF 
0A80- 49 8D 18 DF 3B 9F 09 OD OBCO- 18 9F 09 4D 09 BD DB DB 
0A88- 4D 8D 18 IF DF 9F 09 4D OBC8- DB 00 09 4D 69 DA DF FB 
0390- 29 8D IB DF 1B 9F 09 4D OBDO- 53 09 4D 69 DA 3B FF 9B 
0398- 09 8D DB DB DB 00 09 2D 01308- 49 09 4D DI DB DF 9B 49 
0AA0- 6D DI FB DB 9F 09 4D 09 OBE0- 09 4D DI DB DB 9B 00 29 
0AA8- 8D 1B DF 1B 9F 09 4D 09 OBE8- 2D 2D 8D IB DF DB 53 49 
0380- 80 1B DF 18 9F 49 2D 6D OBFO- 09 4D DA 18 FF 9B 49 4D 
0AB8- DI DB DB 9B 00 29 2D 6D 0808- 49 DA DB 18 9F 09 2D 2D 
OACO- DI FB DB 9F 09 4D 09 8D 0000- 6D DA DB DB 00 49 49 89 
OAC8- DB 3F 3F 9F 09 4D 49 DI 0008- DB DB DB 4A 49 49 DI DB 
OADO- DB DB 9F 09 4D 49 DI DB 0C10- DB 9B 49 49 49 DA 1B FF 

0AD8- DB 9B 00 09 2D 6D DI FB 0C18- 98 49 29 4D D1 DB DB 9B 
OAEO- DB 9F 09 4D 09 8D IB DF 0C20- 00 49 49 89 DB DB DB 4A 
OAE8- 1B 9F 09 4D OD 8D DB DF 0C28- 49 49 DI DB DB 9B 49 49 
OAFO- FB 4A 29 6D 8D DB DB DB 0C30- 49 DA IB FF 9B 49 29 4D 
OAF8- 00 29 2D 6D DI FB DB 9F 0C38- DI DB 3B DF 00 49 69 89 
0B00- 09 40 09 8D DB 3F 3F 9F 

Listing continued. 
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Figure 2. Sample graphics printout. 

(0)QUIT 
(1)INPUT DATA & SEE PIE CHART 
(2)SAVE CURRENT DATA AS PIE CHART 
(3)EXAMINE/EDIT PIE CHART 
(4)DELETE PIE CHART 
(5)PRINT OUT PIE CHART ON PRINTER 
(6)ADD DATA/SLICES TO EXISTING PIE CHART 
(7)SUBTRACT DATA FROM EXISTING PIE CHART 
(8)MEAN & STANDARD DEVIATION 
(9)SEE DISK CATALOG FOR PIE CHART FILES 
(10)INSERT EXTRA LABELS 
(II)SAVE 33-SECTOR PICTURE TO DISK 
(12)VIEW SCREEN 
(13)SEE PICTURE STORED ON DISK 
(14)ERASE SCREEN 

Figure 1, PIE main menu. 

Fudge It! 
Circle 33 on Reader Service card. 

Announcing 
the Encorediskette. 
The way it performs, 

you'd never guess 
it costs only $L59: 

Here's your best value in diskettes today. 
New Encore meets the same high standards that 

big-name brands meet-100% error-free performance, 
ANSI certification. In mart' cases it actually exceeds 
system reguirements.There's even a 1-year replace-
ment guarantee. 

Yet the cost is as low as $1.59 for single-sided, 
single-density 51/4" Encore diskettes (when you pur-
chase four or more boxes, ten diskettes per box). 

And only $2.99 for double-sided, double-density 
51/4" Encore diskettes. 

With important savings comes reliable perfor-
mance on all popular systems: Applell, 11Plus, I le,111; 
IBM PC; Radio Shack TRS-80; DEC; Wangwriter and 
many others. So from now on, get accurate, reliable 
performance without the high cost. Get Encore. 

Send coupon today. Or call 
1(800) 547-5444. 

In California 1(800) 547-5447. 

To ensure your complete satisfaction, Encore diskettes 
are covered by a 45-day risk-free trial period. Allow 
two weeks for delivery.This offer good only in the Conti-
nental U.S. Call for information on system compatibility. 

FREE Inmac Floppy Library Case! 
Order your Encore diskettes within the next 30 days, 
and with each box you'll receive a free Floppy Library 
Case for easy storage, fast retrieval, and sure protec-
tion of your data. But hurry - supplies are limited. 
(Limit 4 per order) 

TM '"mac 
Ilbrld's leading source of computer 
supplies and accessories, 

*Price for one SSSD 53/4" 
Encore diskette when 
purchasing 40 or more 
diskettes. 

ORDER NOW 
MIN UM II= IM MN ME IIMI EM ME 
. In mac, Encore Introductory Offer, 2465 Augustine Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95051 
. Yes, I think Encore sounds like a great dear Please send me: 

No. of boxes Order No./Description 	Price per box of 10 diskettes 
1 	 2-3 	4+ 

	 7970 - 51/4" SSSD $25.90 	$19.90 	$15.90 

	

soft sedor (2.59 ea) 	(1.99 ea) 	(1.59 ea) I 

	 7971- 51/4" DSDD $43.90 	$35.90 	$29.90 

	

soft sector (4.39 ea) 	(3.59 ea) 	(2.99 ea) 

	 7960 - 8" SSDD 	 $29.90 

	

$39.90 	 $26.90 II 

	

soft sector (3.99 ea) 	(2.99 ea) 	(2.69 ea) 

	 7961- 8" SSSD 

	1 

	

$32.90 	$24.90 	vas() 

	

soft sector (3.29 ea) 	(2.49 ea) 	(1.99 ea) • 
IBM format 

	

2305830 	 Subtotal   I 

I 

I 

ISignature 	 I 

I Name 	 Phone 
	  I 

I Firm 

▪ Address 

ICity 	 State 	Zip 

0 Please send me a free lnmac catalog 	 107128 • 

I*Customers in CA, CO. DC, NJ. NY. 	
Sales Tax* 

TX, IL, GA add applicahle tax. 	 Total Order 

E Check enclosed O Bill Company PO No 	 

0 Visa 0 MasterCard Account No. 	  



Softcard 	 $229 Buffered Dumpling 32K 	 $199 
Ramcard 	 $ 69 8088 Coprocessor Board 	 $549 
Microsoft Premium Sys 	 $479 Versawriter Graphics Tablet 	$209 

(Contains Softcard, Ramcard, 	 Vldeoterm 80 Column Board 	$229 
Videx, Videoterm) 	 Vista Vision 80 Column Board 	$189 

System Saver Fan 	 $ 65 Smarterm 11 80 Column Board 	$149 
Flip & File Diskette Box 	 $ 21 EZ Port 	 $ 19 
Enhancer II 	 $ 99 Game Paddles 	 $ 29 
Lower Case Adapter 	 $ 25 Joystick TO 	 $ 39 
Microtek Apple Parallel 	 Select-A-Port 	 $ 39 

Interface 	 $ 79 Kraft Joystick 	 $ 45 
Microbuffer II 32K Parallel 	$199 Kraft Paddles 	 $ 34 
Apple Dumpling GX 	 $ 95 The Joyport 	 $ 34 
Buffered Dumpling 16K 	 $155 TO Trak Ball 	 $ 45 

Printers 

** * Specials of the Month * * * 
Franklin Ace 1000 w/Color 	 $949 
Elephant Disks sis 	 $ 18 
Verbatim Disks sld 	 $ 24 
Maxell Diskettes 	 $ 30 
Amdek Color I 	 $299 
Amdek Color II 	 $659 
Micromodem II 	 $259 
Micromodem II wITerminal Pk. 	 $299 
Novation Apple Cat II Modem 	 $329 
Hayes Smartmodem 300 	 $209 
Hayes Smartmodem 1200 	 $499 
The Grappler + 	 $119 
Rana System 40 Track Drive 	 $299 
Rana System 80 Track Drive 	 $659 

1095 E. Twain (702) 796-0296 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 

Call Toll Free 

1-800-634-6766 

Compute the Savings 
Apple Hit List 	Peripherals 	 Business 

$ 439 Prism 132 (with sheetfeed, graphics 
$ 949 	& color) 	 $1589 
$ 499 	(with parallel interface [centronicsD 
$ 599 Citoh 8510 Prowriter 	 $ 365 
$ 799 Cltoh F10 Starwriter 	 $1199 
$ 419 Cltoh F10 Printmaster 	 $1599 
$ 979 Mannesmann Tally MT 160L 	$ 599 
$ 489 Gemini 10 	 $ 319 
$ 889 Gemini 15 	 $ 479 
$ 549 Qume Sprint 11 + Printer 	$1349 

Galactic Gladiator 	 $ 27 
The Cosmic Balance 	 $ 27 
Pursuit of the Graf Spree 	 $ 39 
Wordrace 	 $ 17 
David's Midnight Magic 	 $ 23 
Sargonll 	 $ 23 
Zork I, II, Ill 	  Ea. $ 27 
Cyborg 	 $ 22 
Crisis Mountain 	 $ 23 
Cytron Masters 	 $ 27 
S.E.U.I.S 	 $ 27 
Knight of Diamonds 	 $ 23 
Way Out 	 $ 27 
Zaxxon 	 $ 27 
S.kG.A. Adventure 	 Ea. $ 27 
Serpentine 	 $ 23 
Choplifter 	 $ 23 
Frogger 	 $ 23 
Sea Fox 	 $ 20 
Temple of Apshai 	 $ 27 
Ultima 	 $ 27 
Castle Wolf enstein 	 $ 20 
Wiz & Princess 	 $ 22 
Ulysses & The Golden Fleece 	$ 23 
Wizardry 	 $ 34 
Tigers in the Snow 	 $ 27 
Deadline 	 $34 
Starcross 	 $27 
Aztec 	 $27 
Mask of the Sun 	 $27 
Miner 2049er 	 $29 
Wavy Navy 	 $23 
Ultima 	 $39 
Dark Crystal 	 $27 
Millionaire 	 $55 
Hi Res Secret 	 $79 
Suspended 	 $35 

EducatiOnal 
Master Type 	 $ 27 
Type Attack 	 $ 27 
Harcourt Brace S.A.T. Series 	$ 59 
Anatomy 	 $ 27 
Compu Spell Gr. 4-8 	  Ea. $ 15 
Algebra 1, II, Ill 	  Ea. $ 27 
Planetary Guide 	 $ 23 
Solar System 	 $ 27 
Sticky Bear Bop 	 $ 30 
Sticky Bear Numbers 	 $ 30 
Sticky Bear ABC 	 $ 30 
Alien Counter/Face Flash 	$ 24 
Gulp & Arrow Graphics 	 $ 24 
Battling Bugs/Concentration 	$ 24 
PDI Preschool IQ Builder 	 $ 24 
In Search of the Most Amazing Thing 	$ 27 
Hey Diddle DiddlelSpinaker 	' $ 20 
Snooper Troops #1/Spinaker 	$ 30 
Snooper Troops IN2/Spinaker 	$ 30 
Delta Drawing/Spinaker 	 $ 45 
Story MakerlSpinaker 	 $ 26 
Face MakerlSpinaker 	 $ 26 

• GraplucsiUtilities 
Penguin Software 
Complete Graphics System 	$ 49 
Special Effects 	 $ 27 
Graphics Magician 	 $ 39 

Beagle Brothers 
Apple Mechanic 	 $ 20 
Tip Disk 011 	 $ 15 
Flex Text 	 $ 20 
Frame Up 	 $ 20 
Typefaces 	 $ 15 

Apple lie 
64K with 80 column card, one Apple drive, 
one Apple low glare monochrome (green 

phosphor) monitor, one monitor stand 

Call for Price 

NEC 8023A 	  
Diablo 620R (25CPS) 	  
Smith Corona TP-1 Parallel 	 
Epson FX80 	  
Epson FX100FT 	  
Okidata ML82A 	  
Okidata ML84P 	  
Okidata ML92 	  
Okidata ML93 	  
IDS Microprism 80 	  
Prism 132 (sheetfeed & graphics) 	$1399 

Artsci 
Magic Window II 	 $ 95 

Ashton-Tate 
dBase II (Req. Z-80) 	 $419 

Broderbund 
Payroll 	 $249 
Accounts Receivable 	 $249 
The Bank Street Writer 	 $ 45 

Continental Software 
The Home Accountant 	 $ 48 
1st Class Mail 	 $ 48 
CPA Module #1 G/L 	 $159 
CPA Module #2 A/R 	 $159 
CPA Module N3 — A/P 	 $159 
CPA Module #4 — Payroll 	$159 
CPA Module 05 — Property Mgt 	$159 
The Form Letter 	 $ 20 

Datasoft 
Micropainter 	 $ 23 
Datasm 65 2.0 	 $ 59 
Lisp Intepreter 	 $ 79 
The Basic Compiler 	 $ 65 

Don't Ask Software 
S.A.M. 	 $ 79 

Microcomputer Products Hayes 
Hayes Terminal Program 	 $ 65 

Howard Software 
Creative Financing 	 $129 
Real Estate Analyzer II 	 $119 
Tax Preparer 1983 	 $145 

IUS 
Professional Easywriter 	 $115 
Original Easywriter 	 $ 65 
Original Easymailer 	 $ 45 
Pro. Easywriter/Mailer Combo 	$189 
Orig. Easywriter/Mai ler Combo 	$ 89 

Link Systems 
Datafax 	 $119 
Datalink 	 $ 62 

Lotus 
Executive Briefing System 	$125 
Alphabytes Font 	 $ 17 
Alphabets Font 	 $ 17 

Micro Lab 
The Tax Manager 	 $ 95 
Data Factory 5.0 	 $189 
Payroll Manager 	 $189 

Microsoft 
Tasc Compiler 	 $119 
A.L.D.S. (Req. Z-80) 	 $ 79 
Multiplan (Apple Dos or Z-80) 	$175 

Systems Plus 
Accounting Plus — G/L 	 $239 
Accounting Plus (GL, AP, AR) 	$499 
Accounting Plus (GL, AP, AR, INV) 	$629 

On-Line 
Screenwriter II 	 $ 82 
The Dictionary 	 $ 65 
Screenwriter Professional 	$129 
The General Manager II 	 $149 

PBL Corporation 
Personal investor 	 $ 95 

Sensible Software 
Sensible Speller 
Multi Disk Catalog III 	 

Silicon Valley 
Word Handler II 	  $119 
List Handler 	 $ 59 
Dictionary 	 $ 79 

Software Publishing 
PFS: Report 

	 $ 79 
$ 17 

Order Line Only 	 PFS File 

Information & Order inquiries (702) 369-5523 
We accept VISA and MasterCard 

Mon. — Fri. 8 A.M. to 6 P.M. — Sat. 9 A.M. to 6 P.M. 
Dealers' Inquiries Invited 

$ 85 
$ 85 

PFS: Graph 	 $ 85 

Sorcim/ISA 
Supercalc (Req. Z-80) 	 $179 
Spellguard (Req. Z-80) 	 $125 

Southeastern Software 
Data Capture 4.0 	 $ 47 
Data Capture 4.0/80 	 $ 59 

Vlsicorp 
Vislcalc 3.3 	 $165 
Visiplot 	 $139 
Visitrend/Plot 	 $199 
Visidex 	 $165 
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ORDERING INFORMATION AND TERMS: For Fast Delivery send cashier checks, money orders or direct bank wire transfers. Personal 
and company checks allow 3 weeks to clear. C.O.D. orders ($3.00 minimum) and 1% of all orders over $300. School purchase orders 
welcomed. Prices reflect a cash discount only and are subject to change. Please enclose your phone number with any orders. Shipping 
— Software ($2.50 minimum). Shipping — Hardware (please call). Foreign orders, APO 8 FPO orders — $10 minimum and 15% of all 
orders over $100. Nevada residents add 53/4 % sales tax. All goods are new and include factory warranty. Due to our low prices, all sales 
are final. All returns must have a return authorization number. Call 702-369-5523 to obtain one before returning goods for replacement. 

Circle 254 on Reader Service card. 



Listing continued. 

0C40- DB FB DB 4A 49 4D DI DB 0098- DF 9B 49 09 4D DI DB DO 
0C48- OF 9B 49 49 49 DA DB DB 0DA0- 9B 49 2D 2D 8D DB DB DB 
0050- 53 49 69 89 DB DB DB 00 0DA8- 00 09 2D 6D DI FB DB 9F 
0058- 09 2D 6D DI FB DB 9F 49 .00B0- 49 49 69 DA 36 DF 98 49 
0060- 49 69 DA 38 De 9B 49 69 0088- 6u 49 DA DB IB 9F 09 2D 
0068- 49 DA DB DB 53 49 4D 89 0000- 2D 6D DA DB DB 00 09 2D 
0070- DB DB DB 00 49 49 89 DB 0DC8- 6D DI FB DB 9F 49 49 69 
0078- DB DB 4A 49 49 DI 3B 3F ODDO- DA 3B FF 9B 49 49 69 DA 
0080- 3F 9F 49 49 49 DA DB DB 0DD8- DF IB 9F 49 2D 6D DI DB 
0088- 53 49 49 89 DB DB DB 00 00E0- DB 9B 00 49 09 4D DA 3B 
0C90- 49 49 89 DB DB DB 4A 2D ODE8- DF 9B 49 694D DA FB FB 
0C98- 2D 4D DA DB DB 53 29 2D ODFO- 53 29 2D 2D 80 DB DF DB 
OCAS- 6D DI DB DB 9B 49 49 49 0018- 4A 49 69 DI DB DB 9B 00 
0CA8- DA DB DB 00 49 49 89 DB 0E00- 29 2D 2D 8D DB DB FB 4A 
0060- FB DB 4A 49 4D DI 38 3F 0E08- 2D 6D 89 DB DF DB 4A 49 
0088- FF 53 49 69 89 DB FB DB 0E10- 09 8D DB OF FB 4A 29 6D 
OCCO- 4A 49 49 DI DB DB 913 00 0E18- 89 DB DB DB 00 49 2D 4D 
0CC8- 49 49 89 1B DF DB 53 49 0E20- DA DB FB 53 69 49 89 DB 
OCDO- 09 4D DA 18 De 9B 49 69 0E28- 3F 3F 9F 09 4D 09 8D 18 
OCD8- 49 DA DB FB 53 69 49 89 0E30)- DF 19 9F 49 20 6D DI DB 
0CE0- DB DB DE 00 49 49 89 IB 0E38- DB 9B 00 29 2D 2D 8D 18 
0CE8- DF 3B 9F 09 ) 6D 69 DI DB 0E40- DF IB 9F 49 49 4D DA IB 
9C00- DF 98 49 69 49 DA FF FB 0E48- OF 9B 49 69 49 DA DB DF 
OCF8- 53 69 09 6D DA DB DB 00 0E50- 53 49 4D 89 DB DB DB 00 
0000- 49 49 89 DB DB DB 4A 09 0E58- 09 2D 6D DI FB DB 9F 09 
0008- 6D 89 DB 3B OF 53 49 49 0E60- 4D 09 BD DB 3F OF 53 69 
0010- 89 DB 36 De 53 49 6D 89 0E68- 49 8D 10 De 1B 9F 49 2D 
0D18- DB 1B FF 00 49 49 89 DB 0E70- 6D DI DB DB 911 00 09 20 
0020- DB DB 4A 09 6D 89 DB 38 0E78- 6D DI FB DB 9F 09 4D 09 
0028- DF 53 49 49 89 DB 3B DF 0680- 8D 1B 3F 3F DF 4A 49 09 
0030- 53 49 6D 89 DB DB DB 00 0688- 8D DB De DB 4A 29 6D 89 
8D38- 49 69 89 IB 3F FF 9B 49 0E90- DB DB DB 00 09 2D 6D DI 
0040- OD 4D DI 1B 3F DF 53 49 0E98- FB DB 90 09 4D 29 80 IB 
0048- 69 BD DB 3F FF 53 49 69 8690- IF FF 90 09 6D 09 8D 18 
0050- 89 DB DO DB 00 49 09 4D 0198- DF IB 9F 49 2D 6D DI DB 
0058- DA 10 DF 9B 49 69 49 DA 0E60- DB 9B 00 05 2D 2D 2D 3E 
0060- DB DF 53 49 4D 89 DB FB 0188- 3F 3F 07 37 05 2D 2D 2D 
0D68- DB 4A 49 69 DI DB DB 98. OECO- 3E 073F 30 37 05 2D 2D 
0070- 00 09 4D 49 DA DB DF 53 OEC8- 20 31 3F 3F 07 37 05 2D 
0078- 49 69 89 DB FB DB 4A 49 0600- 20 2D 06 30 3F 3F 3F 00 
0080- 40 DI DB FR 98 49 4D 49 0E08- 00 36 2D 24 07 00 07 00 
0088- DA DB DB 00 49 69 89 DB 0E60- FF 
0090- 3B DF 53 09 OD 4D DI DB 

PIE. prefixed to the file names. These 
are text files. Pie chart 33-sector 
binary pictures are saved with the 
name prefix PIE. PIC.. However, you 
will never need to add these prefixes 
when accessing or deleting these files 
with the use of PIE. 

Figure 1 shows PIE's main menu. 
Use option 1 for initial data file 
creation, option 3 to examine/edit a 
stored data file, and options 6 and 7 
to add or subtract pie slices from 
your chart. 

Figure 2 shows a sample graphics 
printout of a file I created concern-
ing household income and subscrip-
tions to a fictitious magazine. 

You'll need not only the PIE pro-
gram, but also the ALPHNUM file 
(Listing 2), which is located at ad-
dress 2198 and has a length of 1610. 
CALL -151 before you begin keying 
it in and BSAVE using the two 
numbers above. • 

NEWS For Your Apple Computer 
Over 1000 Full Time Audio Interactive Tutorial Programs! 

5 
0 tiers 4 ! 	MR 
earned 

Joe Dave Ed Cart 

Hhat is the title of this graph? 

daily earnings 	boys selling 
of newsboys 	 newspapers 

Full-Time Audio Narration with Pictures and Text! 

All of our Apple programs have easy to understand professional an-
nouncer narration. All text is displayed in easy to read upper- and lower-
case characters. Video clearly illustrates key concepts in each frame of the 
program. 

Only $4.40 per program ($8,80 for 2, one on each side of a half-hour 
cassette). $59.90 for 16 programs (8 cassettes) in an album. Apple II re-
quires a TIT Plug-in board, $99.00, and a T/T Stereo Cassette Player, $79.90. 

Send for a catalog of over 1000 programs for Atari, TRS-80, Apple, etc. 

DORSETT 
Educational Systems, Inc. 
Box 1226. Norman, OK 73070 

We're Your Educational Software Source. 

Course 
Reading 

Mathematics 
Comprehension 
History 
Algebra 
Spelling 
Government 

No. of Programs 
256 

128 

48 

32 

16 

16 

16 Programs in each of the following: 
Carpentry - Electronics - Health Services 
Office Skills - Statistics - First Aid/Safety 

Economics - Business - Accounting - Psychology 

And Many More! 

16 	 For more Information, write or call: 	(Dealer inquiries welcome) 

TOLL FREE 1.800-654-3871 

You may be able to 
reduce your taxes by 

- 'income 
averaging 

- income 
splitting 

- tax shelter 

Fudge It! 

Circle 247 on Reader Service card. 
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6 ,AU HO 
AUTHOR!" 

The call for authors is out! 
Wayne Green Books announces a De-
cember 31, 1983 deadline for submit-
ting manuscript proposals for the up-
coming publication list. Ideas for book-
length manuscripts about any micro-
computer system or area of electronics 
will be considered. In addition to pay-
ment and royalties, we offer our distri-
bution channels and the marketing 
support your book deserves. 

Send proposals or requests for a copy 
of our Writer's Guide to: 

Editor, Wayne Green Books 
Peterborough, NH 03458. 

Or call toll-free 1-800-343-0728. 

Extend my subscription one additional year for only $24.97 

0 Payment enclosed 0 Bill Me 
Canada and Mexico 827.97 one year only US Funds. Foreign Surface $44.97 one year 

only US funds, drawn on US banks. 

If you have no label handy, print OLD address here.  

Name 	  

Address 	  

City 	 State 	Zip 	  

print new address here: 

Name 	  

Address 	  

City 

inCider Subscription Dept. • PO Box 911•Farmingdale, NY 11737 

A
F

F
IX

 L
A

B
E

L
 

State 
	

lip 	  

in 
 

Subscription Department 
PO Box 911 

Farmingdale, NY 11737 

Circle 164 on Reader Service card 

BUSINESS PEOPLE 
PROFESSIONALS •HOBBYISTS 
All Users of the Apple II* Computer 

LETS GET 
ORGANIZED • 
WITH THE PERFECT 
COMPLEMENT 
TO YOUR 
SOFTWARE 

ALSO 
COMPATIBLE 
WITH 
FRANKLIN'S 
ACE 1000.. 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 
• AUTOMATIC 

LABELLING WITH 
JUST A FEW 
KEYSTROKES 

• TYPING NOT 
	PACKAGE INCLUDES 

NECESSARY 
	• LABELLER FOR DOS 3.3 

• MENU DRIVEN 
	• 300 5" IABELS 

• 	4" OR 5" LABEL 	AVAILABLE ON SPECIAL 
(LABELLER FOR DOS 3.2 

CAN BE USED 
	

ORDER) 

REQUIRES 48K APPLE II. OR APPLE II+. 
LANGUAGE OR SIMILAR CARD 
- DISK DRIVE • PRINTER 

PRICE $59.95 

THE 
DISK LABELLER/  

A "MUST" FOR 

CORPORATIONS.ACCOUNTANTS 
LAWYERS. DOCTORS 
DENTISTS. SCHOOLS 

	 40 

ENGINEERS 
IN FACT, FOR EVERYONE 

MOVING? 
Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won't miss a single 
issue of inCider. Attach old label where indicated and print new 
address in space provided. Also include your mailing label when-
ever you write concerning your subscription. It helps us serve you 
promptly. Write to: 

Circle 73 on Reader Service card. 

PROTECT YOUR APPLE* KEYBOARD 
WITH 

PLEXA-LOK 

PROTECT YOUR EXPENSIVE INVESTMENT 
OFFERED FOR THE FIRST TIME PLEXA-LOK COMES WITH A 

30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT SATISFIED! 
PLEXA-LOK slips up and over the keyboard — 

then gently snaps into position. 
• Your valuable computer is protected from objects and spills directly on top of keyboard 

which could cost hundreds of doll5rs to repair! 

- PLEXA-LOK allows your secretary to go on break without having to worry about visitors 
accidentally destroying their hours (and your $) of work. 

• ENHANCES looks of 	• PROTECTS keyboard 	• ALLOWS computer to 
your system 	 from dust 	 remain on while unattended 

• TM APPLE COMPUTER Inc 
SPECIAL 

HON.-FRI. 9:005:00 	

INTRODUCTORY

©

AFPLEII
$19.95 MON.-ER 

APPLE Ill 	$24.95 
410 	= 	 FROSTY 

MasterCard and Visa Accepted 	 APPLE 	1.50 extra
LAST ELECTRONICS 

Mow 4-6 Weeks 	 P.O. BOX 1300 C 	 Prepaid UPS 
Delivery 	 SAN ANDREAS, CA 95249 	Continental USA 

Dealer Inquiries Welcome 	 (209) 754.1800 	 CA Residents Add 6% Tax 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

PRACTICAL SOFTWARE LTD. 
P.O. Box 3000 Dept IC Pomona, N.Y. 10970 	 Phone: 914-425-1158 

PLEASE ADD $3.00 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING N.Y. STATE RESIDENTS: ADD ACTIACARTS CA,U, TAX 

*APPLE II AND APPLE 	ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF THE APPLE COMPUTER, INC. 

* FRANKLIN ACE IS A TRADEMARK OF FRANKLIN COMPUTER CORPORATION 
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Software Reviews 

Old Ironsides 

X erox Educational Publica-
tions has made a very im-

pressive bow in the entertainment 
software field with their arcade/ 
strategy game Old Ironsides. 

Authors Jack Rice and Richard 
Hefter have created a realistic two-
player game simple enough for 
almost any child to learn quickly. 

The rules are simple: You and 
your opponent each command a 
12-gun frigate. Using single-char-
acter keyboard commands or game 
paddles, you steer your ship on the 
high-res color graphics screen and 
fire broadsides at the enemy ship. 

Movement is realistic. For exam-
ple, response to commands is not 
immediate; a time lag between 
command and execution re-creates 
the time required for the wind and 
rudder to move a ship in the re- 
quired direction. And the motion 
and speed of a ship on the screen is 
relative to the number of undam-
aged sails and the direction of the 
wind. 

Another example: When the 
enemy has lost a mast, his ship 
responds more sluggishly to com- 
mands and moves at a slower rate. 
You'll find yourself taking advan- 
tage of your superior speed to out- 
maneuver the crippled enemy and 
fire broadsides into him. Similarly, 
when the enemy is facing into the 
wind and temporarily stopped, 
you'll want to come after him to fire 

from an unprotected side. These are 
tactics that would be familiar to 
any real captain in the Napoleonic 
Wars. 

A number of visual refinements 
greatly enhance the game. As each 
ship is hit by cannon fire, the 
damage is tracked on a pie graph at 
the top of the hi-res color screen. 
When the graph for your ship fills 
with red, expect to see your vessel 
blow up. In the center screen, you 
can see how your broadsides have 
shot away your adversary's masts. 
And you can also detect the gaps in 
the enemy ship's broadside, disclos-
ing where your shots have dis-
mounted his cannon. Knowing 
where the enemy's guns are fewest 
will reveal the safest way to ap-
proach and pound your adversary. 

Along the left and right edges of 
the screen, gun symbols keep an ex-
act tally of the remaining firepower 
for each ship. Powder keg symbols 
are also displayed, giving you an 
idea of how fast your crew is bring-
ing up powder and shot for your 
guns. Compass displays at the top of 
the screen give your heading. This 
is a useful feature if you sail off the 
edge of the screen. Off screen, you 
can still fire into the hull of your 
enemy; they cannot see you and 
cannot fire back. The only problem 
is time; if you do not sail back onto 
the screen after a few seconds, you 
are automatically declared sunk. 

It would be hard to overpraise 
the fine high-res color graphics in 

this game. The title page is an 
animated representation of a naval 
battle which, by itself, is impressive 
enough. The actual game screen 
demonstrates stylish understanding 
of design and the use of color that is 
rare in home computer graphics 
and almost unheard of in an arcade 
game. The animation is not perfect-
ly smooth, but all else is wonderful. 

Realistic visual touches abound: 
When the cannons fire you can see 
the splashes where the shots miss 
and the tiny explosions where they 
hit the ships. Meanwhile, you can 
watch the smoke from the cannon 
drift off in the wind. When the 
ships are grappled together, the 
smoke from the cannon will obscure 
them, revealing only the flash of 
explosions. 

Old Ironsides is a game that 
challenges, entertains and dazzles. 

It is manufactured by Xerox Edu-
cation Publications/Weekly Reader, 
Dept. 13A, 245 Long Hill Road, 
Middletown, CT 06457. Price is 
$39.95. ■ 

Brian Murphy 
Fairfield, CT 

Multiplan 

M ultiplan is a major addition 
to spreadsheet program-

ming for the Apple computer, and 
it performs superbly. It is not a 
clone of VisiCalc. And it is not an 
easy program to learn. I've had 21/2  
years of experience with VisiCalc, 
but I couldn't get anywhere with-
out reading the documentation. 

The program comes packaged in 
a clear hard plastic showcase. In-
side the case you will find two disks, 
a handy Quick Reference Guide 
and a warranty card attached to the 
Microsoft License Agreement. 

You are furnished with two disks 
called Boot and System. I found out 
quickly that the System disk will 
not load without first booting the 
Boot disk. Seems logical. After you 
boot the Boot disk, you are asked to 
insert the System disk and type 
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MAKES BACK-UP COPIES OF PROTECTED SOFTWARE 
QUICKLY, EASILY, WITH JUST A PUSH OF A BUTTON. 
New software locking schemes have rendered even the latest generation of 
copy programs virtually unusable. Locksmith", Nibbles Away' and other 
"Nibble copiers" require complicated parameter settings, much patience and 
great effort to use. More often than not, the results are disappointing. WILD-
CARD, is different. Rather than copying disks track by track, WILDCARD 
ignores the disk and any copy protection encrypted on it. Instead, WI LDCARD 

takes a snapshot of memory in your Apple® II. 
Now you can make back-up copies 

of protected software with 
the push of a button. 

FEATURES 
D Hardware copying device... 

push button operation. 
❑ Copies 48K memory resident 

software, most 64K software. 
❑ No programming experience or 

parameters necessary. 
❑ Backs up DOS 3.2 and DOS 3.3 

disks. 
❑ Creates DOS 3.3 unprotected 

and autobooting disks. 
❑ WILDCARD lives in any slot. 

Undetectable by software. 
❑ Produces autobooting disk in 

2 minutes. 
❑ Copies are DOS 3.3 compatible. 
❑ Copies become accessible for 

alterations. 
❑ Simple, easy-to-use software 

included. 

WILDCARD 	 $139.95  

Order direct from East Side Soft-
ware Co., 344 E. 63 St., Suite 14-A, 
New York City 10021, 212-355-2860. 
Please include $3.00 for shipping 
and handling. Orders outside 
continental U.S. please add $10.00 
for shipping and handling. Mail 
and phone orders may be charged 
to MasterCard and VISA. 
N.Y. State residents add sales tax. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 

Software is not copy protected. 
System requirements: Apple II 
Plus with 64K and DOS 3.3 or 
Apple Ile. Franklin Ace also 
supported. 
Wildcard does not operate with 
CP/M® or other microprocessor 
based software. 

WILDCARD Utility Disk 1 also in-
cluded, featuring: 
❑ Automatic program compres-

sion and BRUN file maker. 
❑ Multiple programs can be* 

placed on the same disk. 
❑ Recreates basic files to load and 

save. 
❑ Files can be placed on a hard 

disk...and more. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: The WILDCARD is offered 
for the purpose of enabling you to make archival 
copies only. Under the Copyright Law you, as the 
owner of a copy of a computer program, are 
entitled to make a new copy for archival pur-
poses only and the WILDCARD will enable you 
to do so. The WILDCARD is offered for no other 
purpose and you are not permitted to utilize it 
for any other use, other than that specified. 

Apple and the Apple logo are registered 
trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.—CP/M—
trademark of Digital Research, Inc. Locksmith—
trademark of Omega Microwave, Inc. Nibbles 
Away—trademark of Computer: applications. 



return. However, you can also 
leave the Boot disk in the drive and 
type Return. 

The main body of the documen-
tation is 421 plus pages long. It is 
certainly one of the best manuals 
for software around. Even so, due 
to the complexity of the subject 
matter, many intricate features are 
not explained fully. The table of 
contents, however, is excellent. At 
the end of the manual you will find 
an alphabetic index. Indices make 
life so much easier; unfortunately, 
this index is a bit skimpy. 

If you are stuck, Microsoft oper-
ates one of the best telephone sup-
port systems in the industry. I had 
occasion to use this system, and re-
ceived prompt and professional 
answers to my questions. 

One of the things I wanted to do 
right away was load VisiCalc files. 

The procedure is hidden in Appen-
dix 3 under Worksheet Transfer. 
You won't find it in the index at all. 
There is no listing for Internal Rate 
of Return either. You find that in 
the back of Appendix 5. 

Converting a large VisiCalc file 
to Multiplan can be a very time con-
suming task. I converted a 13K tem-
plate and clocked the conversion 
procedure at over 15 minutes. For-
tunately, you only have to do this 
once for each file. 

Part one of the manual is a well 
thought out tutorial. You will learn 
how to build a worksheet. In the de-
scription the familiar cursor be-
comes a pointer. The worksheet 
consists of 255 rows by 63 columns 
for a total of over 16,000 locations 
or cells. 

Cells may contain values, for-
mulas, labels, or sometimes a combi- 

nation of those. At the bottom of the 
screen is the main menu, which is 
displayed at all times. This makes it 
possible to give commands in plain 
English. The menu can be distract-
ing, once you have learned the com-
mands. Unfortunately, there is no 
way to get it off the screen. A special 
help menu is available to further ex-
plain details of operation. 

Any form of arithmetic calcula-
tion can be performed in single cells 
or by interaction of cells. Beyond 
such mundane operations like two 
plus two, it is possible to give names 
to individual cells, rows or col-
umns. You can then continue to 
write your spreadsheet by asking 
the program to arrive at costs by 
adding Material and Labor and 
Overhead instead of a much more 
complicated formula. All standard 
functions such as Minimum, Maxi- 

FOREIGN COMPUTER 
STORES 

MAGAZINE DEALERS 

You have a large technical 
audience that speaks English 
and is in need of the kind of 
microcomputer information 
the Wayne Green Publica-
tions group provides. 

Provide your audience with 
the magazine they need and 
make money at the same time. 
For details on selling Micro-
computing, 80 MICRO, Desk-
top Computing, inCider, Hot 
CoCo, Instant Software and 
Wayne Green Books contact: 

SANDRA JOSEPH 
WORLD WIDE MEDIA 
386 PARK AVE. SOUTH 
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016 
PHONE—(212) 686-1520 

TELEX-620430 
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mum, Lookup, Sum and others are 
available. You will find built-in 
logical and transcendental func-
tions like True, False, Not, Or, If-
Then-Else, Trigonometry, Log and 
so on. There are Dollar and Percent 
formats, which are not found in 
other spreadsheets. You can sort 
data both alphabetically and 
numerically. 

If you are working with a large 
model, the screen can be divided 
into windows. It is possible to keep 
eight windows active, allowing you 
to keep track of many critical areas 
at the same time. 

Because there are so many fea-
tures, it is possible for me to describe 
only the main points. As a matter of 
fact, I have only scratched the sur-
face. It is unlikely that you will come 
across a legitimate problem in the 
framework of spreadsheets that 
Multiplan will not be able to solve. 
Even if I read -all 421 pages of the 
main manual, it would be impos-
sible to absorb and understand every 
feature. That has to be left to a spe-
cific occasion when you require a 
particular function. 

If you are fortunate enough to 
have purchased an Apple Ile re-
cently, Multiplan utilizes many of 
the new features of this enhanced 
Apple. All four arrow keys are func-
tional, a combination of the solid 
apple and the respective arrow keys 
will scroll the screen by page up, 
down, right and left. The open ap-
ple key is used in editing. The 
80-column card and the extended 
(extra 64K of RAM) 80-column card 
are automatically utilized. If you 
have the latter, the whole Multi-
plan program, except for the Help 
Menu, is loaded into RAM, mini-
mizing disk access. Unfortunately, 
this results in leaving only about 
37K for your model. 

The program works for all mod-
els of the Apple II with 64K of 
RAM, the Franklin Ace computer, 
and is also available in a CP/ M ver-
sion. It is manufactured by Micro-
soft, 10700 Northrup Way, Belle-
vue, WA 98004. ■ 

Jerry Brieger 
Redmond, WA 

GPLE 

A s anyone who has tried pro-
gram editing with the Apple 

II will tell you, the capabilities in-
cluded in the computer are marginal 
at best. Any serious efforts at editing 
require some type of utility pro-
gram. For the past couple of years, 
Program Line Editor has been an in-
dispensable part of my program 
editing and development activities. 
The introduction of Global Program 
Line Editor (GPLE) offers several 
features designed to improve an 
already excellent system. 

When the GPLE disk is booted, 
the only clue that the program has 
been loaded is the appearance of a 
selection menu on the screen. If you 
have a RAM card in slot 0 of your 
computer, the program will be  

loaded automatically onto the card. 
For systems without language 
cards, the program locates itself just 
below DOS and sets HIMEM 4096 
bytes lower than normal. 

The original version of Program 
Line Editor included five primary 
features: 
• The editor itself, which allowed 
easy modification of program lines. 
• Escape functions allowed a series 
of characters to be defined and ex-
ecuted with only two keystrokes. 
• Listing control provided the 
capability to temporarily stop, ter-
minate or disable listing to the 
screen. 
• Direct input of lowercase letters. 
• Programmable cursor control. 

Global Program Line Editor has 
revised and expanded the list of 
features significantly. Some of the 
new additions include: 
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• Global editing including search, 
edit and replace routines. 
• 80-column display capability us-
ing any of several popular add-on 
boards. 
• Type-ahead buffer which stores 
characters struck during program 
execution or printing, 
• Several accessory programs for 
management of systems with a lan-
guage or expansion RAM card. 
• A utility program which allows 
the automatic numbering of Apple-
soft lines. 

Program line editing is called by 
pressing control-E at the beginning 
of a line. The word Edit appears, 
after which you may type the num-
ber of the line to be edited. If you 
have just edited a line, pressing the 
period instead of a line number will 
cause the same line to appear. Al-
ternately, if you have typed a line in 
Integer Basic and received a syntax 
error message, control-W will cause 
the line to reappear and invoke the 
editor functions. The line that ap-
pears for editing will display con-
trol characters in inverse video and 
may be auto-packed (extraneous 
spaces removed) if it is quite long. 

The new global editing features 
provide search, edit and replace 
functions for a range of line numbers 
(or an entire program). Global com-
mands start with control-E (Edit) 
and may include: 
• Starting and ending line num-
bers. 
• Search string. 
• Replacement string. 
• Option flag (F or R). 

The actual commands you use 
need reflect only those capabilities 
desired at any one time. For exam-
ple, Edit 10,100 edits all lines be-
tween 10 and 100. Edit Gosub edits 
all lines containing the string Gosub 
and Edit 10,100, Gosub edits all 
lines between 10 and 100 contain-
ing the same string. 

Using the global replacement 
feature is quite simple. The desired 
string is located and changed. At 
that point, you may accept the line 
as displayed, re-edit the line with-
out replacement or exit the replace- 

ment mode prematurely. Both the 
search and replacement strings are 
limited to a maximum of 16 charac-
ters each. 

The F and R options mentioned 
earlier refer to Raw Search and Fast 
modes. Raw Search will cause the 
search mode to locate strings that 
are part of a larger string. Fast mode 
allows replacements to be made 
without entering the Edit mode. 

GPLE includes provisions to stop 
program listings (control-S or es- 
cape) and to terminate listings 
entirely by pressing control-C. A 
convenient new feature has been 
added—page listing. Pressing con- 
trol-P will halt a listing, and the 
next press of control-P will list the 
next 20 lines. Each successive press 
of control-P will list another screen 
page. 

If you have some method of dis-
playing upper- and lowercase let- 
ters, GPLE allows you to use either. 
A wide variety of 80-column video 
display boards are usable with 
GPLE. A Config program, in- 
cluded on the disk, modifies the 
GPLE programs to work with most 
80-column boards. The one-wire 
shift key modification, which is 
popular for word processing pro- 
grams, is also supported by GPLE. 
A 32-character type-ahead buffer is 
provided, but may be disabled if 
desired. 

Escape functions are user-
definable, multiple-character com- 
mands that are executed with only 
one or two keystrokes. These func-
tions are treated by the computer as 
if the command itself was typed 
each time the functions are in-
voked. Up to eight levels of Escape 
functions may be nested (e.g., one 
function may call another and 
another, etc.). 

Your definitions may allow a 
function to be repetitive (escape 
need be pressed only once for multi-
ple uses of the command). By in-
cluding an apostrophe in the com-
mand, the function itself will not be 
displayed on the video screen. 
Unlike earlier versions, GPLE 
allows the use of escape functions 
while in Edit mode. 

Like its predecessor, Global Pro-
gram Line Editor does not impose 
itself on your programming efforts. 
The system remains virtually un-
detected until you have a need for 
some of its capabilities. The control 
structure is simple, logical and effi-
cient. 

As a relatively frequent user of 
Program Line Editor, I found no 
great difficulty getting used to the 
new version. In fact, the additional 
capabilities included are those that 
most PLE users I have met were in-
terested in obtaining. 

The documentation provided 
with the program package is good. 
There are several command sum-
maries and easy to understand di-
rections for use of the program's 
many capabilities. 

As a buyer of computer pro-
grams, I appreciate the confidence 
shown by Synergistic Software in 
leaving the disk copyable. All too 
often I have found myself in the 
position of trying to deal with a 
balky (copy protected, naturally) 
program disk. To avoid this prob- 
lem, the user is encouraged in the 
documentation to make an immedi-
ate back-up copy of the system! 

Global Program Line Editor is 
certainly a worthy replacement for 
the original PLE. If you are doing 
any amount of programming, I 
can't imagine how you get along 
without this system. 

Global Program Line Editor is 
published by Synergistic Software, 
830 N. Riverside Drive, Suite 201, 
Renton, WA 98055 and sells for 
$60. ■ 

Leslie Schmeltz 
Bettendorf, IA 

VC-80 

0  f the many business and fi-
nancial programs available 

for the Apple computer, few offer 
the performance and versatility of 
VisiCalc. In my business, VisiCalc 
is used for everything from finan-
cial planning to producing price 
sheets. 
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Flexible as it may be, VisiCalc 
encounters some limitations when 
used with the Apple's 40-column 
video display. For example, a large 
spreadsheet can only be viewed a 
small portion at a time, making 
some tasks quite tedious. 

Many Apple owners are familiar 
with the Videx Corporation, makers 
of the Videoterm 80-column display 
board. Although this board can dou-
ble the amount of information the 
Apple displays on the screen, until 
recently, there was no way to put 
this to use with VisiCalc. Videx has 
now introduced a software patch 
that mates the Videoterm board to 
VisiCalc and provides a visible dis-
play twice as large as that normally 
available. 

Called the VC-80, the routine is 
booted into the Apple prior to load-
ing VisiCalc. All of Videoterm's 
capabilities, including upper and 
lower case letters, can be added to 
your VisiCalc application. This 
routine greatly improves the ease of 
using VisiCalc. One application of 
mine that previously scrolled on 
and off the screen now resides com-
pletely on the monitor. The charac-
ter generator on the Videoterm pro-
duces letters and numbers that are 
sharp and easy to read. 

With the VC-80, the inverted dis-
play at the selected coordinates is re-
placed with a small block cursor. 
This can present some problems. 
When the screen is very full, the tiny 
cursor is hard to spot. It is also diffi-
cult to tell if it is positioned at the 
end of one column or at the begin-
ning of the next. As a solution, Videx 
offers an optional inverse chip for 
$29. Once plugged into the Video-
term board, the chip adds the fami-
liar inverted cursor to the 80-column 
version of VisiCalc. The conven-
ience of an easy-to-spot cursor makes 
this an option well worth consid-
ering. 

VC-80 carries a retail price of 
$49. It is manufactured by the 
Videx Corporation, 897 NW Grant 
Ave., Corvallis, OR 97330. ■ 

Chuck Doherty 
So. Dartmouth, MA 

Apple, Meet Gertrude 

You know Apple no doubt, but 
who is Gertrude? Gertrude, the 

"go-getter goose," is the central char-
acter in two educational programs 
from The Learning Company. 

Gertrude's Secrets is designed for 
children four to nine and Gertrude's 
Puzzles is for children ages six and 
up. Both programs are intended to 
help children learn logical thinking 
through the manipulation of colors 
and shapes. Reasoning skills and 
planning ahead are required to com-
plete the activities. A nice progression 
of difficulty level prevents the child 
from growing out of the programs 
quickly. 

Why a goose? Why not? Gertrude 
is a very capable guide through the 
program's procedures and features. 
After the introductory picture, the 
first screen in both programs explains 
how to move the cursor about the 
screen and through the various 
rooms. The user also learns to pick up 
and drop objects. Even Gertrude is 
not exempt from being moved—she 
must be carried to a puzzle room to 
initiate specific activities. Once 
Gertrude is dropped in the room, she 
flies off and returns with a set of 
shapes for playing the game specified 
in that room. 

Movement is controlled by four 
keys—I (move up), J (move left), K 
(move right) and M (move down). 
When used in conjunction with the 
control key, each move is done con-
siderably more slowly. The space bar 
is used to either pick up or drop ob-
jects. Control-G toggles the sound on 
and off and displays the Help screen, 
and Escape exits the program. For 
those with joysticks, pressing either of 
the buttons "wakes up" the joystick, 

whose handle is then used to control 
movements. Either button is used to 
pick up or drop objects. 

Both programs are arranged into a 
series of rooms—puzzle rooms, rule 
rooms, sample rooms, new puzzle 
piece rooms and shape-edit rooms. 
For each type of puzzle in the system, 
three rooms are connected. First, the 
rule room explains how each puzzle 
works. Then, a sample puzzle room 
shows you some completed samples. 
Finally, the puzzle room provides a 
space for solving the problem pre-
sented. Since Gertrude has already 
retrieved a set of shapes, all that re-
mains is for the user to arrange them 
properly. Arranging them properly, 
of course, is what these programs are 
all about. The puzzles presented 
range from simple to complex, in 
readily identifiable steps. 

Each program also features a new 
puzzle piece room that allows you to 
select a different set of pieces for 
playing each of the puzzles. You may 
also elect to travel to the shape-edit 
room, where shapes may be created 
or modified to suit the individual 
user. A combination of Move, Draw 
and Eras,- commands are used to 
create or modify shapes in the shape-
edit room. 

Gertrude's Secrets features seven 
puzzle rooms—two arays, three train 
puzzles and two loop puzzles. In ad-
dition, there are seven rule rooms, 
three sample puzzle rooms, a new 
puzzle piece room and a shape-edit 
room. Gertrude has a special room of 
her own which connects to the trea-
sure room and provides directions for 
locating the other puzzle rooms. 

The variety and complexity of 
puzzles offered in this program is 
quite appropriate to the age group 
targeted—four to nine. One-differ-
ence-train puzzles feature a series of 
boxes connected by single lines. The 
pieces contained in the connected 
boxes must be different by one char-
acteristic (shape or color). If the child 
puts an incorrect piece into a box, it 
will simply fall through. Two-differ-
ence-train puzzles are similar, but re-
quire adjacent pieces to have two dif-
ferent characteristics. Finally, a third 
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train puzzle intermingles lines for one 
or two differences. 

Loop puzzles may be a single loop 
in which the child must guess the 
characteristic shared by pieces that 
stay when placed in the loop. In the 
two loops puzzle, the two loops over-
lap slightly. Each loop may require 
different characteristics and the over-
lap area is for those pieces which 
satisfy both. 

Array puzzles may be either 3 by 3 
or 4 by 4. The child is to arrange 
pieces with common characteristics 
in rows or columns. 

In all of the puzzles, pieces will not 
remain in place if they are incorrect. 
When the puzzle is correctly solved, 
the walls flash and there is an inter-
esting audio reward (if the sound is 
switched on). Gertrude reappears 
with a treasure from the treasure 
room for each successful completion. 
After solving six puzzles, the user is 
dubbed a Secret Master. 

Gertrude's Puzzles is operationally 
identical to Gertrude's Secrets. Since 
it is geared to an older age group (six 
and up), greater sophistication is re-
quired to complete all the puzzle ac-
tivities. The loop puzzles are similar 
to those mentioned earlier, but there 
are two and three loops with multiple 
overlaps. Network puzzles, similar in 
operation to the train variety men-
tioned earlier, may contain six boxes 
connected by single lines or nine 
boxes connected by either single or 
double lines. As noted in the 
preceding review, one line connec-
ting means the adjacent pieces must 
have one different characteristic, and 
two lines connecting means two 
characteristics must be different. 

Box puzzles, which are similar to 
the arrays in Gertrude's Secrets, may 
be either 3 by 3 or 4 by 4. For the 3 by 
3 variety, every row and column 
must have only one piece of each col-
or and one of each shape. The 4 by 4 
box additionally requires that the 
pieces in each main cross diagonal be 
different in color and shape. Twelve 
successful completions are required 
to become a Puzzle Master. 

Both of the programs are colorful, 
interesting and well done. I espe-
cially like the extensive use of graph- 

ics and sound to maintain user inter-
est. Good reinforcement is provided 
for successful completion of the ac-
tivities. 

The documentation is a little sparse 
but does cover the basics needed to 
operate the programs. Excellent on-
screen prompting and logical com-
mand structure negate the need for 
extensive documentation. 

There does seem to be quite a bit of 
reading involved, which may stymie 
some four-year-olds. 

Gertrude's Secrets and Gertrude's 
Puzzles provide a nice range of ac-
tivities designed to teach kids the con-
cepts of logical thinking and problem 
solving. The excellent construction of 
both programs allows the child to con-
centrate primarily on the activity at 
hand rather than the computer itself. 

Both programs sell for $44.95 and 
are published by The Learning Com-
pany, 545 Middlefield Rd., Suite 
170, Menlo Park, CA 94025. ■ 

Leslie Schmeltz 
Bettendorf, IA 

Commercial Property 
Analysis 

In a climate of economic uncertain-
ty a plethora of facts and figures is 

most desirable. The investor in 
commercial real estate properties 
should be armed with as much data 
as the microcomputer information 
industry can provide. The numbers 
are there. But how can they best be 
organized and presented? 

The Commercial Property Analy-
sis template analyzes complex finan-
cial decision making that occurs 
when typical property investments 
are made. The template is easy to op-
erate for even the most inexperienced 
user of VisiCalc. 

CPA creates an analysis of 11 oper-
ating years, and it almost instantly 
answers "what if" questions by 
changing any of the input parame-
ters. For instance, by changing the 
inflation rate, one can survey the 
resultant changes in revenues, ex- 

penses, internal rate of return and 
so on. 

The template is arranged so that 
(with use of the "split screen" func-
tion of VisiCalc) the user can observe 
the effect on selected outputs in the 
lower portion of the spreadsheet, 
even though 74 lines are required for 
a complete printout. An 80-column 
display would come in handy here, 
but is not essential. If the results de-
serve more permanent preserva-
tion, a hard copy is produced on 
command. 

The CPA model relies on up to 27 
user inputs. Additionally, six finan-
cial input figures are produced, elim-
inating the need to calculate the actu-
al building cost, a depreciation base, 
the percent of the buildings area in 
three year leases, loan constant, 
original loan amount and equity in-
vested. Minimizing inputs in this 
fashion minimizes errors. 

The output features 26 line items 
leading to a bottom line display of 
pre-tax cash flow and taxable income 
(or loss) over an 11-year period. In 
addition, sales proceeds amounts and 
capital gain are computed, based 
upon the sale year input by the inves-
tor. Accelerated depreciation can be 
accommodated, if desired. After-tax 
cash flow is then calculated through 
the sale year. Last, but by no means 
least, internal rate of return (after 
tax) on the equity invested is comput-
ed. All this helps take the guesswork 
out of commercial real estate in-
vesting. 

The ability to include IRR into the 
calculations is no mean feat of using 
VisiCalc's variety of functions. Only 
one recalculation command is re-
quired to calculate the spreadsheet 
after the input figures are entered. 
This is a measure of the care taken in 
designing this template. Liberal use is 
made of Boolean functions (<, >, = , 
< = , > = , and <>) as well as @IF 
statements. Again, it should be em-
phasized that knowledge of this kind 
of math is not required. 

The CPA template is available on 
disk ($99.50) from Recom Data 
Company, 5930 146th Place SE, 
Bellevue, WA 98006. It is not copy 
protected and comes with a 27-page 
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atlantic 
SON; 0 

DISCOUNT 

UP TO 

fd 

MasterCard 

Spinning Wheel Rd. Monroe, CT 06468 
GAMES 
	

BUSINESS  
Program 

Starcross 
Mask of the Sun 
Blade of Blackpool 
Tubeway 
Aztec 
The Prisoner II 
Pinball Construction Set 
Chop Lifter 
The Arcade Machine 
Castle Wolfenstein 
Cannonball Blitz 
Swashbuckler 
Serpentine 
Night Mission Pinball 
Zork 	I, 	II, 	or 	III 
Flight Simulator 
Wizard and the Princess 
Deadline 
Time Zone 
Sherwood Forest 
Wizardry 
Knight of Diamonds 
Frogger 
Sargon II 
Cross Fire 
David's Midnight Magic 
Galactic Adventures 
Miner 2049er 
Bomb Alley 
Lunar Leepers 
Night Flight 
Critical Mass 
U-Boat Command 
Zaxxon 
Millionaire 
The Dark Crystal 
The Serpent's Star 
Odesta Chess 7.0 
Caverns of Freitag 
The Vein Game 
Wizardry III 
Germany 1985 
Ultima II 
Rendezvous 1.1 
Missing Ring 
Wavy Navy 
Wiz Plus 
Microscopic Journey 
Microbe 
Police Artist 
Beneath Apple Manor spec. Ed 

Solitaire & Cribbage 
Spectre 
Go 
Jawbreaker II 
The Desecration 

List Price 

39.95 
39.95 
39.95 
34.95 
39.95 
32.95 
39.95 
34.95 
54.95 
29.95 
34.95 
34.95 
34.95 
29.95 
39.95 
33.50 
32.95 
49.95 
99.95 
34.95 
49.95 
34.95 
34.95 
34.95 
29.95 
34.95 
59.95 
39.95 
59.95 
29.95 
29.95 
39.95 
29.95 
39.95 
79.95 
39.95 
39.95 
69.95 
29.95 
34.95 
39.95 
59.95 
59.95 
39.95 
29.95 
34.95 
39.95 
39.95 
44.95 
34.95 
29.95 
34.95 
29.95 
34.95 
29.95 
39.95 

Our Price 

27.00 
29.00 
27.00 
24.00 
27.00 
22.00 
27.00 
24.00 
42.00 
20.00 
24.00 
24.00 
24.00 
23.00 
27.00 
27.00 
22.00 
34.00 
65.00 
26.00 
36.00 
25.00 
24.00 
25.00 
20.00 
24.00 
41.00 
31.00 
41.00 
20.00 
20.00 
27.00 
20.00 
28.00 
54.00 
27.00 
27.00 
52.00 
20.00 
24.00 
27.00 
41.00 
41.00 
27.00 
20.00 
24.00 
27.00 
24.00 
30.00 
24.00 
20.00 
24.00 
20.00 
24.00 
20.00 
27.00 

Program 	 List Price 	Our Price 

DB Master 	 229.00 	159.00 
DB Master Utility Pak 1 	99.00 	68.00 
DB Master Utility Pak 2 	99.00 	68.00 
D Base II 	 700.00 	460.00 
PFS: Report 	 125.00 	82.50 
PFS: Graph 	 125.00 	82.50 
Visitrend /Visiplot 	 300.00 	224.00 
Visicalc 3.3 	 250.00 	184.00 
The General Manager II 	229.95 	174.00 
Magic Window II 	 149.95 	105.00 
Versaform 	 389.00 	268.00 
Screenwriter II 	 129.95 	93.50 
Word Handler 	 199.00 	137.50 
Super Text 40/80 	 175.00 	129.00 
Wordstar 	 495.00 	335.00 
Mailmerge 	 250.00 	172.50 
The Dictionary 	 99.95 	71.95 
Supercalc (Req. Softcard) 	295.00 	203.50 
Letter Perfect 	 149.95 	107.95 
Sensible Speller 	 125.00 	82.00 
1st Class Mail 	 74.95 	60.00 
Real Estate Analyzer II 	195.00 	134.50 
Pie Writer (New) 	 149.95 	105.00 
Spell Star 	 250.00 	172.50 
Magic Mailer 	 99.95 	50.00 
Market Analyzer 	 350.00 	275.00 
Data Fax 	 199.00 	139.00 

EDUCATIONAL 	HARDWARE 
Program 	 Our 	Printers 	 Our 

Price 	 Price 
In Search of the Most 	Okidata 

Amazing Thing 	27.00 	Microline 82A FT 	439 
Hey Diddle Diddle 	20.00 	Microline 83A FT 	689 
Facemaker 	 23.00 
Snooper Troops 1 or 2 	31.00 	Microline 92 	 515 

Story Machine 	24.00 	Microline 93 	 880 
Kindercomp 	20.00 	NEC 
Delta Drawing 	41.00 	8023A w/Graph. Par. 	485 
Rhymes and Riddles 	20.00 	Smith Corona TP-1 	629 
Sticky Bear Numbers 	29.00 	Epson Sticky Bear ABC 	29.00 
Sticky Bear Bop 	29.00 	FX 80 	 550 
Old Ironsides 	29.00 	ProWriter 
Rocky's Boots 	37.00 	8510AP Parallel 	375 
Gertrude's Puzzles 	33.00 	1510 Parallel 	 675 
Gertrude's Secrets 	33.00 	Monitors 	 Our 
Bumble Plot 	29.00 	 Price 
Bumble Games 	29.00 	Amdek Color I 	309 
Juggle's Rainbow 	22.00 
Compu-Read 	20.00 	Amdek Color II 	430 
Compu-Math 	34.00 	Amdek Color III 	375 
Spelling Bee w/Primer 	27.00 	Amdek RGB Interface 	149 
Algebra 1 2 3 or 4 	27.00 	Amdek 300G Hi-Res G 	149 
SAT Wd. Attack Skills 	34.00 	Sanyo 9" BI. & Wh. 	149 
PSAT Wd. Att'k Skills 	34.00 	Sanyo 9" Green 	155 Whole Brain Spelling 	24.00 
The New Step by Step 	59.00 	Sanyo 12" Green 	210 
Speed Read Plus 	41.00 	Sanyo 13" Color L/R 	375 
Speed Reading 	51.00 	NEC 12" Color 	325 
Decimals-Eduware 	34.00 	USI 12" Amber 	169 
Fractions-Eduware 	34.00 	USI 12" Green 	149 
Perception 	 17.00 
The Linguist 	28.00 	Disk Drives 	 Our 

Price E-Z Learner 	29.00 
Counting Bee 	20.00 	Micro SCI A2 	 260 
Know Your Apple 	24.00 	Micro SCI A2 w/contr 	325 
Momptown Hotel 	29.00 	Rana Elite 1 (add on) 	285 
Momptown Parade 	29.00 	Rana Elite 1 w/contr 	360 
Magic Spell 	27.00 

SPE IAL DISCOUNTS 
Nibbles Away II 
	

54.95 
Replay II 
	

110.00 
Wildcard 
	

110.00 
E.D.D. (Best Nibble Copier) 
	

68.00 
Franklin Computer 
	

Call 
Apple Ile Computer 
	

Call 
HOBBY 

Program List Our 
Price 

Dos Boss 24.00 16.50 
The Graphics Magician 59.95 44.95 
The Complete Graphics Sys. 69.95 52.45 
Special Effects 39.95 29.95 
Utility City 29.50 20.25 
Double Take 34.95 24.00 
Typefaces 20.00 14.50 
Apple Mechanic 29.50 20.25 
TASC Compiler 175.00 126.95 
Alpha Plot 39.50 27.25 
Bug Byter 47.50 40.00 
Zoom Graphix 39.95 29.95 
Bag of Tricks 39.95 29.95 
Merlin Assembler 64.95 47.00 
Merlin Combo Pack 119.95 80.45 
Hi-Res Secrets 124.95 82.50 
Back It Up II Plus 59.95 41.00 

HOME 
Program List Our 

Price 
Home Accountant 74.95 48.00 
ASC II Express: Pro. 129.95 85.00 
Data Capture 4.0 65.00 44.65 
Typing Tutor II 24.95 18.00 
Transend I 89.00 67.50 
SAT English I 30.00 21.65 
Master Type 39.95 27.45 
ACE 39.95 28.95 
Visiterm 100.00 78.25 
Facemaker 34.95 25.30 

ACCESSORIES 
Item Our 

Price 
System Saver 74.00 
Hayes Micromodem II 265.00 
Hayes Micromodem II 

w/terminal program 295.00 
The Joyport 53.55 
TG Paddles 28.55 
TG Joysticks 39.95 
TG Select-A-Port 42.85 
Microsoft Softcard 238.95 
Videx Videoterm Card 231.00 
The Grappler 130.00 
Microsoft RAM Card 75.00 
Kraft Joystick 48.50 
Videx Enhancer II 121.00 
Mockingboard Call 
Corvus Hard Disks Call 
S.A.M. Automatic Mouth 85.95 
Saturn 128K RAM 375.00 

MEDIA Our 
Price 

Elephant 51/4 SSSD/10 
	

22.00 
Verbatim 51/4  SSSD/10 
	

30.00 
Maxell 5r/4 SSDD/10 
	

30.00 

Foreign Orders: Canada-$5.00, Europe-$15.00, AP0-$5.00, P.0.-$5.00, 
Alaska-$5.00. For fast delivery send certified check, cashiers check or 
money order. We also accept C.O.D's, Mastercard and Visa. (Include card 
# and expiration date.) Conn. residents add 7.5% sales tax. Include $2.50 
for shipping. We ship same day for most orders. Prices subject to change 
without notice. School purchase orders accepted. 

If something you would like is not listed, just call. 

ORDERS ONLY 
TOLL FREE • 7 DAYS/WK 

1.800-243-4536 
For Inquiries and Connecticut Orders Call (203) 268-4596 
If we don't have it, we can get it.  
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PhotoCaster...a new feature packed system to take, 
process, store, print, send and receive color and black-
and-white photos with your Apple II computer. 
PC-100 (disk software, I/O board, manual, 

demo tape) 	 $499.95 
PC-101 (above plus Panasonic TV camera, 

RGB filter accessory) 	 $749.95 

Write or call for details 

Visa and Mastercard orders accepted. Shipping charges and appli-
cable California sales tax will be added. 
Apple Il TM Apple Couter, Inc. 
PhotoCaster TM COMMSOFT, Inc. 	 COMMEISOFT 

2452 Embarcadero Way 
(415) 493-2184 	 Palo Alto,CA 94303 

Software Reviews 

manual, examples and work 
sheets. • 

Jerry Brieger 
Redmond, WA 

Mail List Manager 

When I first looked over the 
Apple III Mail List package, 

I was impressed that Apple had come 
out so quickly with a program which 
meets the needs of one of the primary 
functions of business. 

Now I find myself with a different 
version of the package that has some 
added advantages, and unfortunate-
ly, still some drawbacks. 

The manual with this version of 
MLM is a vast improvement over the 
first. Within its green bordered 

pages, you will find everything you 
ever wanted to know about using the 
program. 

With MLM you can define the rec-
ord format, select the storage drive, 
enter the information, update the list, 
sort on either of 2 fields, and of course, 
print it out. You can even merge mail-
ing lists or filter already existing lists 
into completely new ones. 

If you want form letters, you'll 
need Apple Writer III. There is a 
utility on Apple Writer III that will 
take a MLM file and turn it into an 
Apple Writer usable file. It's a snap, 
and there's even a program hint for 
using the Apple Writer merge pro-
gram more effectively. 

You can display any or all of the 
list data with the Find and Display 
options. Labels can be printed up to 
four across, a great time saver if your 

printer is so able. 
When printing, the records select-

ed can be chosen via any of the exist-
ing fields. You are prompted for a 
range of acceptable values for any 
field selected. Barring the use of se-
lect criteria, the list will be printed in 
sorted order. 

To enter data you initially define 
the label format and the field names 
you'll be using. You can either use the 
default values supplied by Apple or 
create your own. The creation phase  
also lets you define the character 
width of the physical label, which is 
limited to a maximum of 40 charac-
ters. You can also define the physical 
length of the label in lines to a maxi-
mum of 6 lines—equivalent to 1 inch 
of label. 

That isn't as terrible as it sounds 
because you can have multiple fields 

Circle 105 on Reader Service card. Circle 351 on Reader Service card 

FREE SHIPPING 

Apple II, lIE® Disk Drive 
Standard (Shugart 390) 	$219.00 
Single Slim (Teac 40 Track) $265.00 

Dual Slim (2 Teac 40 Track) $530.00 
Super Slim (Alps) 	$195.00 
Apple Compatible Disk Controller $ 65.00 

Davong 5 MB Hard Disk System $1495.00 	10 MB 	$1995.00 

SPECIALS 
Apple Compatible Joystick $19.95 
Printer/Graphics Interface $79.00 

Epson/Smith Corona Printers 
RX 80 $425.00 	FX 80 $535.00 

FX 100 $675.00 
Star Micronics 	Gemini 10X $299.00 

Gemini 15 $495.00 

Smith Corona TP- 1 Letter Quality D/W 	 $575.00 
Tractor Feed Option 	 $139.95 

 

VISA, MASTERCARD WOO Min., Add 2%) or 
Certified Check. Ninety Day Warranty (Parts 
& Labor) Apple II & IIE are Registered Trade-
marks. Prices subject to change without 
notice. FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL U.S. 

(213) 993-4804 

DATA-MAIL 
P.O Box818. 

Reseda. CA91335 

1-800-635-5555 

4000* 
N.:000w' 
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per line. In other words, the first 
label line can be filled by one field, 
called Name, if you'd like; or it can 
be several fields like Title, First Name 
and Last Name. At printing time, the 
fields that make up a line will be con-
catenated and printed as a single line. 
At setup time you can decide that one 
of two sort possibilities can be Last 
Name, without having the rest of the 
fields on that line affect the sorting. 

You define a field by entering its 
name and then pressing the control 
and space keys. As I said, you can 
have multiple fields making up one 
line, but the maximum number of 
spaces on any field definition line is 
33, and each control/space uses one 
of them. 

When you define the label format, 
if you simply arrow-down to the 
choice of lines per physical label and 

then to the width of a printed line, 
the program will allow you to enter a 
value greater than the maximum pos-
sible field length. It will also try to 
print that distorted label on the 
screen, raising havoc with the nice, 
neat display. Entering any value in 
any of the field definition lines stops 
this, and the program correctly dis-
plays the "Label width maximum is 
40 characters" message. 

While printing, I ran across an 
oddity: the last record, when print-
ing an odd number of records (one 
more than what would be on a com-
plete row of labels), didn't print until 
after the program asked if there was 
another file associated with the re-
call. In my cage, I answered no, and 
the last record was then printed. 

At first I thought this was a result 
of my printer. Some printers will not 

dump their buffer until they are sent 
a carriage return. But it also hap-
pened when I printed the same labels 
to the screen, although it did not hap-
pen when the number of labels print-
ed just happened to be equal to a 
complete line of labels (I was printing 
2 across, so any odd number had the 
same effect). 

When MLM first arrived on the 
scene it was a floppy-only system. All 
it had to deal with were lowly 140K 
floppies. That being the case, there 
were limits imposed on the maximum 
record size that would take into ac-
count the maximum storage available. 

Therefore, you're limited to 960 
records per MLM file. At first sound, 
that's terrible, but MLM lets you 
merge different files, and, if not 
physically, then at least in use, they 
are concurrent. 

Software Reviews 
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LET YOUR APPLE SEE THE WORLD! 
The DS-65 Digisector® opens up a whole new world for your Apple II. Your computer 

can now be a part of the action, taking pictures to amuse your friends, watching your 
house while you're away, taking computer portraits ... the applications abound! The 
DS-65 is a random access video digitizer. It converts a TV camera's output into digital 
information your computer can process. The DS-65 features: 

• High Resolution — a 256 x 256 picture element scan 
• Precision — 64 levels of grey scale 

• Versatility — Accepts either NTSC or industrial video input 
• Economy — A professional tool priced for the hobbyist 

HI-RES PICTURE USING THE DS-65 
AND PICTURE SCANNER SOFTWARE 

Use the DS-65 for precision security systems; computer portraiture; robotics; fast to slow scan conversion; moving target indicators; 
reading UPC codes, musical scores and paper tape and more! GIVE YOUR APPLE THE GIFT OF SIGHT! DS-65 Price: $349.95 / FSII 
Camera Price: $299.00 / Combination Price: $599.00 

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THE DS-65 
—Picture Scanner: An applications tool for processing video images for display on the Hi-Res screen. A variety of dithering 
algorithms are provided, for compressing the digitized image into the Hi-Res screen and simulating grey scales. Price: $39.95 

—Superscan: Enables you to enhance the DS-65's Hi-Res pictures with colors! Choose from 21 different colors and assign them 
to grey scale values, modify pictures, zoom, enhance contrast, etc. Includes print routines for Anadex 9500 or 9501; 

Epson MX-80GFT and MX-100; and IDS 460 Paper Tiger*. Written for The Micro Works by Magna Soft. Price: $79.95 

THE011© 
WC) 

 

0 

'Paper Tiger is a trademark of Integral Data Systems, Inc. 

California Residents add 6% Tax MasterChargeNisa Accepted 

P.O. BOX 1110 DEL MAR, CA 92014 619-942-2400 

   

   

The DS-65 is an intelligent peripheral card with on-board software in 2708 EPROM. 
Check these software features: 

• Full screen scans directly to Apple Hi-Res screen 
• Easy random access digitizing by Basic programs 
• Line-scan digitizing for reading charts or tracking objects 
• Utility functions for clearing and copying the Hi-Res screen 
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This new release of MLM can ad-
dress a nebulous "other drive," which 
can be Profile or any other large stor-
age media. But you're still limited to 
a maximum 960 record file! A 10,000 
name list would encompass 11 MLM 
files and would entail merging all 
of them. 

Mail List Manager is a good pro-
gram. I recommend it for medium 
size mailing lists (2000-3000 en-
tries). It could be better, but it has 
been upgraded to take advantage of 
the additional technology Apple has 
produced. 

Apple Computer's address is 20525 
Mariana Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. 
Price is $150.111 

Bill O'Brien 
New York, NY 

Notewriter 

T he Notewriter software devel-
oped for the Soundchaser 

Software Library by Passport De-
signs Inc. turns the Soundchaser 
music system into a real-time, 
monophonic music transcriber. 

The Soundchaser system consists 
of the Mountain Computer music 
system and a four-octave C to C 
keyboard with interface card and 
cable. The components may be pur-
chased separately. The Notewriter 
package consists of one disk and the 
User's Manual, but the disk can be 
copied for back-up purposes. 

Notewriter requires an Apple II 
Plus or Applesoft ROM, one disk 
drive and a monitor. (It does not al-
low you to use a second disk drive 
for saving your compositions, so if 
you are transcribing and editing 
many short pieces, you will be 
changing disks quite often.) If you 
wish to hear what you are tran-
scribing, you must also have a pre-
amplifier or receiver that will ac-
cept an RCA dual plug audio cable, 
plus a speaker. These are both re-
quired for full use of the Mountain 
Music System. Lastly, if you want 
to have a hard copy of your music, 

you need either an Apple Silentype 
or a dot matrix printer interfaced 
with a Grappler card. 

The Soundchaser system is simple 
to install in an Apple computer. 
Any questions I had were promptly 
and courteously dealt with by the 
company. (The Mountain Com-
puter music system cards had a fail-
ing cable and were quickly replaced 
with a working system.) However, 
it took a concerted effort by the 
original programmer to locate the 
cause of a further problem. It ap-
pears that if an additional card in 
the computer has an interrupt ca-
pability, it interferes with the Note-
writer program, causing it to cease 
to function. When I removed that 
card from the computer, the pro-
gram worked beautifully. 

The Notewriter software consists 
of two main sections. To enter a 
melody using the first section, the 
transcription mode, you must use 
the keyboard. When "transcribe" is 
selected from the main menu, you 
are asked to choose a key signature 
(expressed as a major key), a time 
signature and the metronome speed 
at which you will enter the notes. 
You can enter only one note at a 
time, one hand at a time. This as-
pect of the program limits its useful-
ness to composers of intricate pieces 
of music and was frustrating to at 
least one of the professional musi-
cians I asked to try the program. 

Electrical contact must be main-
tained on the keyboard for the full 
length of the note you wish to enter. 
If the key is not held long enough, 
the result is an interesting pattern of 
rests. Some practice is required to 
learn to enter the notes smoothly. 
The program will accept any note 
length down to a thirty-second 
note, but smaller notes are ignored. 

From this mode, you can save the 
piece of music you have written, 
exit the program or move to the 
Edit mode. 

In the second section of the pro-
gram, the Edit mode, you can 
change what has been written (this 
includes pitch, note length, meter 
and rests); allow for deletion or in- 

sertion of musical elements; and 
transpose what has been written. 
The transposition is a two-step op-
eration. First, you must change the 
key signature (indicated by a let-
ter) and then press the letter T. The 
program automatically transposes 
as many musical elements as you 
have indicated—up to an entire 
composition! Each of the many 
pieces I was working with had to be 
presented in three keys, and this 
program alone saved me a month of 
tedious work. 

Throughout the entire process, 
you can instruct the computer to 
play the music to recheck what you 
have composed, transcribed or 
edited. 

If you wish to clear all data and 
default to C major-4/4 time, you 
can use the Open command. To 
help you avoid mistakes, the entire 
word must be typed, and there are 
command killer keys to abort the 
process. 

The Write command has two 
variations. You can type W and the 
music will be printed out screen by 
screen. (A screen consists of three or 
four measures.) If you type W* and 
the number of measures you wish 
printed, the program will check 
each of the measures for rhythmic 
consistency and indicate long or 
short measures. Once this is cor-
rected, you repeat the command 
and the music is printed using pro-
portional spacing. 

There are two small problems 
with the music printout. The first is 
the appearance of an unnecessary 
ledger line when G, two octaves 
above middle C, is printed. The sec-
ond is a problem that exists in all 
music printing systems, including 
specialized typewriters: there are no 
beams to connect notes. Each musical 
element is printed as a separate unit. 

It is possible to use the Notewriter 
program for transcription and edit-
ing music without purchasing the 
entire Soundchaser system. How-
ever, it is much slower. 

When you purchase Notewriter, 
the tutorial section of the user's 
manual instructs you to use the Get 
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Editor's note: According to Sierra- 
	  On-Line, options can be changed in 

an already released update of the 
program. Bop-A-Bet 

Software Reviews 

command to bring up an already 
transcribed piece of music after 
entering the Edit mode. You can 
then change each note presented 
(adding as many musical elements 
as you wish) until the piece of music 
you are working with is tran-
scribed, saving it to another disk. 
This is an extremely tedious pro-
cess, however, when compared 
with the ease of using the entire sys-
tem. Its advantage, of course, is the 
price difference. 

Notewriter is a worthwhile addi-
tion to the Soundchaser system. It is 
a worthy tool for music students, 
teachers and anyone else who needs 
to transcribe, transpose or print out 
music. 

The Notewriter Version 1.0 sells 
for $99 and is published by Passport 
Designs Inc., 785 Main St., Suite E, 
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019. • 

Janet Meizel 
Davis, CA 

Nightmare Gallery 

Alone in a graveyard, you're 
armed with three pistols that 

fire silver bullets. Suddenly, a pack 
of werewolves appears, their or-
ange faces glowing in the dark. You 
level your pistol and fire. . . . 

Those are the opening seconds of 
Nightmare Gallery, a fine arcade 
game that pits the player against a 
multitude of spooky creatures in a 
hi-res video shadowland. 

Nightmare Gallery's action moves 
at a fast pace; no matter how many 
of the monsters you shoot, they keep 
appearing out of nowhere, swarm-
ing all over the screen. You can't 
win; all you can do is hold them at 
bay and roll up the score before the 
inevitable occurs. 

Points are scored for hitting 
werewolves, vampire bats and 
ghouls. Killing these supernatural 
creatures is worth points, but dead 
monsters leave behind tombstones 
and mausoleums to obstruct your 
field of fire. Shooting at these 

markers will increase your rate of 
fire, though, and hitting them will 
also boost your score. 

Killing the werewolves is the first 
order of business. When one of 
them gets to the bottom level, it will 
chase and destroy you unless you 
quickly strike the space bar to fold a 
shield over yourself. The ghouls 
pose another hazard; they can sud-
denly turn into ghosts and topple 
over you, leaving a trail of tomb-
stones behind. Finally, there are 
mummies that you cannot harm. 
But they will kill you if you touch 
them! 

Nightmare Gallery is a challeng-
ing game. The graphics are attrac-
tive and help create a spooky mood. 
The animation is virtually flicker 
free. 

Nightmare Gallery is manufac-
tured by Synergistic Software, 5221 
120th Ave. S.E., Bellevue, WA 
98006. Price is $34.95. M 

Brian Murphy 
Fairfield, CT 

Bop-A-Bet is an educational 
game designed to reinforce al-

phabet sequencing. Four letters at a 
time are randomly placed in a maze. 
The player uses keyboard control to 
direct the bopper (a clock-like object) 
through the maze. 

Upon reaching a letter, the space 
bar is pressed. This causes a boxing 
glove to spring from the side of the 

bopper to whack the letter. If the let-
ter is in correct alphabetical order the 
sound of a vibrating punching bag is 
heard, the letter disappears, another 
letter appears in the maze and the 
player is credited with ten points. If 
the letter is not in sequence, five 
points are lost. If the alphabet is fin-
ished before the time limit, the player 
has the opportunity to bop the 
punching bags, worth 20 points 
apiece, that appear on the screen. 
When the time is up, the game recy-
cles with the bopper moving at a 
higher speed. 

The game contains many options: 
(a) a choice of upper or lower case let-
ters; (b) a practice mode allowing 
practice with the bopper before the 
game begins; (c) the ability to repro-
gram the keys which control the box-
ing glove and bopper's movement (an 
I, J, K and M combination may be 
suitable for small hands); (d) the abil-
ity to turn off the sound; (e) the abil-
ity to set a one to nine minute time 
limit; and (f) the ability to choose 
bopper speed (beginning, intermedi-
ate and advanced). The letters are in 
large high-resolution graphics, and 
the skills developed include alphabet 
sequencing and a small degree of 
strategy. Once the options are cho-
sen, they cannot be changed for a re-
play of the game, however. 

Bop-A-Bet is manufactured by 
Sierra-On-Line, Sierra-On-Line 
Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614. 
Suggested retail price is $29.95. • 

Gary Leonard 
Ashby, MA 

Notebook 

O ne of the first things I try to 
do when looking at a new 

program is classify it. Notebook can 
be a little troublesome in this 
regard. Is it a word processor? Not 
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BIZ'S 
CPA REPORTER 
SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO PRODUCE 
PROFESSIONAL LOOKING FINANCIAL REPORTS. 

THE CPA REPORTER GIVES YOU 
MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY AND 
CONTROL OVER THE PREPARATION 
OF YOUR FINANCIAL REPORTS. 

THE CPA REPORTER ACCESSES THE 
B.I.S GENERAL.LEDGER.ON.LINE 
FOR DATA BASE INFORMATION. 

.446 

COVER LETTERS TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
BALANCE SHEETS (SUMMARY AND DETAIL) 
PROFIT i LOSS STATMENTS (SUMMARY AND DETAIL) 
SOURCE AND APPLICATIONS OF FUNDS (CASH FLOW) 
NET CHANGE IN FINANCIAL POSITION REPORTS 
TRIAL BALANCE AND. GENERAL LEDGER REPORTS 
JOURNALS AND CHART OF ACCOUNTS 
SALES AND COST OF SALES ANALYSES 
PROVISION FOR FEDERAL INCOME TAX REPORTS 
AND MANY SPECIAL COMPUTATION SCHEDULES 

With the CPA REPORTER you can CONTROL every line, position, 
description, amount, tab setting, paging, column setting, totaling, 
underlining and bottom comments. SPECIAL OPTIONS include: tax table 
lookup, annualizing, maximum and minimum amounts, save, restore, 
clear, memo, beginning balances, current postings, all postings on 
the disk, ending balance, percentages, fixed amounts, source of 
funds, applications of funds, and more. 

The CPA REPORTER can automatically print 28 reports at one time, 56 
reports can be defined per client, 71 different combinations of 
reports, 17 CUSTOM REPORT GENERATORS can be used, 14 journals can 
be automatically printed. The B.I.S CPA REPORTER was designed for 
walk-away printing, but you still control stop/start; end now or 
end after this report. Printing begins within 60 seconds of any 
entry made in the GENERAL.LEDGER.ON.LINE and all CPA REPORTER 
reports will reflect the entry. 

THE CPA REPORTER CAN PRINT 
THE FOLLOWING REPORTS WITH 
NO DISK SWAPPING, WHILE VOL 
ARE AWAY FROM THE COMPUTER 

S Pe 11.11111,10 from your louse Awe 
dash', for Stilti. 
11 rus'a out of stock, have hint girls Lia • 
call at (2141 341.1635 or write: 

John BrodwIck,CPA 
BroderIckbAssoclales 

SUS Shagrock 
Dean, Texas 75236 

Circle 24 on Reader Service card. 

q1.1m‘oPLEWARE, INC. 
The Apple Users Group 
Software Library Bonanza 
At truly affordable prices! 
For the first time enjoy your 
Apple to its fullest capacity, 
using specially packed disks 
with over 60 outstanding 
programs each. 
[not available from any other source) 

Each packed disk includes an extensive variety of 
interesting, useful and entertaining programs 
indispensable to all computerists! Each mixed category 
packed disk includes: 
BUSINESS • EDUCATIONAL • DATA BASE • GAMES 
UTILITIES • SCIENCE • MUSIC • GRAPHICS • FINANCE 
Library Disks I, II and Ill are mixed categories. Dedicated 
disks are: 
• GAMES • UTILITIES • GRAPHICS • INTEGER • 
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY. Each packed disk is 
available for only S59.95 each. 

WHY PAY MORE? - 
Order direct from this ad and Save up to $150. Buy 
Library Disks I, II and Ill and get a special bonus disk 
FREE - over 260 programs for $179.95 + $3. 
shipping. For the best value, receive all 9 disks featuring 
over 600 of our best programs for only 650 each - 
for a package price of only $389. Postage Paid! 
NEW...Business • Professional • Executive Package [enabling 
you to bring your business to its highest level of efficiency) also 
available, circle Readers Service Card for our complete catalog. 

For Orders Only Call now 
TOLL FREE: 1-800-327-8664 

Compatible with II, II + , Ile, III Emul., and Franklin Ace [For 3.3 DOS) 

PROGRAMS 
Si .00 

EACH 

Florida: 1-305-987-8665 OS VISA 
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exactly. How about a database 
management system? Close. Ap-
pointment scheduler? Yes and No. 
Mailing list manager? Maybe. 

As it turns out, classification is 
really the only difficult part of 
using Notebook. The program is de-
signed to accommodate a multitude 
of short notes, addresses and other 
miscellaneous information. If your 
desk looks like mine, the value of 
such a program becomes painfully 
apparent. 

Notebook is designed to be used 
with a 48K Apple II or Apple II Plus 
with Applesoft in ROM and at least 
one disk drive (DOS 3.3). Data may 
be stored on the program disk or 
disks formatted with DOS 3.3. 
Probably the easiest way to describe 
the program is to discuss the option 
choices in the order you are likely to 
use them. 

Init(%)   creates a file on the disk 
you have designated. Any records 
present on the disk will be deleted, 
so a verification command is re-
quired before any records are 
actually deleted. Once you have in-
dicated a readiness to begin, the 
program prompts you through the 
process of setting up a format for the 
records in question. First, the num-
ber of lines per page is requested. 
The manual suggests using four lines 
for mailing labels, ten lines for stan-
dard Rolodex and 14 lines for large 
Rolodex or three-by-five cards. 
Next, the printer slot number and 
interface type (serial or parallel) are 
indicated. Finally, you are asked to 
verify the format to your Notebook 
or data disk. 

Insert (2) is used to actually 
create notes, each of which is re-
ferred to as a record. A collection of 

records is known as a file. After In-
sert is selected, you are asked to in-
put the title. The title may consist 
of any characters but the comma, 
colon, quotation mark or control 
characters. The title is the basis for 
record storage, search and cross-
reference functions. Records are 
stored in alphabetic or numerical 
order by title. After the title is in-
putted, the program checks to be 
sure there is no other record by that 
title in the file. 

If all is well, you are allowed to 
enter the text of your note. Depend-
ing on the format, your note can 
consist of up to 14 lines of 39 
characters each. Unlike most word 
processing programs, Notebook 
does not have word wrap-around. 
This means that Return must be 
pressed at the end of each line. Ex-
cess lines may be skipped by press- 

Circle 328 on Reader Service card. 
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DEALER 

INQUIRIES INVITED 
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ing Return repeatedly. 

At the end of the note format, an 
opportunity is provided to edit the 
material just typed. Pressing Y 
allows change of any entries, and N 
saves the record on disk. 

If you have elected a ten line for-
mat for Rolodex cards, the screen 
format points out the location of the 
card holes for easier data entry. The 
insert mode may be terminated at 
any time by pressing control-E. 

Search (1) is the method of 
locating a desired record or set of 
records. When Search is selected, a 
Title prompt allows you to select 
the parameters. Pressing Return 
(only) will search all the records in 
alphabetical or numeric order. Any 
letter or combination of letters 
entered will search for records 
whose titles begin with those 
letters. 

During Search operations, press-
ing the space bar will stop the 
display and control-P will send that 
record to the printer. Another press 
of the space bar will display the 
next record. Pressing any other key 
will resume continuous searching. 

Edit (3) will bring a note to the 
screen for editing. You must type 
the exact title for the particular 
note. If you are in doubt as to the 
title, use the Search option to locate 
it. Pressing Return will pass 
through or skip an acceptable line. 
To rewrite a line, the right arrow 
key is used to get to the editing posi-
tion; any character may be re-
placed by typing over it. 

Delete (4) is straightforward—
just indicate the name of the record 
using the exact title. The note will 
be displayed on the screen and you 
will be asked whether or not this is 

to be deleted. Reply Y and it's gone. 
You may exit the Delete mode by 
pressing control-E. 

Print (5) will allow you to print 
either an entire file or only those 
records that have been added or up-
dated since the last printing. After 
selecting which group to print, 
answering Y to the Printer Align-
ment (Y/N) prompt will print a fac-
simile of three cards according to 
the parameters you set in the Init 
mode. This option may be run 
repeatedly until you are ready to 
actually print the records. Finally, 
you are asked to identif,' specific 
records to be printed. One, several 
or all of the records may be selected 
in a fashion similar to the Search 
function. 

You may quick print a single 
record by pressing control-P when 
the record is being displayed in 

Circle 53 on Reader Service card. 

OUR ISOLATORS 
FOR YOUR 

PROTECTION 
Prevents: 

disk drive woes, printer interaction, 
memory loss and damage due to 
lightning or AC power line 
disturbances. 

Commercial Grade Isolators 
ISO-1 3 Isolated Sockets 

	
$76.95 

ISO-2 2 Isolated Socket Banks, 6 Sockets 
	76.95 

Industrial Grade Isolators 
ISO-3 3 Double Isolated Sockets 

	115.95 
ISO-11 2 Double Isolated Banks, 6 Sockets 

	
115.95 

Laboratory Grade Isolators 
ISO-17 4 Quad Isolated Sockets 	 200.95 
ISO-18 2 Quad Isolated Banks, 6 Sockets 

	169.95 

Circuit Breaker, any model (Add-CB) 	Add 10.00 
Remote Switch, any model (Add-RS) 	Add 18.00 

1x"17® Electronic Specialists, Inc. 
171 South Main Street, Box 389, Natick, Massachusetts 01780 

Toll Free Order Desk 1-800-225-4878 

MasterCard, VISA. American Express 

Circle 275 on Reader Service card. 

Micro Power BenchTM 

• Single Switch Control of CPU and Peripherals 
• Built in circuit breaker protects your system 
• Four power expansion outlets 
• Opt. Power Surge ($40), Opt. Cooling Fan ($40) 
• IBM, Apple, TRS, Atari, Commodore, Others 

Dealer & Ordering Info 

800-343-4311 
Master Charge and V,sa Accented 

Shipping 8 Handhng Charges Additional 

CAB -TEK, Inc. 
Riverside St.. Nashua NH 03062 

DESKTOP ACOUSTIC 
SILENCERS FOR 

ALL POPULAR PRINTERS 
$99. To $199. 
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CE SOFTWARE presents: 

PROGRAMMERS 
POWER TOOLS. 

If you do lots of programming on your Apples® you're wasting 
a lot of time if you're not using Programmer's Power Tools. 

Now, you can take advantage of machine-language speed in 
your Applesoft® programs. Expand your BASIC® commands like: 
• Sort a string array. • Search a string array. 
• Cut garbage collection time by 90%. • Format numeric 
output. • Pack numbers. • Read anything from a disk. 
MI Utilize a machine language input routine that will help you 
"rival the masters". 
See our "report card" in InfoWorld: May 16. 

Progammers Power Tools If, for the Apple //e and If+, or 
Programmers Power Tools /// for the Apple ///. It's the kind of 
fast powerful programming aid you've been looking for. 

PPT If (for //e also) 	  559.95 
PPT /// 	  S79.95 

Available at your local computer store or order direct from: 

   CE SOFTWARE 
 	801-73rd Street • Des Moines, Iowa 50312 

- (515) 224-1995 

Vlsa/MasterCard Accepted 
Both PPT If and PPT /// are sold on unprotected diskettes and can be included in your own 

programs. IPrograms using PPT that are to be sold nationwide may require registration and 
payment of a token licensing fee.j 0
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some other mode without selecting 
the Print option. 

Catalog (6) produces an alpha-
betized list of the records in your 
file. In addition to being able to 
select part or all of your records for 
listing, either the screen or hard 
copy may be used for viewing. 

A Copy feature is included to 
transfer or backup data. The rou-
tine is self-prompting and easy to 
use. Other options allow you to 
change printer slot, switch data 
disks and select the desired drive. 
Pressing H displays a summary of 
the commands available in the 
Notebook system. 

If this whole program sounds a 
little like a mini database manage-
ment system, don't be too surprised. 
Notebook does include some of the 
same types of features. The primary 
difference between Notebook and 
some of the more popular database 

management programs lies in the 
range of features included. Note-
book is limited to search based on a 
single key item (Title) and -offers a 
more limited range of reporting 
features than most database pro-
grams. In return, Notebook pro-
vides an efficient way of handling 
the diverse range of material likely 
to be included in your records. 

I did find a couple of things that 
could stand some improvement. 
First, the program is limited to up-
percase letters only. Although the 
Apple II is basically an uppercase 
machine, very few serious users 
have neglected to install some form 
of lowercase adapter. 

Second, there is no provision in 
Notebook for word wrap-around—
when you reach the end of a line, 
Return must be pressed or charac-
ters will be lost. The screen does 
not, however, reflect this provision. 

When the end of a line is reached, 
the video display continues on to 
the next line as if nothing were hap-
pening. If wrap-around is not to be 
included, then some warning sound 
or message should remind the user 
to press return at the end of each 
line. 

Notebook is one of those pro-
grams designed for a specific pur-
pose and, as such, does one job very 
well indeed. The process of reduc-
ing a deskful of notes and miscel-
laneous papers to a few disks is 
simplified. 

Notebook is published by Nikrom 
Technical Products Inc., 25 Prospect 
St., Leominster, MA 01453, and 
sells for $55. II 

Leslie Schmeltz 
Bettendorf, IA 

AST Data Master 

Interested in making a profit by 
writing turnkey - database pro-

grams on your Apple II or III? If you 
are but you don't have the time to de-
vote to heavy development work, 
you're part of the target market for 
Data Master by Advanced Software 
Technology, Inc., 7899 Mastin 
Drive, Overland Park, KS 66204. 

Much of the effort of writing data-
base programs involves formatting 
screen displays and coding search 
routines. Data Master wraps canned 
routines for indexing data structures 
and for creating screen displays with 
an interrogative program that elicits 
desired file design information from 
the user and then creates an applica-
tion program. The Apple II and Ap-
ple III versions I tested create stand-
alone Basic programs. Both versions 
require only one disk drive. 

The documentation consists of 
photocopied sheets in a three-ring 
binder. The instructions are straight-
forward and clear and they include 
information that enables modifica-
tion of the Basic source code. A listing 
of the location of various routines and 
a glossary of key variables is also in-
cluded. 
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I first tested the Apple III version, 
which uses two unprotected disks: a 
boot disk and a disk containing the 
program under development. To en-
hance the manual, Advanced Soft-
ware Technology has provided a 
unique demonstration feature. Two 
sample databases—a sales report and 
a mailing list—are included on the 
second disk. The creation of either 
can be examined by running the 
demonstration option in one of two 
modes. The Automatic mode quickly 
steps through the sample Data 
Master design session, pausing only 
briefly after displaying each question 
and response. Should the user wish to 
consult the manual while using the 
demonstration, selection of the Pause 
mode permits a more leisurely pace, 
with the computer waiting for the 
user's signal to proceed. 

After reading the manual and run- 

"The Automatic mode 
quickly steps through the 

sample Data Master 
design session . . . " 

ning the demonstrations a few times, 
I decided to have a go at a real world 
problem. Our engineering staff man-
ually maintains a job cost report to 
monitor the funds spent on various 
jobs and to compare the revised proj-
ect costs with the amounts originally 
authorized. I used photocopies of the 
screen layout guides provided with 
Data Master to design the data entry 
and data display screens. The pro-
gram first asked me for the name of 
the program I was creating and then 

asked for the various field sizes, what 
prompting information I desired, lo-
cation of prompts and data type 
(number or character). 

With a few exceptions, all pro-
ceeded as described in the manual. 
Prompts can be entered with upper 
and lower (pnce letters combined, un-
less you decide to change the prompt. 
But the second request for inputting 
the prompt message, after I decided 
to discard my first attempt, only ac-
cepted upper r ace. On other occa-
sions the program selected default 
row-column combinations for 
prompt locations that were outside 
the text screen boundaries. 

Data Master allowed me to readily 
include data verification steps that 
warn the user with a variety of task-
specific messages. Thanks to the cal-
culating ability of the program, I was 
able to add the Expenditures to Date 
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COOKBOOK 
The computer age cookbook and recipe management system 

&Recipe management system 	
Create your own cookbook diskettes. 
Enter, modify or remove recipes using pre-formatted screens. 

Data base analysis, reorganization & rebuild utility included. 
&Complete with great recipes 	 Tasty and unusual recipes based on common ingredients. 

Soups & Salad, Appetizer and Dessert recipe options available. 
&What's for dinner decision maker 	Select recipes by name, ingredient or classification. 

Select recipes by multiple classifications and/or ingredients. 
Just point at what you want and hit a key. 

`Complete reference source 	 Calorie and nutrition guide. 
Food buying, cooking and storage techniques. 
Measurements, substitutions + equivalents. 
Glossaries of cooking + food preparation terms. 

&Shopping list and recipe printer 	Shopping list feature combines like ingredients and cross 
references to recipe. 
Print any recipe, index or screen image. 

tEasy to use and ultra fast 

	

	
On-line instructions plus a 28-page User Guide. 
Designed to be used easily by a non-computer person. 

Adjusts recipes to number of servings 
Another home information management product is Micro Barmate,the computer age Bar Guide. 

Versions available for APPLE II + , APPLE Ile (8d col) and IBM PC 64K, PC DOS). The cost $40. Advanced 
Functions Package for IBM PC (128K, PC DOS' or MS DOS) and APPLE II +, Ile (64K, 80 col). The cost $70. 
Soups & Salad, Appetizer or Dessert options, $12 each. Check with your favorite dealer first. MCNISA phone 
or mail orders. Checks accepted. Please specify computer and add $2 handling. 

VIRTUAL COMBINATICS 	P.O. BOX 755, ROCKPORT, MA 01966 	(617) 546-6553 
APPLE and IBM are registered trademarks of APPLE COMPUTER, INC & IBM CORP. respectively. 
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LOAN AMORTIZATION $5995  
Feature packed menu-driven program includes your choice of three payment types in addition to Normal Amortization: 
% Declining Balance, Level Principal, Accumulate Interest. Periodic payment options include annual, semi-annual, quarterly, and 
monthly. Compare totals between any two periods. 

Apple II -I- TM 

Apple if/ TM 

IBM - PC TM 

[A VISICALC TM  TEMPLATE) 
Easy to use 60 line report format quickly evaluates your nonresidential project. Outputs include Pre-Tax & NT Cash Row, 
Mortgage Interest & Amortization, Accelerated or SL Depreciation, Capital Gain, IRR. Handles participating mortgage. Just load 
template over VisiCalem and enter input data. 

INCOME PROPERTY ANALYSIS $19995  AI*" T"  
Complete project analysis include Lender, Partner, Developer returns. Seven tables include tax effects, IRR, After-Tax Cash Row. 
Easy to use, menu-driven. All you do is enter data [up to 60 entries). Compatible with any printer. 

Apple II *CM 
IBM — PC TM 

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY ANALYSIS $9950  

= (206) 644-3141 

ACCT No 	 EXP. 	  

SIGNATURE 	  

NAME 	  

ADDRESS 	  

Make of Computer 	CITY 	 STATE 	ZIP 	 

5930 146th Place Southeast 
Bellevue, Washington 98006 

Enclosed $ 	  
(Add $3.00 Shipping & Handling) 

Washington residents add 7.9% tax 
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field to the Estimated Cost to Com-
plete field and arrive at the amount 
for the Projected Cost field. After 
three hours, including the time spent 
reading the manual and running the 
demonstrations, I had a nice Basic 
program to turn over to the engi-
neers. I couldn't wait to collect my 
accolades. 

The program generated by Data 
Master is menu driven to permit 
easy data entry according to the 
prompting messages entered. Cus-
tom reports can be made, sending all 
or selected records to either the screen 
or the printer. Individual records can 
be accessed quickly and searches can 
be made according to selection 
criteria for several fields. 

There are minor limitations, how-
ever. Data files can be sorted on one 
field only, and the sort has to be al-
phabetical. If a user happens to ask 

for a nonexistent report format file, 
the program bombs, leaving a crater 
containing only a Basic error mes-
sage. Fortunately, there is no damage 
to the data in the file and the user can 
recover by typing RUN. There is a 
problem with the lack of control over 
the formatting of numeric fields: dec-
imal points seemed to line up only by 
chance, lending an amateurish look 
to the output. 

All in all, given the amount of time 
required to generate the application 
program, I was pleased with the per-
formance up to this point. I then 
tried to use the ability of Data Master 
to have an entry to one data file si-
multaneously update another file. 
Data Master calls this type of file an 
Interactive File. Returning to the job 
cost problem, I started designing an-
other file to handle cost inputs from 
contractors' or suppliers' invoices. 

Each record input would be main-
tained in a file separate from the job 
cost file, but would also be incorpor-
ated into the job cost file where it 
would be reflected in the Expendi-
ture to Date field. 

All proceeded well until I tried to 
give the instructions to make the file 
interactive. The program requested 
the field lengths for each field in the 
other file, in this case the job cost file. 
After entering those values, the in-
structions said to enter 999 to exit that 
step and proceed. I did. It didn't. In-
stead I got Undefn'd Statement Line 
4980 and was left at the Basic com-
mand level. I went through the 
whole procedure again with the same 
unhappy result. By this time I was 
becoming frustrated, so I started list-
ing portions of the Basic code from 
file QE on the boot disk. Line 4980 
referenced a nonexistent line 5130 in 
a GOSUB. By listing further, I found 
that line 5220 looked like the likely 
start of the subroutine, so I changed 
line 4980 to point to 5220 instead of 
5130. Then it worked. 

I placed a phone call to Advanced 
Software Technology and inquired 
about the problems I had encoun-
tered. I received courteous attention 
and was assured that my difficulties 
were due to having received one of 
the first twenty programs. According 
to owner Roland Love, current 
production has been corrected. Rath-
er than send a set of updated Apple 
III disks for further review, Mr. Love 
sent me the Apple II version to test. 

I then proceeded to repeat the 
same general test procedure, this 
time with the two Apple II disks run-
ning on my Apple III in emulation. 
This time everything worked as de-
scribed. 

At a cost of $69.95, this program 
offers a great deal of potential at a 
reasonable price for a business pro-
gram. The Apple II version ran well 
without any hitches. The Apple III 
version I tested deserves further 
work: users will be required to modi-
fy the program to render all of its 
features operable. Although AST 
Data Master was designed to remove 
the programming step from database 
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MAKE YOUR 
BUY/SELL DECISIONS 

ON LIVE DATA 
• UPDATE PORTFOLIO VALUES IN SECONDS 
• BE IN ON MARKET TRENDS WHILE THEY ARE HAPPENING 
• GET ALL THE INFORMATION YOU NEED TO MAKE INFORMED 

AND TIMELY DECISIONS 

The Software package that automatically loads data from Dow Jones News 
Retrieval® into your ViaiCalc. with 100% accuracy. No need to manually enter 
data. Allows you to make Investment decisions with all the information in hand. Get 
current dataae fast as your broker. Detailed financial data and historical data 
as you need it. 
	 802-229-0368 FOR FASTEST CREDIT CARD ORDERING 	 

802-229-0368 
FROM: SOLUTIONS 	 TCM 176 on SOURCE 1181 STATE STREET BOX 989 	 70035.1377 on COMPUSERVE MONTPELIER, VT 05602 

NAME 	  
COMPANY 	  
ADDRESS 	  
CITY 	 STATE 	 ZIP 	  
PHONE ( 	 

PLEASE CIRCLE YOUR MACHINE MAKE AND MODEL. 
I have: IBMT.-PC: TRS-80. 11/12/16. III; Apple. II+ , IIE, or III 

0 SEND 	 COPIES VISIBRIDGElDrm So I can use the power of my 
VisiCalo on Wall Street information from Dow Jones. Comes with complete terminal 
package 0 5295.00 each postage paid 	 ORDER TOTAL______ 

PAYMENT METHOD: CHECK__ MASTERCARD__ VISA__ 
•	  
EXPIR. DATF. 	SIGNATURE 	  

O SEND MORE INFORMATION ON: VISIBRIDGE/ DJ, VISIBRIDGE/FtEPORT, 
SORT, AND GENERAL LEDGER. 
Ask about multi-copy Corporate or Institution disoounte. 
yi2arierg,carzzot ttae:mark Solutiont!tt 	 :to* ntst • 	 MUT. PC •• 
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system design, this program is still 
best suited to someone with experi-
ence in Basic programming. 

I recommend Data Master to those 
who want to work with a good skele-
ton of Basic code and who have the 
skill to modify what Advanced Soft-
ware Technology has started. 

Advanced Software Technology is 
located at 7899 Mastin Drive, Over-
land Park, KS 66204. • 

Justin Crom 
Littleton, CO 

Apventure to Atlantis 

Take a text adventure, mix in 
fantasy role playing, add 

animated hi-res graphics and dose 
liberally with real-time action. 
What do you have? Apventure (that's 
right) to Atlantis! 

You are the new High One in 
confinement on the island of 
Lapour. In order to defeat the evil 
Atlanteans, who seek the elimina-
tion of the human race, you must 
gather an army and destroy the 
island of Atlantis. 

The adventure takes place in four 
different locations, each with its 
own unique set of commands. Most 
commands are issued by pressing a 
single letter (like R for READ) fol-
lowed by the name of the object to 
be examined. Typing R BOOK (re-
turn), for instance, prints READ 
BOOK at the bottom of the hi-res 
screen and shows the contents of the 
book. Object names may be abbre-
viated to four letters. Other com-
mands are given with a single key 
press (like S for SUMMON MEN or I 
for INVENTORY). In battles over the 
ocean and on secondary islands, 
your paddle/joystick or the key-
board may be used to direct weap-
on fire. The escape key and period 
are used to suspend play and toggle 
the sound on or off. 

Graphics are ubiquitous in Ap-
venture and are an essential part of 
the game. I have nothing against 
straight text adventures, but the ex- 

tensive use of graphics and sound 
adds to the realism of this adven-
ture. 

At the start of your first adven-
ture, you select a name and are ran-
domly assigned values for the char-
acteristics of wisdom, intelligence, 
strength and charisma. You then 
choose your reaction time (to deter-
mine how rapidly monsters will at-
tack once sighted by you) and your 
character's alignment (between 
lawful and chaotic). If you feel the 
need, you may take a magic 
decoder ring to help decipher the 
cryptic messages presented in a 
later stage of the game. The author 
has also provided a hint sheet in, 
case you get stuck at some point. 

The success of your mission is 
judged by the number of points 
amassed. You acquire points by 
defeating monsters and destroying 
Atlantis. Points are subtracted for 
taking and using the decoder ring 
handicap, killing nonthreatening 
creatures or letting an enemy 
escape. 

On Lapour the objective is to 
gather your initial inventory and 
gain practical combat experience. 
The Atlanteans, you see, have 
breached the island's defenses and 
are air dropping mutants and mon-
sters. When a monster is encoun-
tered, you have the option of fleeing 
or fighting. Fights are resolved by 
on-screen dice rolls. The higher the 
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THE HOME PROFESSOR 
BASIC PROGRAMMING COURSE 

Audio Lessons are in 
Cassettes Applesoft Basic.® 

Work Read along with 
Book 
	

flowcharts & 	• 
coding. Work 
example programs, 
mail list, home 
inventory & more. 

Bean 
Counter 

Your Own 
Programs 

Study & use this 
home accounting 
system. A model 
of what you can 
do. 

Utilize your 
computer with 
your own programs! 

We save you time & frustration. 
$ Back guarantee. Call today.! 

joneswa re Computer 
School 

Box 5523, Kingwood, Tx. 77339 
(713) 358-2364 $95 +shipping 

§111111 
ApplesoW is a registered trademark of 

Apple Computer, Inc. 

"The entire island is 
booby-trapped with pits, 

Atlantean guards and 
other obstacles." 

combination of strength, experi-
ence, and dice rolls, the greater your 
chances of victory. If your warriors 
are killed, you may return to your 
castle for additional men. 

You must also find a way to 
muster wizards to your cause. After 
attracting five wizards and a full 
complement of warriors, you must 
discover a method of leaving the 
island. Be sure that you have all five 
warriors before leaving. 

Hint: Don't look to your inven-
tory for an appropriate offering. I 
did this for three weeks before giv-
ing up and calling the publisher. If 
the morale of your company drops 
too low (caused by the death of 
wizards or lack of compatibility), 
some may abandon you. It is very 
important to select them wisely. 

While at sea, as in all other new 
locations, be certain to check and 
memorize the possible commands. 
At this point most action occurs in 
real-time, and if you fail to respond 
quickly, you can suffer major 
losses. Your skills in navigation and 
weapons control are critical. The 
area abounds with monsters and 
Atlantean spy craft. Thankfully, 
the Save Game option is in effect 
once you have left Lapour. It's a 
good idea to save it immediately 
after leaving the island. If your 
craft is destroyed, you are also 
given the option of returning to 
Lapour and starting over or begin-
ning again from the point of last 
take-off. 

Small islands dot the seas and 
they provide the means of repairing 
and refueling your vehicle. They 
also offer replacement wizards and 
warriors, as well as a chance to 
build up your supply of magic 
spells—a wizard's only weapon. 

On each island your time is spent 
moving through a series of inter- 

connected rooms searching for ob-
jects that may contain magic spells, 
fighting Trogs and uninvited 
warlocks. If one or more of your 
own wizards has died and the 
warlock likes you, he may decide to 
join your party. But if he does not 
like your peace offering, he may try 
to kill you! 

Once you have learned the trick 
of refueling your ship, you will be 
allowed to leave the island. Your 
assault on Atlantis will succeed or 
fail largely according to the posses-
sion of the correct selection of 
spells. Plan on spending a great deal 
of time on the islands. 

After landing, you are presented 
with a map of Atlantis; the island is 
bare except for an unstable volcano 
in the northwest. The object is to 
locate the Crack of Doom and cast 
your magic orb into it. This sets off 
a chain reaction that will destroy 
the island. 

The entire island is booby-
trapped with pits, Atlantean guards 
and other obstacles. As mentioned 
earlier, without the proper array of 
spells, some of the obstacles will 
stop you cold. In a few cases your 
reactions must be immediate. If you 
stop and dwell over which spell to 
use, you may find your wizards 
dropping like flies! 

As you move across the island, 
sections of the map are revealed to 
you. Since you are seldom allowed 
to go straight north, south, east or 
west, you must carefully map out or 
memorize each route. 

Evaluation 
Apventure to Atlantis is a mar-

velous, enchanting game. As you 
gain experience in the different 
locales, you will find that it is possi-
ble to complete the adventure. The 
program was obviously a labor of 
love, and it has just the right blend 
of problem-solving and live action 
to make it interesting. 

Apventure to Atlantis is sold by 
Synergistic Software, 5221 120th 
Ave. SE, Bellevue, WA 98006. The 
suggested price is $40. ■ 

Steven Schwartz 
Pittsburgh, PA 
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SIX TIMES 
PER YEAR! 

RATE BASE: 
130,000 

ISSUE DATES: 
• Nov./Dec. • May/June 
• Jan./Feb. • July/Aug. 
• Mar./Apr. • Sept./Oct. 

The complete publication for 
the beginner or inexperienced 
computer owner. Targeted to 
reach the impressive computer 
market of the future... people 
who are planning to buy... or 
owners of hardware ready to 
upgrade. Computers 84 talks to 
them in plain language, explaining 
your products and suggesting 
applications. 
For further information, contact: 

Ed Knobloch, Advertising Director 
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036 

212-719-6572 
A CBS PUBLICATION 
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GET STARTED ON 
THE APPLE Ile IN 
UNDER AN HOUR... 
Yes...at last, computer instruction is 

available on videotape. 

If the computer newcomers in your family 
are overwhelmed by technical manuals, we 
have made it easy. We have extracted the 
most-needed facts and put them in an easy-
to-understand form. We cover: 

• Unpacking and set-up 
• Installation of circuit boards and 

peripherals 
• Functions of RAM and ROM 
• Running software (word processing, 

electronic spreadsheet, data base 
management, computer music and 
computer games) 

• And much more. 

This videocassette enables the computer 
newcomer to begin with confidence. 

Price: $60.00 

MasterCa d and Visa holders call toll free: 

(800) 
835-2246 
Ext. 35 

VISA 

Available in VHS and Beta II.  

Lewis Video Productions 
601 West End Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10024 

— 	(212) 496.0223 

JOIN 

Micro 
0 - op 

Over 3,000 members 
worldwide 

• Co-op Newsletter (6 - 1 0 
issues/ yr.) 

• Latest Information 
• Software reviews and 

comparisons 
Member feedback 

• Software and hardware at 
discount prices 

Information you need 

to make software decisions 
you won't regret. 

Membership 15.00 

Micro 0-op 
610 E. Brook Dr. 

Arlington His., IL 60005 
(312) 228-5115 

Circle 363 on Reader Service card. 	 Circle 313 on Reader Service card . 	 Circle 238 on Reader Service card. 
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MEASURE and CONTROL 
TEMPERATURE 

Automatically monitor and record temperature or 

relative humidity readings with your computer. ADC 
calibrated temperature probes and measurement soft-

ware now make it easy. Combine our accurate 
measurements with time and power interfaces for full 

closed-loop control. 
The Nth Degree system supports 1 to 256 channels 

with resolution to .01 degree. Standard temp range is 
-50 to + 105 degrees C. Other ranges are possible.  

Rugged sensors may be hundreds of feet from your 
computer without loss of accuracy. 

Thermonitor (tm) software provides graphic and 
numeric display of temperature with data logging on 
disk or printer. Hooks are provided so that you can 
customize applications. The Strip-Chart recorder pro-
gram continuously graphs data on the screen in easy-

to-read classic format. Data compression method 
stores more than 120.000 samples per disk.  

American Data Cable, Inc. 
2864 Ray Lawyer Drive #205 

P.O. Box 2212 • Placerville CA 95667 
1 	hannel package with probe and software 5129.95 

8-Channel package with 1 probe and software S189.95 
Strip-Chart recorder and data logger 	$ 49.95 
For VISA and Mastercard call (916) 622-3465 

WHAT REALLY IS 
INSIDE YOUR 
COMPUTER? 

Find out in INSIDE YOUR COMPUTER from Wayne 
Green Books. I.R. Sinclair takes the cover off your comput-
er and shows you what's inside and what it does. Novices 
will find information on: 

• Microprocessors 	• Input/output 
• Interpreters 	• Machine language 
• Registers 	• Logic operations 

A look at programming ties it all together—how hardware 
and software make a microcomputer work. The informa-
tion applies to any microcomputer system. A glossary of 
computer terms and an appendix on binary, decimal, and 
hexadecimal conversion make the book all the more 
valuable. 
$12.97. softcover. 109 pp.. 51/2  x 81/2. 	 ISBN 10-88006-058- I 

Call TOLL FREE 1-800-258-5479 for credit card orders. Or mail your 
order with payment or complete credit card information. Include $1.50 
for shipping and handling. 	Photocopy of coupon Is acceptable for ordering. 

Send to: 
Wayne Green Inc. 
Attn: Book Sales 
Peterborough. NH 03458 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 

Yes, I want to know what's inside my 
computer! 
Send me 	copies of INSIDE YOUR COMPUTER. (BK7390) En- 
closed is $12.97 per copy plus $1.50 shipping and handling. 
H MASTERCARD bank a 	 ❑VISA 1 AMEX 

ard 	  

signx tun 	 

NJIIII 

Addrt ss 

City 	 Slate and Zip 

Send To: WAYNE GREEN BOOKS Attn. Book Sales 	Peterborough. N.H. 03458 
UPS Delivery if complete street address is given. 	 33AB51 	—J 

Expires 	 
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Large Selection - BIG savings 

Radio Shack 
DMP120 $395 
DMP200 $520 

ARNININNIIM 
	 mut 

1.1111 

CITOH Prowriter $375 
CITOH Prowriter II $649 

Silver Reed EXP500 $430 
Silver Reed EXP550 $665 

Smith Corona TPI 
Daisy Wheel $469 

PRINTERS 
Star Gemini 10X $315 
Star Gemini 15  425 
Okidata 	 CALL 
Epson 	 CALL 
Radio Shack DWII 	1745 
Radio Shack DWP410 1159 
Radio Shack DWP210 629 
Radio Shack DMP120 395 
Radio Shack DMP200 520 
Radio Shack DMP2100 1745 
Radio Shack CGP115 	159 

MODEMS 
Hayes Smartmodem II 235 
Hayes Smartmodem 

1200 	 565 
Novation Smartcat 1200 459 
Novation J-Cat 	125 
R.S. Modem I 	89 
R.S. Modem II 	160 

MISC. 
Quadram 8K Microfaser 135 
Printer Cables 	CALL 

COMPUTERS 
Color Computer 1116K 185 

w/16K ext. basic 	245 
w/64K ext. basic 	305 

Model IV 16K 	849 
Model IV 64K 

2 Disk & RS232 	1699 
Model 100 8K 	679 
Model 100 24K 	835 
Radio Shack Hardware CALL 
Radio Shack Software. CALL 

TOLL FREE Write tor FREE catalog 

1-000-343-812400741, 
P.O. Box 1094 • 480 King St. Littleton, MA 01460 

1-617-486-3193 

ax Deductible! 

onsprehensive 
oek Market Spate** 

For The Apple ConteVer, 
PORTFOLIO MANAGE 
TECHNICAL 4VIALYSIS_ _ 
OPTIRilEED TRADING STRATEGY 

• Tracks Stocks, Options, Bonds, Mutual Funds, Money Market Funds 
• Compatible with Compu Trac, Micro Log, CSI, Visicalc 
• Modem Portfolio Updates with Dow Jones, CompuServe, The Source 
• Fast DOS • Auto-Run Feature for the Multi-Portfolio User 
• Prints Profit th Loss Statements • Relative Performance 
• Schedule D Tax Data • Price Trend Analysis 
• Buy & Sell Signals • Modem Data Capture 
• Maximized After-Tax Rate of Return • Hi-Res Plots 
• User-Modifiable Routines • Visicak " Interface 
• Professional Documentation • Verify Market Advice 
• Starter Set of Market Indicators • Weekly Prices 
• Technical Support Via Bulletin Board 
• Discount at Stockcraft Seminars • Generates Over 20 Reports 

See Your Dealer or Send Order to: 

EEG. 1250. 

$188 
UPDATE 

DEALER 
RIQUIRIES 

INVITED 

DECISION ECONOMICS, INC. 
14 OLD FARM ROAD, SUITE I, CEDAR KNOLLS, N.J. 07927 • (201) 539-6889 

ALL TRADEMARKS ACKNOWLEDGED 	 COMPATIBLE WITH APPLEII . APPLE Ile AND APPLE HI R. EMULATION MODE 

        

    

"Students receive a 
percentage score based 

on the number of words 
spelled correctly on 

the first try." 

   

       

 

Spelling Package 

The Teaching Tools Spelling 
Package is a set of three Basic 

programs and a hardware interface 
device that constitutes a user-friendly 
vocabulary drill-and-practice system. 

The hardware interface is a simple 
switching circuit that connects the 
Apple game port and the remote jack 
of a standard cassette player. In effect, 
it places the on/off operation of the 
cassette player under the control of 
any Basic program. One of the Basic 
programs supplied with this package 
boots automatically and provides a 
menu for the other two, the Record 
and Spelling programs. 

The Record program allows the 
user to enter a list of vocabulary terms 
into the computer and record them in 
a disk Text file. It then prompts the 

   

students. They are reminded of the 
words they misspelled, and they are 
shown a list of those terms which they 
spelled correctly on the first attempt. 
Printed listings are optional. In addi-
tion, students receive a percentage 
score based on the number of words 
spelled correctly on the first try. 

This package possesses a number of 
excellent features. It is easily tailored 
to a wide variety of situations and 
unique teaching applications. In ad-
dition, the hardware interface may 
be used in numerous low voltage, 
control applications. The Basic pro-
grams lend themselves to user cus-
tomization because they are not copy 
protected. 

I found only one minor disadvan-
tage (inconvenience) with the pack-
age. In both the Record and Spelling 
programs, the user is initially prompt-
ed to completely rewind the tape. 

 

      

  

author to record the audio cues, 
which correspond to each vocabulary 
term. When the audio cues for each 
term have been recorded, the lesson is 
complete. 

The Spelling program prompts the 
student to obtain and rewind the 
audio cassette and then load the vo-
cabulary Text file from the disk. It 
then administers the audio cues and 
accepts and evaluates student input. 
Feedback is given to the student in any 
of three modes: 1) second chance with 
hints, 2) second chance without hints 
or 3) correct spelling given. Upon 
completion of the Spelling program, 
performance summaries are given to 
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Then the program automatically ad-
vances the tape for five seconds in or-
der to move past the leader. I was 
using a ten minute data tape, and it's 
leader is longer than this 5 second in-
terval. When I spoke the first audio 
cue, it was incompletely recorded. 
Since cassette leader length varies, be 
careful when recording the first 
audio cue! Visually inspect the tape 
to be sure that the leader has passed 
the recording head before speaking 
the first audio cue. 

Except for this minor inconve-
nience, I found the programs very 
well written, and simple to use. 
Teaching Tools Spelling Package is 
manufactured by Teaching Tools: 
Microcomputer Services, Box 50065, 
Palo Alto, CA 94303. Price is 
$99.95. ■ 

Michael Waugh 
Athens, GA 

The Visible Computer: 
6502 
Machine Language 
Teaching System 

Learning any high- or low-level 
computer language requires 

hard work. However, one particular 
method of computer coding necessi-
tates an even greater amount of study 
and application—machine language. 
There are very few tutorials on the 
market today that actually teach 
machine code literacy in an inter-
esting way. The text is usually filled 
with technical jargon and never-end-
ing discussions of hexadecimal and 
binary numbers. 

The Visible Computer from Prod-
uct Specifics (3330 Hillcroft, Suite 
BB, Houston, TX 77057) has come to 

the rescue. Despite a few weak areas, 
I have yet to find a more readable text 
for teaching machine language to the 
computer enthusiast. Naturally, the 
more familiar you are with program-
ming, the easier you'll find this 
course. But I believe even a novice 
would manage to fare well with this 
tutorial. 

This course consists of both text-
book and disk for $49.95. What is be-
ing read and studied in the tutorial is 
then demonstrated on screen. The 
concepts of machine language are de-
livered in terms all can understand. 
What you will acquire are the basics, 
and hopefully an interest to continue 
your own studies into the mysteries of 
op codes and registers. 

After a brief definition of machine 
language, an overview of binary and 
hexadecimal numbering systems occu-
pies the first chapter. You should be 

ES-CAPE will set your creativity free! 
ES-CAPE will help you develop, enter, and modify 
Applesoft programs. Even if you are only copying a 
program from a magazine, ES-CAPE will help you do it 
three times faster! 

Visualize this: by pressing just a key or two, you can... 
• See the disk catalog, select a program, and load it into 

memory. 
• Browse through the program a screen or a line at a 

time. 
• Edit lines using powerful commands like the word 

processors have: insert, delete, truncate. overtype, 
scan to beginning or end or to a particular character, 
and more. 

• See the values of the variables used by your Apple-
soft program as it ran. 

• Save the modified program. ES-CAPE remembers the 
file name for you! 

ES-CAPE is easy to learn and use! 
• Well-written User Manual guides you through the 

learning process. 
• Handy Quick Reference Card reminds you of all fea-

tures and commands. 
• Built-in help screens and menus refresh your mem-

ory. You don't have to memorize anything! 
• The disk is NOT protected! You can put ES-CAPE on 

every disk you own, and make as many backup cop-
ies as you need. 

ES-CAPE will speed up and simplify your Applesoft 
programming! 
• Choose a starting value and step size for automatic 

line numbering. 
• Swiftly find all references to a given variable, line 

number, or any other sequence of characters. 
• Quickly and automatically scan your program for any 

sequence of characters and replace them with a new 
spelling. 

• Enter commonly used words or phrases with a single 
keystroke. A full set of pre-defined macros is pro-
vided, which you may modify as you wish. 

• Display a DOS Command Menu with a single key-
stroke. A second keystroke selects CATALOG, 
LOAD, SAVE, and other common DOS commands. 
You can easily manage a disk-full of programs! 

ES-CAPE is available now at many fine computer 
stores, or directly from S-C Software Corporation. The 
price is only $60. 

S-C SOFTWARE CORPORATION 
2331 Gus Thomasson, Suite 125 
Dallas, TX 75228 (214) 324-2050 

Professional Apple Software Since 1978 
Visa, MasterCard, American. Express, COO accepted.  

Ana. 	,OCIOrnairk p1  Apple Compute' PC 

Software Reviews 
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The Routine Machine 

Software Reviews 

1 CALL PEEK(175) + 256. PEEK(176) - 46 
10 INPUT "ENTER PITCH,DURATION: ";P,D 
20 & "TONE",P,D 
30 PRINT: GOTO 10 

Listing 1. 

familiar with conversions from 
decimal to hex and binary before 
starting the tutorial. A minor prob-
lem occurs on page 11, the conversion 
chart, where the binary and hex 
equivalents for decimal 19 are in er-
ror. Least significant bits (LSB) and 
most significant bits (MSB) are talked 
about, as well as logical operators. A 
brief quiz is administered before pro-
ceeding. 

Chapter 3 is a treatise on the Apple 
II computer, its internal structure 
and memory cell types, and includes 
a memory map for a 48K Apple. For 
those familiar with hex, binary and 
the computer's architecture, chapter 
4 is where the real teaching begins. 

The Visible Computer presents 
you with the innards of the 6502 mi-
croprocessor that command your Ap-
ple computer. This tutorial teaches 
not only machine language, but also 
register comprehension. 

At the bottom of the screen is a 
cursor, where TVC commands are 
input to activate the program in 
memory and change the appearance 
of the TVC display. For example, 
there is a calculation mode to carry 
out mathematical operations in 
either decimal, hex or binary. 

The screen may be restored, erased 
or the window opened. The window 
is used to display memory contents 
and informs you of the current step 
being processed. The registers may be 
changed with a BASE ALL BIN to 
binary, or BASE ALL HEX to hexadeci-
mal. Registers themselves may be 
changed through direct command. 

The first programs are BLOADed 
and studied in chapter 6, after a short 
survey of each of the registers: ac-
cumulator, stack pointer, processor 
status (with its important bit con-
tents), X and Y registers, program 
counter and address latch (univer-
sally known and loved by machine-
language programmers). But TVC 
throws in the data latch, data buffer 
and instruction register as bonus reg-
isters to help you understand how ma-
chine code acts upon each register. 

A useful subroutine dumps each 
step of your program to the printer 
as it works through the screen dis-
play. Also available are four differ-
ent stepping speeds the 6502 simula-
tor can use when running any of the 
30 progressively difficult disk-based 
programs. 

Branches, the various addressing 
modes, using subroutines through the 
stack pointer, instructions that actu-
ally perform an operation, shift in-
structions, indexing, and some lesser 
known op codes eventually bring the 
reader to a chapter entitled "Putting 
It All Together." By this time, the 
student has actually accessed the 
6502 to run programs, and should 
have a basic, but firm grasp of ma-
chine language. Three programs in 
this final chapter include an ASCII or-
gan, a bubble-sort and a graphics pro-
gram. The importance of a good as-
sembler is also discussed and put 
to use. 

Appendix A presents the memory 
map, Appendix B the ASCII charac-
ter set, Appendix C the monitor corn- 

mands reference, Appendix D the 
6502 simulator reference, and Ap-
pendix F covers the 6502 reference 
material, such as all the op codes 
and addressing modes for each in-
struction. 

TVC is excellent, but don't think 
of it as a panacea for machine 
language peace and rest. TVC only 
partially opens the door into 
understanding the native language of 
your Apple computer. By injecting 
portions of humor throughout the 
text, and by having programmed the 
6502 simulator, Product Specifics has 
provided a marvelous means to ac-
tually view how the processor's 
registers react with a program. This 
product certainly has a place in both 
the school, business and home. ■ 

Hartley G. Lesser 
Hayward, CA 

he Routine Machine is a pro- 
gramming utility that allows 

you to incorporate machine lan-
guage subroutines within your Ap-
plesoft programs, and to pass vari-
ables back and forth between the 
main Applesoft program and its 
machine language subroutines. 

Using The Routine Machine 
This is how easy it is to enter a 

basic program with one of the 
library modules appended to it: 
• Place the Routine Machine disk 
in the disk drive. 
• Either enter line 1 (see Listing 1) 
or enter EXEC AMPERSAND SETUP 
and have line 1 created for you. 
• Enter lines 10, 20 and 30. 
• Enter BRUN ROUTINE MACHINE. 
• When the main menu appears 
(see Listing 2), select option 1. 

1. APPEND A MODULE 
2. REMOVE A MODULE 
3. REMOVE ALL MODULES 
4. COPY ALL APPENDED CODE TO DISK 
5. RESTORE APPENDED CODE FROM DISK 
6. REPORT MODULES APPENDED 
7. SEARCH FOR AMPERSANDS/CALL 
8. INSPECT APPLESOFT LINE 
9. DISPLAY MEMORY MAP 
0. EXIT 

Listing 2. 
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STOP APPLE THEFT 
Total Security ... Made Easy! 

Our Pro-Tech It® & Pro-Tech / / /o 
Locking Stands completely secure your 
Apple systems from theft or tampering. 

Just slide in your Apple ]( or / / P", up to 
3 drives or Profile, lock it and you're done. 
The supplied 21" cable secures any type 
monitor and for maximum security, hard- 

ware is included for bolting down the 
entire Pro-Tech stand. 	- 
Consider these features: 
* 16 gauge steel construction 
* Multiple units can be keyed the same 
* School P.O. & Qty. Discounts Available 
*10 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Endorsed by Schools and Colleges Nationwide. 

Segull Enterprises Cheryl Koch - P.D. Box 1194, Taunton, MA 02784 
(617) 823-9684 

Circle 345 on Reader Service card.  

Software Reviews 

• When the request FILENAME —> 
appears, enter BEEP.RM. 
• When the request INVOCATION 
NAME —> appears, enter any name, 
such as TONE. 
• When the request FILENAME —> 
appears again, press the return key. 
• When the main menu appears 
again, select option 0. The program 
is now ready to run. 

Listing 2 shows the options avail-
able from the main menu. When 
one of these options is selected, the 
Routine Machine asks for any nec-
essary information, checks the va-
lidity of the answers and provides 
for printer output (if relevant). 

The Routine Machine Disk 
Listing 3 is a Catalog of side 1 of 

the disk. Hello, Routine Machine 
and Natty Dread are files com-
prised within the Routine Machine 
itself. Ampersand Setup, Call 
Setup, Jump File Create and Re-
move Routine Machine are utility 
programs. The files with .RM ap-
pended to them are the machine 
language routines provided for 
your use. 

Although the original disk is copy 
protected, provision is made for 
making three backup copies. Also, 
if any of the files are destroyed, they 
can be restored by copying them 
from the original disk at any time 
using the FID program on the 
Apple master disk. Side 2 of the disk 
is not protected in any way. It con-
tains demonstration programs that 
show how to use the machine lan-
guage routines provided on side 1. 

The Manual 
The manual is well organized, in-

dexed and easy to understand. It is 
written so that anyone familiar 
with Applesoft Basic can use the 
routines provided. There is an en-
tire section explaining how to write 
your own routines and how to pass 
variables back and forth between 
Basic and machine language pro-
grams. 

Adding Your Own Routines 

The Routine Machine may be 
used to append any machine lan- 

"Although the original 
disk is copy protected, 

provision is made 
for making three backup 

copies." 

guage routine to an Applesoft pro-
gram. However, the routine must 
be copied to a Southwestern Data 
Systems disk, such as the one con-
taining the Routine Machine. The 
Jump File Create program on side 1 
must be used if your routine is not re-
locatable. 

The disk is about half full but the 
281 free sectors on the original disk 
and the backup disks may be used 
for your own machine language 
routines. Warning: The Binary File 
Copier program requires two disk 
drives. 

The Routine Machine is manufac-
tured by Southwestern Data Systems,  

DISK VOLUME 254 281 
*A 019 HELLO 
THE ROUTINE MACHINE 

*B 003 ROUTINE MACHINE 
*B 032 NATTY DREAD 

*T 002 AMPERSAND SETUP 
*T 002 CALL SETUP 
*A 006 JUMP FILE CREATE 
*B 003 REMOVE ROUTINE MACHINE 

Listing 3. 

10761 Woodside Ave., Suite E, San-
tee, CA 92071. Price is $64.95. ■ 

Jerry Mahaffey 
Haverhill, MA 

Editor's note: According to Product 
Specifics, the binary and hex equiva-
lents for decimal 19 are not in error in 
an updated manual. 
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1 
10 
20 
30 
40 

HIMEM: 24576 
REM 	TEXT CONVERT 
REM 	SAVE ON NORMAL DOS DISK 
TEXT 	I HOME 10$ = 	CHR$ (4) 
HTAB 7: PRINT "* DISK TO MEMORY TRANSFER *": PRINT 

50 PRINT 11$1"CATALOG": 	PRINT 
60 INPUT "NAME OF (T)EXT FILE: "ME 	IF 	LEN (N$) 	1 THEN 200 
70 PRINT DWOPEN "MS 
80 ONERR 	GOTO 140 
90 PRINT DWREAD "iN$ 
100 GET F$: PRINT 	: PRINT AS; 
110 IF A$ = 	CHR$ (13) THEN A$ = 	CHR$ (93) 
120 POKE 24576 + Ir ASC (A$) 	128 
130 I = I + 1: 	GOTO 100 
140 POKE 216,0:1 	= I 	+ 1 
150 POKE 24576 	1,255 
160 PRINT 0$:"CLOSE": POKE 216,0 
170 POKE 6,1 / 2561 POKE 7,1 - 	INT (I / 256) * 256 
180 PRINT "NOW BOOT SUPERTEXT DISK, ENTER BASIC" 
190 PRINT "AND RUN THE BINARY SAVE PROGRAM" 
200 END 

Listing 1. Text Convert. 

1 
10 
20 

HIMEM: 24576 
REM 	BINARY SAVE 
REM 	SAVE ON SUPERTEXT DISK 

30 TEXT 	: HOME :D$ = 	CHR$ (4) 
40 HTAB 7: PRINT "* MEMORY TO DISK TRANSFER *": PRINT 
50 L = 	PEEK (6) * 256 	PEEK (7) 
60 INPUT "NAME OF FILE TO SAVE "iN$ 
70 IF 	LEN (N$) , 	1 THEN 100 
80 PRINT DWBSAVE ":1,1$:",A24576,L"iL 
90 PRINT "DONE," 
100 END 

Listing 2. Binary Save. 

1 HIMEM: 24576 
10 REM BINARY CONVERT 
20 REM SAVE ON SUPERTEXT DISK 
30 TEXT : HOME :D$ = CHR$ (4) 
40 HTAB 7: PRINT "* DISK TO MEMORY TRANSFER *": PRINT 
50 PRINT D$i"CATALOG": PRINT 
60 	INPUT "NAME OF FILE TO. CONVERT "iN$ 
70 IF LEN (N$) < 1 THEN 110 
80 PRINT D$1"BLOAD "iN$1",A24576" 
90 PRINT "NOW BOOT A NORMAL DOS DISK AND" 
100 PRINT "RUN THE TEXT SAVE PROGRAM." 
110 END 

Listing 3. Binary Convert. 

Hints 'n' Techniques 

Super File Swapping 
by Arthur H. Ude 

While many word processors 
use text files in their opera-

tion, my favorite, SuperText from 
Muse Software, makes use of binary 
files. This usually presents no prob-
lem, but occasionally I would like to 
use the word processor on a text file 
created by another program or re-
ceived via a modem. It would also be 
'useful to create a SuperText file and 
convert to a sequential text file. 

To transform a file from text to bi-
nary, or vice versa, is not terribly dif-
ficult. It does get slightly tricky, how-
ever, when the one file is a normal 
DOS 3.3 format and the other is on a 
protected disk such as SuperText. 
The short Basic programs listed in 
this article achieve these purposes. 
They can be used with both Super-
Text II and the new Professional 
SuperText. I have not tested them 
with SuperText 40/80 or 40/56/70 but 
I suspect they will perform equally 
well. They will work on all three ver-
sions of the Apple II, the old Integer 
Apple, Apple II Plus and the new 
Apple IIe. 

Text Convert (Listing 1) and Binary 
Save (Listing 2) transform a sequen-
tial text file to binary for SuperText. 

(Listing 3) and Text Save (Listing 4) 
do the reverse; they change Super-
Text binary to normal text file. 

Text to Binary Directions 
Boot a normal Apple DOS 3.3 

disk, such as the System Master that 
came with your disk drive. Type NEW 
and then key in the Text Convert pro-
gram (Listing 1). Save it as "Text 
Convert" and then run it. When it 
asks for the name of the sequential 
text file, make sure the disk with your 
file is in the drive and type in the 
name. The program will now poke 
your file into memory while it prints 
it to the screen. 

Important: Don't do anything else 
at the keyboard except boot your Su-
perText disk by typing PR#6 <RE-
TURN>. At the first menu option se- 

Address correspondence to Arthur H. Ude, Box 
364, Stoddard, NH 03464. 

If you are a novice to the Apple com-
puter don't let binary, text or sequen-
tial bother you. Just follow the simple 
instructions and your files will work 
in either format. Binary Convert 
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The main "librarian" of the series, this package includes not only the Routine Machine itself, but all of these commonly needed routines: 
Turtle Graphics 
Binary Address Read 
Reset Boot 

$64.95* 

Variable Swap 
Text Output 
String Search 
Bubble Sort (10) 
Sound Effects 

Error Messages 	Hires Characters 
Calculated Gosub 	Fast Bload 
Data Element Select 
	

Reset Run 
Memory Move 
	

Reset Onerr 
Pointer Write 
	

Shape Table Converter 

Print Using ($.00) 
String Input 
Array Search (1D) 
Tones 
Error Handling Routine 

Calculated Goto 
Line # Data Restore 
Hex/Dec Convert 
Pointer Read 

$49.95* 
Library Disk 
This package contains a Hi-Res chart graphics (plotting) library of routines 
that really helps with those custom graphics programs. Doing stock 
analysis, sales forecasts, scientific applications or even just plotting the 
monthly budget, & CHART makes the job much easier! Routines and func-
tions include: 
Page/Mode Display 	Vertical Labels 	Zoom/Unzoom 
"Work" Page Select Horizontal Labels 	FP Program Splitter 
Clipping Windows 	Grid Pattern 	3D to 2D Transform 
Full User Scaling 	Log Scaling 	Epson Screen Dump 
Window Reverse 	Arc Generation 	Median Filter 
Window Clear 	Polar Charts 	Window Frame 
Axes Generation 	Pie Charts 	 Area Fill 
Fast Hires Load 	Tic Mark Control 	Fast Hires Save 

etAPANIMM 
	

$49.95* 
Library Disk 
This Library Package is dedicated to doing just about everything you ever thought possible (and 
some impossible) to an Applesoft array. With the tremendous number of routines in this package. 
you'll agree it's a bargain at twice the price. All routines work with two-dimensional arrays, many 
times with both string AND numeric data! In addition, routines are provided to perform virtually any 
usual mathematical operation on an entire array in ONE statement' For example, you could multiply 
every element in an entire array by a factor in one statement. You could also define a given array as 
the product of two other arrays. Over a year in development, this is a real bargain! Just some of the 
many routines are. 
Fast Disk Read 	 Array Rounding 	 USR Function Library 
Fast Disk Write 	 Matrix Identity 	 Fast FP Run 
Search 	 Matrix Transpose 	 Fast Brun 
Sort 	 Matrix Multiply 	 Hex Poker 
Delimited Strings (11)) 	Matrix Inverse 	 Keyboard Scan 
Rename 	 Array Randomize 	 FP Onerr Fix 
Clear 	 Array VAL 	 RP Rnd Fix 
Redim (no data loss) 	Array SIRS 	 FP Return Fix 
Row/Column Add 	Row/Column Delete 	Fast Garbage Routine 

iliCSe 4  16 416 - $49.95* $49.95* 
Library Disk 
An extraordinary collection of screen related routines, this disk is dedicated 
to text display and input for the Apple II /Ile. For starters, the Screen 
Generator/Screen Processor allows you to design an entire input or output 
screen format, and then have the entire screen executed as one or two 
statements. This is useful for reports, menus, data entry and more. In addi-
tion to the Screen Processor, the following routines are also included: 
Input Using 	Speed Control 	Control Char Display 
Input With Editing 	Print Pause 	Lower Case Input 
4 Way Scrolling 	Keyboard Click 	Special Line Scroller 
Musical Keyboard 	Printer Control 	Center/Justify Strings 
Screen Dump 	Print Repeat 	Clear Screen 

I sMemory Dump 	Memory Disassemble Cursor Mouse Routine 

Library Disk 
This disk is a collection of a wide variety of useful routines written by Peter 
Meyer, author of the Routine Machine, and other professional programmers. 
Number Input 
	

Catalog Modifications String Execute 
If-Then-Else 
	

Disk File Data 
	

Write Protect Sense 
Controlled Get 
	

Catalog to Array 
	

FP Program Erase 
Print Hex 
	

File Selector 
	

Speed Up Applesoft 
Print Binary 
	

FP Disk RWTS 
	

Modified Chain 
String Character Strip Disk Sector Map 

	
Slot Dry Vol Select 

String Left/Right Fill 
	

Find Free Sector 
	

Disk Catalog Sort 
String Overlay 
	

Mark Sector 
	

Push Button Read 
Shellsort (1D) 
	

Disk R/W String 

 

The Solution to Applesoft 

 

     

Now, from the programming experts of Southwestern Data Systems, an easy-to-use way of putting the POWER and SPEED of Machine Language routines if 
YOUR OWN Applesoft programs! 

ROUTINE MACHINE does all the work for you! No knowledge of machine language programming, whatsoever, is needed. Simply choose the function yoL 
want from an ever-growing library and Routine Machine puts just that routine in your program. Over two years in development, we've made it all completely 
transparent — no need to bother with BLOAD'S, HIMEM:, etc. — and it's COMPATIBLE WITH APPLE II AND APPLE Ile! 

Each Library Package is so packed with useful routines that it's impossible to do more here than just list the names! So get out your magnifying glass! Call or 
write for more information. Better yet, order now from your local dealer. All of our software is unconditionally guaranteed! 

*Plus $3.00 Shipping. (California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax.) 

	  More to Come! 	  
In addition to all these Library Packages, even more are in development! 

The ROUTINE MACHINE and its Library Packages realty WILL make the difference in your programming! Try out these programs and if you aren't convinced that the 
ROUTINE MACHINE is one of the best programming innovations to come along in years, we'll gladly refund your purchase price within 30 days of purchase, with 
return of product. 

Ask your Local Apple Dealer or Ask Him to Contact: 

southwestern data systems TM  
10761 Woodside Avenue • Suite E • P.O. Box 582-I • Santee, California 92071 • (619) 562-3221 
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At Last! $49.95.  
Personal 
Computer 
Workstation 

* Woodgrain Top 
* 26" Height 	Visa, M.C. Accepted 
* 24" x 36" Top Size 
* Black Steel Base 
* 150 Lb. Capacity 
* Money Back Satisfaction Guarantee 
* Send $49.95 Plus Shipping 

Workstation 
P.O. Box 19151 
Portland, OR 97219 

Order by phone! (503) 820-2850 

1-800-547-9755 EX.75 

lect EXIT TO BASIC. Type in the Bina-
ry Save program (Listing 2). At this 
point you may want to put one of 
your SuperText storage disks with 
more available space into the drive. 
Now save this short program and 
then run it. The program will ask you 
for a name. Type in any name you 
wish. The program saves the file in 
memory and you now have a file that 
can be used by SuperText. Reboot 
your SuperText disk and run the pro-
gram as normal. You may load this 
new file as any normal SuperText 
file. You have just successfully con-
verted from text to binary! 

Binary to Text Directions 
Only one extra step is needed to 

convert from binary to text. Before 
transforming a file you should edit it 
with SuperText, eliminate all con- 

trol-E characters and then place one 
control-E at the end of the file. Now 
reboot SuperText. At the menu 
choose EXIT TO BASIC and type in Bi-
nary Convert (Listing 3). Again, save 
before running and answer, when 
asked, with the name of the binary 
file you want to convert. When the 
program ends, boot a normal 3.3 
disk, type NEW and then key in Text 
Save (Listing 4). Delete line 135 if 
you want to keep control characters 
in your file. Now by running this pro-
gram your SuperText binary file will 
be saved in a sequential text version. 

The last program, Getit (Listing 
5), lets you test your newly converted 
text files. Type carefully and check 
listings before running these pro-
grams. I think you will find, as I 
have, they provide a useful utility for 
your word processor. ■ 

1 HIMEM: 24576 
10 REM TEXT SAVE 
20 REM SAVE ON NORMAL DOS DISK 
30 TEXT : HOME 	= CHRS (4) 
40 HTAB 7: PRINT "* MEMORY TO DISK TRANSFER 1": PRINT 
50 PRINT "INSURE THAT DISK IN DRIVE HAS SUFFICENT ROOM FOR-,FILE" 
60 PRINT "OK TO PROCEED (Y/N)? "i: GET AS: PRINT 
70 IF AS 	"Y" THEN END 
80 PRINT : INPUT "NAME OF FILE ":+1$: IF LEN (N$) 	1 THEN 200 
90 VTAB 10: HTAB 10: PRINT "TRANSFER IN PROGRESS": PRINT 
100 PRINT DWOPEN ";N$ 
110 PRINT DWWRITE ";N$ 
120 A = PEEK (24576 + I): IF A = 5 THEN 170 
130 IF A = 221 THEN PRINT CHRS (141); 
135 IF A , 28 THEN 160: REM DELETE THIS LINE IF YOU WANT CONTROL CHARACTE 

RS IN YOUR TEXT FILE 
140 PRINT CHRS (A); 
150 POKE 1595,A 
160 I = I + 1: GOTO 120 
170 PRINT CHRS (133) 
180 PRINT DWCLOSE": PRINT 
190 PRINT "DONE!" 
200 END 

Listing 4. Text Save. 

1 HIMEM: 24576 
10 REM GETIT 
20 REM SAVE ON NORMAL DOS DISK 
30 TEXT 	HOME 10$ = CHR$ (4) 
40 HTAB (10): PRINT "A TEXT FILE READER *": PRINT 
50 PRINT DWCATALOG": PRINT 
60 PRINT : INPUT "NAME OF FILE "MC IF LEN (N$) 	1 THEN 140 
70 PRINT DWOPEN 'INS 
80 PRINT DWREAD ";N$ 
90 ONERR GOTO 130 
100 GET A$: PRINT : IF ASC (AS) = 13 THEN PRINT : GOTO 100 
110 IF ASC (AS) < 27 THEN INVERSE : PRINT CHRS ( ASC (AS) + 64):: 

NORMAL : GOTO 100 
120 PRINT At;: GOTO 100 
130 PRINT IMWCLOSE" 
140 END 

Listing 5. Gettt. 

Circle 148 on Reader Service card. 

APPLE CPM 
UTILITY PAK #1 

$45 
Nine terrific CP/MUG utilities modified and 
documented for Apple if CP/M! Includes: 
—BATCH multiple CP/M commands on one line 
—Conditional SUBMIT file processing 
—COUNT number of lines in a text file 
—EXtended DIRectory (sorted with file sizes) 
—LISTFILE (with page numbers & page breaks) 
—LISTPART (selected) of a text file 
—Multi-Diskette Volume CATaloging system 
—Sort And Pack diskette directory 
—Single Drive File COPY 

Pascal / CPM /DOS 
FILE TRANSFER UTILITIES 

$45 
Six programs to transfer and reformat any file 
among the Apple DOS, CP/M, and Pascal operating 
system environments. Conveniently allows use of 
a single disc to contain files for all three systems. 

CLOCKWARE 
$25 

Pascal support for Prometheus VERSACARD and 
other Thunder-type clock/calendars. Easy access 
from Apple Pascal programs to all time/date func-
tions in any slot. Includes informative 20 page 
user manual. 
SEE YOUR DEALER OR ORDER DIRECTLY FROM: 

RCM SOFTWARE 
4608 Renwood Drive 
Kettering, Ohio 45429 

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 

Hints 'n' Techniques 
Circle 169 on Reader Service card. 
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Hints 'n' Techniques 

Letter-Quality Printing 
On Your Own Stationery 
by Arne T. Swensson 

How can you get letter-quality 
printing on regular stationery 

using AppleWriter 1.1 and the Epson 
MX-80 printer? As owners of the Ep-
son MX-80 know, it is capable of near 
letter-quality printing using the en-
hanced and doublestrike mode. These 
modes are activated by directing the 
Apple's output to the printer and typ-
ing escape-E, escape-G. 

The problem is that AppleWriter 
1.1 doesn't let the operator send con-
trol codes to the printer. And the 
printer does not allow vertical paper 
adjustment while it is turned on. At 
first glance, the solution is to turn off 
the printer, adjust the paper so the 
top of the next sheet is just under the 
print head, turn the printer on, send 
the control codes and, finally, enter 
AppleWriter. 

Unfortunately, when you send the 
control codes from the keyboard, 
they print out on the page. This is sat-
isfactory if you don't mind having all 
your correspondence bearing the leg-
end "eg" in the upper left corner, but 
not so good if you are sending re-
sumes to potential employers. 

The solution is to have the control 
codes issued under software control. 
The following program brings up the 
printer portion of AppleWriter 1.1 
with the printer all set to do letter-
quality work: 

10 D$ = CHR$(4) 
20 PRINT D$"PR#1" 
30 PRINT CHR$(27)"E";CHR$(27)"G" 
40 PRINT D$"PR#0" 
60 PRINT DrBRUN PRINTER" 

The Stationery 
Now that you know how to 

achieve letter-quality printing, how 
about some paper to match? Perhaps 
you have a source of twenty-pound 
bond tractor feed paper with suitable 

watermarks, but I couldn't locate one. 
My solution consists of gluing the 

stationery I want to use to my regular 
tractor feed paper, then removing it 
after printing. Considerable experi-
mentation has produced the follow-
ing state-of-the-art approach: 

1) Pass a regular-size gluestick 
(made by Dennison) from left to right 
(right to left might also work, but I 
leave it to the more intrepid to experi-
ment) over the perforation that sep-
arates two tractor feed sheets. The 
stick should leave a trail of glue both 
above and below the perforation. 

2) Wipe the glue trail twice from 
left to right with your finger. This re-
duces the adhesion so that you won't 

"The solution is to have the 
control codes issued under 

software control." 

send correspondence with bits of 
tractor feed paper attached. Place a 
sheet of bond paper so its top is flush 
with the perforation on the tractor 
feed paper, and rub along the glue 
joint. 

3) Repeat steps 1 and 2 until you 
have enough letter-quality paper for 
the job. 

4) Lift the top sheet of the assem-
bled tractor/bond paper up and be-
gin to refold the package, inspecting 
the glue joint at the top of each page 
and regluing if necessary. This saves a 
lot of aggravation when it comes time 
to print. 

5) Insert the paper, glue joints up, 
line up the first sheet of bond paper, 
turn the printer on and run the pro-
gram listed above. For reasons I don't 

understand, the printer must be on 
before you run the program. Other-
wise you get the distinctive "eg" on 
your first document. 

Note: Your assembled package 
should include plain first and last 
sheets, the first to avoid wasting a 
piece of bond in engaging the pin-
wheels, the last to avoid that irritat-
ing out-of-paper racket the Epson 
makes. 

And Envelopes 
How about envelopes? They are a 

little trickier, and you will get some 
spoilage, but the same general ap-
proach works. A couple of variations 
are required, however. Do steps 1 
through 5, and don't be dismayed 
that the envelope covers up the trac-
tor holes. When it comes time to print 
the envelopes, however: 

1) Leave the pinwheel covers open. 
2) As the envelope is fed upward 

under AppleWriter control, it will 
by to pull the tractor feed paper off 
the pinwheel. And it will succeed 
too, because you left the pinwheel 
covers up! Unless, of course, you grab 
the envelope and firmly put it in its 
place (i.e., hold it down so that it 
follows the path the tractor feed 
paper would if unburdened by its 
passenger). 

Don't assemble a large number of 
envelopes and try to get AppleWriter 
to print a flock of them while you 
watch television. Very frequently the 
strain undoes the tractor feed paper 
as it is being advanced by a top-of-
form instruction. It's best to print one 
envelope at a time, and to advance to 
the next one by pressing the FF but-
ton on the printer. ■ 

Address correspondence to Arne T. Swensson, 
511 Shepard, San Pedro, CA 90731. 
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The Fourth 
Leg 

Of The 
Apple: 
A Tutorial 

by 

Ray A. Brinker 

For the first time you can 
go beyond business, games 

and BASIC on your Apple. 

Answers: What is HEX? Answers: Is FORTH for you? 
Answers: What is the 6502? Answers: "Where" in Memory? 
Answers: What is DOS? Answers: Is Machine Language for you? 

The tutorial is written in a friendly conversational manner. There are over twenty 
programs, including working introductions to the languages, on the unlocked disk 
• For Apple II+ or e, DOS 3.3, ONE DRIVE 
• For your copy see your friendly dealer or send S49.95 post paid in U S A 

to: Brinker Computing 
2775 Tessmer Road 
Ann Arbor, MI 48103 (313) 662-6386 

Absolute money back guarantee. Michigan residents add 4% sales tax.  
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc 

Hints 'n' Techniques 

Enlarging a Printout 
by James Florini 

The "From Screen to Printer" 
program in the March issue of 

inCider gives an impressively rapid 
transfer of the graphics screen to a 
Graftrax-equipped Epson MX-80; by 
my stopwatch, it takes only 43 sec-
onds to transfer the entire screen. 
However, the point-by-point dump 
produced is a little out of proportion 
compared to the screen; the printout 
is somewhat flattened. 

With essential help from the au- 

Circle 336 on Reader Service card. 

thor of the program, Bill Basham, I 
adapted the program to enlarge the 
printout. The changes expand the 
screen twofold vertically and three-
fold horizontally—i.e., each screen 
pixel becomes a block two dots high 
and three dots wide in the printout. 
Although it does nothing for the reso-
lution (jagged lines remain just as 
jagged), this gives better dimensions 
and contrast, and I find the larger 
printout easier to photograph (I 

make many of my projection slides 
this way). 

The following changes give the 
larger printout: 

1. At label PLINE, change #8 to #9. 
There is now one more byte in 
EPSON. 

2. Change the next ADC from #7 to #3. 
It will now print only three lines 
per pass. 

3. Insert the following at the NOSET 
label: 

PHP 
ROL CHAR 
PLP 

This causes the printing of two 
vertical dots for each screen pixel. 
The program now continues with 
the ROL CHAR that was originally 
at NOSET. 

4. At the NOTLST label, add two 
more JSR POUT commands. Now 
there will be three horizontal dots 
for each screen pixel. 

5. Now skip to the end of the pro-
gram and change label EPSON to 
read: EPSON .BYTE 3,72.,4C,IB,OA, 
OD,06,65,1B. These numbers are 
sent at the beginning of each line. 
Reading from the right, they 
mean: 
ESC, "A", CHR(6), sets vertical spacing 
at 6/72 of an inch 
CR, LF, starts a new line of printout 
ESC, "L", 72, 3. sets 960-dot graphics, 
s-pecifies the next 840 (i.e., 3 * 280) 
characters will be received in bit image 
graphics mode 

The program now takes a good 
deal longer to dump the screen (3 
minutes 17 seconds is my timing), but 
it gives a much larger printout (63/4- 

Address correspondence to Dr. James R. Florini, 
Biology Dept., Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 
13210. 
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*300.38F 

0300— A9 00 85 04 85 06 AO 09 
0308— 89 B6 03 20 71 03 88 DO 
0310— F7 A5 04 18 69 03 C9 CO 
031B— 90 04 A9 CO 85 06 85 05 
0320— A9 01 85 02 A9.00 85 03 
0328— A6 04 20 7A 03 18 81 00 
0330— 25 02 FO 01 38 08 26 03 
0338— 28 26 03 E8 E4 05 90 EA 
0340— A5 03 24 06 10 00 20 71 
0348— 03 20 71 03 20 71 03 06 
0350— 02 10 DI C8 CO 28 90 C8 
0358— A5 05 85 04 A5 06 FO A6 
0360— A9 18 20 71 03 A9 20 
0368— 71 03 A9 OD 20 71 03 A9 
0370— OA 2C Cl Cl 30 F8 BD 90 
0378— CO 60 SA 29 CO FO 08 30 
0380— 04 A9 28 DO 02 A9 50 85 
0388— 00 8A 29 08 FO 06 A5 00 
0390— 09 80 85 00 8A 29 07 84 
0398— 01 A8 89 AF 03 A4 01 85 
03A0— 01 8A 29 30 FO 08 4A 4A 
03A8— 4A 4A 65 01 85 01 60 20 
0380— 24 28 2C 30 34 38 3C 03 
0388— 48 4C 18 OA OD 06 41 18 

Program listing. Monitor Source listing. 

by-51/4  compared to 4 1/4-by-23/4  inches 
for the original program). Further-
more, the denser 960-dot mode gives 
a higher-contrast result, which is bet-
ter for photographic purposes. 

One caution: This fast transfer 
might overheat your printhead if you 
are dumping a very light (i.e., most 
pixels on) screen. Some of the com-
mercial screen dump programs (such 
as Zoom Graphics) include a delay at 
the end of each line to avoid such 
problems. 

At Bill Basham's suggestion, I am 
also including a monitor source list-
ing for the amended program, en-
tered at location 300 in the monitor 
and executed with a CALL 768 from 
Applesoft. (Of course, you need 
something in the hi-res graphics page 
for the program to print.) 

One item may require tailoring for 
your system. My Epson is connected 

via a rather old Apple Parallel Printer 
card. No matter how the Epson 
switches are set, the card sends a line-
feed with every carriage return. Ac-
cordingly, I substituted an 18 for the 

"The denser 960-dot mode 
gives a higher-contrast 

result, which is better for 
photographic purposes." 

OA in the EPSON line of Bill's pro-
gram. If your system also sends the 
linefeed without any instructions 
from the program, make the same 
substitution. For the monitor ver-
sion, the replacement should be 
made in the last line (4th word). ■ 

Hints 'n' Techniques 

Circle 8 on Reader Service card. 

Big Al here 	Me and the boys got 
sick and tired of listening to all the excuses 
from my representatives about power 
problems on their computers. Being in the 
Book Business, this can get expensive... 
losing customer records of purchases and 
111466fif0 payables. 
To remedy this and to keep our agents' 
heads above the water (so to speak) we got 
us a truckload of MAYDAYS from SUN 
RESEARCH. 
Even at retail, they are a bargain...only 
$325.00 for a 150 watt Uninterruptible 
Power Supply with voltage regulator and 
battery. Keeps our computer free of 
problems caused by brownouts and rp(V,ilts 
blackouts and other bad stuff on the line. 
And small enough to be moved in case you 
have to pack up and leave quickly. 

So, buy a MAYDAY...if you know what's 
good for you. 

MAYDAY Division 
SUN RESEARCH, INC. 
Box 210, New Durham, NH 03855 
603/859-7110 TWX 5102974444 
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Book Reviews 

Computers for Small Business 
by Gary Bencar 
La Cumbre Publishing 
PO Box 30959 
Santa Barbara, CA 93105 
Softcover, $9.95 

The main features of this book 
are the seven fold-out work-

sheets which determine if your busi-
ness really needs a computer. The ba-
sic concept is good: You look at what 
your business does and see in what 
areas a micro might be cost-effective. 
Unfortunately, the $9.95 book suffers 
from too wide a focus and a lack of 
hard information. 

Author Gary Bencar spends some 
time on the decision-making process 
and throws in a considerable amount 
of history about data processing. His 
explanations of bytes, RAM and 
ROM are helpful. But you're a third 
of the way through the 132-page 
book before you reach the decision-
making process he recommends. 

It's sound advice to know what 
your business does before you select 
software. Bencar recommends that 
you pick your software before you 
decide which micro to buy. He sug-
gests you look for ways a computer 
will save your business money and 
start with them. 

Bencar's worksheets are the foun-
dation you use to see what you need 
and what system(s) will do the job. 
His instructions are clear and helpful, 
as are the worksheets. They all suffer, 
though, from too much technical 
business advice. Perhaps there are 
people who want to match a CPU 
with this memory and that disk drive 
package, but in the real world most 
small businesses use microcomput-
ers—and Apple, IBM, TRS-80 and 
Commodore 64 come as a complete 
system. 

The focus is too general, and while 
the book tells what a CPU is and 
shows you pictures of a memory 
board and LSI chips, it doesn't tell 
you what to buy. 

It really ends up as more of a semi-
technical look at the computer 
world, with some business applica- 

tion worksheets thrown in. CP/M is 
called the "...de facto standard for 
microcomputer 'system software—
with no explanation of what the char-
acters mean or what it does. "Multi-
tasking" is mentioned as good to have,' 
but Bencar doesn't tell you what sys-
tems might give you the capability. 

The appendix lists magazines, hard-
ware manufacturers and software 
companies, but notably, VisiCorp 
(which makes VisiCalc) is missing. 

This book offers a simple look at 
how a computer works, along with 
worksheets that help you decide what 
you might computerize. If you need a 
book that fulfills the title, Computers 
for Small Business, realize that this 
one is a bit thin on real business 
help. ■ 

Greg Glau 
Prescott, AZ 

Using Microcomputers 
In Business, A Guide 
For the Perplexed 
by Stanley S. Veit 

Hayden Book Company Inc. 
50 Essex St. 
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662 
Softcover, $12.95 

hildren today are growing up 
in an age where computers are 

commonplace, in school, at the video 
game parlor, and probably at home. 
Adults not already familiar with the 
computer will have to make an effort 
if they are to become familiar, too. 
That is where books like Using Micro-
computers in Business, A Guide for 
the Perplexed, are valuable if they 
are well written and don't overwhelm 
the reader with too much jargon. 

This book starts off with what a 
computer is and does, and a discus-
sion of the differences between main-
frames, minis, and micros. Through-
out, the author gives good advice and 
provides an insight into the world of 
microcomputers from a businessper-
son's point of view. It is obvious that 
Mr. Veit knows his subject, but he 
uses as little computer jargon as possi-
ble and always maintains the business 

Figure. This diagram represents the thought 
process involved in perusing a "user friendly" 
computer manual. (Schematic by Paul 
Payack.) 

viewpoint, dwelling on facts that are 
important in decisions that are made 
in regard to a computer. 

One chapter lays the groundwork 
and answers the question "What is a 
computer?" and then-goes right on to 
how computers can be used in busi-
ness. He covers word processing, da-
tabase management, and spread-
sheets. The chapter on How to Install 
a Computer Without Disrupting 
Your Business is excellent. He empha-
sizes consulting with department 
heads or other responsible people in 
the various areas like Purchasing, Ac-
counting, Sales, Manufacturing and 
so forth. He then advocates the writ-
ing of a system specification (good 
advice) and gives an example in the 
appendix. As a systems analyst, I'd 
have preferred a little more detail on 
the process of going from the rough 
notes obtained when interviewing to 
the finished specification, especially 
since this is likely to be a difficult pro-
cess for the businessperson getting his 
or her first computer. 

I think this is an excellent book and 
one I'd recommend to a businessper-
son perplexed by the opportunities 
and pitfalls of this microcomputer 
age. At $12.95 it is a bargain. ■ 

Ronald DelPorto 
Erie, PA 
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CP/M REVEALED—by Jack D. Dennon. Explore and 
master the popular CP/M operating system for micro-
computers. The technical aspects of CPIM are ex-
plained, including the console monitor (CCP), the sys-
tem manager (BDOS) and the input/output driver pack-
age (CBIOS). In addition, the data structure of the CP/M 
disk is fully described. Advanced users will also ap-
preciate the detailed discussions of booting up, logg-
ing in, changing memory size, mapping disk space, 
calling programs and interfacing techniques. Included 
are CP/M utilities and other essential information for 
using CP/M effectively. BK1283 $13.95 

THE APPLE CONNECTION—by James W. Coffron. Con-
nect your Apple to household appliances for greater con-
trol. With this book you will learn about elementary Inter-
facing and about BASIC programming, including input/ 
output techniques and devices, building real systems, 
and even analog to digital and digital to analog conver-
sion. All programs are written In BASIC and no prior elec-
tronic knowledge is required. BK1262 $12.95 

MICROBOOK: DATA BASE MANAGEMENT FOR THE 
APPLE II—by Ted Lewis. This book provides you with an 
affordable data base management system for your Ap-
ple II. These programs turn your Apple II into a combina-
tion filing cabinet, information gathering/retrieval sys-
tem and data processing engine. Written in Pascal, the 
programs simulate a library. Information is maintained 
and broken down into books, chapters and pages and in-
dex to pages. Photographs of the Apple II screen are 
abundant, and they show you step-by-step the effect of 
each of your entries. Microbook can be used for almost 
any application involving the storage and retrieval of in-
formation. BK1261 $19.95 

THE CP/M HANDBOOK (with MP/M)—by Rodney Zaks. 
A complete guide and reference handbook for CP/M — 
the industry standard in operating systems. Step-by-
step instruction for everything from turning on the 
system and inserting the diskette to correct user 
discipline and remedial action for problem situations. 
This also includes a complete discussion of all ver-
sions of CP/M up to and including 2.2, MP/M and 
CDOS. BK1187 $14.95.` 

MASTERING CP/M —by Alan R. Miller For advanced 
CP/M users or systems programmers who want max-
imum use of the CP/M operating system, this book 
takes up where the CP/M Handbook leaves off. It will 
give you an in-depth understanding of the CP/M 
modules such as CCP (Console Command Processor), 
BIOS (Basic Input/Output System). and BDOS (Basic 
Disk Operating System). It explains the incorporation 
of additional peripherals to the system, console I/O, 
the use of the file control block and much more. It also 
includes a library of useful macros and a comprehen-
sive set of appendices. BK1263 316.95 

SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS, APPLE II EDI-
TION—By Lon Poole et al. A powerful collection of fi-
nancial, statistical, home management and mathemat-
ics programs-76 In all. Each program is presented 
with BASIC source code, operating instructions and 
descriptions. If you're a beginning programmer you 
can learn from this book what well designed and docu-
mented programs look like. BK1232 $16.95 

THE CUSTOM APPLE AND OTHER MYSTERIES—by 
Winifred Hofacker and Ekkehard Floegel. This is the 
guide to customizing Apple software and hardware, pub-
lished by the folks at IJG. It contains such hands-on in-
formation such as: data acquisition and control applica-
tions, Programming the 6522 Internal timer, Construct-
ing the 6522 I/O board, An Eprom Burner for the Apple 
Computer, An Eprom/RAM board, The Apple Slot Re-
peater, and much, much more. BK1246 $24.95. 

THE BOOK OF APPLE SOFTWARE—edited by Jeffrey 
Stanton, Robert P. Wells, Ph.D., and Sandra Roch-
owansky. Are you bewildered by the thousands of Ap-
ple II programs on the market? Here is the advice you 
need, with descriptions, ratings, and evaluations of 
over 500 of the most popular programs for the Apple II. 
You'll find reviews of business, education, game, and 
utility programs, and advice on hardware options and 
software vendors. BK1265 $19.95. 

APPLE GRAPHICS AND ARCADE GAME DESIGN—by 
Jeffrey Stanton The only book available that explains 
how to design arcade games from start to finish 
through the use of text, flow charts and working ex-
amples. Learn how to speed up your graphics, and the 
theory of how to design a playable game. This book re-
quires a solid foundation in BASIC programming on 
the Apple II. BK1259 $19.95 

THE VISICALC BOOK—APPLE EDITION—by Donald H. 
Bail. If you are presently using Visi-Calc on your Apple II 
or want to learn more about its expanded uses, this book 
is for you. It will show you how to build a model, enter 
your data, and begin to explore all of your "what if" ques-
tions about any aspect of your business. There are also a 
large number of practice problems included in this book 
to help you become a skilled user. BK1268 $14.95 

THE APPLE II USER'S GUIDE—By Lon Poole. Martin 
McNiff, and Steven Cook This guide is the key to 
unlocking the full power of your Apple II or Apple II 
Plus. Topics include: "Applesoft and Integer BASIC 
Programming''—especially how to make the best use 
of Apple's sound, color and graphics capabilities. 
-Machine Level Programming,'• "Hardware Features" 
—which covers the disk drive and printer, and "Ad 
vanced Programming"—describing high resolution 
graphics techniques and other advanced applications. 
Well organized and easy to use. BK1220 07.95 

NEW 
APPLE BASIC FOR BUSINESS: for the Apple II—by 
Alan J. Parker and John Stewart. Unlike most introduc-
tory BASIC books, this book uses files extensively. It is 
written specifically for the Apple II microcomputer 
with DOS Version 3.2. All programs presented are com-
patible with DOS Version 3.3. With the emphasis on 
problem-solving, the focus of this book is the point at 
which problem elements meet language capabilities. 
BK1247 $15.95 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING FOR THE 
APPLE II—by Robert Mottolz. This comprehensive, 
easy to understand introduction provides solid 
groundwork for getting started in assembly language 
programming on the Apple 	Many subroutines writ- 
ten in assembly language are provided, and most ex-
planations are shown with equivalent examples in 
BASIC. There's an excellent section on hexadecimal 
arithmetic included. as well as appendices for further 
study. BK1249 215.96 

APPLE MACHINE LANGUAGE-by Don Inman and 
Kurt Inman. APPLE MACHINE LANGUAGE builds 
upon your previous knowledge of BASIC, and leaches 
you the machine language in small, easy, completely 
illustrated steps. Following this guide, you will be able 
to write machine language programs directly, using 
the Apple System Monitor. Each new program is 
thoroughly presented in functional blocks, with 
sketches of how each step will actually appear on the 
video screen. Soon you will be entering and executing 
your own machine language programs, with predic-
table results! BK1248 $14.95 

THE SELECTRIC INTERFACE—by George Young. You 
need the quality print that a daisy wheel printer pro-
vides but the thou ht of buying one makes your wallet 
wilt. SELECTRICTM INTERFACE, a step-by-step guide 
to interfacing an IBM Selectric I/O Writer to your micro-
computer, will give you that quality at a fraction of the 
price. George Young, co-author of Kilobaud Microcom-
puting magazine's popular "Kilobaud Klassroom" 
series, offers a low-cost alternative to buying a daisy 
wheel printer. SELECTRIC INTERFACE includes: step-
by-step instructions, tips on purchasing a used Selec-
tric, information on various Selectric models, includ-
ing the 2740, 2980, and Dura 1041, driver software for 
Z80, 8080, and 6502 chips, tips on interfacing tech-
niques. With SELECTRIC INTERFACE and some back-
ground in electronics, you can have a high-quality, low-
cost, letter-quality printer. Petals not included. BK7388 
(125 pages) $12.97 

MOSTLY BASIC: APPLICATIONS FOR YOUR APPLE II, 
BOOK 1—by Howard Berenbon. This book provides 
you with 28 ready-to-use. BASIC language programs 
which have been completely tested and debugged for 
use on your Apple II. Includes a telephone dialer. 
digital stop watch, spelling test, a house buying guide. 
a gas mileage calculator, and many others useful to 
businessmen, hobbyists, scientists, and computer en-
thusiasts. BK1251 $12.95 

MOSTLY BASIC: APPLICATIONS FOR YOUR APPLE 11, 
BOOK 2—by Howard Berenbon. A second gold mine of 
fascinating BASIC programs, including two dungeons 
that test your math and history abilities and another 
one that's strictly for fun, eleven household programs. 
a monthly savings plan and six more on money or in-
vestment, Iwo that test your level of ESP, and more-
32 in all! Excellent for beginning or advanced corn. 
puterists. BK1252 $12.95 

KIDS AND THE APPLE—by Edward H. Carlson. 
Whether you are a kid. a parent, or a teacher, this book 
is something unique. It starts with the bare bones in-
troduction to programming, leads quickly to more in-
teresting programs, and gives anyone who uses it a 
complete knowledge of Applesoft BASIC. Lively il-
lustrations, notes to parents and teachers and ques-
tions for the reader are sprinkled throughout the book. 
While this guide is aimed at 8-16 year olds, adults will 
find it equally attractive as a beginning book for use 
the Apple personal computer! BK1253 $19.95 

For Toll Free Ordering Call l-800-258-5473 
• Use the order card In this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to inCider Book Department • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to in-
clude check or detailed credit card information. No C.O.D. orders accepted. All orders add $1.50 for the first book, $1.00 each additional book for U.S. and foreign surface. 

\\.3,,  10.00 per book foreign airmail. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address. 
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LET THE 
KITCHEN 
PLANNER. 

DO IT! 

In less than 5 minutes, KITCHEN PLANNER 
will help you plan up to 14 days of balanced 
meals the way YOU want them and print the 
Menu and Shopping List. 

TESTED & GUARANTEED 
• Kitchen Planner will suggest whole menus, 

single meals, or single items 
• All items can be easily changed by you. 

• You can have up to 200 meal items of your 
choice available for automatic menus.  

ORDER NOW 
and get a FREE Shopping Tips List. 

Send Check or Money Order to 

SAV—SOFT PRODUCTS $2995 
P.O. Box 24898 
San Jose, CA 95154 

(add $1.50 handling, in CA add 6Y2%1 

VISA, MC call: (408) 978-1048 
48K Apple I I, I I,* I le, 1 disk, printer 

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc 

Book Reviews 

Word Processing 
For Small Businesses 
by Steven F. Jong 
Howard W. Sams & Co. Inc. 
4300 West 62nd St. 
PO Box 7092 
Indianapolis, IN 46206 
Softcover, $11.95 

Apicture may be worth a thou-
sand words, but for many 

small businesses it's word processing, 
rather than pretty graphics, that jus-
tifies a first small computer system. 
Word Processing for Small Business-
es, by Steven Jong, is an introduction 
to word processing concepts, and a 
survey of small word processing 
hardware and software systems, for 
people with very little computing ex-
perience. 

The book first considers the advan- 

Circle 223 on Reader Service card. 

tages and disadvantages of word pro-
cessors over typewriters. Then the 
author describes the hardware com-
ponents of a typical microprocessor 
system, explaining terminology and 
concepts. He also discusses printer 
features in detail. 

The third chapter, "Twiddling 
with Your Text: A Word Processor at 
Work," takes the reader inside the 
typical word processing system to 
learn about editing, formatting, hy-
phenation, managing text files and 
controlling a printer. Spelling correc-
tion and mail-merge packages are 
also explained. 

The next two chapters describe 
current hardware and software pack-
ages for word processing. The hard-
ware chapter considers over twenty 
systems, ranging from the Apple II to 
the Xerox 820. Seven dedicated word 
processors are included in the review; 
the rest are programs for use on gen-
eral purpose personal computers. 
Printers are discussed separately. The 
software chapter reviews some 23 
packages, plus a dozen spelling 
checkers. 

Chapter six offers pointers for se-
lecting a system to fit the reader's 
needs. Benchmarks, site planning 
and service agreements are also 
covered. 

The last chapter, "What's Ahead 
for Microcomputing?" repeats prog-
nostications you've heard elsewhere. 

There are many charts and tables 
enhancing the presentation. The fea-
ture comparison tables in the chap-
ters on available hardware and soft-
ware are especially useful. A small 
bibliography and a glossary are in-
cluded, as is an index. 

I have a few minor problems with 
the book. One is that it leans too far 
in the direction of small machines. 
Some of the hardware and software 
systems mentioned are probably not 
capable of performing the text-pro-
cessing chores for a small business. 
There's also no coverage of multi-user 
word processing systems. Such sys-
tems wouldn't be suitable for many 
small businesses, but companies that 
need more than one word processing 
station might find a multiple-user 
configuration to be less expensive  

than several single-user machines. 
Word Processing for Small Busi-

nesses also avoids the issue of ver-
satility—finding other uses for the 
system besides word processing. I sus-
pect that most prospective buyers of 
word processors are interested in 
whether the system they choose can 
also do the company's payroll. A dis-
cussion of each system's available 
software would help in the compari-
son between general purpose systems 
and dedicated text processors. 

Users who already own a personal 
computer system should find several 
things of interest in the book. The ob-
vious one is the comparison of alter-
native word processing software, 
hardware and printers. It's also in-
teresting to compare how a micro-
processor system stacks up against 
professional word processors such as 
WangWriter and IBM Display-
writer. 

But the book's principal readers 
will be small-business owners and 
managers who are deciding whether 
to acquire a word processor and, if 
so, what kind. They-will find Word 
Processing for Small Businesses a use-
ful and informative aid in making 
these decisions. • 

Terry W. Cox 
Glen Rock, PA 

Word Processing 
With Your Microcomputer 
by L. R. Schmitz 
TAB Books Inc. 
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 
Paperback, $13.95 

This book attempts to cover a lot 
of ground, for the intended 

readers are both those who already 
own a computer and those who con-
template buying one. The author 
starts with the very basics, assuming 
you have scarcely seen a typewriter. 
He explains some of the concepts in-
volved in the operation of any word 
processor, and then discusses five 
such programs at length. A liberal 
sampling of screen photographs is 
included. 

Although the title refers to micro- 
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computers, and there is some men-
tion of brands such as North Star, 
TRS-80 and IBM, the book is really 
about word processors for the Apple 
II, of which Schmeltz is unabashedly 
enamoured. The machine-specific 
nature of this book is somewhat of a 
problem, because the field is chang-
ing so rapidly. 

The five programs Schmeltz dis-
cusses include Write-Onl , Word 
Handler, SuperText 40/80, Executive 
Secretary, and the EasyWriter Pro-
fessional System. The treatment is 
much like a well written computer 
manual. He uses a standard format so 
it is convenient to compare text input 
features, editing features, storage 
and retrieval, printing and format-
ting, special and additional features, 
documentation, support, and the au-
thor's overall impressions. An update 
for the III and Ile will certainly be 
needed here. 

The top-selling Apple programs, 
AppleWriter and Screenwriter II, re-
ceive very little mention. My favorite 
word processor, the Advanced Sys-
tem Editor, is not recognized, nor is 
its little sister, the old Apple Pascal 
editor. Two of the most powerful and 
highest rated programs, WordStar 
and PIE Writer, earn a paragraph 
each in the appendix, where it is 
somewhat erroneously stated that 
WordStar does not run on the Apple 

Bank Street Writer, a good be-
ginner's tool, probably wasn't out 
when the book was written. 

The appendix contains short de-
scriptions of 39 programs for word 
processing that run on various brands 
of microcomputers. Included is the 
book's only mention of spelling 
checkers. An extensive glcCccary covers 
many of the basic terms used in the 
book. There is a chapter devoted to 
hardware, including printers, and an 
index. The book is attractively type-
set with good illustrations. 

The most important parts of this 
book may be ignored by readers in 
their haste to plunge directly into the 
operation of word processing pro-
grams. In the first few chapters 
Schmeltz poses the question, "Who 
will be using the word processor?" In 
the last chapter he asks, "Is word pro- 

cessing for you?" You should give 
these questions a lot of thought, be-
cause selection and efficient use 
hinges on human factors. 

Unfortunately, I haven't seen any 
one book on word processing that 
gives enough information for a busi-
nessman or student to make an intel-
ligent decision when purchasing a 
system, or that is truly indispensable 
while using the system. For instance, 
Schmeltz does not effectively explain 
the virtues of having a monitor with 
more than 15 megahertz bandwidth 
so you can see 80 columns of text on 
the screen, nor the advantages of 
having a standard Selectric-type key-
board (which the IBM PC does not). 

As simple program comparisons or 
improvements on the original man-
uals, books are inevitably incom-
plete. Once you purchase your word 
processing system, publications such 
as these are no substitute for a good 
dealer, good friends, good documen-
tation, and practice, practice, prac-
tice. However, a book like this can 
provide an inexpensive introduction 
to the field of word processing. ■ 

Eric Eldred 
Deny, NH 

Celestial Basic 
by Eric Burgess 
Sybex 
2344 Sixth St. 
Berkeley, CA 94710 
Paperback, $13.95 

Almost from the moment of birth, 
man's attention is drawn to the 

skies. From Akhenaton's sun god, 
Aton, to the Druid priest at Stone-
henge, to the round Aztec calendar, 
the sun has been revered as a source 
of power and mystery. 

Eric Burgess, whose astronomical 
credentials stretch back to the early 
days of rocketry, brings the sky to 
your computer screen in his latest 
book, Celestial Basic. This publica-
tion contains 23 Basic language com-
puter programs, plus three alter-
nates, that combine astronomy with 
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T-SHIRT of the MONTH 

Would you like to get a hold of this shirt and great Whose, at the 
same time' You can! Just pick from the top programs offered below at 
our definitely discount prices 

It you slip into our software for more than 5150 00. the Sarduchi 
Computer Demon T-Shirt is yours for a mere $2.00.If your order totals 
between 375 00 and $150 00, the shirt comes for only 54 00 If your 
order is less than 575.00, you still can put on our shirt for lust 56 00 If 
you don't need any software and you lust want the T-Shin. 58 00 plus 
010010, shipping and handling in our hands will put the shirt in yours 
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SARDUCHTS PRICE $22.50 
Apple Panic • Apple Mechanic • Beneath Apple Manor 

Seat ox • Caverns of Incas' • Crossfire • lunar Leeper 
Snack Arrant • Castle Wollenstein • Pronto Dos 

SAROUCHTS PRICE 526.25 
Sherwood Forest • Crisis Mountain • Choplif ter 

Knight of Diamonds • Super Disc Copy • Canyon Climber 
David's Midnight Magic • Frogger 

Tubeway • AE • Seadragon 

SARDUCHI'S PRICE 029.95 
Pinball Construction Set • Special Effects • Rendevous 
Temple of Apshal • 2apion • Dark Crystal • Battlesight 

Zork I, II. or III • Aztec • Bag at !ricks 
Starcross • Miner 2049er • Mastertype 

SARDUCHI'S PRICE 537 50 
Suspended • Wizardry • Deadline 

Zoom Graphics 

SARDUCHI'S PRICE 544.95 
TG Joystick • Arcade Machine 
Ultima II I Graphics Magician 

All Penguin's Games 515 95 
Ali Baba 024.75 

Bank Street Writer $52 50 
Complete Graphics System $52.50 

Dos Boss $ 18.95 
Face Maker 527.25 

Flight Simulator 025.95 
Home Accountant 555 95 

Maxell MD-1 Discs 530.95 
Merlin Assembler $49 75 

Multiply $199.95 
Night Mission Pinball 023.50 
Olympic Decathalon 523.50 

PFS File, PFS Graph 593.75 
PRO Report $9175 

Snooper Troops I & 2 334 75 
Story Machine 027 25 

Transend 1 575 00 
Typing Tutor 519.95 
Visi•Cale $189.95 

To order send check (allow 2 weeks). M/O. certified check. VISA 
& MASTERCARD include name, card number, exp date and 
phone number Add $2 50 for shipping and handling. USA-
Foreign and COO extra California residents add 6% sales tax.  
MCII3 subject to change without notice 

PHONE TOLL FREE 
1-800-428-7825, ext. 7 

24 Bra./7 days 

(Calif.: 1-800-428-7824, ext. 7) 
for Software Orders Only 

Information & Order 
1.916-272-2738 

SARDUCHI SOFTWARE 
P.O. Box 1329 A. Dept. 2. Cede( Ridge, CA 95924 

[ — J 

Book Reviews 
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CORNER- 
From NOS' CORNER: quality 
educational software for 
young children. 

MAGIC CRAYON Children draw, 
select colors and command the 
computer to re-draw their own 
pictures. Good introduction to 
computer use. 	 $35 

LEARNING ABOUT NUMBERS 
Three programs use colorful, 
lively graphics to teach number 
skills. 

• Let's Count 
• Let's Tell Time 
• Arithmetic Fun 	 $40 

Send for free brochure. 

C & c Software 
5713 Kentford Circle 

Wichita, KS 67220 
(316) 683-6056 

Software for 48K Apple II Plus and Apple / le 
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer 
Co. 

VISA & MasterCard accepted 

C s  

C 

Book Reviews 

video graphics to create your own 
personal planetarium. He includes 
calculations in sidereal (star) time as 
well as astrological computations. 

With one of Burgess' programs 
logged on your home computer, you 
can select any date in history—ad-
justed, if necessary, for the difference 
between the Gregorian and the Julian 
calendars—then choose any spot on 
Earth by entering its latitude and 
longitude, decide which horizon you 
want to view, and sit back as your 
video screen displays the heavens as 
they would have appeared on that 
night. Other Celestial Basic pro-
grams include: right asrpnsion and 
declination of the moon on any date; 
updating star coordinates; dates and 
radiants of annual meteor showers; 
times of rising, transit and setting of 
the planets, sun and moon on any 
date; positions of the Galilean satel- 

lites of Jupiter on any date; Mars' an-
gular diameter and distance for any 
date, plus its next opposition; and one 
giving camera position and lens set-
tings for photographing the planets. 

One set of programs offers a game 
called Identify the Constellation for 
learning the constellations by pattern 
recognition. Not only does it give you 
42 major constellations to identify, it 
has a supplement with the circumpo-
lar constellations in the Southern 
Hemisphere. The game offers two 
choices: name the constellation and 
the brightest star within it, or answer 
questions combining stars and con-
stellations, with two tries at correct 
identification. 

In addition to the rich helping of 
historical perspective and the sugges-
tions for practical applications Bur-
gess gives for each program, he also 
documents its internal workings by 

pointing out the lines where major 
functions occur. • 

James E. Reid 
Healdsburg, CA 

Intermediate-Level 
Apple II Handbook 
by David L. Hesserman 
Howard W. Sams & Co. Inc. 
4300 W. 62nd St. 
Indianapolis, IN 46268 
Softcover, $16.95 

This well written book, in a tuto-
rial style, provides information 

on Basic programming of text input, 
text output and graphics, plus tips on 
using the machine language routines 
in ROM from a Basic program. It 
also explains how you can build your 

Circle 335 on Reader Service card. 
Circle 231 on Reader. Service card. 

NO, IT'S NOT TOO LATE! 

It's true. The computer revolution is here. 
But, it's not too late for you to take part. 
You can learn how to program, and 
BASIC TUTOR can teach you. A step-by-
step tutorial designed to teach you at the 
keyboard, BASIC TUTOR consists of nine 
disks containing over 100 programs for 
use and study. From beginning topics like 
data input to advanced topics such as 
creating shape tables, BASIC TUTOR will 
be your guide into the world of program-
ming. All 9 disks for the special series 
price of $280 or individual disks at $36 
each. 

Individual Disk Titles 
Systems Commands 
Programming Commands 
Creating Graphics Displays 
Creating Music and Sounds 
Text File Commands 
Shapes and Pictures 
Program Sample Studies 
Advanced Topics 
Programming Aids 

Learn BASIC right at your computer. 
BASIC TUTOR available from 

IC 1111110/1k/WWN/11411011 

If&111M1111111.41MENNIIIIC  

67A Willard Street, Dept. I 
Hartford, CT 06105 

Circle 16 on Reader Service card. 

We Help Bring 
Your Family Together 
6 Types of Charts and Sheets 

Indices 
User Fields 

Notes, Footnotes and Sources 
No Limits 

Adapts to Your Hardware 
Comprehensive 

Easy to Use 
And Much, Much More 

Send for brochure and sample printouts. 

Family Roots includes detailed manual and 2 full diskettes 
of programs for your Apple II • or IBM PC** 

Other genealogy software also available. 

Price: $185 plus $3.50 Postage 

Visa, Mastercard Accepted 

)411:
• 

Family 
Roots 

QUINSEPT, INC. 
P.O. Box 216, Lexington, MA 02173 

(617) 862-0404 

• TM Apple Computer, Inc. 

• • TM International 
Business Machines 
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PYES, I want to learn the secrets of Cracking Techniques '83. 

0 Enclosed is my check/money order for $39.95 (Massachusetts residents 
add 5% sales tax). 

NAME: 	  

ADDRESS: 	  

CITY: 	  STATE: 

 

ZIP. 	  

 

PHONE: 	  

   

PIRATES 
v>c HARBOR 

PIRATES HARBOR, INC., P.O. Box 8928, Boston, MA 02114 

Book Reviews 

own machine language routines. 
The only drawback is that it de-

scribes the ROM version of Integer 
Basic. However, if you use this Basic 
and would like to know more about 
it, Hesserman's book offers some in-
teresting techniques. Integer Basic is 
faster than Applesoft and for that 
reason is the better language for oper-
ator interactive programs where re-
sponse time is more important than 
the use of non-integer numbers. 

The techniques He Berman dis-
cusses include the use of the mini-as-
sembler, which is a part of the ROM. 
He describes how you can create a 
text editor by linking the ROM resi-
dent routines with a 32-line Basic 
program. The book has many ideas 
for interacting with the text screen, 
including text pages 1 and 2, and it 
describes the possibilities available 
with different text window settings 

and suggests how they can be used. 
Both the lo-res and hi-res graphics 

modes are described, including both 
pages 1 and 2. Line drawing, back-
ground color fill and shape tables are 
explained, as well as the combina-
tions and interactions of hi-res colors. 

The book delineates the memory 
layout of the Apple II and the use of 
each area, including the ROMs for 
both the interpreter and the I/O slots. 
It describes how and when to use the 
LOMEM and HIMEM statements and 
their effect. 

A complete index is included, as 
well as many tables in appropriate 
sections that list addresses of routines 
and other significant memory loca-
tions. Addresses and data are given in 
both hexadecimal and decimal for 
use in pokes, peeks and calls, with a 
section explaining the conversions. 

Many of the ideas in this book im- 

plement Applesoft features, such as 
FLASH and GET, in Integer Basic. 
Other hints improve program speed 
and put graphics and text on the 
screen quickly. The book teaches you 
both the theoretical and practical 
aspects of these ideas if you read the 
explanations while entering the short 
examples. The examples are general-
ized and the explanations enable you 
to apply the concepts to your own 
programs. 

As its title suggests, this book is 
aimed at the intermediate-level pro-
grammer. I would recommend it for 
those who have had experience with 
computers and would like to learn 
more about the Basic interpreter and 
machine language. III 

Hub Seward 
Milford, NH 

Circle 141 on Reader Service card 

CRACKING 
TECHNIQUES 

Share the secrets of the world's greatest crackers ... 
Axe Man, Bozo NYC, Candy Man, Cloneman, 

Disk Zapper, Lock Buster, Long John Silver, Jim Phelps, 
Mr. Krac-Man, Red Rebel, Trystan II, Reset Vector, The 
Woodpecker, Mr. Xerox ... and many more! 

Study complete tutorials on Boot Tracing, 
Software Tricks, Non-Maskable Interrupt, Ram 

Card Modifications, Hardware Tricks and other 
tried and true techniques. Discover indispensable 
tips on over 40 specific programs for Apple users. 

Customize your software to suit your own 
needs! Order your copy of CRACKING TECH-
NIQUES '83 today. Supplied on disk for Apple 
Computers. 

For faster service, charge your order to 
MasterCard or VISA. 

$39.95 
Call our toll free number 
and ask for Operator 68 

1-800-824-7888 
In California, call 1-800-852-7777 

11, PIRATES 
R HARBO 

PIRATES HARBOR, INC. 
P.O. Box 8928, Boston, MA 02114 

VOICE: (617) 227-7760 MODEM: (617) 720-3600 

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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Prom, 
Oriqi3Ord 

New Software 

edited by Joan Witham 

Graphicmaster 
Graphicmaster is a set of 

five stand-alone modules—
Fontcaster, Patternmaster, 
Bitmap Wizard, Window 
King and GR&MPS—that 
combine to produce profes-
sional computer graphics. 
Designers, landscapers and 
decorators may create and 
move shapes, labeling their 
creations with custom 
type. Assembly drawings 
and technical and industri-
al comparative results can 
be animated. Instant edit-
ing allows for the last mi-
nute changes. Graphic-
master is on a non-copy 
protected disk so you can 
add your own modifica-
tions. You can obtain this 
program from TidBit Soft-
ware, PO Box 40368, Santa 
Barbara, CA 93103, for 
$79.95. Reader Service 
number is 452. 

Mail-Com 
Apples, with a CP/M 

card and Mail-Com, can 
now access the U.S. Postal 
Service's Electronic Com-
puter Originated Mail 
(E-COM) service to send 
up to 2,000 messages per 
hour directly to the Postal 

Service via modem. It is 
then delivered within two 
business days at the price 
of 26 cents per one-page 
letter. 

Mail-Corn puts Apple 
and E-COM together for 
$235. Contact Digisoft 
Computers Inc., 1501 
Third Ave., New York, NY 
10028. Reader Service 
number is 444. 

SX-48 Cross Assembler 
The SX-48 Cross As-

sembler allows develop-
ment of MCS-48 (8021, 
8022, 8048, 8049, 8748 and 
8749) assembler programs 
on the Apple II. The pack-
age includes an editor to 
create assembler programs 
as well as conventional text 
files, and an assembler that 
generates both a program 
listing and the object code. 
It is available for $55 from 
Allen Systems, 2151 Fair-
fax Road, Columbus, OH 
43221. Reader Service num-
ber is 449. 

ThinkTank 
ThinkTank is a visual 

tool that helps you con- 

Mail-Com uses E-COM mail service. 

struct an outline of your 
ideas on the Apple II, He or 
III. As a general-purpose 
tool, managers can use it 
as a control center to in-
crease their productivity; 
attorneys can use it for 
briefs and case research; 
physicians, for patient and 
treatment notes; journal-
ists, to organize articles; 
educators, to plan lessons; 
and writers, to work out 
ideas. A comprehensive 
manual with a handy ref-
erence card and a sample 
outline is also provided by 
Living Videotext Inc., 450 
San Antonio Road, Suite 
56, Palo Alto, CA 94306. 
The cost is $150. Reader 
Service number is 447. 

Five New Softerm 
Terminal Emulations 

Softronics has released 
five more block mode CRT 
terminal emulation pro-
grams for the Apple II and 
Ile. The Softerm terminal 
emulation program now 
provides an exact look-
alike for 20 popular CRT 
terminals that are used to 
access host computers and 
timesharing systems. In do-
ing so it turns the Apple II 

Plus or He into an intelli-
gent terminal system. Price 
is $150. Contact Softron-
ics Inc., 6626 Prince Ed-
ward Place, Memphis, TN 
38119. Reader Service 
number is 446. 

Planetmaster 
Planetmaster is a brain-

challenging ecological game/ 
simulation. You are in 
command of a fascinating, 
terraformed Space Sanc-
tuary Satellite and must se-
lect animals from a near-
infinite host of needy can-
didates, teleport them to 
the orbiting Sanctuary and 
tend them carefully. It has 
five skill levels and unusual 
hi-res graphics. A detailed 
manual offers instructions 
as well as suggestions for 
modifications. 	Magnetic 
Harvest, PO Box 255, Hop-
kins, SC 29061, offers this 
for $24.95. Reader Service 
number is 450. 

AccuRec 
AccuRec turns an Apple 

II into an attendance re-
corder and reporting system 
that saves valuable admini-
strative time and costly er-
rors. Employees simply 
enter their initials and per-
sonal ID codes to record 
their in/out times. AccuRec 
generates a printout or em-
ployees' daily/weekly/total 
hours and gross pay (in-
cluding overtime wages). 

AccuRec can be used 
with existing payroll soft-
ware, integrating time re-
cording and payroll pre-
paration. It also functions 
as a job cost recorder, re-
cording the start and finish 
times of various projects, 
and automatically com-
putes the job costs. 
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SAVE UP TO 40% 
TOLL FREE ORDER LINE 

No Hidden Charges 

No Charge for Credit Cards 

No Shipping Delay for Personal Checks 

rlalye 

RISING SUN SOFTWARE 
4200 PARK BLVD. 

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94602 
(415) 482-3391 

Ordering Information: We'll accept any Corm of payment-cash, personal check, money order, VISA/ 
MasterCard, or C.O.D. Send cash at Your own risk. Add $2.00 for UPS shipping; $3.00 for Blue Label Air. 
California residents add applicable sales tax. ALL orders 'shipped same day received, If we are out of stock 
on a particular item we will include a special bonus with yourorder when shipped. 

CALL TOLL FREE 24 HOURS (ORDERS ONLY) 
(800) 227-1617, ext. 114 (Outside California) 
(800) 772-3545, ext. 114 (Inside California) 

VISA 

AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS 
HIRES Computer 

Golf 	  $21 00 
HIRES Computer 

Golf 2 	  25.00 
Jump Jet 	  21.00 

BEAGLE BROTHERS 
Alpha Plot 	 $28.00 
Aplle Mechanic 	 21.00 
Beagle Bag 	 21.00 
DOS Boss 	 2000 
Double Take 	 25.00 
Flex Text 	  21.00 
Frame Up 	 21.00 
Pronto DOS 	 21.00 
Tip Disk tr 1 	 15.00 
Typefaces 	  15.00 
Utility City 	  21.00 

BRODERBUND 
AE 	 $25.00 
Arcade Machine 	 42.00 
Bank Street Writer . 	48.00 
Choplifter 	 25.00 
Gumball 	  21 00 
Lode Runner 	 25 00 
Maze Machine 	 42.00 
Midnight Magic 	 25.00 
Questron 	  32.00 
Sea Fox 	  21.00 
Serpentine 	 25.00 
Spare Change 	 25.00 
Star Blazer 	 23.00 

BUDGECO 
Pinball Construction 

Set 	 $28.00 
Raster Blaster ..... 	21.00 

CALIFORNIA PACIFIC 
Ultima 	  $28.00 

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE 
The Home 

Accountant 	$5300 

DATAMOST 
Aztec 	  $28.00 
Bilestoad 	  28.00 
Casino 	  28.00 
Conquering Worlds . 	21.00 
Mating Zones 	 21.00 
Missing Ring 	 21.00 
Pig Pen 	  21.00 

DATASOFT 
Canyon Climber....$21.00 
Micropainter 	 25.00 
Zaxxon 	  28.00 

DATA TREK 
Maze Craze 	 $28.00 

EDU•WARE 
Algebra 1-4 	 $28.00 
Algebra 5 & 6 	 35.00 
Compu-Read 	 21.00 
Decimals 	  35.00 
Fractions 	  35.00 
Prisoner 2 	  25.00 
Rendezvous 	 28.00 

EPYX 
Crush. Crumble & 

Chomp 	 $21.00 
Hellfire Warrior 	 28.00 
Temple of Apshai 	 28.00 

H.A.L. LABS 
Sheila 	  $20.00 
Super Taxman 2 	20.00 

HAYDEN SOFTWARE 
Go 	 $25.00 
ORCA/M 	  70.00 
_Sargon II 	  25.00 

INFOCOM 
Deadline 	  $35 00 
Starc ross 	  28 00 
Suspended 	 35.00 
The Witness 	 35 00 
Zork I, II, & Ill 	ea 28.00 

INTELLIGENT STATEMENTS 
Ken Uston's Professional 

Blackjack 	 $49.00 

LIGHTNING SOFTWARE 
Master Type 	 $28.00 

MICROSOFT 
Adventure 	 $21.00 
Olympic Decathalon . 21.00 
Typing Tutor II 	 20.00 

ODESTA 
Checkers 	  $35.00 
Chess 7 0 	  49.00 
Odin 	. 	  35.00 

OMEGA MICROWAVE 
Inspector 	  $45.00 
Locksmith 4.1 	 75.00 
Night Falls 	  21.00 
Watson 	  35.00 

ORIGIN SYSTEMS 
Exodus: Ultima III .... $40.00 

QUALITY SOFTWARE 
Ali Baba 	  $25.00 
Bag of Tricks 	 35.00 
Beneath Apple Manor 	 21.00 
Fastgammon 	 18 00 

SENSIBLE SOFTWARE 
Sensible Speller 	$100.00 
Super Disk Copy 	 21.00 

PENGUIN SOFTWARE 
Complete Graphits 

	

System 	 $49.00 
Coveted Mirror 	 15 00 
Crime Wave 	 15.00 

Pie Man 	  15.00 
(The) Quest 	 15.00 
Short Cuts 	  35.00 
Special Effects 	 28.00 
Spy's Demise 	 15.00 
The Spy Strikes Back 	 15.00 
Thunderborftbs• 	 15.00 
Transylvania 	 15.00 

SIERRA ON-LINE 
Adv. ftl Mission 

Asteroid 	 $15 DO 
Adv. #2 Mystery 

House 	  18.00 
Adv. 113 Wizard & 

The Princess 	 25.00 
Adv. 714 Ulysses 	 25.00 
Adv. K5 Time Zone 	 70.00 
Adv. 116 Dark Crystal 	28.00 
Apple Cider Spider ... 21.00 
Bop A-Bet 	  21.00 

Screenwriter II 	 99.00 
General Manager 	 175.00 

HARDWARE 
DEALS 
MODEMS 

Apple Cat II .. $299.00 
Micromodem II 265.00 
Micromodem w/term- 

inal prog 	 295.00 
212 Apple Cat 	580.00 

MONITORS 
Amdek 

Color I 	$299.00 
Color II RGB 	599.00 
Color III RGB .. 399.00 
RGB Card 	 149.00 

USI 
Pi 1 9" Green .5119.00 
Pi2 12" Green . 149.00 
R3 12" Amber. 159.00 
Pi4 9" Amber .. 129.00 
Color 1400 ....299.00 

PRINTERS 
C. Itoh 

GX-100 	 $229.00 
Prowriter 	 399.00 

Okidata 
Microline 80 . 349.00 
Microline 82A 449.00 
Microline 92 	549.00 

SILICON VALLEY 
SYSTEMS 
Word Handler/List Handler 

package 	$149 00 

Epoch 	  25.00 
Gorgon 	  28.00 
Reptoh 	  28.00 
Plasmania 	  25.00 
Type Attack 	 28.00 
Wayout 	  28 00 

SIR-TECH 
Galactic Attack 	 $21.00 
Knight of Diamonds . 25.00 
Legacy of Llylgamyn .. 29.00 
Police Artist 	 25.00 
Star Maze 	  2500 
Wizardry 	  35.00 

SOFT IMAGES 
Blackjack Strategy 	$49.00 
Pandemonium 	 2800 
Single's Night at 

Molly's 	  2100 

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING 
PFS: File 	  $9500 
PFS: Graph 	 9500 
PFS. Report 	 9500 

SPINNAKER 
Delta Drawing 	$3500 
Face Maker 	 25.00 
Hey Diddle. Diddle . 	2100 
Kindercomp 	 21.00 
Most Amazing Thing 28.00 
Rhymes & Riddles 	 21.00 
Snooper Troops 

1 & 2 ea. 	 32_00 
Story Machine 	 2500 

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS 
Bomb Alley 	 $42.00 
Computer Ambush .... 4200 
Computer Baseball .... 28.00 
Computer Quarterback 28.00 
Cosmic Balance 	 28 00 
Cosmic Balance II . 	2800 
Galactic Adventures. 42 00 
Geopolitique 1990 . 	42.00 
Germany 1985 	 4200 
Knights of the Desert 2800 
North Atlantic '86 	 42.00 
RIDE '85 	  2500 
Tigers in the Snow .... 28.00 
Warp Factor 	 28.00 

SUB-LOGIC 
Flight Simulator 	 $25.00 
Pinball: Night Mission . 2100 
Road Block  • 	21.00 
Saturn Navigator 	 2500 
Space Vikings 	 3500 

SYNERGISTIC 
Atlantis 	  $28 00 
Crisis Mountain. 	 25 00 
Bolo 	  25 00 
GPLE 	   49 00 

SYDNEY DATA PRODUCTS 
Evolution 	  $28 00 

ULTRASOFT 
Mask of the Sun 	$28 00 
Serpent's Star 	 28 00 

VISICORP 
VisiCalc 3.3 	 $17500 
VisiCalc Ile 	 175 00 
VisiDex 	  175 00 
VisiFile 	  175 00 
VisiLink 	  175 00 
VisiPbot 	  150 00 
VisiSchedule 	 210 00 

si Term 	  75.00 
Vist Trend /Plot 	 225.00 

HARDWARE 
JOYSTICKS AND PADDLES 
Hayes Mach tl 	 $32.00 
Hayes Mach Ile 	 35 00 
Hayes Mach III 	 40.00 
Hayes Mach Ille 	 44.00 
Kraft Joystick 	 45.00 
Kraft Paddles 	 35 00 
Sirius Joyport 	 36.00 
TG Joystick 	 42.00 
TG Paddles 	 29 00 
TG Trackball 	 48.00 

MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE 
Grappler • 	$125.00 
16K Ram 	  75.00 
SoftCard 	  275.00 
System Saver 	 65.00 

BLANK DISCS (box of 10) 
Elephant 

(SS/SD) 	 $22.00 
(SS/DD) 	  25 00 

Maxell (SS/DD) 	 30.00 
Verbatim 

(SS/SD) 	  25.00 
(SS/DO) 	  28.00 

Diskette File Box 
(hOldS 60) 	 20.00 

DISK DRIVES 
Rana Elite I 	$28900 

w/controller 	 389 00 
Rana Elite 2 	 479 00 

w/controller 	 559.00 
Rana Elite 3 	 629 00 

w/controller 	 699 00 

VIDEX 
Videoterm 	$239 00 
Ultraterm 	  279 00 

ADVANCED LOGIC SYSTEMS 
CP/ M Card 	$29900 
Dispatcher 	 104.00 
Z•Card II 	  129.00 

OTHER ITEMS 
Gibson Light Pen .... $249 00 
Koala Graphics Tablet . 99.00 
SAM 	8900 

Snack Attack 	 21.00 	Graphics Magician .... 45.00 
Swashbuckler...... 	25.00 	Minit Man 	  15.00 
Thief 	  21.00 	Pensate 	  15.00 

MICROLAB 	 Cannonball Blitz 	 25.00 
Miner 2049er 	$28.00 	Crossfire 	  21.00 

Dragon's Keep 	 21.00 
Frogger 	  25.00 
Jawbreaker (new) 	 21.00 
Learning w/Leeper . 	25.00 
Marauder 	  25.00 

MUSE 	 Sammy Lightfoot 	 21.00 
Castle Wolfenstein 	$21.00 	Softporn Adventure 	21.00 
Caverns of Freitag 	 21.00 	Threshold 	  2000 
Robot War 	  28.00 	Troll's Tale 	 21.00 
Three Mile Island 	 28.00 	Ultima II 	  42.00 
Titan Empire 	 28.00 	The Artist 	  60.00 

SIRIUS 	 Microbe 	  32 00 
Critical Mass 	 $28.00 	Odyssey 	  21 00 
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Get a Grip on 
Machine Language. 

The Visible 
Computer: 6502 

The transition from Basic to machine language is a 
big step. Sometimes too big. 

Now there's a way to cut the problem down to size. 
The Visible Computer: 6502 is an integrated sys-

tem for learning machine language programming. 
It features an animated simulation of the 6502 
microprocessor that lets you see with your own 
eyes what machine language is all about. You'll see 
how instructions are executed, not just the result. 
There's a hand-holding mode that traps the kind of 
mistakes beginning machine language program-
mers are apt to make. And an expert mode, with 
more than twenty commands and functions that 
make it a powerful debugger for your machine 
language programs. 

The 140 page manual is a hard-working tutorial 
on the fundamental concepts of machine language. 
You'll learn "hands-on-keyboard" as you work your 
way through thirty progressively more complex 
demonstration programs stored on disk. 

The Visible Computer: 6502 is available for the 
Apple II Plus (or Ile) for $49.95. If your dealer 
doesn't have it, you can order directly from Soft-
ware Masters, 3330 Hillcroft #BB, Houston, Texas 
77057, or call (713) 266-5771. Please include $3.00 
shipping. Bank cards accepted. 

Software Masters TM  

The Visible Computer 
lets you see into a 6502 

as it executes 
programs 

SPI.PCt the box 

L101...4 1.4 n t 

COTT. . 

Carol 
,,4111111111munittnittntimm11111111111h. 

NAMES 

Contact Individualized 
Operland (JO), a division 
of Cassidy Research Corp., 
PO Box 3030, San Rapha-
el, CA 94912. Price is 
$179.95. Reader service 
number is 443. 

CAI Word Games 

Master Match is an edu-
cational game where the 
emcee invites the player(s) 
to find logical matches in 
images and words under-
neath numbered mystery 
squares. 

Wizard of Words allows 
you to enter a realm of 
knights, heralds, jugglers, 
a princess and even a fire-
breathing dragon. Five dif-
ferent word games appear 
at the wave of the Wizard's 
wand. A powerful dictio-
nary of over 20,000 words, 
keyed to age levels, allows 
the tailoring of each game 
to develop reading, spell-
ing and vocabulary skills. 

Both programs have a 
mini-authoring system to 
create new words and les-
sons. For further informa-
tion, contact CAI, 1442A 
Walnut St., Suite 341, 

Berkeley, CA 94709. The 
price is $39.95 for each 
program. Reader Service 
number is 441. 

Type-Writer 
The Professor, PO Box 

301, Swanton, VT 05488, 
has a multilingual word pro-
cessor, The Type-Writer, 
with character sets for 
Spanish, French, German, 
Danish, English, Finnish, 
Hawaiian, Hungarian, Ital-
ian, Norwegian, and Swe-
dish. Accented letters ap-
pear on the screen and can 
be printed by almost any 
printer. It has both upper-
and lowercase display for 
the Apple II Plus and Be 
with no additional hard-
ware required for only 
$69.95. Reader Service 
number is 445. 

Retailer 
Superex Business Prod-

ucts, 151 Ludlow St., Yon-
kers, NY 10705, has re-
leased Retailer, a retail 
management system for 
the small to medium size 

Master Match CAI word game. 
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wabasii 
When it comes to 

Flexible Disks, nobody 
does it better than 

Wabash. 

MasterCard, Visa Accepted. 
Call Free: (800) 235-4137 

PACIFIC 
EXCHANGES 
100 Foothill Blvd 

San Luis Obispo. CA 

93401. (In Cal. call 

(805) 543-1037 ) tli 

Easy-View 
Disk File 

Work Station 

• Stores 100 Disks, Dust Free 
• 25 Disk Titles Clearly Visible 
• Fast, Easy Access, Stackable 
• Top Flips Back, Locks Upright 

RULE ONE $43.95 Add $1.50 
5 Lawrence Street 	‘017 Postage & Handling 
Bloomfield, N.J. 07003 Check or M.O. No C.O.D.'s 

Circle 356 on Reader  Service card. 

DISKETTES 
, 

maxelt t•  LIFETIME 

spoiC"".  

WARRANTY 

SV.,•SS/00 

28.95 

1 0% OFF 
SECOND BOX! 

3M 
SCOTCH 

5% SS/130 

....„,.....,...,,... 

23.5° 

VE - BATIM   
Data* 24.95 

- 	5'4 OS/00 
AN. aysltsbla 

6, ••/•O 

21 .95  
... 	..... .......,......,..., 

MEZCI CLEAN KIT BY 
VERBATIM . EEL. 

......Th _.,._., :ff.:...3: 

r9 	 4 	... 
/ 	 .. 
•fg 	... 	.. 

Cali 'Or .101•• 
C. l...... 	i . 

,....,......... 
MEG • - BYTE INO. 

4699 S W. 45th St. 
Ft. Lauderdale. Florida 3331 4 

306.1587.11 30 
NOW OPEN SAT. 
10:00 to 3:00 EST. 

1-B00-327-1013 
ASK FOR FREE CATALOGUE_ 

RIBBONS 
EPSON - ,......, 4....a. 
Cartridgem 	Min. 3 
C. ITOM -P. .. 7!. EA. 
Cartridges.' 	Min. 3 
DIABLO 	4.... as. 
Certridgas 	Min 3 

Circle 31 on Reader Service card. 
	 Circle 140 on Reader Service card. 

New Software 

Bookends, produced by Sensible 
Software. 

retailer. Retailer lists for 
$300 and works on the Ap-
ple II Plus, He or any Ap-
ple compatible computer. 
Two disk drives or a hard 
disk drive are needed. 

Its features include is-
suing sales receipts, up-
grading of inventory, track-
ing back orders, generating 
invoices and tracking re-
ceivables. It also creates re-
ports, calculates sales re-
ceipts, automatically adds 
customers to a mailing list 
and keeps track of sales per 

item or per salesman. Read-
er Service number is 448. 

Bookends 

Bookends is a personal-
ized, state-of-the-art cata-
log system to quickly and 
effortlessly keep track of in-
formation from articles 
and books. Put your library 
in Bookends for $124.95. 
Contact Sensible Software 
Inc., 6619 Perham Drive, 
West Bloomfield, MI 
48033. Reader Service num-
ber is 453. 

Apple to IBM PC 
File Transfer Program 

Personal Computer Pro-
ducts has updated their File 
Transfer program to allow 
the transfer of files from 
the Apple II, II Plus and 
Ile to the IBM PC and XT. 

The program supports 
the transfer of random 
files, text files, data files, 
binary files, high level lan-
guage programs (Basic, 

Pascal, Fortran, Cobol, 
etc.), VisiCalc electronic 
spreadsheet data, word 
processor files, CP/M, and 
so forth. 

The complete package is 
available for $94.95 from 
Personal Computer Prod-
ucts, 1400 Coleman Ave., 
Suite C-18, Santa Clara, 
CA 95050. Reader Service 
number is 442. 

WP for He 

Write Away, from 
Midwest Software Associ-
ates, PO Box 301, St. Ann, 
MD 63074, is suitable for 
home and commercial ap-
plications for word pro-
cessing and utilizes the 
features of any printer. In-
cluded with the system is a 
mailmerge/form letter fear  
ture that interfaces with 
popular databases. On-
screen and written tuto-
rials help you learn the sys-
tem while a vast array of 
formatting commands al-
low for the creation of al-
most any type of docu- 

ment. Write Away comes 
unprotected and creates 
ordinary DOS text files for 
the Apple II, II Plus and 
Ile. The price is $175. 
Reader Service number is 
451. 

Enchanter 

Infocom Inc., 55 
Wheeler St., Cambridge, 
MA 02138, announces the 
Enchanter, the first in a 
trilogy of fantasy games 
that takes players into a 
world of magical powers 
and perilous predicaments. 

Marc Bland and Dave 
Lebling, Zork creators, de-
signed an original, imagin-
ative journey into an envi-
ronment where you'll ex-
plore an abandoned castle 
filled with strange and 
magical trappings. You'll 
uncover spell scrolls that 
help you overcome many 
obstacles before you finally 
banish the evil warlock. 

Enchanter retails for 
$49.95. Reader Service 
number is 440. 
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The Albert is Apple compatible. 

The Franklin Ace 80 plug-in module. 

New Products 

Meet the Albert 

The Albert Computer is 
another alternative to an 
Apple Ile. Over 15,000 Ap-
ple software programs are 
Albert compatible. Stan-
dard features include RGB 
color graphics with 25 col-
ors, a 40-column format 
(expandable to 80), built-in 
communications for RS-
232/422/423, and both se-
rial and parallel printer 
ports. It also has a built-in 
speaker, time-of-day clock 
plus five internal I/O ex-
pansion slots. The Albert 
costs $1595 with 64K mem-
ory, upper/lowercase, A/D 
converter and arcade-qual-
ity high-speed game-port. 
For more information, 
contact Albert Computers 
Inc., 3170 Los Feliz Drive, 
Unit C, Thousand Oaks, 
CA 91632. Reader Service 
number is 465. 

Summa:Mouse 

Summa:Mouse is a 
small, lightweight device 
that is an intuitively-oper-
ated cursor-steering input 
peripheral for computer 
graphics applications. It is 
fully compatible with Sum- 

RAM and a large selection 
of useful programs includ-
ing file maintenance, con-
version and copying rou-
tines, peripheral control 
routines, program develop-
ment and debugging aids. 
Suggested retail price is 
$449. Additional informa-
tion is available from 
Franklin Computer Cor-
poration, 2138 Route 38, 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002. 
Reader Service number is 
462. 

Mach II/III 

Two precision joysticks 
for the Apple II are highly 
accurate and reliable with 
a 360 degree cursor control. 
The Mach II at $39.95 and 
the Mach III at $49.95 
(with a push-button switch 
for rapid fire) are available 
from Hayes Products, 1558 
Osage St., San Marcos, CA 
92069. The Reader Service 
number is 476. 

Under-Stand 

The Under-Stand is a 
space-saving monitor stand 
constructed of ultra-strong 
clear acrylic with room for 
an Apple with two drives, 
monitor, paddles or joy-
stick. It costs $71.95. Con-
tact Verba Gloria, 802 
Twelfth Ave., Menomonie, 

WI 54751, for further in-
formation. Reader Service 
number is 471. 

SchoolBus 
The Apple SchoolBus is a 

disk and printer sharing 
system that supports up to 
30 interconnected student 
stations in one room, using 
just the instructor's disk 
drive and printer. Instruc-
tors can view the student's 
work at any time or ex-
change messages with indi-
vidual students. SchoolBus 
is used with the instructor's 
Apple II Plus or Ile with a 
language card and printer 
controller card. The price 
will be about $200 per stu-
dent. Contact Apple Com-
puter Inc., 20525 Mariani 

The Under-Stand from Verba 
Gloria. 

magraphics' MM series of 
digitizers. The Summa: 
Mouse interfaces to the Ap-
ple with the RS-232. For 
more information, contact 
Summagraphics Corp., 35 
Brentwood Ave., Fairfield, 
CT 06430. The cost is 
$300. Reader Service num-
ber is 474. 

CP/M for the Franklin 

Franklin Computer Cor-
poration adds CP/M with 
its Ace 80 CPU, a plug-in 
module for the Franklin 
Ace 80, and as standard 
equipment on the Ace 1200. 
It includes a Z-80 processor 
and operates at 6 MHz to 
reduce processing time. 
The Franklin card also in-
cludes an additional 64K 
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Circle 45 on Reader Service card. 

SAVE! UP TO 50% 
ON ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR APPLETM 

GUARANTEED! 
LOWER PRICES! FASTER SERVICE! 
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER - DTC 
Print speeds up to 32 CPS, 48K buffer, proportional 
spacing, Diablo 1640/1650/630 compatible 
protocol. Comes with printwheel, ribbon and users 
manual. Serial, parallel. and IEEE 488 interfaces 
standard. 
PRD-11300 380Z printer 	  $1195.00 
PRA-11000 Tractor option 	  $169.95 
PRA-12000 Cut sheet feeder 	  $699.95 
CABLE Please specify 	  $50.00 

DAISYWHEEL - SILVER REED 
200 words per minute, full 15-inch platten, Diablo 
630 protocol, 10, 12, 15 pitch or proportional 
spacing, logic seeking bi-directional printing, very 
quiet - very reliable. Best letter quality printer 
under $1000.00!! 

PRD-52001 Parallel 	  $699.95 
PRD-52002 Serial 	  $799.95 
PRA-52000 Adjustable Tractor 	 $129.95 

NEW! OKIDATA 92 & 93 
160 CPS standard printing, correspondence quality 
printing,dot-addressable Graphics, and alternate 
downline loadable character sets. 
PRM-43092 ML92 parallel 	  CALL 
PRM-43192 ML92 serial 	  CALL 
PRM-43093 ML93 parallel 	  CALL 
PRM-43193 ML93 serial 	  CALL 
PRA-43092 ML92 tractor 	  CALL 

GEMINI 10X - STAR MICRONICS 
Economically priced, high quality. Epson-
compatible 120 cps, 9 x 9 dot matrix, friction & 
tractor feed, bit image graphics 
PRM-66010 Gemini 10X ('10" carriage) 	$319.95 
PRM-66015 Gemini 15 (15" carriage) 	$499.95 
PR M-66200 Gemini serial board 	 $85.00 

PRINTER INTERFACE CARD & CABLE 
Interfaces any Centronics parallel to Apple 
11/ 4-/e. With Cable 
10P-2100A Printer Link 	  $49.95 

MICROBUFFERS FOR PRINTERS 
Available in Epson, Apple, and in-line versions both 
serial and parallel. 
10P-2510A Inline, 64K parallel 	 $339.95 
10P-2530A Inline, 64K serial 	  $339.95 
10P-2540A Epson parallel 16K 	 $159.95 
10P-2550A Epson serial 8K • 	  $159.95 
10P-2570A Apple parallel 32K 	 $289.95 
10P-2590A Apple serial 32K 	 $289.95 

GRAPPLER PLUS - ORANGE MICRO 
Latest version of the popular Apple parallel printer 
interface with Graphics. 
10P-2300A Grappler+ 	 $139.95 

We accept cash, checks, credit cards, or Purchase Orders 
from qualified firms & institutions. Minimum prepaid order 
$15.00 California residents add 61/2 % tax. Export 
customers outside the US or Canada please add 10% to all 
prices. Prices and availability subject to change 
without notice. Shipping & handling charges via UPS. 
Ground 50s/lb. UPS Air $1.00/1b. Minimum charge $3.00 

CP/M 3.0 PLUS CARD For APPLE - ALS 
The most powerful CP/M card available 6MHz Z-
80B, additional 64K of RAM, Graphics, full 
CP/M 2.2 compatibility.  
CPX-62810A 	  $359.95 

Z-CARD For APPLE II - ALS 
Z-Card with CP/M 2.2. like Softcard 
CPX-62800A 	 $149.95 

16K RAM CARD For APPLE II 
Expand your Apple II to 64K, use as language card, 
full one year warranty. 
MEX-16700A Save up to $100 	  $49.95 

80 COLUMN CARD - MICROMAX 
80 column x 25 line video board for Apple II or II+. 
7 x 9 matrix characters with true descenders, shift 
key selectable upper and lower case, inverse video. 
40/80 column operation switchable from keyboard. 
DOS. Pascal. and CP/M compatible. 

10V-2500A Viewmax-80 	 $149.95 
10V-2455A Pre-boot disk for above 	 $29.95 

VIDEO MONITORS - USI 
The "Cadillac" of video monitors. 20MHz video 
bandwidth, 1000 lines resolution. 
VDM-740920 9" Green 	 $129.95 
VDM-740910 9" Amber 	 $149.95 
VDM-741220 12" Green 	 $159.95 
VDM-741210 12" Amber 	 $179.95 

VIDEO MONITORS - BEST BUY 
20 MHz. 1000 lines resolution. We have priced these 
so low the manufacturer will not let us advertise 
their name! 
VDM-750920 9" Green 	  $99.95 
VDM-750910 9" Amber 	  $129.95 
VDM-750910 12" Green 	 $129.95 
VDM-751210 12'' Amber 	 $139.95 

TAXAN RGB COLOR MONITORS 
18 MHz. choice of medium or super hi-res 
VDC-821210 RGB Vision-1 	 $399.95 
VDC-821230 RGB Vision-Ill 	  $699.95 
VDA-821200 RGB card & cable 	 $129.95 
VDA-821220 Apple Ill cable 	  $19.95 

ZENITH HI-RES 12 inch GREEN 
15 MHz. switchable 40 or 80 columns. 
VDM-201201 List price $189.95 	 $114.95 

KRAFT SYSTEMS JOYSTICK 
Dual mode - spring return or free floating, full one-
year warranty. 
SYA-1513A Apple joystick 	  $59.95 

Place Orders Toll Free 
Continental U.S. 	Inside California 

800-421-5500 	800-262-1710 
For Technical Inquiries or Customer Service call: 

213-973-7707 

DISK DRIVE For APPLE 
All the capabilities of the Apple 
fraction of the cost. Totally DOS, 
compatible. 
MSM-431010 Drive with cable 	 
MSM-431030 Controller 	 
MSM-571010 Half height drive 

VISTA V1200 6 MEGABYTE SYSTEM 
Lowest priced 6 Megabyte system for Apple; uses a 
floppy cartridge, allowing you to keep duplicates of 
your valuable data. Accesses as fast as a 
Winchester. CP/M, Pascal, DOS patches included. 

MSM-351200 V1200 w/controller 	 $1195.00 

VISTA QUARTET 
Dual low profile slimline 51/4" drives give you the 
capacity of 4 standard Apple floppies. Boots and 
runs all Apple software. With controller 
MSM-354000 	 $699.00 

SUPER DISKETTE BARGAIN 
From a major manufacturer. now available at a new 
low price. Single sided, certified double density, 
perfect for Apple. Price is good while our supply 
lasts! 
MMD-5121003 Box of ten 	  $18.50 

VERBATIM OPTIMA DISKETTES 
These are the absolute ultimate in quality, there are 
none better! packaged in versatile Disk Bank 
storage boxes. 51/4" SS DD soft sector w/hub rings. 
(boxes of 10 only) 
MMD-5120102 	  $67.95 

PLEXIGLASS DISK TUB 
Convenient storage for up to 75 diskettes. 
MMA-505 574" Disk Tub 	

 
$19.95 

COOLING FAN For APPLE 
Cooling fan, surge suppressor, and dual switched 
outlets; clips onto the side of your Apple II/+/e 

SYA-1520A 	  $59.95 

TRANSPAK - SSM 
Full feature communication software packages with 
either 300 or 1200 baud modem. Also includes free 
or reduced-fee introductory packages for The 
Source, Dow Jones, and Dialog. 
IOM-2431A Transpak 1, 300 baud 	$388.00 
IOM-2432A Transpak 2, 300 baud 	$448.00 
IOM-2433A Transpak 3, 300 baud 	$695.00 
10D-2442A Transpak 2+, 1200 baud 	$995.00 
IOM-2443a Transpak 3+, 1200 baud 	$1095.00 
IOM-2430A 300b ModernCard 	 $299.95 

‘7.41A-MbM 
Computer Products 

4901 W. Rosecrans, Hawthorne, CA 90250 

brand drives at a 
Pascal and CP/M 

$219.95 
$59.95 

$249.95 
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SIMPLY 
THE Bur 

IN DIAGNOSTICS 
(For Apple° II and //e) 

XPS-Diagnostic 11 & lle 

a 

There's no diagnostic program more comprehensive 
or easier to use than an XPS-Diagnostic. Each pro-
gram comes complete with a simplified user manual, 
back-up disk and lifetime warranty. 
XPS-Diagnostic tests all major functions of your 
Apple II or//e system with minimal user input... and it 
speaks your language. 
XPS-Diagnostic II and lie require DOS 3.3 Version ii 
requires 48K. 

Tests Include: 
MAIN MEMORY 	KEYBOARD 
SYSTEM ROMS 	PRINTER 

oLANGUAGE CARD CPU 
DISK SYSTEM 	PERIPHERALS 
DRIVE SPEED 	oTAPE PORT 

MONITOR TESTS 
GAME PORT 

0080 COLUMN CARD 
ooAUX. MEMORY 

MEDIA VERIFY 

oXPS-DIagnostIe II only 	 ooXPS•Diagnostic He only 

XPS-Diagnostic Iror Ile: $49.95 
(Please specify system. PA residents add 6% 
sales tax. No charge for shipping or handling.) 

To order and/or receive more 
information call XPS: (717) 243-5373 

*Formerly sold as Apple-Cillin II. 

(Not assoc. with or sponsored by Apple Computer, Inc.) 

XPS, Inc. 
P.O. Box 140 
Carlisle, PA 17013 

Apple® is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. 

XPS 

The Micrornse from The Casemaker. 

Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014, 
for further information. 
Reader Service number is 
466. 

Bag Your Apple 

Protect your Apple in-
vestment and increasP its 
portability with a Micro-
case from The Casemaker, 
1754-C Junction Ave., San 
Jose, CA 95112. The Micro-
cast- will bag your Apple 
II, II Plus or He along with 
two disk drives and printer 
for $149.95. Reader Ser-
vice number is 467. 

Power Console 

The Model 038 is built to 
protect small computers 
and their data from ac line 

noise, transients and high 
voltage surges. The unit 
comes with a 6-foot, three-
wire shielded ac line cord, 
15 amp circuit breaker, 
main on/off components 
and indicator light for 
$125. For further informa-
tion, contact PMC Indus-
tries Inc., 9353 Activity 
Road, San Diego, CA 
92126. Reader Service 
number is 469. 

The Computer Database 

The Computer Data-
base provides comprehen-
sive coverage of the com-
puter, telecommunications 
and electronics fields. Ab-
stracts of articles from over 
500 periodicals and news-
letters, as well as abstracts 

PMC power console. 

New Products 
Circle 220 on Reader Service card. 
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ems. 
How will a new 

	your bus ■ 

A sophisticated, easy to use 80 column card rated NO.1 by reviewers around the world 

80 Column Display: 
Largest available 9 * 10 dot matnx, giving a superb set of 128 upper 
& lower case characters, & a crisp set of line/block graphics. with 
software switching between 40 and 80 column screens. 

Compatibility: 
Fully compatible with Applesoft BASIC. PASCAL, MICROSOFT CP/M, 
FORTRAN and ASSEMBLER. 
Fully compatible with most quality word processing. speadsheet. data 
base and applications programs. 

Communications: 
Full smart terminal emulation, file transfer & save, and screen print 
facilities. 

Installation: Installed in seconds into the standard Apple II or Ile, with no hardware or 
cabling changes for normal Apple operation.  

All this and a set of powerful utility programs. 

VISION-128 128K 
Memory Expansion Card 

A powerful RAM card which increases the available memory 
space of your Apple II or Ile from 64K to an incredible 192K 
Compatibility: 

Fully compatible with all Apple software. and 
'transparent' to the user. 

VisiCalc Enhancement: 
Provides all the extra bytes for storing large VisiCalc 
models in RAM. 

Automatic Operation: 
Utility programs can automatically activate the 
card when more RAM memory is required. 

NOW ONLY 

$2.95.1" 

NOW ONLY 
I 95.00 

/0111i/I111111111011•1111M  

Action-Research Northwest 
11442 Marine View Drive, SW. 
Seattle, WA 98146 
(206) 241-1645 Source: CL2542 

New Products Circle 342 on Reader Service card. 

IIIIIIPPLE CASES 
It

In the CI

-CASE 1 
PP*cottle! of APPios to business  and Othfx serious stuff.  

Vile  importance of a 
1114,  - • d businmeprd.  

ON: You have on ordinary Apple Ii 
You need extraordi 
ts, data bases. 

80 Column Text Card 

You don't 
nce from 
and vow 

mily of 

VR Data's Hard Disk III. 

Hard Disk III 

VR Data, 777 Hender-
son Blvd., Folcroft, PA 
19032, has added the Hard 
Disk III to its line of Win-
chester disk drives. Stan-
dard features include case, 
power supply, cables and 
mounting hardware, ful-
ly assembled, tested and 
burned-in. It is available in 
either 5, 10 or 15 megabyte 

of books and course materi-
als are included. On-line 
customers can order books, 
courses and other materials 
electronically or through a 
toll-free number from Man-
agement Contents, 2265 
Carlson Drive, Suite 5000, 
Northbrook, IL 60062. The 
cost will be $85 per hour. 
Reader Service number 
is 473. 

The Orange parallel interface. 

The Orange Interface 

The Orange Interface 
parallel interface has over 
15 firmware commands for 
text screen dumping and 
formatting on the Apple II, 
II Plus and He comput-
ers. The $87 price includes 
complete documentation, 
a five-foot parallel printer 
cable and a 90-day war-
ranty. One innovative fea-
ture is an 80-column screen 
dump. For more informa-
tion, contact Orange Mi- 

capacities. Adapters, which 
include all hardware and 
software to run the subsys-
tem, are available for the 
Apple II and Ile as well as 
other computers. Prices 
start at $995 and adapters 
start at $150. Reader Ser-
vice number is 464. 

■ 
■ 

VISION-VCE 
VisiCalc Expander 

PREBOOT DISK 
Automatic VisiCalc 

preboot procedures 
for both the Apple II & 
Apple Ile. utilizing 
VISION-80 VISION-1.28K 

ONLY $6900 

A COMBO PACK: 

VISION-COMBO PAC 
VISION-80 + VISIO*128* 

VISION-AWII 
Apple Writer II 
PREBOOT DISK 

Automatic 	APPLE 
WRITER II preboot pro-
cedures for both the 

Apple II & Apple Ile 

ONLY $6900 

VISION-128 UTIL 
Utility Program Disk 

A large variety of utilities 
for the expanded 192K 
memory, including the 
VISION-DRIVE diskette 

emulater 

ONLY $ 79.00 

I 	I 
ONLY 

'495 ! 
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Microref reference guide for WordStar. 

The M-80E video card from Amdek. 

New Products 

cro, 1400 N. Lakeview, 
Anaheim, CA 92807. Read-
er Service number is 460. 

M-80E Video Card 

The M-80E video card, 
introduced by Amdek Cor-
poration, 2201 Lively 
Blvd., Elk Grove Village, 
IL 60007, is specifically de-
signed for the Apple He, 
providing full 80-column 
text and a wide selection of 
new color modes. The card 
interfaces to an NTSC or 
RGB monitor and is com-
patible with all existing 
and future Apple He soft-
ware. Cost is $195. The 
Reader Service number is 
463. 

Quick Reference Guides 

Educational Systems Inc. 
offers Microref, a quick 

reference guide for Word-
Star. Apple owners can use 
these reference cards as a 
learning aid or as a fast ref-
erence tool. ESI designed 
Microref with a built-in 
easel and thumb-indexing 
for easier handling. The 
cost for Microref for Word-
Star is $12.95. For more in-
formation contact Educa-
tional Systems Inc., 1000 
Skokie Blvd., Wilmette, IL 
60091. Reader Service num-
ber is 475. 

Computer Slide Express 
Using the Computer 

Slide Express service, Ap-
ple owners can convert 
computerized charts, de-
signs, graphs and graphics 
to 35 mm slides, prints or 
overhead transparencies ($6 
each for slides, more for 

others). Users can dial Vis-
ual Horizons, 180 Metro 
Park, Rochester, NY 14623, 
to transmit the information 
over ordinary telephone 
lines, or mail a floppy disk, 
then receive the finished 
product by mail. Reader 
Service number is 461. 

Penpad 

Penpad is a practical al-
ternative to the keyboard. 
It recognizes handwritten 
characters from a pre-
printed business form on 
the writing tablet. A writ-
ing tablet, control unit, 
pen and display monitor 
are available for $3950. 
For further information, 
contact Pencept, 39 Green 
St., Waltham, MA 02154. 
Reader Service number is 
470. 

Printer Stand 
Ring King Visibles Inc., 

PO Box 599, Muscatine, IA 
52761, has a 261/2  inch 
printer stand with a slotted 
top for printout feeding. It 
features solid construction 
to dampen vibration, steel 
connectors at all joints and 
a non-glare neutral beige 
surface. Other furniture 
available include keyboard 
height base stations, stand-
up work stations, mobile 
cabinets, data racks and 

The Penpad input peripheral for 
the Apple. 

Printer stand from Ring King 
Visibles. 

more. The cost for the 
30 x 24 inch printer stand 
is $179.95. The Reader 
Service number is 472. 

Nibble Notch 

Nibble Notch is a preci-
sion engineered tool de-
signed to locate and punch 
a matching write-enable 
notch in your disk jacket, 
in exactly the same spot ev-
ery time. This notch allows 
your disk drive to write on 
the back of a single-sided 
disk. Nibble Notches are 
available for $14.95 plus 
$1.50 postage and han-
dling from Nibble Notch, 
4211 Northwest 75th Ter-
race, Lauderhill, FL 33319. 
The Reader Service num-
ber is 468. 
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When these aliens 
get personal 

You've never had more charming, lovable aliens 
residing on your screen. 
Different shapes, dif- 
ferent colors—and 
thoroughly friend- 
ly . . . until they 
meet in the 
MATING ZONE. 
Once they do, 
they produce off- 
spring who are 
genetically mean 
and ornery. And 
their mission in life is 
to take yours! 

At each level you find 
different aliens who have this 
great compulsion to produce mu- 
tated offspring—and it becomes 
easier for them, but more difficult 
for you, as the number of Mating Zones 
Copyright 1983 Datamost Inc 

increase at each level! 
For the most intrigu-
ing, enjoyable game 

of the year—visit the 
MATING ZONE 
and try to stop 
the population 
explosion! 

$29.95 for the 
Apple 1I+* 

At your comput-
er store, or: 

OD  DATAMOST 

8943 Fullbright Ave., 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 

(213) 709-1202 
VISA/MASTERCARD accepted. 

$2.00 shipping/handling charge. (Cali-
fornia residents add 61/2% sales tax.) 

*Apple II+ is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc 



TRUNKS FOR THE 
MEMORIES. 

Introducing the most logical place to store 
Elephant Memory Systems° (or lesser brands 
of disks): The Trunk 

With its alphabetized library index, you can 
file or retrieve up to 60 disks, instantly. 

The Trunk is made of durable molded 
plastic with a hinged, one-piece lid, to keep 
disks safe from dust, dirt, and other detriments 
which disks despise. 

And, it's portable. Because the lid doubles 
as a carrying handle so your Elephant Memory 
Systems° disks can go anywhere you do. 

There's a model for 51/4" and 8" floppies, as 
well as a cassette-and-game file and a special 
Atari° version. 

So if you're looking for the best disk storage 
system on the market ... 

The Trunk is an open-and-shut case. 

THE TRUNK. ENDORSED BY ELEPHANTS. 
Elephant Memory Systems' Disks 

A full line of top-quality floppies, in virtually every 51/4" and 8" model, for compatibility with virtually every computer on the market. 
Guaranteed to meet or exceed every industry standard, certed 100% error-free and problem-free, and to maintain its quality for at least 

12 million passes for over a life-time of heavy-duty use). 
Marketed exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Information Systems and Supplies Division, 55 Providence Highway, Norwood, MA 02062. 

Dealers: Call toll-free 1-800-343-8413; or in Massachusetts, call collect 1617) 769-8150 

Circle 3 on Reader Service card. 


